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Preface

The first International Conference on Communication and Computer Engineering
(ICOCOE 2014) was held in the historical city of Malacca, Malaysia, between
May 20 and 21, 2014. The conference focuses on industrial and manufacturing
theory and applications of electronics, communications, computing, and infor-
mation technology. The objectives of the conference were to provide an avenue for
researchers to present high-quality research and be involved in professional
interactions for the advancement of science, technology, and fellowship. More
than 300 participants from 15 countries registered for the conference. ICOCOE
2014 provided a platform for them to present their latest invention and advanced
technology and research, share their expertise, establish new contacts, and discuss
a range of communication and computer engineering topics for the betterment and
future advancement of these fields.

ICOCOE 2014 is the first ever event handled by Prime Systems, an educational
consulting sector provider. It was successful in getting overwhelming response
from public and private sectors, local and foreign universities, research institu-
tions, stakeholders, and various industries from all over the region. Nearly 200
papers were received with only around 102 papers accepted. Associate Professor
Dr. Muhammad Ramlee from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia gave a keynote
address on RF and microwave communication system in advanced systems while
Prof. Eryk Dutkiewicz from Macquarie University presented his latest work on
wireless communications. Several technical sessions were arranged for the
conference.

This book contains a selection of revised manuscripts presented at ICOCOE
2014 within the two main conference themes, which are communications and
computer engineering research areas. This book covers various aspects of
advanced computer and communication engineering, specifically on industrial and
manufacturing theory and applications of electronics, communications, computing,
and information technology. The development of latest technologies has been
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highlighted, aimed at various computer and communication-related professionals
such as telecommunication engineers, computer engineers and scientists,
researchers, academicians, and students. Furthermore, several applications
involving cutting edge communication and computer systems are also discussed.

The editors wish to acknowledge Prime Systems for successfully organizing
and sponsoring this conference.

Hamzah Asyrani Sulaiman
Mohd Azlishah Othman

Mohd Fairuz Iskandar Othman
Yahaya Abd Rahim

Naim Che Pee
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Chapter 1
RWA: Comparison of Genetic Algorithms
and Simulated Annealing in Dynamic
Traffic

Arturo Rodriguez, Antonio Gutierrez, Luis Rivera
and Leonardo Ramirez

Abstract Modern telecommunications are supporting every day a progressive
demand for services, which in turn generates greater requirements from the
attention capacity in photonic transport networks. This phenomenon forces us to
improve the routing systems, to minimize the blocking probability and minimize
the use of the network, among other indicators, in order to attend current demand
and to have the capacity to attend future demand. This paper compares four studies
on routing and wavelength assignment with the aim of supporting the improve-
ment of the already mentioned indicators. A comparison is made between opti-
mizing algorithms and heuristic simulated annealing and genetic algorithms, using
comparative indicators such as blocking probability and the use of the network.
The results show that the heuristic algorithms are potentially better for a high load
dynamic demand (greater than 120 erlangs) that would function much better under
stress. GINT proposes genetic algorithms as a solution to the coming future
demand of data transport.
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1.1 Introduction

Currently, in the field of fiber optics, the discussion is centered on commutation,
which is preferable because of its high response speed to routing. The closeness of
the upper layers of OSI to the linkage layer has triggered the reflection of the
permanence of the IP layer, but not of the IP address. In any case, the search to
establish routes that determine a fast and secure connection should be solved
through different algorithms found in the literature or innovative algorithms pro-
posed by researchers, such as those of Dijkstra and Floyd-Warshall among others,
however those optimizing algorithms are not efficient with respect to optical
demand, which requires good routes rather than optimum routes, due to the need to
decrease the probability of blocking the network and improving its use.

The traffic supported by a network can be classified as static and dynamic [1]. In
the optical transport networks the traffic was of the static type because the demand
was not sufficient to congest the system; but the static characteristics of traffic have
turned toward dynamic traffic, and the RWA (Routing Wavelength Assignment)
problem has become important, requiring the selection of a route and a wavelength
to establish the connection, under the restriction that there should be no change in
wavelength along the chosen route, which is known as CCW (Continuity Con-
straint Wavelength). This restriction helps to improve the delay on the route of
present demand [2], but the use of the network increases, increasing the probability
of blocking the future demand, because the more routes are established, the scarcer
the roads become.

In general, this problem has been solved by subdividing it into two parts: The
first one solves the route to be followed based on minimizing some pre-established
condition [3, 4], while the second part solves the problem of assigning the
wavelengths. There are other proposals that solve the problem from an integral
perspective, i.e., without subdividing it [5]. The present paper makes a comparison
of the two methods from the heuristic standpoint [6, 3].

1.2 Description of the RWA Problem

In All Optical Networks (AON) the transmitters are connected with each receiver
at all wavelengths, and therefore as many signals are required as there are
wavelengths. When many sessions use the same wavelength, these signals cannot
be sent simultaneously along the same fiber to avoid collisions within the network,
consequently blocking the session. It must be ensured that if a receiver is awaiting
data at a given wavelength in a given time interval, only one signal at that
wavelength must get to the receiver; if two or more signals arrive under those
conditions, we face a phenomenon called contention, which can be avoided by
isolating the signals in space and/or in time, i.e., by sending the signal along
another road and/or at another time. Temporary isolation is in general what we are
trying to avoid, because it causes latency.
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An optical network is formed by OXC (Optical Cross Connect) or optical
commuters linked by optical fibers. Depending on the technology of these com-
muters, they can commute fibers, wavelengths, wavelength bands, time division
multiplexing (TDM). The optical routes are formed by optical links that direct the
light beam (data) through the same wavelength according to the wavelength con-
tinuity restriction, but this possibility is exhausted when the demand exceeds the
number of possible sessions; when this restriction cannot be satisfied, the request is
blocked. Routing systems reusing the wavelength, where it is allowed to be
changed, have been developed, however the studies do not show significant changes
in routing performance [7]. Figure 1.1 shows 5 OXC that are part of a larger system.
The established routes with their corresponding wavelengths (colors) are (x-1, x,
x + 2/Red); (x-1, x, x + 1/Green) and (x-2, x, x + 1/Light blue); when a service
request arrives whose solutions goes through the (x-2, x, x + 2) links as shown in
blue color, the specified route cannot be assigned the red wavelength because it is
being used in the (x, x + 2) link, so either another wavelength should be used or a
new route should be found. This problem is called contention.

We must define some variables to formulate the problem. We know that in the
network there is current traffic and arriving or requested traffic. Traffic can be static
or dynamic, depending on the existing relations between the current and arriving
traffic. It is dynamic when the average connection time of current traffic is much
less than the average time between services request arrivals. This scenario is not
optimizable, so heuristic algorithms are used, most of which offer greater solutions
that are not necessarily optimum, but this richness provides much support when
the contentions problem arises, avoiding a new execution of the algorithmic
process. The problem is to establish the routes and the wavelength assignments in
the network for various criteria, with minimum probability of blocking the
requests, low transport latency along the route, low level of jitter, etc. The problem
is known as RWA, Routing Wavelength Assignment (routing and wavelength
assignment). Different strategies have been tested to satisfy the demand of an
optical network, and optimization criteria and algorithms have been used [8]. The
optimization criteria have been based on:

Fig. 1.1 Example of
contention in optical
networks
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• Minimizing the probability of blocking new requests [5].
• Minimizing the use of the network’s wavelengths [9, 10, 11].
• Minimizing the use of wavelengths per link [12, 13].
• Minimizing dispersion on the route [14].
• Minimizing the ASE (Amplified Spontaneous Emission) [15]

The optimizations algorithms can be classified into conventional, which are
algorithms used in electronic routing or only as an initial population value for
heuristic algorithms, such as minimum cost roads, dijkstra; incremental cost roads,
bellman fulkerson; minimum delay roads, bellman ford; and Linear Programming
[16], and heuristics, which are widely used algorithms in the search for good routes
and not necessarily optimum routes, such as Ant [17, 18], Genetic [19, 6], Tabu
Search [20], and Simulated Annealing [3, 4]. The diagram in Fig. 1.2 shows the
processes located in the literature for solving the RWA problem. It is seen that they
go from using problem division strategies until it is completely solved, making use
of different criteria and algorithms that allow getting a route and a wavelength that
allow the information to be transported. It should be stressed that in optical

Fig. 1.2 RWA–CCW solution strategies
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networks the aim is not necessarily to optimize, but what is sought is rather a route
that will work without generating a substantial increase of the probability of
blocking and without enlarging the network.

1.3 Model Description

In this demand model the nodes N participate in the routing request from the
network with a probability pl (for the lth access node connected with the lth optical
node Xl). This is the routing request probability that will be used as a simulation
parameter. The demand Ml of the lth access node follows a Poisson distribution
with an average rate le.

PðMl¼mÞ ¼
lm

e

m!
e�le ð1:1Þ

With this model we can have a varied range of requests around the whole
network and we can vary the load intensity at all the nodes, and the demand can be
changed from static to dynamic according to the study that it is desired to make.
The comparative work was done under dynamic demand.

1.4 Description of the Algorithms

The selected strategies are to divide the problem into two parts or to use it wholly.
Simulated annealing was used in the first case, and genetic Algorithms in the
second case, both of them carried out previously by the Grupo de Investigacion de
Nuevas Tecnologias (GINT) Industrial Technology Department, Facultad Tecno-
logica of the Universidad Santiago de Chile.

1.4.1 Network Demand

Requests arrive at the boundary nodes (with Poisson behavior, but different
probabilistic scenarios could be studied). These requests bring along four
parameters that must be satisfied, otherwise the request will be blocked.

vS
i ¼ ðrO; rD; nC; tCÞ ð1:2Þ

Where:
vS

i is the vector that represents the ith request that arrives at the sth boundary
node (Edge Router)
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rO is the identification number of the node of origin
rD is the identification number of the destination node of the arrival request
nC is the number of connections requested for the (rO,rD) pair
tC is the time of connections requested for the (rO,rD) pair

Three matrices have been established: The first linking matrix, C, that will
always be setting the available capacity of the links, so it can be used to monitor
when a link is not available; the second wavelength matrix, hh, which determines
the wavelength in use; and the third, the time matrix T, is a matrix that will have
the function of keeping count of the connection time of each wavelength in each
link, and must be updated dynamically. Its structure is similar to that of matrix
hh, but its elements will have the value 1 when the wavelengths are available in
the given link, and the time will be negative when it is in use, and it will decrease
as time goes by, and in this way it can be detected in the aptitude functions FA so
as not to use it. The definitions of the matrices are given below [21, 19, 6].

c ¼
cij=ðcij ¼ 0 8 i ¼ j ^ cij ¼ G NEE
^ cij ¼ g 8 i 6¼ j SEE ^ j 2 0;N � 1½ �
^ k 2 0; nw � 1½ �

8
<

:

9
=

;
ð1:3Þ

G = Very large number
g = Instantaneous cost of the link
NEE = There is no link
SEE = There is a link

k ¼
kijk=ðkijk ¼ 0 LOU _ NEEÞ _
ðkijk ¼ k þ 1 LODÞ 8 i 2 0;N � 1½ �
^ j 2 0;N � 1½ � ^ k 2 0; nw � 1½ �

8
<

:

9
=

;
ð1:4Þ

nW = Number of wavelengths in the network

T ¼
tijk=ðtijk ¼ �tc LOU tijk ¼ 0 NEEÞ _
ðtijk ¼ 1 LODÞ 8 i 2 0;N � 1½ �
^ j 2 0;N � 1½ � ^ k 2 0; nw � 1½ �

8
<

:

9
=

;
ð1:5Þ

LOU = Wavelength in the link is being used
LOD = Wavelength is not being used
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1.4.2 Simulated Annealing Algorithm

Let S0 be the two-dimensional matrix of order m x N, where m is the number of
rows of the matrix, which indicates the population sample used, in addition to
being a simulations variable, while N indicates the number of nodes.

Si ¼
sxy=sxy ¼ a ^ a 2 0;N � 1½ �
^ x 2 0;m � 1½ � ^ y 2 0;N � 1½ �
8 N;m ¼ 2k ^ k 2 Zþ

8
<

:

9
=

;
ð1:6Þ

Futhermore:

s0y ¼ rO ^ sxN�1 ¼ rD 8 x; y ð1:7Þ

When a request arrives at node 1, matrix S0 is established; if it arrives at node 2,
matrix S1 is established, and so on. When m0

15 ¼ 1; 4; 3; 128ð Þ arrives, we read: 15�
service request entering node 1, which requests route from node 1 to node 4 with
three 128 ms. connections. Therefore, according to (1.8), the first column has the
origin node and the last column has the destination node. The rest of the elements of
the initial population are filled randomly. For example, (Shown Fig. 1.3), for
m = 8 and N = 10, and the request for connection from node 1 to node 4.

Then rotation of the internal layers at different speeds must take place to find the
routes. Also, the wavelength assignments were made with First Fit, to be able to
compare them under the same conditions in terms of stopping criteria, aptitude
functions, and other parameters of the algorithm. They can be seen in detail in [3, 4].

1.4.3 Genetic Algorithms

Let P0 be the initial population of the genetic algorithm to be used, and nP the
number of chromosomes that constitute these initial populations. There will also
be ‘‘m’’ genetic algorithms for the ‘‘m’’ nodes that are requesting transport service.

0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 3 9 3 2 2 5 6 9 4

1 1 4 9 2 6 3 4 4 2 4

2 1 1 1 3 4 5 3 7 1 4

3 1 4 2 7 3 2 4 5 8 4

4 1 5 9 7 5 1 2 1 9 4

5 1 6 8 5 7 4 8 6 1 4

6 1 7 8 2 3 6 9 7 6 4

7 1 3 2 8 5 3 2 4 7 4

S

⎤⎡
⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢= ⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢ ⎦⎣

Fig. 1.3 Initial population
matrix
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Within the genetic algorithms there are various implementations that allow dif-
ferent behaviors of nP (regeneration policies); in this research this value remains
constant and it is a simulation parameter. In this way, the three-dimensional matrix
P0 of nP x (N + 3nW + 2) x N elements is defined.

P0 ¼
pabc=pabc ¼ y ^ a 2 0; nP � 1½ �
^ b 2 0;N þ 3nW þ 2½ � ^ c 2 0;m � 1½ �
_ y 2 0;N � 1½ �

8
><

>:

9
>=

>;
ð1:8Þ

P0bc ¼ rO ^ Pa0c ¼ rD 8 a; b; c ð1:9Þ

This matrix is filled randomly, the additional columns are for saving the cal-
culations of the aptitude functions referring to each available wavelength. La
Fig. 1.4 shows the 3D matrix of the initial populations that will serve for the
genetic process. For example, Fig. 1.4 shows the initial population of a network
with 6 (m = 6) nodes and 8 (nP = 8) chromosomes without intergenerational
numerical change, and in Fig. 1.5 each commuter is a gene that constitutes the
chromosome, whose information is the route that is sought. For example, in row 4
the chromosome is 2-3-3-2-1-4, where the first and the last genes are the origin and
the destination. The rest of the genes are filled randomly in the population matrix.
Assuming that the network has two wavelengths (nW = 2), in Fig. 1.5, we would
have one of six genetic algorithms with ‘‘a’’ from 0 to 9, ‘‘b’’ from 0 to 5 and ‘‘c’’
from 0 to 5.

If the request that arrives at node 2 is m0
15 ¼ 2; 4; 3; 128ð Þ, then the matrix would

be:

Fig. 1.4 3D matrix of the
initial population
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Then the algorithm is executed to find the routes; as to the stopping criteria,
aptitude functions and other parameters of the algorithm, they can be seen in detail
in [21, 19, 6].

1.5 Comparison Scenario

Once the simulation had been made, it was compared with two similar reports
under the same simulation conditions.

The network used for the test was the NSFNET (National Science Foundation
NETwork), which has 16 nodes and 25 fiber optics links (Shown Fig. 1.6). The
parameters used were similar to those presented in [1]. Comparisons were made of
probability of blocking and use of the network, varying the load in the [0,180]
interval, with 10-erlang increments. The number of connections made during the
simulation in both scenarios, simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithms
(GA), was 108 connection requests.

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

411322

422252

413322

445512

434422

412332

424422

413342

421132

432212

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

109876543210

1abP
COMPUTATIONAL

USE ZONE

Fig. 1.5 2D matrix of the
initial population of node 2,
belonging to P0

Fig. 1.6 NSFNET network
used with the four methods
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1.6 Results

Comparisons were made of the simulated annealing [3], genetic algorithms [19], of
Dr. Xiao Wen [2], and of Dr. Hui Zang [1] simulations with the blocking prob-
ability indicator, which measures the probability of blocking the service requests
under a given load, and the network use indicator, which measures network
occupation under a given load. Figure 1.7 graphs the blocking probability,
showing that up to 120 Erlangs the GA has better performance than SA, but above
120 Erlangs the SA is better than GA, but in no case are they better than that of
Hui Zang; the excellent performance of the Xiao Wen algorithm is worth noting,
but it is because 40 wavelengths are used, compared to eight wavelengths that
were used in the other three studies. Figure 1.7, graphs the percentage use of the
network, comparing the network use with the previously mentioned reports. The
SA algorithm improves the network use for loads smaller than 50 Erlangs, but for
greater loads the GA algorithm uses fewer network resources. But, under 110
Erlangs the SA and GA algorithms are not better than that of [1], but the GA
algorithm is better for loads greater than 110 Erlangs. Note that work with SA and
GA reaches 180 Erlangs, while the other reports involve simulations with lower
load intervals. On the other hand, the performance of the algorithm reported in [2]
involves high network consumption, even with many wavelengths, generating a
problem to satisfy future load demand.

1.7 Conclusions

The work reported in [2, 1] is always aimed at optimum solutions, while the work
based on SA and GA looks for solutions without the need to go over the whole
possible universe, thereby saving a large amount of operating time. From the
results it can be concluded that heuristic algorithms have great potential for future
demand because they function much better at high loads and small dynamic traffic,
and the latter should become very important because it allows the use of the

Fig. 1.7 Comparison of blocking probability and network use in the NSFNET
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network with an optimum sense. This research team agrees that it will be necessary
to develop the re-use of wavelengths to be able to remove the restrictions given in
CCW and improve the results while better proposals are developed.
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Chapter 2
Route Optimization in Proxy Mobile IPv6
Test-Bed via RSSI APPs

Nur Haliza Binti Abdul Wahab, L.A. Latif, S.H.S. Ariffin,
N. Fisal and N. Effiyana Ghazali

Abstract Proxy Mobile IPv6 is the new protocol, but there is a problem on
Localized Routing (LR) algorithm which it is not ready build in PMIPv6 protocol.
As for this in PMIPv6 in RFC5213 address the needed to enable Localized Routing
(LR) but it not specify a complete procedure to establish Route Optimization (RO).
RFC6279 state the problem statement on LR issue with several scenarios to tackle
down. LR is important especially to minimize data delay and decrease handover
latency due to the un-optimized data route. Data packets on PMIPv6 protocol
without LR always need to travel to Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) with result in
end-to-end delay. Therefore, this paper propose the new LR algorithm to optimized
data route for selected scenarios to reduce handover and data packet delay. This
paper also will illustrate the setting up of the PMIPv6 and test-bed performance.

2.1 Introduction

Users demand on mobility dedicate Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to
designed a standard communications protocol named as Mobile IP or IP mobility
to allow Mobile Node (MN) to maintain their permanent IP address while moving
around from one network to another network.

Mobile IP for Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) addresses first described in
IETF and documented in [1] while Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) protocol was designed by
IETF to support mobility implementation for the next IP generation of IPv6 [2].
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Although MIPv6 enable a MN to move but this ability is still not sufficient for
true mobility as MIPv6 requires the MN to modify its client functionality in the
IPv6 stack. Plus, the need of MN to involve in IP related to signaling and enabling
efficient handover is an additional and critical requirement thus IETF again
introduces new protocol to tackle the issues occur in MIPv6. The new protocol
known as Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6). Table 2.1 shows the differentiation
between MIPv6 and PMIPv6.

PMIPv6 provide new approach named as Network-Based Localized Mobility
Management (NetLMM) which has been developed to relocate mobility proce-
dures from mobile devices to network components to support in IP networks.

There are three main advantages [1, 2] of PMIPv6 and they are:-

• Handover performance optimization.
PMIPv6 can reduce latency in IP handovers by limiting the mobility man-
agement within the PMIPv6 domain. Therefore, it can largely avoid remote
service which not only cause long service delays but consume more network
resources.

• Reduction in handover-related signaling overhead.
The handover-related signaling overhead can be reduced in PMIPv6 since it
avoids tunneling overhead over the air as well as the remote Binding Updates
either to the HA or to the Correspondent Node (CN).

• Location privacy.
Keeping the mobile node’s Home Address (MN-HoA) unchanged over the
PMIPv6 domain dramatically reduces the chance that the attacker can deduce
the precise location of the mobile node.

Although there are many advantages on PMIPv6 rather than MIPv6, there is a
lack on PMIPv6 protocol. As state in Table 2.1, there are no Localized Routing
(LR) protocol build-in in PMIPv6. Therefore [3] address the need to enable this
LR features.

There are two main entities in PMIPv6. Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) and
Mobile Access Gateway (MAG). The function of LMA is to act as the persistent HA
for MN and as the topological anchor point for MN prefix assignments. LMA also

Table 2.1 Differences between Mipv6 and Pmipv6

Protocol criteria MIPv6 PMIPv6

Mobility scope Global Local

Location
management

Yes Yes

Required
infrastructure

Home
agent

Local mobility anchor (LMA), mobile access gateway
(MAG)

MN modification Yes No

Handover latency Bad Good

Localized routing Yes No
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function as default multicast upstream for the corresponding MAG which manages
the links to maintain the state of MN.

LMA is responsible to detect MN movements and change of attachment.
Packets sent to and received from MN are routed via tunnels between LMA and
the corresponding MAG. MAG performs the mobility-related signaling on behalf
of MN which is attached to it. MAG acts as an Access Router for MN, which is the
first-hop router in the Localized Mobility Management (LMM).

Figure 2.1 shows the basic operation of PMIPv6 [3] as the signaling informa-
tion transverse when a Mobile Node connects to the PMIPv6 network. The sig-
naling flow starts when a MN enters a PMIPv6 domain and MN attaches to an
access link provided by a MAG.

MAG on that access link performs the access authentication process which it
identifies MN, the LMA’s address and other configuration parameters. To update
the LMA about the current location of MN, MAG sends Proxy Binding Update
(PBU) to the LMA which also contain MAG address with identity of the MN. Upon
receiving this request, the LMA allocates MN’s home network prefix and sends
back to the MAG as Proxy Binding Acknowledgement. It also creates the Binding
Cache entry and sets up its endpoint of the bi-directional tunnel to the MAG.

While MAG sets up its endpoint of bi-directional tunnel to the LMA, it also sets
up the forwarding channel for MN’s traffic. MAG then sends Router Advertise-
ment messages to MN on access link including the prefix allocates to MN. Upon
receiving the Router Advertisement messages on the access link, MN attempts to

Fig. 2.1 Signaling when Mobile node connects to PMIPv6 network [3]
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configure an address using interface either stateful or stateless address configu-
ration modes.

After obtaining the initial address configuration in PMIPv6 domain, if MN
moves, the MAG updates the location of the MN and will signal the LMA and
advertises the same prefix to MN. MN keeps the address configured when it first
enter the LMA domain. This means that MAG configured the same link local
address for specific MN.

PMIPv6 cannot directly apply the LR protocol in MIPv6 as MN is not involved
in mobility signaling thus it cannot perform signaling to set up a RO [3, 4]. In
PMIPv6, data packets have to always go through the LMA even if the CN and MN
sit on the same network.

In [3], PMIPv6 protocol does not fully specify the procedure to establish such
localization routing state. The problem specified in [4] which have 5 scenarios to
be considered.

All scenarios refer to ‘‘A’’ cases as assumption that both the MN and the CN are
registered with an LMA according to the PMIPv6 protocol [3, 94]. The scenarios
represent as ‘A = (number of MAGs)(number of LMAs)’ which scenario A11,
A21, A12, and A22 [4]. Scenario that has similar topology as in the office or indoor
environment is scenario A21. Scenario A21 is scenario where there are two MAGs
and one LMA in the network. Figure 2.2 shows the overview of scenario A21.

LR for scenario A21, needs the routing information at both MAGs so that data
packet can directly forwarded between MN’s MAG and CN’s MAG. As LMA is
the common anchor for the MN and the CN, LMA should maintains location
information for both nodes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II will discuss
related research work done in this field; Section III will describe the setup of the
test-bed; Section IV will present the localized routing algorithm; Section V will
present the results and discussion; and lastly Section V will conclude the paper.

Fig. 2.2 Overview of
scenario A21
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2.2 Related Research

Over the past few years, there has been a huge interest in PMIPv6 research area
after it was proposed to overcome the long registration delay problem. With
PMIPv6, it can avoid tunneling overhead over the air and support the hosts without
any involvement in the mobility management side.

Several related research has been proposed in this field such as in [9]. Authors
in [9] proposed some enhancements for PMIPv6 as their studies show that PMIPv6
may cause high handover latency is the LMA is located far from the current MAG
through simple mathematical model.

Paper [10] presented a new novel localized routing scheme called LRP. Jun
et al. [10] claim that their proposed design has shorten the response time of LR
compared with a classical protocol. An experimental evaluation on PMIPv6 under
different implementation configurations and they evaluated the impact on the
performances on PMIPv6 real test-bed.

Research journal in [11] also presented the real PMIPv6 test-bed implemen-
tation but it focus on Network Mobility (NEMO). Minoli [11] propoed a NEMO
supporting scheme, which supports MN’s mobility between PMIPv6 networks and
mobile networks as well as the basic NEMO.

Iapichino and Bonnet [12] focused only hardware or real test-bed. Their test-
bed OS used Ubuntu 9.04 and the kernel is 2.6.31. Software that used in [12] is
OpenWRT Kamikaze 7.09. Linksys WRT54GL v1.1 is used as the Access Point in
[12]. Iapichino and Bonnet [12] only compare their system performance result
with previous work. Another related research is [13] where looking at improve-
ment localized routing handover. Lee et al. [13] is a project which run the sim-
ulation without test-bed development.

2.3 Test-Bed Setup

The PMIPv6 test-bed architecture for this work is shown in Fig. 2.3. In this
architecture, we can see that the PMIPv6 test-bed consists of several entities which
three (3) computers, two (2) notebooks, two (2) access points (AP) and one (1) hub
or router.

The three computers are needed to be setup as LMA, MAG1 and MAG2 while
notebooks are represent and acted as MN and CN. The hub or router is needed to
work as interfaces that connect LMA, MAG1 and MAG2. AP will acted as AP for
MAG1 and MAG2 as well.

dAPs is the distance between AP1 and AP2. Communication or handover pro-
cess are different and vary when dAPs change. An experimental are done with
different dAPs to see the correlation between distance and handover latency.
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2.3.1 Software and Hardware Requirement

The hardware specification for this PMIPv6 test-bed project are listed in Table 2.2.
Specification shows all the IP address for every components in the PMIPv6 test-
bed and their hardware details.

Hardware needed for LMA, MAG, MN and CN did not require specific type of
processor, RAM, type of devices (computer or notebook) and more. But, for LMA
and MAGs, the hardware require should use computer as it need more than two
Ethernet card to be used to connect to AP, MN or CN.

The type of AP that used should be an AP that can be configure or modified
their setting and program because the AP should be work on masquering mode to
fulfill the PMIPv6 test-bed. In this project, Cisco Aironet 1200 Series AP are used
which can be configure and modified to be used in masquering mode.

Fig. 2.3 Proxy mobile IPv6 architecture
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Several software used to build up this PMIPv6 test-bed project. The main
software needed is Linux Open Source (OS) for the base system. The Linux type
used in this work is Ubuntu 10.04 LTS that chosen to be used in all components
(LMA, MAG1, MAG2, MN and CN) in this PMIPv6 test-bed.

As Linux was chosen to be as the platform system, the next important thing to
look down is the kernel version for the Linux. In this project, the kernel version
used is 2.6.32.59 + drm33.24 which a modification kernel from kernel version
2.6.32.

2.3.2 Kernel Setup and Installation

As mention previously, kernel version used in this PMIPv6 test-bed is
2.6.32.15 + drm.33.24. This kernel is modified version from kernel version
2.6.32. The kernel needed to enable several features to support PMIPv6 envi-
ronment. After modified the kernel, several packages needed to be installed to
fully run this PMIPv6 test-bed project.

Table 2.2 Hardware specification

Device Hardware specification IP address

LMA Processor :Intel� CoreTM i5-2310 eth0 : 2001:100::1

Memory : 3.2 GiB eth1 : 2001:2::1

CPU :2.90 Ghz

MAG1 Processor :Intel� Pentium�

DualCoreTM i5-2310 eth0 : 2001:100::2

Memory : 3.2 GiB eth1 : 2001:1::1

CPU :2.90 Ghz

MAG2 Processor :Intel� Pentium�

DualCoreTM i5-2310 eth0 : 2001:100::3

Memory : 3.2 GiB eth1 : 2001:1::2

CPU :2.90 Ghz

MN Processor : Inter� CoreTM i3-M350

Memory : 1.8 GiB wlan0 : 2001:100:6:5000:

CPU : 2.27 GHz 214:6CFF:FE53:180A

CN Processor :Intel� CoreTM 2 Duo
Memory :1.9 GiB
CPU :T6400@2.00 GHz

eth0 : 2001:2::2

AP Cisco Aironet 1200 Series
2.4 GHz@5 GHz 54 Mbps

–
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2.3.3 Access Point Cisco Aironet 1200

Access Point (AP) that used in this project is Cisco Aironet 1200 Series, as
mention in previous section. This AP needed to be configured to enable their
SYSLOG client and acted in masquering mode. This is because, the AP should be
a separator for the MAG function that connected to it.

2.4 Localized Routing Algorithm

The Route Optimization (RO) is Using Multicasting Binding Cache approach to
MAGs method, add on RSSI APPs and Prediction method. RSSI APPs is the APPs
that been installed to the MN so that MN will keep sending Signal Strength of
every APs of MAGs detected and sent to the LMA.

LMA is a Dynamic LMA which it will calculate and compare all the Signal
Strength given by MN via RSSI APPs and keep update the MAGs with all the RSSI
using Multicasting Binding Cache approach. Since the LMA is in the local domain,
it can always multicast its binding cache to all the MAGs to keep update cache ahead
before any operation (Handover, data communication, etc.) take happen.

The Prediction method will change the data path route automatically when MAGs
detect AP-MAG1 = AP-MAG2 or AP-MAG1 [ AP-MAG2 for the first time follow
to the topology. It’s mean, before handover happen, the path route of data communi-
cation already change to the shorter path or known as Route Optimization (RO),
without need to wait for the handover process to end to change the data path route.

The data travel to maximum path if there is no RO implementation. Data from
CN will be sent to MAG1 to LMA, than back to MAG1 and lastly to MN
(CN ? MAG1 ? LMA ? MAG1 ? MN), rather than with LR via RSSI APPs
the data will be travel by shorter path which data from CN to MAG1 than direct to
MN because they attach to the same MAG (CN ? MAG1 ? MN).

While MN moving, it keep sending the signal strength of both MAGs (MAG1
and MAG2) to LMA so that LMA are up to date of the MN location. As LMA which
always sending BU to MAGs using multiple binding cache approach to MAGs will
keep update the caches to MAGs before any operation (handover) happen.

The prediction method will change the data path when MAGs detect the signal
strength of AP-MAG1 equal to signal strength of AP-MAG2 or when AP-MAG1
higher than signal strength AP-MAG2 (AP-MAG1 C AP-MAG2). This mean,
before handover happen, the data path already change to the shorter path, without
need to wait for the handover process to end to change the path flow. The data flow
with LR via RSSI APPs and without LR shows in Fig. 2.4. In Fig. 2.4, we can see
that data paths flow is the black arrows and the red arrow is the deleted or reduction
path. The data flow with LR via RSSI APPs and without LR shows in Fig. 2.5.
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2.5 Result and Discussion

The aims of this project is to develop PMIPv6 test-bed that can be used for
experimental work. By having this PMIPv6 test-bed, other work can be implement
in this test-bed for enhancement especially as next work for this project is to look
forward for handover and localized routing problem in PMIPv6.

Fig. 2.4 Data flow with RO via RSSI APPs and without RO

Fig. 2.5 Data flow with and without route optimization in PMIPv6
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To allow IPv6 addresses to be used in the system, the kernel setting should
enable the IPv6. As mention in previous section, the kernel 2.6.32 should be setup
to meet IPv6 forwarding. Figure 2.6 shows that the LMA system has been suc-
cessfully enabled in the PMIPv6. To see this result, the LMA need to be run and
the script in Fig. 2.6 will be seen.

Final result to prove that this PMIPv6 test-bed project is successfully developed
is by making communication between MN and CN. Figure 2.7 shows that MN can
communicate with CN with ‘ping’ procedure.

Experiment has done for topology shown in Fig. 2.5 with two scenarios which
dAPs 5 and 10 m. The experiment has done for handover without LR and handover
with LR to check and compare the handover latency. As to mention again, to

Fig. 2.6 Successfully enable PMIPv6 features

Fig. 2.7 MN successfully ping CN
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enable multimedia communication (seamless multimedia handover) while hand-
over happen, the handover latency should be less than 50 ms.

Figure 2.8 shows the handover latency versus packets send for scenario 1. Sce-
nario 1 is the scenario where distance between AP-MAGs is 5 m (dAPs = 5 meter).
We can see that the handover latency without LR is more than 50 ms while data
packets send more than 30 packets (64 bytes every packets). As for this, it cannot be
used for seamless multimedia handover. When the LR algorithm (RSSI APPs LR
with Dynamic LMA for PMIPv6) used, the handover latency will be minimize until
less than 10 ms for 10–100 packets send. This conclude that the LR algorithm can be
used for seamless multimedia handover as it reduce the handover delay.

While Fig. 2.9 shows the handover latency versus packets send for scenario 2.
Scenario 2 is the scenario where distance between AP-MAGs is 10 m
(dAPs = 10 m).

We can see that the handover latency without LR is more than 50 ms while data
packets send more than 20 packets (64 bytes every packets). As for this, it cannot

Fig. 2.8 Handover latency versus packets send for scenario 1

Fig. 2.9 Handover latency versus packets send for scenario 2
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be used for seamless multimedia handover. When the LR algorithm (RSSI APPs
LR with Dynamic LMA for PMIPv6) used, the handover latency will be minimize
until less than 20 ms for 10–100 packets send. This conclude that the LR algorithm
can be used for seamless multimedia handover as it reduce the handover delay.
The delay is higher than scenario 1 because when the dAPs is large, the delay time
will increase.

2.6 Conclusion

This PMIPv6 test-bed was successfully run without errors and handover experi-
ment had been done to see the handover latency for different distance between AP.
This proposed work has successfully develop real test-bed for PMIPv6. The
optimized routing problem in [8] has completely solved with reducing the hand-
over delay.

2.7 Future Work

For future work, the algorithm will be run on the simulation also by using NS3.
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Chapter 3
Polytetrafluoroethylene Glass Microfiber
Reinforced Slotted Patch Antenna
for Satellite Band Applications

M. Samsuzzaman, T. Islam and M.R.I. Faruque

Abstract In this paper, a new configuration of triangular and diamond slotted
patch shape microstrip fed low-profile antenna is introduced on Polytetrafluoro-
ethylene glass microfiber reinforced material substrate for satellite applications.
The antenna is composed of a rectangular shape patch slotted with eight triangles
and two diamonds and elliptical slotted ground plane. The rectangular shape patch
is obtained by cutting two diamond slots in the middle of the rectangular patch and
six triangular slots on the left and right side of the patch, and two triangular slots in
the up and down side of the patch. The slotted radiating patch, the elliptical slot
ground and microstrip fed allow widening the matching bandwidth. Using a finite
element based simulator, a parametric investigation was performed for the opti-
mization. The proposed antenna offers a—10 dB impedance bandwidth of 1,020
and 1,350 MHz, respectively, and relatively stable and omnidirectional radiation
patterns in the matching band.

3.1 Introduction

In modern wireless communication system, wide and multiband antennas demand
is increasing due to support multi user and to provide more information with
higher data transmitting and receiving rates. Among different kinds of antennas,
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microstrip antennas are one of the most prominent structures due to their light
weight, compatibility, low-profile, ease of fabrication, multifrequency capability
and low cost. Compared to conventional three different types of antennas planar
microstrip antennas printed on small pieces of printed circuit board (PCB)
becomes familiar with recent wireless communication. Because it can be easily
embedded into wireless devices or integrated with other radio frequency (RF)
circuitry. Generally, a planar structure can be used to minimize the volumetric
dimension of a wide band antenna by replacing three dimensional radiation ele-
ments with their planar design [1].

Various types of antennas have already been designed for wide and multi-band
applications. A variety of dielectric materials have been used for designing and
prototyping of these antennas. Basically, a dielectric material chosen for the design
of wideband antennas is preferably needed to feature a higher permittivity and
lower dissipation factor [2]. Materials with higher dielectric constant have higher
capability to store charge and produce larger electromagnetic fields but limited
isolation between conductors. On the other hand, material with lower permittivity
are good insulators for lower frequency signals requiring high isolation in densely
packed circuits such as mobile and satellite communications [3, 4]. The search for
latest improved materials that could exchange the aluminum or other conductors is
an important task for many applications in the wireless industry. Size and weight
reduction, more tolerance to fatigue and easiness of manufacturing for complex
structures are some advantages of using such materials. Such kinds of character-
istics can lead to the operational cost reduction and performance intensification.
The woven glass fabric with epoxy resin (FR4) composite is a successful and
popular example of such materials in many applications. Several studies have been
made in recent years to explore this material performance for antenna develop-
ment. Moreover, by using a material with higher permittivity a compact antenna
can be designed that is capable of achieving very wide or multiple operating band
[4–8]. Ceramic-polytetrafluoroethylene composite material-based miniaturized
split-ring multiband patch antenna was designed [5]. The proposed antenna
obtained operating bandwidths (reflection coefficient\-10 dB) range from 5.0 to
6.5 GHz, 9.1 to 9.6 GHz, and 10.7 to 11 GHz. However, the antenna was designed
on high dialect and costly substrate. A miniaturized modified circular patch
antenna was designed on ceramic-polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) composite
material with dimension 0.22k 9 0.29k 9 0.23k; the proposed antenna achieved
multi-band characteristics. However, the antenna failed to fulfil the requirement of
Wi-Fi-WiMAX applications [6]. The dual-band operation of a microstrip patch
antenna (20 mm 9 20 mm) for Ku- and K-bands has been presented [9] on glass
microfiber reinforced PTFE. A compact square loop multiband patch antenna
design on high dielectric ceramic composite material was proposed [10]. Though
the reported antenna achieved multiband but impedance bandwidth was low and
substrate cost is high compare to epoxy resin fiber. A printed wide-slot antenna
designed and prototyping on available low-cost polymer resin composite material
fed by a microstrip line with a rotated square slot for bandwidth enhancement and
defected ground structure for gain enhancement [11]. A wideband pentagon shape
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microstrip slot antenna was designed on epoxy resin composite material [12]. The
proposed design antenna obtained 124 % impedance bandwidth, but its use in
portable communication devices was limited due to large ground plane.

This article presents a simple modified rectangular shape printed antenna that
exhibits dual band characteristics. An elliptical slot is etched on the ground plane
for more coupling with slotted patch radiator. The simulated reflection coefficients
and far field radiation pattern are presented. The simulation and analysis of the
presented antenna are performed by using Finite Element Based high frequency
structural simulator HFSS.

3.2 Antenna Design, Architecture and Optimization

The proposed, modified, rectangular-shaped, dual-band antenna is illustrated in
Fig. 3.1. For the design studied here, the radiating element and feeding line are
printed on the same side of the microstrip patch substrate, which has a thickness of
1.575 mm, a dielectric constant of er = 2.33 and tand = 0.002, while the other side
is the ground plane of the antenna. The microstrip transmission line is used to feed
the antenna. The basic antenna structure begins as a rectangular-shaped patch. The
radiating patch is created by cutting two diamond-shaped slots and two equatorial
triangular slots in the middle as well as three triangular slots on both sides of the

Ground

Patch

W

L

Feed line

Fig. 3.1 Proposed antenna
geometry layout
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rectangular patch. An elliptical slot is etched on the ground plane of the proposed
antenna. Different arm lengths of different slots and widths have been optimized to
obtain optimum outputs. The dual-frequency, wide-impedance matching capability
is enabled via the electromagnetic coupling effect of the ground plane to the feed
line and the radiating patch. The design parameters are L = 38 mm, W = 30 mm.

3.3 Properties and Performance Analysis of Different
Dielectrics Substrate

Four different substrate materials, the properties of which are summarized below
are used in the simulation studies presented herein.

The FR4 substrate material consists of an epoxy matrix reinforced by woven
glass. This composition of epoxy resin and fiber glass varies in thickness and is
direction dependent. One of the attractive properties of polymer resin composites
is that they can be shaped and reshaped without losing their material properties.
The composition ratio of the material is 60 % fiber glass and 40 % epoxy resin.

Taconic TLC laminates are engineered to provide a cost effective substrate
suitable for a wide range of microwave applications. TLC laminates offer superior
electrical performance compared to thermoset laminates (e.g. FR-4, PPO, BT, and
Polyimide and cyanate ester). TLC’s construction also provides exceptional
mechanical stability.

NeltecNX 9240 has superior mechanical and electrical performance, making it
the material of choice for low-loss, high-frequency applications, such as wireless
communications. This material is specially designed for very low-loss antenna
applications. The enhanced N9000 materials reduce passive intermodulation issues
in antenna and high-power designs.

RT/Duroid 5870-filled PTFE composites are designed for exacting strip-line
and microstrip circuit applications. The unique filler results in a low density,
lightweight material that is beneficial for high-performance, weight-sensitive
applications. The very low dielectric constants of such RT/Duroid 5870 laminates
are uniform from panel to panel and are constant over a wide frequency range.
This substrate material is a high-frequency laminate and PTFE (Polytetrafluoro-
ethylene) composite amplified using glass microfibers. Table 3.1 represents the
different substrate dielectric properties.

The effect of the different substrate material on the reflection coefficient of the
proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 3.2. It can be clearly observed that the proposed
antenna offers a wider bandwidth and an adequate return loss value compared with
other reported materials. Although the antenna with epoxy resin fiber material
substrate provides a lower return loss value due to its higher dielectric constant,
but bandwidth is narrower, and the desired resonance is shifted. Moreover, the
epoxy resin fiber loss tangent is higher compared to others. Others two material
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substrate material have achieved resonance, but low performance. The dielectric
properties of the substrate material are tabulated in Table 3.1.

The far-field radiation patterns for the proposed wideband dual-frequency
slotted antenna are also examined. Figure 3.3 shows the measured co—and
cross—polarized radiation patterns including the horizontal (E plane) and vertical
(H plane) polarization pattern for the antenna at lower band of 8.25 GHz and upper
band 9.95 GHz. These results represent that the patterns are stable across the
operating matching band. One can note that there is small asymmetry in the both E
and H plane patterns which is due to the radiation of the microstrip line and the
patch. Omnidirectional radiation pattern is observed in both E and H plane.

Table 3.1 Properties of different substratea

Parameters FR4_epoxy Rogers RT/duroid 5870 Taconic Neltec NY

Dielectric constant 4.6 2.33 2.4 2.4

Loss tangent 0.02 0.0012 0.0016 0.0016

Water absorption (%) \0.25 0.02 \0.02 \0.02

Tensile strength \310 MPa 450 MPa – –

Volume resistivity
(MX.cm)

8 9 107 2 9 107 1 9 107 1 9 107

Surface Resistivity (MX) 2 9 105 3 9 107 1 9 107 1 9 107

Breakdown voltage (kV) 55 [60 – [60

Peel Strength (N/mm) 9 5.5 12 12
a All information collected from the different substrate data sheet from their website

Fig. 3.2 Effect of reflection
coefficient of different
substrate material
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3.4 Conclusion

A novel dual band configuration of triangular and diamond slotted patch with
slotted ground plane antenna is proposed. The antenna is designed on Polytetra-
fluoroethylene glass microfibre reinforced substrate. Compared to the other
reported material, the proposed material antenna exhibits better performance in
terms of impedance bandwidth, and stable radiation pattern. In this design a large
bandwidth has been obtained by adding different slot in the patch and the ground
plane. In addition, a parametric investigation was carried out to optimize the
proposed design. Simulated results show that the proposed antenna can offer an
impedance bandwidth of 1,020 and 1,350 MHz, respectively. The proposed shape
dual band antenna has a very simple structure, which makes the design simpler and
fabrications easier, and is very suitable for applications in the access points of
satellite application.

(a)

(b)

E plane H plane

Co polar
Cross polar

Fig. 3.3 E- and H-plane radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at a 8.25 GHz b 9.95 GHz
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Chapter 4
2.4 GHz Circularly Polarized Microstrip
Antenna for RFID Application

Rudy Yuwono and Ronanobelta Syakura

Abstract Due to deployment of the wireless technology, the microstrip antenna
can be used for RFID application especially for tag antenna. The existed RFID tag
antenna usually use dipole model to get the maximum performance. However, the
dipole antenna which has linear polarization performance has disadvantages on
alignment that makes data detection on RFID can not be accurate. To reduce error
during data detection caused of misalignment between reader and transponder, the
tag antenna should have circularly polarized performance. The antenna was made
with microstrip-line fed on FR-4 Epoxy substrate and works covers 2.4 GHz of its
frequency range of 2 up to 3.3 GHz which S-parameter level below -9.54 dB and
the direction of the transmitted power omnidirectionally and has circular polari-
zation at frequency range of 2.39 until 2.46 GHz which has axial ratio below 3 dB.

Keywords Circularly polarized � RFID tag � Microstrip antenna

4.1 Introduction

The deployment of the wireless technologies is going rapidly especially in the
antenna that supports the wireless system to receive and transmit the information.
The antenna should be easy to fabricate, has various models and has proportional
size with the wireless system. The antennas type which has these criteria is the
microstrip antenna [1, 2, 7].
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Microstrip antenna can be applied in many wireless technologies. One of the
wireless technologies which applied the microstrip antenna is in Radio Frequency
Identification System (RFID), as the tag antenna that transmits the saved infor-
mation in the transponder into reader to detect the information [8–10]. Existed tag
antenna mostly used printed dipole as the model to get the maximum performance
during data detection [3, 12].

Usage of the printed dipole has disadvantages especially in alignment of
propagation. Printed dipole which has linear or elliptical polarization can cause
problem if the tag and reader get the misalignment [4, 13, 14]. The reader can not
detect the information accurately because of that misalignment. To solve the
problem, the tag antenna should be circularly polarized.

4.2 Antenna Design

The tag antenna is designed with the dimension of substrate 30 9 40 mm with the
microstrip line-fed. Microstrip-line fed method is chosen because it is easy to
fabricate and match impedance. For the shape of the microstrip-line chosen the L
shape to get orthogonal phase magnitude which can occur circular polarization
[5, 6].

The applied substrate material is FR-4 Epoxy that has dielectric constant (er)
4.4 with thickness 0.8 mm. Antenna models is shown on Fig. 4.1.

4.3 Result

The fabricated antenna was shown on Fig. 4.2.
The Observed Parameter antenna covers result of S-parameter (S11), directivity

pattern and axial ratio.

4.3.1 S11 Result

S11 which obtained the frequency of the antenna that can work shown on Fig. 4.3
Figure 4.3 Shows that the antenna can work covers frequency of 2.4 GHz in the

work frequency range of 2.2 until 3.3 GHz. The frequency range of the antenna
obtained from the S11 level below 9.54 dB which is the maximum tolerance level
of the antenna that can work [11].
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Fig. 4.1 The antenna design; X = the excitation port; a front view b rear view, with 0.8 mm
FR-4 substrate (er = 4.4) Ls = 40 mm; Ws = 30 mm; microstrip-line fed with the dimension of
Wm = 1 mm; Wi = 2 mm; Rc = 5 mm; Lf1 = 12.5 mm; Lf2 = 10.2 mm; ground plane with the
dimension of Lg1 = 40 mm; Wg1 = 30 mm; Lg2 = 20 mm; Wg2 = 15.5 mm; Lp1 = 5 mm;
Lp2 = 4.1 mm; Rp = 10 mm

Fig. 4.2 The fabricated antenna; a front view; b rear view
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4.3.2 Directivity Result

The directivity result of the antenna at frequency of 2.4 GHz shown on polar
diagram as directivity pattern which is shown at Fig. 4.4

Figure 4.4 shows which the antenna has directivity pattern of omnidirectional.
It is obtained from the directivity pattern that can transmit the power in all
direction.

4.3.3 Axial Ratio Result

The result of the axial ratio shown on Fig. 4.5
Figure 4.5 show that the antenna has circular polarization at frequency range of

2.39 up to 2.46 GHz obtained from the axial ratio level that has value below 3 dB.
With that performance the antenna can be used for RFID tag with circular
polarization.

Fig. 4.3 S11 parameter
versus frequency

Fig. 4.4 Polar diagram of
directivity pattern of the
antenna at frequency of
2.4 GHz
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4.4 Conclusion

The RFID tag antenna which made with microstrip-line fed method on 0.8 mm
FR-4 epoxy with the dimension of the substrate 30 9 40 mm has performance can
work covers frequency of 2.4 GHz in the range of frequency 2 up to3.3 GHz with
the directivity pattern omnidirectional. The antenna also has circular polarization
which is obtained from the axial ratio at frequency of 2.39 up to 2.45 GHz which
is used for RFID application.
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Chapter 5
On Understanding Centrality in Directed
Citation Graph

Ismael A. Jannoud and Mohammad Z. Masoud

Abstract Modeling complex networks as directed/undirected graphs is considered
one of the most common methods in network science. Citation graph is a directed
graph of scientific published papers. This graph has been studied massively in the past
decade. Citation graph can be utilized to study relationships between authors and
papers. It can be used to study the characteristics of citation network to demonstrate
the growth model, graph type and to predicted hot new topics. In this paper, we
attempt to study the relationship between popularity of a paper and the publication
date. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the relation between paper quality
and hot topics. Betweenness metric has been used to measure the popularity of a
published paper. Moreover, a comparison between betweenness and citation count
(node degree) has been conducted to show that papers may have a small citation
count, however, they may have a great impact in research field. We have generated a
directed citation graph by crawling paper information from CiteSeerx. Our study
shows that date of publication is important to write a popular paper. However, high
quality papers get opportunity to be popular regardless the date of publication.

Keywords Node degree � Citation graph � Graph metrics � Cluster coefficient �
Betweenness

5.1 Introduction

Citation is the process of quotation information, results and conclusions from
book, paper, or websites in a research work. Scientific research papers (SRP)
contain from few references to few hundreds. Citation is one of the metrics that
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used to measure the popularity and the importance of SRP. Moreover, citation may
be used to find the roots of science fields. Citation process generates a complex
directed graph, which is called citation graph or citation network. In this graph,
nodes (papers) are connected with directed edges that begin from newly published
papers and point to old papers.

Citation in these networks are the edges, papers are the nodes. This definition
converted these networks into complex directed graphs. The emerged of network
science, its applications and tools increased the possibilities in studying complex
networks. Citation network is one of the complex networks that have been studied
heavily in the past decade. Paper popularity, author ranking, author relations and
community studies are some examples of the vast range of studies that have been
conducted in this field.

Mapping graph parameters and properties into physical meanings that reflects
useful meaning is the niche of network science. This mapping helped in predicting
special phenomenon of citation networks, such as, power-law distribution, graph
type and the expanding models of these networks. However, many graph param-
eters have not been studied and mapped in citation networks, such as, betweenness
and closeness.

In this work, paper importance will be measured. Paper centrality in the citation
network will be extracted. Timing of papers and their centrality will be examined.
The purpose of this work is to demonstrate the important of hot topics time and the
position of papers in citation networks. Graph betweenness will be utilized to
measure the centrality of papers. To conduct our experiment massive amount of
papers in a certain field must be harvested. To facilitate our experiment, a web
crawler has been implemented to collect paper information from CiteSeerx web-
site. To this end, we have generated a direct graph from the harvested data. We
seek to answer the following questions using graph analysis:

• What is the meaning of centrality in citation network?
• What the relationship is between hot topics timing and paper centrality?
• Can researchers write a paper with high citation value without considering the

hot topic?

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; this section ends with the related
works that have been conducted in this area. Section 5.3 introduces the perfor-
mance metrics. Section 5.4 provides a description of the experiment that has been
implemented. This section ends with the results and discussion. Finally, Sect. 5.6
concludes this work.

5.2 Related Work

Studying real network as graphs inspired researchers over the years. They heavily
studied social, information, technological, and biological graphs [1]. These studies
gain researchers more insights of how these networks may evolve and how bugs,
errors and diseases may separate.
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Many types and kinds of networks have been studied as graphs. For example, in
[2, 3] it has been reported that the World Wide Web (WWW) follows an expo-
nential degree distribution with more than 269 thousands nodes and around 1 and
half million edges. This study provided that the WWW is a small world graph. In
the measurement works [4], authors attempted to generate Internet graph to study
its properties. They have produced an undirected graph with 10 thousands nodes
and 31 thousands edges. A 0.035 global cluster coefficient value has been com-
puted. These values have been computed over the years again to show the
development of the Internet [5].

A third type of networks have been studied in [6], the author of this study
generated a software-classes directed-graph. With 1,377 nodes and 2,213 edges,
the author studied the properties of this small graph. The author reported a mean
node-node distance with 1.5 hops. In addition, global clustering coefficient and
degree correlation coefficient were computed. This study showed that software
classes don’t follow the small world phenomenon. Furthermore, in the works of
[7, 8], authors generated a small undirected graph based on harvested data to
simulate P2P network. A graph of 880 nodes and 1,296 edges has been imple-
mented and studied. The author found that the average shortest path in this graph is
4.2 hops and the global clustering coefficient is 0.012. Unfortunately, their
implemented graph was too small to mimic a swarm of P2P networks. In [9],
authors attempted to study human’s neural networks as a directed graph. They
have constructed a directed graph with 307 neural and 2,359 edges between them.
Subsequently, they studied the properties of this graph. They reported a global
clustering coefficient of 0.18 and an average shortest path value of 3.97. These
values demonstrated that human’s neural network is a small world graph.

Finally, Citation networks have not been forgotten by researchers. In [5], the
author studied the citation network as a directed-graph. The author computed node
number and vertexes. However, the cluster coefficient and degree correlation were
not computed. These results made it hard to predict node distribution in citation
network. In [10] a citation graph has been generated to study the impact of
co-authors on the popularity of papers. In addition, co-authors are connected if
they have shard work. Our work in the citation network differs from these work in
two points. First, we utilized a new graph parameter to study the centrality and
popularity of a paper in a certain field. Second, time has been utilized to dem-
onstrate the relation between time and popularity.

5.3 Performance Metric

This section introduces the metrics that have been utilized from graph theory.
Graph centrality through betweeenness and node degree will be utilized. Graph
centrality is a metric to evaluate the importance of any node in a graph. Many
methods are utilized to measure the centrality of a node. Node degree, eigenvector,
closeness and betweenness are the most common methods to calculate the
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centrality of nodes. In citation graph, centrality metric may be used to extract the
core nodes of the graph. These core nodes may be introduced as the root of a
scientific field. Any research in a scientific area starts from an idea in the past.
However, there is a time when this field emerges as a hot topic. Core nodes are the
nodes that convert a topic into a hot topic.

In this work, we have utilized the betweenness and node degree of the nodes in
the citation graph to measure graph centrality. In the next section node degree and
betweenness will be defined.

5.3.1 Betweenness and Node Degree Centrality

Betweenness of a node is defined as total number of paths that flow through this
node [11]. Equation 5.1 shows the mathematical method of calculating betweeness
of a node. In a directed graph such as citation graph, betweenness may be used to
demonstrate the importance of a scientific paper.

GðvÞ ¼
X

QsiðvÞ=Qsi ð5:1Þ

Node degree is defined as the total number of incoming and outgoing connections
that connects a node with other nodes.

Node degree may be used as centrality metric. However, some nodes may be
important and they may have less degree than other nodes. This fact is emerged in
betweenness centrality more than node degree centrality. We believe that
betweenness centrality results are more accurate for two reasons. First, in scientific
research timing is an important factor. The important of a paper depends on the
time. Old popular paper will not get more citation after a long time. Rich will be
richer if they are not too old unlike other graphs, such as, the AS graph. Second, an
important paper may be cited by little number of papers that may become more
and more popular. These two facts can be found crystal clear in the betweenness
centrality. Figure 5.1 shows an example of the differences between node degree
and node betweenness. Nodes 1–7 have node degree more than node 8. However,
node 8 is more important since it connects between this node and nodes: 9, 10.

5.4 The Experiment

A web-crawler has been implemented to harvest scientific paper information from
CiteSeerx website. CiteSeerx is a scientific literature digital library. It focus primary
on scientific research papers in the fields of computer and information science. It has
many functionalities and methods that allow it to index postscript and PDF articles.

Our web-crawler starts by retrieving the search results of a specific topic. We have
used ad hoc as our main topic to generate our graph. The maximum allowed retrieved
results are 500 papers. Subsequently, the crawler uses the retrieved 500 paper names,
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which are the seed list of the crawler, to retrieve their cited paper. Each cited retrieved
paper is added into the list to retrieve its citations and so on. The harvesting process
started in 15th of January and continued for 10 days. The crawling process stopped
when encountered papers that have no information in the CiteSeerx web-site.

The harvested data of the conducted experiment has been utilized to generate a
directed citation graph. Figure 5.2 shows an example of the generated direct
citation graph.

Table 5.1 lists the properties of this graph. We can notes from the graph that the
clustering coefficient of this graph is too small comparing with other graphs, such as,
the AS graph. In addition, the average path length is longer since it’s a directed graph.

5.5 Results

Figure 5.3 shows the CDF of node betweenness value. From this figure we can
observe that more than 88 % of the nodes have a betweenness value less than 1. In
addition we can observe that less than 4 % of the nodes have a betweeness value

Fig. 5.1 Example of the
differences between node
degree and node betweenness
centrality

Fig. 5.2 Example of the
generated direct citation
graph
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less than 100. More over we can observe that a tiny number of nodes (0.02 %)
have a vast betweeness value. These nodes are the central of our citation graph.

Figure 5.4 shows a relation between publication year and the betweenness
value. To compute this figure, 10 K papers have been excluded from the result.
These papers have no publication year information in CiteSeerx web-site. The rest

Table 5.1 The constructed
citation graphs properties

Property Citation graph

Number of nodes 91,211

Number of links 221,677

Average node degree 2.43

Cluster coefficient 0.067

Average path length 7.4

Graph diameter 24

Fig. 5.3 The CDF of node
betweenness value

Fig. 5.4 The relation
between publication year and
the betweenness value
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of the papers (more than 8 K) have been used to generate this relation. We can
observe that the figure is a random figure. We notice that for each year of pub-
lication, the betweenness value varies. In addition, we observed that the highest
betweenness value was in 2005. However, the papers in ad hoc started before this
year. This figure proves that high quality papers we be in the core of any field
regardless of the year of publication.

Figure 5.5 shows the relation between betweenness value and node degree or
citation count. This figure shows that the relation between betweenness and cita-
tion count is fuzzy. With the increased number of citation count, betweenness
value increases.

However, some node with high citation value has small betweenness. In
addition, we can observe that the node with highest betweenness value is not the

Fig. 5.5 The relationship
between betweenness value
and node degree

Fig. 5.6 The CDF of node
citation count
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node with the highest citation count. The figure has a fuzzy slop to the right. This
figure shows the differences between betweenness centrality and node degree
centrality. This figure demonstrates that some nodes with less citation count may
be more important than others. Betweenness may be used to show this fact.

Finally, Fig. 5.6 shows the CDF of node citation count (node degree). We can
observe the similarity between the CDF of betweenness value in figure and this
figure. However, unlike the betweenness CDF that has less than 10 % of the nodes
with significant betweenness value, we can observe that more than 33 % of the
nodes have significant node degree (more than 10). This fact demonstrate how
betweenness centrality can be used to filter a massive number of nodes to obtain
the most central and important once in a graph.

5.6 Conclusion

Researches utilized the citation graph to study and introduce the publication net-
works for various reasons. The last decade witnessed a heavy study of the prop-
erties of this graph. In this work, we have studied the impact of the publication
date on the popularity of published papers. Three main graph properties have been
utilized to study the relationship between popularity and hot topic (date of pub-
lication). Betweenness, global and local cluster coefficients and node degree dis-
tributions has been computed. To this end we have generated a citation graph by
crawling paper information of ad hoc (research field) from CiteSeerx web-site. Our
results demonstrated three main points. First, the probability of getting high
citation count increases with the time or the date of publication. Second, there is a
probability that a high quality paper will get a good citation count even if it is late
in the field. Finally, the data shows a fuzzy slope in the graphs. This uncertainty
requires more experiments.
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Chapter 6
Channel Capacity of Indoor MIMO
Systems in the Presence of Spatial
Diversity

M. Senon, M.N. Husain, A.R. Othman, M.Z.A. Aziz,
K.A.A. Rashid, M.M. Saad, M.T. Ahmad and J.S. Hamidon

Abstract The capacity of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems has
received much attention in recent years. This paper analyze the capacities of MIMO
channel model for indoor propagation with increasing the distance between transmit
and receive antenna through simulation and measurement. A spatial diversity
method is employed during measurement and simulation process. The investigation
on the channel capacity for various distance and spacing of both transmitter and
receiver antenna have been done. The investigations of channel capacity are
included with difference distance between transmitter and receiver sides and dif-
ferent in element antenna spacing. For the simulation, the path loss for the free space
and physical effect are been considered. The 2 9 2 rectangular microstrip patch
array antenna is used in order to characterize channel parameter at 2.4 GHz
operating frequency. The system measurement was been conducted in UTeM
Microwave Laboratory, according to the real situation in indoor environment.

6.1 Introduction

Today, demand for high data rate and channel bandwidth is increasing due to the
modern and future application requirement in wireless communication systems.
The Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) system was invented to make the
multipath propagation mechanism as an advantage in order to increase the channel
capacity. This system was characterized of multiple antennas that used at the
transmitter and receiver sides and can increase the channel capacity (b/s/Hz)
without increased the bandwidth and transmit power [1, 2]. The used of diversity
was to increase the probability at the receiver end where at least one of the signals
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were received correctly [3]. The spatial diversity was one of the diversity tech-
niques [4–7]. It can be done by space apart between the antennas but when used at
the limited volume or space.

In WLAN technology, the signal will propagate through numerous paths which
effected from the indoor environment. This phenomenon is call multipath propa-
gation. So the MIMO channel system is introduced to solve this problem by
exploiting the richness of multipath propagation. Additionally, the use of multiple
antennas at both the transmitter and receiver provides significant increase in
wireless channel capacity.

The MIMO channel models can be divided into the non-physical and
physical models [8–10], in order to characterize the channel performance, the
statistical model is used to find the channel capacity for every scenario. The
MIMO channel model can be characterized by modelling the channel with con-
sideration of physical parameter such as distance and scattering for every scenario.

This paper will discuss and analyzed the simulation of capacity effect to the
wireless MIMO communication channel model for different spatial diversity
is applied at the both sides of transmitter and receiver. Then the measured chan-
nel capacity is compared to channel capacity obtain from Kronecker and
Weischselberger model.

6.2 Channel Model and Channel Capacity

6.2.1 MIMO Channel Model for LOS Scenario

Wireless propagation is dominated by the daily changes by environment features
such as reflection, diffraction and transmission depending on the location of
transmitter and receiver.

In this project, reflection is avoided because LOS is considered as a major
signal. Since no reflection between n-th transmitter and m-th receiver, the channel
coefficient h, only consists a direct path between these antennas. Because of the
operation in free-space condition, the power receive of Friis free-space equation is
considered [11].

Pr ¼
PtGtGrk

2

ð4pÞ2r2
mnL

ð6:1Þ

Where Pt is the transmitted power, Gt and Gr are transmitter and receiver
antenna gain and k is the wavelength in meters. The system loss, L, such as cable
loss or antenna efficiency are not related to free-space propagation.
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6.2.2 System Configuration

In this paper, parameters of MIMO channel model identified with construct a
different configuration in indoor environment. Figure 6.1 shows the antenna
configuration and measurement setup. The development of algorithm is starting by
calculating pathloss of the system. Then the correlation coefficient and eigen
analysis are calculated sequentially to find the channel capacity of MIMO wireless
communication system.

The Matlab simulation tool is use to compare MIMO channel models based on
the theoretical data and measured data. The measurement campaign is done to
collect the data required to verify the MIMO channel model (Kronecker model and
Weichelberger model) and to estimate the model parameters that charaterize dif-
ferent configuration.

For this project, fixed wireless system is more to line-of-sight environment
while the distance (d) is assumed much higher than antenna spacing (l). From
geometrical arrangement, the different path length (rn,m) for LOS arrangement
between transmitter nth and receiver mth is calculate such as Eq. 6.2 [12, 13].

rn;m ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

d2 þ l n � mð Þð Þ2
q

ð6:2Þ

For the second scenario, both transmitter and receiver antenna is placed with
different antenna spacing (l). Thus, the path length (rn,m) is depending on the
shifting of the antenna spacing. The paths length (rn,m) for different antenna
spacing at transmitter (lm) and receiver (ln) is given by:

rn;m ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

d2 þ lm � lnð Þ2
q

ð6:3Þ

The third configuration is a multiple altitude antenna configuration which is the
uniform antenna spacing is placed at both transmitters and receiver antenna front
end but with different altitude.

6.2.3 MIMO Channel Capacity

The data collected from the measurement are analyzed for every configuration.
Equation (6.4) show the MIMO channel matrix H where N and M representing the
number of transmitting and receiving antennas [14].

H ¼

q11 q12 q13 q14

q21 q22 q23 q24

q31 q32 q33 q34

q41 q42 q43 q44

2

6
6
4

3

7
7
5

MxN

ð6:4Þ
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The channel capacity is calculate by using Eq. (6.5) [15].

CMIMO ¼
Xi

i¼1

log2 1 þ SNR

N
ki

� �

b=s=Hz ð6:5Þ

6.3 Results and Discussion

Experimental work has been done by collecting data with configurations of typical
and spatial diversity technique. The different measurement tools are helping in
characterizing MIMO channel parameter.

6.3.1 Typical and Spatial Diversity

The measurement work was started by collecting the data from the typical setup.
Table 6.1 show thesimulation and measurement for typical and spatial diversity
setup with lm and ln is antenna spacing at transmitter (lm = ln = k).

From the table, the Kronecker and Weichselberger model shows huge different
compared to the measured data. However the Weichselberger model is closer to
the measured data because this model uses joint correlation at both ends. It also
prove the [16] work that Kronecker model is fail to predict the channel capacity for
the system used more than 2 9 2 antenna.

6.3.2 MIMO System with Spatial Diversity Technique

Measurement for spatial diversity setup has been done by varying the spacing
(l) between antennas at transmitter by fixing antenna spacing at receiver and vice
versa. From the observation, by changing the spacing between the antennas, it will
change the value of eigenvalue and capacity.

Table 6.2 shows the MIMO channel capacity for configuration by changing l at
receiver with fixed antenna spacing at transmitter.

Input 1

Input 2

Input 3

Input 4
Output 4

Output 3

Output 2

Output 1 
ln

d

lm

Spectrum 
analyser

Fig. 6.1 Antenna configuration
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The result from Table 6.2 is a comparison of measurement result for MIMO
Channel capacity by changing l at receiver with fixed antenna spacing at trans-
mitter. From the table, the largest MIMO channel capacity is 7.8934 b/s/Hz at 3k
antenna spacing configuration. Due to the previous literature on spatial diversity,
the capacity increase by expansion of spacing between the antennas.

From the Fig. 6.2, the result shows the channel capacity of Weichselberger
model is closer to the measured data compare to Kronecker model.

The observation result of MIMO channel of that graph also shown capacity is
increase by increasing the number of antennas. However, the capacity from
measured data does not increase linearly by increasing antennas spacing.

Table 6.3 shows the result for antenna spacing at transmitter is changing with
fixed l at receiver. Compared to typical configuration, the MIMO channel capacity
is lower when applying spatial diversity at the transmitter which is the inter

Table 6.2 Result for MIMO channel capacity by changing l at receiver with fixed antenna
spacing at transmitter

Antenna spacing at receiver, ln

Antenna spacing at transmitter lm = k k/4 k/2 k 2k 3k

Channel capacity (b/s/Hz) 6.92 6.134 7.7265 7.4282 7.8934

6.92 6.134 7.7265 7.4282 7.8934

24.5111

31.3755

42.3868

91.392

103.2822

23.8862
26.0801

30.3454
43.8203

41.0702

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

antenna spacing at receiver

Measure Kron Wiechs

Fig. 6.2 Comparison
between measurement result
and simulation result for
spatial diversity at receiver

Table 6.1 Comparison of MIMO channel capacity for simulation and measured data of typical
configuration at l = k

Simulation Measurement

Kronecker Weichselberger

42.3868 b/s/Hz 30.3454 b/s/Hz 7.86 b/s/Hz
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element antenna spacing is shifted from l = k/4 until 3k. From the observation,
the highest MIMO channel capacity is 7.7265 b/s/Hz while the lowest value of the
system is 6.3301 b/s/Hz when applying k/2 inter element antenna spacing. The
differentiation between highest and lowest value is 18.07 %.

Figure 6.3 show the comparison between simulation and measurement result of
MIMO channel capacity with spatial diversity at transmitter. The result has shown
similar to the system with spatial diversity at transmitter where the simulation
result is much differs from the measurement result. The MIMO channel capacity
increase by increasing the spacing between the antennas for all models.

Table 6.3 Result for antenna spacing at transmitter is changing with fixed l at receiver

Antenna spacing at transmitter (Im)

Antenna spacing at receiver ln = k k/4 k/2 k

Channel capacity (b/s/Hz) 7.3274 6.3301 7.7265

7.3274 6.3301 7.7265 6.7639
7.0673

24.5111
31.3755

42.3868

91.392

103.2822

19.3999
24.0597

30.3454

44.9238
42.1257

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Antenna spacing at transmitter

Measure Kron Wiechs

Fig. 6.3 MIMO channel
capacities with spatial
diversity at transmitter
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6.3.3 Eigenvalue Analysis and MIMO Channel Correlation
Coefficient

Figure 6.4 shows the result of Eigenvalue analysis for measurement result of
spatial diversity at transmitter.

From the graph, the highest eigenvalue of the system is L1 especially when the
antennas are placed with k/2 inter element spacing but the L2 and L3 is lower than
the system with k antenna spacing.

Correlation coefficient is used in order to calculate MIMO channel capacity.
Table 6.4 summarize the correlation coefficient of MIMO system with spatial
diversity at the receiver. The Table 6.5 had shown the average of correlation
coefficient from the previous table. The average correlation is decrease by
increasing the spacing (Lrx). Due to the result of average correlation, the capacity
of the system is better when the correlation coefficient is higher.

Figure 6.5 show the eigen value of the MIMO system when applying the spatial
diversity at receiver. The channel capacity increase when the eigenvalue of the
system close within each other such as at ln = 3k. Other than the L1, the eigen-
value of L4 also give a significant contribution in enhancing the capacity at
ln = 3k because the value is highest at that configuration compared to others.

6.4 Conclusion

The paper presented a brief analysis of the MIMO channel capacity by using spatial
diversity technique at 2.4 GHz operating frequency. The analysis on the experiment
data shows the MIMO channel capacity increase by increasing antenna spacing.

Table 6.5 Result average
correlation coefficient

ln = k/4 ln = k

Average correlation 0.033713 0.024304
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Fig. 6.5 Eigenvalue for
MIMO system with spatial
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The capacity of Weichelberger model is more suitable to the measured channel
capacity compared to Kronecker model when physical effect were considered.
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Chapter 7
Design of Multi-band Antenna
for Wireless MIMO Communication
Systems

M.M. Saad, M.N. Husain, M.Z.A. Aziz, A.R. Othman,
K.A.A. Rashid and M. Senon

Abstract This paper present the design of band antenna for wireless Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) communication system. The advantage of MIMO system
is able to enhanced the overall wireless channel capacity. Besides system perfor-
mances, the size and mobility of the communication devices are also contributed
the successfulness of proposed wireless communication system. The multi-band
antenna design has been discussed by many researchers for various application.
This paper present the design of multiband antenna by using slot techniques. The
design was simulated by using microwave CST studio. The results show that, the
proposed antenna can operate at 2.4, 3.5 and 5.2 GHz frequency band.

7.1 Introduction

High capacity is very crucial in wireless as it is required for future application. It is
because, the data transferred by users are becoming more larger nowadays. For
example, in the early years the data transferred consists of only text or voice only.
As time goes by, the user is demanding higher channel capacity as they wish to
send voice with picture, or text with video or text, picture, and video at the same
time. These data are required more capacity to be transferred. One of the main
challenges in wireless communication is to gain high capacity in order to fulfil
future application necessities. It is important in increasing the data transferred
simultaneously. Today’s channel suffers from attenuation due to multipath in the
channel [1]. The increasing demand for capacity in wireless systems has motivated
considerable research aimed at achieving higher throughput on a given bandwidth.
It is proven in [2–5] that wireless communication systems using multiple antennas
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at both transmitter and receiver sides, denoted as Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) antenna systems, enable great enhancements of channel capacity com-
pared to the single input single output (SISO) system.

From [1–8], it is mentioned that multiple antennas at both transmitter and
receiver can improve the wireless channel capacity within the same bandwidth and
power received. Besides improving performance in terms of higher channel
capacity which enables a wireless device to transfer and receive data with higher
data rate, MIMO also proven to reduce the multipath fading. Also, it is mentioned
that multiple antennas are proven to introduce robustness against channel fading
and interference.

Current communication devices are portable and multi-applications supported
such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GPS, and so much more. These applications are used
different operating frequencies in order to avoid interferences between them. The
conventional way to support this demand is by placing two or more antennas with
different resonant frequency in that device. Clearly, this method is not efficient
because integrating two or more antennas proves difficult as they are likely going to
couple to each other causing degradation of the received or transmitted signals [9].

Placing two antennas in a device also bring in the space issue since it is usually
designed to be a portable device and by placing multiple antennas in the device
required more spaces. Another way to support multi-frequency demand without
facing any of those problems is by using multi-band antennas which consist only
one simple structure antenna that can support dual frequency ranges and it is
clearly being more efficient.

As mentioned before, in MIMO system, at least two antennas for each operating
frequency should be placed in the wireless device in order to support the
requirement of the multi-application device. This is quite challenging since gen-
erally, according to [10], placing two antennas at the distance of half wavelength is
necessary to achieve good isolation. Then, if the antennas are in large size, more
space required for the spacing and for the antennas itself which are not practical
and inefficient. Then, an efficient antenna especially for MIMO application is an
antenna that compact and can support multi-frequency operation.

7.2 Antenna Design

There are several design steps that has been done in designing the multiband
antenna in this project. Dual-band antenna which is Design A is designed first and
the method approached in designing a dual-band antenna in this project is by
embedding a pair of slots on the antenna’s patch. There are several slot shapes that
designed and studied and they are divided to three designs which are Design A1(i),
A1(ii), and A1(iii). All of the designs are founded by the shape of slot in Design
A1(i) which is C-shaped slots. Design A1(ii) is the Three-shaped slot which
are double-up the C-shaped slots and Design A1(iii) is continuous from the
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Three-shaped slot, but instead of having the equal diameter at both upper and
lower slots, this design has a different diameter of the upper and lower slot and
produce a pumpkin-like shape, hence named as The Pumpkin-shaped slot.

7.2.1 C-Shaped Slot Antenna [Design A1(i)]

The antenna structure of C-Shaped Slot Antenna and all other designs are similar
to the basic rectangular patch antenna which consist patch, substrate (dielectric),
and the ground plane and the material of each plane are similar. The structure of
antenna’s geometry is as shown in Fig. 7.1. There is a pair of slots that in
C-shaped which gives the additional second frequency, then makes the antenna act
as a dual-band antenna.

The effects of the antenna parameters such as the slot width and the slot radius,
position of slots, and the separation between the slots are studied. But, in this
section only the studies that give significant impact on the design presented, which
are slot width, a, distance between slots, x, and the slot radius, r.

From Table 7.1, it shows that the parametric study of slot width and distance
between slot respectively. The second resonance frequency, f2 tends to shift larger
as the slot gets wider and as the slots get further from each other. The parameter of
the slot width, a is studied from 0.5 to 2 mm, and the distance between slots, x is
studied from 1 to 29.5 mm as it is the minimum and the maximum value, but the
result presented is the one that gives the significant impact on the result. In terms
of return loss, it gets smaller as the slots get wider but, conversely become worse
when the slots gets further from each other.

From the results, it shows that as the slot radius, r increases, the second res-
onant frequency, f2 shifting to left, which is smaller, and the return loss becomes
increases. The parameter studied included all values that possible, but radius of
3 to 7 mm gives the significance effects to the response. From all the studies, it
occurs that all three parameters only affect the second resonance frequency, f2
while first resonance frequency, f1 remain constant or not much difference.
Table 7.1. shows the summary of all three antenna parametric studies.

7.2.2 Three-Shaped Slot Antenna [Design A1(ii)]

Three-Shaped Slot Antenna is the design by combining two of the C-shaped slots in
the previous design and creates a slot that looks like the shape of the number three. It
also has the same structure and material used as the dielectric and conductor
material which are FR-4 and copper respectively. Figure 7.2 shows the antenna’s
structure and in this design, all the antenna parameters that studied are the same as
the design A1(ii). However, only two of them are considered giving the significance
effects to the response, which are slot width, a and the slot radius, r.
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Table 7.2 represents the analysis study of slot width, a that embedded on the
patch and the studied are started with a equal to 0.5 until a equal to 2.0 mm. From
figure, it shows that as slot width increases, the second resonance frequency, f2
also increases, contrary to the return loss which decreases as the slots get wider.

Table 7.2 also shows the analysis study for the parameter of slot radius, r. The
table shows that the second resonant frequency, f2 will be increased as the radius
increases. Noticed that the same effects occurred in the frequency of Design A1(i).
As for the return loss parameter, it will decrease as the slot radius, r increases. All
parameters are affecting only the upper frequency and not much impact to the
lower one. Table 7.2 shows the summary of all parametric studies.

Fig. 7.1 C-Shaped slot antenna design

Table 7.1 Summary of the parametric studies of Design A1(i)

Parameters f1
(GHz)

Return loss
(dB)

f2
(GHz)

Return loss
(dB)

Slot width, a (mm) 0.5 2.392 -26.33 5.158 -6.86

1.0 2.386 -23.81 5.480 -12.13

1.5 2.380 -23.38 5.590 -17.72

2.0 2.374 -24.03 5.752 -20.77

Distance between slots,
x (mm)

6 2.380 -23.25 5.368 -9.94

8 2.380 -26.69 5.500 -14.52

10 2.380 -23.38 5.590 -15.72

14 2.380 -23.78 5.704 -19.11

Slot radius, r (mm) 3 2.404 -28.59 6.190 -21.84

4 2.392 -28.77 6.022 -22.86

5 2.380 -23.38 5.590 -15.72

6 2.356 -20.56 3.196 -7.57

7 2.338 -19.34 2.896 -4.29
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7.2.3 Pumpkin-Shaped Slot Antenna [Design A1(iii)]

The Pumpkin-Shaped Slot Antenna is design based on Three-Shaped antenna. The
only difference is the lower and upper part of the slot is not in the same radius
which makes it looks like a pumpkin-shaped slot. This design has the same
geometry of design structure and the same material used in the previous designs.
Figure 7.3 shows the geometry of the design.

In this design, the parameters that give the significance impact to the response
are the distance between the slots, x and the differences of slots radius, r. Table 7.3
shows that the same results are occurred as the slots get further from each other
and the differences of slots radius become larger because both of them makes the
second resonance frequency, f2 shifting and become larger. However, it is not the
same case for the return loss as it gets increased when the distance between slots,
x increases and decreases when the differences of slots radius, o increases. The
return loss of the first resonance frequency f1 is slightly increased as the differ-
ences of slots radius, r become larger, but still not affected by the distances
between slots, x. Table 7.3 shows the overall analysis of all both parameters.

Fig. 7.2 Three-shaped slot antenna design

Table 7.2 Summary of the parametric studies of Design A1(ii)

Parameters f1 (GHz) Return loss (dB) f2 (GHz) Return loss (dB)

Slot width, a (mm) 0.5 2.434 -20.35 4.678 -12.42

1.0 2.428 -20.89 4.634 -11.38

1.5 24.160 -19.72 5.200 -40.26

2.0 24.160 -20.04 5.530 -30.35

Slot Radius, r (mm) 3 2.434 -23.60 5.926 -20.21

4 2.422 -20.48 5.278 -37.30

5 2.404 -23.08 5.056 -29.17
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7.3 Simulation and Measurement Results

In this section, the result of all dual-band antenna designs are presented and
discussed. Table 7.4 shows the optimized value of design parameters for each
antenna design. While Fig. 7.4 show the fabricated antenna that have been design.
Figures 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 shows the simulation and measurement results of
design antenna.

From the graph in Fig. 7.5, it shows that the most optimum design of Design
A1(i) resulting resonance frequency of 2.386 GHz and 5.068 GHz whereas the
design specification is designing dual-band antenna with resonance frequency
2.4 GHz and 5.2 GHz as f1 and f2 respectively. Because it is hard to achieve the
specification using this design, it has been modified and improved as these next
designs (Design A1(ii) and A1(iii)). From the graph, it also shows that there are
shifting between the simulation and measurement resonance frequencies, f1 and f2
for Design A1(ii). That is may be caused by the dimension of fabricated design
which is slightly inaccurate or not exactly same as the simulation. From the
parametric studies of Design A1(ii) that have been performed earlier, it is noticed
that the f1 is dependence to the dimension of the patch, which is the width, W and

Fig. 7.3 Pumpkin-shaped slot antenna design

Table 7.3 Summary of the parametric studies of Design A1(iii)

Parameters f1
(GHz)

Return loss
(dB)

f2
(GHz)

Return loss
(dB)

Slot Radius, r (mm) 0 2.506 -20.28 5.230 -9.47

1 2.500 -12.74 5.326 -16.17

2 2.500 -9.25 5.440 -22.99

Distance between Slots, x
(mm)

5.75 2.512 -30.34 5.650 -37.51

7.50 2.512 -29.40 5.554 -13.45

9.25 2.506 -26.40 5.422 -5.58
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Table 7.4 Optimized dimension of Design A1

Parameter A1(i) A1(ii) A1(iii)

Patch width, W 31.5 mm 33.8 mm 36.5 mm

Patch length, L 26.6 mm 26.12 mm 28.45 mm

Slot width, a 0.5 mm 1.5 mm 1.5 mm

Radii of slot, r 6.0 mm 4.2 mm 5 mm

Distance between slots, x 12 mm 5 mm 4.5 mm

Slot radius differences, o NA 1 mm

Patch size changes 8.70 %
(reduce)

3.80 %
(reduce)

13.16 %
(increases)

Coordinate of centre of circle,
(X,Y)

(6,4) NA

Fig. 7.4 Fabricated design of Design A1

Fig. 7.5 Frequency response of Design A1
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the length, L, while f2 is dependence to the dimension and position of the slots.
Due to lack of equipment, it is very difficult to maintain the accuracy of the
dimension, especially at the slots part which only 1.5 mm width. Same case
happened to Design A1(iii) but the frequency shifting are more greatly especially
on second resonance frequencies, f2. That is also may be due to the inaccuracy of
the slots dimension on the fabricated design. Consistent with the parametric
studies that have been performed earlier which proved that f2 is also dependence
to the dimension and position of the slots.

Fig. 7.6 Simulation radiation pattern of Design A1(i). a E plane. b H plane

Fig. 7.7 Simulation and measurement radiation pattern of Design A1(ii). a E plane. b H plane

Fig. 7.8 Simulation and measurement radiation pattern of Design A1(iii). a E plane. b H plane
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As mentioned before, both Design A1(ii) and A1(iii) are the improvement and
modification of Design A1(i) as it is hard to achieve the desired resonant frequency
which are 2.4 GHz and 5.2 GHz. From Fig. 7.5, it seems like both Design A1(ii)
and A1(iii) gives the similar result in their resonance frequency, but the Three-
shaped Slot Antenna is slightly better than the Pumpkin-shaped Slot Antenna in
terms of the return loss and bandwidth. The main factor that makes the Design
A1(ii) is better is the size of the patch. Based on Table 7.4, Design A1(ii) gives
size reduction by 3.89 percent but Design A1(iii) which is the Pumpkin-shaped
Slot Antenna gives size increment by 13.16 % which are not fulfilling the design
specification that required size reduction at least by 50 % of the basic rectangular
microstrip patch designed earlier.

7.4 Conclusion

This paper present the design of multiband antenna by using C-shape slot tech-
niques. Three design has been proposed based on different combination of C-shape
slot. The design of double C-shape slot can produce the resonant frequency at 2.4
and 5.2 GHz. Besides that, the size of the double C-shape slot antenna can be
reduced up to 50 % compared to the microstrip patch antenna. So, this design can
be used to develop the compact mobile communication devices.
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Chapter 8
Design of Linear Polarization Antenna
for Wireless MIMO Application

K.A.A. Rashid, M.N. Husain, A.R. Othman, M.Z.A. Aziz,
M.M. Saad, M. Senon, M.T. Ahmad and J.S. Hamidon

Abstract This paper present the design of the linear polarized antenna for
wireless MIMO communication system. It is impossible to fulfil the demand of the
wireless communication system due to limitations in channel capacity on single
input single output (SISO) systems. Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) sys-
tem has become a famous research field for the next generation wireless com-
munication system in order to overcome this problem. Since polarization diversity
is effective to avoid the fading loss caused by multipath effects, therefore, polar-
ization diversity becomes one of the most important techniques that can be used to
enhance MIMO system performances. It can be utilized to improve the commu-
nications channel capacity and utilize the frequency spectrum with frequency reuse
technique. Therefore, the development of linear polarized antenna is significant in
order to improve the wireless MIMO system performance based on polarization
diversity technique. Polarization diversity can be utilized to double the frequency
spectrum to realize frequency reuse and improve the communications capacity.
This project is to design an antenna that can provide linear polarization to reduce
the signal losses.

8.1 Introduction

Antenna plays a crucial role in telecommunication field such as satellite
communication, mobile phone and for military use [1]. The growth of mobile
communications results in the increasing demand of smart phones, wireless
internet and other broadband applications. The demand for high data rate and high
capacity are increasing to satisfy the growth of mobile communications [2, 3].
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The MIMO technology is become popular nowadays as the demand for high
speed, high capacity and high quality transmission in wireless mobile telecommu-
nication are increasing [3–5]. MIMO technology provide a very high spectral effi-
cient and also increase the channel capacity without extra spectrum by using multiple
transmitter and receiver [3, 5–7]. The loss of spectral efficiency occurs due to the
spatial correlation between antennas [6, 7]. In order to decrease the spatial corre-
lation, the spatial diversity is the most common used technology in MIMO system.
The distances between MIMO antennas have to be at least half wavelength apart thus
larger spacing is required for this technique [3, 7]. MIMO capacity increased pro-
portionally with the number of antennas and thus higher spatial distance between
antennas is required [3]. The mutual coupling between antennas occurs due to the
narrow space for MIMO antenna design is the critical problem in MIMO system [1].
As a result, the polarization diversity becomes better solution for MIMO system.

In the modern wireless communication, the products such as smart phones and
radio frequency identification (RFID) tags are designed in light weight and very
compact size. The purpose of compact size and light weight enable the devices to
be carried to everywhere. The antenna needs to be designed in a very small size so
that the antenna is able to fit inside the compact size products. Moreover, the
wireless devices are design to be portable; the antenna designed must be able to fit
into the small device and are practical use. Thus, the size of an antenna is also one
of the main criteria to take into account when designed the antenna [8–10].

8.2 Design Specification

The antenna is design for the frequency of 2.4 GHz, which is useful for the Bluetooth
application. The 2.4 GHz frequency is an unlicensed band and is free for the public.
The antenna is simulating using FR4 board and PEC or copper. FR4 board with
thickness of 1.6 mm, tangent loss of 0.019 S/m and permittivity of 4.4 is used as the
substrate. While the PEC with thickness of 0.035 mm is used as the conductor.

In this project, the antenna design is targeted to have gain from range of 2–4 dB
for each of the polarization state. This is to avoid the problem of one of the
polarization state provide higher gain and become the dominant mode. The range
of the gain is referring to the works of previous researchers. Meanwhile the axial
ratio for a circular polarization antenna must be below -2.5 dB and for linear
polarization antenna must be above -3 dB. For this project, the antenna is design
to fulfill the compact issue in terms of size by combined the radiator for both
polarization states by using 2 ports. The radiation efficiency and the total efficiency
for both polarization states must be below -3 dB to ensure that the antenna is able
to transmit at least 50 % of the radiate power respectively. The matching is affect
by the total efficiency, as the total efficiency getting closer to positive value the
matching is getting better. While for return loss, the result must be below -10 dB
to ensure that the transmission power of the antenna is more than 90 %. The
specification of the design is listed at Table 8.1.
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8.2.1 Antenna Design Process

The linear polarization antenna is first design to be a rectangular patch. The patch
is then added double H-shaped slots. Lastly, the return loss of the design is then
improved by adding stair notch to the patch.

8.2.2 Rectangular Patch with Slots

The rectangular patch is first drawn in CST microwave studio by using PEC (grey
colour) and FR4 as the substrate (blue colour). The patch is connected to a CPW
fed line. Then the slots are drawn on top of the patch and then substrate the slots
from the patch as shown in Fig. 8.1. After the drawing of the patch is done, the
setting for the simulation is set as same as the previous design. The effects of the
slots dimension are obtained using parametric study method. From previous
parametric study, the performance of the design is under performance. Thus, the
gap of the ground and CPW fed are studied (Fig. 8.2).

From Table 8.2, the spacing between the CPW fed and the ground has sig-
nificant effect on the return loss of the design. The return loss start to increased
until b = 0.6 mm. In addition, spacing does not affect much on the axial ratio and
gain of the design.

The parameter of c does not affect much on the axial ratio and gain of the
antenna as shown in Table 8.3. However, the axial ratio of the antenna is
decreasing as the c increasing. While for the return loss of the antenna is unstable
when the c is increased (Table 8.4).

Slot4 length, d does not affect much on axial ratio and gain of the design. For
return loss of the design, it did not have a stable trend as the d increased.

From Table 8.5, the return loss of the design do not showed a stable pattern.
The return loss slightly increased after e = 4 mm. Furthermore, axial ratio and
gain of the design do not affect much by the slot2 length. The gain only differs
around 0.2 dB (Table 8.6).

The width of slot3, f does not affect much on the gain of the design. The return
loss of the design decreased when the width getting wider. But the axial ratio

Table 8.1 Main specification
of the design

Specification Value

Frequency 2.4 GHz

Return loss \-10 dB

Gain 2–4 dB [42, 51, 52]

Radiation efficiency \-3 dB

Total efficiency \-3 dB

Multipolarization Linear polarization

Axial ratio [3 dB for linear polarization
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Fig. 8.1 Front view of the rectangular patch with slots

Fig. 8.2 Back view of the
rectangular patch with slots

Table 8.2 Effects of spacing
(b)

b (mm) RL (dB) AR (dB) Gain (dB)

0 -8.57 11.51 0.73

0.1 -9.36 11.57 0.77

0.2 -10.33 11.54 0.66

0.3 -13.98 11.53 0.97

0.4 -15.49 11.55 0.97

0.5 -19.95 11.57 0.96

0.6 -27.74 11.59 0.96

0.7 -17.62 11.63 0.94
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remains the same as the slot3 width increasing. The gain is still smaller even the
slot3 width increasing.

As showed in the Table 8.7, width of slot4 did not affect much on the axial
ratio, gain and return loss. But still the gain is getting better as the width
increasing. The axial ratio of the design is still a linearly polarized antenna.

Table 8.3 Effects of slot3
length (c)

c (mm) RL (dB) AR (dB) Gain (dB)

0 -15.61 11.93 1.25

2 -14.56 11.81 1.02

4 -18.64 11.68 0.87

6 -16.65 11.64 0.94

8 -15.14 11.57 1.01

10 -13.73 11.52 1.05

Table 8.4 Effects of slot4
length (d)

d (mm) RL (dB) AR (dB) Gain (dB)

0 -15.61 11.93 1.25

2 -14.85 11.85 1.08

4 -18.74 11.81 0.91

6 -16.83 11.85 1.02

8 -15.37 11.78 1.09

10 -13.98 11.71 1.11

Table 8.5 Effects of slot2
length (e)

e (mm) RL (dB) AR (dB) Gain (dB)

0 -15.61 11.93 1.25

2 -14.63 11.79 1.02

4 -18.69 11.87 0.86

6 -16.63 12.01 0.98

8 -15.21 11.91 1.01

10 -13.85 11.86 1.09

Table 8.6 Effects of slot3
width (f)

f (mm) RL (dB) AR (dB) Gain (dB)

0 -17.88 11.63 0.93

0.5 -18.36 11.64 0.99

1 -18.59 11.64 1.02

1.5 -18.76 11.64 1.03

2 -18.77 11.63 1.03
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From Table 8.8, the results showed that the width of slot2 does not affect much
on the return loss, axial ratio and gain of the design. As the width of slot2 increase,
the gain is only increased from 1.02 to 1.18 dB. The axial ratio is also increased
around 0.26 dB from 11.79 to 12.05 dB (Table 8.9).

As the slot1 length increasing, the return loss is slightly increased. However, the
gain is only decreased a bit from 5.37 to 5.21 dB. In addition, the axial ratio is
increased around 0.2 dB and the antenna is still a linearly polarized antenna
(Table 8.10).

As the slot1 width increased, the return loss is increasing. While for the gain of
the design is decreasing as the width of slot1 increasing. The axial ratio of the
design is increasing from 11.93 to 12.04 dB.

Table 8.7 Effects of slot4
width (g)

g (mm) RL (dB) AR (dB) Gain (dB)

0 -16.11 11.81 1.06

0.5 -16.54 11.82 1.12

1 -16.76 11.85 1.18

1.5 -16.74 11.86 1.18

2 -16.68 11.87 1.18

Table 8.8 Effects of slot2
width (h)

h (mm) RL (dB) AR (dB) Gain (dB)

0 -16.47 11.79 1.02

0.5 -16.75 11.84 1.10

1 -17.01 12.02 1.13

1.5 -16.79 12.04 1.17

2 -16.58 12.05 1.18

Table 8.9 Effects of slot1
length (i)

i (mm) RL (dB) AR (dB) Gain (dB)

2 -19.18 9.00 5.19

4 -18.77 8.99 5.23

6 -19.11 8.98 5.18

8 -18.94 9.03 5.21

10 -16.72 8.79 5.31

Table 8.10 Effects of slot1
width (j)

j (mm) RL (dB) AR (dB) Gain (dB)

0 -15.61 11.93 1.25

1 -12.33 11.89 0.79

2 -12.21 11.87 0.95

2.5 -11.83 12.09 1.04
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8.2.3 Result and Discussion

The final design of linear polarization antenna consists of a rectangular patch with
double H-shaped slots and the design is added with stair notches. Figures 8.3 and
8.4 are the front view and back view of the linear polarization final design antenna.
Table 8.11 is the optimum dimensions of the linear polarizes antenna.

Fig. 8.3 Front view design of final linear polarization antenna

Fig. 8.4 Back view design
of final linear polarization
antenna
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Figures 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7 are the comparison graphs of return loss, axial ratio and
gain between the rectangular patch, rectangular patch with slots and rectangular
patch with slots and notches. The return loss is improved with the used of notches
from -8.9 dB at frequency of 2.398 GHz to -38.7 dB at frequency of 2.401 GHz.

Table 8.11 Optimum
dimension of linear polariza-
tion antenna

Value(mm)

L1 35

W1 28

L2 19

W2 15.4

A 1

B 0.7

C 5

d 7

e 12

f 1

g 1

h 1

i 11

j 1

k 3.7

l 2.5

m 1.7

n 1.5

o 10.5

Fig. 8.5 Return loss comparison
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However, the gain of the patch with slots and notches is decreased from 2.16 to
1 dB. The axial ratio of these three antennas is all linear polarized antennas. The
return loss is improved with slots and notches, but the gain is degraded.

Figure 8.8 is the comparison of return loss between the measurement and the
simulation for linear polarized antenna. The measured return loss consists of ripple
at the front and the end of the response. The bandwidth of the measured return loss
is much wider than the simulation.

Fig. 8.6 Axial ratio comparison

Fig. 8.7 Gain comparison
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Figure 8.9 is the radiation pattern for linear polarization in terms of vertical and
horizontal orientation. The simulated radiation pattern for vertical is a ‘8’ shape,
however the measured radiation pattern is more like a circle shape. While, the
radiation pattern for horizontal orientation, the shape of the measured radiation
pattern is almost the same with simulated radiation pattern (Fig. 8.10).

Fig. 8.8 Return loss comparison for simulation and measurement (linear polarization)

Fig. 8.9 Radiation pattern comparisons for linear polarization
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8.3 Conclusion

This paper presents the design of Linear Polarization for wireless MIMO
communication system. Wireless channel capacity seems very important nowa-
days in order to support the broadband applications. Then, the design of linear
polarized antenna has been done. Rectangular patch with slots technique been
discussed. The linear polarized antenna can be used in developing the polarization
diversity in wireless MIMO communication system.
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Chapter 9
The Effect of IV Characteristics
on Optical Control of SDR Si IMPATT
Diode

T.S.M. Arshad, M.A. Othman, M.N. Hussain and Y.A. Rahim

Abstract Effect of light incident on the Si SDR IMPATT diode is investigated in
this paper. The authors have used an IMPATT diode which is consists of p+, n+
(contact region), n-well region and p-sub region. Since the n-well region is used to
be the drift region of the structure, the light is shined on the top of the layer
through tiny hole created on the SiO2 layer. The results of the IV characteristics
are compared to the dark current condition which no light will be supply on top of
the structure. The result of the electric field and mobility in those two conditions
are also observed in this paper.

9.1 Introduction

IMPATT diode is known as one of the most powerful millimeter wave sources.
IMPATT stands for ‘Impact Ionization Avalanche Transit Time’ as it employ
impact ionization and transit time properties of its semiconductor structures to
produce negative resistance at microwave frequencies [1]. IMPATT diode has
various structures such as mesa, planer, distributed and so on. Those structures
consist of contact and drift region that are stacked perpendicular to the substrate
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surface [2]. Since this paper are focus on the optical control of IMPATT structure,
the lateral structure has been choose since this structure are more suitable in
coupling optical energy into the active region of the device. Compared to those
structures, lateral IMPATT structure has a unique design which is the location of
the contact and the drift region adjacent to the substrate [3].

The optical of microwave semiconductor devices have a large growing interest
because of their very wide bandwidth, the inherent high dc and reverse signal
isolation between the control and RF signals, and it also suitable to use with optical
fiber links [4]. The basic operation of semiconductor devices when it relates to the
direct optical control is the electron hole pairs (EHP) within the active region of
the device when sufficient light photon energy is absorbed. When the dimension of
depletion regions is modified, the main effect is to generate a photocurrent and
change the built-in potential of the junction. Hence, the conductivity of the
semiconductor material increases effect by the photoconductivity [4].

The authors proposed a lateral DDR IMPATT structure which suitable for
millimeter-wave optical interaction [2]. The structure is designed to operate at
94 GHz frequency by using standard 0.18 lm CMOS technology. The structure
consists of p+ and n+ layers (contact layers) and drift layers (p- and n-epitaxial
layers) that adjacent to the substrate. By using this type of structure, light can be
easily coupled to the drift layers through tiny holes created on the SiO2 layer [5].
The paper shows two type of optical control which on p+ layer (to generate
electron dominated photocurrent) and n+ layer (to generated hole dominated
photocurrent). By comparing those two types of optical control, the hole domi-
nated photocurrent has large value of efficiency than electron dominated
photocurrent.

An indium phosphate IMPATT diode under optical illumination at 94 GHz has
been proposed. The effect of the photo-generated predominated electron or hole
components of the leakage current on the admittance and negative properties are
also has been reported in the paper [6]. The result presented in the paper shows that
the frequency shift as well as the admittance and negative resistance characteristics
are more sensitive to hole-dominated photocurrent than to electron-dominated
photocurrent [6]. However, result in the paper [7] shows that the DC and high-
frequency parameters of the device are more sensitive to electron-dominated
photocurrent (Top Mount structure) compared to the hole-dominated photocurrent
(Flip Chip structure). It also observed that the avalanche response time decreases
as more number of photon are incident of the active region of the device [7].

The authors proposed a lateral SDR IMPATT diode in an earlier paper [8]
which will be use in this present paper. The simulation study will carry out to
investigate the optical control performance. This present paper will focus on the
effect of IV characteristics when dark current and has light incident. The authors
also have made an attempt in this paper to study the effect of the electric field and
mobility of the device in these two different conditions.
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9.2 Design Structure

The structure proposed in this paper is design by using Silvaco TCAD ATHENA
tools. Athena provides a suitable platform for simulating processes used in
semiconductor industry which are ion implantation, diffusion, oxidation and so on
[9]. So, it is a convenient tool to design the proposed IMPATT diode since this
structure follows the standard fabrication process of complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) technology.

Figure 9.1 show the SDR Si IMPATT diode consists of p+ and n+ layer
(contact layers), n-well region and p-sub region. The base material for this
structure is silicon. This structure is designed for a particular frequency (fd) from
transit time formula [9] given by

Wdep ¼ 0:37 vs=fd ð9:1Þ

where Wdep, vs and fd are total depletion layer width (n or p side), saturation
velocity of electrons/holes and design frequency respectively. At first step, the
doping concentration of n-well and p-sub region is initially chosen according to

Fig. 9.1 Structure of SDR Si IMPATT diode
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previous paper [2–4]. Later the doping concentration and design parameter for
both regions are adjusted to get the corresponding frequency design. Table 9.1
show the structure design of SDR Si IMPATT diode.

9.3 Simulation Result and Discussion

9.3.1 Dark Current Condition

This paper is focus on the effect of the current-voltage characteristics (IV char-
acteristics) of the device in two different conditions which is in dark current (no
light incident) and in light incident. Since IMPATT diodes are operated in reverse
biased voltage, the simulation process supplies negative voltage to anode contact.
By using the same structure that show in Fig. 9.1, the IV characteristic is obtained
from the simulation process shown in Fig. 9.2. The result is for dark current
condition which is no light incident on the surface of structure. From the graph, it
shows that the breakdown voltage is -5 V and it produce value of current in range
of -6e-14. The small value of current is because it is in reverse biased condition.

Figure 9.3 show the electric field of the structure when there’s no light supplied
on the structure. The value for the electric field is in the range from -83.5679 to -

91272.6 V/cm. The values of electric field are shown in Table 9.2.
The simulation also has carry out the result for e- mobility and h+ mobility of

the structure. The results are shown in Fig. 9.4. From the graph, it shows that the
electron mobility are higher than hole mobility. From here [10], it state that the
mobility of electrons and hole are normally in less or equal to 1,400 and 450 cm2/
Vs respectively. Therefore, the values from the result are in same range since it
used silicon for the structure. The values plotted in Fig. 9.4 are summarized in
Table 9.2. Later, the value in Table 9.2 will be compared to the value in the next
section which is simulated with light incident.

9.3.2 Light Incident Condition

Based on the structure in previous section, the light energy can be easily coupled
into n-well region through tiny holes created on the SiO2 which is located on the
top of the structure. It can be shown in Fig. 9.5. From previous paper [11], there
are two types of optical control which either on p+ layer or n+ layer. If light energy

Table 9.1 Design parameter for SDR Si IMPATT diode

Wn (lm) ND (m-3) Nn+, Np+ (m-3)

0.16 5 9 10e17 1 9 10e20
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Fig. 9.2 IV characteristics
for SDR Si IMPATT diode
(dark current)

Fig. 9.3 Electric field for
SDR Si IMPATT diode (dark
current)

Table 9.2 Electric field, e-mobility and h+ mobility for Si IMPATT diode (no light)

Voltage (V) Electric field (V/cm) e- mobility (cm2/Vs) h+ mobility (cm2/Vs)

0 -83.5679 449.435 252.094

-1 -120.611 449.432 251.867

-2 -254.553 449.411 251.049

-3 -535.642 449.317 249.348

-4 -1283.64 448.742 244.934

-5 -3393.47 444.636 233.286

-6 -6979.23 430.117 215.84

-7 -13159.1 390.217 191.198

-8 -27674.0 287.471 150.769

-9 -57083.8 168.137 105.548

-10 -91272.6 109.945 78.2606
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is supply to the p+ layer, it will generate electron dominated photocurrent and if
the light energy supply to the n+ layer, it will produce hole dominated photo-
current [5].

Fig. 9.4 Mobility for SDR
Si IMPATT diode (dark
current)

Light incident

Fig. 9.5 Structure of SDR Si IMPATT diode (light incident)
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In this section will be presented on the effect of IV Characteristics in light
incident condition. Since the light will be incident on the top of n-well layer (drift
layer), the photo-generated current will be dominated by hole. From the equation
given below,

kg ¼ hc =Eg ð9:2Þ

where h = 6.625 9 10-34 Js, c = 3 9 108 ms-1, the corresponding cut off
wavelength can be obtained which is kg = 1.118 lm since the bandgap of Si at
300 K is Eg = 1.111 eV [12]. Therefore, the simulations use the wavelength of
light less or equal to 1.118 lm for the absorption of light energy by the Si
structure. This process will generate electron-hole pairs (EHP) in Si structure.

The simulations for light incident condition start with the observation of IV
characteristics. The same value of voltage supply from previous section is used
which is -10 V. From the graph from Fig. 9.6, it shows breakdown voltage of the
structure is -3.7 V. From the observation, the presence of light reduced the
voltage breakdown to produce conductivity.

The presence of light on semiconductor devices is exactly similar to the effect
of temperature or heat on semiconductor devices. Light energy causes electrons to
break their covalent bonds and then generated EHP [13]. The conductivity of the
device is increase since the light energy decrease the resistance of the structure.
Compared to the dark current condition in previous section, the resistance is high
because there are few free electrons in the device. The resistance in this condition
is called dark resistance [13]. So, it takes more times to generate EHP and produce
conductivity (Table 9.3).

Figure 9.7 shows the graph of electric field of the device in presence of light.
The value of electric field is almost similar compared to previous section. This is
because the value of voltage supply uses in these two different conditions is same.
The observation of electron and hole mobility can be shown in Fig. 9.8. There are
also slightly similar values of these two mobility compare to previous section.

Fig. 9.6 IV characteristics
for SDR Si IMPATT diode
(light incident)
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Table 9.3 Electric field, e-mobility and h+ mobility for Si IMPATT diode (with light)

Voltage (V) Electric field (V/cm) e- mobility (cm2/Vs) h+ mobility (cm2/Vs)

0 -79.4343 449.436 252.120

-1 -96.1578 449.434 252.017

-2 -175.775 449.425 251.529

-3 -381.337 449.377 250.279

-4 -812.410 449.159 247.697

-5 -2047.64 447.672 240.584

-6 -4896.17 439.611 225.643

-7 -9674.43 414.355 204.354

-8 -19067.0 346.172 172.383

-9 -41523.6 217.968 125.457

-10 -75877.4 130.518 88.5718

Fig. 9.7 Electric field for
SDR Si IMPATT diode (light
incident)

Fig. 9.8 Mobility for SDR
Si IMPATT diode (light
incident)
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There are only slightly increased for mobility in light incident because the light
energy causes the ions vibrating with sufficient movement to impede the move-
ment of electrons. For this cases, the light that supplied on the structure give small
effect to the lattice scattering to increase and the same time it is not affect to the
reduction of mobility.

9.4 Conclusion

In this paper, the authors have made an attempt to investigate the effect of photo
incident on IV characteristics of SDR Si IMPATT diode. This paper also has
shown the result of electric field and mobility of the structure. The results are
compared with dark current condition. From the IV curve, it shows that the
breakdown voltage in light incident condition are faster than dark current condi-
tion. This is because the presence of light is similar to the effect of temperature.
When light is supply on the structure, it causes electron to break their covalent
bonds. With the energy of light, it will generate EHP and increase its conductivity.
So, in light incident condition, it required few voltage supplies to start the con-
duction process. So, for the conclusion, the optical control is affect to the IV
characteristics of the devices.
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Chapter 10
Variable Intrinsic Region in CMOS PIN
Photodiode for I–V Characteristic
Analysis

M.A. Othman, N.Y.M. Yasin, T.S.M. Arshad, Z.A.F.M. Napiah,
M.M. Ismail, H.A. Sulaiman, M.H. Misran, M.A. Meor Said
and R.A. Ramlee

Abstract In this paper presented an investigation on I–V characteristic for CMOS
PIN Photodiode. PIN diodes are widely used in optics and microwave circuits as it
acts as a current controlled resistor at these frequencies. PIN diode performance is
greatly influenced by the geometrical size of the device, especially in the intrinsic
region. Two different I-layer thickness of PIN diode structure has been designed
using Sentaurus Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD) tools. The I-layer
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thickness (or width) is varied from 4 to 8 lm in order to investigate its effects on
the current-voltage (I–V) characteristics. These structures were design based on
CMOS process.

10.1 Introduction

Nowadays a lot of microwave and optical devices have been design by acade-
mician, scientist and engineers. One of two terminal devices that get intention is
PIN diode. PIN diodes name attribute to overall their structure where P is P type
layer, I intrinsic layer and N is N type layer. The intrinsic layer is interesting layer
since this layer makes the PIN diodes application comes to be as attenuators, RF
switches and photodiode. Hence, PIN diodes are used extremely in RF and
microwave applications due to ability to control the magnitude and phase of the
signals [1, 2]. In addition, the ability to control RF and microwave signals while
using a smaller level of dc excitation makes the PIN diode suitable for attenuating,
limiting, phase shifting, modulating and microwave switching.

The I-layer or intrinsic layer is the one that gives a changes in-term of prop-
erties comparing with PN diode. The intrinsic layer comprises of undoped or
virtually undoped semiconductor and in most PIN diodes and very thin between
1 lm up to 200 lm. PIN photodiode is a special case of the PN junction photo-
diode, in which a large intrinsic or lightly doped N semiconductor area is inserted
in between the P and N region as shown in Fig. 10.1.

It is a well-known fact that in any PN diode, the depletion region extends more
into the lightly-dope N region than into the heavily doped P region. This is
because, in the heavily doped region, the number of free charge carriers available
for conduction is quite large compared to that in the lightly doped region [3]. In a
normal operation a reverse-bias voltage is applied across the device so that no free
electrons or holes exist in the intrinsic region (Fig. 10.2).

Electrons in semiconductor materials are allowed to reside in only two specific
energy bands. A forbidden region called energy gap separates the two allowed band.

Fig. 10.1 PIN photodiode
structure
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The energy difference between the top and bottom bands is referred to as the band
gap energy [4]. In a generic photodiode, light enters the devise through a thin layer
whose absorption typically causes the light intensity to exponentially drop with
penetration depth. For enhanced performance it is often necessary for the device to
have a shallow junction followed by a wide depletion region where most of the
photon absorption and electrons holes generation should take place.

The magnitude of the generated current is proportional to the intensity of the
incident light. It can be used as a photon detector by operating it in the third
quadrant of its electrical current voltage (I–V) characteristics. PIN photodiode is
usually functioning by applying a reverse-bias voltage. The magnitude of the
reverse-bias voltage depends on the photodiode purpose, but naturally is less than
a few volts. While no light is incident on the photodiode, a current is still produce
[5]. The objectives of this paper are to study the theory behind PIN photodiode, to
design and analyze PIN-Photodiode and to determine characteristic of PIN-
Photodiode.

10.2 Design Procedure

The simulations were performed using Silvaco ATLAS. Silvaco ATLAS is a
TCAD product that is physics based on modeling system. This allows TCAD to
predict device performance based upon equations, which describe the physics
within the structure of the device [6].

The structure under consideration of lightly doped with 5.e16 for N-epi doping,
1e20 for N+ doping, 1e20 for P+ doping, sandwiched with I+ doping with con-
centration 1e21. The incident light absorbed in neutral P+ region and neutral
N+ region as well as in the depleted N- region. All the calculations presented in

Fig. 10.2 (a) PIN photodiode operated in reverse bias, hv is the energy of radiation, V is the bias,
and RL is the local load resistance (b) IV characteristics for a pin photodiode (1) with no light (2)
with light
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this work have been obtained with ATLAS software of SILVACO unless stated
otherwise. The intrinsic region size had been varied with 2 different sizes which is
4 and 8 lm in width.

ATLAS enables device technology engineers to simulate the electrical, optical,
and thermal behavior of semiconductor devices. Different models such as conmob,
fldmob, srh, auger and bgn are used for effective implementation of changes
occurring related to radiation damage [7] (Figs. 10.3, 10.4).

8µm 

2µm 

I+ 

Fig. 10.3 Intrinsic with
2 9 8 lm

8µm 

2.4µm

I+ 

Fig. 10.4 Intrinsic with
2.4 9 8 lm
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As shown in the figure, the intrinsic width for both structures had been
increased to 0.4 lm. By capturing most of the light in the depletion region
(intrinsic layer), it will effect to improve the responsivity of the device. To fully
benefit from the intrinsic layer or depletion region, the PIN Photodiode normally
requires an applied reverse bias that ensures a depletion region extension all the
way through this layer. Figures 10.5, 10.6 and 10.7 shows the simulated I–V
characteristic of Silicon PIN Photodiode for the structure that had been created.
The simulated results of p+, i+, n+ photo detector are obtained by developing a
program in DECKBUILD window, interfaced with ATLAS, simulation software
of SILVACO and TonyPlot.

In a generic photodiode, light enters the device through a thin layer. For
Fig. 10.5, it shows the difference of IV characteristic when supply light and
without supply light for 2.4 9 8 lm. The IV characteristic of a photodiode with no
incident light is similar to a rectifying diode. When the photodiode is forward
biased, there is an exponential increase in the current. When a reverse bias is
applied, a small reverse saturation current appears. The light has the effect of
shifting the IV Characteristics down into the fourth quadrant where power can be
extracted from the photodiode.

Figure 10.6 show the difference of IV characteristic when supply light and
without supply light for 2 9 8 lm. Basically, it use the same theory with the result
show in Fig. 10.5, the difference is the size of depletion use based on the structure.
For IV Characteristic in Fig. 10.5, it uses huge depletion size compared to IV
Characteristics in Fig. 10.6. That is why the effect of shifting of IV Characteristics

With light 

Without light 

0.75e-18 

Fig. 10.5 Intrinsic with
2.4 9 8 lm
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from the photodiode is smaller compared to IV Characteristic in Fig. 10.5 due to
difference structure used.

Based on Fig. 10.7, it shows the voltage breakdown for 2 9 8 lm and
2.4 9 8 lm. There is a difference for the voltage breakdown between each
structure. Voltage breakdown for intrinsic for 2.4 9 8 lm is faster compared to
Voltage breakdown for intrinsic for 2 9 8 lm. This is due to the depletion region
in the structure since the size of intrinsic is not the same.

1e-18 

-1.125e-18 

Fig. 10.6 Intrinsic with
2.4 9 8 lm

Voltage Breakdown for 2µm x 8µm

Voltage Breakdown for 2.4µm x 8µm

-3.5 -3

Fig. 10.7 Voltage
Breakdown for 2 9 8 lm and
2.4 9 8 lm
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Based on graph in Figs. 10.5 and 10.6, the shape of graph had a little bit
difference in their variance. This is due to the size of the mesh that had been varied
since the size of intrinsic layer had been changed. Thus, the mesh for Intrinsic with
2 9 8 lm becomes closer and that is why variance appeared.

10.3 Conclusion

In this study, in order to observe the width of intrinsic or depletion region effect on
the IV Characteristics performance, the two-dimensional silicon PIN photodiode
with varying width has been simulated using the SILVACO TCAD tools. Through
the simulations, it shows that there is a difference occurs during voltage break-
down for difference intrinsic size. PIN Photodiode give effect when light supplied
to the photodiode by shifting the IV Characteristics down. In general, PIN pho-
todiode need small voltage supply to have a better I–V performance (voltage
breakdown).
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Chapter 11
Variable Depletion Region in CMOS PN
Photodiode for I–V Characteristic
Analysis

M.A. Othman, T.S.M. Arshad, Z.A.F.M. Napiah, M.M. Ismail,
N.Y.M. Yasin, H.A. Sulaiman, M.H. Misran, M.A. Meor Said
and R.A. Ramlee

Abstract In this paper, CMOS PN photodiode will be design and analyze for the
application at 5 GHz optical communication. The paper will be divided in several
section; the theory of CMOS PN photodiode and design with analysis of I–V
characteristics of PN photodiode. A better understanding of the operation will be
investigated through this. The PN photodiode will be design using Silvaco TCAD
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and will be characterize and experimental in I–V Characteristic. The effects of I–V
characteristic will be analyzed in term of changes the width and light. Further
understanding of I–V characteristic will be presents in this paper.

11.1 Introduction

PN junction is one of the most simple of all semiconductor devices because it is
much faster and very small in size and weight. It is the only most important device
in the studies of modern semiconductors. It is the heart of the most photocells,
rectifiers and transistors. It is also cheaper and has greater sensitivity [1].

PN junction forms a diode, and consequently a junction used as a photodetector
is frequently called a photodiode [2]. It is formed by doping donor atoms on one
side (N-side) and doping acceptor atoms on the other (P-side). Figure 11.1 shows
the structure of PN photodiode [3]. In this paper, the authors concentrate on the
geometry of PN photodiode using different size of P+ region and its effects toward
the I–V characteristics PN photodiode. The structure of PN photodiode is simu-
lated with different size of P+ region and the analysis of I–V characteristic, which
is use Silvaco TCAD tools discussed in the next topic.

The PN junction operated in the reverse biased condition. The PN photodiode
operation involving light and the light will be directed fall on the upper top of the
portion of the photodiode. The depth where photons come into the depletion region
depends on the wavelength of incident light. Electron-hole pairs will exist in the
depletion region when the absorbed optical energy is sufficient. Electrons and
holes are now attracted towards the opposite respective terminals of the battery.
EHP that formed outside the depletion region will produce a photocurrent [4].
When a reverse bias voltage is applied to the PN junction, more electrons and
holes are attracted to the contact. As a result, more donor and acceptor ions appear
at the depletion region which in turn increases as well [5] (Figs. 11.2 and 11.3).

11.2 Design Procedure

In this project, SILVACO TCAD tool is used to design the PN photodiode and
simulate the I–V characteristic. ATLAS is a physically based device simulator,
providing general capabilities for 2D and 3D simulation of semiconductor devices
[6]. In the Atlas project, it divided into 2 parts, which is the structure and the I–V
curve simulation. In the structure part, mesh is needed to generate meshes that are
suitable for the design of PN photodiode. There are some methods and model that
used in the second part of the coding. It will use for the simulation of I–V curve.
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11.3 Result and Discussion

Figures 11.4 and 11.5 show the structure of the PN photodiode using Atlas tools.
Two heavily doped P region and N region with doping concentration 1e + 20 is
located beside each other. Two contacts for PN photodiode called anode and

Fig. 11.1 PN junction
photodiode

Fig. 11.2 I–V Characteristic
of PN photodiode

Fig. 11.3 I–V
Characteristics with different
light level
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cathode is located at the top of P-type and N-type region. It may be noted that
N-type and P-type region is formed within the n-well region. There is also a p-sub
region which is located below n-well.

The reduction of depletion region width with increased the electric field and
reduced breakdown voltage. The breakdown voltage of the structure with width,
W = 3 lm is 4.9 V while the breakdown voltage for the structure with width,

Fig. 11.4 PN Photodiode
with width, W = 1 lm

Fig. 11.5 I–V curve for PN
Photodiode with width,
W = 1 lm
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W = 1 lm is 4.7 V. The applied electric field creates the depletion region on
either side of the PN junction. Carriers—free electrons and holes—leave the
junction area. The electric field and potential in the depletion region can affect
the breakdown voltage. It can show from the equation below:

VB ¼ EmW

2
¼ 2S E2

m

2q
ðNBÞ�1 ð11:1Þ

From the Eq. (11.1), VB is proportional to the W. As can be expected, reduce of
depletion region can generate the small voltage breakdown. The structure that only
uses less voltage supply will start the operation of reverse biased faster than the
structure, which uses more voltage supply.

In reverse bias, the number of free carriers in the device depends primarily on
the current in the device and the voltage is clamped at the knee voltage of the
diode. Because of the I–V curve for the photodiode in reverse bias is exponential, a
small change in V has a much larger impact to the device [7].

For the analysis of presence of light, the second structure is chose, shown in
Fig. 11.6. From the analysis, some photons are incident on the surface of PN
photodiode. Since the photon will pass through it and strike the junction. Light that
is absorbed by the photodiode produces current flow through the entire external
circuit (Fig. 11.7).

In the analysis, two different width of PN photodiode have been tested in the
device structure which are 1 and 3 lm. By comparing both structures, the different
of width is change due to the different size of P+. Since the size of P+ reduced, the
width will also change. The I–V Curve is compiled together as it is easier to view
the trend of voltage breakdown versus the width depletion region. Figure 11.8
illustrates the simulation for both structures. From the result, it is shown that both

Fig. 11.6 PN Photodiode
with width, W = 3 lm
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photodiode are start from V = 0 V and operated at the different reverse bias
voltage.

The depth at which the photons reach into the depletion region depends on the
incident of light. Figure 11.9 show the I–V curve with no light falling on the PN
photodiode. When no light is falling on the photodiode, a very small current passes
through the photodiode. This current is basically due to the reverse bias applied to
the PN photodiode.

Figure 11.10 show the I–V curve with light falling on the PN photodiode. As
the light is incident on the photodiode, photocurrent is developed. This photo-
current gets increased by increasing the light intensity.

Fig. 11.7 I–V curve for PN
Photodiode with width,
W = 3 lm

Fig. 11.8 I–V curve of PN
Photodiode with different
width
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11.4 Conclusion

In this paper, the different width of depletion region effects of the PN photodiode
on its I–V characteristics has been successfully simulated and verified. The
presence of light also affects the I–V curve of the PN photodiode. In order to
perform the I–V curve, the SILVACO TCAD is used. The result is compared

Fig. 11. 9 I–V curve for PN
Photodiode without light

Fig. 11.10 I–V curve of PN
Photodiode with presence of
light
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between the different of structure. It is proved that the smaller width of depletion
region, the better the device. From this paper also can conclude that the photo-
current gets increased by increasing the photon energy or light intensity.
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Chapter 12
U-Slot Rectangular Patch Antenna
for Dual Band Application

Mohammad Shawkat Habib, I.M. Rafiqul, Khaizuran Abdullah
and M. Jamil Jakpar

Abstract Dual and multi-band rectangular microstrip antennas can be realized by
cutting U-slots inside the patch. In this paper, the length and width of U-slots are
optimized in order to achieve dual-band and multi-band operation. Computer
Simulation Technology (CST) software was used to design, simulate and opti-
mization of antenna. Two resonant frequencies at 1.8 and 2.4 GHz were found
with reasonable gain. Additional resonant frequencies could also be achieved from
2.8 to 3.0 GHz using the similar approach.

Keywords Patch antenna � U-slot � Dual band

12.1 Introduction

Wireless local area network (WLAN) is one of the most important applications of
the advancing wireless communication technology. Developed by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the 802.11 standard the wireless
local-area network (WLAN) standard is a family of specifications for WLAN
technology [1–3]. Most of the wireless devices are integrated with IEEE WLAN
functionalities [4–6]. The emerging market of wireless devices like the laptops,
tablet pc etc. has set off notable research activities on the design of cost-effective,
multi band yet simple antennas. With the benefits of having low manufacturing
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cost and compatible in size, the planar antennas are good choice for the majority of
the wireless LAN stations both on subscriber end and base station side. This paper
presents a patch antenna with U shaped slot resonant at 2.4 GHz for WLAN
application and 1.8 GHz for cognitive radio application.

Dual-band and multi-band rectangular microstrip antennas are realized by
cutting U-slots, V-slots, or a pair of rectangular slots inside the patch. The tech-
nique for designing dual-band microstrip antenna is to cut slots of different shapes
at an appropriate position inside the rectangular patch [7–9]. Since the slots are cut
inside the microstrip antenna, they neither increase the patch size nor significantly
affect the radiation pattern of the antenna. When the slots are cut very close to the
radiating edge of the microstrip antenna, they alter the third-order-mode resonance
frequency of the patch and, along with the fundamental mode; result in a dual-band
response [10]. By integrating four slots inside the patch, a nine-band antenna,
covering various cellular and TV bands, was reported in Ref. [11]. The analysis for
studying the effects of a U-slot on the broadband or the dual-band response in a
rectangular microstrip antenna was reported in Ref. [12].

In most of the design, depending upon where the slot is cut, the slot length is
taken to be equal to either a quarter-wavelength or a half-wave length. However,
these simpler approximations of slot length as a function of frequency do not give
a close match for different slot lengths and their positions inside the patch. The
surface currents and voltage distributions for a dual-band U-slot-cut on rectangular
microstrip antennas are studied over a wide frequency range. It was observed that
the slot does not introduce any mode, but reduces the higher-order orthogonal
mode resonance frequency of the patch and, along with the fundamental mode,
realizes the dual-band response. In this paper, formulation proposed by [13, 14] for
U-slot were utilized and an antenna has been designed for 1.8 and 2.4 GHz dual-
band applications with reasonable gain. The technique has been extended to design
third resonance also at 2.95 GHz. Results are obtained by using Computer Sim-
ulation Technology (CST) software.

Section 12.2 describes the parameter values that were considered in the final
design of the antenna. The simulated results of the final design were produced in
Sect. 12.3. Section 12.4 overviews the fabrication of the antenna and its charac-
teristics which were further contrasted with the simulated results in Sect. 12.5. The
reason for the slight variation of the simulated and the fabricated result are also
discussed in the later part of Sect. 12.5.

12.2 Antenna Design

The length, width, return loss, VSWR of the patch antenna can be calculated from
the Eqs. (12.1)–(12.6) narrated in Ref. [15]. Where L and W are the length and
width of the patch, c is the velocity of light, er is the dielectric constant of sub-
strate, h is the thickness of the substrate, fo. is the target center frequency, ee is the
effective dielectric constant and q is the radiation coefficient.
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W ¼ c

2fo

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
er þ 1

2

� �s

ð12:1Þ

L ¼ c

2fo
ffiffiffiffi
er

p � 2Dl ð12:2Þ

ee ¼
1
2

er þ 1ð Þ þ 1
2

er � 1ð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 þ 10h

W

� �s

ð12:3Þ

Dl ¼ 0:412h
ee þ 0:3ð Þ W

h þ 0:8
� �

ee � 0:258ð Þ W
h þ 0:8
� � ð12:4Þ

VSWR ¼ 1 þ q
1 � q

ð12:5Þ

Return Loss ¼ �10 log
1
q2

� �

ð12:6Þ

While designing the antenna some of the parameters were varied and the effects
were observed in order to tune the antenna resonant frequency to the desired
configuration. With different values of Lv and Lh the return loss was observed. The
variation of the vertical slot cut Lv was observed and the variation in return loss is
displayed in Fig. 12.1. Lv was varied from 20 to 50 mm with a step of 10 mm
keeping the horizontal slot cut Lh constant at 30 mm. It was observed that with the
increase in value of Lv the return loss increases till Lv = 40 mm, and at

Fig. 12.1 Variation of return loss (S11) when Lh kept constant at 30 mm and Lv is varied from
20–50 mm
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Lv = 50 mm the value of return loss is less than -24 dB. Moreover the resonant
frequency near to 2.4 GHz shifts left with the increase of Lv.

The final microstrip antenna has been designed by using a patch of length
80 mm and width of 100 mm whose top view is displayed at Fig. 12.2. The patch
is having a U-slot craved within it, and the dimensions are 31 and 20 mm for
horizontal and vertical slots respectively. The substrate used is of FR-4 with a
dielectric constant of 4.3 and the length and width is twice the dimension of the
copper patch and the thickness is of 1.6 mm.

The bottom of the substrate is ground layered with copper with a thickness of
0:1 mm and the dimension is same as the substrate’s dimension and the assumed
impedance of the line is 50 ohms. The patch antenna with the mentioned design is
simulated with the CST Microwave Studio and required results are obtained. The
detailed parameters are provided in the Table 12.1.

Table 12.1 Designed parameters of U-slot dual band microstrip antenna for 1.8 and 2.4 GHz

Parameter Value (mm)

Length, L 80

Width, W 100

Feed slot cut, Fi 12.5

Horizontal slot cut, Lh 31

Vertical slot cut, Lv 20

Distance of the starting U-slot from the middle, Xf 25

Feed line width, Wf 8.7

Substrate thickness, h 1.6

Fig. 12.2 Front view of
U-slot rectangular microstrip
antenna
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12.3 Simulation Result

Utilizing CST Microwave Studio the proposed design has been simulated and the
obtained results are plotted in Fig. 12.3. The desired resonant frequencies were at
1.8 and 2.4 GHz and was obtained when the design parameters were Lh = 31 mm
and Lv = 20 mm. At the first resonant frequency f1 = 1.8 GHz, the return loss is
equal to -35 dB and at the second resonant frequency f2 = 2.4 GHz, the return
loss is equal to -20 dB.

The radiation patterns of the antenna at 1.8 and 2.4 GHz are presented in
Fig. 12.4a, b respectively. The antenna directivity for both frequencies of 1.8 and
2.4 GHz from the simulation output is presented in Table 12.2. Both of the frequency
bands display effective results in terms of antenna gain which is above 5.0 dBi.

Fig. 12.3 Simulated return losses for the U-slot microstrip patch antenna

Fig. 12.4 Radiation pattern of a 1.8 GHz and b 2.4 GHz U-slot microstrip antenna
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Current distribution of the proposed antenna is shown in Figs. 12.5, 12.6 and
12.7. Arrow sign is used to indicate current distribution. From the figures, it can be
easily observed that current flow is the maximum to the microstrip line that is used
as a feeding technique and to the insidious part of the U-slot along with the corners
of the patch near to the feed line for the 1.8 GHz resonant frequency in Fig. 12.5.
For the 2.4 GHz resonant frequency in Fig. 12.6, near the feed line connection of
the patch, the current density is found to be the maximum. In 2.95 GHz resonant
frequency, the current distribution is at its maximum inside the U-slot and around
the two slots close to the connection of the feed line displayed in Fig. 12.7.

12.4 Fabrication and Test Result

The antenna being designed in the simulation section has been fabricated. The
artwork design used in order to fabricate the antenna is shown in Fig. 12.8a. After
following different steps for the fabrication, the final fabricated product of U-slot
Microstrip Patch Antenna is shown in Fig. 12.8b.

Table 12.2 Antenna characteristics

Frequency 1.8 GHz 2.4 GHz

Main lobe magnitude 8.0 dBi 5.6 dBi

Main lobe direction 40.0� 0.0�
Angular width (3 dB) 55.7� 45.9�
Side lobe level -9.3 dB -17.3 dB

Fig. 12.5 Current distribution at 1.8 GHz
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The fabricated antenna was connected with SMA-Female (Gold Type) con-
nector in order to test the antenna using Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) at the
lab. The VNA test results are presented in Fig. 12.9. Result shows that the oper-
ating frequency band of the antenna has been minutely shifted from 1.8 to
1.839 GHz with a return loss of -13.755 dB. The same shifting is observed in
case of the second resonant frequency band that shifted from 2.4 to 2.48 GHz with

Fig. 12.6 Current distribution at 2.4 GHz

Fig. 12.7 Current distribution at 2.95 GHz
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return loss of -10.195 dB. This deviation of the practical result with the simulated
one may be due to the fabrication error and the different characteristics of substrate
dielectric constant.

Fig. 12.8 a Prepared artwork design of the b Fabricated U-slot microstrip antenna

Fig. 12.9 Test result from vector network analyzer (VNA)
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12.5 Comparison Between Simulation and Test Result

The result of the design dimension is L = 80 mm, W = 100 mm, Lh = 31 mm
and Lv = 20 mm. The Length L and width W of the antenna is quite big due to the
formulation that was made in Ref. [14] which enabled the antenna to vary the
resonant frequency from 900 MHz to 7 GHz. With the decrease of the values of
the resonant frequencies, the wavelength of the radiation wave increases. There-
fore in order to deal with such wavelength, the size of the antenna is increased.
Through producing the U-slot in the microstrip patch antenna, the dual band
operational at frequencies of 1.8 and 2.4 GHz was achieved.

The simulated and fabricated test results are plotted in Fig. 12.10 for com-
parison. From Fig. 12.10, it can be observed that the simulation result are almost
identical to the one occurred in that of the fabrication test result. The only dif-
ference is that all the resonances are gradually shifted with different value of return
loss. This shifting is witnessed due to several reasons.

The differences between the result of simulation and fabrication may be
because of the value of substrate constant. In simulation process, the substrate
constant value being used is er = 4.3 which varies slightly in available board at
lab. Then, the dimension of the board and slot cut could not be extremely precise.
The process of cutting the board is by using automated drilling machine in PCB
lab which may also cause the differences of the results.

Fig. 12.10 Comparison of simulated and test result of U-slot microstrip antenna
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12.6 Conclusion

In this paper we successfully designed a microstrip patch antenna with U-slot that
was resonant at 1.8 and 2.4 GHz with gains of 8.0 and 5.6 dBi respectively. It is
also observed that the same structure can be used to design more resonances to
achieve triple or quad band antenna for future works. Designed dual band antenna
was fabricated and tested. The test result is similar to simulated result with slight
shifting of resonant frequencies.

Acknowledgments Authors are grateful to Kulliyyah of Engineering and Research Management
Center, International Islamic University Malaysia to support this research through grants.
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Chapter 13
Analysis of Synthetic Storm Technique
Based on Ku-Band Satellite Beacon
Measurements in Malaysia

Ali K. Lwas, I.M. Rafiqul, Mohamed Hadi Habaebi,
Ahmad F. Ismail, Mandeep Singh, Jalel Chebil,
Al-Hareth Zyoud and Hassan Dao

Abstract Most of the existing rain attenuation prediction models were proposed
based on measurements taken in temperate climates. These models are found not
accurate in tropical regions and were thus modified in order for such models to be
applied in tropical regions. Synthetic Storm Technique (SST) is one of the most
reliable methods to estimate rain attenuation time series in Europe. However, due
to the lack of measured data in the tropical regions of the world, the above-
mentioned method is yet to be validated for those regions. This paper aims to
investigate SST validity in Malaysia by focusing on both rain events and the
overall statistical behavior. Its performance is assessed based on concurrent
measurement of Ku-band satellite beacon and rain rate over University of Science
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Malaysia (USM) campus at Tronoh. Preliminary analysis shows that SST is
capable of providing details of time-series of many rain events to reflect the
dynamics of rain fade. However, it is unable to predict the entire range of rain
intensity.

13.1 Introduction

Most severe conditions of propagation impairments such as rain, clouds and
atmospheric gases are occurring frequently in tropical regions. Furthermore, rain-
induced attenuation is the major issue at frequencies above 10 GHz which faces
the signal of satellite communications, more especially in this area which is
subjected to heavy rainfall. To design a reliable earth-to-satellite link, the effects of
these are required to measure and understand clearly. Scarcity of measured data at
higher frequencies is also an issue in tropics. This makes it difficult to test
available propagation prediction models or to develop new ones. Thus, this fact
gives a real reason of why the researchers are still in their researches improve and
update prediction models to give abstract view about the behavior of the rain rate
and attenuation phenomena in tropical regions [1].

The synthetic storm technique is a method which can transform a rainfall rate
time series directly into a rain attenuation time series. This technique developed by
[2] based on rain rate time series recorded in Italia. Compared to nine prediction
models, this model overcomes all of them in the three Italian sites. In addition,
study [3] focused on the applicability of the SST on single rain events affecting V-
band satellite links. It finds that the SST gives specifics of time series of single rain
events as well as matches long-term statistics. Also, in paper [4] performance of
SST is evaluated for Ka bands over a tropical location in India. The analysis
indicated that SST is an appropriate to estimate the fade characteristics from the
rain rate time series measurements over this region. A new prediction model is
proposed in [5] that bases on advantages of SC-EXCELL (stratiform-convective
rain discrimination) and of SST, named SC-SST (Stratiform-Convective SST).
From analysis, it is found to be in good agreement with beacon measurements
collected at Kuala Lumpur from MEASAT-1 satellite.

This paper aims to investigate applicability of SST in Malaysia by comparing
measured rain attenuation with that predicted by SST from rain rate both measured
concurrently. Rain attenuation and rain rate measurements were conducted at
USM campus (4.390 N, 100.980 E) at Tronoh, Perak (200 km from Penang),
which faces very heavy rainfall frequently. The receiver antenna is pointing
towards Superbird-C at 40.1 elevation angle and diameter size of 2.4 m. The
beacon signal frequency is 12.255 GHz. The data logging system has a sampling
rate of one sample per second and the rain gauge is of 1-min integration time.
Section two of the paper provides brief on the SST. Results are introduced and
analyzed in Section three. Section four concludes the contribution of the paper.
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13.2 Synthetic Storm Technique

Synthetic Storm Technique is a physical-mathematical radio propagation method
that can be used to generate reliable rain attenuation time series by converting a
rain rate time-series at a specified site into a rain attenuation time-series. Local
parameters such as rain rate, length of signal path through rain cell and the rain cell
velocity at the site under investigation are required in the SST [6]. Moreover, by
applying the SST method, rain attenuation time series at any frequency and
polarization can be generated, and for any slant path above approximately 10�, as
long as the hypothesis of isotropy of the rainfall spatial field holds in the long term.
The SST method is very useful for designing communication satellite systems and
improving their performance [7] for calculating rain attenuation using the SST
over a satellite path. The following are the basic assumptions, which are explained
in Fig. 13.1 [2, 3, 7, 8]. During rain, the vertical structure of the troposphere
separates into two layers. A is the rain layer and B is the melting layer as shown in
Fig. 13.1. The signal attenuation in case of satellite path is obtained from specific
attenuation at a point using the following expression:

AðxÞ ¼ KA

ZLA

0

RaAðx0 þ Dx0; nÞdn þ KBraB

ZLB

LA

RaBðx0; nÞdn ð13:1Þ

where A (x) is the attenuation at a specific point and n is the distance measured
along the satellite path. K and a depend on the electromagnetic wave, frequency
and polarization, and raindrop size distribution. They are given by [9] for water
temperature of 20 �C, and Parson’s law drop size distribution and for 0 �C, are
given by [10]. More details about the SST are explained in [6].

According to [2], the following equation was derived by applying the Fourier
transform theory and some assumptions on Eq. (13.1) of the attenuation time
series

Fig. 13.1 Schematic diagram of rain structure for Synthetic Storm Technique [2]
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Aðt Þ ¼ KARaBðtÞLA þ raB KBRaBðtÞðLB � LAÞ ð13:2Þ

where R(t) is rain rate time series. LA and LB are the radio path lengths and are
given by

LA ¼ HA � HSð Þ=sin ðhÞ ð13:3Þ

LB ¼ HB � HSð Þ=sin ðhÞ ð13:4Þ

where HS is the height above sea level of the Earth station, HA is the height above
sea level of the upper limit of layer A and HB is the height above sea level of the
upper limit of layer B. According to ITU-R Rec. 839-0 (1992) [11], HB is given by

HB ¼ 5;u\23
5 � 0:075ð/ � 23Þkm;/� 23

�

ð13:5Þ

The above equation indicates that HB depends on the latitude (;) of the Earth
station. The author in [2] supposes the HA is given by

HAð/Þ ¼ HBð/Þ � hðkmÞ ð13:6Þ

where h = 0.4 km is the thickness of the melting layer.

13.3 Results and Discussion

Conversion from rainfall rate to rain attenuation was performed by the Synthetic
Storm Technique method using Eq. (13.2). The radio path lengths LA and LB are
calculated according to Eqs. (13.3) and (13.4) respectively. The specific attenua-
tion of melting region (B) is constructed according to [12] and the values for
coefficients k and a are taken to be 0.2521 and 1.1635 respectively. The k and a
values are related to rainy layer (A) and are selected from [10] to be 0.02514 and
1.24 respectively. As originally proposed in [2] the rain advection velocity is
v = 10 m/s.

In Figs. 13.2 and 13.3, measured beacon rain attenuation and that predicted by
SST for 12.255 GHz are plotted with respect to time using measured rain rate time
series. It is observed that there is a good correlation between the measured rain rate
and the measured rain attenuation. Predicted rain attenuation time series using the
SST method followed the measured rain attenuation time series in both events.
Many peaks are observed in Fig. 13.2. In the first peak, the value of rain attenu-
ation is close to 20 dB by the SST method but the measurement is about 15 dB.
Also, the value of rain attenuation peak observed in the last peak is about 20 dB by
the SST method but the measurement is close to 14 dB. Figure 13.3 shows that the
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highest value of measured attenuation reaches to 30 dB while the SST prediction is
close to 74 dB. One month statistics of measured rain attenuation for August 2009
and predicted rain attenuation are presented in Tables 13.1 and 13.2. The differ-
ence between measured and predicted rain attenuation for rain rate up to 60 mm/hr
is shown in Fig. 13.4. 1 min rain rate at 60, 120 and 180 mm/h are considered for
comparing the peak value of measured rain attenuation respectively. Three values
of 60, 120 and 180 mm/h were measured for rain rate. Therefore, the resolution for
this data was very low.

Figure 13.4 explains the differences between measured peak attenuation and
attenuation predicted by SST for all events where rain rate are 60 mm/h. The per-
centage of error is calculated using Eq. (13.7). More than 100 peaks with 60 mm/hr
rain rate are recorded during August 2009. Average of percentage error is 19 %, in
other words, in most cases SST prediction is higher than measured attenuation.

Since the resolution of measured rain rate is only 1.0 mm/min or 60 mm/h, the
peak value of 120 mm/h can be assumed average peak of 90 mm/h, while the peak
value of 180 mm/h can be assumed average peak of 150 mm/h. According to

Fig. 13.2 Comparison between measured rain attenuation and that converted by SST for a rainy
event on 10/8/2009

Fig. 13.3 Comparison between measured rain attenuation and that converted by SST for a rainy
event on 26/8/2009
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Table 13.1, where the maximum rain rate is 120 mm/h and the assumed average
peak is 90 mm/h, the differences between measured rain attenuation and the SST
predications are very high for rain rate when it equals 120 mm/h. It varies between
17 and 27 dB, which is 60–150 %. For the assumed average rain rate of 90 mm/h,
the differences are 4–14 dB, which varies from 13 to 78 %. Furthermore,
Table 13.2 shows that the differences between the measured attenuation and the
SST predictions are very divergent for 180 mm/h (46.6 dB), while it is 32 dB for
an average of 150 mm/h. In both cases, the errors are more than 100 %. The
percentage of errors (E) between the measured attenuation (Am) and the predicted
attenuation (Ap) are calculated based on the following equations [13]:

Table 13.1 Percentage of error between measured attenuation and that predicted by the SST
method for Medium Rain Rate (R \= 120 mm/h)

Date Ameasur ASST (max) Error (%) ASST (R = 90) Error (%)

1/8/2009 (1) 23.5 45.56 94 32.25 37

1/8/2009 (2) 18.12 45.56 151 32.25 78

5/8/2009 20.11 45.56 126 32.25 60

9/8/2009 27.75 45.56 64 32.25 16

25.32 45.56 80 32.25 27

25.51 45.56 79 32.25 26

26.44 45.56 72 32.25 22

27.46 45.56 66 32.25 17

13/8/2009 28.63 45.56 59 32.25 12.6

25.76 45.56 77 32.25 25.2

27.9 45.56 63 32.25 15.6

17/8/2009 25.5 45.56 79 32.25 26.5

28.19 45.56 62 32.25 14.4

27.56 45.56 65 32.25 17.1

26/8/2009 26.95 45.56 79 32.25 19.7

27/8/2009 25.69 45.56 77 32.25 25.5

Table 13.2 Percentage of error between measured attenuation and that predicted by the SST
method for High Rain Rate (R \ = 180 mm/h)

Date Ameasured ASST (max) Error (%) ASST (R = 150) Error (%)

4/8/2009 28.23 74.2 163 59.59 111

26/8/2009 27.39 74.2 171 59.59 118

26/8/2009 27.145 74.2 173 59.59 120
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E ¼ Ap � Am

Am
�% ð13:7Þ

13.4 Conclusion

This paper focuses on the applicability of the SST in Malaysia, which has been
established as an accurate method in Europe. The SST method is used to generate
rain attenuation time series by using rain rate data measured for one month in
Malaysia. The attenuation predicted by using the SST method is compared with
measured rain attenuation at 12.255 GHz satellite beacon recorded at Satellite
Lab, USM. It is found that the attenuation derived by SST method is close to the
measured attenuation in low rain intensity but it is overestimated in medium
rainfall and extremely overestimated in high rainfall rate. Despite these discrep-
ancies, the SST method can be used for generating time-series of rain attenuation
on satellite to earth links in tropical regions with proper modifications. However,
this method is required to be modified based on long term measurements to be
applicable for tropical regions.
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Fig. 13.4 Percentage of error between measured attenuation and that predicted by the SST
method with respect to number of events
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Chapter 14
The Evolution of Double Weight Codes
Family in Spectral Amplitude Coding
OCDMA

N. Din Keraf, S.A. Aljunid, A.R. Arief and P. Ehkan

Abstract This paper presents the review of Double Weight (DW) codes family
from perspective of codes evolution since beginning until now. First generation
focuses on one-dimensional (1D) code which spreading has been carried out in
time. Later, the second generation was introduced known as two-dimensional (2D)
code where the encoding of data bit has spread in both wavelength and time
domain. Codes construction and variety of detection techniques scheme used in
DW codes family are also discussed. In this paper we focus on structure of among
DW codes family as all the design of code sequence aim to eliminate Multiple
Access Interference (MAI). Previous papers of DW codes family show a good
quality of transmission and satisfactory the standard quality of Bit Error Rate
(BER) above 10-9.
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14.1 Introduction

About last three decades, optical code division multiple access (OCDMA) has
been rapidly growth [1] as a result of exhaustive research and to satisfy the hunger
user with new services and applications especially for multimedia services. In
OCDMA, an optical code represents a user address and signs or each user has its
own codeword. Various types of OCDMA codes family such as optical orthogonal
code (OOC), modified frequency hopping (MFH) and prime codes have been
introduced for spectral amplitude coding [2]. Besides, DW codes family are also
including in this type of coding. Several codes for DW have been proposed
comprising of DW, Modified Double Weight (MDW) [3, 4] and Enhanced Double
Weight (EDW) [5].

The principle source of noise and the major limit factor to system performance
in OCDMA is called multiple-access interference (MAI) [6, 7]. As the number of
simultaneous users increase, the effect of MAI is also increase in incoherent
OCDMA. Spectral Amplitude Coding (SAC) is one of the methods used in
incoherent OCDMA systems to eliminate MAI [2] by using code sequences. Most
of the codes including DW codes family aim to overcome MAI as its effect a poor
BER performance for the overall system. This paper is organized as the evolution
of the codes is detailed in Sect. 14.2, structures of the codes are described in
Sect. 14.3 and finally, conclusion of this paper in Sect. 14.4.

14.2 The Evolution of the Codes

DW codes family was first introduced by Aljunid [3] in year 2004. Initially, DW
codes family are proposed for SAC OCDMA system which has a constant weight
of two. Later, the development of this code family has become aggressively
expanded as illustrated in Fig. 14.1. The first three codes were categorized as one-
dimensional (1D) whereas the last two codes we will refer as two dimensional
(2D) codes. For 1D code, the spreading has been carried out in time while for 2D
encoding performs the frequency spreading in time and wavelength domain
simultaneously.

The constraint of constant weight of two in DW code inspires the development
of MDW code that has a variable weight greater than two. MDW codes are able to
support simultaneous transmissions at different bit rates [4]. Another variation of
DW code has been proposed by Hasoon et al. [5] known as EDW code which has a
variable weight odd number greater than one. The extended of 1D DW codes
family was proposed in 2011 [8] namely 2D MDW with the conscious that all
those 1D codes suffer from a numerous limitations. Moreover, realizing the use of
bandwidth must be optimized, two dimensional (2D) code has proposed to increase
the number of simultaneous users compared to 1D code. Recently, 2D TEDW was
proposed [9] and give more advantages such as lower bandwidth consumption
compared to the conventional 1D EDW.
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Construction techniques used to construct these codes family are matrix con-
struction technique and mapping scheme [3, 10]. The details of code structure in
DW code family will be described in Sect. 14.3. Other than that, selection of
detection techniques has been introduced recent years such as complimentary
subtraction, AND subtraction, NAND subtraction and Modified AND subtraction
[11–13]. For conventional complementary subtraction technique, two different
code sequences are modulated with data and sent to multiplexer. The received
signal is divided into two branches of spectral chips; upper branch and lower
branch [12]. These two branches of spectral signals are sent to a subtractor that
computes the correlation difference [11]. On the other hand, for AND subtraction
the received signal splits into two parts; one to the decoder that has an identical
filter structure with the encoder and the other to the decoder that has the AND filter
structures [11]. A subtractor is then used to subtract the overlapping data from the
intended code. Furthermore, the modified-AND subtraction technique provides a
better performance on higher data rate or a larger number of users [12]. The major
advantage of modified-AND subtraction is to suppress MAI and the impacts of
PIIN by dividing the spectrum of the used code sequence.

Moreover, DW codes family is also used in many applications [12] such as for
instance using MDW code to support triple play services (voice, video, and data)
by utilizing the different detection scheme in SAC-OCDMA. Furthermore, [14]
proposed that MDW code is applicable to use in Wide Area Network (WAN). DW
code was also implemented in local area network (LAN) environment which is
applied in ring network as proposed by [15]. In addition, EDW codes are suitable
to support multiple bit rate transmissions as suggested by [16].

There are three main properties that take into account for design a code [17] i.e.
correlation properties, maximum supported user number and BER. In order to
maintain as many as possible simultaneous users within an acceptable BER i.e.
BER = 10-9, correlation properties must be good enough because they are con-
nected and restricted by each other. Thus for designing the DW is code, most
authors that previously mentioned make a great effort to fulfill the requirement as
much as possible. For instance the value of cross correlation are highly considered

Double 
Weight 

(DW) Code 
(2004)

Modified 
Double 
Weight 
(MDW) 
Code 

(2004)

Enhance
d Double 
Weight 
(EDW) 
Code 

(2006)

2D MDW 
Code  

(2011)

2D EDW 
or 

known 
as TEDW 

Code 
(2012)

Fig. 14.1 The evolution of
double weight codes
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in DW family code as the large value of cross correlation affects the system
performance due to MAI. On the other hand, to maximize the number of user, 2D
code was proposed. It is not only increases the flexibility of the code design but
also improves the cardinality of codes dramatically [17].

14.3 Constructions of the Codes

In one dimensional DW code family, three important parameters are denoted as
(N, W, k) where N represents code length, W is code weight and k for correlations.
Three types of code consists in this category, they are DW, MDW and EDW.
However in two dimensional code there are five parameters involved consists of
number of wavelength M, temporal code length N, w is weight, ka and kc are auto
and cross-correlation values are denoted by (M 9 N, W, ka, kc). In designing 2D
code, cross correlation kc and auto correlation, ka are significantly concern as the
cross correlation kc value implies the interference between users. On the contrary,
the auto correlation value implies the signal power and the distinction in the
presence of other users. As above mentioned, the major degrading factors which
affect the overall performance of OCDMA networks are the multiple access
interference (MAI) constraints. Accordingly, codes with minimum cross correla-
tion value are preferred for OCDMA communications to reduce the effect of MAI
[7].

14.3.1 DW Code

Reference [3] described the DW of (N, W, k) family can be constructed by using
the following steps:
Step 1:
The DW code can be represented by using a K 9 N matrix. In DW codes struc-
tures, the matrix K rows and N columns will represent the number of user and the
minimum code length respectively. A basic DW code is given by a 2 9 3 matrix,
as

H1 ¼ 0 1 1
1 1 0

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

Notice that H1 has a chips combination sequence of 1, 2, 1 for the three columns
(i.e. 0 + 1, 1 + 1, 1 + 0).
Step 2:
A simple mapping technique is used to increase the number of codes as
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H2 ¼
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 1 1
1 1 0

0 1 1
1 1 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

�
�
�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�
�
�

¼ 0 H1

H1 0

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

Note that as the number of user, K increases, the code length, N also increases.
The relationship between the two parameters, K and N is given by

N ¼ 3K

2
þ 1

2
sin

Kp
2

� �2

ð14:1Þ

A position of weight is very important to maintain in pairs as it reduces the
number of filters use in the encoder and decoder. This way, a filter with the
bandwidth twice of the chip width can be used, instead of two different filters.

14.3.2 MDW Code

MDW is the modified version of DW code. The MDW code weight can be any
even number that is greater than two. As a family of DW code, MDW can also be
represented by using the K 9 N matrix. Reference [3] described that the basic
MDW can be developed by using the following steps:
Step 1:
The basic matrix for MDW codes also consists of a K 9 N matrix depending on
the value of code weight. The general form of matrix for a MDW code is

A B

C D 

where;

i. A consists of a 1 � 3
P
w
2�1

j¼1
j matrix of zeros

ii. B consists of a 1 9 3n matrix containing the basic matrix of [X2] for every 3
columns (i.e. a 1 9 3n matrix which is n repetition of [X2])

iii. C is the basic code matrix for the next smaller weight, W = 2(n - 1).
iv. D is a matrix n 9 n consisting of basic matrix of [X3] arranged as

000 000 ½X3�
000 ½X3� 000
½X3� 000 000

�
�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�
�
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And n = W/2, W = 2, 4, 6,… R where X1, X2 and X3 are the [1 9 3] matrix and
consists of

X2 ¼ ½ 0 1 1 �
X3 ¼ ½ 1 1 0 �
X1 ¼ ½ 0 0 0 �

Step 2:
There are two basic components in basic matrix for MDW codes:

Code length,

NB ¼ 3
X

W
2

j¼1

j ð14:2Þ

Number of user,

KB ¼ W

2
þ 1 ð14:3Þ

The Eqs. (14.2) and (14.3) represent the basic matrix for MDW code, where NB is
the column (i.e. its represent basic code length) and KB is the row (its represents
basic number of user). The MDW matrix is consisting of (KB 9 NB). The basic
MDW code with code length 9, weight 4 and an ideal in-phase cross correlation
denoted by (9, 4, 1) is

A B

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
C D 

Notice that similar structure of the basic DW code, H1 is still maintained with a
slight modification, whereby the DW pairs are maintained in a way to allow only
two overlapping chips in every column. Thus, the 1, 2, 1 chips combination is
maintained for every three columns as in the basic DW code. This is important to
maintain k = 1.

14.3.3 EDW Code

Reference [5] described EDW code as the enhancement version of DW code
family. Its code weight can be any odd number that greater than one. The con-
struction of EDW code with the weight of three can be described as
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Step 1:
EDW codes also consists of a K 9 N matrix which K rows and N columns will
represent the number of user and the minimum code length respectively. A basic
EDW code is given by a 3 9 6 matrix, as

H0 ¼
0 0
0 1
1 1

�
�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�
�

1 1
0 0
0 1

0 1
1 1
0 0

�
�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�
�

Notice that similar structure of the basic DW code, H1 is still maintained with a
slight modification, whereby the double weight pairs are maintained in a way to
allow only two overlapping chips in every column.
Step 2:
From the basic matrix, a larger number of K can be achieved by using a mapping
technique as

H1 ¼

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

¼ 0 H0

H0 0

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

An EDW code with weight of 3 denoted by (N, 3, 1) for any given code length
N, can be related to the number of user K through

N ¼ 2K þ 4
3

sin
Kp
3

� �28
3

sin
ðK þ 1Þp

3

� �2

þ 4
3

sin
ðK þ 2Þp

3

� �2

ð14:4Þ

14.3.4 2D MDW Code

Development of 2-D MDW code is actually from the 1-D MDW code and denoted
by (M 9 N, W, ka, kc) [8]. As mentioned earlier, 2D encoding performs the
frequency spreading in time and wavelength domain simultaneously. Thus for 2D

MDW, matrix of M row vectors d j
k;N is related to the temporal spreading; d j

1;N ¼

c j
k;1; c j

k;2; . . .c
j
k;N�1; c j

k;N

h i
while k is the emitted wavelength k 2 1; . . .Mf g as

described in Eq. (14.5).
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C j
M;N ¼

d j
1;N

d j
2;N

..

.

d j
M�1;N

d j
M;N

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ð14:5Þ

The signals rk,N (t) represent the sum of the temporal spreading data of each
user carried on the wavelength, kk. They are expressed as:

rK;N tð Þ ¼
XFu

j¼1

b j
i ðtÞd

j
k;n ð14:6Þ

The M signals r j
k;NðtÞ are multiplexed and the total signal RM,N (t) is transmitted on

the optical fiber. It can be represented by a matrix (M 9 N):

RM;N tð Þ ¼

r1;NðtÞ
r2;NðtÞ

..

.

rM�1;NðtÞ
rM;NðtÞ

2

6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
5

ð14:7Þ

The signal r j
k;NðtÞ is expressed as

PFu
j¼1 b j

i ðtÞd
j
k;n represent sum of the temporal

spreading data user carried the wavelength, t. 2-D MDW network consists of M, N
pairs of transmitters and receivers. Ag,h is the code where g 2 1; 2; 3; . . .;M � 1ð Þ
and h 2 1; 2; 3; . . .;N � 1ð Þ. Xg is the spectral encoding and Yk is the spatial
encoding. Table 14.1 shows some examples of 2-D MDW code sequences.

The cross correlation of 2-D MDW code can be obtained by introducing the
four characteristic matrices A(d), where d 2 0; 1; . . .; 3ð Þ are defined as

A 0ð Þ ¼ YT X ð14:8Þ

A 1ð Þ ¼ YT �X ð14:9Þ

A 2ð Þ ¼ �YT X ð14:10Þ

A 3ð Þ ¼ �YT �X ð14:11Þ

Parameter �X and �Yare the complementary of X and Y respectively. The cross
correlation of 2D MDW code A(d) and Ag,h is expressed as
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R dð Þ g; hð Þ ¼
XM�1

i¼0

XN�1

j¼0

aðdÞ
ij a iþgð ÞðjþhÞ ð14:12Þ

where aðdÞ
ij is the (i, j)th of A(d) and a iþgð ÞðjþhÞ is the (i, j)th of Ag,h; g 2

0; 1; 2; . . .;M � 1ð Þ and h 2 0; 1; 2; . . .;N � 1ð Þ. Table 14.2 illustrates the cross
correlation of 2-D MDW code generated from Eq. (14.12).

The derivation of new correlation functions can be expressed as

R 0ð Þ g; hð Þ � R 1ð Þ g; hð Þ � Rð2Þðg; hÞ
k1 � 1

þ Rð3Þðg; hÞ
k1 � 1

¼ k1; k2;
0;

for g ¼ 0 and h ¼ 0
otherwise

�

ð14:13Þ

14.3.5 TEDW Code

The generating algorithm steps and equations for TEDW code can be described as
follows [9]:

(i) Base Matrix Generating

A 0’s matrix is generated Bm and the matrix dimensions determined by

Rows ¼ W ð14:14Þ

Table 14.1 2-D MDW code for k1 = 4 and k2 = 2 sequences

Xg,h [000011011] [011000110] [110110000] Yk

0 000000000 000000000 000000000

1 000011011 011000110 110110000

1 000011011 011000110 110110000

1 000011011 011000110 110110000

1 000011011 011000110 110110000

0 000000000 000000000 000000000

Table 14.2 Cross correlation of 2D MDW Code

X g,h R(0) (g, h) R(1) (g, h) R(2) (g, h) R(3) (g, h)

g = 0, h = 0 k1k2 0 0 0

g = 0, h 6¼ 0 k1 k1 0 0

g 6¼ 0, h = 0 k2 0 k2 (k1 - 1) 0

g 6¼ 0, h 6¼ 0 1 1 k1 - 1 k1 - 1
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Columns ¼ Na ¼
Pw

j¼1 j

w
ð14:15Þ

for all rows in the base matrix Bm but for the final row a round shift operation is
performed by using the Eq. (14.16).

XNa

j¼1

Bm j; j½ � ¼ Bm j; j½ � þ 1ð Þ ð14:16Þ

For Final row we use,

Bmn Final ¼
XNa

j¼1

Bm n; j½ � ¼ Bm j; j½ �ð Þ ð14:17Þ

By applying the Eqs. (14.14)–(14.17) we have Part A (Base Matrix) as shown
in Fig. 14.2.

(ii) Shift Level

The number of shifts is determined as

Number of Shifts ¼ W þ 1
2

ð14:18Þ

(iii) Full Row shift and Full Base Matrix Shift

The sequence order is determined by S = W and for the purpose of generalization,
assuming X = Bm and X = [] (Row, Columns) = (W, S). To determine part B
for the code from the previews matrix assume that y = X and use the simplified
Eq. (14.19).

Xs

i¼1

X 1; ið Þ ¼ yðw; iÞ½ �
Xs�1

j¼1

X j þ 1; ið Þ ¼ yðj; iÞ½ �
( )

ð14:19Þ

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
1 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 1

` 
2 1 2 1 2 1

A B  D 

3
3 
3

Users
1 
2 
3 

Fig. 14.2 EDW code matrix W = 3 [9]
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Next shift Xnext = the matrix from the previews part of the code and y = Xnext

shifted. The full generation of the code is done by applying Eqs. (14.14) till (14.19)
and following the sequence steps.

14.4 Conclusion

The DW codes family proved to be one of the successful codes in the spectral
amplitude coding OCDMA systems to reduce MAI due to the ability of these
codes family to perform the standard acceptable BER (i.e. BER = 10-9). In
addition, these codes family are also designed to obtain the codes with ideal cross
correlation due to the fact that multiuser interference significantly affects the
overall system performance. The 1D DW family codes has properties summarized
as each code sequence has cross correlation, k equal to 1, the weight chips are
always in pairs and there must be relation between number of user and code length.
On the other hand, to increase the cardinality in OCDMA system, various domain
and parameters are combined to create multidimensional codes. However, multi-
dimensional brings a lot of complexity to the system implementation and archi-
tecture and so the DW codes family only focuses on 2D codes. An interesting
future research for DW family codes would be the 3D code which promises the
better performance and support more active users simultaneously.
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Chapter 15
Performance Evaluation of LTE
Scheduling Techniques for Heterogeneous
Traffic and Different Mobility Scenarios

Lukmanhakim Sukeran, Mohamed Hadi Habaebi,
Al-Hareth Zyoud, Musse Mohamud Ahmad, Shihab Hameed,
Amelia Wong and I.M. Rafiqul

Abstract In this paper five scheduling algorithms were investigated and their
performance was evaluated in terms of Fairness Index, Peak Throughput, Average
Throughput and Edge Cell User Throughput. A system level MATLAB simulator
was used. The simulation takes into account different types of traffic for several
mobility scenarios and propagation channel models. Results indicate that the
scheduling algorithms showed some quality in certain parameter of evaluation but
lack in other terms. While some scheduling algorithm take the moderate path but
still be lacking especially in Edge Cell User Throughput necessitating the use of
Relays or femtocells.

15.1 Introduction

Evolution of Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) has not
reached its end even though with the existence of High Speed Packet Access
(HSPA). UMTS Long Term Evolution (LTE) has been introduced in 3rd
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Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 8 to guarantee the competitiveness
of UMTS for the next coming years. The rapid grow of mobile data usage in the
recent years such as gaming, mobile channel TV, and other streaming content have
concerned in the (3GPP) leading to motivation on LTE. Therefore the work
towards 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evaluation started
in 2004 and the targets of LTE standard were set [1].

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has been adopted as the
downlink transmission scheme for the 3GPP LTE. OFDM is a multicarrier
transmission scheme since it splits up the transmitted high bit-stream signal into
different sub-streams and sends these over many different sub-channels [2]. OFDM
simply divides the available bandwidth into multiple narrower sub-carries and
transmits the data on these carries in parallel streams. Each sub-carrier is modu-
lated using different modulation scheme, e.g. Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
(QPSK), Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), 64QAM and an OFDM
symbol is obtained by adding the modulated subcarrier signals [3].

The scheduling algorithm is the radio resource management technique that is
used by the base station to manage and control the available radio resources and
assign them efficiently to the available users to meet their service requirement. The
minimum resources that could be assigned for a user are called Resource Block
(RB). RB includes 12 adjacent OFDM subcarriers. The scheduler task is to assign
these RBs to the users in the network. Many scheduling algorithms have been
proposed in the literature. So far, Different studies have been conducted to
investigate the performance of the proposed algorithms for different scenarios
using several simulation platforms.

The work in [4] investigated the performance of five scheduling algorithms for
video traffic using 3GPP LTE simulator. The results showed that Maximum-
Largest Weighted Delay First (M-LWDF) algorithm performs better than other
algorithms like Round Robin (RR), Exponential/Proportional Fair (EXP/PF),
Maximum Rate (Max-Rate), and Proportional Fair (PF) in terms of throughput,
number of users supported and fairness. In [5], a comparison of different sched-
uling algorithms for downlink channel was performed using NS-3 simulator.
Similarly, NS-3 was used in [6] to evaluate the performance of scheduling algo-
rithms for uplink scenarios. Moreover, LTE-Sim [7] was used in [8] to compare
the performance of three different scheduling algorithms in video traffic scenarios.
Habaebi et al. [9] evaluated three of the most known scheduling algorithms
namely, RR, PF and Best Channel Quality Indicator (BCQI) using LTE system
level simulator [10]. They found that the BCQI outperforms RR and PF in terms of
throughput and Block Error Rate (BLER).

In this paper five types of scheduling are considered which are RR, Proportional
Fair Sun (PFS), BCQI, Resource Fair Maximum Throughput (RF) and Max-Min
Fairness (MaxMin). System level simulations were carried out to compare and
evaluate the previous algorithms. The performance was evaluated in terms of
fairness index, peak throughput, average throughput and cell edge throughput.
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15.2 Scheduling Algorithms

The scheduling algorithms that are investigated in this paper are highlighted in the
sub sections below:

15.2.1 Resource Fair Maximum Throughput

Resource Fair Maximum Throughput algorithm integrates the Max-rate and Pro-
portional Fair scheduling. This algorithm efficiently employs available radio
resource as user’s packets are transmitted on a radio resource with a good channel
condition. Users are treated according to the rank and the schedulers are either
Max-rate of Proportional Fair [11].

15.2.2 Proportional Fair Sun

This scheduling algorithm is basically the improvement and less complexity form
of the PF scheduling algorithm. Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition was used
to reduce the complexity of the PF [12].

15.2.3 Max-Min Fairness

The algorithm key parameter is fairness. It distributes the resource block to
achieve optimal fairness. It aims to provide the maximum resource to the mini-
mum date rate for the receiver so that the data rate distribution is fair [11].

15.2.4 Best Channel Quality Indicator

BCQI scheduling policy is to allocate resource blocks to the user with the best
channel condition. In order to perform scheduling, terminals send Channel Quality
Indicator (CQI) to the base station [13].

15.2.5 Round Robin

RR is proposed to solve the problem of fairness that appears in the BCQI and RF
algorithms. It is allocate equal time for each user without priority option. There-
fore, the channel condition has no impact on the user chance. Basically this
algorithm rate the user in term of first come first serve basis [13]. The fairness is
improved, however the throughput is degraded significantly.
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15.3 Simulation Environment

In this paper, 7 hexagonal base stations (eNodeBs) with various number of user
equipments (UEs) are used. The users are randomly located in the eNodeB region
of interest. The LTE system level simulator parameters are given in Table 15.1.
The mobility is considered in all scenarios (pedestrian and vehicular). Five dif-
ferent traffic types have been considered: VoIP, Video, FTP, HTP, and Gaming.

15.4 Simulation Results and Discussions

Using the parameters presented in Sect. 15.3, the results were generated for dif-
ferent traffic types, for each mobility scenario and for various numbers of users.
The figures in this section show the generated result for VoIP service only since
there is no enough space to show all the generated results for all traffic types.
However, all results were discussed at the end of the section. The results for VoIP
traffic for pedestrian UE with speed 3 km/h are presented in Figs. 15.1, 15.2, 15.3,
and 15.4.

In terms of fairness index as in Fig. 15.1, BCQI shows declination rapidly
compares to other scheduling algorithms as the number of users increase. Other
scheduling algorithms have uniform distribution of fairness index ranging in
between the values of 0.64 and 0.87. However, In terms of peak throughput as in
Fig. 15.2, BCQI scores the highest value of peak throughput 160 Mbps and this
value is maintain up to 2 users before it dropped. Other scheduling algorithms
showed decreasing trend as the number of user increase and only has the highest
Peak Throughput at the smallest number of user which is 1.

For average throughput as in Fig. 15.3, all the scheduler showed a somewhat
same behavior. Average throughput decreases as the number of user increases.
BCQI comes to have the highest value in throughout, while other scheduling

Table 15.1 Simulation parameters for LTE system level simulator

Parameter Value

Frequency 2.14 GHz

Bandwidth 20 MHz

Simulation length 100 TTI

Inter eNodeB distance 500 m

eNodeB TX power 20 dBW

Number of UEs 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40 users

Antenna pattern Omni-directional

eNodeB antenna gain 15 dBi

Uplink delay 3 TTIs

UEs speed 3 and 120 km/h
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Fig. 15.1 Fairness index against number of users

Fig. 15.2 Peak throughput against number of users
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algorithms are having about the similar values. For the edge users as in Fig. 15.4,
PFS comes out as the best for 1 to 2 users before the MaxMin takes the lead for 5
and above number of users. On the other hand, BCQI only treats the edge user
when there is only 1 user while as the number of user increases to 2, the edge users
are no longer experiencing throughput.

In the second scenario, the speed of the UE was changed to be 120 km/h for
VoIP service. Figure 15.5 shows the fairness as a function of number of users.
MaxMin has the highest value among other schedulers in case of 1 and 2 UEs.
Then Round Robin took the place as the number of users increase from 3 to 40.
Round Robin has the smallest decrement of fairness index compare to other
schedulers. Same as the first scenario, BCQI has the lowest value among the other
schedulers. However, in terms of peak throughput as in Fig. 15.6, BCQI able to
achieve the highest throughput value at 160 Mbps and maintain it until 2 users.
PFS also able to achieve the value of 160 Mbps but dropped sharply as the number
of user increase from 1 to 5 users and above. Other schedulers show almost the
same behavior.

In addition, BCQI shows the best performance in terms of average throughput
as in Fig. 15.7. The other schedulers have about the similar value to each other. All
the schedulers showed the same trend as the value of Average Throughput
decrease exponentially as the number of user increases from 1 to 40 in the cell.

Finally, for the edge users as in Fig. 15.8, RR and RF are able to support more than
5 users at the cell edge. BCQI shows the worst case where only can support 1 user.

Fig. 15.3 Average throughput against number of users
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In all the traffics types’ scenarios, generally, all the results show that the
throughput decreasing as the number of users increasing, same goes for the edge
cell UE. Both of these parameters have inversely proportional relationship to each
other. However in terms of the fairness index, RR algorithm able to maintain the

Fig. 15.4 Edge user throughput against number of users
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fairness index value as the number of users increase in several scenarios. In
pedestrian and vehicular scenarios, values of fairness index can be considered as
stagnant and having fixed range except for BCQI algorithm. However, BCQI
performs very well in terms of peak and average throughput.

To sum, BCQI is not suitable for real-time transmission since it seems to cannot
provide the QoS for the VoIP when incomes to cell edge users compare to the
other scheduler especially Round Robin, the reason behind that is the channel
quality for the edge user is worse than the cell center users and using BCQI
scheduler the edge user will not be able to get a good service.
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In terms of efficiency, the BCQI can be seen as the most efficient scheduler
compare to the other scheduler due to the peak throughput achieved has the highest
value show that the spectral efficiency is the highest while, in term of effectiveness,
Round Robin is the most effective scheduler since it still provide throughput to the
edge users and for high number of users, since RR allocates equal time and data
rate for each user in the network. The other scheduler performed moderately.

15.5 Conclusion

All the proposed scheduling algorithms; RR, PFS, RF, MaxMin, and BCQI has
been investigated. Fairness index, peak throughput, average throughput, and edge
users throughput also has been achieved and the entire scheduling algorithm has
been tested for several traffic types. Each one of the scheduling algorithm has
shown performance merit in certain criteria of evaluation. For instance, RR has
shown that it is good for vehicular channel model, while BCQI has shown the best
in achieving peak throughput. However, the best suited scheduling algorithm is
still remains argumentative and in need for extensive and more comprehensive
improvement not just the scheduling algorithm but the system infrastructure as a
whole and also the simulation platform. However, the use of cell edge Relays and
Femtocells is necessary.
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Chapter 16
Design for Energy-Aware IP Over WDM
Networks with Hibernation Mode
and Group-Node Techniques

M.N.M. Warip, Ivan Andonovic, Ivan Glesk, R. Badlishah Ahmad,
P. Ehkan, Mohamed Elshaikh Elobaid Said Ahmed, Shamsul Jamel
Elias and Fazrul Faiz Zakaria

Abstract The focus of the paper is an investigation and evaluation of energy
efficient solutions in IP over WDM core networks using as a foundation, a hier-
archy of hibernation modes implementing different degrees of node groupings and
fibre links establishment that support a sleep state. It seeks to embed this groups-
nodes strategy into an intelligent control plane implementing routing schemes
targeting energy consumption, adaptive signalling and traffic engineering.
A Group-Nodes mechanism is proposed as a function of topology and node dis-
tribution based on a fixed (or geographical) and random (or ownership) principle.
The impact of the proposed technique on energy saving and network performance
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is assessed; results are presented and evaluated for various scenarios. Evaluation of
this methodology indicates potential reduction in power consumption from 7 % up
to 15 % at the expense of reduced network performance.

16.1 Introduction

With regards to zero carbon emission, the issues of green networks technology has
become primary interest among researchers. Recent studies shows that rapid
changes on the information and communication technology (ICT) devices and
deployment of network infrastructures are having a critical effect on carbon
footprint.

For this reason, the power consumption prediction as stated in [1], exhibit that the
worldwide operation of network equipment accounts for 25GW (yearly average) of
the total ICT consumption. Conversely, the joules/bit in telecommunication net-
works is decreasing with time, the joules/user keeps steadily increasing.

So far, the Smart Sleep Mode is the pinnacle of current green networks tech-
nology in which focusing on access networks, offering automated and low power
design mechanisms. However, far too little attention has been paid to core networks.

In this paper, the research centre on the development of energy saving schemes
that support the evolution of greener core IP over Wavelength Division Multi-
plexer (WDM) networks. The cornerstone of the adopted strategy is various
schemes underpinned by the hibernation state implemented through a modification
of the control plane, in particular for transparent network architectures under
different scenarios. The research evaluated the impact and constraints that arise
under this strategy, to provide useful insights on the viability of the approach for
practical energy efficient savings.

16.2 Potential Energy Conservation in Core IP Over WDM
Networks

One of the most momentousness cost minimisation strategies in core IP over
WDM networks (also sometimes known as IP over Optical or optical IP) [2, 3] in
terms of provisioning, operation and maintenance is savings in energy consump-
tion. The major power consumption contributors of equipment in the network are:

• WDM chassis; receiving/transmitting equipment such as transponders modules,
short-reach optical interface transponders.

• Optical Switching (OXC) Chassis, opaque/transparent optical transponders,
Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) conversion.

• Core Router: electronic processing, traffic grooming and aggregation in the IP
layer.

• Optical Amplifiers: predominately the Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifier (EDFAs).
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• 3R Regenerators: signal regeneration with re-timing, re-amplification and re-
shaping operations.

• Control Plane: signalling and routing algorithm modification.

16.3 Network Energy Model Design

In our approach in order to evaluate overall network power consumption and
consumed energy per a data bit we used so called equivalent network energy
model (see Fig. 16.1) based on multilayer Internet Protocol/Generalized Multi-
Protocol Label Switching (IP/GMPLS) over optical layers. In this model, a net-
work carrier bandwidth of OC-192 and average energy consumption of 1019 nJ
per bit was assumed following [4, 5, 6].

The parameter Gn denotes a Router’s dissipated power of 10 kW within its
energy consumption of 1000 nJ/bit. Xn represents Optical Cross-Connect (OXC)
dissipating 100 W and consumes 10nJ/bit. Wn denotes Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM) part of the node with dissipating power of 120 W and
energy consumption of 12 nJ/bit. An represents the consumption owing to Erbium-
Doped Fibre Amplifiers (EDFA) within connection spans placed at 70 km inter-
vals, the power consumption is estimated to be 1 W with energy of 0.1 nJ/bit.

16.3.1 Energy Per Bit

Further we define energy per bit consumed by the node as Eb = PT/C where PT

represents the node total power consumption and C is the bandwidth offered by the
network link.
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Fig. 16.1 An energy model
design for IP over WDM
networks
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16.3.2 Energy Consumption and Power Consumption

The total power consumption of the link is given by:

PTOTAL ¼ DpCONTROL PLANE|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
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ð16:1Þ

where DpCONTROL PLANE, DpOXC, DpWDM, DpTRANSPONDERS, and DpEDFA repre-
sent power consumed by the IP/GMPLS router, OXC, WDM, transponders/
transmitters, and EDFA optical amplifier, respectively.

Similarly, the total energy consumption of the link is given by:

ETOTAL ¼ DeCONTROL PLANE|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
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where DeCONTROL PLANE, DpOXC, DpWDM, DpTRANSPONDERS, and DpEDFA repre-
sent power consumed by the IP/GMPLS router, OXC, WDM, transponders/
transmitters, and EDFA optical amplifier, respectively.

The total energy consumption in IP over WDM networks calculated per data bit
Ebit in order to support the network offered load can be defined as:
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where DeEDFA is the energy consumed by EDFA; DeOXC is the energy consumed
by the node’s OXC; b represent the noise factor associated with the Bit Error Rate
(BER) and a heat transfer rate in network equipments; and finally, a is number of
hops.
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16.4 Hibernation Mode: Group Nodes Distribution Factors

The Group Node structure in relation to the hibernation mode is illustrated in
Fig. 16.2. In this architecture, nodes consisting of IP Router and OXC are inter-
connected by point-to-point optical fibre links.

The exchange of messages updating energy consumption profiles can be
described by a sequence diagram; Fig. 16.3 illustrates the messages sequence
diagram for the transition from ON to OFF state. For end-to-end provisioning -
from ingress to egress node—after path computation, the wavelength is reserved
by signalling. Node 1 transmits a connection request along the link to reserve the
wavelength and establish an end-to-end channel through the LSP Path/Resv
Message. The LSP setup request is then forwarded to the next node until the
message request is at the egress node. If there is an idle node at an intermediate
node (in this case Node 3), after the nested hold-off timer expires, the hibernation
notification message is propagated back along the path to release the reserved
wavelength. The loopback LSP Resv_Confirm message will be transmitted back
along the link until at the ingress node to request the suspension of the idle node. If
Node 3 receives a LSP setup request message to place the node in Sleep state, it
sends a Resv_Err message to acknowledge the ingress node that Node 3 is in
powering off state. As a result, the network updates the routing table and TED
topology. The ingress node releases a LSP by propagating Path_Tear message and
powers down the connection to the idle node.

Figure 16.4 presents a message sequence diagram for the transition from OFF state
to ON state. Node 3 detects traffic and changes its state to BUSY (active transition
state) and full power operation is resumed, confirmed by sending a notify message to
inform the adjacent node that it is in the process of waking-up. A Resv_Tear message is
sent to the ingress node to notify that node is powering to ON state.

16.4.1 Fixed (Geographical) Nodes Effect

Fixed node or Geographical Node groups are defined as a grouping topology that
contains selected neighbouring nodes and grouped as disjoint clusters.
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Fig. 16.2 Hibernation mode: grouped nodes structure
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16.4.2 Random (Ownership) Nodes Effect

Random node or Ownership-based node groupings are defined as nodes belonging
to the same owner (service provider) e.g. organization that having many entities
under the same company name.

16.5 Simulation Results

The Group-Nodes hibernation mode that invokes cluster based architectures was
evaluated and investigated. By dividing the nodes into several disjoint sets, as well
as providing each node with geographical and ownership topology settings, pro-
duces clusters adopting sleep cycles to reduce power consumption. Figure 16.5
illustrates the network topology which is being utilised by the European Optical
Network (EON network). The EON network has a Full Mesh Network Topology
with 9 nodes and 20 bidirectional fibre links [7, 8]. The IP/GMPLS nodes are
linked by bidirectional pairs of single mode fibres. The EON network topology
was used in our simulations and was based on a discrete event modelling tool
known as OMNet++ (Object Modular Network Tested in C++). It has been
assumed that all links are equal in terms of number of wavelengths (eight), that the
message length is fixed at 256 bytes, and a nodal processing delay is 20 ms. All
EON network Nodes are capable to maintain information on their total power
consumption as well as energy per bit consumed. Wherein, the standard GMPLS
signalling and routing protocols are implemented following the Internet Engi-
neering Task Force (IETF) standard [9, 10].

The performance metrics takes into account the average power consumption,
blocking probability and average request blocking [9–13]. We also assumed that
lightpath requests are uniformly distributed. Note that, the inter-arrival connection
requests are independent Poisson processes with an arrival rate of a and the queue
lengths exponentially distributed with the expected service rate time of 1/l mea-
sured in seconds. Therefore, the network offered load is a/l.

Full Mesh Network Topology: European Optical Network (EON) (Fig. 16.5).
The average power dissipation and energy consumption values assigned to each
node are captured in the network energy model. In this architecture, the power
consumption of nodes comprises the core router (10 kW), OXC (100 W), WDM
(120 W) and EDFAs (1 W) placed at 70 km intervals along links. For example,
the power consumption (reference value) between Node A and Node G (Fig. 16.5)
linked by the single mode optical fibre across a distance of 2090 km at a data rate
of 10 Gb/s is 29 W. Therefore, the total power consumption between Node A and
Node G is 10.249 kW and the energy per bit is 1024.9 nJ (Eqs. 16.1–16.3).

The proposed Hibernation concept was verified on described EON by imple-
menting group-nodes schemes. These nodes/links are then put into ‘‘hibernation’’
or an ‘‘SLEEP state’’, in which nodes have suspended their unused functionalities
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(e.g. unused ports/interfaces, Mux/DeMux capabilities, signalling gates, unused
wavelengths, etc.) and keep only the minimum network operation activities.

The aim is to evaluate the impact of a route to energy saving through hiber-
nation in core optical IP network by performing the Fixed (Geographical) grouping
and Random (Ownership) grouping for full mesh network topologies. Note that,
these results are based on cross-layer optical/IP domains integration and previous
research produced results based in the optical domain only. Therefore, results are
difficult to compare in terms of power savings and network performance.

Using the full mesh EON (Fig. 16.5), hibernation settings are applied to net-
work nodes based on the group membership type (see node grouping categoriza-
tion in Table 16.1).

Figures 16.6 and 16.7 present the average power consumption and average
request blocking for various ‘‘Geographical’’ (adjacent nodes) groupings as a
function of offered network load for the EON network mesh topology. For ‘‘All
Groups HM’’ (case when nodes’ unused functionalities are suspended)
*0.137 kW of power is saved per node’ (Fig. 16.6) but the probability of
blocking is *55 % (Fig. 16.7). For Groups ‘‘G2 and G3 = HM’’ or Groups ‘‘G1
and G2 = HM’’, the power savings of 0.12 kW or 0.10 kW is obtained respec-
tively (Fig. 16.6) with a corresponding blocking probability of 33 % or 10 %,
respectively (Fig. 16.7).
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Fig. 16.5 Power consumption for full mesh European Optical Network (EON)

Table 16.1 EON node grouping categorization

Group Geographical Ownership-based

G1 Nodes {A, B} Nodes {B, H}

G2 Nodes {C, D, E} Nodes {D, E, G}

G3 Nodes {F, G, H, I} Nodes {A, C, F, I}
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‘‘All Groups ON’’ yields the lowest blocking probability but the power savings
per node are minimal. The EON network also becomes congested for network
loads exceeding 8 Erlangs. The trade-off between a reduction in energy con-
sumption and the probability of blocking is evident.

Fig. 16.6 Simulation results for different EON Fixed (geographical) node groupings. ‘HM’
stands for hibernation mode

Fig. 16.7 Request blocking for EON Fixed (Geographical) grouping of nodes
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Figure 16.8 depicts the average power consumption for different groups with
respect to offered network load and Fig. 16.9 presents the blocking probability for
the EON ownership (random) grouping of nodes. As expected, savings in power
with ownership grouping in the full mesh (EON) topology improves when

Fig. 16.8 Average power consumption difference per node as a function of network load for
different EON random (Ownership) node grouping

Fig. 16.9 Request blocking probability as a function of network load for EON random
(Ownership) grouping of nodes
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compared to the partial mesh (NSFnet) topology, particularly in the case of
ownership grouping. In this case, the power savings for grouping ‘‘G2 and G3’’ or
‘‘G1 and G2’’ are most significant, the improvement being *0.135 and *0.11 kW
respectively (Fig. 16.8); the corresponding blocking probability is 29 and 8 %,
respectively (Fig. 16.9). The reason for this is that the optical bypass at interme-
diate nodes reduces the number of required core router electrical ports in the IP
layer and thereby, the energy owing to this electrical equipment is saved. The EON
ownership-based node groupings (Figs. 16.6 and 16.8), ‘‘All Groups = HM’’ and
‘‘All Groups = ON’’ deliver similar results as the geographical node groupings.

16.6 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an evaluation of an approach to energy saving in
IP over WDM networks-based GMPLS control plane based on hibernation. The
impact of the grouping of nodes following the principles of hibernation on network
performance as a function of energy saving was examined and quantified for two
representative network topologies. The approach was implemented through two
grouping network node strategies—Geographical and Ownership-based. Results
show that hibernation has the potential to deliver energy savings at the expense of
reduced network performance. Results show that the ‘‘Ownership-based node
groupings for ‘‘All Groups = HM’’ (hibernate) and ‘‘All Groups = ON’’ delivers
similar performance as the Geographical nodes groupings.
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Chapter 17
Content Based Image Retrieval Using
Color Layout Descriptor and Generic
Fourier Descriptor

Muhammad Imran, Rathiah Hashim and Noor Elaiza

Abstract Image databases have been a significant part of systems or applications
in many fields including education, forensics and medical sciences. However, due
to the increase in the number of digital resources especially images, the demand to
manage these databases such as storing and retrieving the images effectively and
efficiently from these databases is crucial. Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)
is one of the best techniques used to retrieve similar images from the image
database. Even though it is a good and well-researched technique, still there are
some issues to be improved. One of the challenges in CBIR is to represent the
image as a feature vector. In this paper, we proposed a new feature vector using
Generic Fourier Descriptor (GFD) and Color Layout Descriptor (CLD) to increase
the accuracy of the retrieval process. We tested our technique with the Coral
Database and compared the results with other CBIR techniques. Proposed method
achieved better results than previous techniques. The proposed technique can be
used by the forensic department for identification of criminal suspect using
forensic database.
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17.1 Introduction

Due to powerful processors and cheap memories, a variety of applications are
using large image databases. Different fields such as medicine, geography,
advertising, architecture and design are using large image databases to help their
users [1]. Therefore, an effective and efficient image retrieval technique is now a
necessity. Two approaches to search the image are available. One is the Keyword
Based Image Retrieval (KBIR) and the other is Content Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR). The KBIR searches the images based on keywords tagged with an image.
KBIR faces many problems—keywords are manually annotated, the person adding
the keyword may have a different perception about the image than the one who is
searching the image. To overcome these drawbacks, researchers introduced CBIR.
In CBIR, searching is performed by the visual features of the images. Therefore,
there is no further need for manual keywords annotation.

CBIR used color, texture and shape features of the image. In CBIR, features of
all images in the image database are extracted and saved as feature database. When
a user input query image to the system, system checks the similarity between the
query image features and image database feature through any similarity measure
such as Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, earth movers distance etc. and
display ranked result to the user. Due to the high demand for searching from an
image database, CBIR becomes a popular image searching technique. Particle
swarm optimization (PSO) with relevance feedback was used by the Broilo [2] to
enhance the performance of CBIR. Broilo formulates the image retrieval processes
as an optimization problem and applied PSO on CBIR. PSO was proposed by
Kennedy and Eberhart [3] in 1995 and modified by different research works such
as [4–6].

However, CBIR is facing problems and accuracy achieved up to a limit only. In
this paper, we proposed a new signature development approach for CBIR. We used
the color and shape features to search similar images. Color Layout Descriptor
(CLD) is used for the color feature extraction and Generic Fourier Descriptor
(GFD) is used for shape feature extraction. Both feature vectors are combined and
then, similarity measure is performed using Manhattan distance. Section 17.2
discusses about the related work and proposed approach is illustrated in Sect. 17.3.
Sections17.4 and 17.5 are reserved for the results and analysis. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Sect. 17.5.

17.2 Related Works

Bhuravarjula and kumar [7] used color moments to enhance the accuracy of CBIR.
They divided the image into four segments and then extracted the color moments
from all segments and clustered them into four classes. Finally, they calculated the
means moments for each class which was further used for the similarity measure
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between the query image and the database images. Coral Database was used to
perform experimental work. Precision and recall were used as performance metrics
and results were compared with the previous CBIR feature extraction techniques.

Imran et al. [8] used color histogram for searching similar images. Center
moment is adopted to describe the histogram. Each image is divided into 4 9 4
sub images and each sub images is divided into HSV components to generate the
histogram. Experiments are performed on Coral Database using precision as
performance metric.

Zhang and Zou [9] used the color feature and edge direction features for CBIR.
For edge direction feature, Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) of MPEG-7 was
used. Experiments were performed using Coral Database to assess the performance
of proposed technique. Recall and Precision are calculated as performance metrics.
The combination of color and texture feature was applied by Soman et al. [10].
Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT) was used for texture feature extraction while
mean, deviation and skewness from color moments were used for the color feature
extraction. The proposed technique was tested on the Coral Database having 1000
images and achieved better accuracy then previous CBIR techniques. Hema-
chandran and Singh [11] combined color moments with Gabor Texture descriptor.
The image is divided into horizontally three non-overlapping regions to extract
first three moments of the color distribution. Performance of proposed technique is
tested using Coral Database, which contains images from 10 different categories
and each category has 100 images.

Abubacker et al. [12] used color, texture and shape features for the image. For
the color feature, they used the spatial based color moments. First they divided the
image into 25 blocks then calculated the Red Green Blue (RGB) values of each
block. RGB values are converted to Hue, Saturation Intensity (HSI). According to
the author the three color moments; mean, variance and skewness are effective and
efficient for the color distribution of images. The formula for mean, variance and
skewness are given below:

MeanðliÞ ¼
1
N

XN

j¼1

fij ð17:1Þ

VarianceðriÞ ¼
1
N

XN

j¼1

fij � li

� �2

 !1=2

ð17:2Þ

SkewnessðSiÞ ¼
1
N

Xn

J¼1

fij � li

� �3

 !1=3

ð17:3Þ

where, fij is the value of the ith color component of the image block j and N is the
number of blocks in the image. For the texture feature, author used the Gabor filter.
Author applied the 2D Gabor function to obtain the set of Gabor filter with dif-
ferent scale and orientation. By using Gabor filter, author performed convolution
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on the image to obtain the Gabor transform. Invariant shape features were used to
extract the shape features. Following are the steps taken by the author to extract
the shape feature.

1. Based on the threshold value the image is converted to the binary image.
2. Using canny algorithm the edges of the binary image are detected.
3. The centroid of the object is obtained by arranging the pixels in clockwise

order and forming a closed polygon.
4. The centroid distance and complex coordinate function of the edges is found.
5. The farthest points are found and Fourier transform is applied on them.

17.3 Proposed Approach

To represent the image as feature vector we used Shape and Color features. To
extract the shape features, GDF is used. About the detail of GFD, we refer our
readers to Zhang and Lu [13]. GFD containing 36 features reflecting 4 radial
frequencies and 9 angular frequencies are selected to index the shape. The selected
36 features build a feature vector which is combined with the CLD feature vector
to form the final feature vector. Color feature is one of the basic features used to
retrieve the images. It is most intuitive and obvious feature of the image and color
is easily extracted. To describe color information different methods are available.
In this paper, we have used the CLD from MPEG-7 standard to extract the color
information from the image. Following are the steps to extract the color feature
vector from the image.

1. Divide the image into 8 9 8 blocks
2. Single representative color is selected from each block
3. The selection results in a tiny image icon of size 8 9 8
4. The color space is converted from RGB to YCbCr
5. The luminance (Y), blue and red chrominance (Cb and Cr) are transformed by

8 9 8 DCT
6. A zigzag scanning is performed on these three sets of DCT coefficients
7. As a result we obtain three matrixes for each block of Y, Cb and Cr color space
8. Take sum of each matrix to get three feature vectors
9. Finally horizontally concatenate three feature vectors to obtain a final feature

Vector for an image

The feature vector calculated by GFD and CLD are combined in one feature
vector which represent the each image in the database. When user input query
image to the system to search similar images, the similarity between the query
image and the database images is calculated using Manhattan Distance and results
are sorted, ranked and presented to the user.
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17.4 Results

To assess the proposed technique, experiments were performed using the Coral
Database. The database contains images from 10 different categories and each
category has 100 images, so a total of 1000 images are available in the Coral
Database. To validate the proposed technique, the results were compared with
Variance Segment Method [7] and Histogram based taken from [14]. The proposed
approach is implemented in Matlab 2010b. For performance evolution precision is
used as performance metric, which is reported by previous work such as Hiremath
et al. [15], Banerjee et al. [14] and Wang et al. [16]. Following expression is used
to calculate the precision.

Precision ¼ Number of True Positive

Number of True Possitive þ False Possitive

In our experiments, we select 10 random images from each category as the
query image and perform retrieval process. The process is repeated for 10 times
and category wise average precision is calculated. Average precision is calculated
for 20, 30 and 40 top retrieval where 20 top retrieval means 20 most similar images
are displayed and this can be represented as P@20. The results achieved by the
proposed feature vector technique are shown in Table 17.1 (Fig. 17.1).

17.4.1 Comparison with Previous Methods

Table 17.2 illustrates the comparison of the proposed technique with Simple Hist
and Variance Segment Method.

Table 17.1 Performance of proposed technique at different top retrieval

Class P@40 P@30 P@20

Africa 0.27 0.32 0.27

Beach 0.44 0.34 0.48

Buildings 0.22 0.26 0.29

Buses 0.37 0.36 0.44

Dinosaurs 1.00 1.00 1.00

Elephant 0.49 0.50 0.64

Flower 0.82 0.83 0.86

Horses 0.62 0.68 0.75

Mountains 0.40 0.19 0.44

Food 0.23 0.29 0.28

Avg 0.48 0.50 0.54
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17.5 Analysis

From Table 17.2 and Fig. 17.2, it is obvious that the proposed method has better
results than Histogram based and variance segment method. The overall average
precision of Histogram based method, Variance Segment and proposed method are
0.36, 0.306 and 0.50 respectively. Histogram based method achieved 36 %, Var-
iance Segment method achieved 30 % while proposed technique achieved 50 %
accuracy rate. Figure 17.2 illustrates the comparison of proposed method with
Simple Hist where average accuracy of proposed method is calculated for top 30
and 20 retrieval results. The graph depicted that the proposed method has better
precision than both previous methods. Category wise performance comparison of
the proposed method with Variance Segment method is presented in Fig. 17.3.

Fig. 17.1 Average precision of proposed method at different top retrieval

Table 17.2 Comparison of proposed method with previous methods

Class Simple hist Variance segment Proposed method

Africa 0.3 0.13 0.32

Beach 0.3 0.26 0.34

Buildings 0.25 0.11 0.26

Buses 0.26 0.17 0.36

Dinosaurs 0.9 0.96 1.00

Elephant 0.36 0.34 0.5

Flower 0.4 0.49 0.83

Horses 0.38 0.2 0.68

Mountains 0.25 0.25 0.4

Food 0.2 0.15 0.29

Avg 0.36 0.306 0.5
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For all categories, proposed method achieved higher average precision than Var-
iance Segment method. For the class dinosaurs, the proposed method has 100 %
retrieval rate as the precision reaches 1.0.

17.6 Conclusion

This paper proposed and implemented a new signature technique to improve the
performance of CBIR. This new signature technique is the combination of the
color and shape features. Color features are extracted using CLD while GFD is
used to extract the shape features. The performance of proposed technique is tested
on coral Database containing the images from 10 different categories. To validate

Fig. 17.2 Comparison of the proposed method with simple hist and variance segment

Fig. 17.3 Category-wise comparison of proposed method (P@30) with previous methods
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the proposed technique, results were compared with the previous CBIR tech-
niques. The proposed technique increased the performance of CBIR in term of
accuracy. Previous techniques achieved 30 % and 36 % while proposed technique
achieved 50 % accuracy. For future work, the performance of the proposed sys-
tem, texture feature can be combined with color and shape features.
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Chapter 18
Pilot Based Pre FFT Signal to Noise
Ratio Estimation for OFDM Systems
in Rayleigh-Fading Channel

A.M. Khan, Varun Jeoti and M. Azman Zakariya

Abstract In design of adaptive orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) transmission, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is well-known to be an
informative performance measures. Channel impairments, specifically in wireless
communication degrade the performance of accurate SNR measurement and said
problem becomes more serious in low SNR regime. As a result it reduces the
performance of adaptive transmission in OFDM systems. To alleviate this problem
we develop a pilot based Pre FFT (time domain) Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
estimator in the presence of frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel. A novel
time domain SNR estimation technique is proposed that accurately measures the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio in low SNR regime, where signal plus noise power is
evaluated by using autocorrelation of received signal and signal power is indirectly
estimated from pilot power using cross correlation. Simulation results show that
proposed method has very less bias and very close to the actual SNR values.

18.1 Introduction

OFDM has been applied widely in wireless communication systems due to its high
data rate transmission capability with high bandwidth efficiency and its robustness
to multipath delay. OFDM introduces Cyclic Prefix (CP), which eliminates the
Inter-Symbol-Interference (ISI) between OFDM symbols [1] and its high data rates
are available without having to pay for extra bandwidth. With these advantages,
OFDM is widely accepted in numerous wireless standards such as Digital Video
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Broadcasting (DVB), Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), Wireless Metropolitan
Area Network (WMAN) and Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN).

In order to exploit all these advantages and optimize the performance of OFDM
systems; channel state information (CSI) plays a vital role. A Signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) gives a comprehensive knowledge of CSI, which allows us to decide
whether a transition to higher bit rates would be favorable or not. Similarly, SNR
estimation is required for power control, adaptive modulation, coding and channel
estimation. Therefore major input parameter for fourth generation adaptive system
is a good SNR estimator.

Mainly there are two types of SNR estimation [2], which are as follows: (1)
Data-aided (DA-SNR) estimator. (2) Non-data aided (NDA-SNR) estimator. DA is
further divided into two types: (1) pilot-aided and (2) training sequence. In pilot-
aided scheme, known information is transmitted together with data. While, in
training sequence known information is transmitted over one or more OFDM
symbols without data. In NDA estimator, no known data is transmitted and
therefore SNR is estimated at the receiver blindly. In this work, an estimator of
type DA-SNR (pilot-aided) is proposed because it works well in multipath fading
channel.

One of the most significant current discussions in SNR estimation is Pre FFT
(time domain) and Post FFT (frequency domain) estimators. Several studies have
been produced SNR estimation in frequency domain, but little attention has been
paid to time domain. Popular SNR estimators reported in literature are Boumard’s,
Ren’s and Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) [3].

In [4], it was assumed that the channel conditions throughout observation are
same. However, in highly frequency selective multipath channels, the assumption
is not valid, and the performance is degraded greatly. Therefore this problem is
overcome in [5], but its complexity is similar in terms of addition and multipli-
cations. In addition, pilot aided MMSE [6] is investigated in frequency selective
fading channel but it suffers when noise level increases and SNR fluctuates from
its threshold value.

Recently, in [7] Pre FFT pilot aided SNR estimation is proposed where low
MSE is achieved in flat fading channel. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge no
work has been published for pilot aided Pre FFT SNR estimation over frequency
selective Rayleigh fading channel that works well in low SNR environment.

A novel estimator presented here differs from previous methods in a way that it
is pilot aided SNR estimation in time domain, by using autocorrelation of received
signal. In addition, proposed method can accurately measure SNR which has very
less bias and very close to the actual SNR values. It can also be seen that proposed
SNR estimation performs better at low SNR.

This paper has been organized in the following way. In Sect. 18.2, overview of
proposed Pre FFT SNR estimation technique is explained. Section 18.3 addressed
the methodology used by proposed estimator. Section 18.4 described the channel
model used in simulation. Results and analysis are discussed in Sect. 18.5. Con-
clusion of the work is presented in Sect. 18.6.
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18.2 Proposed Technique

Pre FFT OFDM system model is shown in Fig. 18.1. It begins with ‘‘signal
mapping’’ block where binary information is mapped according to modulation.
Then serial to parallel conversion takes place. After that, pilot sub-carriers P(k) are
inserted along with data sub-carriers D(k), arrangement of pilots and data sub-
carriers are shown in Fig. 18.2. Therefore S(k) can be written as

SðkÞ ¼ DðkÞ þ PðkÞ ð18:1Þ

Then IFFT is applied on S(k) samples that transform frequency domain samples
S(k) into time domain s(n), which can be shown as

sðnÞ ¼ IFFTfSðkÞg ¼
XN�1

k¼0

SðkÞe
j2Pkn
NFFT ð18:2Þ

where NFFT is no of FFT points and s(n) can also be written as

sðnÞ ¼ dðnÞ þ pðnÞ ð18:3Þ

After passing through multi-path frequency selective fading channel, receiver
input signal is first passed through serial to parallel converter and then guard band
removal takes place. Therefore signal r(n) is obtained, which can be shown as

rðnÞ ¼ hðnÞ� sðnÞ þ wðnÞ ð18:4Þ

where h(n) is channel impulse response and w(n) is additive white Gaussian noise.
The h(n) can be expressed as

Fig. 18.1 Typical OFDM baseband transceiver [8]
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hðnÞ ¼ h0 h1 h2. . .hT�1½ � ð18:5Þ

where h0, h1…hT are the coefficient of channel impulse response and T is total no
of channel taps. By substituting Eq. (18.3) in Eq. (18.4), r(n) is given by

rðnÞ ¼ hðnÞ� ½dðnÞ þ pðnÞ� þ wðnÞ ð18:6Þ

The SNR estimation technique is such that it attempts to estimate the signal
power using a priori known pilots and determines the noise power from it using
measurement of total received power. Towards that end, autocorrelation of the
received signal is performed to measure the total received power which is the
value at lag zero. And in order to estimate the signal power, pilot power is
estimated with the help of cross correlation and indirectly the signal power is
deduced from it. Hence, moving on, we calculate the autocorrelation of complex
valued received signal, written as

RrrðlÞ ¼
Xn¼þ1

n¼�1
rðnÞr�ðn þ lÞ ð18:7Þ

where

Fig. 18.2 Proposed pilots and data sub carriers arrangement
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r�ðn þ lÞ ¼ h�ðn þ lÞ� ½d�ðn þ lÞ þ p�ðn þ lÞ� þ w�ðn þ lÞ ð18:8Þ

By substituting the Eqs. (18.6) and (18.8) in Eq. (18.7), the autocorrelation
Rrr(l) is written as

RrrðlÞ ¼
Xn¼1

n¼�1
hðnÞ� ½dðnÞ þ pðnÞ� þ wðnÞf

� hðn þ lÞ� ½d�ðn þ lÞ þ p�ðn þ lÞ� þ w�ðn þ lÞg
ð18:9Þ

RrrðlÞ ¼
Xn¼1

n¼�1
fRhhðlÞ� RddðnÞ þ RdpðnÞ

� �
þ hðnÞ�RdwðnÞ

þ RhhðlÞ� RpdðnÞ þ RppðnÞ
� �

þ hðnÞ�RpwðnÞ
þ h�ðn þ lÞ� RwdðnÞ þ RwpðnÞ

� �
þ RwwðnÞg

ð18:10Þ

At zero lag when l = 0

Rdpð0Þ ¼ Rpdð0Þ ffi 0 ð18:11Þ

Rpwð0Þ ¼ Rwpð0Þ ffi 0 ð18:12Þ

Rdwð0Þ ¼ Rwdð0Þ ffi 0 ð18:13Þ

By using Eqs. (18.11), (18.12) and (18.13), Rrr(l)|l=0 is given as

RrrðlÞ ¼ RhhðlÞ� ½RddðlÞ þ RppðlÞ� þ RwwðlÞ
�
�
l¼0

ð18:14Þ

where Eq. (18.14) represents the received signal power as function of autocorre-
lation. It can also be in written form of K

RrrðlÞ ¼ RhhðlÞ� ½K þ 1�RppðlÞ þ RwwðlÞ
�
�
l¼0

ð18:15Þ

where

K ¼ RddðlÞ
RppðlÞ

�
�
�
�
l¼0

ð18:16Þ

Therefore total Signal plus Noise Power P
0
SþN can be written as

P
0

SþN ¼ RhhðlÞ � ½K þ 1�RppðlÞ þ RwwðlÞ
�
�
l¼0

ð18:17Þ

Similarly, the Signal Power P
0
S can be expressed as
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P
0

S ¼ RhhðlÞ � ½K þ 1�RppðlÞ
�
�
l¼0

ð18:18Þ

To evaluate channel impulse response h(n), the cross correlation of Eq. (18.6) is
determined, with locally generated pilot signal. Therefore Rrp can be written as

RrpðlÞ ¼ hðlÞ � ½RdpðlÞ þ RppðlÞ� þ RwpðlÞ
�
�
n¼l

ð18:19Þ

where Rrp is the cross correlation between received signal and pilot carriers.
Similarly Rdp and Rwp are cross correlations of data and noise with pilots
respectively. By substitution of Eqs. (18.12) and (18.13) in Eq. (18.19), Rrp(n) is
given by

RrpðnÞffi hðnÞ�RppðnÞ
�
�
l¼n

ð18:20Þ

Equation (18.20) is the convolution of h(n) and Rpp(n), which can be shown in
the form of impulses

hðnÞ ¼ h0dðnÞ þ h1dðn � 1Þ � � � hTdðn � TÞ½ �; ð18:21Þ

RppðnÞ ¼ a0dðnÞ þ a1dðn 	 LÞ þ � � � aNdðn 	 NLÞ½ � ð18:22Þ

where a0…aN are coefficients of Rpp(n). Therefore Rrp(n) can be written as

RrpðnÞ ¼ a0h0dðnÞ þ a0h1dðn � 1Þ þ � � � a0hTdðn � TÞ½ � þ � � �
a1h0dðn 	 LÞ þ a1h1dðn 	 L � 1Þ þ � � � a1hTdðn 	 L � TÞ þ � � �
aNh0dðn 	 NLÞ þ aNh1dðn 	 NL � 1Þ þ � � � aNhTdðn 	 NL � TÞjn¼l

ð18:23Þ

Equation (18.23) shows that the channel coefficients h0, h1…hT are available at
different location on both sides of zero lag (±L), but only zero lag position is used
at (n = 0) due to its high energy. Therefore Eq. (18.23) can be written as

Rrpð0Þ ¼
a0h0dð0Þ þ a0h1dð�1Þ þ � � � a0hTdð�TÞ½ �

a0

�
�
�
�
n¼0

ð18:24Þ

and it gives

hðnÞ ¼ h0 h1 h2 . . . hT�1½ � ð18:25Þ

Finally the estimated Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR
0
) can be written as

SNR
0 ¼ P

0
S

P
0
N

ð18:26Þ
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SNR
0 ¼ P

0
S

P
0
SþN � P

0
S

ð18:27Þ

SNR0 ¼ RhhðlÞ� ½K þ 1]RppðlÞ
RrrðlÞ � RhhðlÞ� ½K þ 1]RppðlÞ

�
�
�
�
l¼0

ð18:28Þ

The Mean Square Error (MSE) is calculated by using following expression

MSE ¼
XI

i¼1

SNR0
iðlÞ � SNR

� �2
�
�
�
l¼0

ð18:29Þ

where (I = 1,000) is the number of iteration used for simulation. SNR0
i lð Þ and SNR

are the estimated and actual SNR respectively.

18.3 Methodology

In proposed algorithm, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is estimated in time domain. An
initial step of receiver is to remove the guard band from the receiver input signal
r(n). After the removal of guard band, signal r(n) is provided to autocorrelation
processor, where received signal is autocorrelated Rrr(n). To estimate the Signal
plus Noise Power P

0

SþN and Signal Power P
0

S, we required the autocorrelation of
channel impulse response Rhh(n). Therefore channel impulse response h(n) is
evaluated by taking cross correlation of r(n) signal with time domain pilot signal
p(n). In final step, time domain SNR0 is estimated by using Signal plus Noise
Power P

0
SþN and Signal Power P

0
S. OFDM simulation parameters are mentioned in

Table 18.1. It is also assumed that there is perfect synchronization between
transmitter and receiver, so no Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI) and ISI are present
in OFDM symbols. This is justified if the estimation error is sufficiently low at low
SNRs.

18.4 Channel Model

In this work, six multi-paths fading channel model (COST 207 Typical Urban
Reception TU6) for DVB-T applications are utilized in the simulations.

The taps of channel follow the Rayleigh statistics, whose parameters are shown
in Table 18.2. The static case Impulse response of channel can be written as:
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hðnÞ ¼
0:5dðnÞ þ dðn � 3Þ þ 0:63dðn � 8Þ
þ 0:25dðn � 25Þ þ 0:15dðn � 36Þ þ 0:1dðn � 80Þ

" #

ð18:30Þ

18.5 Results and Analysis

Figure 18.3 shows the cross correlation Rdp between pilots and data carriers. Pilots
carriers are inserted into data in such a manner that it produces a value of zero
when (lag = 0). It is also depicted that the value of 1.574e-18 is produced at zero
lag, which is very small as compared to other time instant values and therefore it is
neglected.

Figure 18.4 shows a cross correlation Rwp(n) of noise signal with pilot carriers.
In SNR estimation Rwp(n) plays a very pivotal role because channel MSE is

Table 18.1 OFDM simulation parameters

No of FFT points (NFFT) 2048 (2 K-Mode)

Length of cyclic prefix (NG) 512

Total no of subcarriers (NOFDM) 2,560

Total no of symbol (NSYS) 1,000

Pilots spacing (NF) 4

Numbers of pilots (NP) 512

Pilot arrangement Comb type

Pilot and data constellation BPSK

Data per OFDM symbol 1,536

Bandwidth 8 MHz

Data constellation BPSK

Table 18.2 COST 207 typical urban reception (TU6) for DVB-T application [9]

Tap number Average power (dB) Delay(us)

1 -3.0 0

2 0 0.2

3 -2.0 0.5

4 -6.0 1.6

5 -8.0 2.3

6 -10.0 5
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Fig. 18.3 (Rdp) Cross correlation between data and pilot sub-carriers at 10 dB SNR

Fig. 18.4 (Rwp) Cross Correlation between noise and pilot sub-carriers at 10 dB SNR
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proportional to Rwp(n). It is assumed that Rwp(n) is expected to be relatively small
due the arrangement of pilot carriers, which is also found at zero lag position.

An important feature of the proposed Pre FFT SNR estimation is investigated in
Fig. 18.5 [i.e. Rrp(n)]. It has been shown that Rrp(n) is the convolution of channel
impulse response h(n) and pilots autocorrelation Rpp(n). Equation (18.20) also
reflects this property of Rrp(n). It is found that the channel co-efficient h0, h1…hT

are present at every L number of lags. For illustration purpose only the first
L instants co-efficient values (L = Nfft/4) are shown in Fig. 18.5. Channel co-
efficient is estimated at first L instants because at this location high energy and low
MSE values are present.

In Fig. 18.6 the estimated SNR is plotted verses actual SNR for Rayleigh fading
channel. To improve the estimation in low SNR regime, -8 to 20 dB range is used
for simulation. It is depicted that the proposed SNR estimator has very small
deviation with respect to the actual SNR values. It is also shown that Pre FFT SNR
estimation performs better at low SNR.

In Fig. 18.7, MSE performance is analyzed over Rayleigh fading channel. The
range of SNR used for simulation is [-20 to 20 dB]. Contrary to common sense it
is observed that MSE of estimator is large at high SNR. This can be explained
from the following observation. The SNR estimation is obtained primarily from
signal power estimation. Noise power P0

N is estimated from signal power P0
S as

shown in Eq. (18.27). So, at large SNR the signal power and total power are nearly
same. Therefore, at large SNR, the noise power, estimated from it, is of the same
order as the signal power estimation error, hence the SNR estimation error

Fig. 18.5 (Rrp) Cross correlation between received signal and pilot sub-carriers
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increases at large SNR. In order to be statistically accurate; mean is obtained over
1,000 samples. It is shown that proposed estimator performs better with multipath
channel especially at low SNR environment.

Fig. 18.6 Actual SNR versus estimated SNR for Raleigh fading channel

Fig. 18.7 MSE performance of proposed SNR estimated technique for Raleigh fading channel
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18.6 Conclusion

This paper investigates a novel pilot-based (DA) Pre FFT SNR estimation, where
autocorrelation of received signal is used to estimate the signal plus noise power.
Proposed estimator performs well over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading
channel at low SNR regime. The standardization DVB-T parameters are setup for
OFDM simulation. From the simulation results it is found that a low MSE is
achieved by exploiting proposed estimator. The amount deviation corresponds to
each SNR values is measured in term of MSE and it is observed that estimated
SNR has very less bias and very close to the actual SNR values.
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Chapter 19
The Use of Convolutional Code
for Narrowband Interference Suppression
in OFDM-DVBT System

Aizura Abdullah, Muhammad Sobrun Jamil Jamal,
Khaizuran Abdullah, Ahmad Fadzil Ismail and Ani Liza Asnawi

Abstract The problem of mitigating narrowband interference (NBI) due to
coexistence between Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T) and Inter-
national Mobile Telecommunication-Advanced (IMT-A) system is considered. It
is assumed that a spectrum of IMT-A system between 790 and 862 MHz interfere
the spectrum of the OFDM signal in DVB-T band. Two types of convolutional
code (CC) which are non-systematic convolutional code (NSCC) and recursive
systematic convolutional code (RSCC) are proposed to mitigate NBI. The per-
formance of the two techniques is compared under additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel. It is observed that NSCC has a better bit error rate (BER)
performance than RSCC. The result showed good performance for low SNR
(B5 dB).
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19.1 Introduction

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a popular multiplexing
scheme used for transmission of high data rates in various communication stan-
dards such as DVB-T, WLANS, WMANs and WiMAX [1, 2]. For certain stan-
dards such as WLANs and WMANs, an OFDM system has the ability to operate in
unlicensed frequency bands. As a result, there is a possibility that they have to
share the same frequency band with other communication systems such as cordless
telephones, garage door openers and baby monitors. This leads to narrowband
interference (NBI) in the systems [3]. Another example of systems sharing the
same frequency band is WiMAX and UWB systems. According to [4], UWB
system is required to modify its spectrum to avoid interference with WiMAX. In
WRC-07 conference, ITU-R has allocated the 790–862 MHz frequency for IMT-A
system. This also suggests that the DVB-T system which operates between 470
and 862 MHz have to share its upper frequency band with the IMT-A system [5].

There are several techniques proposed to mitigate NBI such as using orthogonal
codes, frequency domain cancellation, receiver windowing and excision filtering
[3, 4]. Although orthogonal codes is found to give better performance compared to
error control code (ECC), this method does not comply with the current OFDM
standard such as DVB-T and IEEE [3]. On the other hand, frequency domain
cancellation technique is not suitable to be implemented in broadcasting because
the channel and interference information from the receiver needed to be fed back
to the transmitter periodically for update. A limitation of receiver windowing
method is that it is suitable to be used together with frequency domain cancellation
to reduce the effect of sinc shape side lobes from spreading to adjacent channel
while excision filtering method provides less benefit with quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) [4].

ECC is a suitable candidate to mitigate NBI as it is able to protect the data using
a specific code. The data which is corrupted during transmission in the noisy
channel will be recovered by the specific decoding method. Theoretically, ECC
has the capability to lower the bit error rate of an uncoded system by a certain
coding rate [6]. In brief, there are three types of ECC known as block, convolu-
tional and modern codes. In this work, convolutional code (CC) is proposed as it is
suitable to be used in broadcasting, deep space communication, digital speech and
also for Gaussian channel condition [7, 8]. Two types of convolutional code
proposed to mitigate NBI in DVB-T system are non-systematic convolutional code
(NSCC) and recursive systematic convolutional code (RSCC).

Section 19.2 describes the OFDM system and NBI model used. Section 19.3
explains about the proposed ECC techniques. Section 19.4 provides the simulation
results and discussion while Sect. 19.5 concludes this paper.
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19.2 System Model

The OFDM simulation model of a DVB-T system under narrowband effect is as
shown in Fig. 19.1. It is referred from a MATLAB simulation by [9]. The simu-
lation model is modified by adding ECC as a narrowband mitigation technique and
using different carrier frequency. ECC acts as encoder in the transmitter and
decode the signal back for recovery in the receiver.

At baseband, ECC is applied at the stream of binary data k = {k1 k2 k3 … kn}.
Then, the coded binary data c = {c1 c2 c3 c4 … cn}, is converted into symbols to
be modulated with M number of Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). Each
serial modulated symbols S = {S1 S2 S3 S4 … Sn}, are mapped into N number of
parallel subcarriers. The modulated symbols X(k), appeared as a complex signal in
frequency domain:

X kð Þ ¼ R kð Þ þ jI kð Þ ð19:1Þ

The modulated symbols are passed to inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)
processing block to create a time domain OFDM signal for transmission. 2N-IFFT
processing is used to center the subcarriers and processed the discrete signal x(n),

x nð Þ ¼ 1=N
XN�1

k¼0

XðkÞej2pnk=N ð19:2Þ

where n = 0, 1, …, N - 1, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, … N - 1; N being the number of
subcarriers.

An OFDM symbol of N subcarriers is to be transmitted in an OFDM symbol
period duration. The next processing block is to sample the OFDM discrete signal
x(n), within the OFDM symbol period duration. It undergoes filteration process in
digital-to-analog (DAC) converter to obtain continuous time domain signal x(t).
Finally, the signal x(t), is modulated with its RF transmit signal carrier fc; and
ready for transmission. The receiver system is the reverse process of the trans-
mission system. After demodulation, a decoder recovered the data based on ECC
scheme applied. After the data is recovered, it is compared with the original data
for bit error rate (BER) calculation. From Fig. 19.1, the received signal and the
effect of channel can be written as follows:

r tð Þ ¼ xðtÞ þ nðtÞ þ iðtÞ ð19:3Þ

where r(t) is the received signal consist of transmitted signal x(t), Gaussian noise
(AWGN) n(t) and narrowband interference i(t).

Figure 19.2 shows the theoretical model of OFDM-DVBT band adopted from
[2] which is used to represent general scenario in this work. For all the channels
that are used for transmission, there are 49 channels in the DVB-T frequency band.
From Eq. (19.3), i(t) has a frequency range fi; between 790 and 862 MHz
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interfered with the upper channel in DVB-T band. In this work, the 48th channel in
the DVB-T band which has carrier frequency of 850 MHz is chosen as simulation
parameter with the unwanted NBI signal of frequency 851 MHz.

The narrowband interference (NBI) signal is modeled as sinusoidal signal i(t),

i tð Þ ¼ I cosð2pfi þ hÞ; 0\h\2p ð19:4Þ

where I is the amplitude of the NBI signal and h is the phase angle. The value of h
considered in this work is h ¼ p: Substituting (19.4) into (19.1), the received
signal r(t), is derived as:

r tð Þ ¼ A cosð2pfctÞ þ n tð Þ þ I cosð2pfit þ hÞ ð19:5Þ

where A is the amplitude and fc is the carrier frequency of the OFDM signal. The
performance of an OFDM system is degraded when a strong NBI signal fi, with
carrier frequency close to the OFDM signal’s carrier frequency fc, overlapped,

fi ¼ fc þ Df ð19:6Þ

and that the amplitude of the NBI signal is greater than the amplitude of the
OFDM signal (I [ A). Further details can be found in simulation part 4.

Fig. 19.1 OFDM simulation model with DVB-T parameters

Fig. 19.2 Theoretical model of OFDM-DVBT band adopted from [2]
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19.3 The Proposed Technique

19.3.1 Non-systematic Convolutional Code

Figure 19.3 shows the block diagram of 1/2 rate NSCC encoder which consist of
m number of memory registers. It is used to store previous binary input data. If a
binary data k, enters an encoder, it produces n coded bits at the output with code
rate R = k/n. The code representation is written as (n, k, m). The design of NSCC
can be found in literatures such as [7, 8, 10] with different generator polynomials.
In this work, the generator polynomials used are different compared to the ones
used in example [7, 8, 10] because based on simulation result, it gave BER
performance curve closest to the OFDM system without NBI effect. The generator
polynomials used for 1/2 rate NSCC are g1 = [111] and g2 = [011].

An input bit 1 which entered the encoder will be modulo-2 added with stored
values in memory register to generate the coded bits u1 u2. The generator poly-
nomials determine which stored values in memory register needed to be modulo-2
added with the input bit. Assuming the initial state of memory register is 000, the
output is shown in Table 19.1 below. The input bit is then moved into shift register
m1 with all the bits in the memory register shifted. The oldest stored bit in m3 is
disappeared. The next input bit entered is modulo-2 added with stored values in
memory register which is 100 and the process is repeated.

The system is then extended to 1/3 rate by addition of another generator
polynomial, g3 = [101] as shown in Fig. 19.4. In the case of 1/3 rate encoder, one
bit entered the encoder produced three output bits.

NSCC gave better performance when Viterbi decoder is used [8]. The possible
path that the encoder has undergone is represented in Trellis diagram as shown in
Fig. 19.5. All the memory register’s possible state is written at the first column.
The input bit (in bracket) is written next to the matched output bits referred to
encoder’s truth table. Usually, the process will start at state 000. The branch metric
is calculated by comparing the number of bit agreement with the coded bits. The
process is repeated for all the coded bits. The path which has the highest number of
branch metric is chosen as ‘survivor path’ and the decoded bits are determined.

19.3.2 Recursive Systematic Convolutional Code

RSCC, also known as turbo code is developed from NSCC. Compared to NSCC,
RSCC is formed by concatenating in parallel two RSCCs separated by an inter-
leaver. It is a systematic coding because one of the message bit itself is called
systematic bit and the other two are the parity bits generated by the two RSCC
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encoders. Since the aim of this research is to determine which type of convolu-
tional code performs better in mitigating NBI, the design of RSCC used in this
paper is adopted from [11]. Its coding rate R, is 1/3 with generator polynomial
g1 = [101], g2 = [111], and g3 = [101]. Iterative decoding is used to decode the
message.

Fig. 19.3 1/2 rate convolutional encoder (2, 1, 3)

Table 19.1 Example of truth table for 1/2 rate convolutional encoder (2, 1, 3)

Start state Input End state U1 U2 Output

000 0 000 (0 � 0 � 0 � 0) = 0 (0 � 0 � 0) = 0 00

000 1 100 (1 � 0 � 0 � 0) = 1 (1 � 0 � 0) = 1 11

100 0 010 (0 � 1 � 0 � 0) = 1 (0 � 0 � 0) = 0 10

100 1 110 (1 � 1 � 0 � 0) = 0 (1 � 0 � 0) = 1 01

Fig. 19.4 1/3 rate convolutional encoder (3, 1, 3)

Coded bits 00 01 Branch metric

State
000 00(0) 00 (0) 3
001
010 10(0) 0
011
100 11 (1) 11 (1) 3
101
110 01(1) 2
111

Fig. 19.5 Example of Trellis
diagram for 1/2 rate
convolutional code
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19.4 Simulation Results

The performance of convolutional codes in OFDM system under NBI effect is
simulated using MATLAB based on the DVB-T parameters for 2 k mode [9].
Figure 19.6 shows the illustration of the OFDM signal in the presence of Gaussian
effect and unwanted NBI signal.

The BER performance curve of the OFDM system with and without the
presence of NBI is presented in Fig. 19.7. The initial OFDM curve (without
interference) has average signal power value of -10 dB. The value obtained is
calculated based on simulation according to [1]. The NBI signal is added to the
initial OFDM system and simulated in two conditions i.e. with sinusoidal ampli-
tude I = 10 V and I = 20 V. Referring to [6], the NBI signal power Pi; for the
case of Eq. (19.4) is,

Pi ¼ I2�
2 ð19:7Þ

where I is the amplitude of the narrowband sinusoidal signal.
The NBI signal power for sinusoidal amplitude I = 10 V and I = 20 V are

approximately 17 and 23 dB respectively. For NBI signal power less than 17 dB, it
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Fig. 19.6 An OFDM signal spectrum appears between 0.4 and 1.25 MHz along the x-axis for
850 MHz carrier frequency, showing OFDM transmitted signal spectrum (top) and OFDM
received signal spectrum with Gaussian noise and the presence of 851 MHz NBI signal (bottom)
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has a small effect on the OFDM system. In Fig. 19.7, at SNR = 5 dB, the bit error
rate is 0.06631 for system under NBI signal power of 17 dB and 0.1332 for NBI
signal power of 23 dB compared to 0.03815 for initial system. The difference of
about 0.02816 between system with 17 dB NBI power and initial system is due to
the fact that the system performance is affected by the NBI signal. When the NBI’s
signal amplitude is increased to I = 20, the difference with initial system is
0.09505 which implies further degradation of the system performance due to the
increased in NBI signal power.

Figure 19.8 shows the performance of convolutional coded (CC) OFDM with
the presence of 17 dB NBI signal power. For the case of SNR = 5 dB, the bit error
rate is about 0.04577 for 1/2 rate NSCC which is close to the initial system. As the
SNR increased, the performance of 1/2 rate NSCC did not follow the curve of
initial OFDM system. RSCC obtained BER of 0.09507 at SNR = 5 dB which
showed worst performance compared to the OFDM system with NBI. On the other
hand, 1/3 rate NSCC gave faulty result because it achieved BER of 0.01819 at
SNR = 5 dB which is lower than the BER of initial system.

The convolutional coded OFDM under 23 dB NBI signal power effect is shown
in Fig. 19.9. Based on the figure, 1/3 rate NSCC outperformed 1/2 rate NSCC and
RSCC. At SNR = 5 dB, an error of 0.04401 is obtained by 1/3 rate NSCC which
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Fig. 19.7 BER performance of OFDM system with NBI effects (blue) and initial system without
interference (red). The simulation also shows comparison of the system performance when the
unwanted sinusoidal amplitude is varied (I = 10 V and I = 20 V), having different signal power
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is similar to the initial system. As the SNR increased, the performance of 1/3 rate
NSCC also did not follow the curve of the initial system. 1/2 rate NSCC showed
less performance as it followed the curve of OFDM system under NBI effect
whereas RSCC showed the worst performance with error rate 0.2019 at
SNR = 5 dB.

Based on observations on Figs. 19.8 and 19.9, at low SNRs (B5 dB), the
performance curve of NSCC followed the curves of initial system (without
interference) compared to high SNR ([5 dB). This implies that the performance of
NSCC with Viterbi decoder is different at low and high SNR. According to [7], for
a convolutional code, the error correction and detection capability t, is

t ¼ dfree � 1ð Þ=2 ð19:8Þ

where dfree is free distance which is the smallest Hamming distance between all
possible code sequences of the code. At high SNR, the performance is limited by
the capability of Viterbi decoder to correct more than t number of errors in n bits.
Power, bandwidth constraint and nature of noise in the channel can also affect the
performance of the coding scheme. Based on the simulation results, the proposed
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Fig. 19.8 Performance comparison of convolutional coded OFDM (blue) with the presence of
17 dB NBI signal power with uncoded system (red)
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NSCC has good performance for low SNR (B5 dB) to mitigate NBI compared to
RSCC. The performance of this code also showed considerable result at low SNR
when compared with time windowing method for NBI mitigation under DVB-T
system [9].

19.5 Conclusion

In this paper, a narrowband mitigation technique is proposed using convolutional
code. NSCC and RSCC are presented as two different ECC techniques suitable for
NBI mitigation for DVB-T transmission under Gaussian channel. The interference
is assumed coming from IMT-A services affected the upper channel of the DVB-T
band. The simulation showed that 1/2 rate NSCC can mitigate the 17 dB NBI
signal power while 1/3 rate NSCC suited for 23 dB NBI signal power at low SNR
(B5 dB). The performance result for RSCC showed that it is not effective in
mitigating the NBI for this work.

Acknowledgments The authors would like to thank the Malaysian government, Ministry of
Higher Education (MOHE) for sponsoring this work under FRGS grant no. FRGS13-026-0267.
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Chapter 20
Two-Elements Crescent Shaped Printed
Antenna for Wireless Applications

Wan Noor Najwa Wan Marzudi, Zuhairiah Zainal Abidin,
Ma Yue and Raed A. Abd-Alhameed

Abstract This study presents an investigation of the mutual coupling between two
printed elements antenna for a multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) antenna
performance. It consists of two crescent shaped radiators placed symmetrically,
and a neutralization line is applied to improve the mutual coupling. Theoretical
and experimental characteristics are presented and compared. The antenna yields
an achieved impedance bandwidth of 18.67 % (over 2.04–2.46 GHz) with a
reflection coefficient \-10 dB and mutual coupling minimization of \-20 dB in
addition to a reasonable and stable radiation pattern and envelope correlation.
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20.1 Introduction

The potential for MIMO antenna systems to improve reliability and enhance
channel capacity in wireless mobile communications has generated great interest
[1]. A major consideration in MIMO antenna design is to reduce correlation
between the multiple elements, and in particular the mutual-coupling electro-
magnetic interactions that exist between multiple elements are significant, because
at the receiver end this effect could largely determine the performance of the
system. Lower mutual coupling can result in higher antenna efficiencies and lower
correlation coefficients [2]. The effect of mutual coupling on antenna diversity
performance of the MIMO antenna array has been reported in [3–10]. In [3], a
shorting strip and isolation stub was used to reduce mutual coupling for portable
wireless devices with isolation values lower than 225 dB at 2.45 GHz. Authors in
[4] introduced I-shaped conductor in a modified ground plane that reached
214 dB of mutual coupling across 1.6–2.8 GHz. Inserting stubs is one of the
method used to enhanced the isolation and minimize mutual coupling between
elements [5]. In addition, by inserting neutralization line technique between
antenna elements is was also promising method [6, 7]. Low mutual coupling can
also be achieved through defected ground structure [8]. Other methods to reduce
mutual coupling and enhanced isolation of the MIMO antenna, such as protrude
branch and T-slot etched on ground plane [9] and inserting slits into ground plane
[10].

In this paper, two-element crescent shaped MIMO antenna presented for the
purpose of wireless applications. The MIMO antenna consists of two crescent
shaped radiators placed symmetrically with respect to ground plane with neu-
tralization line (NL) connected in between of the two antennas. The total
dimensions of this antenna are 100 9 45 9 1.6 mm3. Both simulated and mea-
sured result of the fabricated prototype details reported and discussed.

20.2 Antenna Design Concept

The proposed antenna geometry is illustrated in Fig. 20.1. The antenna system
comprises with two crescent shaped radiators that is similar to that in [11]
deployed on an economically FR-4 substrate with relative permittivity of 4.4 and a
thickness of 1.6 mm operating at 2.4 GHz. The radiators are separated by 0.147 k
(18.36 mm) for the minimization of mutual coupling. While, 83 9 45 mm2

ground plane placed on the other side of the substrate as shown in Fig. 20.1b. The
overall dimensions of the proposed antenna are 100 9 45 9 1.6 mm3 which is
suitable for wireless application such as a network card or mobile device.
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To minimize the mutual coupling and enhanced the isolation of the antenna,
neutralization line was inserted in between of the radiating element. In general, the
neutralization line transfer the signal from the first antenna element and the second
antenna element receive the signal in order to cancel out existing coupling between
two elements.

20.3 Parametric Study

To clarify the effectiveness of the neutralization line (NL) of the proposed antenna,
the parametric study of the location of the neutralization line, NLd was carried out
with the width of the NL is kept at 0.5 mm. From Fig. 20.2, it can be observed that
the optimal distance of NLd is at 9.79 mm which gives the lowest mutual coupling
at 2.4 GHz.

Fig. 20.1 Geometry of the proposed antenna (in mm) a Top view, and b Bottom view
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20.4 Simulated and Measured Performance

Figures 20.3 and 20.4 show the simulated and measured S-parameters output for
the proposed antenna with and without neutralization line, respectively. As can
been observed, the measured return loss, |S11| and mutual coupling, |S21| for both
figures (Figs. 20.3 and 20.4) are reasonably good agreement with the simulated
results. The resonance frequency is slightly shifted between the simulated and
measured results and this is probably due to the discrepancy of SMA connector
and fabrication tolerance. It is apparently seen that by implementing the neutral-
ization lines, the mutual coupling, |S21| of the proposed antenna can be improved.

To validate the simulated results, the physical prototypes of the proposed antenna
with and without the neutralization line were fabricated and tested, as shown in
Fig. 20.5. The S-parameters of the antenna were measured by Vector Network
Analyser 8722ET (VNA). The measured return loss |S11| and mutual coupling |S21|
are plotted in Fig. 20.6. As can be seen, when the neutralization line was inserted, the
mutual coupling has been reduced around 7.14 dB (from214.63 to221.77 dB) with
an impedance bandwidth of 18.67 % (over 2.04–2.46 GHz). The bandwidth
achieved fully covered the wireless application such as network card at 2.4 GHz.

To evaluate the capabilities of MIMO/diversity antenna, the envelope corre-
lation coefficient (ECC) is an important criterion to be presented. Basically,
envelope correlation can be computed by using S-parameters or radiation pattern
of the antenna. The envelope correlation of the MIMO antenna system can be
expressed by using the following expression [12]:

qe ¼
S�

11S12 þ S�
21S22

�
�

�
�2

1� S11j j2� S21j j2
� �

1� S22j j2� S12j j2
� � ð20:1Þ

Fig. 20.2 Simulated transmission coefficient, S21 of the various distance location of neutraliza-
tion line
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The simulated envelope correlation coefficient of the proposed antenna with
and without neutralization showed in Fig. 20.7. An improvement of the ECC can
be seen after the neutralization line was inserted and it fulfils the characteristic of
diversity pe \ 0.5 [13]. Therefore, the proposed antenna is suitable candidate for
MIMO application.

The simulated and measured radiation patterns of the proposed antenna in the
X–Z plane (E-plane) and Y–Z plane (H-plane) with port 1 excited while port 2
terminated with 50 X load plotted in Figs. 20.8 and 20.9, respectively. The
antenna shows a stable omnidirectional pattern in the E-plane and H-plane over the
operating frequency of 2.4 GHz.

Fig. 20.3 Comparative plot of S-parameters output for simulated and measured results for the
proposed antenna without neutralization line

Fig. 20.4 Comparative plot of S-parameters output for simulated and measured results for the
proposed antenna with neutralization line
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Fig. 20.5 Practical prototype of the proposed antenna a with neutralization line b without the
neutralization line

Fig. 20.6 Measured S-parameters of the proposed antenna with and without the neutralization
line
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Fig. 20.7 Simulated envelope correlation coefficient for the proposed antenna with and without
neutralization line

Fig. 20.8 Simulated radiation patterns for the proposed antenna for two planes at 2.4 GHz; a X–
Z plane. ‘‘xxxx’’ (blue) simulated co-polarization, ‘‘oooo’’ (red) simulated cross-polarization.
b Y–Z plane. ‘‘xxxx’’ (blue) simulated cross-polarization, ‘‘oooo’’ (red) simulated co-polarization
port 1 (left) excited and port 2 (right) terminated in 50 X (colour figure online)
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20.5 Conclusion

A two elements crescent shaped printed MIMO antenna for covering 2.4 GHz
wireless applications is presented. Neutralization line is applied to meet the
requirement of MIMO in term of low mutual coupling parameter. Simulated and
measured results show that the antenna achieves an impedance bandwidth of
18.67 % (over 2.04–2.46 GHz) with a reflection coefficient \-10 dB and mutual
coupling minimization of \-20 dB which is suitable for wireless applications.

Acknowledgement The authors of this paper wish to acknowledge the funding of this project by
Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia under short term grant Vot 0992.
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Chapter 21
Wideband Linearly Polarized Printed
Monopole Antenna for C-Band

Touhidul Alam, Mohammad Rashed Iqbal Faruque
and Mohammad Tariqul Islam

Abstract This paper presents a printed wideband elliptical patch antenna on FR-4
substrate for C-band applications. High-frequency structural simulator (HFSS)
based on the finite element method (FEM) and Computer simulation technology
(CST) based on the finite difference time domain (FDTD) softwares have been
used in this research and a wide bandwidth of 4.34 GHz (3.38 to 7.72 GHz) was
achieved. The parametric study and equivalent impedance matching circuit of the
proposed antenna has been investigated.

21.1 Introduction

The elliptical patch antenna has been playing an important role in communication
system due to its some special characteristics like ultra wideband, easy fabrication
and compact in size. However, the conventional antenna exhibits narrow bandwidth
[1–6], but the present communication system demands compact antenna with wider
bandwidth. To meet these demands, designers are looking for methods to increase
the bandwidth of the antenna. For example, in [7], Behdad et al. proposed a new
method to increase wideband by using slot. And Deshmukh et al. used proximity-fed
in rectangular microstrip antenna for achieving wider bandwidth in [8]. Moreover, to
improve bandwidth Rafi et al. proposed a V-shaped slot antenna in [9]. Parasitic
elements have been used to increase the bandwidth in [10, 11].
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Luis et al. proposed elliptical antenna array for wider bandwidth in [12], but the
antenna size was 98 9 28 mm for operating frequency band of 5.3 to 6.4 GHz.

In this paper, we presented a wideband elliptical patch antenna for C-band
applications. We achieved a wide bandwidth of 3.43 GHz, from 3.38 to 7.72 GHz,
with the presented antenna size of 30 9 34 9 1.6 mm3. Parametric analysis has
been performed and analysed LC matching circuit of the presented antenna.

This paper is presented as follows: In Sect. 21.2, detail in geometry of the
presented antenna, in Sect. 21.3, parametric study of the presented antenna will be
discussed. In Sect. 21.4, LC matching circuit of the antenna and in Sect. 21.5,
result and discussions will be presented. Finally in Sect. 21.6, conclusion will be
presented.

21.2 Antenna Design

The design layout of the proposed antenna is given in Fig. 21.1. The proposed
antenna has been printed on 1.6 mm thick FR-4 substrate materials with material
the properties of relative permittivity of 4.6, relative permeability of 1 and
dielectric loss tangent of 0.02. The dimensions of the antenna are shown in
Table 21.1.

21.3 Parametric Studies

The effects of the proposed antenna parameters have been investigated. The
parametric study on surface current distribution and reflection coefficient has been
performed.

21.3.1 For Different Substrate Materials

The effect of substrate material properties of reflection coefficient has been
observed, which is shown in Fig. 21.2. The material properties of different types of
substrate material are shown in the Table 21.2.

21.3.2 Substrate Thickness

The optimum value of substrate thickness for the desired frequency band has been
obtained at 1.6 mm, which is shown in Fig. 21.3.
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21.3.3 The Effect of Slotting in the Patch

The effect of slotting in the elliptical patch has been investigated. The surface
current of the antenna for three different frequencies without slotting and with
circular slotting are shown in Figs. 21.4 and 21.5, respectively.

Fig. 21.1 Design layout of
the presented antenna

Table 21.1 Antenna design
specifications

Parameters Values (mm)

Substrate length (L) 34

Substrate height, H 1.6

Substrate width (W) 30

Patch radius R1 8

Patch radius R2 11

Feed gap (Wg) 0383

Feed line length (Lf) 16.383

Feed line width (Wf) 1.885

Ground plane length (Lg) 16

Rectangular slot length (L1) 7

Rectangular slot width (W1) 1

Circular slot width (W2) 0.6
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Fig. 21.3 Reflection
coefficient for different
thickness of FR-4 substrate
material

Fig. 21.2 Reflection
coefficient for different types
of substrate materials

Table 21.2 Material properties of different substrates

Substrate name Permitivity Loss tangent Substrate thickness

FR4 4.6 0.02 1.6

RT 5870 2.33 0.0012 1.6

RT 6010 10.2 0.002 1.6
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Fig. 21.4 Surface current distribution without slotting—a at 4 GHz, b at 5 GHz, and c at 7 GHz

Fig. 21.5 Surface current distribution with circular slotting—a at 4 GHz, b at 5 GHz, c at
7 GHz

Fig. 21.6 LC matching
circuit of the proposed
antenna
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21.4 LC Matching Circuit

Input impedance matching is an important factor in antenna desigining. If the
antenna is not properly matched, then the input impedance will fluctuate with the
transmission line length. That’s why sufficient power will not deliveried to the
antenna. LC matching of the presented antenna is shown in Fig. 21.6. The value of
the capacitor and inducor are 0.229 pF and 0.00184 uH, respectively.

21.5 Results and Discussions

The reflection coefficient of the presented antenna has been investigated by using
CST microwave studio and Ansoft HFSS simulation softwares and compared two
results, which is presented in Fig. 21.7. Moreover, the farfield directivity of the
antenna has been analyzed at 4 GHz, 5 GHz, 6 GHz and 7 GHz, with is presented
in Fig. 21.8.

21.6 Conclusions

A wideband circularly polarized elliptical patch antenna for C-band application
has been realised. A bandwidth of the presented antenna is 4.34 GHz, which is
78.19 % of fractional bandwidth with respect to centre frequency of 5.55 GHz.

Fig. 21.7 Reflection
coefficient of the presented
antenna
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The input impedance matching of the antenna has been analysed and found
approximately 50X of input impedance. So, the proposed antenna can be a suitable
one to implement in modern communication system for C-band applications.
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Chapter 22
A Novel Anti-collision Protocol
for Optimization of Remote Sensing
in Dense Reader Network

Faiza Nawaz and Varun Jeoti

Abstract Passive Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) network with several
reader placed densely and close to each other are susceptible to reader collision
problem. In this paper, a novel and efficient RFID reader’s anti-collision protocol
is proposed based on Neighbor Friendly Reader Anti-collision (NFRA) mechanism
by revising its contention procedure to provide higher throughput in dense reader
network. The behavior of the algorithm is evaluated through a set of simulation
experiments which demonstrates that the algorithm is 15 % efficient than NFRA. It
also has higher fairness as compared to NFRA and other state-of-the-art proposals.

Keywords Radio frequency identification � Anti-collision protocol � NFRA �
Dense reader environment

22.1 Introduction

The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [1] part of the Automatic Identification
and Data Capture (AIDC) group has revolutionized many applications including
the industrial environment monitoring. In such time critical environments, reliable
and energy efficient monitoring is often required. The RFID tagging and sensing
technology is becoming popular in a variety of fields, such as health care [2]
warehouse inventories [3], object tracking [4] sports [5], food traceability [6] chain
management [7] etc. An RFID network consists of RFID tags/sensor, readers, air
interface, and backend servers. The reader communicates with the tags by means
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of radio signals, in a finite space, known as the interrogation zone. A passive tags
have no battery, and they acquire the necessary power from the electromagnetic
field of the reader. The basic idea of functioning is backscatter. These tags are cost
effective and durable than active battery operated tags, but have a shorter inter-
rogation range and limited processing capabilities. A Dense Reader Environments
(DRE) consists of several interrogators closely placed in an area to be monitored
using passive tags/sensors. In DRE scenarios, readers collect tags information from
time to time by using a reader-to-tag identification protocol like ETSI EN 302 208,
ISO/IEC 18000 and EPCglobal Class-1 Gen-2 [8]. EPCglobal is the most widely
accepted standard for RFID network in which the information collected by the
reader is sent to a central server (CS) by mean of a wired or wireless link using
Low Level Reader Protocol (LLRP), whereas for reader to tag communication
slotted ALOHA is used. However EPCglobal is not designed to deal explicitly
with reader to reader collision problem that is a major issue in DRE which negates
the network performance.

The collisions in DRE affect the throughput and efficiency of the system. Three
types of collisions can happen in a DRE. Tag to tag collision (TTC) occurs when
multiple tags respond simultaneously to same reader. Reader to Tag collision
(RTC) occurs when two or more readers try to read the same tag because of an
overlap in their read ranges. Reader-to-Reader Collision (RRC) happens when the
signal generated by one reader interferes with the reception system of other readers
[9]. Figure 22.1 shows a RRC scenario; reader 1 (R1) attempts to read data from
tag 1 (T1) and reader 2 (R2) is trying to read data from tags tag 2 (T2) using the
same channel. The weak response signal of T1 is degraded because of the strong
interference signal of R2.

Numerous approaches have been proposed in the literature to minimize RFID
network collisions [9]; however the solutions to this problem are limited. This
research work proposes a new anti-collision algorithm for DRE and its operational
performance is illustrated using a set of simulation iterations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 22.2, related work in the
field of DRE anti-collision is discussed. The approaches are classified as distrib-
uted and centralized. This section also gives a detailed overview of Neighbor

Fig. 22.1 Reader to reader
interference
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Friendly Reader Anti-collision (NFRA) approach. In Sect. 22.3, the proposed
algorithm is described. Section 22.4 evaluates the results of proposed algorithm
under different scenarios. Section 22.5 presents a conclusion of this work.

22.2 Related Work for DRE Anti-collision Management

Implementation of reader to reader anti-collision mechanisms is very important in
DRE. Two broad classifications of RRC algorithm are centralized algorithms and
distributed algorithms. In distributed schemes every reader communicates directly
with its neighbors and do not rely on a centralized device for network resources
allocation. The most common distributed technique for RRC, based on carrier
sense multiple access (CSMA) or listen before talk (LBT) is Pulse [10]. In Pulse
random back off time is introduced, to avoid simultaneous transmission by more
than one reader. Pulse protocol has less overhead but when compared with Time
division Multiple Access (TDMA) based approaches it lacks in efficiency and
throughput. An extension of Pulse protocol is [11] in which Slot Occupied
Probability (SOP) is used for reducing the number of collisions. The algorithm
effectively mitigates reader collisions in dense reader mode. Distributed tag access
with Collision avoidance (DiCa) is another distributed algorithm based on listen
before talk and focusing both on RTC and RRC reduction [12]. It is an energy
saving system, however readers’ energy consumption has a minor impact on
operational cost, and high performance and low complexity are more desirable
features in RFID reader networks. Reader Anti-Collision Algorithm for Multi-
channel Mobile RFID Networks (RAC-Multi) [13] has separate data and control
channels for communication. Adjacent channel interference is avoided by intro-
ducing even and odd numbered data channels. Distributed Color Scheme (DCS)
protocol uses a single frequency for all the readers, with same frame sizes. Time is
divided in predetermined identification cycles, which are subdivided into time-
slots named as colors [14]. Probabilistic DCS (PDCS) [15] is the extension of this
work intended for increasing the low performance of DCS. In PDCS a probability
is considered for choosing new colors for collided readers. It reduces the number
of collisions and also the number of readers that change color with time. Color-
wave [14] is proposed with the aim of improving the low performance of DCS. In
this approach each identification cycle has a variable number of colors and the
number of colors per cycle increases when RRC are extremely high. Colorwave
performs better than ALOHA algorithms in less dense networks and slightly worse
in highly loaded networks. Expowave [16] is also a novel approach that outper-
forms Colorwave and DCS.

In centralized RRC mechanism, server is the acting agent for all communica-
tions. All readers are connected to a server that stores both the communications
and the readers information. Among the most notable, and high performance
centralized RRC avoidance algorithms is Neighbor Friendly Reader Anti-collision
(NFRA) [17]. An extension of NFRA with emphasis on high fairness and less RRC
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is proposed in [18], but the protocol is not compatible with EPCglobal Class-1
Gen-2, and its implementation in real world requires the use of extra wireless
network at 433 MHz. Hierarchical Qlearning algorithm (HiQ) is intended for
finding dynamic solutions to the reader collision problem by mapping collision
patterns among readers [19]. The main shortcoming of this approach is that readers
have to manage a huge amount of data, also the final result depends on the quality
of the neural network training. Resource allocation based on genetic algorithm
(RA-GA) [20] is also a FDMA-TDMA technique based on a HiQ algorithm. It
uses the SNR constraint of each reader to appropriately assign spectral and tem-
poral resources. However, there is no description given about how it satisfies the
requirements of standards and regulations. Distributed adaptive power control
(DAPC) [21] is a novel solution which used a back off algorithm to improve
coverage. Distributed color no cooperative selection (DCNS) is a high throughput
solutions for static RFID networks [22]. It uses the killer configuration and
dynamic priority management for improving the performance of RFID readers as
compare to other state of the art reader to reader anti-collision protocols. Dis-
tributed color no cooperative selection (DCNS) protocol is based on Colorwave
[23], with additive killer configuration. It reduces the unused time slots to increase
throughput of the network. It does not require any prior deployment knowledge,
and it is appropriate for low cost RFID readers. It has reduced channel control
overhead compare to Colorware by employing a new color update mechanism.
DCNS provides 16 percent higher throughput than NFRA. Geometric distribution
reader anti-collision (GDRA) [24] is a new centralized scheduler which exploits
the Sift geometric probability distribution function to minimize reader collision
problems.

The results presented in literature shows that centralized algorithms are more
efficient in term of throughput as compared to distributed techniques. The work
proposed in this paper is based on NFRA [17] in which a polling server is des-
ignated to divides the time into identification rounds. Every round begins by an
arrangement command AC (random numbers from 1 to maximum number, MN)
broadcasted to all the readers. The readers that receive the AC, generate its own
random number. The server then issues an ordering command (OC); the readers
then compare their random numbers with the value in the OC. If both values are
same, the readers broadcasts their beacons signals to determine whether a collision
occurs or not. If a readers does not detect any collisions, it send overriding frame
(OF) to the neighboring readers. The OF prevents the neighboring readers from
receiving the next OC from the server. The neighboring readers which do not
identify the next OC due to the OF or which detect a collision of beacons do not
actively operate. Communications between a Reader and Tags (CRT) is performed
by successful readers only. The throughput of NFRA is affected by the random
selection of MN. In many situations a collision detected at the beginning of the
round could no longer be valid at the end. Next section describes the details of
proposed algorithm based on modified NFRA contention phase.
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22.3 Proposed NFRA-C Algorithm

This Section illustrates the proposed RRC avoidance algorithm. This anti-collision
algorithm extends NFRA, using counters, in dense reader networks. Each reader
maintains the history of his successful communication with tags in the form of
counters. The counter is incremented one time for each successful communication.
Counters are exchanged along with beacons to detect the presence of other readers
within the range. Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo code of the proposed mech-
anism. Whenever a collision of beacons is detected, counter of both colliding
readers are compared and the reader with a lower value of counter is permitted to
participate in that particular round.

Consider the scenario shown in Fig. 22.2. After a collision is detected between
reader 1 and 2, counters are compared and the reader with lower value of counter
participates in that round, unlike NFRA which does not permit any reader to
communicate with tags until a new AC is received. Each identification round
begins by the server broadcasting AC to all the readers. Upon receiving the AC
readers generate a random number between 1-MN, and wait for OC from server.
As soon as the OC is received each reader compares the OC with its random
number and if the generated random number is equal to OC number reader
broadcasts beacons to its neighbors confirming its intension to participate in that
round. If a single collision of beacon is detected at a reader then counters are
compared. If the value of counter broadcasted by the reader is less than the
received value; the reader broadcasts an OF to its neighbors and conduct

Fig. 22.2 NFRA network scenario
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identification of tags during CRT time. Else if multiple collisions at a reader are
detected than that reader has to wait until next AC from the server is received.

Algorithm 1 NFRA-C anti-collision algorithm

1: Loop
2: While a signal is not received from the server do
3: No operation
4: End while
5: If a reader receives signal = AC then
6: Generate a random number r among [1,MN]
7: Wait for OC from the server
8: Decode every received OC to extract number j 
9: If ( j = r ) then
10: Broadcast a beacon to neighbor readers
11: If a single beacon collision is detected then
12 Compare counter
13: If send counter <received counter
14: Broadcast OF to neighbor readers
15: Conduct identification during CRT 
16: Else if send counter > received counter send counter=received counter
17: Wait until next AC signal from server
18: End if
19: Else if multiple collisions of beacons is detected then
20: Wait until next AC from server
21: End if
22: Else
23: Broadcast OF to neighbor readers
24: Conduct identification during CRT
25: End 
26: Else If OF is received
27: Wait until the next AC from server
28: Else
29: Wait until the next OC from server is received
30: End
31: End 
32: End Loop_______________________________________________________

The proposed algorithm is evaluated using a number of simulation scenarios.
The first measurable parameter investigated in the algorithm is system efficiency
which depends on the successful queries performed by the readers. It is determined
as (22.1)

Efficiency =
Total successful queries

Total no: of queries
� 100 ð22:1Þ
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Until, total number of queries = total number of readers
Throughput measurement is defined as the number of successful reader trans-

missions per second. The throughput is evaluated by using Eq. (22.2)

System Throughput =
Total successful queries

Total Time
ð22:2Þ

The Jain’s fairness index [25] is used to rate the fairness of n readers. It
evaluates the fairness of throughput distribution among the readers. The fairness
index ranges from 0 (min fair) to 1 (max fair). It is given in Eq. (22.3)

j(x1; x2; . . .; xnÞ ¼
ð
Pn

i¼1

xiÞ2

n
Pn

i¼1

x2
i

ð22:3Þ

where xi is the throughput of the ith reader, and n is the quantity of readers.

22.4 Results and Performance Evaluation

The proposed algorithm is analyzed and compared with the state-of-the-art anti-
collision protocols using various performance evaluation scenarios. OMNET++ is
used to evaluate the performance of 100 readers, placed in a grid of 500 9 500 m.
Efficiency of proposed algorithm is demonstrated in Fig. 22.3, with different values
of MN, i.e. 16, 32 and 64. The performance with MN = 32 is highest. With
MN = 64, delay becomes huge hence a lower efficiency is achieved. The perfor-
mance of MN = 64 got better when number of readers were increased from 100.

NFRA-C shows higher percentage efficiency than NFRA and other state of the
art anti-collision protocols as shown in Fig. 22.4. For 100 readers it has a 15 %
increased efficiency as compare to NFRA, 21 % increased efficiency as compare to
PULSE and 43 % increased efficiency as compare to Colorware. The collision rate
for different RRC mechanism are compared in Fig. 22.5.

NFRA-C achieved a maximum fairness value for number of readers [75, also
providing a significant increase in throughput among readers. In Pulse the per-
formance of readers is dramatically reduced by two neighbors that take turns with
each other at querying tags. In Colorwave, each reader varies the number of colors
used in each round; hence there is a significant difference of the frequency used by
the readers to query tags, resulting in a severe impact on fairness. The fairness of
NFRA is affected by the random number and no history maintenance of successful
rounds as shown in Fig. 22.6.
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Fig. 22.3 Efficiency of NFRA-C with MN = 16, 32, 64

Fig. 22.4 Efficiency comparison of NFRA-C with MN = 16

Fig. 22.5 Collision Rate comparison of NFRA-C
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22.5 Conclusion

NFRA-C is a novel reader to reader anti-collision approach that provides high
throughput and fairness in dense RFID reader environment. Among the existing
protocols, NFRA achieves higher network throughput however, its performance is
dependent on number of neighbors and probability of collision. The proposed
NFRA-C ensures high throughput and better fairness by introducing counters in
the contention process. Readers that have not participated in tags identification
process for a long time gets a higher priority. NFRA-C has been compared with
NFRA, Colorware, PULSE and Expoware by analyzing collisions, efficiency, and
fairness. The analysis shows that counters maintained by each reader helps in
increasing the performance and fairness of the network, and providing a
throughput better than state of the art DRE anti-collision approaches. The fairness
reaches to a value of 1(maximum) for number of readers [75 showing that all
readers receive almost same allocation and the efficiency is 15% increased as
compare to NFRA.
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Chapter 23
Double Square Loop Frequency Selective
Surface (FSS) for GSM Shielding

Nur Khalida Binti Abdul Khalid and Fauziahanim Binti Che Seman

Abstract This paper proposes the deployment of Frequency Selective Surface
(FSS) in any close building that aims to block the signals from the mobile phones
without disrupting other types of communication. The proposed FSS is designed as
a band-stop filter to attenuate the Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM) frequency bands operating at 900 and 1,800 MHz. The structure consists of
a periodic array of double square loop elements etched on FR-4 substrate. The FSS
shows a stable frequency response for the angles of incidence ranging from 0–60�
with an attenuation of at least 16.7 dB. The measured results are shown to be in a
very good agreement with the simulated results.

23.1 Introduction

The increasing use of wireless communication systems can lead to an electro-
magnetic interference. This includes an interference of the widely used GSM
signals with the highly sensitive equipments employed in the buildings such as
hospitals, airports and military camps. This interference not only can degrade the
system’s performance but also can harm the security of the system [1]. In order to
reduce the interference level, an environment without the radiation from the GSM
sources needs to be provided. This can be done by using few approaches available
such as the mobile phone jammer and the shielding paint techniques [2, 3].
Practically, the mobile phone jammer can be used in any location since it can be
easily carried due to the size that is fairly small. However, this electronic device
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requires power supply to operate [2]. Moving towards the environmental friendly
approach, the needs for power supply can be eliminated by using the shielding
paint technique. However, this technique is against the operation of the jammer as
it blocks all other microwave signals that might be useful for other types of
communication [3].

Therefore, in this study, a double square loop FSS that acts as a spatial filter
with the ability to attenuate the GSM signals is proposed to overcome the limi-
tations of the previous shielding techniques [4]. In Malaysia, the commercially
available GSM frequency bands are GSM900, GSM1800 and IMT2000 [5]. In this
paper, a prototype of the FSS is designed to reflect and block the incident signals at
GSM900 and GSM1800 only. GSM is the second generation (2G) of mobile
communication standard used for cellular network and introduced in 1990s. Since
then, few newer standards are implemented such as the Universal Mobile Tele-
communication System (3G) and the Long Term Evolution (LTE) Advanced (4G).
However, the operating frequency of GSM900 and GSM1800 are still applicable.
The bandwidth requirements provided by Malaysian Communications and Mul-
timedia Commission (MCMC) are taken into account when designing the FSS.

The FSS is widely used as antenna radomes [6], spatial filters [1], dichroic
reflectors [7] and many other applications. In order to design the FSS, there are
various types of element that can be used such as square loop [1], circular loop [8],
cross dipole [9] or convoluted [10]. The application of the proposed FSS is similar
to [4], where the FSS is designed as a dual-band to attenuate GSM frequency
bands and transmit other microwave signals. However, in [4], the authors intro-
duced a new dual-band element of the square loop type and did not emphasize the
stability of the FSS under various angles of incidence.

This paper presents the performance of double square loop FSS for normal and
oblique angles of incidence up to 60�. The design details, including the dimensions
of square loop FSS are shown in Sect. 23.2. The simulation by using commercially
available Computer Simulation Technology (CST) software and discussion are
described in Sect. 23.3. The fabrication and the measurement setup conducted in
an anechoic chamber are discussed in Sect. 23.4. Lastly, in Sect. 23.5 the con-
clusion of the study is presented.

23.2 FSS Design Considerations

The square loop element is chosen due to its superior performance in terms of the
stability under various angles of incidence, cross-polarization, bandwidth and level
of band seperation [11]. The unit cell dimensions of square loop FSS are shown in
Fig. 23.1a. The square loop element is printed on dielectric substrate with the
dielectric permittivity, er = 4.3 and thickness, t = 1.6 mm. The effective dielec-
tric permittivity is calculated as eeff = 0.5(er + 1) [12]. The resonance frequency
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will decrease as the dielectric permittivity increases due to the loading effect of the
dielectric [4]. Therefore, it is very crucial to take into account the dielectric
properties of the substrate when designing the FSS.

Another important design parameters to consider is the dimensions of both
square loops FSS. Generally, a double square loop FSS can be represented by a
parallel equivalent circuit with a capacitive component in series with an inductive
component [1] as illustrated in Fig. 23.1b. The resonance frequency of the FSS is
inversely proportional to

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC

p
in which contributed by the periodicity, length and

width of the conductor loop. In CST, the optimization for dimensions of the outer
and inner square loops FSS are performed separately. Note that the outer and inner
square loops provide the resonance frequency at 900 and 1,800 MHz respectively.
Further optimization is required after combining the inner and outer square loops
in a single unit cell due to the effect of mutual coupling between both elements.
A higher packing density FSS per unit area is preferable due to the insensitiveness
to oblique angles of incidence.

The length and width of the outer square loop element is optimised to 44.6 and
1.0 mm respectively to tune the resonance frequency at 900 MHz. On the other
hand, the inner square loop that contributes to a higher resonance frequency at
1,800 MHz is optimised to the length of 38 mm and width of 2.5 mm. Both of the
square loops are designed to provide sufficient attenuation at the GSM operating
bands from 880 to 960 MHz and 1,710 to 1,880 MHz [5] in which the bandwidth
requirements are 80 and 170 MHz respectively.
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Fig. 23.1 a Unit cell of square loop FSS, ls = 46.6 mm, l1 = 44.6 mm, l2 = 38.0 mm,
w1 = 1.0 mm, w2 = 2.5 mm, g1 = 1 mm, g2 = 3.3 mm b An equivalent-circuit model for
double square loop FSS
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23.3 Simulated Results and Discussion

The proposed double square loop FSS as shown in Fig. 23.1 is simulated by using
commercially available CST Microwave Studio software. The frequency domain
solver is chosen to emulate an infinite size and highly resonant structures. Since
the FSS can be seen as an infinite periodic structure, therefore, it is only necessary
to analyse a single unit cell of the FSS.

Figure 23.2 shows the simulated transmission frequency response that is
obtained for TE polarization under various angles of incidence. At a normal
incidence, the FSS provides a maximum attenuation of 34.1 and 37.7 dB at the
resonance frequencies of 920 and 1,830 MHz respectively. The -10 dB band-
width for GSM900 frequency band is 290 MHz which is from 745 to 1,035 MHz.
On the other hand, the -10 dB bandwidth for the second frequency band,
GSM1800 is 660 MHz which is from 1,590 to 2,250 MHz. As stated in the pre-
vious section, the bandwidth requirements for GSM900 and GSM1800 are 80 and
170 MHz respectively. These indicate that the proposed FSS is capable to provide
adequate attenuation for the GSM signals far beyond the requirements. By refer-
ring to the MCMC operating band requirement, the attenuation varies between

Fig. 23.2 Simulated and measured transmission frequency response a at normal incidence
b h = 20� c h = 40� and d h = 60�
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19.6 and 34.1 dB for 880–960 MHz while 16.7–37.4 dB for 1,710–1,880 MHz as
tabulated in Table 23.1.

As the angle of incidence increases to 20�, both resonance frequencies as well
as the attenuation remain the same. However, this trend slightly changes as the
angle of incidence varies to 40� and 60�. At 40�, the resonance frequency for the
lower band increases to 930 MHz with an attenuation of 35.1 dB. The upper
resonance frequency remains the same as 1,830 MHz. However, the maximum
attenuation at that resonance frequency improves to 38.7 dB. As the angle of
incidence increases up to 60�, the lower resonance frequency shifts right by
2.8 %–946 MHz. In contrast, the upper resonance frequency shifts left by 0.5 %–
1,820 MHz. The attenuation for both resonance frequencies, 946 and 1,820 MHz
at the oblique angle, 60� greatly improves to 37.5 and 40.8 dB respectively. For
the GSM900 frequency band, the -10 dB bandwidth performance increases to
453 MHz which is from 6,641 to 1,114 MHz. On the other hand, for the GSM1800
frequency band, the -10 dB bandwidth slightly decreases to 636 MHz which is
from 1,518 to 2,154 MHz as the angle of incidence varies to 60�. By referring to
the MCMC operating band requirements, at 60�, the attenuation varies between
21.8 and 37.5 dB for 880–960 MHz while 21.1–40.8 dB for 1,710–1,880 MHz as
shown in Table 23.1. These results show that the proposed FSS manages to cover
the required bands provided by the MCMC under various angles of incidence.

23.4 Fabrication and Measurement

The square loop FSS was etched on FR-4 dielectric subtrate to emulate the
required dielectric permittivity of 4.3. The FR-4 substrate was used due to
the availability of the material in the laboratory although it is expected that the
dielectric substrate with lower dielectric permittivity offers a better attenuation.
Since the FSS does not require a ground plane, a single layer PCB, where the
copper is only mounted on one side of the PCB was used. The fabricated square
loop FSS is shown in Fig. 23.3. Since the size of the fabricated FSS was small due
to the limitation of the UV exposure machine, several pieces of the FSS were
fabricated. All the fabricated FSSs were properly aligned on the plywood to
immitate an infinite size sheet as defined in the computer model.

The bi-static measurement technique was employed in order to measure the
fabricated FSS. The measurement setup consists of two horn antennas with the

Table 23.1 The attenuation of the FSS for TE polarization under various angles of incidence

Frequency band provided
by MCMC

Attenuation

0� 20� 40� 60�
GSM900 (880–960 MHz) 19.6–34.1 dB 20.3–34.1 dB 21.5–35.1 dB 21.8–37.5 dB

GSM1800
(1,710–1,880 MHz)

16.7–37.7 dB 17.2–37.7 dB 17.8–38.7 dB 21.1–40.8 dB
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gain of 15 dB for transmitting and receiving, with both were connected to the
network analyzer by using the coaxial cable. These two horn antennas were sep-
arated about 1 m away to ensure that the rule to operate in far-field region was
obeyed. This is based on the equation, dfarfield C 2D2/k where D is the horn
antennas’ maximum dimension and k is the wavelength [13]. The frequency range
of the network analyzer was set up to operate from 800 to 2,000 MHz. The
fabricated FSS was positioned in the middle between the transmitter and the
receiver as shown in Fig. 23.4.

During the measurement, the loss due to the propagation path was taken out in
order to ensure that the attenuation of the microwave signal was contributed
merely by the FSS. This was done by subtracting the receiving signal without the
FSS with the receiving signal with the FSS. The comparison between the simu-
lated and the measured results is shown in Fig. 23.3. The fluctuation appears in the
measured results is expected due to the scattering of the microwave signals from
the surrounding. In general, the measured results showed a good agreement with
the simulated results.

Outer loop
Inner loop

Fig. 23.3 The fabricated square loop FSS

Transmitter
Receiver

FSS board
Fig. 23.4 The measurement
set up with the FSS placed in
between the transmitter and
the receiver
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23.5 Conclusions

The performance of the FSS with the double square loop elements is demonstrated.
The proposed FSS shows a good shielding performance in terms of the bandwidth
and the sensitivity towards different angles of incidence ranging from 0� to 60� for
TE polarization. A maximum reflection at 900 and 1,800 MHz with an attenuation
of at least 16.7 dB is achieved. The measured results are shown to be in a very
good agreement with the simulated results. Our future work will focus on the
performance of the FSS for TM polarization.
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Chapter 24
Analysis of the Active Region
of Archimedean Spiral Antenna

Abdirahman Mohamoud Shire and Fauziahanim Che Seman

Abstract The paper elaborates the current distribution of the Archimedean Spiral
Antenna (ASA), demonstrating the concept of frequency dependent active region
and this determines the effective radiation area on the spiral arm. The band theory
is used to explain the theoretical principles of the operation of the spiral antenna.
In this paper, a two arm Archimedean spiral antenna is designed using Computer
Simulation Technology, (CST). The properties of the active region of the spiral
antenna are analyzed in different types of dielectric substrates. The calculated and
simulations results show the position of the active region is very dependent to the
operating frequency and dielectric permittivity of the substrates. The maximum
surface current induced to the spiral arm increases as the operating frequency and
permittivity of the dielectric substrates reduces.

24.1 Introduction

Frequency independent antennas currently receive huge interest [1, 2] due to their
special properties in wideband applications. The term frequency-independent (FI)
is reserved for antennas with electrical characteristics that vary insignificantly over
an extremely wide operating frequency range [3]. This properties is valid on its
own and an improper insertion of the ground plane (GP) behind the antenna might
distrupt the FI belonginess [4]. In this paper, the key important parameters of the
FI of an Archimedean Spiral Antenna backed by a metalic plate has been analysed
accordingly. In ASA the FI property is contributed by the position of the active
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region on the spiral arm where the effective radiation pattern of the ASA take
places. Then the GP is carefully inserted in order to provide a unidirectional
radiation pattern and a higher gain [5] and later, the possible change of the active
region indicated by the current distribution on the spiral arm is analysed. Fur-
thermore, the variation of the magnitude of the current induced to the spiral arm
with operating frequency range and dielectric substrates is investigated.

The organization of the paper is described as follows; in the theoretical oper-
ation section of the ASA, the current distribution along the spiral arm is analyzed
numerically. Later, the maximum current induced on the spiral arm associated by
the position of the active region is analyzed based on the numerical and the
simulation results.

24.2 Theoretical Operation for Spiral Antenna

Considering a two-arm spiral antenna operating in Mode 1, which is fed from its
center at ports X and X’ as illustrated in Fig. 24.1. The band theory (radiating ring
theory) is applied to explain the theoretical principles behind the operation of the
antenna. The current distribution on the antenna is divided into three areas, which
are feeding region, transition region and decay region [6].

X’ X 
+ (0) 

− (π) Y Y’
ZZ’

C= λ

Fig. 24.1 Active region of spiral antenna based on Radiation band theory
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The spiral antenna is fed at �r
� +(0) and �r

� -(0), which presents the time harmonic
excitation of the spiral. Then, the current at the point �r

� ±(h) and the phase of the
current on the spiral antenna is expressed by the travel time from the feeding is
defined in Eqs. (24.1) and (24.2) respectively [3, 7, 8]:

I� h; tð Þ ¼ i�ðhÞejxt: ð24:1Þ

td ¼ s�ðhÞ�vp
: ð24:2Þ

Where the real current of the spiral is the real part of I±(h, t), i±(h) is a complex
of h, vp is the phase velocity and s±(h) is the distance along the spiral arms and it is
found as :

s� hð Þ � s� hð Þ ¼ Zh

0

dr��
hð Þ

dh

�����

�����dh ¼ Zh

0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dr hð Þ

dh

� �2

þ r
dh
dh

� �
dh

s

¼ eah � 1
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ 1

a2

r
:

ð24:3Þ

The phase of the current is

\I� h; tð Þ ¼ \I� h; t � tdð Þ ¼ \I� hð Þejxt þ \e�jxt

¼ \I� h; tð Þ � 2pf s � hð Þ
vp

¼ \I� h; tð Þ � 2pf s � hð Þ
k

:
ð24:4Þ

In the Feeding region, the spiral antenna is fed in a balanced feeding at points X
and X’ as illustrated in Fig. 24.1, and the feeding diameter is very small compared
to the wavelength, due to that, the current these points are anti-phase and it is
calculated as:

\Iþ p; tð Þ � \I�ð0; tÞ � \Iþ 0; tð Þ � \Iþ p; tð Þ ¼ p: ð24:5Þ

The simplified mathematical formulation of active region of spiral antenna is
analyzed and presented:

r hð Þ ¼ eahþb: ð24:6Þ

The spiral arm rotates accordingly which can be represented as a curve [7, 8]
and in polar coordinate, the constants a determines the rate of wrapping and scales
the curve, constant b scales the curve, while h is angle of the phase and calculated
as:

h ¼ 1
a

log
k

2 eap � 1ð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ a�2

p
 !

: ð24:7Þ
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Spiral with tight wrapping can facilitate to describe the active region in simple
way, so letting b tend to zero; it is obtained an approximate radiation condition
from Eqs. (24.6) and (24.7):

r hð Þ ¼ eah ¼ ak

2 �1 þ eapð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ a2

p � ak
2 �1 þ 1 þ ap þ . . .ð Þ1 � k= 2pð Þ;

2pr hð Þ ¼ k;

ð24:8Þ

Based on ‘‘radiation band’’ theory, Eq. (24.8) clearly elaborates the Mode 1
radiation predominantly occurs from the area whose circumference is approxi-
mately one of wavelength (C = 1k) [8–10] as indicated in Fig. 24.1 at points Y
and Y’, which belong to neigbouring arms, because the current flowing in con-
tiguous arms is in phase leading to coherent or constructive radiation in the far-
field. On the other side, the same conditions occured diametrically opposite points
Z and Z’. This area defines the position of the active region, where most of the
radiation takes place due to the decaying of the in-phase current.

Outside these regions the current is not in- phase and, therefore, the radiated
field interferes destructively [8–10]. The nonradiated traveling wave currents will
flow past this region, and if the size of the spiral permits, radiate in the next
properly phased section in which the in-phase current conditions will show up at
odd wavelength circumferences of the spiral and higher order modes will radiate
(this will occur at a circumference equal to three wavelengths; mode 3 for a two-
arm spiral). If the spiral is not large enough, the currents will reach the end of the
spiral arms where they are either absorbed or reflected back toward the spiral’s
center.The position of the active region vary accordingly with the changes of the
dielectric permittivity as defined by Eq. (24.9).

reff ¼
keff

2p
¼ k0

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
eeff

p : ð24:9Þ

24.3 Archimedean Spiral Antenna Design

The ASA is designed using CST MWS where the operating frequency range is
chosen to be in the 2–12 GHz range and this frequency range is available for UWB
applications. The arm width (w), arm spacing (s), inner radius (r1) and the outer
radius (r2) of the ASA are calculated using equations in [5]. The r2 is optimized to
be 35 mm while the other parameters are optimized to be 1.3 mm. The number of
turns of each arm is selected as 8 turns and in computer model, the ASA is fed at
the center using discrete port. The spiral arm is cascaded to an electrically k/4
thick dielectric substrate backing by a metallic plate.
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24.4 Results and Analysis

Figure 24.1 shows the current distribution on the spiral arm in which indicating the
current behavior in the feeding region, transition region and decay region. In the
feeding region, the current at neighbor arms is anti-phase as proven in Eq. (24.5)
thus there is no radiation takes place and this is illustrated in Fig. 24.1a. The
calculated phase at Eq. (24.5) is 180�, so since the phase difference at points X and
X’ is 180� out phase, the radiation is negligible because the two current waves of
the two neighbor arms are cancelling each other due to the anti-phase condition.
According to the current distribution theory of spiral antenna, the current reaches
its maximum at the end of the feeding region which is clearly observed in the
simulated current on the spiral antenna, in which the maximum current magnitude
is 82.57 A/m. The current starts to decay to 69.24 A/m at the transition region as
shown in Fig. 24.2b, but still no effective radiation takes place in this region since
the currents at the neighbor arms are anti-phase.

Identification of the position of the active region in decay region is done based
on the (i) calculation (See Table 24.1, third column) by referring to Eq. (24.8) and
(ii) current distribution of the CST simulation results (Refer to Table 24.1, fourth
column). Note that the spiral arm is attached on the free space so the dielectric
permittivity, er is 1. Figure 24.1 shows that at the lower operating frequency, the
active region of the spiral is located around the perimeter (see Fig. 24.2a) of the
antenna and as the frequency increases the position of the active region moves
inwards the center feeding (see Fig. 24.2c). The simulated active regions of the
active region are shown in Fig. 24.2. The calculated and simulated locations of the
active region are tabulated in Table 24.1 and the comparisons of the two results are
shown in Fig. 24.3.

The ASA spiral antenna is simulated on four different substrates permittivity, er

in order to examine the effect of the dielectric substrate on the characteristics of the
active region of the ASA. It is clearly seen in Table 24.2 that as er increases from 1
to 2.33, the maximum current induced at the active region reduces from 82.57 to
70.41 A/m. The maximum current reduces 12.7 % as er increases from 4.3 to 10.2.
This is due as the currents propagate along the spiral arm, a higher dielectric
permittivity assimilates more input power fed to the antenna and therefore leads to
reduction of the current distribution on the spiral arms [10]. The current magnitude
also degrades as the operating frequency of the ASA increases because spiral
antenna behaves like inductive circuit at higher frequencies, so the impedance of
the inductive circuit increases as the frequency increases which leads to the
reduction of the current magnitude [11].

The location of the active region of the ASA changes as the dielectric per-
mittivity increases from 1 to 10.2. Numerically, based on Eq. (24.9), as the sub-
strate permittivity increases, the location of the active region shrinks towards the
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center feeding of the ASA. This is proven at the operating frequency of 2 GHz
when er = 2.33 the active region is positioned 18.5 mm from the center fed and
this significantly reduces 10.1 mm when er = 10.2 as demonstrated in Fig. 24.4.
As the operating frequency increases to 12 GHz, the position of the active region
occurs 1.68 and 3.08 mm away from the feeding point for er = 10.2 and er = 2.33
respectively. Again, the higher dielectric substrate slows the traveling wave in
which leads to shrinkage of the active region area and increases the coupling
between the neighboring arms [5]. Both calculation and simulation results dem-
onstrates excellent agreement as shown in Fig. 24.4.

Fig. 24.2 Current distribution of two arms Archimedean spiral antenna is shown as black band
for different frequencies a 3.1 GHz, b 6.85 GHz and c 10.6 GHz
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Table 24.1 Details position of the active region

Frequency (GHz) k (mm) r hð ÞðmmÞ Calculation r hð ÞðmmÞ Simulation

2 150 23.87 25

3 100 15.92 16

4 75 11.94 12.5

5 60 9.4 9.5

6 50 7.96 8.2

7 42.86 6.82 8

8 37.5 5.96 7.5

9 33.33 5.31 6

10 30 4.78 5.5

11 27.27 4.34 4.8

12 25 3.98 4
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Fig. 24.3 Calculation and
simulation results of position
of the active region of ASA

Table 24.2 The maximum current distribution (A/m) at the active region

Substrate Permittivity (er) 3.1 GHz
(A/m)

6.85 GHz
(A/m)

10.6 GHz
(A/m)

1 82.57 69.24 60.75

2.33 70.41 62.38 56.3

4.3 65.75 57.83 52.93

10.2 57.39 53.21 49.51
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24.5 Conclusion

The characteristics of the active region based calculation and simulation results are
presented in this paper. The ASA is designed in CST to operate between 2 and
12 GHz for UWB applications. It demonstrated that the position of the active
region depends on both operating frequency and dielectric substrate. As the
operating frequency and the substrate permittivity increases, the locality of the
active region shrinks inward the antenna.
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Chapter 25
Optimization of BER Performance
in the MIMO-OFDMA System for Mobile
WiMAX System Using Different
Equalization Algorithm

Azlina Idris, Norhayati Abdullah, Nor Azlizan Hussein and D.M. Ali

Abstract Combination of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) and Orthog-
onal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is implemented to offer a
simple and high performance system as to increase channel capacity and serve
high data rate. Even though the OFDMA concept is simple in its basic principle,
but it suffers one of the most challenging issues, which is synchronization error
that introduces the inter-symbol interference (ISI), thus degrades the signal per-
formance. The goal of this paper is to provide a method to mitigate this ISI by
employing the equalizers at the receiver end and using Space Time Frequency
Block Codes (STFBC) to improve the Bit error rate (BER) performance and to
achieve a maximum diversity order in MIMO-OFDMA by using simulation based
on the platforms of MATLAB software As a result, the BER performance is
improved when implementing equalizers at the receiver with STFBC outperforms
the conventional system without equalizer with a maximum diversity order and an
efficient bandwidth in the Mobile WiMAX system.
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25.1 Introduction

Successful deployment of wireless voice communication systems promises a bright
future for wireless high data rate services such as internet access or multimedia
applications [1]. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) provides
such high data rate services and considered as a good choice of this matter due to its
ability to overcome multipath fading. Currently, there is a strong interest in
extending the OFDM concept to multiuser communication scenarios. A prominent
example of this trend is orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
technology, which results from the combination of OFDM with a frequency divi-
sion multiple access (FDMA) protocol [2]. Many broadband wireless networks
have now included the MIMO option in their protocols. In principle, OFDMA and
MIMO can be combined to offer the benefits of simplicity, high performance
system [3] and exploitation of the multipath diversity which increases the
achievable rate and enhances link reliability [4]. The proposed method is to test the
diversity performance of this system by using the Alamouti code technique which is
the simplest compared to the others. Basically, in this OFDMA system, there are
two basic diversity order systems which are the Space-Time Block Codes (STBC)
and Space-Frequency Block Codes (SFBC), while the Space-Time-Frequency
Block Codes (STFBC) is the combination of both. STFBC can offer spatial, tem-
poral and frequency diversity MIMO channels. The coding distributes symbols
along transmit antennas, time slots and at different frequencies. This STFBC may
contain several OFDM symbols which can increase diversity order [5].

Even OFDMA has a lot of advantages, yet there are still some disadvantages
exist in this system. For instance, different users share available subcarriers in
OFDMA thus, synchronization becomes a difficult task. The receiver must esti-
mate a number of parameters and need to compensate inter-symbol (ISI) inter-
ference [6]. The cyclic prefix (CP) can be added to overcome this matter but ISI
may still exist if channel delay spread is larger than the CP and this will severely
affect the system performance. Thus, by adapting the ideal equalizer at the
receiver, performance degradation and ISI can be reduced. There were several
work done previously for instance, in [5], the researcher investigated BER of
system performance using STFBC with intercarrier interference self-cancellation
scheme (ICI-SC) without equalizer to reduce ICI only but not ISI.

Besides, in [7], the author introduced a diversity technique, but it is applied for
MIMO-OFDM system using a new ICI-SC technique subcarrier mapping scheme
without equalizers. However, it is difficult to obtain frequency diversity gain and
suffers ICI and ISI. In [8], the researcher studied the performance evaluation of
BER using STFBC MIMO-OFDM using equalization algorithm. However, the
system could not achieve the maximum diversity order and an efficient bandwidth.
In [9], the researcher evaluates system performance using pair-wise error proba-
bility with specific subcarrier mapping and a linear equalizer for MIMO-OFDM
system. So far, there is no literature on performance evaluation of BER using
equalization and diversity order technique (STFBC) in MIMO-OFDMA system.
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Therefore, this research paper is proposed. The objectives of this paper are to
simulate the BER performance of MIMO-OFDMA using MATLAB software, to
mitigate the inter-symbol interference (ISI) in the OFDMA system, to implement
the equalizers at the receiver and to evaluate the different type of diversity order in
this system.

25.2 System Model

An OFDMA system is defined as one in which each terminal occupies a subset of
subcarriers (termed an OFDMA traffic channel), and each traffic channel is
assigned exclusively to one user at any time [10]. In OFDMA, users are not
overlapped in frequency domain at any given time [11]. However, the frequency
bands assigned to a particular user may change over the time.

In order to mitigate the presence of ISI, the implementation of equalization at
the receiver can be made in frequency or time domain to diminish such interfer-
ence. This paper will focus on implementing three different types of equalizers
which are Zero-Forcing Equalizer (ZF), Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
Equalizer and Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) Equalizer. In
this paper, the BER performance will be compared through with and without
equalization at the receiver OFDMA system. Figure 25.1 above shows an example
of a baseband model of OFDMA system. The block diagram basically comprising
of three major parts namely transmitter, channel and receiver. The data input at the
transmitter side are random data which are being produced within the MATLAB
command language. Then, the random data will be generated in serial format to
perform serial to parallel conversion. The serial data stream represents the data
information to be transmitted.

The parameters such as number of subcarriers used and the FFT size are using
Mobile WiMAX wireless communication standards in OFDMA technology sys-
tem. Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) is being used to perform modu-
lation on parallel stream. Each symbol is presented by complex number in phase
and quadrature phase vector [12]. The selection of modulation scheme applied to
each sub-channel depends solely on the compromise between the data rate
requirement and transmission robustness [12]. The samples of the transmitted
OFDM signal can be obtained by performing an IFFT operation on the group of
data symbols to be sent on orthogonal sub-carriers [13]. The IFFT is used to
convert the frequency domain data into time domain signal while maintaining the
orthogonality of subcarriers [14]. Cyclic prefix consists of a block of redundant
samples at the beginning of each transmitted frame and it is also a cyclic extension
of the symbol to eliminate ISI effects on original symbols.

Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is the most common channel
model but it does not work well due to multipath propagation. It is static in real
environment and applied in simulation in the MATLAB software. Practical
channel that is being used is Rayleigh channel which may introduce a different
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phase, amplitude attenuation, delay and Doppler shift to the signal. At the receiver
part, serial input data is converted to parallel form and the symbol transformation
is performed by FFT [12]. The output from the FFT will contain interferences or
distortions including ISI. Equalization is implemented to mitigate this ISI. The
equalized output is demapped, deinterleaved and then convolutionaly decoded to
get back original data words [12]. To get the original message information, the
data words will then be multiplexed.

25.2.1 Zero Forcing Equalizer

Zero Forcing Equalizer is a form of linear equalization algorithm which applies
the inverse of the channel frequency response to the received signal, to restore the
signal after the channel in communication system [10]. This form of equalizer was
first proposed by Robert Lucky. It has many useful applications. For example, it is
applied for IEEE 802.16e (Mobile WiMAX) in MIMO, where knowing the
channel allows recovery of the two or more streams which will be received on top
of each other on each antenna. The name Zero-Forcing corresponds to bringing
down the intersymbol interference (ISI) to zero and will be useful when ISI is
significant compared to noise [11].

Figure 25.2 above shows an example to show that there are different parameters
used in Zero-Forcing equalization. Let CZF(k) be the equalizing circuit filter. The
LTI filter with transfer function, CZF(k) is considered to be the ZF equalizer, that
can be realized by multiplying the OFDMA received signal as an Eq. (25.1) with
the vector 1/H(k) which produces the Eq. (25.2). In this case, the equalizer filter
compensates for the channel induced ISI as well as the ISI, but this is not elimi-
nating all ISI because the filter is of finite length.

y kð Þ ¼ x kð ÞH kð Þ þ w kð Þ þ IðkÞ ð25:1Þ

Czf kð Þ ¼ 1
HðkÞ ð25:2Þ

Fig. 25.1 OFDMA system block diagram with equalizer
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where y(k) is complex coefficient envelope of FFT, x(k), H(k) and w(k) are
frequency domain equivalents of input data, channel impulse response and
AWGN noise respectively.

25.2.2 Minimum Means Square Error Equalizer

A more balanced linear equalizer in this case is the minimum mean-square error
equalizer, which does not usually eliminate ISI completely but instead minimizes
the total power of the noise and ISI components in the output.

Since this scheme can minimize the mean square error (MSE) between the
desired equalizer output and the actual equalizer output, it is found that adaptive
MMSE equalizer is an effective and feasible method to mitigate the serious effects
of multipath dispersion.

Figure 25.3 above shows a block diagram whereby a few parameters involved
which are, H(k) is the channel impulse response, Xp(k) is the actual output while
the Yp(k) is the desired output. The ek is the error between these two output of the
system .In this type of equalizer, the tap weights are chosen as they minimize the
mean-square-error (MSE) of all the ISI terms and the noise power at the output of
the equalizer. MMSE is the expected value of the squared difference between the
desired data symbol and the estimated data symbol. Error between desired and
actual output is given by [12].

e k ¼ xp kð Þ � YpðkÞT Wk ð25:3Þ

where Wk is the weight vector of filter. Mean square error is the square of
Eq. (25.3) which produces Equation as followed,

MSE ¼ E XpðkÞ
� �2þWkRWk � 2PT Wk ð25:4Þ

R and P are the correlation and auto-correlation matrices. To minimize ISI we have
to find filter weights which minimized when R = P Wk. The vector Wk corre-
sponds to the number of taps in the equalizing filter. The equalizer correction term

Fig. 25.2 Block diagram of zero-forcing equalizer
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which is the inverse of channel response multiplying with the Eq. (25.1) produces
the equalizer output as below,

CMMSE ¼ 1=H kð Þþ½ NO�
1

H kð Þ þ NO
ð25:5Þ

where the H(k) is the channel impulse response, while the No is the noise in the
system.

25.2.3 Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimator

Among of all those equalizers, MLSE exhibits the strongest capability in com-
pensating ISI. However, its main problem is the complexity that increases expo-
nentially with the memory length of the channel. The MLSE Equalizer block uses
the Viterbi algorithm to equalize a linearly modulated signal through a dispersive
channel. The block processes input frames and outputs the maximum likelihood
sequence estimate (MLSE) of the signal, using an estimate of the channel modeled
as a finite input response (FIR) filter.

Figure 25.4 above shows the architecture of the MLSE equalizer. The receiver
compares the time response with the actual received signal and determines the
most likely signals. The problem to be solved is to use the observations {r(k)} to
create a good estimation of {x(k)}. In this system, the r(k) is received signal, h(k)
denotes the overall channel response of the system, whereas z(k) is the output of
the received signal passed to the match filter, and the Viterbi algorithm is obtained
by computing the recursive relation iteratively and produce the estimated
sequence, x̂ðkÞ which is defined to be sequence of values which maximize the
functional [12].

CMLSE ¼ p rjxÞð ð25:6Þ

where p(r|x) denotes the conditional joint probability density function of the
observed series r(k) given that the underlying series has the values x(k).

Fig. 25.3 Block diagram of MMSE equalizer
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25.3 Simulation Results

One of the important parameter in wireless communication for quality measure-
ment of recovered data is the performance of BER. It is observed that different
equalization techniques can give low BER performance under multipath fading
environment, but with a slight changes in BER the quality changes many folds
[13]. Simulation results are plotted for bit error rate (BER) performance of MIMO-
OFDMA system and being compared with and without the implementation of
three different equalizers. Besides, BER performance also can be observed when
the three different diversity methods used in the system. Table 25.1 shows the
system parameters for MIMO-OFDMA for Mobile WiMAX system that have been
used in this project [14].

25.3.1 Zero-Forcing, MMSE, MLSE Equalizer

Figure 25.5 above shows that BER performance can be compared between dif-
ferent equalizers. From the simulation, it can be observed that the MLSE equalizer
gives the best performance which produces the less interference (ISI) in the system
compared to MMSE and Zero-Forcing equalizer. So, as the interference is
decreased, the BER is decreased as well but SNR is increased. This is because of
MLSE evaluates a sequence of received data samples to determine the most likely
correct transmitted sequence. This is proven in the Eq. (25.6), as the most likely
transmitted signal, x(k) is increased, the equalizer output, CMLSE is also increased.
So, it can successfully minimize the interference in the signal. That is why changes
in BER can be seen clearly at high SNR = 17 dB. On the other hand, the MMSE
equalizer gives better performance compared to ZF equalizer because it is not only
equalizing the channel but also suppressing the noise as in Eq. (25.5) which proves
that when the channel impulse response, H(k) and noise, No is decreased, the
output equalizer, CMMSE will increased. Besides, by applying the ZF equalizer in
the system, the performance is improved too as in Eq. (25.2) whereby the channel
impulse response, H(k) is decreased, the output equalizer CZF will increased which
tends to produce an increment of SNR, as the interference and BER is reduced.

Fig. 25.4 Block diagram of MMSE equalizer
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But it does not perform as well as the MLSE and MMSE equalizer since this
equalizer forces the ISI to zero when only the ISI is significant but does not
consider the noise.

25.3.2 STF, ST, SF Diversity

Figure 25.6 above shows the BER performance comparison when using different
diversity order system when implementing the MLSE equalizer since this is the
best equalizer among the others. It can be seen that by using space, time, frequency
diversity (STF), it offers the maximum diversity order compared to space, time

Table 25.1 MIMO-OFDMA parameter [14]

System bandwidth (MHz) 1.25 2.5 5 10 20

Sampling frequency (MHz) 1.4 2.8 5.6 11.2 22.4

FFT size 128 256 512 1024 2048

Subcarrier spacing (kHz) 10.94

OFDM symbol duration (ls) 102.86

Useful symbol time (ls) 91.43

Cyclic prefix (ls) 11.43

Fig. 25.5 BER comparison using ZF equalizer, MMSE equalizer, MLSE equalizer and without
equalizer
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(ST) diversity and space, frequency (SF) diversity because it can transmit data in
different time and frequency slot which improved the performance of the system as
the SNR is increased while BER and ISI is decreased. It means that, there is least
amount of ISI when STF diversity order is applied in the system. At higher
SNR = 17 dB, BER value is at 7 9 10-3, which gives the least amount of ISI.
This is because in the Eq. (25.6), as the most likely transmitted signal, x(k) is
increased, the equalizer output, CMLSE is also increased. So, it can successfully
minimize the interference in the signal.

25.4 Conclusion

The multipath propagation causes fading of received signal power which leads to
ISI. The equalizers are used to improve the distorted received signal caused by ISI.
This paper compares the performance of equalized system with the unequalized
system to observe which equalizer is the best among three different equalizers that
can generate the least ISI in the system and at the same time, it will improve the
BER performance within the OFDMA system. From the simulation results, it can
be proved that with the equalization system, the ISI can be mitigated, the maxi-
mum diversity order can be achieved and the BER performance also can be
improved.

Fig. 25.6 BER performance with three different diversity methods
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Future Work
This project basically applies the basic concept in Mobile WiMAX system. In
future works, Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) as the modulation scheme
can be used instead of using QAM. Moreover, the BER system performance also
can be investigated for other types of equalizer such as Decision Feedback
Equalizer, Blind Equalizer, and Linear Equalizer.

Acknowledgments This work was supported in part by the Research Management Institute
University Teknologi MARA under Excellent fund (Research Intensive Faculty) grant number
600-RMI/DANA 5/3/RIF(86/2012).
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Chapter 26
Performance Analysis of Polling Delay
in Transparent and Non-transparent
Multi-hop Relay WiMAX Network

Mohd Daud A. Hassan, Habibah Hashim and D.M. Ali

Abstract The relay task group has extended the IEEE 802.16e-2005 to a new
standard known as IEEE 802.16j Mobile Multi-hop Relay (MMR). The deploy-
ment of relay station (RS) in WiMAX network will overcome the increase in cost
and improve the economic viability of the system. Furthermore, the MMR stan-
dard also addresses the problem of limited spectrum, low SINR at the cell edge and
coverage hole of the previous standard. However, the introduction of relay may
cause longer delays and degrade the performance of resource efficiency. In this
paper, we investigate the performance analysis of polling delay for transparent and
non-transparent relay modes in MMR WiMAX. We derived and analyzed the
average polling delay of both modes using M/M/1 and tandem queue respectively.
Numerical result has shown that the average polling delay decreases when the
number of poll increases for both relay modes. Moreover, the delay for non-
transparent relay mode is higher due to the signals overhead.

26.1 Introduction

The IEEE 802.16j standard was introduced to support multi-hop operation and
relay station (RS) relay packets between a base station (BS) and subscriber station/
mobile station (SS/MS). In mobile multi-hop relay (MMR) WiMAX system, the
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framing information of MS is allowed to route through intermediate RSs to reach
the BS, which differs from the single hop. There are benefits of the introduction of
relay in WiMAX network as compared to conventional repeater in a cellular
system such as easy network deployment, and reduction in infrastructure cost. A
relay does not need any connection to the access network wired backhaul hence
can be deployed to a location where the wired connection does not exist or when it
is complicated to install. Furthermore, throughput and capacity enhancement can
be achieved. The relay that is used in the IEEE 802.16j standard is also inad-
vertently compatible with the IEEE 802.16e for SS/MS.

The history of IEEE 802.16j was created in March 2006 [1] and the first
technical contribution was made 8 months later. In order to support mobile multi-
hop relay specification, mesh mode was removed from the IEEE 802.16 -2009
standard. The specification is an amendment of the IEEE 802.16e standard for
achieving throughput enhancement and coverage extension.

A study on the performance of the IEEE 802.16j network has been conducted
from various aspects. An overview of the relay based technology which focuses on
modes of operation, framing structure and network entry procedure is described in
[2]. In [3], the paper investigates the impact of the location of the RS and the
possibility of RS to increase the network capacity. In addition, the author analyzed
the signaling that arises within such system and compared it with a single hop
implementation. In [4], an adaptive polling approach is proposed for the real-time
Polling System (rtPS) in order to improve on the average delay. However, the
author has performed the simulation in a standard conventional WiMAX envi-
ronment without considering the multi-hop relay. The performance analysis of
both relay modes in MMR is demonstrated in [5], and yet the analysis is limited to
sustain the rate of uplink transmission. The adaptation to the traffic pattern was
conducted by Nie et al. [6] which satisfied the delay constraints of most real-time
applications. However this approach only performed the multi-hop bandwidth
request mechanism in terms of overall spectrum efficiency. In [7], the authors
investigated the usage of RS in improving the per-user throughput. The investi-
gation of the Non-Transparent relay mode has also been discussed in [8] and the
simulation results have shown an improvement in the transmission delay. To the
best of the author‘s knowledge, there is no current research that specifically
examines the queuing analysis of polling based on multi-hop WiMAX for both
relay operation modes.

We present the analysis of the polling based on MMR WiMAX using Markov
chain which focuses on the delay centralized scheduling for transparent and non-
transparent modes. We investigated the polling delay affected by the numbers of
poll (NOP) and the total numbers of MS and only considered unicast polling mode
in the analysis.
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26.2 Relay Technologies

The standard of IEEE 802.16j, defines 2 operation modes of RS which differ in
terms of the usage. These modes are known as the transparent and non-transparent
relay modes. The difference between both modes is basically on how the framing
information is transmitted. Generally, in transparent mode operation, the relay
does not transmit/forward frame header information. The frame header contains
essential scheduling information (such as preamble, frame control header (FCH),
and media access protocol (MAP) and the nodes used to determine when they can
transmit and receive information [2]. However in the non-transparent mode the RS
generates their own framing information and forward those provided by the BS
(depending on scheduling approach).

There are also two different modes of resource allocation which are centralized
and distributed. For centralized, BS determines the scheduler and the scheduling
packets are transmitted in a collision freeway within the scheduling control sub-
frame and the transparent relay mode operates using this type of scheduling. While
in distributed mode, RSs have some autonomy and can make scheduling decision
for the nodes which they communicate with. Thus, the non-transparent relay has a
choice between distributed or centralized modes to operate based on the sched-
uling approach.

The frame structure of multi-hop relay consists of downlink (DL) and uplink
(UL) sub-frame, where it includes at least one access zone (AZ) and may include
one (transparent zone, TZ) or more relay zone (RZ). This structure enables RS to
operate in either transmit or receive mode. For the polling purpose, BS polls
individual MSs by using UL-MAP in the DL sub-frame.

Figure 26.1 shows the frame structure of a two-hop transparent relay which
contains the DL sub-frame (AZ and TZ) on the left side, and UL sub-frame
(AZ and RZ) on right side of the frame. The RS serving can decode the control
information of the BS and is not required to transmit control information them-
selves. This type of serving can be utilized to decode the central information in
order to achieve higher throughput. Figure 26.2 shows the non-transparent relay
frame structure which for the non-transparent mode contains DL sub-frame
(AZ and RZ), and UL sub-frame (AZ and RZ). Meanwhile, due to the fact that the
relay serving MSs cannot decode the BS control information, they must transmit
control information themselves.

In transparent relay mode, AZ for DL sub-frame, BS sent out data burst to RS
and MS, respectively. Similarly in TZ, RS forward data burst received from BS to
MSs. The DL sub-frame starts with preamble which is used by the PHY layer for
synchronization and equalization followed by the frame control and data section.
The UL transmission sub-layer frame operation is identical to that of DL. The
description of the frame structure in transparent and non-transparent relay can be
referred in [9]. We focus on the UL sub-frame which is divided into 3 parts: initial
ranging, bandwidth request and data transmission period [10].
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Assumed that for zone of UL (AZ and RZ) are combined as depicted in
Fig. 26.3. In standard WiMAX network, each MS that has data to be sent out must
request for bandwidth which is provided by the BS. The MS will request the
bandwidth based on the corresponding service class (e.g., data, voice, video or real
time services) by replying to the polling message from the BS before the data
uplink transmission. The BS will accept the bandwidth request if resources are
sufficient enough. The information about polling control is stored in the UL-MAP
within the downlink sub-frame which includes uplink channel identifier, uplink
channel descriptor, number of information elements to map, allocation start time
and map information elements. Therefore in multi-hop relay WiMAX network
polling plays an important role to accomplish an efficient performance particularly
those that involve the transmission of data and video.

Fig. 26.1 A transparent frames structure for both the BS and RS

Fig. 26.2 A non-transparent frames structure for the BS and RS
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The analysis uses the following notations;
Tf frame duration time
TfBS base station frame duration time
TfRS relay station frame duration time
TDL downlink sub-frame duration time
TUL uplink sub-frame duration time
TIR initial ranging period for uplink sub-frame
TBW bandwidth request period for uplink sub-frame
TP polling period for MSs to send bandwidth request
N1 and N2 numbers of MS in the two system in the steady state
Tave average polling delay
R data rate
Pt packet transmission probability
/ no. of polls within a frame period

26.3 Network Model Analysis

This part presents the analysis of a transparent and non-transparent polling for
centralized scheduling. The number of MSs served in the network is the parameter
that affects the network performance. As afore mentioned, the signal from BS are
not forwarded to the RS in the transparent mode. Thus, the UL-MAP will be
transmitted directly to MS. We model the polling based of the multi-hop relay
WIMAX network using the Markov chain model as in [10], where the number of
served MSs is the state of model. The analysis of the model is a birth-death process
as shown in Fig. 26.4, with a birth rate of kn and death rate of ln.

By using the global balance equations, derived for steady-state solution of an
irreducible, homogeneous continuous Markov chain;

Fig. 26.3 Generic frame structure
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X

k 6¼j

pkqkj � qjpj ¼ 0 ð26:1Þ

and combine with the equation

X

j

pj ¼ 1 ð26:2Þ

where pj is the steady-state limiting probability of the system being in state j and
qkj and qj are the transition rates. Then applying this to birth-death

� kj þ lj

� �
pj þ pjþ1ljþ1 þ pj�1kj�1 ¼ 0 ð26:3Þ

�k0p0 þ l1p1 ¼ 0 ð26:4Þ

Equation (26.4) is the balance equation derived for the birth-death as illustrated in
Fig. 26.4. Assumed that the arrival rate is the same and denoted as k and the
service rate is also the same and denoted as l. The number of MSs in a system of
an M/M/1 queue is a homogeneous, irreducible birth-death in which ki = k for 8i

and li = l for 8i. Furthermore, traffic intensity of q = k/l and q\ 1 is defined
for a stable system. The mean number of MSs in the system in the steady-state

E N½ � ¼
X1

n¼0

npn

¼
X1

n¼0

nqn 1 � qð Þ

¼ qð1 � qÞ
X1

n¼0

nqn�1

¼ q 1 � qð Þ 1

ð1 � qÞ2

¼ q

1 � qð Þ

ð26:5Þ

The average polling delay of multi-hop WiMAX depends on the number of polls
(NOP), ;. Every MS is polled by the BS in order for the MS to send its packet

Fig. 26.4 State transition diagram of the number of MSs in the MMR network
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which is then, mapped in the UL-MAP. Subsequently after receiving the poll, MS
will request for bandwidth through the slot in the uplink sub-frame. Thus, the
average polling delay of MMR WiMAX for transparent mode is

Tave ¼ Tf � 1
; � E N½ �

¼ TDL þ TULð Þ � 1
; � E N½ �

¼ ðTDL þ TIR þ TBW þ ; Tp þ TdataÞ �
1
; � q

1 � q

� �
ð26:6Þ

For the non-transparent relay mode, the signal received from BS is forwarded by
the RS to MS. Therefore we model the polling based of a multi-hop relay WiMAX
as a two-stage tandem queue in queuing system. This tandem refers to an
arrangement of objects in which they are lined up one behind the other, all facing
the same direction and multiple job classes, one after another and an arriving
packet undergoes each job class before leaving the system [11]. Figure 26.5
depicts the two stage queue in a tandem system.

The arrival of the first stage is define as k while in the second stages, it‘s arrival
is the of the departure of the MS from the first stage. The state of the first stage
(N1 = n1) is independent from the previous sequence of departure and it is these
departure that defines the arrivals to the second system. Therefore if N1 and N2

represent the numbers of served MSs in the two systems in then steady state

p n1; n2ð Þ ¼ Pr N1 ¼ n1;N2 ¼ n2ð Þ ¼ Pr N1 ¼ n1ð Þ Pr N2 ¼ n2ð Þ ð26:7Þ

thus from result for the M/M/1 queue,

pn ¼ 1 � qð Þqn

pðn1; n2Þ ¼ 1 � q1ð Þqn1
1 1 � q2ð Þqn2

2 ; n1; n2 � 0
ð26:8Þ

where q1 ¼ k=l1 and q2 ¼ k=l2 and 0 \ q1; q2 \ 1
by summing over n1, obtained that

Pr N2 ¼ n2ð Þ ¼ 1 � q2ð Þqn2
2 and E N2½ � ¼ q2

1 � q2
ð26:9Þ

Similarly,

Pr N1 ¼ n1ð Þ ¼ ð1 � q1Þqn1
1 and E N1½ � ¼ q1

1 � q1
ð26:10Þ

and then E [N1 + N2]
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¼
X

n1

X

n2

n1 þ n2ð Þ 1 � q1ð Þqn1
1 ð1 � q2Þqn2

2

¼
X

n1

n1 1 � q1ð Þqn1
1 :
X

n2

1 � q2ð Þqn2
2 þ

X

n2

n2 1 � q2ð Þqn2
2 :
X

n1

1 � q1ð Þqn1
1

¼ q1

1 � q1
þ q2

1 � q2

¼ E N1½ � þ E N2½ �
ð26:11Þ

As described in Sect. 26.2, the RS received the signal from the BS and forward
it to MS. Therefore the equation is derived based on the operation of the trans-
parent mode by doubling the time frame to represent the two hops. Thus, the
equation for an average polling delay for a non-transparent network is

Tave ¼ Tf � 1
; � E N1 þ N2½ �

¼ TfBS þ TfRSð Þ � 1
; � q1

1 � q1
þ q2

1 � q2

� � ð26:12Þ

Both average polling delays show the inverse to the number of polls. This will
result in, reduced in the average polling delay when the number of polls in the
system is increased. However, it will increase the bandwidth waste of polling if the
MS has no packet to send.

26.4 Numerical Result

The number of served MS in MMR WiMAX is a part of the important parameter
that affects the system. The BS polls the MS in every frame period and this will
cause an increase in polling delay.

In this analysis, the MSs are assumed to arrive at the MMR WiMAX network
using Poisson distribution with arrival rate of k = 0.3. The ratio for the DL:UL is
2:1. Table 26.1 summarizes the parameters for the analysis. Figures 26.6, 26.7, and
26.8 illustrates the result for MMR WiMAX based on the M/M/1 and tandem queue.
Figure 26.6 shows the average polling delay for transparent and non-transparent
mode when the numbers of polls (NOP) (ranging from 1 to 11) are varied.

Fig. 26.5 Two stages Markovian queue in tandem
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Table 26.1 Parameter for analysis

Parameter Values

Number of polls (NOP), ; 1 * 20

Numbers of mobile station (MS) 1 * 100

Frame periods, Tf 5 ms

Data rates, R 50 Mbps

Total number of slots in frame, Lf 630

Number of slots in DL sub-frame, LDLf 420

Number of slots in UL sub-frame, LULf 210

Polling bandwidth slots 3

Required bandwidth slots 32

MS mean service time, l 0.5
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The average polling delay shows a decrease trend when the NOP increases for both
modes. The transparent mode has less delay than the non-transparent one. This is
because the decision is only done by the BS whereas the non-transparent mode has
to undergo two decisions which are BS and RS. The average polling delay of
transparent mode and non-transparent mode with increasing number of MS are
shown in Figs. 26.7 and 26.8 respectively. The delay will vary in line with the
increased of the NOP and the no. of MS. When NOP is increased, the average
polling delay for the transparent mode will decrease and the same goes for non-
transparent mode.

However, the delay for the non-transparent mode is higher than the transparent
mode due to the signaling messages received by the RS from the BS which is then
forwarded to the MS. This is proven by Eq. (26.12). Although the average polling
delay increases with the number of MS, it decreased significantly for both modes
when the NOP is increased from 1 to 3. For instance, when MS = 100, the average
polling delay decreased approximately to 70 %. However there is a slight changes
to the average polling delay when the NOP is increased.

This paper presents a queuing model to evaluate the delay in the polling based
operation of MMR WiMAX IEEE802.16j network. The average polling delay for
both modes show the inversed to the number of polls. As a result, the polling delay
is reduced if more polls in the system are created. However, this will result in
waste of bandwidth if the MS has no packet to send. For future direction we will
validate the mathematical analysis derive with the results of the simulation. We
will also focus on optimizing the number of polls by the BS in the network while
reducing the average polling delay and increasing the throughput of the system.

Acknowledgments This research was supported by the Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM)
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Chapter 27
Blind Source Computer Device
Identification from Recorded Calls

Mehdi Jahanirad, Ainuddin Wahid Abdul Wahab
and Nor Badrul Anuar

Abstract This study investigates the use of blind source computer device iden-
tification for forensic investigation of the recorded VoIP call. It was found that a
combination of mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCCs) and entropy as an
intrinsic audio feature captures the specific frequency response due to the tolerance
in the nominal values of the electronic components associated to individual
computer device. By applying the supervised learning techniques such as naïve
Bayesian, linear logistic regression, neural networks (NN), support vector
machines (SVM) and sequential minimal optimization (SMO) classifier to the
Entropy-MFCC features, state-of-the-art identification accuracy of above 99.8 %
has been achieved on a set of 5 iMacs and 5 desktop PCs from the same model.

27.1 Introduction

Audio forensics mostly focus on situations that impose trust in authenticity and
integrity of audio signals. An example for these scenarios is forensic acquisition,
analysis and evaluation of admissible audio recording as crime evidence in court.
Authenticity of audio evidence is important as part of a civil and criminal law
enforcement investigation or as part of an official inquiry into an accident or other
civil incidents. In these processes, authenticity analysis determines whether the
recorded information is original, contains alterations, or has discontinuities
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attributed to recorder stops and starts. Authenticity evaluations by using the
device-based techniques are attracting widespread interest in fields such as: (a)
identification of computer-generated audio from the original audio recording file
[1]; (b) identification of the source brand or model of the recording devices, such
as telephone handsets, microphones [2, 3], and cell phones [4]; (c) identification of
the speech codecs [5]. The most related works to this approach are the recording
source forensics.

Kraetzer et al. [6] published the first practical evaluation to identify a device.
They adopted the statistical pattern recognition technique to determine the source
microphone and its recording environments. Buchholz et al. [7] focused on
microphone classification through the histogram of Fourier coefficients and
extracted the coefficients from near-silent frames to capture microphone proper-
ties. With the use of a suitable context model for microphone forensics, Kraetzer
et al. [8] extended the works in [6] by reevaluating their sample data separately.
Kraetzer et al. [9] extended the proposed context model in [8] toward better
generalization and constructed a new application scenario model for microphone
forensic investigations with the aim of detecting playback recordings. In addition
to microphone identification, Garcia–Romero and Espy–Wilson [2] extended
device identification by identifying landline telephone handsets. A similar landline
telephone handset identification method proposed by Panagakis and Kotropoulos
[3] improved the accuracy of the identification by using sparse representation
classifier (SRC). Hanilçi et al. [4] proposed a cell phone identification method that
uses SVM by identifying the audio source based on the cell phone brand and
model. However, these approaches lack sufficient study to eliminate convolution
by speech context. Moreover, they only focused on identifying source recording
devices.

This paper focuses on the novel idea of recognizing the communicating
acquisition devices based on the recorded call. We present a case study that
records calls by using stationary Notebook that makes VoIP calls to computer
devices of the same model. The motivation for this case study is based on the fact
that the combination of anonymity, ease of access and free offerings of VoIP
services provide fertile ground for criminal activity. Thus, identifying the com-
puter devices used in VoIP call can help the forensic investigator to reveal useful
information in addition with authenticity of the recorded call. This study identifies
source brand and model of the computer devices from recorded calls based on
entropy-mel-frequency cepstrum coefficient (MFCC) features. Extracting the
entropy of MFCCs adds an advantage to the application of MFCCs in [4] by
eliminating the effects of speech contents. The method evaluates the feasibility of
entropy-MFCC features and its robustness against speech signals by using clas-
sifier benchmarking.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 27.2 discusses an
overview of the methodology. Section 27.3 outlines the recording setup. Sec-
tion 27.4 describes the experiments and evaluates the performance of the proposed
method. Finally, Sect. 27.5 discusses further implications of the practical study, its
limitations, and future applications.
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27.2 Source Computer Device Identification Scheme

In our implementation we followed [10] by using audio mining techniques: (a)
creates blocks through preprocessing the recorded samples, (b) determines
intrinsic computer device fingerprint through feature extraction and (c) uses
supervised learning techniques known as classification.

27.2.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing method uses two different approaches as illustrated by Fig. 27.1 to
create blocks from: (a) original speech signal, and (b) near-silent segments. This is
to justify the robustness of the proposed method against speech signals.

Original Speech Signal. The pre-processing stage includes sampling, framing,
windowing and cleaning the signal. The signals become more distinct when noise
is eliminated. Thus, we adopted cleaning to remove the noise generated by
environment. The algorithm splits clean signals into overlapping audio frames of
length 40 samples. In other words the output is a matrix with 40 columns, when
each column represents one block for feature extraction.
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Fig. 27.1 Flow chart of the proposed feature extraction
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Near-Silent Segments. This approach uses simple segmentation of the recor-
ded signal in order to extract the near-silent segments as demonstrated in Fig. 27.2.
We implemented the near-silent detection algorithm based on the silent removal
approach in [11], however our objective is to select the silent segments instead of
removing them. This method uses two audio features known as signal energy and
spectral centroid [12]. This algorithm includes following steps: (a) extracts two
feature sets from the original recorded signal, (b) computes the histogram of the
feature series values, (c) applies the smoothing filter on histograms, (d) estimates
two thresholds for each histogram, (e) applies a simple thresholding criterion to the
feature sets, (f) and detects silent segments based on the assigned criterion. Finally,
the algorithm assigns equal number of samples from near silent segments into
blocks, and then performs cleaning on each block prior to feature extraction.

27.2.2 Intrinsic Computer Device Fingerprints

Assuming that the computer device is a linear time-invariant system, its influence
on the recorded call is modeled by the convolution of its impulse response and the
original speech. The convolution means the spectrum of any recorded speech
segment is the product of the spectrum of the original speech signal and the device
frequency response. Well known MFCC features are selected to capture the device
frequency response because of the fact that the convolution in time domain is
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represented by the summation in cepstrum domain. Thus, MFCCs produce
inherent invariance toward linear spectral distortions. Furthermore, the entropy of
MFCCs reduces the dimensionality of the feature space. According to information
theory, this value increases for silent segments that contain uncertainty and
reduces for the speech segments that contain information [13]. As a result this
paper computes Entropy-MFCC features as the intrinsic computer device finger-
prints through three stages: (a) computes the MFCCs, (b) computes the entropy of
MFCCs, and (c) normalizes the output.

MFCCs. The complex cepstrum of the signal is defined as the Fourier trans-
form of the log of the signal spectrum. The signal was transferred to a linear
frequency scale by using fast Fourier transform and was converted to the mel
frequency scale by using a filter bank. Finally, the MFCCs were determined based
on the analysis of the short-time mel frequency log spectrum. This analysis
includes computing the inverse discrete cosine transform (DCT) of the log spec-
trum of the signal. The mel-cepstrum output consists of N frames and 12
coefficients.

Entropy. The entropy of the MFCC vectors was computed in two stages. First,
the spectrum was normalized into the probability mass function (PMF), where lcd

is the mel-cepstrum coefficient d in frame l and pðlcdÞ ¼l pd is the PMF of the
signal. In the second stage, the entropy H was computed by using

Hd ¼ �
XN

l¼1
lpd log2 l pd: ð27:1Þ

Overall, 12 entropy-MFCC features were extracted by using MATLAB
functions.

Normalization. The last and one of the most important steps in preparing the
features is normalization. This step reduces large differences between the maxi-
mum and minimum data values.

27.2.3 Supervised Learning Techniques

Supervised learning techniques known as classification problems can be imple-
mented through different learning algorithms, such as statistical modeling, linear,
non-linear, and ensemble learning models. However, to determine which approach
is the most efficient for a particular problem, evaluation metrics are required. We
selected five simple classifiers based on the fact that the simplicity-first method-
ology is the best choice for analyzing practical datasets [14]. Furthermore, these
algorithms demonstrated high performances for similar works in the literature.
Table 27.1 details the employed classifiers in the experiment and their
specifications.
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27.3 Recording Setup

The implemented setup enabled recording of VoIP communication between
computer devices and the single stationary inside faculty building. The stationary
user made Skype call to computer user, then recorded signals in mono with WAV
format by using Pamela for Skype-Version 4.8 [16]. The setup collected record-
ings with respect to computer devices including: (a) five iMacs of identical model
located in Multimedia Research Lab, (b) five desktop PCs of identical model
located in Micro Lab. At the same time the stationary was located inside the open
corridor. All conversations were conducted between the same male and female
over the experiment. Table 27.2 indicates the specifications for computer devices
that employed in the setup. All iMacs were 21.5-inch, Late 2012 model built with
3.1GHz Intel Core i7 processor, stereo speakers, and dual microphones. All
desktop PCs were Lenovo ThinkCentre M81 7518 model with 3.3 GHz Intel Core
i3 processor that attached to the same external microphone. The desktop PCs use
32 bit, Windows 7 professional Service Pack 1 as operating system.

Table 27.1 Classification algorithms used in the experiment

Classification
algorithms

Specifications

Naïve Bayesian Works based on Bayes’ rule of conditional probability that assumes
independence

Linear logistic
regression

Measures goodness of fit by using the log-likelihood of the model

Neural network Primarily learns the network structure and the connection weights by
fixing the network structure to determine the weights

Support vector
machine

Uses the LibSVM wrapper that implement a multi-class SVM
classifier with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel [15]

Sequential minimal-
optimization

Implements the sequential minimal-optimization algorithm for
training a SVM classifier using a Polynomial kernel

Table 27.2 iMac and desktop PC devices and class names

iMac Desktop PC

Serial no. Software no. Class Serial no. Class

C02JWXXJDXXX OS X 10.8.4 (12E55) i1 XXXXXXXXXXXX3D6B PC1

C02JWXXDDXXX OS X 10.8.5 (12F45) i2 XXXXXXXXXXXX3DMK PC2

C02JWXXGDXXX OS X 10.8.2
(12C3103)

i3 XXXXXXXXXXXX3AME PC3

C02JWXXEDXXX OS X 10.8.3 (12D78) i4 XXXXXXXXXXXX3CGM PC4

C02JWXXKDXXX OS X 10.8.2
(12C3103)

i5 XXXXXXXXXXXX2ZRB PC5
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27.4 Experiments and Results

The experiments evaluated the feasibility of the source computer device identifi-
cation method through features that extracted from original speech signal against
features that extracted from near silent segments. Moreover the performance of the
proposed scheme was evaluated for inter and intra-model device identification
using five classification algorithms that implemented in data mining tool Weka
Version 3.6 [17].

27.4.1 Experiment on Original Speech Sample

The total of 1,320 and 1,400 blocks were extracted from original speech samples
collected from each iMac and desktop PC devices, respectively. The first part of
the experiment used the histogram of all 12 features to visualize the discrimina-
tory effect of entropy-MFCC features among five identical iMacs and desktop PCs,
as demonstrated in Fig. 27.3. For further investigation we selected three different
pair of iMacs and examined the squared Euclidean distance between their entropy-
MFCC feature vectors in Fig. 27.4. The result of this measurement indicates the
considerable distances between feature vectors corresponding to pair of iMacs,
therefore justifying the effectiveness of entropy-MFCC features in differentiating
individual iMac devices. The second part of the experiment employed classifica-
tion benchmarking to evaluate the classification performance among both desktop
PCs and iMac devices of identical models.

Table 27.3 indicates the results of three sets of experiments on original speech
signal with all five classifiers, 10-fold cross-validation and default parameters. For
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Fig. 27.3 Histogram of entropy-MFCC features for each iMac and desktop PC devices
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Table 27.3 Performance on intra-model identification using original speech signal

Intra-model identification based on iMacs

Classification algorithms TCB FCB RMSE ACC (%) Elapsed time (s)

Naïve Bayesian 6,600 0 0 100 2.6

Linear logistic regression 6,588 12 0.0218 99.82 35.1

NN 6,591 9 0.0202 99.86 72.7

LibSVM 6,593 7 0.0206 99.89 5.5

SMO 6,596 4 0.3157 99.94 41.5

Intra-model identification based on desktop PCs

Naïve Bayesian 7,000 0 0 100 0.51

Linear logistic regression 6,983 17 0.029 99.76 36.53

NN 6,987 13 0.0224 99.81 140.81

LibSVM 6,993 7 0.02 99.90 6.0

SMO 6,989 11 0.3163 99.84 1.18

Source brand/model Identification Based on all computer devices

Naïve Bayesian 13,600 0 0 100 1.11

Linear Logistic Regression 13,567 33 0.0194 99.76 146.63

NN 13,570 30 0.0183 99.78 450.22

LibSVM 13,579 21 0.0176 99.85 15.81

SMO 13,575 25 0.2719 99.82 3.03
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intra-model identification based on iMacs, the overall results proved the feasibility
of the entropy-MFCC features with high classification accuracies (ACC)
(99.82–100 %) and minimal root mean square error (RMSE). Naïve Bayesian
classifier performed higher classification accuracy and computational efficiency.
SMO classifier outperformed LibSVM classifier with respect to classification
accuracy, but produced lager RMSE. Table 27.4 shows the confusion matrix for
the linear logistic regression classifier, with a total of 12 falsely classified blocks
for intra-model device identification among five iMacs, where the truly and falsely
classified blocks (TCB and FCB) are in diagonal and non-diagonal cells, respec-
tively. In Table 27.3 the performance for intra-model identification based on
desktop PCs strongly confirmed the previous result, even though the sound was
transferred through the same headset microphone for all PCs. Table 27.5 shows
the confusion matrix for the linear logistic regression classifier, with a total of 17
falsely classified blocks for intra-model device identification. Finally in Table
27.3 the results for source brand/model identification based on all computer
devices showed that increasing the number of blocks amplifies the computation
time, however the classification accuracy maintained in the same range. More-
over, we achieved lower RMSE values because increasing the number of blocks
reduces the average classification error. Table 27.6 shows the confusion matrix for
the linear logistic regression classifier, with a total of 33 falsely classified blocks
for source brand/model device identification based on all devices.

Table 27.4 Confusion matrix of linear logistic regression classifier based on iMacs

ACC = 99.82 % Predicted

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5

Actual i1 1,318 0 0 1 1

i2 1 1,316 1 2 0

i3 1 1 1,318 0 0

i4 1 1 1 1,317 0

i5 0 1 0 0 1,319

Table 27.5 Confusion matrix of linear logistic regression classifier based on PCs

ACC = 99.76 % Predicted

PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5

Actual PC1 1,397 2 0 1 1

PC2 1 1,396 0 3 0

PC3 0 0 1,400 0 0

PC4 1 3 0 1,395 1

PC5 2 0 0 3 1,395
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27.4.2 Experiment on Near-Silent Segments

This experiment aims to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme without
the interference of the speech signal. The experiment extracted the near-silent
segments according to the algorithm that discussed in Sect. 1.1, and created a total
of 1,319 and 1,400 blocks with respect to each iMac and desktop PC devices. At
first the average squared Euclidean distances were calculated as in previous
experiment for the same pair of iMacs to allow comparison, as in Fig. 27.4. The
second part of the experiment repeated the evaluation experiments in previous
Sub-Section using blocks created from near-silent segments. In overall the results
in Table 27.7 shows slight improvements in classification accuracy, computation
time and RMSR with comparison to Table 27.3. However, for intra-model iden-
tification based on iMacs through NN classifier the computation time was
noticeably longer with compare to the results for the original speech samples. It is
plausible that creating the blocks from near-silent segments is a practical option
for eliminating the effects of signal variations by different speakers in real-time
scenarios. However, with adaptation of the entropy-MFCC features the perfor-
mance that obtained for source computer device identification based on original
speech signal was in good agreement with near-silent segments. This justified our
hypothesis in Sect. 27.2.2 for selecting entropy-MFCC features.

Table 27.7 Performance on proposed entropy-MFCC Features using near-silent segments

Intra-model identification based on iMacs

Classification algorithms TCB FCB RMSE ACC (%) Elapsed time (s)

Naïve Bayesian 6,595 0 0 100 0.54

Linear logistic regression 6,583 12 0.0218 99.82 36.28

NN 6,587 8 0.0202 99.88 116.8

LibSVM 6,591 4 0.0206 99.94 5.6

SMO 6,593 2 0.3157 99.97 0.87

Intra-model identification based on desktop PCs

Naïve Bayesian 7,000 0 0 100 0.51

Linear logistic regression 6,994 6 0.0164 99.91 33.15

NN 6,995 5 0.0158 99.93 139.33

LibSVM 6,996 4 0.0151 99.94 5.30

SMO 6,995 5 0.3163 99.93 1.09

Source brand/model identification based on all computer devices

Naïve Bayesian 13,595 0 0 100 1.17

Linear logistic regression 13,567 19 0.0152 99.86 144.80

NN 13,574 21 0.0183 99.85 450.60

LibSVM 13,578 17 0.0158 99.88 14.10

SMO 13,578 17 0.272 99.88 2.10
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27.5 Conclusions

A blind source computer device identification scheme is developed based on the
entropy-MFCC feature set and recorded VoIP calls. MFCC and entropy features
identify the distinguishing pattern amongst individual computer of the same model
as well as computer devices of different brands. This feature exhibited high per-
formance to capture characteristics of the transfer function of the computer devices
even with the existence of speech signal’s transfer function. The naïve Bayesian
classifier always achieved the highest classification accuracy of 100 % for blind
source computer device identification. However, the scheme was set up in control
condition and further studies are required to implement this approach on more real
case forensic scenarios including large number of devices.
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Chapter 28
Visibility for Network Security
Enhancement in Internet Protocol
Over Ethernet Networks

W.K. Alzubaidi, Longzheng Cai, Shaymaa A. Alyawer
and Erika Siebert-Cole

Abstract This study addresses the naming architecture security problems arising
in Internet protocol (IP) over Ethernet networks. These problems arise because of
the compatibility issue between two different compositional protocols: the IP and
Ethernet protocol. The findings of this study have given rise to proposals for
modifications. A reduction in the current naming architecture design is advocated,
which led to utilize Ethernet frame to provide a visibility for IP over Ethernet
networks. The use of the IP address, as one flat address for the naming architec-
ture, is proposed instead of using both the IP and Media Access Control (MAC)
addresses. The proposed architecture has shown a promising in network security
enhancement.

28.1 Introduction

IP over Ethernet network has become the primary network used by the Internet. In
this network, the data link layer (Layer 2) security problems, has not yet been
adequately addressed. The motivation behind addressing the compatibility prob-
lem is to improve the security of networks by studying the link compatibility
between the Ethernet and IP protocols. The Ethernet was not established to work
with a specific network layer (Layer 3) protocol. Likewise, the IP protocol was not
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designed to work with a specific Layer 2 protocol [1]. This scenario clearly
indicates that the relationship between the IP and Ethernet protocols is not fully
compatible because such networks are not dedicated to each other, which can give
rise to numerous security problems. Resolving the IP to Media Access Control
(MAC) address and the encapsulation of the IP packet into the Ethernet frame are
some requirements to link the IP and Ethernet protocols. Therefore, flat IP address
was proposed to represent the naming architecture [2]. The use of the IP address,
as one flat address for the naming architecture, is proposed instead of using both
the IP and MAC addresses.

In this study, a new concept is introduced to reveal the origin of the private
LAN addresses or of an undeclared Layer 2 address. Internet visibility is not
possible with the current naming architecture in the IP over Ethernet networks [3];
thus, a new solution to current security problems is introduced in this study.

The visibility in the network provides new methods to handle the various
network security threats. For instance, a client can connect to and request services
from a Web server in the WAN without revealing private IP and MAC addresses
[4] (even with a public IP with a proxy case) in the current architecture. As a
result, several types of network attacks can be accomplished without disclosing the
source of the attack. The IP address from Layer 3 is not detected because of the
existence of a NAT in the subsequent router that replaces the original private IP
address with the router’s public IP address. The Layer 2 MAC address cannot be
revealed in any side point because the destination and the source MAC addresses
are replaced with new addresses in each hop. Determining the source of the IP
address, in case it is a public IP address, is possible in Layer 3; however, even this
IP type, which has network proxies, cannot be revealed. This study introduces the
main procedures for the visibility concept proposed for the networks and focuses
on the factors that enable this concept. The dependency and the requirements of
the visibility mechanism are also revealed, and the Visibility Merging Address
(VMA) is also explained in the next sections.

This paper is organized as follows. Next, in Sect. 28.2, we describe utilizing
source hardware address in Ethernet frame header. Section 28.3 presents the
visibility merging address VMA. Section 28.4 describes the VMA construction
mechanism. Section 28.5 describe the visibility architecture and Sect. 28.6 the
conclusions.

28.2 Utilizing Source Hardware Address in Ethernet
Frame Header

In a LAN, the ARP is used to map the IP address to the MAC address. The
destination of the MAC address should be obtained by a source machine using a
destination IP address to construct and transmit the Ethernet frame in IP over
Ethernet networks [5]. This task is performed by the ARP through a broadcast
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request for mapping the IP to the MAC address and through a stored reply in a
memory space called an ARP cache table. ARP is work as follows: An application
attempts to send data to an IP address of a machine. The IP packet is created by the
network stack and then encapsulated into the Ethernet frame. The destination of
the MAC address is required to transmit this frame [6]. Therefore, the network
stack verifies the IP in the ARP cache table to locate the destination of the MAC
address. If such information is not there, the broadcast ARP request is sent in the
network. Each machine in the network examines the ARP request and checks if the
requested IP is owned. The machine that owns this IP will create an ARP reply
containing the MAC address. A unicast reply would then be sent to the originator
of this request. The originator uses this address in the destination MAC address
field to complete and transmit the frame. This simple protocol does not have any
type of security to bind the IP to the MAC and may result in serious breaches in
security. For instance, the ARP poisoning attack uses unsolicited ARP reply
messages. Network devices cannot verify the ARP sender and whether the mes-
sage comes from the correct device. The ARP does not provide any security
measures, but is based on broadcast messages on the LAN.

28.3 Network Visibility Concept

Providing an address that represents the source of the IP and the MAC addresses
on the Internet clearly informs the end point regarding the origin of the delivered
information. Thus, the two ends of the connection to obtain precise information
about each other. If the VMA concept is utilized, the server clearly identifies the
location of a client in the client server architecture and vice versa. The role of the
source hardware address field in the Ethernet frame in this approach is to provide
this representative source address. Therefore, the transfer of the source MAC
address and the source IP address is proposed to provide and enable visibility
between the two ends of the connection. The two addresses are represented in the
merged address form concept under the condition that 48 bits of the source
hardware address field must be fitted [7].

The VMA address is created by combining the least significant bits of each
source IP address and MAC address. An original MAC address and an IP address
are transferred to the outer side of the LAN, which provide precise source
addresses for the data that are being transmitted. The transparency and visibility
between the two points of the connection help to prevent unauthorized modifi-
cations of the source MAC and IP address pairs and prevents anonymous attacks.
For instance, a DoS attack such example defines the source of the starting attack
points by providing the original source MAC address and the private IP address
[8]. The link between the original MAC source and the private IP address source is
critical in providing security and aids in the clear identification of the other party’s
connection. The DHCP server may assign a different Layer 3 IP address to a single
network node each time it is attached to the network [9], even though the node and
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its MAC address remain the same. Visibility plays a main role in security, as even
the dynamic IP address may change and may not be guided to the right attack
node. Visibility can provide a Layer 2 source MAC address directed at the precise
network machine that began the event. Thus, visibility can identify the source that
is using the addresses of the two layers.

The proposed VMA address uses the existing size of the MAC address 48-bit to
fit the source hardware address field and to avoid break the standard. The VMA
address also provides advantages such as avoiding the creation of a non-standard
Ethernet frame format. Avoiding the difficulties of adopting a new scheme entails
fresh efforts and additional costs. Each router in the network path must follow the
new procedure when re-encapsulating the arrived frame to resend it instead of
following the current procedure included in a current router’s MAC address. This
procedure maintains the travel of the VMA through the networks until it arrives at
the destination node.

28.4 The VMA Construction Mechanism

The VMA is entered into the 48-bit source hardware address field. The six-byte
length of the MAC address is divided into two three-byte lengths. The first three
least significant bytes from the source IP address replace the first three least
significant bytes in the source hardware address field, whereas the first three least
significant bytes from the source MAC address replace the last three most sig-
nificant bytes in the source hardware address field. In other words, the 48-bit VMA
is constructed when the first three least significant bytes from the source IP address
replace the first three least significant bytes. The last three most significant bytes
from the 48-bit VMA replace the first three least significant bytes in the source
MAC address (as shown in Fig. 28.1).

However, revealing the source’s private IP address and MAC address may not
be desirable in most cases. Thus, the sending process can proceed without enabling
the VMA and providing the source hardware address containing a VMA in the
frame header; the process may maintain the proposed scheme by providing the
source IP address in the source hardware address field. In the destination MAC
address, the most significant bits are occasionally used to indicate broadcast sta-
tion. A broadcast station that checks or uses the source MAC address in the source
hardware address field is available; in other words, a broadcast address is not used
in the source hardware field of the Ethernet frame header. The VMA address in the
proposed scheme uses the source hardware address field in the Ethernet frame as a
carrier. To recognize whether the VMA address has been utilized or not, the last
most significant byte included in the broadcast bits in the VMA address is
examined. If this byte is used, the VMA address was utilized.
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After converting the source IP address into the hexadecimal form, take the first
three octets (the least significant bits) to be the first three octets from the VMA
address. Taking the last three octets from the original MAC address (the most
significant bits) to take the last three octets position from the VMA address that is
want to be construct. The VMA address will carry in the destination hardware
address field in Ethernet frame header (Fig. 28.2).

28.5 Visibility Architecture

The transmission of a Layer 2 MAC address to the outer side of the LAN to reach
the second end of the connection on the WAN side is proposed. This proposal
considers the necessary level of Internet visibility. The transfer of the MAC
address outside the LAN has not been proposed previously because the MAC
address is typically used to guide Ethernet frame travel within the LAN; thus, the
MAC address does not exit its LAN. The transfer of the original MAC address
from one network to another using the source hardware address field in the
Ethernet frame is proposed in this study. The source hardware address field no
longer plays a main role given the previous description of the new Layer 2
transmission mechanism. Therefore, a new concept is introduced to utilize the

Fig. 28.1 Generation mechanism for the Visibility Merging Address (VMA)
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source hardware address field to carry the information regarding the original MAC
and IP address source. In the current scheme, the online destination IP address
travels through the networks in a packet until it arrives at the target network node.
The source IP address in the packet does not change if it is a public IP address
type. If the source IP is a private IP address, it changes at the next router in the
NAT process.

In this approach, the source hardware address in the Ethernet frame remains
fixed until it reaches the end of the connection along with the destination IP
address fields in the packet. As the destination MAC address in the Ethernet frame
header changes, each hop obtains the value of the next destination. The destination
IP address is used as a destination address for Layer 2 in the next hop instead of the
destination MAC address in the current scheme, as previously described, on the
condition that the content of the source hardware address is maintained without
changing the visibility of the merging VMA with each intermediate node. This
process has a significant effect on the private network, especially on the NAT
function.

In terms of security, the visibility helps to identify attacks. Therefore, the
visibility concept has a significant effect on the enhancement of network security,
especially with elements, such as the MAC address and the original source private
IP address, that are not revealed to the outside LAN. Visibility does not introduce
any additional complexity to the naming system. The only amendments made are
to the contents of the Ethernet frame header fields. This mechanism includes
encapsulation with the new VMA concept. The size of the frame header field is
also unaffected because the proposed VMA fits the 48-bit source hardware address.

Fig. 28.2 Ethernet frame with VMA for the proposed visibility architecture
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In the proposed scheme, the source hardware address field in the Ethernet frame
header is proposed as a carrier of information to the WAN side to provide the
original source MAC and IP address. This information is viewed as a VMA that
consists of a combination of part of the source MAC address and part of the IP
address that conveys the 48-bit standard source hardware address field. All of the
information for the original source MAC address is removed at the first router
gateway and a new Layer 2 header is added because the Ethernet frame is used
within the LAN. The IP and MAC addresses in the outgoing packet/frame from the
router do not provide any information regarding the original source MAC address
used in the frame. The Layer 2 encapsulation typically carries information only
within the LAN. In the network node procedure, the Ethernet frame in each
delivered node is de-capsulated and re-encapsulated with the new control infor-
mation. In the current procedure, the routers do not allow the source MAC address
to cross to another communication end point. The routers also do not allow the end
points to know the original source of the private IP and MAC addresses. Each
intermediate node removes the Layer 2 information and re-capsulate the infor-
mation with its MAC address as a source address. As shown in Fig. 28.6, how a
sending and receiving in the visibility was enabled with a Private IP Address and
NATing in the proposed naming architecture. In private IP networks, the router has
a NAT that removes the original source private IP address in the packet. Therefore,
the maintenance of the source hardware address field in the Ethernet frame header,
which contains an address generated by the merging of parts of the MAC and IP
addresses in the source node, is proposed. In this approach, the intermediate
routers do not change the parameters of the source hardware address field. In the
intermediate router, the Ethernet frame is de-capsulated and then re-encapsulated
on the condition that the VMA address remains unchanged and is resent to the next
node.

As a result of this approach, visibility on the Internet is provided to the original
Layer 2 device address and the Layer 3 private IP address. Therefore, the original
MAC and IP address link is provided with protection to avoid unauthorized
changes.

The destination hardware address field is examined to determine whether the
delivered frame is for the right node or not because the IP address is used as a
source and destination address instead of the MAC address in Layer 2, as described
in the proposal. The flowcharts describing sending and receiving procedures are
shown in Figs. 28.3 and 28.4.

In this approach, the reply of the network node to the source of the delivered
frames is dependent on the source IP address field in the packet to construct the
frame using the MAC address that was generated from the source IP address. This
mechanism traditionally enters the source MAC address into the source hardware
address field in the frame, and the reply uses the source hardware address as the
destination address in the new frame. The algorithm used to generate the Layer 2
MAC address based on the source IP address in the header of the delivered packet
shown as flowcharts as following.
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The generated MAC address is used as a Layer 2 destination address and
includes the constructed frame to be sent. As previously mentioned the procedure
does not use the ARP cache table but depends only on the Layer 3 IP address as a
flat address to guide the frame in Layer 2 transmission [12]. The source hardware
address field in the Ethernet frame header does not play a role at present because

Fig. 28.3 Flowchart sending
data with visibility enabled
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the source IP address is used as a reference in case the reply message requires
knowledge regarding the source of the delivered frame.

Visibility also provides security advantages. In the event that a server is sus-
ceptible to any type of attack (such as Distributed Denial of Service or DDoS), the
exact source of each delivered packet is easily determined. Thus, the identity of
any anonymous attacker can be revealed as seen the description for the visibility
architecture in Fig. 28.5 (Fig. 28.6).

Fig. 28.4 Flowchart
receiving data with visibility
enabled
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Fig. 28.5 Ethernet frame with VMA for the proposed visibility architecture
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28.6 Conclusions

A new Internet visibility architecture is presented to enhance the security level by
raising the Ethernet working level to match the WAN side. A visibility mechanism
is proposed to provide the private IP and MAC addresses to the WAN side of the
network. The private IP address is generally hidden behind the NAT in the router.
In the proposed architecture, the private IP address is revealed to the second end
node in the communication. This visibility causes the Internet to become more
visible and to be easily tracked. The visibility also eliminates Internet attacks such
as anonymous and DDoS attacks. The limitation is in the scope of this study, the
current visibility concept is presented under the Ethernet protocol. This concept
can also be applied to Layer 2 WAN protocols and provides visibility to for all of
the architectures in the LAN and WAN networks. The application of the visibility
concept to ATM and frame relay as WAN protocol examples may require further
study. The influence of the proposed architecture and its effectiveness in terms of
Internet visibility are theoretical evaluated.
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Chapter 29
Comparative Analysis of Different Single
Cell Metamaterial

Pankaj Rameshchandra Katiyar
and Wan Nor Liza Binti Wan Mahadi

Abstract Artificially constructed metamaterial have become of considerable
interest due to their negative properties. Under normal circumstance the electro-
magnetic energy inside metamaterial flows in the reverse direction. In this
research, we compare seven different metamaterial structures against their nega-
tive frequency, simulation time, memory requirement and mesh cell. We also
present a comparative analysis on tunability of single cell metamaterial structure to
a different frequency band of interest. To come up with proper analysis we have
restricted cell size of 2.5 mm 9 2.5 mm and simulated structure from 0 Hz to
20 GHz. SRR structure has a negative frequency response in a lower band while
Jerusalem cross takes less simulation time. S structure has lowest memory and
mesh cell requirement, but it is hard to tune. However, CLS loaded split ring
resonator has advantages over all the parameters of comparison and is found best.

29.1 Introduction

V.G. Vesslago in the negative direction and hence also called as Left handed
Material. J.B. Pendry in 1968 introduced the concept of metamaterial and
described their distinct negative properties [15]. Under normal condition the
electromagnetic energy in metamaterial flows fabricated first metamaterial by
arranging metal rod into an array [12]. This array when exposed to electromagnetic
energy was capable of focusing energy into a narrow beam. J.B. Pendry also
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showed that negative permittivity and permeability can be obtained using Split
Ring Resonator [13].

Due to their unique negative property Metamaterial find many applications in
optimizing electromagnetic waves. One of the first application as proposed by
Pendry was to create an electromagnetic lens of sub wavelength resolution. Ran
[14, 16] carried out several experiments on metamaterial such as Power trans-
mission experiment, Prism refraction, Beam Shifting experiment, and focusing
experiment. These experiments form the basis of all the application areas of
metamaterial [1, 4, 5, 7, 17]. Specific experiments have been conducted to enhance
gain of antenna by using metamaterial in different forms and places surrounding
the antenna.

We present comparison of 7 types of metamaterial structures. The comparison
is done against their negative frequency range by keeping substrate size and its
properties constant. Simulation of each model is performed using CST and cor-
responding 2 port S-Parameter is extracted. NRW method is used to extract
constitutive parameter from simulated S-Parameter. Nicholson-Ross-Weir (NRW)
[10] method provides a direct calculation of both permittivity and permeability
from the s-parameter. However, the method diverges for low loss material at
frequencies corresponding to integer multiples of one-half wavelength in the
sample which is due to the phase ambiguity, Hence it is restricted to an optimum
sample thickness of kg/4 and used preferably for short samples. The comparison is
also extended to analyze tunability, size as compared to resonance frequency,
memory consumption while simulating and meshing, simulation time and number
of mesh cell required. This comparison is helpful in determining the type of
metamaterial cell for desired application.

29.2 Metamaterial Design and Simulation

This paper shows a comparison between following four metamaterial structures.

A. Split ring resonator structure
B. Omega structure
C. S structure
D. Symmetrical ring structure
E. Jerusalem cross
F. Offset fed split ring [DSRR]
G. CLS loaded SRR

To come up with fair comparison, several constrain on simulation and modeling
single cell structure is enforced. The modeling constraints such as substrate size
should not exceed 2.5 mm 9 2.5 mm, substrate is 0.25 mm thick regular FR4. The
copper pattern used on top and bottom layer of PCB has 0.017 mm thickness.
Regular FR4 has permittivity (e) of 4.35 and loss tangent (tan d) of 0.025 at
20 MHz. All the single cell metamaterial structures are made to fit in the above set
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physical parameter. Simulation constrains such as the space surrounding meta-
material is constant and is vacuum, the boundary condition is kept same.

29.2.1 Split Ring Resonator Structure

Split Ring resonator has two rings on top layer and one strip at the back acting as a
rod. The outer ring has opening on top side while the opening of inner ring is
rotated by 180�. The outer ring has length is 2.2 mm and the inner ring length is
1.5 mm. The trace width of both rings is 0.2 mm. Inner ring and outer ring are
separated by 0.15 mm. The gap between inner ring and outer ring is 0.3 mm. The
trace on bottom layer of PCB is of 2.5 mm length and the width of trace is 0.2 mm.

The inductance is provided by the ring pattern formed on top layer while the
capacitance is provided by the separation between inner ring and outer ring.
Additionally the strip on the bottom side of the PCB provides some more
inductance and capacitance (Figs. 29.1 and 29.2).

29.2.2 Omega Structure

Omega structure [6] consists of an omega shape structure on top and bottom surface
of the PCB. The ring traces width is 0.2 mm with inner ring radius of 0.9 mm.

Fig. 29.1 Single cell split
ring resonator structure
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The trace at the lower section of omega is also 0.2 mm wide. The gap at the lower
center of the structure is 0.4 mm wide. The ring of Omega structure provides
inductance. Since the ring is printed on both the side of PCB they couple to provide
capacitance. Additional capacitance is provided by the 0.4 mm split in the ring
(Figs. 29.3, 29.4).

29.2.3 S Structure

Figure 29.5 shows the simulated single cell S-Structure [2]. The trace width used to
create S-Structure is 0.2 mm. S-Structure is placed in substrate of 3 mm 9 2.5 mm.
The width of the substrate used here is 0.25 mm. It is very difficult to fit S-Structure
in 2.5 mm 9 2.5 mm substrate and get a negative response below 20 GHz.

Fig. 29.3 Single cell omega
structure
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The inductance is provided by the trace forming S pattern while capacitance is
provided by coupling between S pattern on top and bottom layer. In this case, the
mutual coupling is limited due to limited overlap of pattern between top and
bottom layer, hence the negative permeability response is weak. The inductance
providing negative permittivity response is weaker as compared to Omega pattern
(Fig. 29.6).

29.2.4 Symmetrical Ring Structure

Another type of metamaterial structure which exhibits negative permittivity and
permeability is symmetrical ring structure as shown in Fig. 29.7. This structure is
made to fit in the physical constrain set earlier [11].

Trace width 0.2 mm is used to construct a symmetrical ring. Two symmetrical
ring of 1.1 mm in length are placed facing each other at a gap of 0.1 mm. The rod
on the bottom layer of the PCB is 0.4 and 2.5 mm in length.

The major part of the inductance of symmetrical ring structure is due to two
ring structure on top while the capacitance is due to the coupling between one side
of both the rings on top layer. The split on both the ring provides additional
capacitance. Additionally the strip on the back has the same effect as to strip in
SRR structure (Fig. 29.8).
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29.2.5 Jerusalem Cross

Jerusalem cross metamaterial is very similar to Jerusalem cross and hence the name
[3]. The design used for our simulation is a single layer design with 0.1 mm wide
trace constructing cross. Each arm of the cross is 1.9 mm long as shown in
Fig. 29.9. The simulated permittivity and permeability is as shown in Fig. 29.10.
Jerusalem cross is a complex structure in analyzing capacitance and inductance.
The 0.1 mm traces forming part of the Jerusalem cross structure provides induc-
tance while the capacitance is provided by the coupling formed on four corners of
the Jerusalem cross. If the width and height of the trace are increasing the capac-
itance will also increase. Since Jerusalem cross has pattern on top layer it has
limited capacitance and inductance. If the Jerusalem cross is used in array the
capacitance will increase exponentially due to coupling with outer arm of the cross.

29.2.6 Offset Fed Diamond Shape Split Ring Resonator
[DSRR]

DSRR is similar to split ring resonator but rotated by 45� angle anti clockwise [8].
Due to limitation applied on substrate size the dimensions of the rings are changed.
The trace is 0.16 mm wide. The outer ring is 1.72 mm long while the inner ring is
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1.17 mm long. The gap between inner and outer ring is 0.2 mm as shown in
Fig. 29.11. Simulated permittivity and permeability is shown in Fig. 29.12.

29.2.7 Capacitive Loaded Strip with Split Ring Resonator

As the name suggests capacitive loaded strip SRR has two additional strips on
sides of SRR [9]. The capacitive strip is I in shape with 1.32 mm in length and
1.15 mm wide. The gap between two capacitive strips is 0.05 mm as shown in
Fig. 29.13. The simulated permittivity and permeability is shown in Fig. 29.14.

Fig. 29.11 DSRR
metamaterial
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CLS loaded SRR has the advantage of SRR and I pattern. Additional I pattern
increased the amount of capacitance exponentially. The coupling of I pattern to I
pattern and both I pattern to outer ring brings the resonance frequency down. The
SRR structure is 3.5 times smaller but the negative response and resonance are
close to SRR.

29.3 Comparison and Observation

To have fair comparison all the structure is constrained to be designed for 2.5
mm 9 2.5 mm 9 0.25 mm FR4 substrate. The only exception here is S-Structure
which was about 2.5 mm 9 3.0 mm 9 0.25 mm. We are comparing the simula-
tion result against their resonance frequency, negative permittivity and perme-
ability frequency and ease of tuning structure to operate at the desired frequency
band. We are also listing the amount of memory consumed while simulating along
with number of mesh cell generated and simulation time. While simulating care is
taken to maintain structure orientation and the space surrounding structure
constant.

Fig. 29.13 Capacitive loaded strip with SRR
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The two most important parameters for antenna design are simulation time and
size. In terms of simulation time CLS loaded SRR and Jerusalem cross takes the
least amount of time. The amount of memory consumed by these structures is also
low. However, Jerusalem cross has negative permittivity and permeability at
higher frequencies that CLS. In terms of negative parameters SRR and CLS loaded
SRR provides negative permittivity and permeability at the lowest frequency, so
has a huge size advantage. Omega structure, S Structure and Symmetrical structure
are complex to tune and shows negative parameter at higher frequency
(Table 29.1).

Simulation time of DSRR is highest. Symmetrical ring has 2 resonance fre-
quency once at 15.5 GHz and second at 19.1 GHz but it is hard to tune and
simulate. CLS loaded SRR and Jerusalem cross has very wide resonance frequency
and hence no clear peak is observed. CLS-SRR has low loss over the entire
frequency band (Table 29.2).

Table 29.1 Comparison of simulated parameters

Resonance
frequency (GHz)

Negative
permittivity
(GHz)

Negative
permeability
(GHz)

Tunability

Split ring
resonator

10.4 B10 C10 Easy

Omega structure 16.8 Entire band C15.7 Hard

S structure 19 C15.7 15.7 Hard

Symmetrical
ring structure

15.5 and 19.1 C14.3 C14.3 Hard

CLS loaded SRR Low loss, entire
bandwidth

B10.2 B10.2 Easy

DSRR 14.4 13.6 * 13.7 13.6 * 14.2 Hard

Jerusalem cross No clear
resonance

C18.3 GHz 18.3 * 18.4 Moderate

Table 29.2 Comparison of simulation time and memory requirement

Simulation time (Sec) RAM memory (MB) Mesh cell

Split ring resonator 121 78 195,250

Omega structure 367 71 213,120

S structure 111 50 107,712

Symmetrical ring structure 92 57 150,672

CLS loaded SRR 88 54 149,124

DSRR 680 88 248,400

Jerusalem cross 72 59 110,400
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29.4 Conclusion

CLS loaded SRR offers the best solution for small size and lowest simulation time.
The next alternative is the Split Ring Resonator which is easily tunable, but takes
33 s more to simulate. DSRR on the other side takes 680 s to simulate and has
higher memory requirement. The negative response of DSRR is also on the higher
side.
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Chapter 30
Distributed Video Coding with Frame
Estimation at Decoder

Kin Honn Chiam and Mohd Fadzli Mohd Salleh

Abstract In distributed video coding, input video stream is split into group of
pictures of various lengths. Longer group of pictures is preferred as there is more
temporal redundancy. However, the system time might increase as more frames
need to be transmitted and be stored in the buffer. In this paper, we try to reduce
the system time by proposing a model where only the odd-numbered Wyner-Ziv
frames shall be transmitted from the encoder. At the decoder, the missing even-
numbered Wyner-Ziv frames shall be estimated for full reconstruction of the video
sequence. The simulation results show that the proposed model is more efficient as
the output video sequence could be obtained in a shorter time. The estimated
missing frames at the decoder are also of acceptable quality compared to the
original frames at the encoder.

30.1 Introduction

Distributed video coding (DVC) is a new video coding paradigm for video
transmission, based on the Slepian-Wolf and Wyner-Ziv information theoretic
results. In the conventional video compression techniques, decoder is of low-
complexity. The primary objective of DVC is to achieve low-complexity encod-
ing, by shifting the bulk computation to the decoder [8]. There are couple of early
architectures and implementations of DVC as stated in the publications [1, 3, 7].

Based on the cumulative motion crossing a pre-defined threshold, the incoming
video sequence is sampled into consecutive frames in groups. The number of
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frames in each group is called group of pictures (GOP). The first frame in a GOP is
known as the key frame while the remaining frames are called the Wyner-Ziv
(WZ) frames. Depending on the input video, the GOP can be of various sizes.
Higher GOP size increases the number of WZ frames between key frames.
However, this reduces the data rate [4].

In this study, we proposed a model where only certain frames in the GOP will
be transmitted from the encoder. An interpolator is used at the decoder to estimate
the missing nontransmitted frames. The quality of the estimated frames is mea-
sured by comparing the frames with the corresponding input frames.

Hence, together with the estimated frames, there is still a complete GOP at the
decoder. All frames will then be used to reconstruct the output video sequence.
The efficiency of the model is determined by measuring the time needed by the
system to complete processing and transmitting a video sequence.

Prior to transmission, we utilized the Reed-Solomon (RS) codes as the forward
error correction (FEC) technique to protect the message. These codes are word
oriented rather than bit oriented [9]. This stems the codes the capacity to correct
burst errors, where a series of bits in the codeword are received in error. The burst
error is relatively common in wireless communication due to fading. A bit oriented
code would treat this situation as many independent single-bit errors. However, for
RS codes, a single error means any or all incorrect bits within a single word [6].

The Sect. 30.2 highlights the basic concepts of DVC, RS codes, and linear
interpolation method. In Sect. 30.3, the details of the proposed DVC codec model,
methodology, and implementation are presented. The results with the C++ codes
implementation are in the Sect. 30.4. Finally, the Sect. 30.5 states the conclusions
and further work.

30.2 Foundation of DVC, RS Codes, and Linear
Interpolation

30.2.1 Concepts of Distributed Video Coding

During the encoding process of DVC, incoming video sequence is first split into
the consecutive frames, to form the GOP. First frame in the group, the key frame,
is intra-coded with the conventional way, providing side information (SI) at the
decoder. Other frames, the WZ frames, are interframe encoded, with only the
parity bits sent across the network.

In contrast, the DVC decoding process is relatively more complicated. The
received key frame will first be decoded for reconstruction of the SI.

The SI is an estimation of the WZ frame, which is only available at the encoder.
Together with the parity bits, SI is used to complete the decoding process. If the
decoding fails, more parity bits will be requested via the feedback channel. This is
iterated until successful decoding is obtained. The detailed operation of the DVC
could be found in other publications [2, 4].
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30.2.2 Reed-Solomon Codes

The RS codes are a subset of BCH codes and class of linear block codes. Normally,
RS codes are specified with the notation, RS(n, k) with m-bits symbols. A RS
encoder takes k-blocks of digital data and adds extra redundant symbols, t to create
n-blocks of codeword [6]. The RS decoder processes each codeword block and
attempts to correct the errors occurred during transmission, recovering the original
data. The number and type of errors that can be corrected depends on the charac-
teristics of that particular RS codes and the number and distribution of errors.

(1) If 2s + r \ (n – k) (s-errors, r-erasures), then the original transmitted
codeword will always be recovered.

(2) The decoder is not able to recover the original codeword and indicate this
fact.

(3) The decoder will mis-decode and recover an incorrect codeword without any
indication.

Figure 30.1 shows a typical RS codeword. There are more details about the RS
coding scheme in the publication [9].

30.2.3 Linear Interpolation

Linear interpolation can be used as a method to estimate the missing values of a
function by curve fitting or assuming that it is a straight line between two values.
Generally, the linear interpolation function is given by (30.1)

f xð Þ ¼ y1 þ
x � x1ð Þ
x2 � x1ð Þ y2 � y1ð Þ: ð30:1Þ

where x is an unknown point on a line with x1; y1ð Þ and x2; y2ð Þ are two other
points on the same line.

On a regular two dimensional grid, bilinear interpolation is used to interpolate a
bi-variate function. Linear interpolation is first performed in one direction, and
then again in the other direction. The estimated value of the desired point, f(x, y)
on a xy-plane is given by (30.2)

Fig. 30.1 Typical Structure of RS Codeword [6]
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f x; yð Þ ¼ 1
x2 � x1ð Þ y2 � y1ð Þ f x1; y1ð Þ x2 � xð Þ y2 � yð Þf x2; y1ð Þ x � x1ð Þ y2 � yð Þ½

þ f x1; y2ð Þ x2 � xð Þ y � y1ð Þ þ f x2; y2ð Þ x � x1ð Þ y � y1ð Þ�:
ð30:2Þ

where x1; y1ð Þ; x1; y2ð Þ; x2; y1ð Þ and x2; y2ð Þ are four other points on the same plane.

30.3 Methodology

In this section, the proposed model as shown in Fig. 30.2 and the detailed meth-
odology are presented. Figure 30.3 describes the operational flow of the model.
Firstly, the input video sequence is split into a GOP of eight frames with the video
splitter. All WZ frames will be stored in the input buffer. Only the odd-numbered
WZ frames will be sent for quantization and encoded with the RS codes. At the
decoder, the received frames will be first decoded and stored in the output buffer.
The missing even-numbered WZ frames will be estimated by using the
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interpolation function. Each decoded or interpolated output frame will be stored in
the output buffer and compared with the corresponding input frame. Based on this
comparison, the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is calculated. The quality of the
output frame is considered good if the value of the PSNR is above 30 dB.

On the other hand, the key frame is encoded using the conventional intraframe
encoding method. The chosen technique in this proposed model is the H.264
encoding scheme. The model is tested with a video sequence of low motion
activity.

The performance of the model is measured by calculating the time required by
the model to finish processing the GOP of eight frames. As a reference, the system
will first transmit all WZ frames. Then, the time taken for the system to complete
processing the GOP till the complete reconstruction of the output video sequence
is recorded. After that, the same procedure is repeated with the system is now
transmitting only the odd-numbered WZ frames. To ensure that the results are
compared fairly, the same video sequence shall be used for both scenarios.

Prior to transmission from the encoder, all frames in the GOP shall be indexed
with a number. The first frame (key frame), F0 shall always be sent. On the other
hand, the p-th WZ frame, Fp will only be transmitted if and only if p is an odd
number. Therefore, p will first be verified using the (30.3).

q ¼ p% 2: ð30:3Þ

The Fpis only transmitted if and only if q 6¼ 0.
The RS function, RS (n, k, m) has the following parameters: message length, k,

codeword length, n, and number of bits per symbol, m. Table 30.1 summarizes the
meaning of each parameter and the allowable positive integers of the RS codes.

In this work, eight bits are chosen for each symbol, m = 8. The data rate, r is 15/
31, with n = 31 and k = 15. For Galois field of the form of GF 2mð Þ, the primitive
element, b is 2. The method used to encode the message using the RS (n, k, m) is by
varying the primitive polynomial of the Galois field that contains that symbol, using
an input argument in Galois field as given by the Matlab function in (30.4).

encode ¼ rsencðmsg; n; kÞ: ð30:4Þ

This function encodes the message, msg with the RS (n, k) codes using a narrow
sense generator polynomial [5]. The message is Galois array of symbol having

Table 30.1 Rs Parameter

Parameter Meaning Value or range

m Number of bits per symbol Integer between 3 and 16

n Number of symbols per codeword Integer between 3 and 2m-1

k Number of symbols per message Positive integer\n, where (n-k) is even

t Error correction capability of the
codes

n�kð Þ
2
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m-bits each. Each k-element row of msg represents a message word, with the
leftmost symbol as the most significant symbol. At most, the codeword length,
n ¼ 2m � 1. However, if n is not as exact as 2m � 1, shortened RS codes will be
used. Parity symbols are added at the end of each word in the output Galois codes.

Another Matlab function (30.5),

decode ¼ rsdecðmsg; n; kÞ: ð30:5Þ

will decode the received message, msg with the narrow sense generator polyno-
mial [5]. The codes used at the decoder are a Galois array of symbols with m-bits
each. Each n-element row of codes represents a corrupted systematic codeword,
with the leftmost symbol as the most significant symbol.

If there are more than n�kð Þ
2 errors detected in a row of the received message, a

decoding failure occurs. In this case, the function in (30.5) forms a corresponding
row of decoded codeword by merely removing (n – k) symbols from the end of the
row of the received message.

To determine whether decoding is successful, the Hamming distance, between
the received message and the SI generated using the previously decoded code-
word, is calculated. If the Hamming distance is non-zero, then the decoder pro-
ceeds to the next iteration to request more parity bits from the encoder via the
feedback channel. On the other hand, if the Hamming distance is zero, the
decoding operation will then be verified with the 8-bits cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) sum. Should the CRC sum computed on the decoded plane match the value
received from the encoder, decoding is considered successful and the decoded
codeword is sent for reconstruction.

The missing even-numbered WZ frames are estimated with the interpolation
method. An even-numbered WZ frame must exist between two consecutive odd-
numbered WZ frames which had been decoded successfully previously. Each pixel
value in the even-numbered frames is interpolated from the same points of the two
dimensional grid of the consecutive odd-numbered WZ frames.

The pixel value, f xp; yp

� �
at the coordinate xp; yp

� �
, of a p-th WZ frame can be

estimated using the linear interpolation equation in (30.6).

f xp; yp

� �
¼ f xp�1; yp�1
� �

þ 1
2

f xpþ1; ypþ1
� ��

� f xp�1; yp�1
� ��

: ð30:6Þ

where 2 B p B 6 and p is even number. This function is iterated for a number of
times equal to a frame size to reconstruct the whole frame.

30.4 Simulation Result

The DVC model proposed in section III is completely implemented with the
C++ programming language. Both encoding and decoding functions of RS codes
are imported from the Matlab library and converted to the C++ programming
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language. All calculations to determine the odd or even frame number and to
estimate the missing even-numbered frames follow (30.3) and (30.6) respectively,
and are written in the C++ programming language.

The model is evaluated with the Hall monitor QCIF video sequence. This video
sequence has very low amount of motion activity.

Each reconstructed output frame in the GOP is compared with the original input
frame. Based on the comparison, the PSNR is calculated using (30.7).

PSNR ¼ 10 log10
2552

d
: ð30:7Þ

where d is the distortion between the two frames. Table 30.2 and Fig. 30.4 present
the simulation results.

From the data, it can be seen that if all frames are transmitted, the PSNR value
for each frame is above 36 dB. This also proves that there is very good decoding of
the output frames at the decoder although there is no prior information available at
the decoder. This finding matches the results in [1].

For the simulation with only odd-numbered WZ frames transmission, the odd-
numbered WZ frames those are transmitted are decoded perfectly with the similar
PSNR values like the simulation with all frames transmission. However, those
nontransmitted even-numbered WZ frames which are estimated at the decoder
show poorer PNSR values. This shows that the linear interpolation at the decoder
is still unable to estimate the frames perfectly like the conventional inter-frame
decoding.

Nevertheless, the PSNR values of the estimated frames are still close to the
acceptable threshold values of 30 dB. As this input video sequence is of low
motion activity, the temporal redundancy between the frames is more. Hence, the
linear interpolation method can be a good approximation of the missing frames.

The simulation, where all frames are transmitted, needs an average time of
3447 s to finish processing the video sequence. On the other hand, the simulation,

Table 30.2 PSNR Values fOR Each Frame

Frame number PSNR (dB)

Transmits only odd WZ frames Transmits all frames

0 36.1473 36.1477

1 36.3032 36.3022

2 29.4138 36.3240

3 36.2582 36.2575

4 30.9052 36.2931

5 36.2789 36.2795

6 28.9724 36.2923

7 36.2521 36.2524
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where only odd-numbered WZ frames are transmitted, only needs 3286 s to finish
processing the same video sequence. There is a reduction of about 4.90 % pro-
cessing time.

Longer processing time might due to more frames need to be transmitted and be
put waiting in the buffer. Moreover, the inter-frame decoding requires the parity
bits request from the encoder and also the SI from decoded key frames. Hence, the
more WZ frames are to be decoded, the longer the waiting time for the parity bits
request.

Contrary, interpolation method only needs two consecutive odd-numbered
frames to estimate the missing even-numbered frames. All these information is
readily available at the decoder and the decoder does not need to wait any
information from the encoder.

30.5 Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper, the model is designed such that only the odd-numbered WZ frames
in the GOP are transmitted across the network. The missing even-numbered WZ
frames are recovered at the decoder with estimation using the interpolation
method. Although this algorithm is less efficient in estimating the frames com-
pared to the conventional inter-frame decoding method, the proposed model
involves less complicated calculation and is able to produce the result in a shorter
time. Nevertheless, the estimated frames at the decoder are also of acceptable
quality compared to the corresponding input frames.

To improve the quality of the estimation of the missing even-numbered WZ
frames, interpolation with motion estimation can be applied at the decoder. In [4],
the authors did research about the 8 9 8 bidirectional motion estimation. This
method can achieve better rate distortion (RD). The algorithm shall also be included
in the proposed model to investigate whether there is improvement to the RD.

The proposed model shall also be tested with video sequences of different
motion activity for RD comparison. This is because the RD performance of the
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DVC is inconsistent with different video streams, as stated in [10]. Lower or
medium activity video sequences give better RD performance, contrast to video
sequences of significant motion activity. For this reason, the low motion activity
video sequence of Hall sequence is selected for this work.
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Chapter 31
Performance Analysis of an OCDMA
System Based on SPD Detection Utilizing
Different Type of Optical Filters
for Access Networks

Sarah G. Adbulqader, Hilal A. Fadhil, S.A. Aljunid
and Anuar Mat Safar

Abstract This paper aims to study the performance of spectral-amplitude coding
optical code-division multiple-access (SAC-OCDMA) systems based on single
photo-diode (SPD) detection under various types of optical filters decoder schemes
(Optical Gaussian filter, Thin film and Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG)). In our work,
we utilized Modified Double weight (MDW) code as one of the SAC codes; the
proposed system is performed by using single photodiode for each user. The
results characterizing the bit-error-rate (BER) of 10-12 with respect to the data rate
show that the SDP offers a significant improved performance for long haul
applications (wide area network (WAN)) over other types of SAC-OCDMA
detection techniques. Furthermore, the FBG filters have higher dispersion than
Gaussian and thin film filters. The comparison states that the optical Gaussian
filters have better filter amplitude response leading to lower dispersion bandwidth
reduction, while FBG filters have higher dispersion which could reduce the goal of
622 Mbps channels in SPD detection scheme.

31.1 Introduction

There has been a huge interest in applying Optical Code Division Multiple Access
(OCDMA) techniques to fiber optic communication access networks. This tech-
nique is one of the multiple access schemes that are becoming popular because
their advantages such as the flexibility in the allocation of channels, ability to
operate asynchronously, enhanced privacy and increased capacity in bursty
networks [1–3]. Moreover, single photo-diode (SPD) detection based on OCDMA
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systems have been investigated recently to apply for high speed Wide Area
Network (WAN) as multiple users allow to access network simultaneously [1–3].

Recently, many detection techniques have been proposed for SAC-OCDMA
systems such us AND-detection technique, modified AND, and spectral direct
detection techniques [3–6]. However, among all SAC-OCDMA detection tech-
niques and based on the previously published papers at [3, 5]. The SPD detection
technique has been proven as a good solution for ultra-high speed transmission,
Multi-Access Interference (MAI) suppression and cost-effective [3]. In an optical
access networks, the OCDMA signals pass through a number of optical comple-
ments such as multiplexer, de-multiplexer, add-drop multiplexer, and passive
optical router. However, each of these components include optical filter to separate
and select the wavelengths. Choosing a proper optical filter for an OCDMA system
can increase the efficiency of the system by reducing the effective bandwidth
making the system less susceptible to noise, filter passband misalignment and
dispersion effects. Therefore, in this study it is desirable to investigate the different
type of optical filters (Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG), thin film and optical Gaussian
filters) in order to be applicable with the various access networks such as MAN,
and WAN. This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 31.2 provides a detailed
explanation of our proposed system. Next, in Sect. 31.3, we focus on performance
analysis followed by the discussion of the results. Finally, Sect. 31.4 summaries
our conclusions.

31.2 System Design

31.2.1 Modified Double Weight Code

The code structure is based on Modified Double –Weight (MDW) code families for
SAC-OCDMA systems. The MDW codes have a large number of weight can be
developed based on double weight (DW) code of weight two, the MDW code is the
modified version of DW code [6]. The MDW code possesses ideal cross-correlation
properties and exists for every natural number [5, 6]. However, the MDW code
weight can be any even number that is greater than 2. Moreover, the MDW codes
can also be represented by using a (K 9 N) matrix as shown in Fig. 31.1. The
details of code structure and code parameters have been presented in [6].

Figure 31.1 shows that we can increase the number of user from 1 to 3 while the
weight is still fixed at 4. An MDW code with weight of 4 denoted by (N, 4, 1) for
any given code length N, can be related to the number of user K through:

N ¼ 3K þ 3
8

sin
kp
3

� �� �2

ð31:1Þ
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31.2.2 SPD Detection Based Gaussian Optical Filters

The proposed SAC-OCDMA receiver diagram of this technique is shown in
Fig. 31.2. The received optical signal is decoded by the decoder, which has an
identical spectral response to the intended encoder for the data to be received. The
remainder of the signal from the decoder is then transmitted to the subtractive
decoder (s-Decoder) to cancel out signals with mismatched signatures, i.e.,
interferers. The output from the s-Decoder is either zero power unit for active user
or cross-correlation power unit for interferers. The proposed technique can be
performed using inexpensive optical Gaussian filter to decode the received signal.
Moreover, other types of filters such us Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) and thin film
filters are also used as the main part in the corresponding SPD implementations.

Fig. 31.1 The basic MDW code with code length 9, weight 4, and an ideal in-phase cross
correlation

Fig. 31.2 SPD detection based on MWD code
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After optical subtraction, the output is either code weight power unit for active
user or zero power units for interferers. This implies that the interference signals
are suppressed in the optical domain before the conversion of the signals to the
electrical domain, as a result, the proposed SPD scheme alleviates both PIIN and
MAI in the optical domain [3]. Moreover, the two interference signals at the
optical subtractor are assumed to be equal and cancel each other out. However,
practically, the interference signals differ slightly at the optical subtractor and
results in a small amount of optical power to reach the photodiode. The main
advantage of using the SPD is that the cancellation of the interference signals in
the optical domain allows the use of only a single photodiode rather than two
photodiodes as in typical subtraction detection schemes [7]. This reduces the
amount of optical-to-electrical conversion and shot noise generated at the receiver
part. The proposed detection technique can also be implemented with any fixed in-
phase cross-correlation SAC codes with differ spectral chips distribution of the s-
Decoder, depending on the structure of the SAC codes itself. Finally, after the
desired signal is detected by a photodiode, the data-carrying electrical signal is low
pass-filtered by a Bessel-Thompson filter [8].

The signal-to-noise (SNR) for an electrical signal is defined as the average
signal to noise power SNR = [I2/it

2], where it
2 is the variance of noise source (note:

the effect of the receiver’s dark current and nonlinear noises are neglected in the
analysis of the proposed system), given by

r2 ¼ i2shot

� �
þ i2PIIN

� �
þ i2

thermal

� �
; ð31:2Þ

Equation (31.2) can be expressed as

r2 ¼ 2eBI þ I2BsC þ 4KbTnB

RL
; ð31:3Þ

where the symbols used in Eq. (31.3) bear the following meaning.
e Electron charge;
I Average photocurrent;
I2 The power spectral density for I;
B Electrical bandwidth;
Kb Boltzmann Constant;
Tn Absolute receiver noise temperature;
RL Receiver load resistor.

The formula used to calculate the bit-error-rate (BER) with Gaussian approx-
imation can be expressed as [7, 8]

BER ¼ Pe ¼
1
2

erfc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SNR

8

r !
; ð31:4Þ

where erfc is the complementary error function
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31.2.3 Different Decoders Architecture Schemes

Different decoder architecture scheme are based on different type of filters used in
the SPD implementation. In this sub-section only three type of filter will be
investigated and analysed which are the Optical Gaussian filter, thin film filter, and
FBG filter based Gaussian apodization profile. It is well known that the apodized
and linearly chirped Bragg gratings reduced the side lobe level in the reflectivity
response and also the group delay response ripple [9]. The FBG based Gaussian
apodization profile can be presented as [9]:

TðzÞ ¼ exp �G
z
l

	 
2
� �

ð31:5Þ

The parameters z and l are used to control the apodization sharpness parameter.
Also, the optical Gaussian filter is based on Gaussian distribution expressed as:

TðzÞ ¼ 1
2p

exp
�1
2

z2

� �
ð31:6Þ

The thin film filters are known to have a Butterworth response and are com-
monly modeled as 3rd order Butterworth filters [10]. However, the different
decoder architecture schemes have the different impact; it would be very useful to
investigate and to analyse the different filter functions to find out most significant
one for dispersion compensation (long haul applications) and access network
categories as well. Table 31.1 shows the system parameters used in the simulation
model (OptisystemTM), these parameters based on the previously published papers
at Hamza et al., Norazimah et al., and Ghafouri-Shiraz [3, 5, 8].

31.3 Simulation Results

Figure 31.3 shows the average BER for three users against the fiber length at data
rates of 622 Mbps and 155 Mbps. It can be seen that the average BER value
increases with the increasing of the transmission length. Further, for a fiber length
of 55 km the BER are 1 9 10-12 and 1 9 10-18 for the data rate of 622 and
155 Mbps, respectively. Moreover, the FBG based Gaussian apodization of 622
Mbps allows short transmission in the fiber length as compared with data rate of
155 Mbps. However, this type of filter possesses easily controllable dual-wave-
length narrow transmission peaks. It provides a simple and low cost approach of
achieving the dual-wavelength fiber laser operation [9].

Figure 31.4 shows average BER for three users against the data rate at trans-
mission distance of 30 and 50 km. It can be seen that the average BER value
increases with the increasing of data rate for both distances. Moreover, for a given
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Table 31.1 System parameters used in the simulation

Wavelength 1,550 nm

Thermal noise 1.8 9 10-23 W/Hz

Dark current 5 nA

Responsively 1 A/W

Optical bandwidth B0 = 3.75 THz

Attenuation 0.25 dB/km

No. of user 3

Code weight 4

SPD filter FBG, thin film, and Gaussian
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data rate at transmission distance of 30 km the proposed system offers better
performance in terms of BER than at 50 km. This result indicates that there is a
significant improvement in performance or, for a fixed BER, could accommodate a
higher data rate for greater capacity.

Figure 31.5 shows average BER against the fiber length at different data rate of
155 and 622 Mbps. It can be seen that the average BER value increases with the
increasing of the transmission length. Further, for a BER of 1 9 10-12 with data
rate of 155 Mbps, optical Gaussian filter allows extra transmission of 20 km in the
fiber length and better performance as compared with thin film filter, whereas for a
BER of 1 9 10-12 with data rate of 622 Mbps, Gaussian filter allows longer
transmission of 12 km in the fiber length as compared with thin film filter. This
improvement can be explained as the optical Gaussian filters offers passband sharp
which exhibits the lowest loss at the peak compared with thin film filter.
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Figure 31.6 shows average BER against the data rate at different fiber length of
70 and 120 km. It can be seen that the average BER value increases with the
increasing of transmission data rate. Further, for a BER of 1.5 9 10 - 12 with a
fiber length of 70 km allows higher transmission rate than a fiber length of 120 km.
However, the optical Gaussian filter is considered an ideal solution to achieve long
haul transmission (120 km) for SAC-OCDMA system with minimized dispersion
affects compared with thin film filter. Moreover, an SAC-OCDMA system is
considered an ideal solution for different transmission rates on the access links [11].

The Eye pattern diagrams for the various proposed filters are shown in
Fig. 31.7. Figure 31.7 clearly shows the dispersion effects by FBG based Gaussian
adopization compared with other filters.
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Table 31.2 depicts that our proposed system based on different decoder
architecture schemes can be applied to interconnection ranging from localized
links within an equipments rack to links that span continents or Fiber-to-Building
(FTTB) applications. As Table 31.2 illustrates, networks are divided into two
broad categories based on filter types and transmission distance (WAN and MAN).

Fig. 31.7 Eye diagram for the data rate of 622 Mbp at fiber length of 60 km of one of the: a FBG
based Gaussian adpoziation BER = 1.1 9 10-10; b Optical Gaussian filter, BER = 4.5 9 10-15;
c thin film filter BER = 4.7 9 10-9

Table 31.2 Applications of proposed system based different decoder architecture

Application Decoder type Fiber length (km) BER

WAN Gaussian filter 140 &10-12

WAN Thin film filter 130 &10-12

MAN FBG Gaussian 55 &10-12
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31.4 Conclusions

In this study, we have tested optical Gaussian, FBG and thin film filters to assess
the suitability of these filter types as decoding devices in OCDMA networks using
SPD detection. The FBG filters have higher dispersion than Gaussian or thin film
filters (Thin film filters and Gaussian filter both have low dispersion). Thin film
and Gaussian filters have better filter amplitude response leading to lower band-
width reduction, while FBG filters have higher dispersion which could reduce the
goal of 622 Mbps channels in SPD detection scheme. The properties of this system
are described and discussed with the related equations. However, based on the
simulation results, these filter can be implemented in the SPD decoder architecture
at different access categories (WAN, MAN) as a specific BER of 10-12 is required
in order to achieve different quality-of-service (QoS) requirements. Furthermore,
the proposed study is employed for access network applications could be an
excellent candidate for applying in the next generation OCDMA networks.
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Chapter 32
Deployment of Optimized Algorithm
for MPEG-4 Data Over Wireless
Multimedia Sensor Network

Norlezah Hashim, Sharifah Hafizah Syed Ariffin, Farizah Yunus,
Fakrulradzi Idris and Norsheila Fisal

Abstract Typical Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) always deals with scalar data
such as temperature. These types of data are suitable for low rate networking
technology such as IEEE802.15.4. Transmitting a video for IEEE 802.15.4 raised
other challenges for bandwidth limited sensor networks like WSN. The optimi-
zation method able to determine the optimal limit for quantization scale, group of
picture and frame per second in order to suit the WSN environment. Changing
these parameters affects the bandwidth requirement and video quality in term of
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). This project aims to create an embedded code
in TelG mote according to this concept. Results from experiment show
improvements in packet delivery ratio of 28 % for Akiyo qcif file, 27 % for
Foreman qcif file and 9 % for Mobile qcif file. This work proved that the method
has successfully increased the network performance.

32.1 Introduction

Analysis in Wireless sensor network (WSN) often includes the study of network
properties of wireless communication with small battery powered sensors. Now-
adays some of WSN applications include disaster prevention, environmental
monitoring, and logistics tracking. Most WSN uses IEEE 802.15.4 standard, is one
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of the interest due to its capability in producing low cost with low complexity but
still maintaining the good quality of video. However, transferring a video is more
challenging since it requires bigger bandwidth to carry bigger data and WSN only
allow the maximum bandwidth of 250 kbps. Therefore a compression method such
as MPEG-4 is needed before a video being transferred through WSN to reduce the
requirement of its bandwidth.

The researchers in [1] have developed the benchmark for the settings of video
encoding which can provide better video quality suitable for WSN application.
They mentioned three parameters, namely quantization scale, group of picture, and
frame per second that are important in determining the quality of a video received.
The researchers used Network Simulator 2 (NS2) as an approach to the study.
Even though simulation is a reliable approach to study the network properties, the
real scenario of WSN is much more complicated. Therefore, a real world testbed
implementation is needed to justify the results obtained using simulation. In this
paper, the design, deployment and evaluation of WSN testbed using optimized
algorithm to transmit MPEG-4 data will be discussed. The deployment will be
done using TelG mote and WiseOS operating system. Results on packet delivery
ratio and total packet loss at different distances are presented. Moreover, com-
parisons of results between MPEG-4 data with optimized algorithm and MPEG-4
data with non-optimized algorithm are further elaborated. Lastly, comparisons of
results between experiment and simulation are presented to the readers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Sect. 32.2 briefly describes the
design concept of optimized parameter for MPEG-4 data, followed by testbed
implementation in Sect. 32.3. In Sect. 32.4, the results obtained are elaborated and
finally the conclusions are given in Sect. 32.5.

32.2 Design Concept

The standard for video compression which are MPEG-1 [2] and MPEG-2 [3], are
not versatile enough to efficiently address the requirement of multimedia appli-
cation. Therefore, Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) developed MPEG-4
standard that provides a platform for a wide range of multimedia applications [4].
In [5, 6], MPEG-4 video is already proven suitable to be transmitted over IEEE
802.15.4 standard. Many researchers focused research on MPEG-4 transmitted for
IEEE802.11 standard that can support high bandwidth, such as in [7, 8], and only a
few researches done for MPEG-4 over IEEE802.15.4.

In optimized method, the video need to be encoded without quantization scale
with a default value of 30 frames per second and 30 groups of frame. Next, the
bandwidth of video is checked and if it does not meet the requirement condition of
WSN which is 250 kbps; the video will be quantized with the increasing value of
the quantization until 31. If the bandwidth still does not meet the requirement, the
value for frame per second will be reduced until it meets the bandwidth require-
ment. Next the PSNR is checked to ensure the video is still in good quality after
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several adjustments have been made to the video. In order to get better video
quality, the PSNR values need to be increased by decreasing the group of frame
value while maintaining the bandwidth requirement. This step will be repeated
until the optimal value for group of frame, frame per second, and quantization
scale is obtained but still within the bandwidth requirement of WSN and good
PSNR value.

32.2.1 TelG System Architecture

Figure 32.1 shows TelG system architecture used in testbed deployment. TelG
hardware system architecture consists of sensing unit, communication unit, pro-
cessing unit, and power unit [9]. TelG is particularly designed where program-
ming, computation and communication are integrated onto a single device. Each
TelG can be reprogrammed on the board using ISP.

In sensing unit, the electrically erasable programmable read only memory
(EEPROM) is used to store MPEG-4 data before transmitting. ATmega644PV
microcontroller from Atmel Corporation is used in TelG as the processing unit.
ATmega644PV has its own advantage in term of low power consumption used
[10]. In the communication unit, the wireless device is using the XBee module

Fig. 32.1 TelG system architecture
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from MaxStream Inc. XBee is an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radio based on Carrier
Sense Multiple Access CSMA. TelG is battery powered, with a cutoff voltage of
1.8 V [10].

WiseOS was developed by a group of researchers from Telekom Research
Group (TRG) of UTM. The programming language used for WiseOS is called
nesC, which is C with some addition language features for components and
concurrency. WiseOS is an event-driven operating system. Figure 32.2 shows
TelG device used in experiment.

32.2.2 Experiment Setup

The experiment location is chosen at UTM block P19 as shown in Fig. 32.3.
Figure 32.4 shows the configuration setup which consists of three TelG points
spaced equally among them. TelG node A acts as the source node, TelG node B is
the intermediate node and base station behaves as the sink node. Besides, base
station also collects all data and sent them to a Personal Computer for analysis
purposes.

32.3 Methodology

The video frame format used in the testbed is known as Quarter Common Inter-
mediate Format (qcif) where this format has a resolution of 176 9 144 pixels that
represents different color spaces [1]. Three types of video samples used in the
testbed are Akiyo, Foreman and Mobile. These video samples appear as low,
medium and high motion and scene complexity respectively. These video samples
are commonly used among researchers. Table 32.1 shows the summary of the data
used in this research where six different sets of MPEG-4 data were conducted in

LED

Reset and 
User 

Buttons Power connector

XBeeProgramming 
connector

USART connector

Fig. 32.2 TelG device
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the testbed. It can be seen when any value from the optimal value is varied, will
result in the change of bandwidth requirement.

Before making any measurement, each TelG needs to be programmed
according to the algorithm to test the proposed method. Figure 32.5 shows the
overall flowchart of the proposed method. The flow chart is divided two parts.

Fig. 32.3 Experiment setup at P19, UTM

Base 
Station

TelG 
node B 

TelG 
node A 

Laptop

Two hops

Fig. 32.4 Configuration setup

Table 32.1 Summary of the data used in experiment

Type of motion Quantization
scale

Frame per
second

Group of
frame

Bandwidth

Optimized Akiyo 2 30 20 248

Foreman 4 15 10 229

Mobile 4 5 10 249

Non-
optimized

Akiyo 2 30 10 293.5

Foreman 3 15 10 310.7

Mobile 3 5 10 324.8
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The first part is to select the optimal values for frame per second, quantization
scale and group of frame while the second part is to transfer the video packets
through WSN channel.

32.4 Result and Discussions

Figure 32.6 shows the packet delivery ratio for three samples namely Akiyo,
Foreman, and Mobile qcif data. In general, the packet delivery ratio was showing a
decreased pattern when the distances between nodes are increased. As the dis-
tances are increased, it is reasonable to experience more losses because the
probability a data to loss is increased as the signal strength is decreased. From the
graph, packet delivery ratio for Akiyo optimized data improves an average of
about 28 % compared to non-optimized data, 27 % differences for Foreman and
9 % differences for Mobile.

It is observed from the graph, the improvement for Foreman is smaller than
Akiyo as Foreman contains more packets which is twice the Akiyo’s total packets.
This will increases the probability of packets dropping since the network is getting
busy with packets transferring. From Table 32.1, it can be seen that in order to
maintain the network bandwidth requirement not more than 250 kbps and to
maintain the video quality in term of PSNR, Foreman’s file contains a smaller
group of frame compared to Akiyo’s generated from the optimized method.
Smaller group of frame increased the quantity of I frames, which constitutes to
bigger file size and lower packet delivery ratio.

For Mobile, the optimized data improves the network of about 9 % in averages
compared to non-optimized data. Compared to Foreman and Akiyo, Mobile has
the smallest improvement in term of packet delivery ratio. Mobile file represents a
high motion and scene complexity of a horizontally moving toy train with a
calendar moving vertically in the background. Therefore, Mobile file’s size is
bigger than Akiyo and Foreman which results in lowest packet delivery ratio.

In order to maintain the bandwidth requirement of Mobile below the maximum
allowable rates of WSN, the value of quantization scale is increased to 4 (refer to
Table 32.1). As we know quantization scale represents how much compression is
done to the video. Increasing quantization scale will reduce the requirement of
bandwidth but will introduce a lower video quality. However, by using the opti-
mized method, the quality of the video is still maintained at a good PSNR value
above 31 according to Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [1].

The packet loss versus distance graphs for Akiyo, Foreman and Mobile were
shown in Fig. 32.7. In overall, packet loss was showing an increased pattern when
the distance between nodes are increased. From this figure, it is clearly observed
that optimized MPEG-4 data improved the overall network performance for
Akiyo, Foreman and Mobile by reducing the total packet loss.
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Akiyo qcif shows the highest improvement with the ability to reduce the packet
loss to an average of 2 % compared to non-optimized data where the average
packet loss is 31 %. The average packet loss for Foreman qcif is 12 % compared to
the average packet loss for non-optimized data which is 38 %. For Mobile qcif, the
average packet loss is 46 % compared to non-optimized data which is 55 %. There
are higher possibilities to decode optimized Akiyo and optimized Foreman com-
pared to optimized Mobile since the average packet loss for both files is smaller.
When packet loss is small, the probability of receiving most of I frame which
serves the most important information are higher. However, for non-optimized
data, it is almost impossible to decode the data as the packet losses are very high.
Packet losses are more critical as the distances are increased.

Figure 32.8 shows the comparison of results between simulation using NS2 and
experiment. From the graph, it can be seen the results observed from experiments
are more or less the same with simulation. The average differences between
experiment and simulation results are 2.3 % for Akiyo, 11.5 % for Foreman, and
10.3 % for Mobile qcif.
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32.5 Conclusions and Future Works

In this work, we have deployed two hops wireless sensor network testbed and
investigated its performance. The results show that the optimized algorithm for
MPEG-4 data improves packet delivery ratio and reduces packet losses in WSN.
However, among the three MPEG-4 qcif data, the highest improvement is
observed for Akiyo, followed by Foreman and Mobile.

In future, the optimized method is suggested to be tested on TelG using
802.11 g WiFi module. The maximum allowable bandwidth in WiFi is bigger in
802.11 g compared to 802.15.4 which will further improve the network
performance.
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Chapter 33
Partially Compensated Power Control
Technique for LTE-A Macro-Femto
Networks

Sawsan Ali Saad, Mahamod Ismail and Rosdiadee Nordin

Abstract Femtocells are expected to remarkably enhance network capacity,
indoor coverage and introduce brand-new services. However, in co-channel
deployment scenarios, and with the femtocell being applied as a closed subscriber
group (CSG) access, femtocells can cause severe interference to the neighbouring
cells and derive users to the outage. In this paper a downlink power control scheme
without additional signalling exchange is proposed, which adjusts the transmit
power subject to user’s pathloss measurements. However the minimum level of
power transmission is constrained to the acquired target SINR of femtocell user
that could be set according to the QoS requirements. The performance is confirmed
via system level simulations. The results show that, the proposed scheme reduces
the outage probability of the macrocell users, and the spectral efficiency of fem-
tocell users is improved. Furthermore, reducing the transmit power level helps in
saving more power towards green femtocell networks.

33.1 Introduction

The concept of femtocell has attracted much attention in the wireless communi-
cation industry; as a solution for indoor coverage problems. Femtocell also known
as Home enhanced NodeB (HeNB) in the third generation partnership project
(3GPP) long term evolution-advanced (LTE-A) standard; has many attractive
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features of plug-and-play, low deployment cost, traffic offload from macrocell and
providing enhanced indoor coverage with high data rates [1].

The transmit power level of a femtocell base station affects its coverage range and
the amount of interference it generates in the network. Properly selecting the fem-
tocell base station transmit power level can help manage the interference from the
femtocells to the macro-users, while maintaining femtocells performance. Although
femtocells are low power base stations, the massive deployment of them will result
in increasing the total power consumption of the network. Therefore, efficient
methods, such as cell zooming, sleep mode and power control are required to reduce
the power consumption while maintaining the performance of femtocells [2].

A method that discriminates between indoor and outdoor is presented in [3].
The location information gained from the discrimination procedure together with
the required SINR for the HUE is used to perform power control for the HeNB.
The proposed scheme outperforms the random power scheme by providing higher
SINR for the home user equipment (HUEs). However the performance gap
between the proposed scheme and the random method has decreased in environ-
ments with higher shadowing effect. This is due to the decreased accuracy of
positional state discrimination.

The power control problem is formulated in [4] considering the worst case sce-
nario, assuming no dominating interferer. A heuristic distributed algorithm is exe-
cuted to determine the optimum power level, if no feasible solution for a sub-channel
the algorithm determines the admissible subset of users on the given sub-channel by
eliminating the interferers causing excessive interference level. The scheme delivers
suboptimal results which are shown to be close to the optimal. However the effect of
the user mobility is neglected as stationary network is assumed.

The co-channel deployment of femtocells with macrocells is investigated in [5].
A macro user (MUE) assisted HeNB power control scheme is proposed; that
adjusts the transmit power of the HeNB when receiving an interference message
from an MUE. Two timers are used to control the decrease and increase of the
transmit power. The scheme can reduce the outage probability for the victim
MUEs and also avoid unnecessary throughput loss of the HeNBs. However the
MUE needs to send interference messages to HeNB, yet there is no direct con-
nection between HeNB and MUE, which implies possible delay and low reliability
in transmitting the control information.

This paper proposes a technique to mitigate the downlink interference in
co-channel multi-tier macro-femto networks, while maintaining the performance of
the HUEs. The scheme allows the implementation of the concept: coverage follows
HUE; without requiring HUE positioning technique and hence saving the trans-
mission of such information. Instead the position of the HUE is estimated using the
pathloss between the HUE and the HeNB; the pathloss is partially compensated,
which helps more in mitigating the interference to the neighbouring cells. However,
the minimum level of power transmission is set adaptively to guarantee the required
target SINR of the HUE which in consequence conserves the QoS requirements.
The performance of the scheme is evaluated via system level simulation for the
metrics of SINR, outage probability and the spectral efficiency.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 33.2 presents the system
model. Section 33.3 provides details about the proposed power control scheme and
describes the simulation scenario. Section 33.4 is dedicated to the performance
evaluation results and discussion. Concluding remarks are given in Sect. 33.5.

33.2 System Model

The system model is used to study the interference impact on the performance
MUEs and indoor HUEs, in terms of the SINR, the outage probability of MUEs
and the spectral efficiency, due to the introduction of the power control approach
for femtocell base stations.

33.2.1 Interference Scenario

In the downlink, the received signal at the user equipment (UE) contains the
OFDMA transmitted symbols of the serving base station plus the interference
induced by nearby femto and macro base stations. Figure 33.1 shows the inter-
ference scenario used in this study. Two types of interference are considered: (i)
Cross-tier interference between macrocell and femtocell, in which the cell-edge
MUE may suffer from severe interference. (ii) Co-tier interference between the
femtocells.

Fig. 33.1 Interference scenario
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33.2.2 Propagation Models and SINR Computing

In this study we adopt the 3GPP LTE-Advanced path loss models for urban
deployments [6], in which the path loss between the eNB and the UE is calculated
as follows:

PLmacroðdBÞ ¼
15:3 þ 37:6log10R(outdoor UE)

15:3 þ 37:6log10R þ Low(indoor UE)

(
ð33:1Þ

where R is the distance between the UE and eNB in meters and Low is the pene-
tration loss of an outdoor wall, which is 20 dB.

While the path loss between HeNB and UE within or outside an apartment for
5 9 5 grid scenario, is formulated as:

PLfemtoðdBÞ ¼ 127 þ 30log10(R=1000) ð33:2Þ

The received SINR of the MUE in the downlink can be expressed as [7]:

SINRMUE ¼ PTmgmjP

m 6¼ k

k 2 M

PTkgkj þ
P
f2F

PTf gfj þ Nth
ð33:3Þ

where PTm, PTk and PTf are the transmit power of serving and interfering MeNB
and HeNB respectively, M and F is the set of eNBs and HeNBs respectively, gmj,
gkj and gfj are the link gain between MUE j and the eNB and HeNB. Nth is the
thermal noise.

The downlink received SINR of the HUE is given by [7]:

SINRHUE ¼ PTf gfhP

k2F

k 6¼ f

PTkgkh þ
P

PTmgmh þ Nth
ð33:4Þ

where PTf and PTk are the transmit power of the serving and interferer HeNBs
respectively.
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33.2.3 Spectral Efficiency Calculations

The spectral efficiency of a channel can be approximated by the attenuated and
truncated form of Shannon bound [8]. Given a particular SINR, the spectral effi-
ciency can be determined by the following:

Throughput; Thr bps=Hz½ � ¼
Thr ¼ 0SINR\SINRmin

Thr ¼ a:SðSINRÞSINRmin\SINR\SINRmax

Thr ¼ ThrmaxSINR [ SINRmax

8
><

>:

ð33:5Þ

where S(SINR) = log2(1 + SINR) is Shannon bound, a is the attenuation factor,
SINRmin and SINRmax are the minimum and maximum SINRs supported by the
available AMC scheme. Thrmax is the maximum spectral efficiency. The
parameters a, SINRmin, SINRmax and Thrmax are set to 0.6, -10dB, 23 dB and
4.4 bps/Hz in this study [8].

33.3 Proposed Power Control Scheme

The basic requirement for a HeNB is to provide a strong enough signal for its
HUEs. On the other hand the transmit power should not be too large, as to create
strong interference to the neighbouring femtocells or MUEs. In the fixed power
setting scheme (i.e. no power control) all the HeNBs transmit at their highest
available transmit power without considering any surrounding information.

33.3.1 Analytical Model

In this paper, we propose a distributed HUE-assisted based power control scheme.
In which the transmit power (Ptx) is adjusted according to the distance between the
HUE and the HeNB as in (33.6):

Ptx ¼ min max Ptmax �
d

R

� �K

;Ptmin

( )
;Ptmax

 !
ð33:6Þ

where d is the distance between the HUE and HeNB. R is the radius of the
femtocell. Ptmax, Ptmin are the maximum and minimum transmitting power of
HeNB respectively. Ptmin depends on the SINR target related to the QoS
requirements of the HUE. K is an exponent that controls the dynamic range of
power control.
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However, it is more convenient and practical to estimate the parameter d from
the reported path loss between HUE and the corresponding HeNB, without
acquiring HUE position information. The path loss can be given as follows:

PL ¼ xðf Þ þ Nlog10ðdÞ þ xr ð33:7Þ

where x(f) represents the dependence of the path loss on the frequency. N is a
coefficient related to the type of environment. xr denotes the shadow fading, is a
Gaussian random variable with zero mean r2 variance.

The distance (d) can be expressed as an exponential function:

d ¼ 10
1
N� PL�xðf Þ�xrð Þ ð33:8Þ

This can be written as:

d ¼ 10
1
N�PUE ð33:9Þ

Considering (33.8), the formula (33.5) can be modified in the following
manner:

Ptx ¼ min max Ptmax � 10
1
N� PUE�Pmaxð Þ

h iK
;Ptmin

� �
;Ptmax

� �
ð33:10Þ

The Ptmin is calculated so as to guarantee the target SINR of the HUE. Fur-
thermore the pathloss is partially compensated [9] as in (33.11):

Ptmin ¼ max min SINRtar þ Iserv þ aPLserv;Ptmax HeNBð Þ;Ptmin HeNBð Þ ð33:11Þ

where Iserv is the average link interference, PLserv is the the pathloss between HUE
and the serving HeNB, a is a fractional compensation parameter between 0 and 1
note that if a = 1, then we have full pathloss compensation. Ptmin_HeNB is the
minimum allowed power that could be transmitted by HeNB which is set to 0 dBm
as in 3GPP standard.

33.3.2 Algorithm Description

The proposed scheme makes use of local status information of the HeNB; obtained
measurement reports from connected HUEs. The HeNB utilizes this information
and based on the defined algorithm routines, makes a local decision.

Each HUE has a target SINR (SINRtar) that satisfied the quality of service
(QoS) for him. The minimum transmit power of the HeNB is set so as to guarantee
SINRtar for the HUE. To eliminate the burden of frequent Ptx update according to
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the mobility of all the attached HUEs, Ptx update is associated with the arrival of
new HUE. However, there is also a periodical update if the is no new user for a
dedicated period of time. Two routines are used to calculate the transmit power: (i)
Cal_PWR_SINRtar, in which Ptx is calculated according to (33.10). (ii) Dec_-
power, in which the Ptx is decreased by a step D Ptx that is equal to the difference
between the current SINR of the HUE and his SINRtar. The algorithm for the
proposed scheme is shown in the following pseudo code.
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33.3.3 Simulation Scenario

The downlink macrocell/femtocell scenario as in Fig. 33.1 is considered with
seven eNB at the centre of the macrocell. A typical 5 9 5 grid scenario of a dense
urban area for femtocells with 25 houses each house has the size of 10 m 9 10 m
is located at the edge of the centred macrocell. Twenty HeNBs are located ran-
domly and uniformly in the houses. The closed access method is considered for
HeNBs. This means only closed subscriber group (CSG) is allowed to connect to
the femtocell. HUEs are dropped randomly and uniformly in the femtocells. The
SINR target range for HUEs is -4 * 20 dB. Table 33.1 shows the main simu-
lation parameters confirmed with 3GPP TR 36.814 [10].

33.4 Results and Discussion

The outage probability of MUEs is defined as the ratio of MUEs whose SINR
bellow -6 dB to the total number of MUEs [12]. Figure 33.2 shows the average
outage probability of MUEs when conducting the simulation with different sce-
narios of no power control is applied and with different values of a for power
control. For a = 1 (i.e. full compensation for pathloss) the reduction in outage is
not significant, however, with small (a) a clear improvement in MUE outage is
obtained. As we consider the closed access mode for femtocells; the less the HeNB
transmit power, the more the interference reduction could be obtained and in
consequence the MUE outage is minimized.

The proposed scheme not only reduced the cross-tier interference, but fur-
thermore the co-tier interference between femtocells is mitigated and that would
explain the enhancement in the spectral efficiency (SE) of the HUEs despite the
reduction of the transmit power as in Fig. 33.3. For small (a) the HUE SE is still
better than no power control scenario, but it is less than when a = 1.

Table 33.1 Simulation parameters

Parameter Macrocell Femtocell

Cell radius 500 m 10 m

HeNB transmitter power 46 dBm 20 dBm

HeNB antenna gain 14 dBi 5 dBi

Log normal shadowing standard deviation 8 dB 10 dB

Carrier frequency 2.0 GHz

Bandwidth 10 MHz

Antenna pattern Omnidirectional

Thermal noise -174 dBm/Hz
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As a result of mitigating the cross-tier interference, the signal quality is
improved for MUEs as shown in Fig. 33.4. Higher MUE SINR is obtained with a
= 0.5. Improving SINR for MUEs indicates the ability to enhance the MUE
throughput.

As the transmit power of the base station represents the major part that con-
tributes to the power consumption. Applying the proposed scheme provides power
consumption reduction of 17 % with a = 1 compared to no power control scenario
where all the HeNBs transmit at their maximum power. While a power reduction
of 86.5 % is obtained with a = 0.5. These savings are necessary for deploying the
future femtocells in a cost effective and green way (Fig. 33.5).

Fig. 33.3 Average spectral
efficiency of HUE

Fig. 33.2 Average outage
probability of MUEs
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33.5 Conclusion

In this paper a power control scheme based on HUE measurements is proposed. In
this scheme, the transmit power of the HeNB is adjusted based on the location of
the HUE that is estimated from the path loss measurements for simplicity. Fur-
thermore, the minimum level of power transmission is constrained to the target
SINR that could be set according to the QoS requirements. In addition the mini-
mum transmit power level is calculated based on partial compensation for the

Fig. 33.4 Average SINR of
MUEs

Fig. 33.5 Average HeNB
transmit power
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pathloss which helps more in mitigating the interference to the neighbouring cells.
The system level simulation results show that the proposed scheme has reduced the
outage probability for the MUEs. Moreover, minimizing the transmit power,
according to the position of HUE helps to reduce the power consumption for
greener deployment of femtocells while maintaining good performance for HUEs
in terms of spectral efficiency. Our next work will focus on finding the optimal
value of a that compromise between the outage of the MUEs and the SE of the
HUEs.
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Chapter 34
Design and Development of the Visible
Light Communication System

Anuar Musa, Mazlaini Yahya, Nazaruddin Omar,
Mohd Kamarulzamin Salleh and Noor Aisyah Mohd Akib

Abstract This paper presents the development of a Visible Light Communications
(VLC) system for a local area network (LAN) based on the IEEE 802.15.7 standard.
The proposed VLC system enables new indoor applications by providing simul-
taneous illumination and networking capability between the optical wireless
devices. The VLC system uses an AVAGO Technologies HSDL-4230 LED as the
transmitter and an OSRAM SFH203FA photodiode as the receiver. The distance in
which the optical link was measured was up to 1 meter and achieved about 9.2 Mb/s
throughput. Therefore, it is suitable for most of the applications for the home or
office environment such as Internet communication, multimedia streaming, etc.

34.1 Introduction

In recent years, the interest in optical wireless as a favorable complementary
technology for the radio frequency (RF) communication has gained significant
momentum with substantial deployments using solid state lighting technology and
the released of the IEEE 802.15.7 draft standard [1]. The IEEE 802.15.7 compliant
networks consist of two types of nodes, namely, a coordinator which initializes and
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manages the network and a remote device which communicates with each other
via the coordinator.

The standard defines three types of topologies consisting peer-to-peer, star, and
broadcast as shown in Fig. 34.1. The standard also defines the first two layers of
ISO/OSI stack protocol that includes Physical and Medium Access Control (MAC)
layers. IEEE 802.15.7 MAC is a Carrier Sense Medium Access/Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) based protocol.

The basic concept of the VLC is simple. It uses a visible light medium to carry
data through the air or space. Likewise, the VLC link architectures are very similar
to an optical fiber communication links, without the optical fibers, lights are
deployed as a transmission medium. The VLC is also similar to the RF wireless
transmission with the radio waves replaced with a light-wave medium and the
antennas are replaced with the free-space optical transceivers.

Despite this superficial similarity between the VLC and the RF links, the VLC
exhibits several appealing attributes when compared to the RF system. The VLC
links are inherently broadband. The optical frequencies are in the light-wave
infrared and visible spectrums that are neither regulated nor required license. The
optical components are also cheaper and consume less electrical power than the
high-speed RF components. In fact, the VLC links do not suffer from severe
multipath fading and interferences like the RF transmission since the transmission
beam is focused and requires direct line-of-sight (LOS) transmission. These
advantages do not, however, imply that the VLC is a universal replacement for the
RF communications system.

The applications of the VLC systems are quite limited when considering area
coverage and user mobility where the RF technologies are proven invaluable. In
addition, the VLC systems operate under strict eye safety regulations. The VLC
receiver is less sensitive than their RF counterparts because of their photo-electric
conversion mechanisms and the impact of ambient light noise sources.

Substantial researches have been conducted into the VLC technology and have
created a number of test beds presented in the journals [2–4]. Many of these test

device

peer-to-peer

coordinator

star broadcast

devices

Fig. 34.1 IEEE 802.15.7 standard defines three types of topologies namely peer-to-peer, star,
and broadcast
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beds do not follow IEEE 802.15.7 standard. In this paper, we propose to transmit a
standard LAN 10/100BASE-T (10/100 Mb/s) Ethernet signal over a VLC link as a
proof-of-concept for future homes, offices, hospitals as well as for providing an
optical wireless LAN (VLC-LAN) for the end users.

This paper focuses on the design and the development of the IEEE 802.15.7
system by combining both lighting and communication attributes. This paper also
will outline the requirements to achieve an effective VLC-LAN system and doc-
uments the properties of the proposed system. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In Sect. 34.2, we present the system design and implementation. System
performance is discussed in Sect. 34.3. Finally, we present our conclusions in
Sect. 34.4.

34.2 System Design and Implementation

The proposed proof-of-concept (POC) system architecture is shown in Fig. 34.2.
The VLC system uses an AVAGO Technologies HSDL-4230 [5] LED as the
transmitter and an OSRAM SFH203FA [6] photodiode as the receiver.

The proposed transceiver block diagram is outlined in Fig. 34.3. At the trans-
mitter end, the output of the laptop passes the packets through a modem, as an
interface between the laptop and the optical transceiver and to the amplifier. To
prevent flickering and brightness changes due to the transmission of other mes-
sages than the idle pattern, such as data messages, we use Manchester Coding [7]
to distribute the occurrences of ‘1’ and ‘0’ more evenly; the human observer will
perceive an always-on optical signal unnoticeable of very high speed flickering.

Fig. 34.2 High level system architecture for the full-duplex visible light communication (VLC)
system test bed
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The amplifier amplifies the signal before sending the signal to the LED driver.
The LED converts the electrical signal into optical signal for transmission. At the
receiver, a photodiode (PD) followed by a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) and an
amplifier are used to recover the input signal. The PD shown in the receiver circuit
(Fig. 34.3) is OSRAM SFH203FA. These devices offer a fast response and a large
7 mm active area useful for home environment where the practical distance is
more than a few centimeters. At the end of the signal recovery, a limiting amplifier
limits the receiver output signal from clipping effect before entering into the
modem.

Tables 34.1 and 34.2 provide the specifications of the hardware used for the
implementations of the transmitter and the receiver for the uplink and downlink
channels, respectively.

Fig. 34.3 Block diagram of the receiver and the transmitter for the uplink. Similar block
diagram for the downlink with minor different in LED and Photodiode due to different
wavelength used to avoid interference. Tables 34.1 and 34.2 provide the key implementation
parameters

Table 34.1 Keys Parameters of the Uplink VLC System

Device Property Value

LED Infrared LED HSDL 4230 [5]

Power 75 m/sr

Beam width 17�
Voltage 2.5 V

Current 100 mA

Size 3 mm

Photo diode Photo sensitivity 0.59 A/W

Spectral response range 800-1100 nm

Peak sensitivity wavelength 900 nm

Active Area 1 mm
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34.3 System Evaluation

This paper provides the design and implementation of the VLC system for the desk
lamp environment. When the system is deployed to the end-user, the information
source can be as far away as 100 cm (desk lamp to receiving plane) in range. The
actual system setup is shown in Fig. 34.4.

The UDP throughputs as function of packet size for the VLC system are shown
in Fig. 34.5. The UDP throughput increases with packet size and reaches the
maximum rate at 9.2 Mb/s. This is expected as the payload increase the UDP/IP
overhead decreases; thus, the average throughput will also increase.

Table 34.2 Keys Parameters of the downlink VLC System

Device Property Value

LED Pure white STAR LED [8]

Power 75 m/sr

Beam width 127�
Voltage 3.25 V

Current 700 mA

Size 8 mm

Photo diode Photo sensitivity 0.46 A/W

Spectral response range 340–1040 nm

Peak sensitivity wavelength 760 nm

Active area 7 mm

Fig. 34.4 Visible Light
Communications (VLC) test
bed for the desk lamp
environment that is capable
of transmitting and receiving
a HD quality video
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34.4 Conclusion

This paper has presented a POC for a VLC LAN link. The distance achieved is one
meter, which makes possible for a LAN internet link from an LED based desk
lamp to the PC connection as a complementary technology to Wi-Fi. The link is
successfully achieved by using a VLC driving circuit that consists of a series of
amplifiers and feeds directly to the HSDL-4230 LED device. The incident light
passes through the SFH203FA photodiode device, allowing 9.2 Mb/s communi-
cations. Future work will extend the POC with the design and development of the
MAC layer to support multi-users for the communication system for practical
usage in the homes and the offices environment.
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Chapter 35
The Embroidered Antenna on Bending
Performances for UWB Application

M.S. Shakhirul, A. Sahadah, M. Jusoh, A.H. Ismail
and Hasliza A. Rahim

Abstract The performances of embroidered UWB wearable textile antenna due to
the effect in bend conditions is discussed in this paper. The radiating element of the
antenna is made of silver plated nylon thread by using embroidery technique,
while the antenna substrate is cotton fabric and Nora dell as a ground plane. This
UWB antenna is designed for operating frequency from 3.1 up to 10.6 GHz with a
center frequency of 6.85 GHz. This research demonstrates the antenna bending
effect at seven different angles in terms of the simulated and measured reflection
coefficient.

35.1 Introduction

Nowadays, a lot of investigations on technology textile antenna to carry out the
wearable monitoring system. The monitoring is a necessary for risky activities or
environment such as mining, diving, mountain climbing as well as another sort of
military applications. Moreover, the wearable antennas will be attached on the
body or into clothing or may be worn as a button antenna. Hence, all these broad
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applications of monitoring with data transmission function can be achieved by
using wearable antennas that do not force the wearer to abandon the comfort zone
with such compact and durable materials [1].

The commercial use of frequency bands from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz for ultra-wide-
band (UWB) system has been approved by the FCC in 2002 [2]. With the
advantage of life long battery, the UWB reduces the wearable device size since it
uses low power signal to transmit data [3]. Therefore, this research applies the
UWB textile technology with an embroidery technique for WBAN application.

The worn antenna needs to be low profile and hidden for the convenience of the
user. Furthermore it is impossible to keep the wearable antennas in flat condition
all the time because the antennas will bend quite often due to human body
structure and movement. The bending could affect the performance characteristics
of the antennas as its resonant length altered [4]. Therefore, an investigation of the
effects antenna performance characteristics due to bending condition carried out in
this paper.

35.2 Materials and Methods

The cotton fabric is used as substrate materials in this project instead of using rigid
circuit boards. While the patch antenna is made of silver plated nylon thread and
the conductive fabric ‘‘Nora dell’’ is used as a ground plane. The designing process
of the antenna required the specification of the substrate materials such as
dielectric constant, er and the thickness, while the conductive required electrical
permittivity. Table 35.1 shows the details of specification materials used in this
paper [4].

35.2.1 Circular UWB Patch Antenna

A circular shape antenna is mostly suited to the specification of UWB application
which provides several advantages such as omni-directional, low transmit power
and large channel capacity [5, 6, 7]. Hence, this research proposed a circular
antenna designed by Eq. (35.1), where a is radius of the circular patch antenna in
millimeter; fr is the resonance frequency and er is the relative permittivity of the

Table 35.1 Specification of materials used

Materials Thickness (mm) Values

Cotton fabric 0.5 er = 1.6

Conductive fabric ‘‘Nora dell’’ 0.13 1.538e + 6

Silver plated nylon thread 0.105 –
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textile substrate material [1]. The resonance frequency and dielectric constant of
this paper is 6.85 GHz and 1.6 respectively.

a ¼ 87:94
frð
ffiffiffi
er

p
Þ

ð35:1Þ

All designs and simulations have been carried out using the CST simulation tool,
however some modification has been made to suit the requirements. Figure 35.1
shows the geometry and the dimension for the proposed patch antenna.

35.2.2 Antenna Design in Bend Conditions

In this project, the bending effect of UWB textile antenna is investigated for seven
different angles; 20�, 30�, 40�, 50�, 60�, 70� and 80�. The cylinder is used as
reference structure of the antenna in order to be bent. Hence the Eq. (35.2) is used
to find the outer radius of the cylinder [7].

S ¼ rh ð35:2Þ

Where: S = Arc length,
r = Radius of the circle,
h = Measure of the central angle in radians.
The width of the substrate antenna was used as the arc length S is 60 mm.

Based on the Eq. (35.2), the cylinder radius value of the intended angle was
calculated in Table 35.2.

Fig. 35.1 Optimum dimension of antenna designed (The left sight is a front view while the right
side is a back view of the antenna)
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35.2.3 Antenna Fabrication

The embroidered UWB textile antenna is fabricated using a computerized sewing
machine. The particular machine has sewn the silver plated nylon thread on the
cotton fabric. In embroidery technique, thread is sewn on the substrate will
be penetrated at the back of the substrate. Hence, another layer of cotton will be
inserted as to separate between the conductive thread and Nora dell as ground
plane which means there are two layers of cotton fabric.

The process is continued by sewn the second layer of cotton with the ground
plane denotes as ‘‘Nora dell’’ fabric. The first layer cotton is the embroidery
circular patch antenna while the second layer cotton is sewn with the ground plane
of ‘‘Nora dell’’. The special glue called silver conductive epoxy is used to solder

Table 35.2 The UWB antenna calculation for bending perpose

20� bending

h ¼ 20�p
180 ¼ 0:349 (degree in radian)

r ¼ S
h ¼ 60

0:349 ¼ 171:92 mm (radius of cylinder)

30� bending 40� bending

r = 114.59 mm r = 85.94 mm

50� bending 60� bending

r = 68.75 mm r = 57.29 mm

70� bending 80� bending

r = 49.11 mm r = 42.97 mm
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the SMA connector with the embroidery antenna. Figure 35.2 shows the prototype
of UWB embroidered antenna.

35.3 Results and Discussions

All measurements are done in free space using the Programmable Network
Analyzer functioned between 100 and 20 GHz. The antenna reflection coefficient
performance is evaluated based on the bending condition.

35.3.1 Simulated Result of UWB Antenna in Bending
Conditions

The simulated reflection coefficient is done between 2.8 and 11 GHz under seven
different bending angles; 20�, 30�, 40�, 50�, 60�, 70� and 80�. Figure 35.3 shows

Fig. 35.2 Prototype of an embroidered UWB antenna. a Front view b Back view

Fig. 35.3 The simulated
comparison of S-Parameter
result for antenna in bends
condition
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the simulated comparison of S11 (dB) result for antenna in bends condition. The
antenna shows the similar pattern of return loss at several degrees of antenna
bends. At 70� degree bending, the antenna achieved a significant reflection coef-
ficient of -46.75 dB at frequency 9.65 GHz. The antenna at 70� also has a lower
resonance where the reflection coefficient is -12.53 dB at frequency 7.7 GHz.

35.3.2 Measured Result of UWB Antenna in Bending
Conditions

Figure 35.4 shows the measured comparison of S-parameter result for antenna in
bends conditions. By referring to the measured S-parameter result of antenna in
bend condition, the antenna bends at 60 and 70� have a similar pattern of reflection
coefficient follow by antenna bend at 20�. The antenna in these bends conditions
which is 20� (green line), 60� (red line) and 70� (pink line), shown the better
reflection coefficient matching. While the others bend angles shared a similar
reflection coefficient pattern. However, the proposed antenna still can performed
under tolerable reflection coefficient of less than -10 dB.

35.4 Conclusion

This paper presents the development, fabrication and analysis of the embroidered
UWB antenna performance between frequency ranges of 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz.
The investigation focused on the bending effect towards the antenna reflection
coefficient result. There are seven bending angles considered; 20�, 30�, 40�, 50�,
60�, 70� and 80�. The result shows that the antenna has different performances

Fig. 35.4 The measured comparison of S-Parameter result for antenna in bends condition
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according to the bending angles. Regardless of the bending angles, both simulated
and measured results have slightly difference in reflection coefficient. The higher
the bending angles, the better the impedance matching of the proposed antenna.
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Chapter 36
The Embroidered Wearable Antenna
for UWB Application

M.S. Shakhirul, A. Sahadah, M. Jusoh, A.H. Ismail, C.M. Nor
and F.S. Munirah

Abstract This paper discusses the design of a wearable textile antenna for Ultra
Wide Band (UWB) application. This embroidered antenna addresses the issues of
miniature size, wide bandwidth and low power consumption. A textile cotton has
been chosen as a substrate and silver nylon plated yarn as a conductive element
embroidered on cotton substrate. Simulated and measured results show that the
proposed antenna design meets the requirements of wide working bandwidth with
compact size and flexible material. The performances in terms of reflection
coefficient, impedance bandwidth, current distribution as well as gain and antenna
efficiency are compared between simulations and measurements and good agree-
ment was observed.
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36.1 Introduction

The development of wearable textile antenna becomes popular due to wide
application of personal communication, wireless sensor and medical application.
Other advantages that textiles antenna offer are, washable, flexibility, light weight,
low cost and reliability. Generally, there are two manufacturing techniques to
produce wearable textile antenna [1]; (i) Using conductive fabric fixed on the non
conductive textile fabric and (ii) Using conductive textile yarns to weave, knit or
embroider the conductive pattern of the antenna on the textile fabric.

The designing wearable textile antenna is quite challenging due to the effect of
lossy environment such as humidity and temperature. Dimension wise, the
selection of a proper textile in terms of dielectric permittivity, conductivity and
loss tangent have to be determined [2, 3].

The performance of the embroidered UWB textile antenna is studied at a fre-
quency range between 3.1 and 10.6 GHz. The embroidery technique being pre-
ferred due to its robustness and esthetic value. Our study focuses on the
performance effectiveness cause by the T-slot. The antenna embroidered circular
antenna with and without T-slots performance is verified by comparing mea-
surement and simulation result.

36.2 Materials and Method

Instead of using rigid circuit boards, cotton fabric is used as substrate, conductive
fabric ‘‘Nora dell’’ as a ground plane and silver plated nylon thread as patch
antenna. The properties of selected conductive fabrics may optimize the charac-
teristics of the designed textile antenna in a specific application. Some of the
electro-textiles properties they are flexible for deformation when worn, low
electrical resistance to minimize losses, lightweight and comfortable. Therefore,
the ‘‘Nora dell’’ has been selected. There are three Nora dell elements which are
nickel, copper and nylon silver. Nora dell proposed a highly protective from
galvanic corrosion and extremely flexible to the harsh environment of 90 �C
temperature [3].

Regarding fabrication techniques for textile antenna, a conductive thread need
to be used in the embroidery techniques. Silver platted nylon thread is chosen as
conducting materials that provide high quality conducting thread. According to the
manufacturer specifications, this conducting material provides superior strength,
ability to resist the normal conditions of use such as multiple deformations for
wearable applications. In fact, the conducting thread can be washed with the
ability to resist temperature up to 150 �C [4]. In embroidery technique, thread is
sewn on the substrate will be penetrated at the back of the substrate. Hence,
another layer of cotton will be inserted as to separate between the conductive
thread and Nora dell as ground plane which means there are two layers of cotton
fabric. Table 36.1 depicted the material used and their dimensions.
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It is important to determine the relative permittivity and thickness of the textile
materials. The device used to measure dielectric constant is E8362B Portable
Network Analyzer (PNA) operates from 10 MHz to 20 GHz while a vernier cal-
liper is used to measure the thickness of the textile materials.

A circular shape is mostly suited to UWB antenna which provides several
advantages such as omni-directional, low transmit power and large channel
capacity that suited the specification of UWB characteristic [5–7]. In this paper,
two prototypes are simulated and their performances are compared.

A CST simulation tool has been used in designing the UWB antennas, however
some modification has been made to suit the requirements. Initially a circular
shape patch antenna was designed using cotton as a substrate with dielectric
constant er of 1.6. The resonance frequency, fr is 6.85 GHz. The radius is calcu-
lated by using Eq. (36.1) while the patch antenna dimensions are calculated using
basic equations for microstrip patch antenna [8]. Table 36.2 shows the summa-
rized dimension for patch antenna and Fig. 36.1 shows the geometry of a modified
design antenna for first and second designs respectively.

a ¼ 87:94

fr
ffiffiffiffi
er

p� � ð36:1Þ

Table 36.1 Detailed of material used

Antenna
components

Material Dimension
(mm)

Circular patch
antenna

Silver plated nylon thread embroidered throughout the
pattern on a cotton material

Radius = 15

Substrate Cotton Thickness,
h = 0.5

Ground plane Conductive fabric—‘‘Nora dell’’ Thickness,
h = 0.13

Microstrip feed
line

Silver plated nylon thread 30 9 2

Table 36.2 Dimension of
Modified Patch Antenna

Parameter Value

Patch width, W 60 mm

Effective dielectric constant, eeff 1.5025

Patch length extension, DL 0.3 mm

Patch length, L 63 mm

Effective patch length, Le 17.91 mm
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36.3 Results and Discussions

All designs and simulations of both antennas are simulated by using CST. The
performance of the antenna is evaluated based on the reflection coefficient, gain,
radiation pattern and the impedance bandwidth.

Figure 36.2 shows a reflection coefficient comparison between UWB embroi-
dered antenna without T-slot and with T-slot. The simulated result is plotted from
2 to 11 GHz. It shows fluctuates pattern with a narrowband under the acceptable
reflection coefficient of less than -10 dB. Moreover, the impedance bandwidth is
2.47 GHz.

Gain is one of the significant parameters that can determine the performance of
the antenna. Table 36.3 shows the variation of frequencies against directivity, gain
and efficiency for both antennas. First design indicates the lowest gain of
3.342 dBi at 6 GHz while the highest gain is 5.384 dBi at 8 GHz. The highest
efficiency is 93 % at 4 GHz while at 10 GHz, the efficiency recorded the lowest

Fig. 36.1 Optimum antenna dimension. a First design the left sight is a front view while at the
right sight is a back view of the antenna, b second design the left sight is a front view while at the
right sight is a back view of the antenna
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Fig. 36.2 Comparison of simulated reflection coefficient (S11), between with T-slot and without
T-slot

Table 36.3 Comparison of gain, directivitiy and % efficiency

Frequency (GHz) Gain (dB) Directivity (dBi) % Efficiency

First design of UWB embroidered antenna without T-slots

3 4.079 4.075 73

4 4.042 4.051 93

5 3.624 3.661 90

6 3.342 3.436 63

7 4.778 4.899 57

8 5.384 5.479 92

9 5.219 5.336 89

10 5.347 5.515 52

Second design of UWB embroidered antenna with T-slot

3 3.753 3.793 93

4 3.719 3.748 92

5 3.507 3.581 93

6 3.053 3.118 97

7 4.778 4.597 88

8 4.234 4.310 92

9 4.006 4.068 89

10 4.535 4.608 96
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value of 52 %. Generally, some of the gains are more than 5 dBi that depicted
some frequencies using high power consumption. Therefore, some modification of
the first design should be introduced to achieve low gain with large bandwidth and
low power consumption that can cover up the entire frequency of UWB appli-
cations. The enhancement considered on the port width, partial ground and T-slot.

Antenna with T-slot achieved frequency range between 3 and 10 GHz. Maxi-
mum gain of 4.778 dBi is obtained at 7 GHz while the minimum gain is 3.053 dBi
at 6 GHz. The second design has 97 % of highest antenna efficiency at 6 GHz
while the lowest efficiency is 88 % at 7 GHz. Overall, the average gain is less than
5 dBi throughout the frequencies ranges from 3 to 10 GHz. Thus, the antenna has
low power consumption and meets the specifications of the design.

Table 36.4 presented the current flows for both antennas designed at different
frequencies; 3 GHz as low frequency, 6 GHz as medium frequency and 9 GHz as
high frequency. High strength of current is radiating along the transmission line and
the boundary of the patch after applying T-slot at the circular patch antenna.
Moreover, the boundary of a partial ground plane also is a significant radiation area.
Hence, the partial ground plane provides greater impedance bandwidth and used as
low power consumption that suited the UWB applications. The UWB is achieved
by considering suitable gap between partial ground planes and the antenna.

Table 36.4 Current distribution for first and second design

Frequency
(GHz)

First design: UWB embroidered antenna
without T-slots

Second design: UWB embroidered
antenna with T-slot

3

6

9
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36.4 Conclusion

This paper presents the development, fabrication and evaluation of the antenna’s
performance between frequency ranges of 3.1–10.6 GHz. Two embroidered UWB
antennas using cotton as substrate were considered. The investigation focussed on
the performances of both antennas with and without T-slots. Based on the com-
parison of both designs, it shows that the antenna with T-slot achieved a better
impedance matching with a wider bandwidth compared to the antenna without
T-slot. In terms of gain and efficiency, the second design provides low gain with
better performance. The gain is less than 5 dBi and basically used low power
consumption. Hence, the modified second design provides low gain, omni-direc-
tional pattern and used low power which suited the performance of the UWB
specifications. Moreover, the antenna with T-slot has a high efficiency of data rate.
Further work has been done in another conference paper that focusing more on the
bending issue.
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Chapter 37
Bowtie Shaped Substrate Integrated
Waveguide Bandpass Filter

Z. Baharudin, M.Z.U. Rehman, M.A. Zakariya, M.H.M. Khir,
M.T. Khan and J.J. Adz

Abstract A planar bandpass filter based on a technique that utilizes substrate
integrated waveguide (SIW) is presented. The SIW based bandpass filter is
implemented using a bowtie shaped resonator structure. The bowtie shaped filter
exhibits similar performance as found in rectangular and circular shaped SIW
based bandpass filters. This concept reduces the circuit foot print of SIW, along
with miniaturization high quality factor is maintained by the structure. The design
for single-pole resonator structure is presented; and by coupling the resonators a
two-pole bowtie shaped SIW bandpass filter is achieved for the frequency of
7 GHz. The simulation result reveals that the filter’s insertion loss is better than
1 dB and return loss is less than 30 dB.
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37.1 Introduction

Filters have received a particular attention with the advent of various wireless
systems, this interest has dramatically increased with the introduction and devel-
opment of new millimeter waves applications over the past decade. Various
applications have been recently proposed including wireless local area networks
[1], radars [2], intelligent transportation systems [3] and imaging sensors [4].
Efficient filters demand has also increased with the development of chip-sets
operating at 60 GHz or even higher frequencies by a number of semiconductor
industries [5].

Filters based on Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) structures are achieved
through incorporating the rectangular waveguide structure into the microstrip
substrate [6]. SIWs are dielectric filled and are formed from the substrate material
utilizing two rows of conducting vias connecting bottom and top metal plates,
these vias are embedded in dielectric filled substrate; hence providing easy com-
bination with other planar circuits and a reduction in size. The size reduction along
with involving dielectric filled substrate instead of air-filled reduces the quality
factor (Q), but the entire circuitry including waveguide and microstrip transitions
can be realized by using printed circuit board (PCB) technology or other tech-
niques, like LCP [8] and LTCC [9].

The design of an SIW bandpass filter can either utilize a design methodology
based on coupling matrix method, or it can also follow a methodology used for
designing air filled waveguide filters. The design of an SIW filter based on the
methodology adopted in a rectangular waveguide, a shunt inductive coupling
realization is adopted. Vias of irregular diameters placed in the center of the cavity
may possibly occur in an inductive post filter; which is based on a requirement of
control couplings. Large couplings might occur in the use of a small diameter. The
utilization of shunt inductive vias at the couplings of the filter realizes a shunt
inductive coupling filter as depicted in r (a) or an iris (aperture) coupling post as
shown in Fig. 37.1b. A detailed literature on the development of SIW filters has
been reported in [11].

A three pole structure of a SIW bandpass filter based on shunt inductive vias is
shown in Fig. 37.1a. It utilizes four coupling vias placed in the center of the cavity

(a) (b)

Fig. 37.1 a Shunt inductive coupling post filter b Iris coupling based filter
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of the filter, the small two vias are provide facilitation in input and output coupling
while the large vias provide coupling between the resonators. The transitions from
SIW to microstrip are placed at both the input and the output of the SIW bandpass
filters.

An SIW bandpass filter based on iris coupling posts is shown Fig. 37.1b; the
apertures form three resonators. The filter’s structure is such that the three cavities
of half wavelength are formed in the center while SIW to microstrip transition are
on the two edges of the filter; such a filter operational at 60 GHz has been pre-
sented in [12].

Cavity filters with circular [13] as presented in Fig. 37.2a and rectangular
cavities [14] as depicted in Fig. 37.2b has been observed in literature. These
variants of SIW allow more design variations and transmission zeros are also
introduced due to cross coupling, better selectivity is also presented by these
designs.

Various SIW filters structures have been proposed in the literature; however
there still exists a need to further miniaturize the structure. Furthermore the cav-
ities are only either in circular or rectangular shape. In this paper a triangular
resonators based bandpass filter is presented. This resonator structure is a minia-
turized form of SIW cavity, and exhibits similar low-loss and high quality char-
acteristics as found in its other counterparts. The proposed bandpass filter
configuration is suitable for integration with planar devices and its small footprint
area allows other devices to be easily integrated on a single board.

37.2 Substrate Integrated Waveguide

Design and Implementation of SIW filters are being performed through defined
Practical methods so far. The most common technique is to form the SIW cavity
through metallic sidewalls [10] as shown in Fig. 37.3. A dielectric substrate having
width of h forms the resonator and the resonator is of length L. The bottom and top
of the resonator are constructed through placing metallic plates and conducting
posts/vias going through the substrate connects the top and bottom plates; hence
forming the sidewalls of the cavity. The vias are of diameter d and the separation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 37.2 Cavity filters with a circular cavities b rectangular cavities
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between two neighboring vias is given as s. The choice of diameter and separation
between the two vias forms the basis of the SIW filters, therefore these should be
selected in a manner that minimum radiation loss is exhibited.

The Dealandes and Wu [7] study reveals two primary design rules for SIW
structures as given in Eq. (37.1); these rules are followed in order to ensure same
design and modeling methodology adopted for rectangular waveguides. These
rules pertain to the diameter d of the via posts and the via post spacing s:

d\
kg

5
ð37:1Þ

s� 4d ð37:2Þ

In our design d and s are chosen to be 0.8 and 2 mm respectively, these values
ensure less radiation losses and the SIW cavity acts closely to a rectangular
waveguide. For the TE101 mode, the dimensions of the SIW resonator structure are
calculated by using the relation in Eq. (37.3) [7].

fTE101 ¼
c

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lrer

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
Weff

� �2

þ 1
Leff

� �2
s

ð37:3Þ

Weff and Leff denote the effective width and length of the SIW resonator,
respectively, and are given as:

Weff ¼ W � d2

0:95s
; Leff ¼ L � d2

0:95s
ð37:4Þ

where W and L are the real width and length of the SIW resonator, c is the velocity
of light in free space. In this design the width and length of the triangular resonator

S

d

Conductin
g posts

Fig. 37.3 Substrate
integrated waveguide
structure geometry
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structure is computed using Eqs. (37.3) and (37.4) as shown in Fig. 37.4. Utilizing
this method the cavity is designed for the specifications laid out in Table 37.1.

The triangular shaped resonator and subsequent bowtie shaped two pole filter is
designed using Roger RT/Duriod 5880 material substrate having dielectric con-
stant of 2.2 and substrate height of 787 lm. Theoretically, the resonance frequency
does not depend on the thickness of the substrate. However, it has been observed in
literature that it does play a role on the loss (mainly on radiation loss). The thicker
the substrate the lower is the loss or higher Q. It has been shown that slight
increase or decrease in the substrate thickness changes the unloaded quality factor.

To accomplish two pole bandpass SIW filter design, once the triangular reso-
nator is created for a specific resonant mode, the design methodology closely
resembles conventional simulation-based microstrip filter design [7]. Two single
cavity resonators are coupled together through capacitive coupling along the RF
input and output microstrip-to-SIW transition areas and a capacitive coupling
located in-between two SIW cavities as can be seen in Fig. 37.5 (Table 37.2).

Fig. 37.4 Initial triangular
SIW structure

Table 37.1 Design specifi-
cations of the bandpass filter

Notation Values

Passband centre frequency 7 GHz

Passband return loss, S11 \-25 dB

Passband insertions loss, S21 [-2 db

Passband bandwidth at -3 dB [300 MHz

Stopband rejection [30 dB
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External quality factor and coupling coefficients are calculated from derived
expressions based on lowpass prototype parameters [10].

M1;2 ¼ FBW
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g1g2

p ; Qe1 ¼ g0g1

FBW
; Qe2 ¼ g2g3

FBW
ð37:5Þ

These values are then compared to the simulated extracted external quality
factors and coupling coefficients for a particular cavity geometry.

Qext ¼
f0

Df�3 dB

ð37:6Þ

Iterations and adjustments to the dimensions of the coupling areas of the filter
are performed until the calculated values match the extracted values from full-
wave simulation, providing the desired filter.

Fig. 37.5 Bowtie shaped
two pole bandpass filter
dimensions

Table 37.2 Bandpass filter
parameters dimensions and
descriptions

Notation Value (mm) Description

Wt 36.0 Bowtie filter full width

Lt 70.0 Bowtie filter full length

L 30.0 Resonator’s length

W 35.0 Resonator’s width

Wa 12.0 I/O coupling

Wb 15.9 Coupling opening width

Wc 0.5 Inter-resonator coupling

Wx 2.0 Transition width

Lc 30.0 Coupling opening length
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37.3 Results and Discussions

The desired fixed filter described in the specifications in Table 37.1 and its cor-
responding designs structure shown in Fig. 37.5 are realized with the responses
shown in Figs. 37.6 and 37.7. The simulation to obtain the filter responses from the
designed structure shown in Fig. 37.5 is conducted using ANSYS High Frequency
Structure Simulator (HFSS). In addition Agilent Vector Network Analyzer (VNA)
is utilized for the measurements of the fabricated filters.

Figure 37.6 shows the response of the simulated two pole filter designed for
7 GHz. Response of the filter is obtained through realizing the resonator structure
shown in Fig. 37.5, the resonator designed based on the requirements using the
equations presented in Sect. 37.2. The simulated S21 and S11 response of the
bowtie shaped bandpass filter reveals that the S11 value at the center frequency of
6.9 GHz is less than -30 dB, whereas the S21 response is greater than -0.5 dB
and the passband bandwidth at -3 dB is greater than 500 MHz.

Fig. 37.6 Simulated
response of the bowtie shaped
two pole bandpass filter

Fig. 37.7 Measured
response of the bowtie shaped
two pole bandpass filter
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Measured S21 and S11 response of the two pole bandpass filter is presented in
Fig. 37.7. The S21 response at the centre frequency of 5.9 GHz is better than
-1.7 dB and its corresponding S11 response at the centre frequency is less than
-25 dB. The passband bandwidth at -3 dB is greater than 350 MHz, whereas the
lower and upper stopband rejections are better than -25 dB. These responses are
summarized in Table 37.3.

The performance of measured response in terms of the insertion loss is due to
the quality of the SMA connectors and wires used for recording readings. The
upper transmission zero produced due to cancellation of the TE101 and TE201

modes is distanced enough from the filter passband, hence a pure chebyshev
response is observed. However high order resonant modes presents spurious at
9.5 GHz. Consequently suppression of spurious is achievable by employing
lowpass filters at the input and output of the resonators. Therefore the cut-off for
the lowpass filters has to be matched with the upper transmission zero of the
bandpass filter (Fig. 37.8).

Table 37.3 Summary of the bandpass filter performance

Key parameters Simulated Measured

Passband centre frequency (GHz) 6.9 6.93

Passband return loss, S11 (dB) \30 \25

Passband insertions loss, S21 (dB) [-0.50 [-1.7

Stopband rejection (dB) [30 [30

Passband bandwidth at -3 dB level 0.5 GHz 0.35 GHz

Fig. 37.8 Fabricated design of the bowtie shaped two pole filter
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37.4 Conclusion

A 7 GHz bowtie shaped bandpass filter based on triangular structure SIW is
proposed in this paper, the filter has presented good performance and a minia-
turized version of the SIW structure is exploited in the design process. The filter
has also presented broad bandwidth at the -3 dB level. This filter presents good
performance in its small size, and it can be readily integrated with planar circuits
and devices.
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Chapter 38
Logical Topology Design with Low Power
Consumption and Reconfiguration
Overhead in IP-over-WDM Networks

Bingbing Li and Young-Chon Kim

Abstract Reducing the power consumption of networks has drawn a lot of
attention in recent years. To improve the energy efficiency, selectively turning off
network components during light traffic periods could be an effective method.
However, turning off/on network devices adapting to traffic load may result in the
reconfiguration of logical topology in optical wavelength routed networks. In this
paper, we study the logical topology design problem under multi-period traffic
load in IP-over-WDM networks. To solve the problem, a mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) model is proposed with the objective to minimize the overall
network power consumption and the reconfiguration overhead between consecu-
tive time periods. The proposed model is evaluated and compared with conven-
tional schemes in terms of power consumption and reconfiguration overhead
through a case study.

Keywords Energy efficiency � IP-over-WDM � Logical topology reconfiguration �
MILP

38.1 Introduction

With the exponential growth of end users and the emergence of large-capacity
required services, the Internet traffic has increased by 50–100 times during the last
decade. It is expected that this increment speed will be kept in the near future.
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To meet the traffic demand, network should be deployed with more transmission
and switching equipment with higher capacity, consequently causing more power
consumption. The network infrastructures are estimated to account for 12 % of
total Internet power consumption at present and this portion will increase to 20 %
by 2020 [1]. Hence, improving the energy efficiency of the Internet becomes a
challenging issue nowadays.

Due to the high speed, huge capacity, low signal attenuation and other
advantages of optical fibers, they are now widely used as the transmitting infra-
structure in communication networks. It has been proven that optical component
and equipment are much more energy efficient, comparing to their electronic
counterparts. In particular, with the development of wavelength division multi-
plexing (WDM) technology, transmitting IP packets directly over WDM channel
(IP-over-WDM) is considered as a promising paradigm. IP-over-WDM network
can be implemented in different ways: namely IP with no Bypass, Transparent IP
with Bypass and Grooming, Opaque IP with Bypass and Grooming [2], etc.
Among these schemes, Transparent IP with Bypass and Grooming is the most
energy efficient solution since the wavelengths can bypass at some intermediate
nodes and low demand traffic flows can be groomed onto high-speed wavelength
channels and transmitted integrally. As a result, the electronic processing at some
nodes is avoided and the utilization of wavelength channels is improved. In such
wavelength routed network, traffic demands are serviced by connection-oriented
optical circuits, which are called lightpaths. Lightpaths can be established based on
given network physical topology and corresponding traffic matrix, constructing a
logical topology. Thus, designing an energy efficient IP-over-WDM network can
be translated into logical topology optimization problem [3, 4]. There has been
several researches focusing on IP-over-WDM network design with minimum
power consumption [2, 5, 6]. However, they consider power consumption as the
only parameter to be optimized. No or little attention is given to the changes of
logical topology.

Following the user behavior over different periods in 1 day, the Internet traffic
pattern can be approximated to sinusoidal function [7]. Figure 38.1 shows the
traffic load of 2 days (from 8:00 23rd to 8:00 25th June, 2013), monitored from
Amsterdam Internet Exchange. The peak time occurs at around 21:00. Usually, the
logical topology is designed with capability to provision the heaviest network load.
To reduce the power consumption, we can switch off some network elements when
traffic load is light, like in deep night or early morning [8]. Consequently, the
logical topology needs to be reconfigured adapting to immediate network status.
Reconfiguration may include tearing down existing lightpaths and setting up new
ones. The change from one logical topology to another will result in disruption of
network, introducing data loss or delay [9]. Even though network resource (in our
case, the power consumption) is optimized to fit the changing traffic load, the
quality of service (QoS) in network is deteriorated. Hence, the traditional recon-
figuration optimization solutions try to minimize the average number of hops
encountered by a packet, total number of lightpaths, or total number of physical
links used [3, 4, 9]. Reference [10] proposed a model with the objective to
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minimize power consumption while the reconfiguration is restricted via
constraints. Nevertheless, none of these optimization models considers power
consumption as well as reconfiguration at the same time.

In this paper, we consider a wavelength-routed optical backbone network based
on the transparent IP-over-WDM network architecture. When network load is low,
lightpaths need tearing down and corresponding elements can be turned off to save
power. On the contrary, when network load increases, network elements are
activated and new lightpaths should be established to provision increased traffic. In
any case of network status change, influenced flows need rerouting and traffic
interruption may occur. To solve the problem, we propose a MILP formulation
with the objective to minimize the sum of total power consumption and the
reconfiguration overhead multiplied with a weighting factor. This formulation
considers minimizing both the power consumption in current status and the dif-
ference between two logical topologies of current and previous network status.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 38.2, the mathematical
formulation is presented and explained. In Sect. 38.3, the MILP models are
evaluated and compared by illustrative examples; and the numerical results will be
analyzed. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 38.4.

38.2 Proposed Mathematical Model

38.2.1 Network Assumption

IP-over-WDM network consists of two layers: electrical layer and optical layer. IP
routers are deployed at network nodes and constitute the IP layer (electrical layer).
The functions of IP router is to generate (as a source node), process (as a grooming
node) and drop (as a destination node) IP services. They are connected with an

Fig. 38.1 Daily traffic load (from AMS-IX)
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optical cross-connect (OXC) via transponders which are used to emit and termi-
nate lightpaths. Two adjacent OXCs are connected by an optical fiber and
responsible for switching lightpaths. Each optical fiber can support many wave-
length channels. All the OXCs and optical fibers construct the WDM layer (optical
layer). IP packets are groomed at IP layer and then transmitted directly on optical
WDM channels. Based on the transparent node architecture with bypass and
grooming function, the power contributors are: (1) IP routers, for electronically
processing traffic when grooming is needed; (2) Transponders, for establishing
lightpaths; (3) OXCs, for optical switching wavelengths. The traffic processed at
source node is not considered since it is fixed for a given traffic matrix. Note that
the electronic processing is dependent with traffic amount while the power con-
sumed by optically switching a lightpath is fixed, independent with the amount of
traffic traveling on that lightpath. The power consumption of a transponder is also
constant if it is activated, no matter the established lightpath is busy or idle.

On the other hand, we assume that the less reconfiguration happens to the
logical topology, the less traffic needs rerouting, which leads to less data loss or
delay, i.e. the less QoS degradation. The reconfiguration overhead is defined as the
number of changes in physical links involving in forming a new logical topology
comparing to the previous network status. Note that the change of wavelength
assignment is also considered, which means that even if the route of a lightpath
traverses the same physical links, different wavelength assignment decision is also
viewed as a change and can affect those traversed links.

38.2.2 MILP Model

According to the network assumption mentioned above, we propose a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) formulation. The proposed MILP formulation
deals with a static network design problem. The physical topology and corre-
sponding estimated traffic matrix should be given in advance. To reflect traffic
variation, 1 day can be divided into several periods. In each period, MILP model is
run to find optimal solution with minimal power consumption for current period
and least logical topology change from previous period. For variable indexing rule,
s and d index the source and destination nodes of a traffic demand, m and n rep-
resent the nodes in physical topology, and i and j indicate the nodes in logical
topology. The notations are summarized in Table 38.1.

According to the notations defined, the objective function can be written as:

Minimize PC þ a � RO ð38:1Þ
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Table 38.1 Summary of notations

Parameter Meaning

G(V, E) Network physical topology, consisting of node set V and edge set E

ksd Amount of traffic demand from source s to destination node d, s, d [ V

T = [ksd] Traffic matrix, set of traffic demands, s, d [ V

C Capacity of each wavelength

W Set of wavelengths on a fiber

Cep Routing capacity of an IP router

Ti Maximum number of transmitters at node i

Ri Maximum number of receivers at node i

Ptr Power consumption of a transponder

Pos Power consumption for optical switching one wavelength

Pep Power consumption for electronic processing per traffic unit (in Gbps)

PC Power consumption of whole network

N 0
ij;w The number of lightpaths between node i and j, using wavelength w (in previous

period)

P0ij;w
mn The number of lightpaths between node i and j, being routed through physical link

(m, n), using wavelength w (in previous period)

Variable Meaning

f sd
ij Traffic amount of ksd that travels on lightpath lij

Nij;w The number of lightpaths between node i and j, using wavelength w

Nij The number of lightpaths between node i and j

Pij;w
mn The number of lightpaths between node i and j, being routed through physical link

(m, n), using wavelength w
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In the MILP formulation, Eq. (38.1) gives the objective function, which min-
imizes the total power consumption (PC) as well as the reconfiguration overhead
(RO). The power is consumed by OXCs and transponders in optical domain and
routers in electrical domain of the IP-over-WDM networks. The RO is defined as
the total number of physical links involved in lightpath establishment different
from that in previous logical topology. A weight, a, is assigned to RO so as to
make two factors mutually comparable. Equations (38.4) and (38.5) guarantee the
flow balancing in network in the view of traffic flow and physical link, respec-
tively. Constraint (38.6) limits that the total traffic amount transmitting on all
lightpaths cannot beyond total capacity they offer. Constraint (38.7) guarantees
that all traffic electronically processed at a node is restricted by the maximum
capacity of IP router. The number of usable transmitters and receivers are limited
by constraints (38.8) and (38.9), respectively. Equation (38.10) calculates the
number of lightpaths between node i and node j. Constraint (38.11) ensures that
each wavelength on a physical link can be used to establish at most one lightpath.

To compare the proposed model with conventional schemes, other two MILP
models are presented. First one tries to minimize the total PC of network (shortly,
Min PC), while the other one considers to minimize the RO from previous logical
topology (Min RO). Both comparing models can share the same constraints with
our model. Because our model considers minimizing both PC and RO, it is rep-
resented shortly as ‘‘Hybrid’’ in the following part.
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38.3 Numerical Results

The numerical results will be shown and analyzed in this section. To evaluate the
performance of Hybrid and compare it with Min PC and Min RO, we apply three
schemes to a case study. Our results are obtained via optimization software IBM
ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio Version 12.5 on the computer with Intel Core
2 (TM) i5-2500 CPU (3.30 GHz) and 8 GB RAM.

38.3.1 Network Topology and Traffic

The case study is implemented in Pan-European COST239 network, shown as
Fig. 38.2. Physical topology consists of 11 nodes and 26 links. Nodes are con-
nected by bi-directional links, one fiber on each direction. One fiber can maximally
support 16 wavelength channels, each with capacity 40 Gbps. Hence, the network
can supply total capacity 33.28 Tbps. Based on the network topology, we assume
the traffic matrix at peak time as shown in Table 38.2. The unit of traffic demand
for each source-destination pair is Gbps and the total traffic amount is 1 Tbps.

To reflect realistic network load, we refer to the data from AMS-IX (24-h from
0:00 24th to 0:00 25th June, 2013) as shown between two dotted lines in Fig. 38.1.
Considering the variation of traffic amount in 1 day, we divide 24 h into 12 time
periods. During each 2-h period, the traffic amount is constant, while the amount is
different from one period to another. We generate non-peak time traffic as a
fraction of traffic at peak time. By multiplying each entry in peak time traffic
matrix with a factor [0.72, 0.44, 0.31, 0.42, 0.61, 0.72, 0.77, 0.82, 0.87, 0.95, 1.0,
0.98], we can represent an approximated daily traffic pattern which is shown as
Fig. 38.3.

Fig. 38.2 Pan-European
COST239 network topology
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38.3.2 Power Consumption and Other Parameters

The PC considered is given in Table 38.3, referring to some literatures and data
sheets of commercial products [6, 10, 11]. For IP router, Cisco CRS 16-Slot Carrier
Routing System is considered. The total routing capacity per chassis is

Table 38.2 Traffic matrix of peak load

Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 0 1 1 3 1 1 1 35 1 1 1

2 1 0 5 14 40 1 1 10 3 2 3

3 1 5 0 16 24 1 1 5 3 1 2

4 3 14 16 0 6 2 2 21 81 9 9

5 1 40 24 6 0 1 11 6 11 1 2

6 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

7 1 1 1 2 11 1 0 1 1 1 1

8 35 10 5 21 6 1 1 0 6 2 5

9 1 3 3 81 11 1 1 6 0 51 6

10 1 2 1 9 1 1 1 2 51 0 81

11 1 3 2 9 2 1 1 5 6 81 0

Fig. 38.3 Approximation of daily traffic amount
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Cep = 4480 Gbps. For OXC, the MEMS-based optical switch is considered. At
each node, maximum number of transmitters/receivers is 16 (Ti = 16, Ri = 16). To
investigate the influence resulting from the weight of RO, we implement Hybrid
with different values of a (a = 1, 10, 100, 350, 1000), shortly represented as
‘‘Hybrid_1’’, ‘‘Hybrid_10’’, ‘‘Hybrid_100’’, ‘‘Hybrid_350’’ and ‘‘Hybrid_1000’’.

38.3.3 Results

Figure 38.4 shows the reconfiguration overhead according to different time peri-
ods. Among all cases, Min RO needs smallest change of the logical topology when
traffic varies from a period to another. In particular, the logical topology has no
change during six periods. Hybrid_1000 shows similar feature with Min RO. With
reducing the importance of RO factor, more changes are needed. In the view of the
cumulative changes in whole day, Min RO makes 43 changes of physical links
involved in lightpath establishment; Hybrid_1000 and Hybrid_350 perform sim-
ilarly to Min RO and need 45 and 50 changes, respectively; Hybrid_100,

Table 38.3 Power consumption

Device Power Consumption

40 Gbps transponder 175 W

Optical switching 4 W per one 40 Gbps wavelength

Electronic processing 14.5 W (per 1 Gbps)

Fig. 38.4 Reconfiguration overhead versus time period
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Hybrid_10 and Hybrid_1 result in 76, 261 and 266 changes, respectively; while
Min PC results in 865 changes. To limit the RO, the rate of change (ROC) can be
defined as the ratio between the number of wavelengths involving in reconfigu-
ration to the number of total wavelengths occupied for constructing the initial
logical topology in the first period. The value of ROC can indicate the strictness of
QoS. In our case study, it is ruled that the ROC cannot be larger than 0.2. Then
Hyrid_100, Hyrid_350, Hyrid_1000 and Min RO can satisfy this requirement
among all tested cases.

As another important metric, the total PC of network in different time periods is
given in Fig. 38.5. Min PC achieves the lowest PC, because the model essentially
tries to minimize the PC factor. In the view of total PC in whole day, Hybrid_1,
Hybrid_10, Hybrid_100, Hybrid_350 and Hybrid_1000 consume 0.8, 1.4, 4.4, 10.4
and 19.5 % more power than Min PC, respectively. Min RO achieves the highest
PC, 1.43 times of the power consumed by Min PC. This is resulted from the
extreme effort of Min RO on minimize RO. To guarantee logical topology
unchanged, many lightpaths cannot be torn down and the corresponding tran-
sponders should be kept in ‘‘on’’ state when traffic load is light, for instance, from
second to fifth period.

Obviously, even though Min PC or Min RO can reach the best performance in
the view of single objective, they both perform the worst if the other metric is
evaluated. Min RO model leads to large power waste: at first, many single-hop
lightpaths are established; after network initialization, logical topology keeps
nearly no change and transponders have to be turned on in light load periods. On
the other hand, Min PC configures the logical topology for each period, inde-
pendent with previous network status. The wavelengths used to establish lightpath

Fig. 38.5 Power consumption versus time period
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need to be assigned again, making the overhead to configure a brand new logical
topology considerably large. Different from the schemes mentioned above, the
proposed model can obtain substantial reduction of PC and limit RO. However, the
threshold of ROC could strongly influence the choice of a. By limiting
ROC B 0.2, Hybrid_100, Hybrid_350, Hybrid_1000 and Min RO can satisfy the
requirement, among which Hyrid_100 achieves the lowest PC. Hence, a = 100 is
reasonable suggestion for the case study.

38.4 Conclusion

Considering the traffic variation, turning off some network elements in low-load
period can effectively reduce power consumption. Based on this load-adaptive
scheme, logical topology needs to be reconfigured. However, reconfiguration may
cause data delay and loss resulted from traffic interruption and rerouting. To solve
such problem, we proposed a MILP model (Hybrid) for designing logical topology
with low PC and RO in IP-over-WDM networks. Then the proposed model was
evaluated and compared to conventional schemes with univocal objective (Min PC
and Min RO) via illustrative case study. In addition, different values of a were
investigated. With the definition of ROC, a = 100 was suggested based on the
tested network because it achieved the least power consumption without breaking
the rule that ROC should be less than 0.2. The numerical results showed that our
proposed model could achieve low reconfiguration overhead while keeping power
consumption low.
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Chapter 39
Systematic Analysis on Mobile Botnet
Detection Techniques Using Genetic
Algorithm

M.Z.A. Rahman and Madihah Mohd Saudi

Abstract Nowadays smart phone has been used all over the world and has
become as one of the most targeted platforms of mobile botnet to steal confidential
information especially related with online banking. It is seen as one of the most
dangerous cyber threat. Therefore in this research paper, a systematic analysis on
mobile botnet detection techniques is further investigated and evaluated. A case
study was carried out to reverse engineering the mobile botnet codes. Based on the
findings, this mobile botnet has successfully posed itself as a fake anti-virus and
has the capability to steal important data such as username and password from the
Android-based devices. Furthermore, this paper also discusses the challenges and
the potential research for future work with relate of the genetic algorithm. This
research paper can be used as a reference and guidance for further study on mobile
botnet detection techniques.

Keywords Mobile botnet � Genetic algorithm � Reverse engineering � Android

39.1 Introduction

Statistics taken from F-Secure [1] as displayed in Fig. 39.1 show that in every five
malware threats, there is one mobile botnet threat. Botnet is seen as a new emerged
cyber threat that attacks mobile devices, where all confidential information such as
bank account number, username and password for online banking, credit card
number, are kept in the smart phone. This kind of information makes mobile
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devices now targeted by attacker out there. There are several major mobile
operating systems such as iOS, Android and Windows phone. Among them,
Android is the most popular in term of attack as it is an open source operating
system [2]. Earlier Google Play acts as an official market for Android platform and
the main source for the users but nowadays there are several third-party market
arise as an alternative such as Yandex market [3].

Usually, botnet infects victim’s device by installing untrusted third-party
application that acts as a trojan horse, entering the device and dropping botnet in it.
By executing botnet such as Zeus, FakeDefender or Waledac, every data such as
banking credential, email and SMS in victim’s mobile device can be accessed
within a second. Surprisingly, Google Play does not have firm control over its
content where in June 2013, malwares reported have been hosted in the market.
F-Secure reported there are applications that imitate the original application but
repacked with malicious code and changed permission and has been downloaded
between 100 and 22,000 times [4].

Therefore based on the botnet implication, this research is formed. The
objectives of this research paper are to investigate and to evaluate mobile botnet
detection techniques and to improve the gaps identified in the previous work. To
achieve these objectives, a reverse engineering was conducted to the mobile botnet
codes to see how the mobile botnet works. The findings from the evaluation and
the reverse engineering are used as the basis to develop the mobile botnet archi-
tecture and detection algorithm. Later, these are used as the basis to produce an
effective model to detect the mobile botnet attacks, but will not be discussed in this
paper.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 39.2 presents the related works with
mobile botnet. Section 39.3 explains the methodology used in this research paper
which consists of static and dynamic analyses. Then follows by the architecture of
the controlled laboratory architecture for the mobile botnet testing. Section 39.4
presents the research finding which consists of proof of concept of mobile botnet
implication. Section 39.5 concludes and summarises the challenges and future
work of this research paper.

Fig. 39.1 Mobile bot threat
2013. [Adapted from F-
Secure mobile threat report
(Q3 2013)]
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39.2 Previous Works

A botnet is a set of computers that are infected by a specific malware or software
which gives an attacker known as attacker the ability to remotely control the
infected computers [5]. The infected computers are used by the attacker to launch
the cyber-attack, such as sending spam messages, interruption, distributed denial
of services (DDoS) and collecting sensitive information.

The term mobile botnet refers to a group of infected mobile devices and
remotely controlled by the attacker via Command and Control (C&C) channel to
do malicious tasks [6]. In 2004, the earliest case was reported as Cabir was
detected and identified infecting Symbian OS [7] and this proves that mobile
devices can be infected by malware. However it can only perform limited mali-
cious tasks and spreads to other mobile devices using Bluetooth medium. As in
2009, SymbOS.Exy.C [8] and Ikee.B [9] show how mobile malware has evolved
as it has the capability to connect back to C&C server and steal valuable infor-
mation from the infected device. In 2011, DroidKungFu was discovered attacking
Android smartphones and has the capability of rooting vulnerable Android phone
and manage to evade the mobile antivirus detection [10]. It spreads via repack-
aging the mobile application, which has been downloaded from third party android
market. It collects automatically OS version, IMEI number and phone model. Then
it will contact the attacker by sending HTTP Post.

In the past few years, many studies have been done on mobile botnets such as
by [11–13]. Traynor et al. [13] studied the possibility of using bluetooth as the
command and control (C&C) channel of a botnet. As for Mulliner, he proposed
SMS-HTTP command and control system in which the attacker created command
and then the command was sent to bots via SMS [12]. The command is then being
uploaded to a designated website in an encrypted file. Then, each bot will
download, decrypt the file, and send out the commands to other bots via SMS.
While Zeng and his colleagues designed a SMS-P2P hybrid botnet which uses
SMS as the C&C channel, and the peer-to-peer (P2P) network as the underlying
structure [11]. Botnet communicates by obtaining commands in a P2P fashion by
sending and receiving SMS messages.

Yusoff and Jantan [14] implemented Genetic Algorithm (GA) to improve
classification and the accuracy rate of PE file that failed to be classified by decision
tree classifier. While work done by [15], implemented (GA) to the layered system
to detect and filter http botnet attack and has succeeded provide less false positive
rate. Monther and Rami also used (GA) to expand the training dataset through
mutations. It managed to reduce training time and increased the detection from 77
to 80 % [16]. Most of the existing works discussed above were not focusing on
mobile botnet and targeted for Windows platform only.

In this research paper, the mobile botnet sample was being reverse engineered
using static and dynamic analyses, prior the formation of new mobile malware
detection model. GA is chosen for classification as it simulates the natural pro-
cesses. It uses selection, recombination and mutation acting on a genotype that is
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decoded and evaluated for fitness [17]. Furthermore, it is suitable for optimization
of complex systems, robust and gives good result in real-time dynamic environ-
ment compared to other artificial intelligence such as Artificial Neural Network
[18]. For this new model, it is expected to produce a better accuracy rate and lower
false negative rates, but will not be discussed in this research paper.

39.3 Methodology

For reverse engineering, an isolated lab was set up, with no outgoing connection to
internet as displayed in Fig. 39.2. It is a controlled lab environment and almost all
software used in this experiment are an open source or available on free basis as
displayed in Table 39.1. The training dataset in this research consists of different
types of mobile malware and was downloaded from Android Malware Genome

Fig. 39.2 Mobile malware controlled lab architecture

Table 39.1 Software used in the testing

Software Function

VMWare/VirtualBox To build up virtual operating systems in a computer

ApkTool To conduct the static analysis

Dex2Jar To conduct the static analysis

JD-GUI To conduct the static analysis

Notepad+++ To conduct the static analysis

AndroidSDK To conduct the dynamic analysis

Wireshark To monitor the network traffic generated from the infected computer

7zip To unzip compressed file
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Project [19, 20]. As for the testing and evaluation, this experiment used dataset from
Contagio [21]. The static and dynamic analyses were used in this isolated envi-
ronment. As for static analysis, the files and its content associated with the mobile
botnet were monitored without running the code or the program. While dynamic
analysis includes executing the mobile botnet in a sandbox and observes its actions.

Knowledge Data Discovery (KDD) is an overall process of discovering useful
knowledge from data and it has been applied in this research as well [22]. Fig-
ure 39.3 displays the KDD that has been improved by integrating an improved
genetic algorithm to classify and to detect mobile botnet more efficiently with
higher positive rate and lower false positive rate.

The basic Genetic Algorithm equation is defined based on the f function and the
binary strings of length l and it is known as string fitness (refer to Eq. 39.1). A new
string is created from the current population. The probability that a parent string Hj

will be selected from N strings H1, H2, to HN as displayed in Eq. (39.1).

p Hj

� �
¼

f Hj

� �

PN
n¼1 f Hnð Þ

ð39:1Þ

The string with greater fitness will be selected. The average fitness of all string
in the population fl as displayed in Eq. (39.2). As for mobile botnet, the mobile
botnet is transformed into chromosome containing the representation of the mobile
botnet class, which is based on its target and operation behavior. In the mobile
botnet analysis, a comparison based on different mobile malware features, which
are the infection, behavior, payload, activation, operating algorithms and propa-
gation were conducted. Mobile botnet then being categorized based on these
features. Further, the data matching process was becoming easier when payload is
used as the unique key identification. Once the data matching process completed,
the eradication steps are identified for each botnet.

fl ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

f Hið Þ ð39:2Þ

Fig. 39.3 KDD processes integrated with genetic algorithm
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Based on Eqs. (39.1) and (39.2), it has been integrated and mapped into mobile
botnet classification as displayed in Eq. (39.3).

f xð Þ ¼
X1

n¼1

classscore

maxscore

� �

� W1 ð39:3Þ

where:
classscore Botnet attribute based on botnet classification (Payload, infection,

activation, propagation, operation algorithm)
maxscore Total classscore (In this case, payload + infection + activa-

tion + propagation + operation algorithm = 5)
W1 Weight of group of selected individuals/class, to get W1, equation

used: avg (botnet_class *4).

Then for selection method, Roulette wheel is used to create new population
with better fitness value. The formula in Eq. (39.4) is used to find the probability
of the selected chromosome. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a heuristic search that
simulates the process of natural evolution.

pi ¼
fi

PN
j¼1 fi

ð39:4Þ

where:
fi The fitness
PN

j¼1
fi

The Sum of all fitness.

39.4 Findings

In this section a proof of concept on how the mobile botnet works is discussed. The
Android.Fakedefender code was downloaded from Contagio [21] and it is a type of
fake antivirus software [23]. Once installed, the application displays an icon as
Android Defender and it will keep asking the victim to grant Device Admin
Privilege. Once the Device Admin Privilege is granted, the mobile botnet will
monitor and control the victim’s smartphone and the reverse engineered codes as
displayed in Fig. 39.4.

It started by displaying fake security status of a smartphone and tried to con-
vince the victim to purchase a full version of the software, which is used to clean
non-existing infection or fake infection. The message keeps on pop-up until the
payment is made or until the infection is removed. Until payment is made, it will
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prohibit victim from doing anything on the phone. Next, it collected information
such as SMS messages in the device’s inbox, phone number, OS version, device
manufacturer, location, and sends it to Command and Control (C&C) server.
Based on the experiment conducted, it can be concluded that in order to produce
an effective mobile botnet detection algorithm, all the mobile botnet behaviors
should be further investigated and evaluated to identify the pattern used in existing
mobile botnet for future prediction of the new mobile botnet.

39.5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented a systematic analysis for mobile botnet detection techniques
where gaps in the existing works have been identified for further improvement.
Based on the findings for further improvement of the mobile botnet systematic
analysis and experiment conducted, it can be concluded that mobile botnet has it
owns pattern and mechanism to spread and infect the victim smartphone. There-
fore, further investigation needs to be carried out and this research paper has
proposed an improved genetic algorithm to be integrated for a better solution of
the mobile botnet classification and detection mechanism. This paper is part of
larger project to design mobile botnet self-destruction model.
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Chapter 40
An Empirical Study of the Evolution
of PHP MVC Framework

Rashidah F. Olanrewaju, Thouhedul Islam and N. Ali

Abstract Commercial, social and educational importance of web technology has
tremendously increased research activities in web programming/scripting. Several
methods for writing PHP codes such as Object Oriented Programming (OOP),
Procedural PHP coding and Model View Controller (MVC) pattern have been
proposed. Model View Controller (MVC) which is one of the most powerful
method for developing PHP application has many variant such Laravel, Symfony,
CodeIgniter, CakePHP etc. However, selection of best MVC framework among
the variants is of concern to the programmers as well as project managers, espe-
cially when managing big applications. Hence, performance evaluation criterions
are required. This paper discusses the MVC based most famous PHP frameworks,
evaluate their performance and it was found that Laravel outperforms other MVC
framework, hence Laravel is proposed as the most suitable PHP framework for
future web technology.
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40.1 Introduction

The rapid development of internet for web based application indicates a higher
demand of reliability, scalability, security and maintainability of coding method-
ology. PHP, a scripting tool for web that enable dynamic interactive web devel-
opment such intuitive, compiled fast, cross platform, open source, flexibility as
well as required minimal setup [1]. This became one of the important web
development language thus, PHP is one of the most powerful programming lan-
guage in the web world. Several developers choose to deploy application based on
PHP putting all the issues such as data access, business logic, and data repre-
sentation layer together [2]. This in turn create development problems especially
for big projects. To solve this problem, MVC design pattern brings an effective
ways to separate code in layers from each other based on each layer activities.

MVC design pattern is a proven effective way to develop application such as
CakePHP, CodeIgniter, Laravel, Symfony. The main methods of MVC to spilt an
application into separate layer that can work separately and produce same result.
The advantage of using MVC pattern are:

• Standard, consistency and predictability
• Software components or building-blocks so that developers can share and reuse

code [3]
• A model or standard architecture that allows easy visualization of how the

entire system works [4]
• Reusable and thoroughly tested code in the libraries, classes and functions [5].
• Well-structured code using architectural pattern [6].
• Security, interoperability and Maintenance.

Although MVC based framework (CakePHP, Laravel, CodeIgniter) has number
of advantages [7], however, selecting of best PHP framework is still a concern.
This is because all of the framework does not cover all aspect of web applications.
This study evaluate most famous PHP frameworks based on MVC design model
and it performance as well as proposed the best efficient PHP MVC framework for
future web development.

40.2 Materials and Methods

The operation of Model View Controller (MVC) method is to spilt or separate the
different parts of code into layers such as view, data access, controlling user’s
requests and forward request to relevant layers [8].

The MVC pattern’s title is a collation of three core parts: Model, View, and
Controller. A visual representation of a complete and correct MVC pattern looks
like the following in Fig. 40.1.
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Figure 40.1 shows the pattern and interaction with the user and the application
itself. It is a single flow layout of data, how it’s passed between each component,
and finally how the relationship between each component works.

40.2.1 Model

The Model is the name given to the permanent storage of the data used in the
overall design. It must allow access for the data to be viewed, or collected and
written to, and is the bridge between the View component and the Controller
component in the overall pattern [9].

One important aspect of the Model is that it’s technically ‘‘blind’’—by this, the
model has no connection or knowledge of what happens to the data when it is
passed to the View or Controller components [10]. It neither calls nor seeks a
response from the other parts of the component; its main purpose is to process data
into its permanent storage, seek and prepare data to be passed along to the other
parts.

The Model cannot simply be assumed as a database toolkit only, or a gateway
to another system which handles the data process [11]. The Model represents a
gatekeeper to the data itself, asking no questions but accept all requests which
comes its way. Often this most complex part of the MVC system, the Model
component is also the pinnacle of the whole system since without it there will be
no connection between the Controller and the View.

MODEL

VIEW CONTROLLER

UPDATES

USES
SEES

MANIPULATES

USER

Fig. 40.1 MVC mechanism
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40.2.2 View

The View is a module where data, requested from the Model is viewed and its final
output is determined. Traditionally in web application use MVC for development,
the View is the part of the system where the HTML is generated and displayed.
The View also ignites reactions from the user, who then goes on to interact with
the Controller. The basic example of this is a button generated by the View, which
a user clicks and triggers an action in the Controller.

40.2.2.1 Misconceptions About View

There are some misconceptions held about View components, particularly by web
developers using the MVC pattern to build their application. For example, many
mistaken the View as having no connection whatsoever to the Model and that all
of the data displayed by the View is passed from the Controller. In reality, this
flow disregards the theory behind the MVC pattern completely. Fabio Cevasco’s
article, The CakePHP Framework: Your First Bite [1] demonstrates this confused
approach to MVC in the CakePHP framework.

In order to correctly apply the MVC architecture, there must be no interaction
between models and views: all the logic is handled by controllers [13]. Further-
more, the description of Views as a template file is inaccurate. The View is really
much more than just a template, the modern MVC inspired frameworks have
bastardised the view almost to the point that no one really cares whether or not a
framework actually adheres to the correct MVC pattern or not. It’s also important
to mention that the View part is never given data by the Controller. There is no
direct relationship between the View and the Controller without the Model in
between them.

40.2.3 Controller

The third component of the triad is the Controller. Its job is to handle data the user
submits as well as update the Model accordingly. The Controller can be summed
up as a collector of information, which then passes it on to the Model to be
organized for storage, and does not contain any logic other than collecting user
input [9]. The Controller is also only connected to a single View and to a single
Model, making it a one way data flow system, with handshakes and signoffs at
each point of data exchange. Controller is only given tasks to perform when the
user interacts with the View first, and that each Controller function is a trigger, set
off by the user’s interaction with the View [14]. The most common mistake made
by developers is confusing the Controller as a gateway, and ultimately assigning it
functions and responsibilities that the View should do (this is normally a result
of the same developer confusing the View component as a template).
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Additionally, it’s a common mistake to assign the Controller functions that gives it
the sole responsibility of crunching, passing, and processing data from the Model
to the View. Nonetheless, the MVC pattern relationship should be kept between
the Model and the View.

40.3 MVC Design Frameworks

40.3.1 CodeIgniter

CodeIgniter is an open source rapid development web application framework, for
use in building dynamic websites with PHP. Its goal is to enable to develop
projects much faster than writing code from scratch, by providing a rich set of
libraries for commonly needed tasks, as well as a simple interface and logical
structure to access these libraries. The first public version of CodeIgniter was
released on February 28, 2006, and the latest stable version 2.1.4 was released July
8, 2013 [15].

CodeIgniter is loosely based on the popular Model-View-Controller develop-
ment pattern. While view and controller classes are a necessary part of develop-
ment under CodeIgniter, models are optional. CodeIgniter is most often noted for
its speed when compared to other PHP frameworks.

40.3.2 CakePHP

CakePHP is an open source web application framework. It follows the Model-
View-Controller (MVC) approach and is written in PHP, modeled after the con-
cepts of Ruby on Rails, and distributed under the MIT License [16].

CakePHP uses well-known software engineering concepts and software design
patterns, as Convention over configuration, Model-View-Controller, Active
Record, Association Data Mapping, and Front Controller.

40.3.3 Symfony

Symfony is a PHP web application framework for MVC applications. Symfony is
free software and released under the MIT license. The symfony-project.com
website was launched on October 18, 2005 [17].
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40.3.4 Laravel

Laravel is a free, open source PHP web application framework, designed for the
development of MVC web applications. Laravel is released under the MIT license,
with its source code hosted on GitHub.

The key design points of Laravel are:

• Bundles provide Laravel with a modular packaging system, and numerous
bundled features are already available for easy addition to applications.

• Eloquent ORM is an advanced PHP implementation of the active record pat-
tern, providing internal methods for enforcing constraints to the relationships
between database objects [18].

• Application logic is part of developed applications, either by using controllers,
or as part of route declarations. Syntax used for definitions is similar to the one
used by Sinatra framework.

• Reverse routing defines a relationship between links and routes, making it
possible for later changes to routes to be automatically propagated into relevant
links. When links are created by using names of existing routes, appropriate
URIs are automatically created by Laravel [19].

• Restful controllers provide an optional way for separating the logic behind
serving HTTP GET and POST requests.

• Class auto loading provides automated loading of PHP classes, without the
need for manual maintenance of inclusion paths. On-demand loading prevents
loading of unnecessary components; loaded are only those components which
are actually used [20].

• View composers are logical code units that can be executed when a view is
loaded.

• Migrations provide a version control system for database schemas, making it
possible to associate changes in the application’s code base and required changes
in the database layout, easing deployment and updating of applications [21].

• Unit testing plays an important role in Laravel, which itself has a large number
of tests for detecting and preventing regressions. Unit tests can be run through
the artisan command-line utility [22].

• Automatic pagination simplifies the task of implementing pagination, replacing
the usual manual implementation approaches with automated methods inte-
grated into Laravel [23].

40.4 Benchmarking

To evaluate the performance of four mentioned PHP frameworks; CodeIgniter
(CI), Symfony, CakePHP and Laravel. The best way to do the benchmarking is
by applying several criteria such as request per second, system load average,
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memory usage, number of function calls and number of files required on each of
the MVC. To evaluate these four frameworks, web design which contains ‘‘hello
word’’ was carried out on apache (ab –c 200 –n 50,000), below are results of each
evaluation criteria.

40.4.1 Request per Second

This benchmarking is based on apache (ab –c 200 –n 50,000). Figure 40.2 shows
the performance comparison among four MVC: CI, CakePHP symphony and
Laravel. It can be seen that Laravel outperforms other MVC in terms of request
person. It was able to handle 3,000 request per second compare to others. In this
case, bigger output indicates perfect result hence, it denotes best performance.

40.4.2 System Average Load

The system average load is measure in relation to time. that is, in 1 min when
Apache Benchmark is complete, the smaller is better in the condition of (ab –c 200
–n 50,000). Figure40.3 shows the comparison of the four MVC in terms of system
load within 1 min. In this graph, Laravel contain lowest times (0.98) where
CakePHP contain maximum load time 5.1 per minute to load system. Based on
average time, lowest average time is better to run MVC application.

40.4.3 Memory Usage

This benchmarking checks how much memory is used in a one word ‘hello world’
page display. The smaller number of KB the better the memory usage. Figure 40.4
indicated that Laravel is about 518 KB compare to CI which is which 725 Kb

Fig. 40.2 Request per
second among PHP
framework
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follow by symphony with memory usage of about 1,711 then CakePHP with
2,824 KB. Hence, it can be concluded that Laravel memory usage is efficient.

40.4.4 Response Time

The time of page request to response from framework is one of the most important
criteria to evaluate MVC performance. It is calculated in millisecond. The lower
number of millisecond calculated the better performance. Figure 40.5 depicts the
result of all the four MVC used. Among all, Laravel came out to be with the least
response time, 4.46 ms compare to CI with 7.2 followed by symphony with 12
then CakePHP with about 14 ms.

Fig. 40.3 System average
load time

Fig. 40.4 Memory usage
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40.4.5 Number of Function Calls

This test checks how many functions are calling for one ‘‘hello world’’ pages in
terms of Facebook XHProf [24]. Here smaller number of functions is most
effective for PHP framework evaluation. It can be seen from Fig. 40.7, Laravel
outperforms other MVC framework with the minimal number of function calls
with 238 calls compare to CakePHP 834 and others (Fig. 40.6).

40.4.6 Number of Files

The number of files included or required in one ‘hello world’ page. Less amount of
required files represent that such framework will be loaded first in-terms of file

Fig. 40.5 Response time for
various MVC

Fig. 40.6 Numbers of
functions called
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running. Smaller numbers of required files are highly appreciable. As shown in
Fig. 40.7, CI comes up with the least file of 22, then symphony with 15 files
followed by Laravel with 26, while CakaPHP loaded 37 files. Here CI outperforms
other frameworks

40.5 Results and Discussion

Based on different core criteria of PHP framework such as benchmark, pattern,
database access, field database, session, cache and library, this research compare
among four top PHP framework (Laravel, CakePHP, CodeIgniter and Symfony)
and their performance. Table 40.1 shows comparisons the frameworks in terms of
facilities.

From the Table 40.1, it is assumable that, Laravel has advantage over other
MVC PHP framework.

The four frameworks was also measured based on current trends for the future
PHP framework that will lead the next generation of web. Figure 40.2 shows the
details.

From Fig. 40.8, it is shown clearly that, Laravel took almost 26 % place in
world web development in 2013 by MVC pattern framework. Based on this
analysis, it is understandable that, Laravel is going to be one of the most famous
MVC pattern framework in PHP world with huge flexibility of deployment as well
as manage.

Fig. 40.7 Numbers of file
are required by various MVC
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40.6 Conclusion

An empirical study on major MVC pattern for PHP framework has been evaluated
in this paper.

The results obtained from evaluating the four frameworks: CodeIgniter (CI),
Symfony, CakePHP and Laravel using criteria such as request per second, system
load average, memory usage, number of function calls and number of files required
as well as available facilities in each framework. It shows that the Laravel out-
performs other MVC framework. A request per second of as high as 3,000 was
recorded for Laravel compare to others like CakePHP with as low as 750 request
per second. The results obtained for all other parameters such has storage, function
calls, number of files, response time etc. indicated that Laravel has huge flexibility

Table 40.1 Comparism among four MVC framework

Specification CakePHP CodeIgniter Laravel Symfony
MVC
DB
Fielddb UK
Auth
Validate
Session
Cache
Ajax UK
Db Eloquent
MVC type PMVC UMVC HMVC UMVC
MVC db AR AR ORM ORM
Upload
Form Objects Procedural Objects Objects
Xml
library UK

25.85%

16.73%

10.62%
7.62%

7.62%
4.51%

7.52%

1.50%

4.51% 13.52%

Laravel

Phalcon

Symfony

Codeigniter

Yii

Cake PHP

Zend

Pear

Aura

Others

Fig. 40.8 Compare among
all MVC-PHP framework
based on current trends
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of development of web application, it has more facilities for programmers that
makes it acceptable to all web programmer in terms of different criteria such as
intuitive, compiled fast, cross platform, open source and flexibility. It enable easy
migration, enriched library, template system, eloquent ORM and wide range of
community support that helps to develop application smoothly. All the criteria and
facilities of Laravel prove that, it is of opinion that Laravel would be the best
choice to deploy next generation PHP based web application.
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Chapter 41
Evolutionary Approach of General
System Theory Applied on Web
Applications Analysis

Aneta Bartuskova, Ondrej Krejcar and Kamil Kuca

Abstract This paper reviews evolution stages of websites and presents framework
for websites analysis, based on the evolutionary approach of general systems
theory. Development of websites and web-based applications is discussed,
according to their historical emergence, usage, increasing complexity and inte-
gration of new aspects and principles. Resulting individual stages of this devel-
opment are suggested in accordance with the evolutionary approach. Framework
for websites analysis and evaluation is then presented in a form of criteria list for
each defined stage. Website’s maturity (in the meaning of internet’s evolution) can
be then determined by confronting these criteria.

Keywords Web evolution � Websites evaluation � General systems theory

41.1 Introduction

The internet belongs to major providers of information and has a significant impact
on our lifestyle. It functions also as a platform for communication, used by a wide
range of users [1–4]. Considering an important role and rapid evolution of the
internet, it is useful to organize our knowledge of this evolvement. By identifying
individual stages of complexity in the field of website development, we can evaluate
any website or web-based application according to their evolvement or maturity.
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Framework for such evaluation, presented in this paper, is based on the evolutionary
approach of general systems theory. Use of these principles for websites is justified
by Yourdon’s application of general systems theory to the information technology
and systems [5].

General systems theory was invented by biologist Ludwig von Bertalanffy, who
identified similar principles across many fields of knowledge, such as biology,
social sciences, engineering or management [6]. Purpose of his theory was iden-
tification of laws pertaining these many branches and creation of suitable condi-
tions for their collective development [7]. One of the key aspects of this approach
is investigating systems as organizational units. Boulding defined two possible
approaches to general systems theory, which are more complementary than
competitive [8]. First approach relies on picking out general phenomena across
various disciplines and create theoretical models. Key idea of the second approach
is an arrangement of relevant constructs or empirical fields in a hierarchy, which
defines organization of individual units within the system. The second approach
will be used in this study and used for defining a hierarchy of evolution stages of
websites and web-based applications.

41.2 The Evolutionary Approach of General Systems
Theory

The second approach towards general systems theory was defined by Boulding as a
systematic approach leading to system of systems. Rapoport specified it as the
‘‘evolutionary approach’’, since levels of abstraction are increasingly complex,
marking the evolution of knowledge [9]. Each of these levels can be also defined
by input, output, throughput or process, feedback, control, environment and goal or
purpose, known as common elements of a system, which originated from Berta-
lanffy’s types of finality [10, 11, 12]. The input means an energy or a material
which is transformed by the system through some process, resulting in an output as
a product of system’s processing. The feedback is also a product of the process,
which returns to the system as an input. An evaluation of the input, process and
input is encapsulated in a control element, an environment denotes the area around
a system and a goal is a purpose of the system. Individual levels are described in
Table 41.1.

41.3 The Evolution of Websites: Review of Stages

We can distinguish individual stages of development in the field of websites and
web-based applications. The stages were identified by authors in accordance with
the evolutionary approach and appropriately to their complexity, usage and
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historical appearance. Numbering of stages follows complexity of web develop-
ment and comply with an arrangement of levels in general systems theory by
Vossen and Bertalanffy [8, 9]. Individual stages will be reviewed in this section as
a basis for next research part of the paper. Descriptive figures are appended to
illustrate processing of the website on particular levels of complexity.

41.3.1 Static Website

The internet had started its existence with basic functionality—requesting and
displaying HTML files. Its proper functioning was ensured as a collaboration of
three fundamental technologies, specified by Penhaker [13]. These are: HTML,
URI and HTTP. A markup language, such as HTML or XML, forms a structure of
a web document. Such website is considered static from a view of a user, as it does
not change once loaded, until a user clicks on a next hypertext link [14, 15].

The first of evolutional levels is defined by Boulding as a static structure, also a
framework or an arrangement. Static website fulfils this concept and therefore it
was identified as the first evolutional level of websites.

41.3.2 Interactive Website

We consider an interactive website as a static website with capability of client-side
interaction. It is usually powered by a combination of HTML, CSS and JavaScript.
CSS is primarily used for styling HTML documents, but it can also convey
interaction like a hover effect. The latest specification of CSS—CSS3—also
brought a wide range of interactive features. It is essential that this interaction does
not change the website as it does not involve communication with server.

Table 41.1 Arrangement of levels by Vossen [8], further specified by Bertalanffy [9]

Level Name Included entities

1 The structure level Static structure, framework, arrangement

2 The simple dynamic
level

Predetermined motions, simple machines

3 The control mechanism Transmission and interpretation of information

4 The open system Self-maintenance, self-reproduction

5 The genetic social level/
Level of the cell

Division of labour, differentiated parts

6 The animal level Increased mobility, teleological behaviour, self-
awareness, specialized information-receptors

7 The human level Self consciousness, self-reflexivity, speech

8 Human society Social organizations, units as a role in society

9 The transcendental level Ultimates and absolutes and the unknowables
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Temporary change of appearance as a result of user interaction is only visible on
this particular user’s browser [16, 17].

The evolutionary approach describes the second stage as a simple dynamic
level with predetermined motions. This level is represented by simple machines. In
relation to web applications, the second level corresponds with an interactive
website. Interaction here proceeds as a reaction of a website to a predetermined
event on the client side, followed by predetermined effect [18].

41.3.3 Dynamic Website

Dynamic website is defined by server-side scripting, which is often accompanied
by a database system. Server-side scripting requires server-side language, such as
PHP, ASP, Java or Perl. As a database system is usually used relational database
MySQL or MSSQL. Additional value of dynamic websites is possibility to use the
same page structure and design for dynamically loaded content, and also to use
different parts of structure and functionality depending on the request. This made
possible content management, search engines and variety of applications with
preserving and maintaining user data like webmail or online stores [19].

The third evolutional level is defined as the control mechanism, with a purpose
of transmission and interpretation of information. The dynamic website corre-
sponds with this description, as it enables inserting, updating and a retrieval of
information. It dynamically delivers information and it also provides mechanisms
for data validation. Content management system is a great example of a control
mechanism, which is a principal description of the third evolutional level in the
Boulding’s hierarchy (Fig. 41.1).

41.3.4 Social Web Application

In this stage, internet has evolved from provider of information to a socialization
platform, where every user can be a contributor to its content. Socialization of the
internet is covered by term Web 2.0. It is technologically associated with AJAX,
enabling rich functionality. Other feature are mash-ups, joining multiple data sources
or services to create a new service. Core aspects of Web 2.0 are then data (mash-ups),
functionality (AJAX) and socialization (community) [20, 21]. This approach leads
to a functionality dependence and information redundancy, as the same data occur
in many variations across the web, with little or none unified content organization.

The open system is a fourth stage according to Boulding, defined by an ability
of self-maintenance and self-reproduction. A Web 2.0 application can be perceived
as such an open system. Every user can be a contributor to this kind of application,
so its content is growing and is maintained without central interventions.
Social networks and wiki sites are great examples on self-maintenance. Activity of
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sharing, a social aspect with none or loose terms, is typical for this stage. Self-
reproduction can be viewed e.g. in the form of mash-ups. Boulding also defined
this stage as a level at which life begins to differentiate itself from not-life [8]. In
accordance with this, social networks create living systems, which are changing
our social behaviour [20].

41.3.5 Semantic Web Application

Fifth level of websites can be represented by an aspiration for semantic web, which
aims to implement a logical structure with help of taxonomies and ontologies. The
term Web 3.0 is emerging as a possibility of combining today’s web with semantic
architectures [22]. Embedding web content in a logical structure enables not only

Fig. 41.1 Schema of first three levels of website development
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machine-readable data, but also machine-understandable data [23]. Semantic web
aspires for providing information models and languages that embed semantic
contexts and metadata to enable automated processing of data [20].

The genetic social level is the fifth level of the evolutionary approach, defined
by a division of labour and differentiated and mutually dependent parts of a system
[8]. The semantic web application can represent such a model. By integrating and
encapsulating data, they can be handled differently and these differentiated parts of
a system enable a division of labour. Another aspect of the genetic social level and
also semantic web is a collaboration, as of a community, which needs to be active
in order to implement linguistic and structural concepts on the web. A collabo-
ration here represents a more elaborate social aspect with established terms and
structure (Fig. 41.2).

41.3.6 Adaptive Web Application

Adaptive web applications are suggested as the sixth level. Considering expansion
of mobile devices with internet access, an adaptation of web is necessary. This can

Fig. 41.2 Schema of the fourth level (on the left) and the fifth level (on the right)
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be relevant to visual appearance, since desktops, notebooks, tablets, mobile phones
etc. have different range of screen dimensions and control possibilities [24].
Adaptation is also providing different functionalities according to capabilities of
chosen device or personalized content. New techniques are emerging to deal with
these requirements, such as HTML5 API. Evolution of websites is connected to a
development in ambient intelligence, ubiquitous computing and intelligent user
interfaces [25]. Web applications are becoming context-aware systems with three
basic functionalities—sensing, thinking and acting [26]. A research on sensors is
also closely connected with this stage, e.g. sensing movement, light, location,
proximity or biological signals [27].

The sixth level as the animal level is characterized by an increased mobility,
teleological behaviour, self-awareness and specialized information-receptors.
Adaptive web applications correspond with this stage as context-aware systems
[26]. Mobility can be understood as an ability to function appropriately in different
environments. Teleological behaviour ensures different functionalities according
to capabilities of chosen device. Adaptive web application is aware of its capa-
bilities, and of the relevant environment, which determines use of these capabil-
ities (Fig. 41.3).

41.4 Summary of the Web Evolutional Stages

Evolutional stages of websites and web-based applications were reviewed in
Sect. 41.3. A summary of conclusions, completed with remaining stages of
Bouldinǵs hierarchy (but yet expected in web evolution) is presented in
Table 41.2.

To the authors best knowledge, the current state of the internet can be placed
past levels 1–3, in level 4 and in the beginning of both levels 5 and 6. The
Boulding’s hierarchy has three more levels, 7 the human level, 8 human society
and 9 the transcendental level. According to their features and a position in the
hierarchy, we can roughly predict associated future stages of web applications. The
seventh level as the autonomous web systems, which encapsulate wide range of
functionality and are capable of complex decisions by their expert systems. The
eighth level as the cooperative web systems, capable of communication among
autonomous applications and delivering desirable performance without human
intervention.

41.5 Framework Proposal for Websites Analysis

On the basis of reviewed evolutional stages, list of criteria can be defined, which
are typical for particular stage. Some of the criteria are of course applicable also in
earlier stages, but they have been deliberately allocated to the stages, where their
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effect is most pronounced or it can be completely performed by means available in
this particular stage. By confronting these criteria with factual state of evaluated
website, we can determine its maturity in the sense of the internet evolution.

These criteria should be in theory hierarchically based, with one level as nec-
essary requirement for the next level. This is not usually true with real web
applications, as there is no enforcement on the internet regarding quality of
development and poorly designed sites get as much space as standards-complying
websites. Also to a certain extent, it is possible to ignore possibilities of particular
stage and target more recent and complex issues. Finally, requirements may differ
for specific web projects (Table 41.3).

At the first level of static website, three main components are responsible for
result—structure, visual design and content. Structure is regarded here from pure
technical aspect via HTML. Visual design considers layout, colors, fonts etc.
ensured by CSS. Content has a quality perspective, especially its relevancy,

Fig. 41.3 Schema of the sixth level of website development
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correctness and amount. These three criteria remain essential throughout the whole
hierarchy at every level.

The second level adds CSS effects and JavaScript to create interaction between
a user and website. Additional criteria to consider in this stage are connected to
this interaction.

The third stage, dynamic website, uses server-side scripting language and
database primarily to ensure content (or functionality) management. With this

Table 41.2 Stages of web applications in relation to the Boulding’s hierarchy

Level Type of website/
output

Essential feature/input

1 Static website Markup language, creating a static structure

2 Interactive website Scripting client-side language, styling language (hover),
creating simple dynamics

3 Dynamic website Scripting server-side language and a database, creating a control
mechanism

4 Social web
application

Creating and sharing content in a community, forming a living
system

5 Semantic web
application

Established logical structure, ensuring differentiation of the
content types

6 Adaptive web
application

Adaptation and context-awareness—ability to function correctly
in any environment

7 Autonomous web
systems

Encapsulating functionality and decision-making with internal
expert systems

8 Cooperative web
systems

Communication among autonomous web systems without
human intervention

Table 41.3 List of criteria, which apply to individual evolutional stages of websites

Level Type of website
(technologies/concepts)

Principal criteria

1 Static website
(HTML, CSS)

Structure (technical aspect)
Visual design
Content

2 Interactive website
(CSS, JavaScript)

User-website interaction
Performance issues
Strategy of fallback

3 Dynamic website
(PHP/ASP/.., MySQL/MSSQL)

Content management
Navigation and usability
Search engine optimization

4 Social web application
(social aspect—sharing)

Customization
Communication
Rights and security issues

5 Semantic web application
(social aspect—collaboration)

Structure (logical semantic aspect)
Machine-understandable

6 Adaptive web application
(HTML5 API, JavaScript)

Responsiveness to device
Context-awareness (sensors)
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approach comes increased need for viable navigation, usability and search engine
optimization.

At the fourth level, the development is more of social nature than technological.
Website complying with this evolutional stage should facilitate customization i.e.
support for personalization and user content, and some form of communication
and feedback. Important back-end criteria are rights management and security
issues, which were already important in the third stage, but reach increasing
importance here, considering that users have much greater access to web appli-
cation than before [28].

The fifth stage, semantic web application, is defined by more complex social
aspect in the form of collaboration. This social aspect takes place on back-end part
of the internet in order to create underlying structure and rules [29].

Adaptive web applications on the sixth stage are, in current state, enabled
primarily by HTML5 API and JavaScript, along with infrastructure equipment as
sensors. General criteria for this evolutional stage are responsiveness to device
parameters and capabilities and context-awareness (which is on client-side
delivered by sensors).

41.6 Conclusions

This paper reviewed evolution stages of websites and web-based applications
according to their historical emergence, usage, complexity and integration of new
aspects. The authors believe that this classification clarified the evolvement of
internet from simple static websites to complex web applications. Individual stages
of this development were discussed with connection to the evolutionary approach
of general systems theory. Framework for websites analysis and evaluation was
then proposed in a form of criteria list for each defined stage. By confronting these
criteria with factual state of the evaluated website, we can define its maturity in the
meaning of internet’s evolution and available possibilities and necessities, which
are connected with individual evolution stages. Elaboration of this framework
along with concrete computation of websites evolution index is planned to be
subject of further studies.
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Chapter 42
A Novel Distributed Image Steganography
Method Based on Block-DCT

Rosemary Koikara, Dip Jyoti Deka, Mitali Gogoi and Rig Das

Abstract Distributed Image Steganography (DIS) is a method of hiding secret
information in multiple carrier images, making it more difficult to trace than
conventional steganographic techniques, and requiring a collection of affected
images for the retrieval of the secret data. In this paper we concentrate on per-
forming DIS on grayscale images using Block-DCT (Discrete Cosine Transfor-
mation). Distributed Image Steganography using Block-DCT adds to the security
of DIS by embedding the secret data in the Frequency Domain. This makes the
carrier images more immune to various steganalysis attacks as the secret data is
more evenly distributed amongst the pixels of the carrier images making it more
difficult to determine its existence. We use parity check in order to compensate for
round-off errors that are typically associated with DCT.
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42.1 Introduction

Steganography is the art of hiding information in ways that prevent the detection
of hidden messages [1, 2]. It includes a vast array of secret communication
methods that conceal the message’s very existence. Some of the more common
methods include invisible inks, microdots, character arrangement, digital signa-
tures, covert channels, and spread spectrum communications [3]. Many conven-
tional steganographic schemes hide the secret data in a single host image. These
techniques include least significant bit (LSB) insertion or frequency domain
embedding using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Fourier Trans-
form (DFT) or Wavelet Transform (WT) [2, 4].

However, a common weakness of these techniques is that the secret data are all
in a single information-carrier, and the secret data cannot be revealed completely
[5], if the information-carrier is lost or crippled. Use of many duplicates may
overcome the weakness but increase the danger of security exposure. Moreover
conventional steganographic methods have restricted data hiding capacity.

Distributed Image Steganography overcomes these shortcomings by using a
(k, n) threshold based image secret sharing technique for k B n and allows large
information payload embedding by generating n steganographic images. DIS
allows (i) k or more steganographic images to reconstruct the secret image, and
(ii) (k - 1) or fewer images cannot reveal the secret image [1]. Figure 42.1 shows

Fig. 42.1 The block diagram of a simple distributed steganographic system with (3, 5) threshold
scheme
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the block diagram of a simple DIS system with (3, 5) threshold scheme that means
the secret image will be distributed within 5 stego images and any 3 stego images
are enough to regenerate the secret image.

Distributed Image Steganography in Block-DCT is refinement of the existing
DIS technique in order to enhance the security of the secret data against various
steganalysis attacks. In this paper, we have implemented Distributed Image Ste-
ganography by means of Block-DCT. We take the cover images and embed the
shares of the secret data into the transformation domain of the cover images.
During extraction, the shares need to be retrieved from the transformation domain
of the stego images in order to recreate the original secret data. This whole process
comprises of a series of computationally intensive operations and hence is
impractical to deploy steganalysis for DIS in a massive scale.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 42.2 explains some related works of
Distributed Steganography. The proposed novel embedding and extraction algo-
rithms for DIS using Block-DCT are explained in Sect. 42.3. All experimental
results are shown in Sects. 42.4 and 42.5 concludes.

42.2 Related Work

Different researchers employed different techniques for the purpose of distributing
secret image over a set of stego images. Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme and
Thien and Lin’s Secret Image Sharing Scheme are the two essential processes to
protect secret image in DIS. Following are some of the related works carried out
by some of the researchers.

42.2.1 Thien and Lin’s Secret Image Sharing Scheme [6]

Suppose we want to divide the secret image D into n shadow images (D1, …,Dn),
and the secret image D cannot be revealed without r or more shadow images. In the
proposed method, they generate the r - 1 degree polynomial, by letting the r
coefficients be the gray values of r pixels. Therefore, the major difference between
Thien and Lin’s method and Shamir’s [7] is that they use no random coefficient.
Because the gray value of a pixel is between 0 and 255, they took the prime number
p be 251 which is the greatest prime number not larger than 255. To apply the
method, it must truncate all the gray values 251–255 of the secret image to 250 so
that all gray values are in the range 0–250. The image is divided into several
sections. Each section has r pixels, and each pixel of the image belongs to one and
only one section. For each section j, define the r - 1 degree polynomial as:
qj(x) = (a0 + a1x + _ + ar-1 xr-1) mod 251, Where a0, …,ar-1 are the r pixels of
the section, and then evaluate qj(1), qj(2), …,qj(n), The n output pixels qj(1) - qj(n)
of this section j are sequentially assigned to the n shadow images. Since for each
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given section (of r pixels) of the secret image, each shadow image receives one of
the generated pixels; the size of each shadow image is 1 / r of the secret image. The
reveal phase uses any r (of the n) shadow images, and the Lagrange’s interpolation
to extract the secret image.

42.2.2 An Estimation Approach to Extract Multimedia
Information in Distributed Steganographic Images [1]

In this paper, a blind steganalysis technique is been proposed to attack DIS in
which no host image is required for detecting and extracting hidden information.
To develop this counter-measure for DIS they have put two assumptions: (i) One
hidden image in a set of unsuspected steganographic images, (ii) Threshold value
k is known.

The counter-measure process consists of three modules:

(i) Detection Module (DM) is responsible for detecting possible stegano-
graphic images

(ii) Estimation Module (EM) is responsible for extracting image shares
embedded in steganographic images

(iii) Reconstruction Module (RM) is responsible for combining quantized image
shares to reconstruct the secret image

42.3 Proposed Novel Method for Distributed Image
Steganography Based on Block-DCT

As Thien and Lin’s method is primarily based on Spatial Domain and there is also
a Steganalysis method to counter the LSB based DIS [1], a novel method for DIS
based on Block-DCT is been proposed in this paper which will add much more
security to the secret image as the secret information is being embedded in fre-
quency domain and extraction of the secret information is much more difficult than
spatial domain based techniques.

DIS using Block-DCT is a refinement of DIS. Here we use a polynomial
equation to create shares of the secret image and embed these shares into multiple
cover images that have been transformed using Block-DCT. The schematic/block
diagram of the whole process is given in Figs. 42.2 and 42.3.

Our novel algorithm for DIS based on Block-DCT is based on (k, n) Threshold
Scheme and has two parts, one for Embedding the Secret Image inside n–Cover
Images and another for Extracting the Secret Image from k–Stego Image. The
Secret Image is divided into several sections. Each section has k pixels, and each
pixel of the secret image belongs to one and only one section. For each section j,
we define the following k - 1 degree polynomial:
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Fig. 42.2 Insertion of a secret image inside n–cover images

Fig. 42.3 Extraction of secret image from k–stego images
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pj xð Þ ¼ a0 þ a1x þ � � � þ ak�1xk�1
� �

mod 256 ð42:1Þ

qj xð Þ ¼ floor a0 þ a1x þ � � � þ ak�1xk�1
� �

=256
� �

ð42:2Þ

where, value of x ranges from 1 to n and a0 to ak - 1 are Secret Image’s k number
of pixel’s intensity values. These intensity values changes sequentially e.g., first
we take 1–8 pixels’ intensity values then 9–16 pixels’ intensity values and so on.
Modulus and Floor operations are performed using 256 as divisor because a grey
level image has 256 different intensity levels. Equation (42.1) finds the Remainder
Value after performing Modulus operation and (42.2) finds the Quotient value after
performing Floor operation. This method consists of several phases as explained
below.

42.3.1 Block-DCT

We have created blocks of size 8 9 8 of the cover images and perform DCT
operation on each of these blocks. This makes sure that the secret image is evenly
distributed amongst all the pixels on the 8 9 8 blocks.

42.3.2 Polynomial Equation

A polynomial equation is used to divide the secret image into its shares. The
polynomial equation used:

Sxði; jÞ ¼ Iði � k þ 1; jÞ þ Iði � k þ 2; jÞx þ � � � þ Iði � k þ k; jÞxk�1 ð42:3Þ

where, Sx is the share of the secret image I and j denote the pixel positions, I is
the secret image, k is the threshold of the secret sharing scheme. We calculate both
the remainder and the quotient of this equation as follows:

Mxði; jÞ ¼ Iði � k þ 1; jÞ þ Iði � k þ 2; jÞx þ � � � þ Iði � k þ k; jÞxk�1
� �

mod 256

ð42:4Þ

Qxði; jÞ ¼ floor ðIði � k þ 1; jÞ þ Iði � k þ 2; jÞx þ � � � þ Iði � k þ k; jÞxk�1
� �

=256Þ
ð42:5Þ

where, Mx is the remainder of the polynomial equation, Qx is the quotient of the
polynomial equation, mod is the operation that calculates the remainder floor gives
the nearest integer that is less than or equal to the real value. We need the values of
both the remainder and the quotient to reconstruct the image during extraction.
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42.3.3 Lagrange’s Interpolation

Lagrange’s interpolation is the Nth degree polynomial approximation formula to
the function P(x), which is known at discrete points xi, i = 0, 1, 2, …, Nth

PðxÞ ¼ ðx � x2Þðx � x3Þ. . .ðx � xnÞ
ðx1 � x2Þðx1 � x3Þ. . .ðx1 � xnÞ

y1 þ
ðx � x1Þðx � x3Þ. . .ðx � xnÞ

ðx2 � x1Þðx2 � x3Þ. . .ðx2 � xnÞ
y2

þ � � � þ ðx � x1Þðx � x2Þ. . .ðx � xn�1Þ
ðxn � x1Þðxn � x2Þ. . .ðxn � xn�1Þ

yn

ð42:6Þ

42.3.4 Parity Check

This is an error detection and correction code used to eliminate the rounded-off
errors that may arise due to transformation into the frequency domain. Before
performing Block-DCT over the cover image, the cover image is changed into
DOUBLE format. After performing Block-DCT the pixels intensity values gets
changed into frequency domain which has negative fraction values. Now as the
LSB of these negative fraction values can’t be modified to insert the Secret
Image’s data, it should have to be changed into positive integer number. After
modifying the LSB of the cover images and performing Inverse 2-D DCT, to
generate the stego image it is required to convert these pixels intensity value into
UINT8 format from DOUBLE format (as the original cover image was in UINT8
format). Now at the time of change from DOUBLE to UINT8 format the fraction
value gets rounded off. But the modification on LSB has been done in those
fraction part itself. For example if a pixel’s intensity is 169.78 then it gets rounded
off into 170 and if it is 152.21 then rounded off to 152. So the value of every LSB
gets changed. Thus a small amount of change can change the actual Secret Image
into havoc [8]. To reduce this loss of information an algorithm is devised to detect
and correct this error. The algorithm we have formulated is a modified form of
parity check. This method does not completely eliminate rounded-off error; it just
reduces to a certain extent. Following is the devised Parity Checking Algorithm.

42.3.4.1 Algorithm for Parity Check During the Insertion of Secret
Image

Input: Stego-image
Output: Stego-image with parity check information embedded into its 1st and

2nd LSB Position

Step-1: Calculate even parity and embed it into the 1st LSB position
Step-2: Calculate odd parity and embed it into the 2nd LSB position
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42.3.4.2 Algorithm for Parity Check During the Extraction of Secret
Image

Input: Stego Image
Output: Stego Image with Corrected pixel value

Step-1: Let x = Pixel value of the Stego Image.
Step-2: Calculate even parity of x and embed it in x’s 1st LSB
Step-3: Calculate odd parity of x and embed it in x’s 2nd LSB
Step-4: If x is equal to the Pixel value then it is correct or else we need to

increment or decrement the pixel value respectively.
Step-5: Repeat Step-2 and Step-3 till x becomes equal to the pixel value

42.3.5 Proposed Novel Algorithm for DIS Based on Block-
DCT

Embedding Algorithm
Input: n number of M 9 N Carrier Images and a P 9 Q Secret message/

Image
Output: n number of M 9 N Stego-Images

Step-1: Read Secret Image and Cover Images
Step-2: Divide the Cover Image into non overlapping blocks of size 8 9 8 and

apply 2-D DCT on each of the blocks of the cover image.
Step-3: Sequentially take k–number of not-shared-yet pixels of the Secret Image

and use (42.1) and (42.2) to find the n number of Remainder and
n number of Quotient value.

Step-4: Change the 3rd LSBs of DCT transformed n Cover Images to insert
each set of Remainder and Quotient values found in Step-4 in each of
the Cover Images.

Step-5: Add parity bit information into 1st and 2nd LSBs of every pixel of n-
Cover Images using the algorithm proposed in Sect. 42.3.4.1.

Step-6: Repeat Step-3, Step-4 and Step-5 until all the pixels of the Secret Image
are embedded into n-Cover Images.

Step-7: Write all the n Stego Images into the disk.

Extraction Algorithm
Input: k number of M 9 N Stego-Images
Output: A P 9 Q Secret Image
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Step-1: Read k number of Stego Images
Step-2: Divide the Stego Image into non overlapping blocks of size 8 9 8 and

apply 2-D DCT on each of the blocks of the Stego image.
Step-3: Extract k number of Remainders and k number of Quotients from the k

Stego Images by extracting the 3rd LSBs of the pixels.
Step-4: Use Parity bit Checking as described in Sect. 42.3.4.2 to reduce the

rounded off error (as described in Sect. 42.3.4).
Step-5: Use Lagrange’s Interpolation to retrieve k number of pixel’s intensity.
Step-6: Repeat Step-3 and Step-4 until the total number of pixels of the Secret

Image are processed.
Step-7: Write the Extracted Secret Image into the disk.

42.4 Simulation and Results

In this section, some experiments are carried out on our proposed algorithm for
Distributed Image Steganography (DIS).The measurement of the quality between
the cover image f and stego-image g of sizes M 9 N is done using PSNR (Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio) value and the PSNR is defined as:

PSNR ¼ 10 � log 2552=MSE
� �

ð42:7Þ

where,

MSE ¼
XN�1

x¼0

XN�1

y¼0

f x; yð Þ�g x; yð Þð Þ2=ðM � NÞ ð42:8Þ

f (x, y) and g (x, y) means the pixel intensity value at position (x, y) in the cover-
image and the corresponding stego-image respectively. The PSNR is expressed in
dB. The larger PSNR indicates the higher the image quality i.e., there is only little
difference between the cover-image and the stego-image. On the other hand, a
smaller PSNR means there is huge distortion between the cover-image and the
stego image.

All the simulation has been done using the MATLAB 7 program on Windows
XP platform. Three different sets of 8-bit grayscale TIFF images of size
1024 91024 and 256 9 256 are used as the cover-images and secret image
respectively to form the stego-images. Three different sets of cover images are
considered to evaluate our results. Each set consists of five cover images. A single
secret image was used to embed into all the three sets. Figure 42.4(1)–(5) shows
the first set of original cover (carrier) images, Fig. 42.5(1)–(5) shows second set of
cover images. Figure 42.6(1)–(5) shows third set of cover images of the proposed
DIS method based on (4, 5) threshold scheme. Figure 42.7 shows the Original
Secret Image and Fig. 42.8 shows three extracted secret images from Set 1, Set 2
and Set 3 of the cover images.
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Fig. 42.4 Cover images set 1, (1)–(5) five cover images of proposed DIS method

Fig. 42.5 Cover images set 2, (1)–(5) five cover images of proposed DIS method
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Table 42.1 exhibit the PSNR comparison of Stego Images with their corre-
sponding Cover Images for (4, 5) threshold scheme for all three sets of images.
From Table 42.1 it is observed that for threshold scheme (4, 5) PSNR is greater
than 40 dB for all the cases, so the quality of the stego image is quite acceptable
and the deterioration in quality due to embedding of secret image cannot be
distinguished by naked eye. Best result is achieved in case of Set 2 of Images, as

Fig. 42.6 Cover images set 3, (1)–(5) five cover images of proposed DIS method

Fig. 42.7 Original secret
images
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the PSNR is greater than +45 dB for the extracted secret image. If we pass the
extracted secret image through a median filter then there will be further
improvement of the extracted secret image quality.

42.5 Conclusion

Our proposed novel Distributed Image Steganographic method based on Block-
DCT which uses (k, n) Threshold Scheme improves the security and the quality of
the Stego Images. According to the simulation results the Stego Images of our
proposed algorithm are very difficult to distinguish from the Cover Images. We
have achieved a quite satisfactory quality of the extracted Secret Image for any set
of chosen Stego Images for (4, 5) threshold scheme. Distributing the Secret Image
among n–number of Cover Images keeps the Secret Image away from stealing;
destroying by any unintended users and Block-DCT adds to the security of the
secret image as the secret image embedding is done in frequency domain. Hence
the proposed method may be more robust against brute force attack.

Fig. 42.8 Secret image extracted from cover images set 1, 2 and 3

Table 42.1 PSNR comparison of cover images and stego images for (4, 5) threshold scheme for
three different sets of cover images and their corresponding stego images

Cover
Image
Set

PSNR (DB) between cover image and stego image

Threshold scheme (4, 5)

Cover
image-1
and stego
image-1

Cover
image-2
and stego
image-2

Cover
image-3
and stego
image-3

Cover
image-4
and stego
image-4

Cover
image-5
and stego
image-5

Original secret
image and
extracted
secret image

Set 1 +48.92 +44.86 +50.43 +47.79 +48.50 +40.37

Set 2 +46.64 +48.53 +48.96 +46.01 +47.41 +45.08

Set 3 +47.59 +48.36 +47.27 +47.99 +47.21 +42.97
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Chapter 43
An Improved History-Based Test
Prioritization Technique Technique Using
Code Coverage

Avinash Gupta, Nayneesh Mishra, Aprna Tripathi, Manu Vardhan
and Dharmender Singh Kushwaha

Abstract Prioritization of test cases provides a way to run test cases with the
highest priority earliest. Numerous empirical studies have shown that prioritization
can improve a test suite’s rate of fault detection. Software testers prioritize test
cases, to reduce the cost of regression testing. History Based Approach is one of
the methods to prioritize the test cases. This approach takes into account the
history of each of the test cases of the test suite such as fault detection, number of
executions and other such factors to prioritize the test cases in the coming sessions.
This paper extends the above approach to the modified lines. The modified lines
are being prioritized first and subsequently followed by the concerned test cases.
The proposed approach has been able to detect fault faster than the previous
approach with less effort in comparison to the previous approach.
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43.1 Introduction

Since test development is costly, software testers often save the test suites they
develop, so that they can reuse those test suites later as software evolves. Such test
suite reuse, in the form of regression testing, is pervasive in the software industry
and, together with other regression testing activities, has been estimated to account
for as much as one-half of the cost of software maintenance. Running all of the test
cases in a test suite, however, can require a large amount of effort. Hence,
researchers have considered various techniques for reducing the cost of regression
testing. Three different techniques have, therefore, been proposed for test suite
reduction as—prioritization, selection and minimization of test suite.

A test suite minimization technique lowers the cost by reducing a test suite to a
minimal subset that maintains equivalent coverage of original set with respect to
particular test adequacy criterion [14]. Test suite minimization techniques [5],
however, can have some drawbacks. Although one clan of researchers think that,
in certain cases there is little or no loss in the ability of a minimized test suite to
reveal faults [2] in comparison to its un-minimized original, the other clan thinks
otherwise [18]. The fault detection ability of test suites can be severely compro-
mised by minimization.

Test case prioritization is the process of scheduling test cases in an order to
meet some performance goal [16]. Prioritization gives priority to test cases based
on criteria. The criteria may be code coverage etc. However, one of the limitations
in this process is that the fault detection efficiency of the test suite may be com-
promised. The test suite may contain test cases on higher priority which may not
be able to detect the errors [8]. Hence, several techniques have been proposed for
prioritizing the existing test cases to accelerate the rate of fault detection in
regression testing. Some of these approaches are Coverage-based Prioritization
[16], Interaction Testing, Distribution-based Approach [10], Requirement-based
Approach, and the Probabilistic Approach [9].

All these approaches apart from probabilistic approach referred above consider
prioritization as an unordered, independent and one-time model. They do not take
into account the performance of test cases in the previous regression test sessions,
such as the number of times a test case revealed faults [19]. History Based
Approach (HBA) has been applied to increase the fault detection ability of the test
suite. Kim and Porter [9] considered the problem of prioritization of test cases as a
probabilistic approach and defined the history-based test case prioritization. Alireza
et al. [8] proposed an extension of history-based prioritization proposed in [9],
and modifies the equation given by Kim and Porter [9], to have dynamic coeffi-
cients. The priority is calculated using the mathematical equation by computing
the coefficients of the equation from the historical performance data.

In this paper, we propose a new approach which is an extension of the history
based approach in [9]. Unlike in [9], where the prioritization equation has been
applied on each test case, we apply the approach on each modified line of the code.
The application of the prioritization at the code level makes the selected test suite
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more effective in terms of fault detection effectiveness in comparison to that
obtained by applying the approach in [9].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 43.2 reviews related
literature. In Sect. 43.3, we present the proposed approach and implementation.
Section 43.4 describes performance analysis and comparison results. We conclude
the paper and discuss future work in Sect. 43.5.

43.2 Related Research Work

Regression Testing is the process of validating modified software to provide
confidence that the changed parts of the software behave as intended and that the
un-changed parts of the software have not been adversely affected by the modi-
fication [7].

In [15], Rothermel showed that because of time and resource constraints, it is
never feasible to re-run the entire test-suite for regression testing, which may be
very large in case of software of large size. Hence there is a need for prioritization,
selection, minimization of test suite. Horgan and London applied linear pro-
gramming to the test case minimization problem in their implementation of a data-
flow based testing tool, ATAC [6]. Chen and Lau [2] applied GE and GRE heu-
ristics. The GE and GRE heuristics can be thought of as variations of the greedy
algorithm that is known to be an effective heuristic for the set cover problem [13].
Offutt et al. [12] also treated the test suite minimization problem as the dual of the
minimal hitting set problem, i.e., the set cover problem [13]. Marre and Bertolino
formulated test suite minimization as a problem of finding a spanning set over a
graph [11]. Tallam and Gupta developed the greedy approach further by intro-
ducing the delayed greedy approach, which is based on the Formal Concept
Analysis of the relation between test cases and testing requirements [18]. Harder
et al. approached test suite minimisation using operational abstraction [4]. Harder
et al. use the widely studied Daikon dynamic invariant detector [3] to obtain
operational abstractions.

Test case prioritization is the process of scheduling test cases in an order to
meet some performance goal [16, 17]. Agrawal et al. [1] in his work considered
version specific test case prioritization [1] instead of general test case prioritization
[1] so that the final test suite may contain test cases relevant as per the modifi-
cations. However, his approach required too many iterations to arrive at the final
test suite and hence not very efficient. However, as discussed in [9], most of the
prioritizing algorithms are unordered, independent and one-time model. In [14], it
was stated that feedback mechanism makes the fault detection effectiveness of the
test suite better.

From the discussion above, it can therefore be easily deciphered that those
approaches which consider history to prioritize the test cases would certainly be
better in terms of fault detection effectiveness than those that did not. HBA
approach takes into account the history of test cases while prioritizing them in the
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present session to increase the fault detection effectiveness of the test suite. The
technique by Alireza et al. directly computes the priority of each test case using
the historical information of the test case, such as the number of executions, the
number of times it exposed a fault and other relevant data. In this approach, the
prioritization has nothing to do with the source code. The test cases are prioritized
simply on the basis of their history.

43.3 Proposed Approach

In our proposed approach, we have extended the previous approach [8] by pri-
oritizing the modified lines. The history is kept for each of the modified lines
which act as feedback for the next session. In our proposed approach, the test cases
are selected for each modified line such that the test case is having the maximum
coverage among all the test cases which contain the modified line. By the phrase
‘containing a modified line’ we mean that the test case executes the modified line
in its line of execution.

Our proposed approach has been implemented in a ‘C’ program and the history
is being stored in text format in text files. The history contains all the test cases and
parameters such as number of executions of test case, number of times fault
detected by test case, number of times each line has been delayed execution. The
test cases contain the number of all the lines traversed along the line of execution
of the test case. The parameters have been stored in the form of arrays, where each
index represents a line in the code. The proposed approach in this paper includes
the steps shown in Fig. 43.1.

Step 1: Extract History from Database
In this phase all the parameter values of the previous session are extracted from the
database by the program into arrays for use in the present session. The following
parameters are extracted from the database:

eck[] is an array to store no. of times a line has executed till the session k. fck[] is
an array to store no. of times a line has been detected as faulty till the session k.
hk[] is the value is set to 0 if the line is executed in the last session else keeps on
increasing from 0 by one in each session till it does not execute. mod_locode[] is
an index is set to 1 if the corresponding line has been modified else to 0.
del_locode[] is an index is set to 1 if the corresponding line has been deleted else
0. PRk-1[] is the value at an index indicates the priority value of the corresponding
line in last session. PRk[] is the value at an index indicates the priority value of the
corresponding line in present session.
Step 2: Input Modified Lines The modified lines are taken as input from the user
through a well defined interface of the program. Any new test cases are also
entered through this interface.
Step 3: Find max coverage and ax coverage test case If the modified line say, mi

is present in a test case Ti, then max coverage of line mi = max (no. of lines in
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Ti/total number of lines) * 100 for all Ti in which mi is found. Ti is the max
coverage test case for mi, if Ti has max code coverage.
Step 4: Calculate Priority Value for Modified Value For each modified line, the
priority value is calculated using Eq. (43.1) [11].

PRk ¼ a:hk þ b:PRk�1ð Þ=k ð43:1Þ

a ¼ 1 � fck þ 1ð Þ= eck þ 1ð Þð Þ2
� �h

k
ð43:2Þ

b ¼ fck þ 1ð Þ= eck þ 1ð Þð Þx ð43:3Þ

In Eq. (43.1), 0 B a, b\ 1, k C 1.
In Eq. (43.3), x = 1 if the test case has revealed some fault in the previous

session and x = 2 if the test case has not revealed any fault in the previous session.
In Eq. (43.1), hk is the test cases execution history. eck denotes the total number of
executions done by a test case till the session k. fck denotes the total number of
faults detected by a test case till the session k. In Eq. (43.1), PR0 is defined for
each test case as the percentage of code coverage of the test case. The presence of
PR0 will be helpful in refining the ordering of the test cases in the first session.

Fig. 43.1 Flow chart of
proposed algorithm
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Step 1: Prioritize Modified Lines
Modified lines are prioritized by their corresponding PRk, in descending order. If
the modified lines m1, m2 and m3 have PRk values as—PRk [m1] = 10.56 PRk

[m2] = 54.56 PRk [m3] = 9.64. Hence ordering would be—m2, m1, m3.
Step 2: Prioritize Test cases in order of modified lines
Max coverage test case for, say m1 = T2 m2 = T1 m3 = T3

Hence ordering of test cases in order of the respective modified line m2, m1 and m3

would be—T1, T2, T3.
Step 3: Output prioritized the test cases
The final output for session k is T1, T2, T3. After prioritizing, the test cases are
executed. Let us assume that only 40 % of all the test cases prioritized are able to
get executed. Out of all the test cases executed, there are certain test cases which
detect fault, and after debugging a fault is detected. Then, the parameters are
updated in the following manner:

• For each executed line i, in the present session k, increment the value of
parameter eck by 1 and set the value of hk to 0 for the line i.

• For the rest of the lines which did not execute in the present session k,
increment the value of hk by 1.

• For each faulty line i, detected in session k, increment the value of parameter
fck by 1 for the line i.

The database is updated with all these modifications.

43.4 Implementation

The proposed approach has been implemented using ‘C’ program. The database to
keep the history and all the test cases has been kept in two text files: ‘textcases.txt’
and ‘Parameters.txt’. The file ‘testcases.txt’ contains the test cases in the form of
traces of each of the test case. This means that ‘testcases.txt’ contains the lines
which will be covered by each test cases once they execute. There is another file
called ‘Parameters.txt’ which keeps the history of all the parameter values which
will be used to calculate the priority value PRk for each modified line. The C
program, itself has namely two sections:

• An interface:
This is the interface provided to insert all the test cases. This interface is also
used to insert the line numbers of modified, deleted and added lines. It is also
used to insert the line number of faulty line of the previous session.

• Prioritizing section:
This section calculates the priority of each modified line and outputs them in
order of priority. This section also outputs all the test cases in order of priority.
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Case Study
The proposed approach is demonstrated with an example here. We are considering
a small ‘C’ program as that have 43 lines and that calculates the value of math-
ematical equations. The equation consists of variables x and y whose value
depends on the value of a, b, c, d and e.

The program is modified at line numbers 8, 26, 30, 35 and 40. The changes in
each of the modified lines are shown in Table 43.1. These modifications in the
program will introduce divide by zero error in the program.

The Control Flow Graph (CFG) for the sample program and the modified
sample program is same since no any change in branch condition and none of the
line is added that is given in Fig. 43.2. The CFG has been developed using

Table 43.1 Changes in the sample program

Line no. Original line Modified line

8 a [ 0 a \ 0

26 (1/(b + 2)) (1/(b-1))

30 (1/(x + 4)) (1/(x-4))

35 (1/(x + 5)) (1/(x-5))

40 (1/(x + 5)) (1/(x-5))

Fig. 43.2 Control flow graph
for program in Tables 43.2
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SourceCode Visualizer Tool [2] which is a plug-in of Eclipse. Based on branch
coverage, we have the following test cases:

T1-8 9 10 11 20 38 39 40 41 42 43; T2-8 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 20 21 22 33 34
35 36 37 42 43; T3-8 12 13 14 15 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 42 43; T4-8 12 13
14 15 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 42 43; T5-8 9 10 11 38 39 40 41 42 43;
T6-8 12 13 14 15 16 19 38 39 40 41 42 43; T7-8 12 13 14 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 28
29 30 31 32 37 42;

These test cases are kept in the ‘testcases.txt’ file.

Now, for session k = 1:
Step 1: Extract history from database The test cases are extracted from the
‘testcases.txt’ file into the program which is developed to implement the proposed
algorithm. Before the first session, for each modified line, the value of parameters,
namely hk, eck, fck, prk and prk 1, is set to 0. For each modified line the value of
parameter x is set to 2.
Step 2: Input line numbers of modified lines As is mentioned in Fig. 43.3, the
line numbers of modified lines are 8, 26, 30, 35 and 40. The line numbers of
modified lines are entered into the program via the input interface of the program.
Step 3: Find max coverage and max coverage test case Line 26 is found in test
cases: T3, T4. Since, Code coverage of a test case T = (no. of lines in the test case
/total number of lines in the program) * 100

So, Code coverage of test case T3 = (17 /50) * 100 = 34 %
Code coverage of test case T4 = (18 /50) * 100 = 36 %
Hence, max code coverage for line 26 = 36 %
Since, Test case T4 is having the max code coverage value of 36 among all the

test cases containing the line 26. So, max code coverage test case for line 26 = T4.
As we calculated the value of max code coverage and found out the max code

coverage test case for line number 26, we can similarly compute the value of max
code coverage and find out the max code coverage test case for line number 8, 30,
35 and 40. The results are:

Max code coverage test case (MCCTC) for line 8 = T2, and Max Code Cov-
erage (MCC) = (18 /50) * 100 = 36 %

MCCTC for line 30, 35 and 40 are T7, T2 and T6 respectively. The MCC for
line 30, 35 and 40 are 36 %, 36 % and 26 % respectively.
Step 4: Calculate priority values for modified lines For session k = 1, the status
of all the parameters is as shown in the Table 43.2. Calculating

Now, substituting the values of hk, eck, fck, x and PRk-1 in Eqs. (43.1), (43.2)
and (43.3) and from Table 43.2, to calculate the corresponding value of PRk for
lines 8, 26, 30, 35 and 40. We get: PRk [8] = 36, PRk [26] = 36, PRk [30] = 36,
PRk [35] = 36, PRk [40] = 26.
Step 5: Prioritize the modified lines in order of priority value Based on the
priority values calculated in step 4, modified lines in order of priority as per PRk

values are: 8, 26, 30, 35, 40.
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Step 6: Prioritize the test cases in order of modified lines Modified lines in
order of priority as per PRk value are: 8, 26, 30, 35, 40. Max code coverage test
case for Line 8 is T2, Line 26 is T4, Line 30 is T7, Line 35 is T2, Line 40 is T6. So
ordering the test cases in the same order as their respective modified lines are, we
get: T2, T4, T7, T2, T6. Removing the repeated test case T2 from the fourth place,
we get T2, T4, T7, T6.
Step 7: Output prioritized the test cases The final output for session k = 1 is T2,
T4, T7, T6. After the end of session 1, 40 % of all the test cases are executed i.e.,
test cases T2, T4, T7 are executed in the order of priority as given by the final
output of session 1. After the execution of the test cases it is found that all the test
cases fail and subsequently debugging is carried out. As a result of debugging,
fault is found at line number 8, 26, 30, and 35.
Session 2: (For session k = 2) Lines to be prioritized in session k = 2 are 26, 30,
35, 40 and 8. The status of parameters shown in Table 43.3 will be used in session
2. All the seven steps of the proposed approach are followed for k = 2.

The final output for session k = 2 is: T2, T4, T7, T6. We then used 40 % of the
total test cases to execute. The test cases T2, T4, T7 are executed in the given
order. T6 is left out this time. No new faults found as all the faults have already
been revealed in session k = 1.
Session 3: (For session k = 3) The status of parameters shown in Table 43.4 will
be used in session 3.

The final output for session k = 3 is: T6, T2, T4, T7. T6, T2, T4, T7 was
executed in order. T6 fails and reveals the error at line number 40. Thus all the
errors were revealed in 3 sessions. Hence, we can conclude that the proposed
approach has a better rate of fault detection than the Alireza approach.

Table 43.2 Status of parameters before session k = 1

Line no. hk eck fck x PRk PRk-1

8 0 0 0 2 0 36

26 0 0 0 2 0 36

30 0 0 0 2 0 36

35 0 0 0 2 0 36

40 0 0 0 2 0 26

Table 43.3 Status of parameters before session k = 2

Line No. hk eck fck x PRk PRk-1

8 0 1 1 1 0 36

26 0 1 1 1 0 36

30 0 1 1 1 0 36

35 0 1 1 1 0 36

40 1 0 0 2 0 26
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Table 43.4 Status of parameters before session k = 3

Line no. hk eck fck x PRk PRk-1

8 0 2 1 2 0 18

26 0 2 1 2 0 18

30 0 2 1 2 0 18

35 0 2 1 2 0 18

40 2 0 0 2 0 13

Table 43.5 Proposed Approach Results

Program Line no.
modified

Session
No.

Faulty line
detected by
Proposed
approach

Faulty line
detected
by Alireza
approach

No. of
sessions
in
Proposed
approach

No. of
sessions
in Alireza
approach

Branch
coverage
Sample
program

26, 30,
35, 40, 8

S1,S2 26, 30, 35,
40, 8

26, 30, 35,
40

2 2

Bank
account

6, 17, 22,
24, 27

S1, S2,
S3

17, 22, 24,
27, 6

17, 22, 24,
27, 6

3 3

Library
management

199, 172,
223, 143,
126

S1, S2,
S3

199, 172,
223, 143,
126

199, 172,
223, 143,
126

2 3

Kruskal
algorithm

97, 93,
106, 47,
110

S1, S2 97, 106,
110, 47, 93

97, 106,
110, 47, 93

3 3

Payroll
management
system

70, 118,
124, 207,
231

S1, S2,
S3

124, 118,
231, 207,
70

124, 118,
231, 70,
207

2 3

Heap sort 11, 12,
19, 27, 30

S1, S2,
S3

12, 19, 30,
27, 11

12, 19, 30,
27, 11

2 3

Airline
reservation
system

27,43,
64,97,126

S1, S2,
S3

27,43,
64,97,126

27,43,
64,97,126

2 3

Linked list 26, 78,
280, 54,
147

S1, S2,
S3

280, 147,
78, 54, 26

280, 147,
78, 54, 26

2 3

Tic-tac toe 159, 164,
191, 195,
261

S1, S2,
S3

159, 164,
191, 195,
261

159, 164,
191, 195,
261

2 3

Student
records
management
System

24, 27,
66, 69, 80

S1, S2,
S3

24, 27, 66,
69, 80

24, 27, 66,
69, 80

3 3
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43.5 Performance Analysis

Proposed approach is illustrated by ten programs of Java, C and C++ based
platforms. After that, we compared our proposed approach with Alireza et al.
approach. For comparison, we applied our proposed approach as well as Alireza
approach on ten example programs and five faults were seeded in each of the
programs with multiple sessions of regression test. Results in Table 43.5 shows the
faults detected in each session by our proposed approach and Alireza approach.
This is followed by a comparison of the total number of sessions to find all the
faults in proposed approach and Alireza approach as shown in Table 43.5. After
analyzing the results, we find that the number of fault detected per session is more
than or equal to in our proposed approach than in comparison to Alireza approach.
At the same time the number of sessions to discover all faults in our proposed
approach is less than or equal to Alireza approach. Hence we can say that, our
approach is more efficient in terms of fault detection effectiveness.

43.6 Conclusion and Future Work

Proposed approach is helpful in early detection of fault. The proposed approach
brings out those test cases to the front which are relevant to the modifications
made. Also, the proposed approach is able to prioritize test cases in less number of
iterations. This is because only those test cases are being processed which are
having the modified line in their line of execution, instead of calculating the
priority value for each of the test case as is done in Alireza approach. In the
proposed approach we have used different factors in the history of each modified
line. In future work, we may consider other factors such as severity of fault
detected, which may help to refine the process of prioritization.
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Chapter 44
Local Pricewatch Information Solicitation
and Sharing Model Using Mobile
Crowdsourcing

Hazleen Aris

Abstract Shopping, in particular groceries shopping, is a necessity and has
become part and parcel of our life, be it daily, weekly or monthly. Tied to this
activity is the concern over the ever increasing price of goods. Ideally, one would
want to be able to compare the price of an item between one shop and another
before getting the best deal. However, this is impracticable if not impossible due to
a number of factors, especially the time constraint. Nevertheless, advances in the
internet technology, combined with the widespread use of the internet-ready
devices that are often packaged with mobile internet plans have enabled rapid and
timely information sharing, hence, creating an opportunity that can overcome the
impossibility. People who go to different shops everyday can share information on
the prices of items at the shops that they visit, which will be useful for those who
are planning to buy similar items. What is missing is the mechanism to enable such
information sharing. This paper therefore explains about such mechanism that we
call the local pricewatch information solicitation and sharing (LoPrice) model that
uses voluntary crowdsourcing technique to solicit the information from the public.
Prior to that, justification on the need for the model is presented. Judging from the
success of its counterparts in other areas of social networking, it is expected that
the model can quickly gain interest from the public, hence helping them to save on
their expenditures.
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44.1 Introduction

Were we ever be in a situation where the price of good that we had just bought
from a shop is found cheaper at another nearby shop? We would have bought the
item at the latter shop should we knew it, right? But how could we possibly know
about it unless somebody else shares the information with us? And how can we
know the information before it is too late? In this modern society, groceries
shopping is certainly inevitable and has become the main source of obtaining food
and other supplies. It is no longer an option, but a necessity. Gone were the days
where raw food can be obtained just by plucking them from the backyard plants or
from the livestock reared around the house.

When one thinks about shopping, one cannot help but to also think about the
expenses incurred by it. The ever increasing price of goods, that is becoming more
and more significant lately, has therefore become the main concern of many
people. Latest report on household expenditure survey by the Department of
Statistics Malaysia [1], which is done once every 5 years, showed that the average
monthly household expenditure had increased by 12.1 % from 2004/05 to 2009/10.
An independent survey [2] also showed that increment on prices of items even
reached 43 % within a six-month period, which was certainly burdensome as the
prices hike was far beyond the yearly income increment. Making life affordable
and less burdensome is so important that it has now become the concern of our
(Malaysian) government. A number of initiatives are seen being implemented by
the government to help easing the citizens with their expenditures such as the cash
aid scheme [3].

In our opinion, solution to this problem can be approached from at least three
directions. First, is by raising the living standard of low-income household, which
happens to be one of the national key result areas (NKRAs) of our government [4].
Second, is by keeping the goods prices low and third, is by being more selective in
buying the goods. While the first approach is a long term approach, the second
approach may require strict and close monitoring from the authorised bodies.
Therefore, it is the third approach that seems most amenable to all of us and hence,
the approach that we are interested in.

As we are aware, and probably as part of the marketing strategies, prices for the
same goods differ between one shop and another. This difference can be signifi-
cant, amounting to as much as RM10 per item, if, for example, the other shop is
having a sale. Most of the time, we have to depend on luck in order to get the best
price as the price changes from time to time and the pattern of change is unknown
to us. In an ideal situation, we would want to be able to compare the price between
one shop and another for each item that we want to buy. Unfortunately, it is time
consuming to move from one shop to another just to compare prices and then to
return to the shop that offered the lowest price to buy it. Let alone to do it within a
reasonable timeframe. It will also incur additional cost, as we need transportation
to move about. Not to mention the difficulty in getting a parking space and et
cetera, which render this practice infeasible. To overcome these problems, the
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local pricewatch information solicitation and sharing (LoPrice) model is therefore
proposed. The aim is to help the users in finding the needed items at the most
reasonable, if not lowest price and at nearby stores. The difficulty in comparing
prices of items to be bought within an acceptable period of time is therefore the
problem statement to be addressed by the research.

44.2 Background

Recent advances in the internet and mobile technology have shed some light
towards overcoming the stated problem above. The widespread use of internet-
ready mobile devices combined with the availability of more and more affordable
mobile data plans and packages has enabled the users to share information on just
about anything at anytime. One type of information that they can share, and should
be sharing is on the prices of items. People who go to different shops everyday can
share information on the prices of items at the shops that they visit with others
using their mobile devices. This information will be useful to those who are
planning to buy similar items. In this way, the task of visiting each different shop
can be distributed amongst them and price comparison can be done by just tapping
and scrolling the mobile devices. This idea of distributing the potential solutions to
the public in order to obtain the best one is what Surowiecki [5] termed as ‘the
wisdom of crowds’ and has become amongst the seminal work in crowdsourcing.
The term ‘crowdsourcing’ was later formally coined by Howe [6] to mean the act
of outsourcing tasks to an undefined, large group of people or community (the
crowd) through an open call [7]. Crowdsourcing process generally comprises the
following steps [7].

1. Crowdsourcer proposes tasks and make it known to the public, with clear
requirements and reward if any.

2. The public submit potential solutions.
3. The public investigate, or evaluate the solutions and choose the best one.
4. Crowdsourcer determines the best solution and reward the winner.
5. Crowdsourcer gets and owns the best solution.

Two prerequisites of crowdsourcing are (1) the open call format and (2) the
large network of potential labourers [6]. Figure 44.1 shows the steps in a
crowdsourcing process in a slightly different arrangement, but maintaining the
same composition.

Motivations to participate in a crowdsourcing exercise vary. More often than
not, the strongest motivation is monetary reward, as discovered by Brabham [8],
although a more recent study showed otherwise [8]. As a result, crowdsourcing has
been successfully applied in business or other profit making sectors such as
Threadless and iStockphoto. The potential of crowdsourcing has also been
explored in auction [8].
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However, the presence of crowdsourcing and widespread availability of mobile
devices per se are not sufficient to solve the stated problem. A model is needed for
the crowdsourcing to be successfully applied in information sharing of items prices
and for the benefits to be optimally reaped, which prompts the need for this
research. Furthermore, Brabham [9] argued that the benefits of crowdsourcing
should also be enjoyed by the non-profit making sectors. Though examples on the
use of crowdsourcing for non-profit purposes are already seen [10–12], rooms for
research in this area are still plenty.

With regard to price comparison application, a number of applications were
found as a result of our exhaustive search, noticeably in the US [13–18] and France
[19, 20]. In the context of Malaysia, only three such applications were found as
shown in Table 44.1. However, they were all web-based applications, which
means that the information sharing was not done using dedicated mobile appli-
cations. Furthermore, the information on these websites was also outdated. In one
particular instance, we found that the price of an item was last updated in 2011!

44.3 The LoPrice Model

Taking into consideration (1) the need to have a means to properly share the
information on prices of items, (2) the widespread use of mobile devices, (3) the
research opportunity on the use of crowdsourcing for non-profit making sectors

Fig. 44.1 The eight steps in a crowdsourcing process
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that is still wide and (4) the missing of such applications in Malaysia, the LoPrice
model is proposed with the four considerations above being the motivations
towards the construction of the model as shown in Fig. 44.2.

The conceptual view of the LoPrice model is shown in Fig. 44.3. As can be
seen from the figure, information comes from the public users through their mobile
devices. Information for each item includes its price, location of the store where it
can be bought from, its category, and the validity period of the stated price, if
known. Application on the server side captures the information and makes it
available to other users whenever requested. The existing crowdsourcing process
are modified to suit the non-profit making purpose and subsequently applied in

Table 44.1 Price comparison applications in Malaysia

Name Website Source of
information

Coverage (items) Coverage (stores)

Yellavia http://www.
yellavia.
com/

Users 21 categories of
items, groceries is
one of them

Not specified

1pengguna http://www.
1pengguna.
com/

Administrator Groceries Not specified

PriceChecker.my http://www.
pricechecker.
my/

Inactive – the site is not working MYDIN,
Carrefour, Tesco,
Giant, Lazada

The LoPrice 
model

The need to have a means 
to share information on 

prices of items

The scant use of 
crowdsourcing in non-profit 

making sectors

Widespread use of mobile 
devices

The missing of price 
comparison application in 

Malaysia

Fig. 44.2 Motivations for the research
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obtaining the information on prices of items from the public. The LoPrice model
will be developed in line with the characteristics of social perspective based on the
taxonomy of network communities proposed by Albors et al. [21]. To realise the
LoPrice model, a price information sharing application will be developed, which
can be used as a point of reference for users to find the location of the needed items
at the best price.

44.3.1 Investigation Areas

As explained above, in the context of Malaysia, applications that can be used to
compare prices of items were once developed and in use. However, their use could
not be sustained over time. Information was not updated, hence, defeating their

Mobile devices with data plan

Investigation areas :
• Mechanisms to ensure participation and 

• Geotagging the information sent based on 
location

• Algorithm for timely update of new and existing 
information

Users share 
item price, 
category, 

location, and 
validity period of 
prices of items

Information on 
items are 

shared with 
users upon 

request

Application server stores the 
information provided and 

purges the information when 
expires

HTTP

TCP/ IP

Wireless 
infrastructure

‘

‘

Fig. 44.3 Conceptual view of the LoPrice model and the areas of investigation
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intended purpose. The preliminary part of the construction of the LoPrice model is
therefore a study that investigates the factors that influence users participation and
their ‘stickiness’ to such application. Findings from this investigation are taken
into consideration in constructing the LoPrice model. Secondly, to enable quick
updates on items information, users are expected to provide as minimum infor-
mation as possible. In other words, the LoPrice model should automate as much
information as possible and one particular information that can potentially be
automatically obtained is the location of the item, assuming that a user provides
the information while he or she is still in the shop. For this reason, mechanism to
geographically tag (geotag) the information sent based on location sent is inves-
tigated. Finally, an algorithm for timely update of new and existing information is
also developed. The algorithm, among others, ensures that obsolete information is
being purged from the application server. These areas of investigation are also
shown in Fig. 44.3.

44.4 Issues and Challenges

Two main issues regarding crowdsourcing, which are the misuse of cheap labour
and the reliability of information provided [22] are noted. With regard to cheap
labour, it was argued that the crowds get rewarded and they are not forced to do
the tasks. With regard to quality, Surowiecki [5] discovered that groups, albeit
amateurs are often smarter than the smartest people in them, under the right
circumstances. Also, a study reported on the use of crowdsourcing in transcribing
showed 74 % accuracy, which is viable compared to 88.5 % with professional
transcription [23]. Not to mention that measures to overcome the issues are already
in the pipeline [22]. Nevertheless, at this point, we did not anticipate these issues to
become hindrances to this research because no direct profit in monetary form will
be generated. The benefit of using the LoPrice model will return to its users, hence
they are not the labourers in any way. Since they are benefitting from the use of the
model, we can account on them to provide accurate information.

44.5 Conclusion and Further Work

This paper provides justification on the need for the LoPrice model and briefly
explains about the model. Judging from the success of its counterparts in other
areas of social networking, it is expected that the application developed from the
LoPrice model can quickly gain interest from the public. The expected benefit
gained by the users is still in the form of monetary reward, albeit indirectly,
through the reduced amount of expenditures. Future work includes the develop-
ment of the prototype system to be used to evaluate the LoPrice model. At least
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two types of evaluation will be performed; experimental and empirical. Experi-
mental evaluation will assess the efficiency of the LoPrice model such as the
timeliness of the information shared and the empirical results obtained will be
quantitatively analysed using appropriate statistical analyses to determine its
effectiveness. From the analysis results, the research contribution and the scope of
applicability of the LoPrice model will be determined. Additionally, further work
will also be made to look at the scalability of the LoPrice model, that is, the
potential of extending its coverage beyond local community.
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Chapter 45
Enhancement of Nurse Scheduling Steps
Using Particle Swarm Optimization

Norhayati Mohd Rasip, A.S.H. Basari, Nuzulha Khilwani Ibrahim
and Burairah Hussin

Abstract Allocating of working schedule, especially for shift approach is hard to
ensure its fairness among them. In the case of nurse scheduling, to set up the time
table for each available nurse is time consuming and complicated, which consider
many factors including rules, regulation and human factor. Moreover, most nurses
are women, which have personnel constraints and maternity leave factors. The
undesirable schedule can affect the nurse productivity, social life and the absen-
teeism can significantly as well affect the patient’s life. This paper aimed to
enhance the scheduling process by utilizing the particle swarm optimization in
order to generate an intelligent nurse schedule. The result shows that the multiple
initial schedules can be generated and can be selected with the lowest cost of
constraint violation.

45.1 Introduction

Staff scheduling is the process of constructing work timetables encoding for staff
in order to satisfy the demand of services. The ability to develop a good staff
schedule is a crucial process if the services demand round-the-clock and com-
plicated balancing act between an organization’s need and the legal contractual
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obligations to its staff. Thus, all such factors should be considered when designing
a staff shift schedule, leading to an extremely complex problem for which finding a
better solution and within a reasonable time frame, can be difficult. Additional
working shift can have a significant impact on the health and lives of staff while
can in turn affect a person’s productivity at work. Differences between industries,
their goals and restrictions, often mean that specific models and algorithms must
be developed for each of them [1].

This paper focuses on the hospital’s staff and nurse is the proposed staff to be
scheduled. Usually hospital wards must be staffed 24 h for 7 days a week by a
limited number of staff, which very difficult to satisfy everybody. However, as well
as the usual legal and cost constraints are met, high patient care services are the
goal. Consequently, the risk is encountered when the nurse work on an undesirable
schedule that may affect the patients’ lives and also nurse performance since the
job is beyond their expertise. Nevertheless, with shortages in qualified nurses
reported regularly, good schedules are important to provide satisfactory patient
care and potentially improve nurse retention.

Most hospitals face the nurse scheduling problem in its primary form, which is
to allocate shifts and days to nurses so as to satisfy a given set of hard and soft
constraints. The unique of combination of constraints depending on the pertinent
policies that usually differ from one hospital to another. Once the number of
resources defining the success of each schedule is determined, the problem may
become complex, which is more constraints occur with feasible schedule to satisfy
and more conflicting objectives are identified.

The class of nurse scheduling problem is well known by rapid growth in the
number of potential solutions and the modest growth of the resources to be
scheduled is known as NP-hard problem. Thus, the importance of finding the
potential solution has led to research initiative in industries including airlines, call
centers and hospital with a range of solution methods by utilizing such as math-
ematical programming, heuristic technique and artificial intelligence [2].

45.1.1 Related Work

The advance of information technology is rising to help researchers in developing
a number of approaches to solve nurse rostering problem in a reasonable amount of
time. As pinpointed in the varies depth literature reviews in [1, 3–5]. These four
papers have provided details about problem formulation on scheduling. Basically,
nurse scheduling formulated by using mathematical programming, artificial
intelligence and meta-heuristics methods. In [6] is presented an integer mathe-
matical programming (IP) to solve the nurse scheduling problem with two phase
strategy.

The strategy is to effectively deal with the conflicting requirement based on
nurses contracts and preferences. In [7] formulated mathematical programming with
the multi objective to construct the schedule of medical resident based on seniority.
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They aims to maximize the quality of shift allocation by considering the shift
coverage requirements, seniority-based workload rules and resident work prefer-
ences. The multi objective model with sequential method and weighted method
based on the seniority level has promised the optimal solution and less computa-
tional time.

One of the aims of nurse scheduling is to meet the balancing between schedule
feasibility and quality. The quality of the timetable is normally measured as a
maximize the fulfillment of soft constraints. In [7–9], dealing soft constraints with
hierarchical oriented. These approaches are generally achieved the optimal solu-
tion based on individual preferences, but hard to solve real world problems that
have high numbers of constraints and not relatively static over the time. Then the
calculation of penalties is considered as pessimistic because the past penalty value
is assumed that a roster for a week before is empty. Glass and Night proposed in
[10] a continuous rostering environment for handling constraints and preferences
arising. This solution approach is calculated the roster across a number of whole
weeks, including the transition week from the current rostering period to the next.
The result shows that the penalties are more optimistic.

Recently many researchers turn focus to population-based stochastic search
methods such as genetic algorithms, ant colony optimization and particle swarm
optimization (PSO), which able to reach near optimal solution within acceptable
computation time. The PSO based algorithms have been successful designed and
applied in many research area such as in university timetabling [11], job shop
scheduling [12], manufacturing scheduling [13]. For nurse scheduling problem,
PSO is utilized to solve unfair assignment among the nurses using a new evalu-
ation function [14]. This new evaluation function allows a better discrimination
between candidate solutions and is in accordance with the idea of the original
function, which searched for assignment fairness. Wu et al. applied in [15] the
basic PSO to the nurse scheduling problem. Improving work stretch pattern during
initial solution using PSO had proved that using PSO produce optimal solution in a
very efficient manner. The advantages of PSO are that this method not needed the
calculation of derivatives due to the result of good solution is retained by all
particles and that particle in the swarm share information between them. The
objective function can be used for stochastic objective function and can escape
from local minima. In order to be programmed, PSO has few parameters to adjust,
more effectively memory capability than the GA which is every particle to
remember their own previous best value as well as the neighborhood and more
efficient in maintaining the diversity of the swarm [17].

The main contribution of this paper is to simplify the actual process of allo-
cating shift to nurse by utilizing the advantages of the particle swarm algorithm
with the same objective. Although there are plenty of PSO algorithms applied to
the scheduling problems in the literature, to the best of our knowledge, applied to
the nurse scheduling problem there is still significant room for improvements in
this area [16]. This was one of the main motivations in order to design and apply a
PSO based algorithm so as to solve effectively and efficiently the nurse scheduling
problem with the real world problem case at Malaysia public educational hospital.
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This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 45.2 discusses the nurse rostering
problem while the particle swarm optimization approaches to the Nurse Rostering
Problem is described in Sect. 45.3. Section 45.4 discusses the experimental results
in conclusion and possible research directions are provided in Sect. 45.5.

45.2 Nurse Scheduling Problem

Nurse scheduling is the process of allocating, subject to constraints, the available
resources into slot in a pattern within scheduling period. The process need a lot of
time to produce a good roster. In this work, we consider a real nurse scheduling
problem (NRP) one of the public hospital in Malaysia [17].

There have the four shifts a day that are morning shift (M), evening shift (E),
night (N) or day off (O). For any holiday is included as days off. There have a two
level of nurses either senior or junior. For each shift must be at least one senior.

The challenges of assigning process are considered subject to hard and soft
constraints. All the constraint is presented in Sect. 45.2.1. The details step show as
below:

Step 1: Nurse request: Each nurse fill in the log book manually and submit their
preference at least 1 day before the head nurse starts to construct the
schedule. regarding the nurse’s requests, the head nurse will consider
some of the criteria before accept or reject the request.

Step 2: After the nurse has the number of available nurses, the head nurse will
construct the initial of schedule. In this stage the head nurse will allocate
the night shift which is an unpopular shift until the number of nurses for
night shift is satisfied. Then the head nurse continues to allocating the
morning and evening shift (popular shift). This process is repeated until
all the hard constraint and soft constraint is accepted.

Step 3: The initial schedule will send to the department of nursing and after it is
approved the schedule will print and distribute to all nurses and get their
feedback.

The actual scheduling is ‘‘person based’’ process which is based on head nurse’s
knowledge and relies on her capabilities to create the best schedule for her unit.
When assigning shift, the head nurse has to verify if all assignments fulfill to the
quota requirement for each shift. The head nurse always changes the spreadsheet
to find out whether it is respected or not, and memorize it while moving to the next
step. This ‘‘searching process’’ is very time-consuming, not efficient and certainly
not optimized. Figure 45.1 illustrates the mapping of the process.

The standard rules are when all the hard constraint is satisfied, then the feasible
nurse scheduling is constructed, that can actually be used by the ward it was made
for. Nevertheless, the number of soft constraint is satisfied the main factor that
affects the quality of a nurse scheduling. The final goal, indeed, is to create feasible
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schedule while maximizing its quality, means to create nurse scheduling which
satisfied all the hard constraints and fulfilled as many as possible number of soft
constraints.

45.2.1 Hard Constraints

In public hospital the rules are known as constraints. The hard constraint is the
rules which must be fulfilled; otherwise the schedule is considered to be infeasible
and unacceptable. The constraints are set based on current practices of the hospital
studied, which taking into account for regulations, contractual requirements,
operational requirements for all nurses. Most of these rules agree with published
hospital policies.

Fig. 45.1 Scheduling process map
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The hard constraints detail as shown below:

(H1) Each shift has to meet the minimum coverage demanded of nurses
(H2) Each nurse cannot work more than one shift a day
(H3) Each nurse must have at least 2 days off during the scheduling period
(H4) Each shift must have at least one senior nurse
(H5) Each nurse must not be scheduled for an isolated working day
(H6) This constraint presents the minimum number of consecutive days that any

nurse should work
(H7) Each nurse must be working at least 10 days and not more than 12 days
(H8) Each nurse must work in consecutive working days is 4 days
(H9) Each nurse that has four consecutive night shifts must follow 2 days off.

45.2.2 Soft Constraints

The soft constraints taken into consideration which is not a compulsory to be
fulfilled, but satisfying as much as possible represent the degree of a high quality
result. There are other soft constraints that are normally created by an agreement
between the head nurse and the individual nurses.

The hospital rules for soft constraints are as shown below:

(S1) The total number of working days and day off should be uniformly dis-
tributed to all nurses.

(S2) The nurse should have at least 1 day off in a weekend during the scheduling
period.

(S3) The nurse should have 1 day off after four consecutive days shift (morning
and evening).

45.3 Particle Swarm Optimization for NSP

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based optimization algorithm
that was originally proposed by Keneddy and Eberhart (1995). PSO is an evolu-
tionary optimization technique that is a population-based search algorithm. Each
particle flies through the search space with velocities adjusted dynamically
according to their previous behavior to look for the optimal solution. In PSO
particles continuously adjust their position on their own and the experience of their
neighboring particles. When compared with other evolutionary optimization
techniques, PSO perform better in terms of success rate and solution quality. The
movement of a particle is influenced by its inertia, its personal best position, and
the global best position. Its velocity, its personal best value, that is the best
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objective value the particle ever experienced, and its personal best position, that is
the position at which the personal best value has been found.

The particle’s data could be anything. In the flocking birds, the data would be
the X, Y, Z coordinates of each bird. The individual coordinates of each bird
would try to move closer to the coordinates of the bird which is closer to the food’s
coordinates (global best value).

To start the PSO approach, the algorithm starts with random initialization of a
particle’s position and velocity. In this section, this paper describes all the com-
ponents of the algorithm. The algorithm works to solve a problem with discrete
domains, thus in order to apply PSO to this problem, a careful about the meaning
of both the position and the velocity are very crucial.

45.3.1 Solution Representation

Step 1 Initialization: The assignment of shift to each nurse is randomly generated
and for each nurse representing as one particle (solution). The position of particle
represents the type of shift. The search space, represent as a matrix X of size N*D,
where N represents the number of particles and D represents the total number for
schedule period. Each particle Xt

i has a position, xt
id is a discrete number repre-

sented the type of assignments (M, E, N, O) for each pair (nurse, day). If the
xt

id ¼ 1 represent the morning shift (M),number 2 represents the evening shift (E),
number 3 represents the night shift (N) and the number 4 represent the day off (O).
If there are 5 nurses, N and the schedule period is 14 days, the particle position
vector, then has the value of 5 9 14 = 60 elements. Elements 1–14 stand for the
nurse schedule of the first nurse, 15–28 for the second nurse, 29–42 for the third
nurse, and so on as shown in Table 45.1. First, each particle is initialized and the
range of the initial position is set between 1 and 4.

Step 2 Evaluate the fitness value: All the particle’s fitness value is obtained by
the fitness function. It checks all violations of hard and soft constraints in every
particle. The fitness value for each particle is obtained by using weighted sum
objective function MinWS using formula (45.1). Let c [ C be the set of soft
constraints then, wc is the weight associated with constraint c and nc the number of
violations of c. The penalty weight as assigning by head nurse based on the
importance rate as Table 45.2. The MinWS consists of two parts: Cvio associated
with the costs of coverage nurse to a given shift and Hvio with the costs of
assigning a nurse to a given shift. Thus the objective is to find a roster with the
lowest overall penalty, denoted as MinWS.

Cvio ¼
X

0� c� jCj
wcnc ð45:1Þ
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MinWS ¼
X

0� c� jCj
Cvio þ Hvio ð45:2Þ

Step 3 Updating particle’s position: After the particle position is initialized, each
particle is assigned a rate of position change or velocity randomly. Just in the way
the particles adjust its flight direction through referring to its own experience and
population’s experience. The particles update the velocity and position according
to the following two equations:

Vtþ1
i ¼ W � Vt

i þ c1 � r1 � ðPi best � xt
iÞ þ c2 � r2 � ðGbest � xt

iÞ ð45:3Þ

xtþ1
i ¼ xt

i þ Vtþ1
i ð45:4Þ

where Xt
i represents the position of the particles, Vt

i represents the velocity of the
particles, w represents the inertia weight, which is the inertia weight value setting
will have an effect on the velocity of particle position update and also indirectly on
the next position the particle will move to. If the w value setting is inappropriate, it
is impossible to explore unknown areas and the search for the personal best and
global best will also be affected. The c1 and c2 are the learning rates, which is a
positive constant parameter called acceleration coefficients (which control the
maximum step size of a particle) and how to approach the new position either for
close to the individual experience position or expecting close to the global
experience position. The r1 and r2 are two random numbers independently gen-
erated, which are between 0 and 1. Pi_best is a particle’s position at which the best
fitness so far has been achieved. Gbest is the population global (or local neigh-
borhood, in the neighborhood version of the algorithm) position at which the best
fitness so far has been achieved. The first part of Eq. (45.1) is the ‘‘inertia’’,
determined by a particle’s previous velocity; the second part is the ‘‘individual
cognition’’, represents a particle’s own experience, which guides a particle to
evolve into its ‘‘Pi_best’’; the third part is the ‘‘social cognition’’, denotes the
cooperation and information sharing among the particles, which guides a particle

Table 45.2 The constraint weighting

Soft constraints Penalty

Each shift has to meet the minimum coverage demanded of nurses 100

Assign morning shift following night shift 100

Assign each nurse at least 1 day off on the weekends 100

Assigns four consecutive morning shifts followed by 1 day off (O) or an evening (E)
shift after 2 days off that follow the night (N) shift pattern

10

Assign four consecutive evening shifts followed by 1 day off 10

Assigns either a day off (O) or an evening (E) shift after 2 days off that follow the
night (N) shift pattern, i.e., (NNNNOOE) or (NNNNOOO)

10
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to evolve into the population’s ‘‘Gbest’’. Just in this way, each particle adjusts its
flight (evolution) direction through referring to its own experience and the pop-
ulation’s experience.

45.4 Preliminary Results

In this study, the proposed PSO algorithm based technique has been developed in
order to make it suitable for solving nurse constrained optimization problems. A
procedure is imposed to check the feasibility of the candidate solutions in all
stages of the search process. The proposed technique has been implemented on
personal computer a Intel Core i5 CPU and 4 GB RAM. To complete the fol-
lowing experiments, the PSO-based intelligent mechanism for scheduling is pro-
grammed by using MATLAB. The computational flowchart of the proposed PSO
algorithm is depicted in Fig. 45.1.

For this stage the result shows the fitness value of each schedule generated (par-
ticles) with hard and soft constraints. The advantages are by using intelligent nature
inspired optimization; the head nurse can generate more than one schedule for the
initial schedule and can select the best schedule which has the best fitness value. The
guided randomized assignment of shift to available nurse can reduce time consuming
and be more flexible to use because the user can change the few parameters based
on their need. Table 45.3 shows the preliminary result of the experiment.

45.5 Conclusion

The result shows that the effectiveness and efficiency of constructing the nurse
schedule can be achieved by using particle swarm optimization. The advantages of
particle swarm optimization which are the setting of parameters is reasonably
simple and implementation time to find a proper schedule is fast can be able to use
for all the Malaysian Hospital. The finding suggests that the proposed solution
using particle swarm optimization is capable to enhance the nurse scheduling by
utilizing the intelligent process in order to obtain the intelligent nurse schedule.

Table 45.3 Result of experiment

Particle in the
swarm

MinP MaxP Avg. hard
constraint

Avg. soft
constraint

Fitness value
(MaxP-MinP)

Particle 1 100 400 180 240 420

Particle 2 100 700 260 370 630

Particle 3 10 600 170 157 327

Particle 4 10 310 180 98 278

Particle 5 110 510 130 303 433
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For further research could be extended with other scheduling scenario and
variant particle swarm optimization.
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Chapter 46
Hardware Implementation
of MFCC-Based Feature Extraction
for Speaker Recognition

P. Ehkan, F.F. Zakaria, M.N.M. Warip, Z. Sauli and M. Elshaikh

Abstract The most important issues in the field of speech recognition and rep-
resentative of the speech is a feature extraction. Feature extraction based Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) is one the most important features
required among various kinds of speech application. In this paper, FPGA-based for
speech features extraction MFCC algorithm is proposed. The complexities of
computational as well as the requirement of memory usage are characterized,
analyzed, and improved. Look-up table (LUT) scheme is used to deal with the
elementary function value in the MFCC algorithm and fixed-point arithmetic is
implemented to reduce the cost under accuracy study. The final feature extraction
design is implemented effectively into the FPGA-Xilinx Virtex2 XC2V6000
FF1157-4 chip.
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46.1 Introduction

Biometric systems are the automated method of verifying or recognizing the
identity of the person on the basis of some physiological characteristic, such as a
finger print, face pattern and human voice [1]. The human voice conveys infor-
mation about the language being spoken and the emotion, gender and identity of
the speaker. Speaker recognition is the computing task of validating a user’s
claimed identity using characteristics extracted from their voices [2, 3]. Voice of a
person has many prominent characteristics like pitch, tone which can be used to
distinguish a person from the other. It has a history dating back some four decades
[4] where the output of several analog filters was averaged over time for matching.
Speaker recognition uses the acoustic features of speech that have been found to
differ between individuals. These acoustic patterns reflect both anatomy (size and
shape of the throat and mouth) and learned behavioral patterns such as voice pitch
and speaking style. This incorporation of learned patterns into the voice templates
has earned speaker recognition its classification as a ‘‘behavioral biometric’’ [5].
Such systems extract features from speech, model them and use them to recognize
the human voice.

Speaker recognition system basically involves two main phases namely the
training stage and the testing stage [6]. These phases involve two main parts called
feature extraction and pattern classification. At the time of training, speech sample
is acquired in a controlled and supervised manner from the user. The speaker
recognition system has to process the speech signal in order to extract speaker
discriminatory information from it and this will form the speaker model, which is a
process of enrolment speaker data. At the time of testing a speech sample is
acquired from the user. The speaker recognition system has to extract the features
from this sample and compare it against the models been stored beforehand. This
is a pattern matching or classification task.

The improvement in FPGA technology as well as design tools has introduced a
new option for Digital Signal Processing (DSP) applications recently. FPGA is a
type of semiconductor device that contain programmable logic and interconnec-
tions which mostly used in logic or digital electronic circuits. The programmable
logic components or logic blocks as they are known may consist of anything from
logic gates, through to memory elements or blocks of memories, or almost any
element. FPGA supports thousands of gates and popular for prototyping integrated
circuit (IC) designs. Once a design is set, hardwired chips will be produced to
faster performance. FPGA chip is programmable and reprogrammable which is
considered as an advantage of it. In this way, it becomes a large logic circuit that
can be configured according to a design, but if changes are required it can be
reprogrammed with an update. Thus, if circuit board is manufactured and contains
an FPGA as part of the circuit, this is programmed during the manufacturing
process, but can be reprogrammed to reflect any changes. The user programma-
bility gives the user access to complex ICs without the high engineering costs
associated with ASICs.
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FPGA contains many identical logic cells that can be viewed as standard
components. Each design is implemented by specifying the simple logic function
for each cell and selectivity closing the switches in the interconnect matrix. The
array logic cells and interconnects form a basic building blocks for logic circuits.
Complex designs are created by combining these basic blocks to create the desired
circuit. The logic cell architecture varies between different device families. This
logic cells can be configured via high levels design tools or hardware description
languages (HDLs) to implement virtually any digital system. Few years ago these
chips required programming using HDLs or weak design tools, making imple-
mentation of complex DSP operations, such as FFT and DCT very tedious. The
newest generation of design tools offers libraries of common DSP functions,
enabling developers to implement something as complex as FFT [7]. FPGA have
been used in many areas to accelerate algorithms that can make use of massive
parallelism, and in every case allowing them to improve the flexibility, cost
reduction and time to market. A great promising application area the use of FPGA
is that it can exploit the pipeline ability and parallelism with the solution algo-
rithms in a much more thorough way that can be done with parallel computers
using general-purpose microprocessors or a single standard processor.

This paper presents results for the speaker recognition front-end processing
using MFCC approach on the platform consisting of a Xilinx Virtex-II XC2V6000
FPGA. The paper is organized the sections as the speaker recognition system,
front-end processing, implementations, results and conclusion.

46.2 Speaker Recognition System

A block diagram shown in Fig. 46.1 is the basic structure system designed to
implement speaker recognition. The input speech is sampled and converted into
digital format. The vectors from the speech consisting of the MFCCs are extracted.
The system then branches into two separate phases namely training and classifi-
cation. In the training phase, each registered speaker has to provide samples of
their speech so that the system can train a reference models for that speaker while
in the classification phase, the input speech is matched with the stored reference
models and then a recognition decision is made. The speaker associated with the
most likely, or higher scoring model is selected as the recognized speaker. This is
simply a maximum likelihood classifier.

The more general problem for speaker recognition is that out of a total popu-
lation of N speakers, find that speaker whose reference pattern is most similar to
the sample pattern of an unknown speaker. Since the sample pattern is compared to
each of the N reference patterns and also there is a finite probability of an incorrect
decision for each comparison, it is apparent that the overall probability of an
incorrect decision must be a monotonically increasing function of N [8].
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46.3 Front-End Processing

This part is the most important issue in the field of speech processing. It is
converting the speech waveform to a set of features for further analysis. Speech
front-end processing consists of transforming the speech signal to a set of feature
vectors [9]. The aim of this process is to obtain a new representation which is more
compact, less redundant, and more suitable for statistical modelling [10]. Feature
extraction is the key to front-end process.

According to Stolcke et al. [11], the purpose of feature extraction is to convert
the speech waveform to some type of parametric representation at a considerably
lower information rate. A wide range of possibilities exist for parametrically
representing the speech signal for the speaker recognition task, such as LPC [12],
MFCC [13], PLP [14] and others. The MFCC and PLP are among the most popular
acoustic features used in speaker recognition. It usually depends on the task which
of the two methods leads to a better performance. Currently, researchers are
focusing on improving these two cepstral features [10] or appending new features
on them [15]. In fact, it is commonly believed that the spectrum smoothing done
by MFCC and PLP has some sort of speaker normalization effect.

The selection of feature determines the separability of the speaker, and it also
has large influence on the classification step, since the classifier must be turned to
the given feature space. Thus, the selection of the features should be carefully
considered in designing a system. Several analyses have been done for feature
extraction technique in order to observe the best technique for transforming the
speech signal. Davis and Mermelstein [16] reviewed the literature of a few feature
extraction methods and compared them in a syllable-oriented speaker dependent
speech recognition system. The experiments were made in a clean environment
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Fig. 46.1 Basic structure of speaker recognition system
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and the segmentation was done manually. They found out that features derived
using cepstrum analysis outperformed those that do not use it and that filter bank
methods outperformed LPC method (PLP methods were not included). This means
that the best performance was achieved by using MFCC.

A comparable result of the use of PLP and MFCC was reported by John and
Wendy [17] that MFCC-based feature extraction method seems to be performing
well in most studies. Besides, a theoretical comparison of MFCC and PLP analysis
was given by Milner [18]. The theoretical comparison continues with a practical
implementation. The spectral analysis is followed by channel normalization (both
RASTA and CMN) and extraction of dynamic features. The best results were
reported for MFCC with RASTA filtration. Similarly, Schmidt and Thomas [19]
has pointed out the state-of-the-art speaker recognition systems typically
employing the MFCC as representative acoustic feature and GMM as pattern
classification method has achieved very good performance which even better than
recognition by human. Chakroborty et al. [20] listed three reasons why MFCC
method has become so dominant for speaker identification system. First, MFCC is
less vulnerable to noise perturbation, it gives little session variability and is easier
to extract. Moreover, a calculation of MFCC is based on the human auditory
system aiming for artificial implementation of the ear physiology assuming that
the human ear can be a good speaker recognizer too. Furthermore, computation of
MFCC involves averaging the low frequency region of the energy spectrum
(approximately demarcated by the upper limit of 1 kHz) by closely spaced over-
lapping triangular filters while smaller number of less closely spaced filters with
similar shape are used to average the high frequency region. Thus, MFCC can
represent the low frequency region more accurately than the high frequency region
and hence, it can capture formants which lie in the low frequency range and which
characterize the vocal tract resonances [21, 22].

All these facts suggest that any speaker recognition system based on MFCC can
possibly be improved. Based on above studied, this project has been decided to
employ MFCC method as the feature extraction part in order to obtain most
advantageous feature vector to be adapted in the propose of hardware implemented
pattern classification model.

46.3.1 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)s are well known features used to
describe speech signal. They are based on the known variation of the human ear’s
critical bandwidths with frequency; filters spaced linearly at low frequencies and
logarithmically at high frequencies have been used to capture the phonetically
important characteristics of speech. The processes to obtain the MFCC can be
summarized as in Fig. 46.2.

The speech input is typically recorded at a sampling rate above a frequency of
10 kHz. This sampling frequency was chosen to minimize the effects of aliasing in
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the analogue-to-digital (ADC) conversion. These sampled signals are able to
capture all frequencies up to 5 kHz which cover most energy of sounds that are
generated by humans. The main purpose of the MFCC processor is to mimic the
behavior of human ears. Besides, rather than the speech waveforms themselves,
MFCCs are shown to be less susceptible to the mentioned variations.

Frame Blocking. The continuous speech signal is blocked into frames of N
samples, with adjacent frames being separated by M (M \ N). The first frame
consists of the first N samples. The second frame begins M samples after the first
frame, and overlaps it by (N–M) samples as shown in Fig. 46.3. Similarly, the
third frame begins 2 M samples after the first frame (or M samples after the second
frame) and overlaps it by (N–2M) samples. This process continues until all the
speech is accounted for within one or more frames. Typical values for N and M are
N = 256 (which is equivalent to *30 ms windowing and facilitate the fast radix-2
FFT) and M = 100, respectively.

Windowing. This step is windowing each individual frame so as to minimize
the signal discontinuities at the beginning and end of each frame. The concept here
is to minimize the spectral distortion by using the window to taper the signal to
zero at the beginning and end of each frame. If the window is defined (where N is
the number of samples in each frame) then the result of windowing is the signal of

y1ðnÞ ¼ x1ðnÞwðnÞ; 0� n�N � 1: ð46:1Þ

The Hamming window is typically used in a form of

wðnÞ ¼ 0:54 � 0:46 cos
2pn

N � 1

� �

; 0� n�N � 1 ð46:2Þ

where, N is the samples number of each window and n is the sample being evaluated.
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Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The FFT is a fast algorithm to implement the
DFT converts each frame of N samples from time domain into frequency domain.
It can be defined on the set of N samples {xn} as shown

Xk ¼
XN�1

n¼0

xne�j2pkn=N ; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .;N � 1: ð46:3Þ

Generally, the values of Xk are complex numbers and in this case the frequency
magnitudes which are their absolute values are considered.

Mel-Frequency Wrapping. Psychophysical studies have shown that the human
perception of the frequency consists of sounds for speech signal does not follow
the linear scale. Therefore, for each tone with an actual frequency, f, measured in
Hertz, a subjective pitch is measured on the scale called the ‘Mel’ scale. The
frequency scale is then converted from Hertz to Mel. The Mel-frequency scale is
linear frequency spacing below 1 kHz and logarithm spacing above 1 kHz. As a
reference point, the pitch of a 1 kHz tone, 40 dB above the perceptual hearing
threshold, is defined as 1,000 mels. Therefore, it is possible to use the following
approximate formula to compute the mels for a given frequency f in Hz:

Mel fð Þ ¼ 2595 � log10 1 þ f =700ð Þ: ð46:4Þ
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Cepstrum. The final step is converting the log mel spectrum back to time
domain. The result is called the MFCC. The cepstral representation of the speech
spectrum provides a good representation of the local spectral properties of the
signal for the given frame analysis. Mel spectrum coefficients are real numbers.
Therefore, is possible to convert them to the time domain using the DCT.

Cn ¼
XK

k¼1

ðlog SkÞcoz½nðk � 1=2Þðp=KÞ�; n ¼ 1; 2; . . .;K ð46:5Þ

where, Sk is the mel scaled signal had after wrapping and Cn is the cepstral
coefficient.

46.4 Implementations

The front-end processing features extraction MFCC-based speaker recognition
system was implemented into Xilinx-based FPGA Virtex-II XC2V6000 FF1152-4
platform. This device is a mid-range FPGA, member of Virtex-II family has
76,032 logic cells, 2592 k bits block RAM, 144 18 bit multipliers, 824 user I/O
and a speed grade of 4. The specifications for the system implemented in the
hardware used the first 17 MFCCs and their respective delta values, population
size of 20 and 5 s of test utterances. The speech samples were taken from the
TIMIT database.

46.5 Results

Hardware Resources Requirement. The breakdowns of hardware utilization for
MFCC module are presented in Table 46.1.

Table 46.1 Hardware resources usage

Item Used Available % Utilization

Slices 23251 33792 68.8

Slice FFs 35104 67584 51.9

4 Input LUTs 39452 67584 58.4

Bonded IOBs 295 824 35.8

BRAM 14 144 9.7

MULT18 9 18 33 144 22.9

GCLKs 1 16 6.26
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Simulation Results. The entire datapath taken by the MFCC module is 1,178
clock cycles. Figure 46.4 shows the breakdown of clock cycles used by each block
of MFCC module.

The FFT block is the most complexity sub-block in MFCC module and it
required the most clock cycles which is 596 followed by the DCT block which
occupied 378 clock cycles.

46.6 Conclusion

As the conclusion this paper aims to highlight the implementation of speech signal
MFCC features extraction algorithm on hardware-based FPGA. The hardware
solution has taken the advantage of parallelism and pipelining throughout the
entire signal processing compared to conventional approach which is mostly
software-based. The FPGA-based hardware solution can be an optimal and
alternative solution to the conventional DSPs for the speech signal processing
technology.
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Chapter 47
Parallel ASIP Based Design of Turbo
Decoder

F.F. Zakaria, P. Ehkan, M.N.M. Warip and M. Elshaikh

Abstract Application Specific Instruction-set Processor (ASIP) has a general-
purpose architecture that can be modified and used in a variety of applications.
However, this increases the power and memory utilization and affects the func-
tionality and efficiency of ASIP. This paper is defining the flexibility of ASIP for
Turbo decoding in term of its functionality and architecture for specific applica-
tions such as DVB-RCS, 3GPP. The proposed architecture has a dedicated SIMD
(Single Instruction Set Multiple Data), coupled with distributed memory based
ASIP. It has been concluded in this paper that ASIP facilitates parallelism at
different levels, thereby, increasing the efficiency, power consumption, and pro-
cessing time.

Keywords Application-specific instruction-set processor � Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-
Raviv (BCJR) � Turbo decoding recognition

47.1 Introduction

The technology development in field of telecommunication system nowadays had
changed it’s from analog systems to digital systems exclusively. One of the major
reasons is digital communications offer possibility of channel coding (line, and
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error control, coding) to minimize effects of noise and interference. Since the
introduction of Turbo Codes in 1993 by Berrou and Glavieux [1], several standards
and protocols had been adapted to it as it serves astonishing performance. Over the
years it has seen the emergence of an increasing number of wireless protocols such
as UMTS, LTE and WiMAX. The growth of these protocols is to meet the
technologies needs of now-days hand-held wireless devices, which convergence
with many disparate features, including wireless communication, real-time mul-
timedia and interactive applications, into a single platform. Thus the flexibility of a
decoder becomes a dominant aspect for each wireless device. Today’s 3GPP
standard limits the throughput to 2 Mbit/s, while future systems are predicted to
require above 10 Mbit/s. Scalable and energy efficient architecture are required to
catch up with the challenge and to serves time to market constrains. Therefore,
insisting on a programmable solution, ASIPs are becoming the architecture of the
first choice.

Before the flexibility been taken into account in implementation of turbo
decoder, ASIC had been exclusively the choice of turbo decoder implementer.
Some of these implementations succeeded in archiving high throughput for spe-
cific standards with a fully dedicated architecture for example, in [2] a dedicated
high performance turbo decoding for 3GPP implemented on ASIC, in [3], a new
class of turbo codes more suitable for high throughput implementation is proposed.
However, such implementations do not consider the flexibility issues and imple-
mentation of ASICs becomes extremely expensive because their high cost and low
design productivity. Only high manufacturing volumes can allow manufacturing.
Application specific Instruction-set Processor (ASIPs) solve a part of these prob-
lems [4], a higher volume of unit is demanded because there are more applications
that fit on it.

This paper presents the architecture of ASIP models for turbo decoding to show
their flexibility and performance. The rest of the paper is organized as Sect. 47.2
presents the turbo decoding algorithm and the parallelism technique, Sect. 47.3
presents a decoder requirement regarding the different standards and channel
codes, Sect. 47.4 presents the architecture of ASIPs Turbo decoding, Sect. 47.5
results of the proposed architecture has been shown and lastly Sect. 47.6 sum-
marizes the result obtained to conclude the paper.

47.2 Turbo Decoding and Parallelism

Turbo code is an efficient error correction code, using a concatenation of two (or
more) simple constituent codes, which are iteratively decoded using soft decision.
This work implements Max Log MAP algorithm for the application.
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47.2.1 Maximum Log Maximum-a-Posteriori Algorithm

The max log-MAP algorithm is an approximation of the MAP algorithm that
operates in the log-domain, allowing multiplications in the original MAP algo-
rithms to be implemented by additions. The max log-MAP algorithm, with a pair
of Viterbi algorithm, sweeps through the trellis in forward and reverse direction,
hence, the MAP and the logarithmic variants are called the forward-backward
algorithm. The branch metric of max log-MAP algorithm with the addition of a
priori log-likelihood ratio (LLR) is same as that branch metric that is used in
Viterbi algorithm.

If rk is the trellis state value at time k, then the likelihood values (Lk) at time k,
is defined as

Lk ¼ ak�1 rk�1ð Þ þ ck rk�1; rkð Þ þ bk rkð Þ ð47:1Þ

where ak�1 rk�1ð Þ is the alpha metric that calculates the probability of the current
state based on the input values before time k, ck rk�1; rkð Þ is the branch metric that
calculates the probability of the current state transition, bk rkð Þ is the beta metric
that calculates the probability of the current state given the future state values after
time k. Both a and b are called the state metrics and c is the branch metric.
Furthermore the a and b computations are the forward and backward recursive,
respectively. They are given as

akðrkÞ ¼ maxðak�1ðrk�1Þ þ ckðrk�1; rkÞÞ ð47:2Þ

and

bkðrkÞ ¼ maxðbkþ1ðrkþ1Þ þ ckðrk; rkþ1ÞÞ ð47:3Þ

The branch metric c is calculated from ysystematic; yapriori and yredundancy as

c ¼ ysystematic þ yapriori

yintrinsic
þ yredundacy

yextrinsic
ð47:4Þ

If s1 and s0 were the 1-branch and 0-branch of the trellis state transitions, the
soft output value, Log-likelihood Calculation (LLC) at time k, is defined as

LLCk ¼ maxðLkÞs1 � maxðLkÞs0 : ð47:5Þ

It requires large computation and storage, forward and backward recursion
results in long decoding delay as the drawbacks.
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47.2.2 Parallel Processing Levels

In turbo decoding, parallelism is applied at metric level, soft-in soft-out (SISO)
decoder level and turbo-decoder level. The Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR)
metric level parallelism concerns the processing of all metrics involved in the
decoding of each received symbol. Trellis transition and BCJR Computation
parallelism is exploited by the metric level.

Parallelism of trellis transitions. For the complete frame, each transition pairs
has the same trellis computation technique. The trellis computation can be divided
into Branch-Metric Calculation (BMC) and Add-Compare-Select (ACS) stages.
Since the same operations are repeated in every pair so parallelism can be
extracted from trellis structure. This results in equaling to half the number of
transitions per trellis section and constitutes the upper bound of the trellis-tran-
sition parallelism degree. It facilitates low area overhead as only the ACS units
have to be duplicated, eliminates the use of extra memory as all the parallelized
operations are executed on the same trellis section, and in consequence on the
same data.

Parallelism of BJCR computations. The forward-backward scheme permits
parallel execution of backward recursion and A posteriori Probability (APP). The
butterfly scheme permits doubling this parallelism degree only by duplicating the
BCJR resource without addition of memory. It helps optimizing area efficiency.
The parallelism degree is limited by the decoding algorithm and the code structure.
Thus, achieving higher parallelism degree implies exploring higher processing
levels.

Parallelism of SISO decoder. SISO decoder parallelism consists of the use of
multiple SISO decoders, each executing the BCJR algorithm and processing a sub-
block of the same frame in one of the two interleaving orders.

Sub-block parallelism. The frames are divided into sub-blocks to be processed
on a BCJR-SISO decoder. Duplication of decoders can result in communication
conflicts and hence use of conflict management mechanism and finally leads to
long and variable communication time. The parallelism, though intended to reach
high throughput, has a reduced throughput since resolving the initialization issue
implies a computational overhead following an Amdahl’s law (due to acquisition
length or additional iteration).

Decoder component parallelism. Here, all the decoder’s components are
executed in parallel and the extrinsic information is exchanged as generated. The
shuffled decoding technique performs decoding and interleaving concurrently
thereby reducing iteration period but requires techniques to avoid memory con-
flicts. Shuffled decoding is more efficient than sub-block parallelism for high
throughput.
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47.3 Flexible Decoder Requirement

An analysis from [5] has concluded that most of communication standards are
using binary convolutional and binary and duo-binary turbo codes. Commonalities
between convolutional and turbo decoding can be find although there are different
in block size polynomials, and coding rates.

Table 47.1 shows summarize between different communication standards
which using turbo code scheme for channel encoder. The differences in parameters
such as constraint lengths, generator polynomials and interleaving patterns can be
seen. Thus to implement a flexible decoder, ASIP has to support these wide range
of coding parameters.

Through investigation of standards in Table 47.1, the following specifications
were derived which have to be provided by ASIP to fulfill the flexibilities
requirement for turbo decoding systems:

• supports of N = 4…16 states for bTC (binary turbo codes),
• supports of N = 8…16 states for dbTC (double-binary turbo codes),
• arbitrary feedback polynomials,
• arbitrary generator polynomials,
• fast reconfigurable trellis structure,
• High throughput and low latency.

47.4 Turbo Decoder Architecture

The top level view of the architecture as Fig. 47.1, are composes of operative,
control, communication interface and memories to store data. Inside the operative
part consists of two identical BJCR units, corresponding to forward and back ward
processing in the MAP algorithm. These units will processes a window of 64
symbols and produces recursion metrics and extrinsic information. The memories
units are divided by two, internal and external. Two recursion metric storage
(cross) implements under internal memories, it’s will be used by each forward and
backward unit. Another internal memory (config) contains up to 256 trellis
descriptions. The ASIP architecture can be configured for the correspondent
standard depending on the information store in the config. On the other side the
external memories consists of input_data and info_ext to store the incoming data

Table 47.1 Selection of standards and channel codes

Standard Codes Rates Throughput (Mbit/s)

LTE bTC 1/3 …100

UMTS bTC 1/3 …2

DVB-RCT dbTC 1/2,3/4 …31

IEEE802.16(WiMAX) dbTC 1/3…7/8 …20
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systematic and redundant, also future and past used to initialize state metric value
for beginning and the end of each window.

BCJR computation unit. It also known as recursion unit, in order to support
trellis parallelism (up to 32 adder nodes) this unit using Single Instruction Multiple
Data (SIMD) architecture. As seen in Fig. 47.2a, this could be decomposed into
maximum 8 states incorporated each other by the maximum of 4 decisions per

Fig. 47.1 ASIP architecture of turbo decoder

Fig. 47.2 a BCJR computation unit. b Adder node
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decoding time. It can be view as a processing matrix. For a 16 state simple binary
codes, transition with ending states 0–7 are mapped on matrix nodes of row 0, if the
transition bit decision is 0, or matrix node of row 0, or matrix nodes of row 1, if
transition bit decision is 1, whereas states 8–15 are mapped on nodes of row 2 and 3.

An adder node (Fig. 47.2b) contains one adder optimized in [7] compare to two
adders in [6], multiplexers, one register for configuration (RT) and an output
register (RADD). This adder node function to support addition required in
recursion between state metric (RMC) and a branch metric (RG) and also the
addition required in information generation since it can accumulate the previous
result with the state metric of the other recursion coming from register bank RC.

To find the max between recursion a max node contains three max operators is
place between four nodes. With this structure it make possible to perform either 4-
input maxim or two two-input maximum. Resulted are stored either in first col-
umns or rows of RADD matrix or in RMC bank to archive recursion computation.

Control unit. ASIP design methodologies allow the turbo decoder’s control
unit to use the pipeline strategies. These six-stage pipelines consist of Fetch,
Decode, Operand Fetch, Branch Metric (added stage), Execute and Store. The
pipeline was kept short to preserve some flexibility for further extensions. Branch
metric stage was added to reduce the processing cycle in Execute in order to
increase the throughput buy increase the clock frequency of the ASIP.

Instruction set. Each instruction set is 16 bit wide, to perform basic turbo
decoding, the 30 instruction line shows in Fig. 47.3 are compulsory. It performs

Fig. 47.3 a BCJR computation unit. b Adder node
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the basic MAP algorithm operation such as control, operative and IO. The con-
figuration and initialization or recursion metric are performs in the first six
instructions-line, then it follow by initialize the butterfly loop by ZOLB instruction
[7]. Compared to [6], the initialization of the butterfly are done by part, several
ZOL instruction are needed. Since the example is to decode duo-binary turbo
codes 2 max operator are required (max 2 m in [7] and two max m in [6]). The last
5 instructions are to compute the extrinsic information for 8 states and the program
branched to beginning of butterfly.

Concerning of the execution time the enhanced version [7] showed improve-
ment, 7*N/2 cycles (3.5 cycles roughly) are needed to process N symbols of sub-
block while the original version [6], 15*N/2 (7.5 cycles roughly) cycles are needed
to process N symbols of sub-block.

47.5 Results

The architecture was implemented with LISATek tool set, and the generated
VHDL model was synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler in in ST 0.09 lm
(resp. 0.18 lm) ASIC technology under worst-case conditions. The synthesized
ASIP has a maximum clock frequency of 335 (resp. 180) MHz and occupies about
97 (resp. 93) KGates (equivalent). This means that a single processor, running the
two SISO of 6 turbo iterations over a DVB-RCS code, will potentially have a
throughput of 7.4 (resp. 4) Mbit/s.

47.6 Conclusion

An ASIP for Turbo decoding has been described in this article. As we can con-
clude that application specific flexibility is mandatory to meet the flexibility and
performance requirement of the emerging communication standards nowadays. It
can be archived by Application Specific Instruction set Processor with designed
pipeline topology, architecture and memory infrastructure.
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Chapter 48
A Comparative Study of Web Application
Testing and Mobile Application Testing

Maryam Ahmed and Rosziati Ibrahim

Abstract Web application have gained increased acceptance over the years in
companies and organization as the world move to a global village. Software
developers have also grown interest in developing web applications compared to
stand-alone application because of the immense benefits it offers such as ubiquity,
platform dependence, low cost of support and maintenance, better speed and
performance, piracy proof etc. As mobile application emerged in the last decade,
attention has been focused on mobile applications by organizations and businesses
in order to maximize their profits as much as possible. There has been a rapid
increase of software release in the mobile applications store. As the growth of both
web application and mobile application increase, the question of quality assurance
remains a concern. A comparative study of software testing techniques can be
performed to improve the standard of testing of both web and mobile application.
This paper therefore reviews the similarity and difference in the testing
mechanism.

Keywords Software testing � Mobile application testing � Web application test-
ing � Mobile applications � Web applications

48.1 Introduction

The idea of quality assurance has been in existence even before the existence of
software hence quality of manufactured products including software has been a
subject of keen interest from past till present. Quality has been an issue as long as
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human has been producing product. Software testing is an important and major
area of Software Quality Assurance (SQA). Software testing is the process of
executing a program with the purpose of finding faults. Testing include effort to
find defects but does not include getting solution to fixing the defects. This is the
difference between testing and quality assurance as quality assurance is not limited
to developing the test plan but also include testing, preventing and fixing the faults
found during the process of testing. However, testing can cover different areas
such as Specification testing, design testing and implementation testing. Imple-
mentation testing which deals with the working system of the software is most
time referred to as software testing [1]. Testing cannot be complete or perfect.
Having a flawless testing is not realistic [1], as it could take more than a life time
to complete even the simple software. Saleh explained the unrealistic nature of
complete testing by using a small program of a user filling a text field of 20
characters. This program test will be complete by testing all possible input values.
If an assumption of 80 characters is done, then number of possible combinations is
2080. A computer that takes nanoseconds to process one combination, testing will
take 1011 years to complete all possible combination which is very impossible and
unrealistic. Since it is impossible to guarantee an 100 % error-free software, errors
that are not detected at the time of development before deployment may be dis-
covered and reported by the end user or in the process of testing for a subsequent
release of the software. Despite the imperfection of software testing, testers need to
put their best effort in improving the reliability and efficiency of the software as it
can affect the well-being of human and their safety.

The current surge in both number and demand for mobile applications has
called the attention of test engineers to the testing of mobile application as users
are more concerned about the quality and functionality of the software. However,
the mobile applications testing has been an issue given the different platforms the
applications work on such as the iOS, Windows mobile, and the Google android;
whose market has continued to grow rapidly over the years [2, 3]. Also, Hardware
complexity and diversity is another challenge in mobile application testing. Unlike
the PC environment that operates with one central processing unit (986-micro-
processor) on which applications running on the system must be tested (whether
voice or data services), mobile phones are built with different types of processors
that run at different speed and with different memory usage. Testing web appli-
cation involve looking into the application and attention should be paid to the
browser being used (considering factors like backward and forward buttons) [4].
Connectivity is another issue with the smart mobile device. A mobile device could
use the 3G technology, wifi, GPRS all with different level of signal strength [5].
Therefore, testing mobile application requires a testing technique that will be
compatible with the software and hardware complexity of the mobile phone.
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48.2 Web Application Testing

The advancement of web application is following an evolution similar to that of
software systems. Web applications tend to evolve rapidly and pass through fre-
quent modifications as a result of new technological and business opportunities as
well as feedback from users [6]. Web application testing can however be more
complex than testing standalone or traditional programs due to their synchronized,
dispersed and platform-independent environment on which it is been run. Several
researches have been going on since the last decade when web application started
becoming common around the globe. In 2000, research was carried out to extend
data flow testing technique to web application testing. An approach to supporting
data flow testing for web application was presented [7]. The approach is such that
the white box test artifacts of an application were captured in a Web Application
Test Model (WATM) there by treating each component of the web application as
an object, while the elements of an HTML or XML were considered as code
variables within an object. However, there is need for review of this technique and
other similar approach as this is based on the structural testing.

Qian [8] developed a tool for testing web application and to support analysis of
the application. They came up with ReWeb and TestWeb. The ReWeb views could
be useful in understanding the system organization in terms of navigation path and
variable usage while the TestWeb generator and executor of test cases of an
application can be used to explore the system to a satisfactory level. Improvement
is needed in reducing the manual activities in the process. Automation is required
in the area of state unrolling and merging. Bin Zhu, Huaikou Miao and Lizhi Cai
(2009) proposed an approach to generating test cases for web application testing
using a navigation tree considering the web browser history mechanisms and the
user interface facilities such as the back, forward and refresh tool [9]. Another
work on web application testing worth mentioning is the development of a cross-
browser web application testing tool (Shauvik Roy, 2010). This tool is to find the
difference between corresponding elements of a web page opened in different
browsers [10]. The tool was evaluated on nine real world applications and result
shows that the tool is effective in finding cross-browser issues while keeping the
false positive low. Qian Zhongsheng also came with an approach to reducing and
optimizing the test case generation from user request traces [8]. A large volume of
meaningful user sessions were obtained after purging their irrelevant information
by analyzing user logs on the web server. This approach evaluates test cases
considering the test coverage ratio only. Many factors need to be considered aside
from the test coverage ratio such as the running cost of each test case (CPU time),
loading time, time to save the test case and the influence of different test criteria on
a test case. The Table 48.1 summarizes the state of the art of web application
testing.
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48.3 Mobile Application Testing

Mobile application also known as Mobile Applications can be used to define the
applications that are developed for handheld smart devices such as the mobile
phones, etc. These applications can be pre-installed applications that come with
the phone straight from the manufacturer or it can be downloaded from the web or
app store to enhance better functionality of the smart device. These devices work
with powerful application for user consumption and for this reason increases its
complexity. The complexity of the mobile applications comes with a cost [9].
Mobile application testing can be very challenging. Many questions need to be
addressed when testing a mobile app. Different framework have been proposed for
mobile application testing. A cloud based approach was proposed by Baride and
Dutta. This approach was proposed to solve the problem of homogeneous testing
of mobile application of different platforms [11]. The success of this work was
explained in terms of it automation, adaptability to different mobile environment
and actual devices and the complexity of the testing which include performance
testing, security testing and synchronization testing. Another mobile testing
framework was proposed by Ping et al. This framework was based on the V-model
and cloud test mechanism. The criteria to be considered in designing a testing
model for mobile application was mentioned to include testing scope in terms of
the network connection been used, emulators used in testing and devices used [12].

Table 48.1 Web application testing techniques

Author Topic Methodology/
Contribution

Comment

Chien-Hung Liu
David C. Kung
Pei Hsia Chih-
Tung Hsu [7]

Structural testing of
web applications

Web application test
model (WATM )

This approach was
based on Structural
or white box testing

Fillipo Ricca
Pallo Tonella [6]

Analysis and testing of
web applications

ReWeb and TestWeb Involves manual
processes, therefore
need to review to
automate processes

Bin Zhu Huaikou
Miao Lizhi Cai
[4]

Testing a web
application involving
web browser
interaction

Navigation tree and
put into consideration
web browser history
and user interface

Other factors affect
the testing of web
aside from these two
factors

Shauvik Roy
Choudhary
Husayn Versee
Alessandro Orso
[10]

A cross-browser web
application testing tool

Tool to find the
difference between two
different browsers

From the result, it
was effective in
finding cross
browser difference

Qian
Zhongsheng [8]

Test case generation
and optimization for
user session-based web
application testing

To reduce and
optimize test cases
generation from user
request traces

More factors need to
be considered
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The developed model is however yet to be implemented. The work of Muhammad
Karami (2013) presented an automatic analysis approach for security inspection of
android applications. This research was inspired by the scrutiny that some malware
examples are only triggered on user behavior or action [13]. Hu Cuixiong proposed
a novel technique of bringing android specific bug to light and shows how to
construct an effective test automation approach for addressing the bugs detected,
hence ensuring the reliability of application running on android platform [5].

Different tools have also been developed to aid mobile application testing.
MobileTest (2007) is an automatic testing tool for black box mobile devices. This
tool can develop refined, maintainable and reusable test case library for testing
system level and application level software on different smart devices [14]. The
tool was validated by comparing with the result of the TestQuest. Hermes (2009) is
another tool for testing smart mobile applications. The motivation of development
of this tool comes from the heterogeneity of the mobile device [15]. Hermes can be
used for test writing and a distributed run time for automating test execution and
reporting. There is need to look into the cost/benefit ratio to improve the evaluation
of this tool. Adaptive Random Testing (ART) 2010: ART was also developed from
a black box view of testing mobile application [16]. The motivation was from the
fact that mobile application has to deal with user input and constant changing in
the device or user environment. MZoltar (2013): Mzoltar offers a vigorous analysis
of mobile applications which shows a diagnostic report that makes it easy to
comprehend [17]. This approach helps in localizing the bugs in android mobile
applications by relying on the Spectrum-based fault localization (SFL). Table 48.2
shows a summary of the state of the art of mobile application testing.

48.4 Difference of Web and Mobile Application Testing

With the high increase of mobile users and the rate at which the internet is being
accessed, there is need to bridge the gap in the quality of mobile and web
applications. There are different factors to be considered in understanding the
adaptability of the two testing techniques. These factors affect the way at which
these applications are developed and tested. Such factors include and not limited
to: Life conformance or event trigger mode, GUI (GUI of the Input and Output
system), Data Synchronization or Network Management, Power Management and
Memory management.

48.4.1 Event Context/Life Conformance

In web application running on a desktop, application life cycle is dependent on the
operating system. The operating system handles the states of the event the appli-
cation is passing through and it safeguards the precise comportment of the
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Table 48.2 Mobile application testing techniques

Author Topic Methodology/
Contribution

Comment

SrikanthBaride
Kamlesh Dutta [11]

A cloud based
software testing
paradigm for mobile
applications

Cloud based
approach to solve
the problem of
heterogeneity of
mobile devices

This approach did
not cover the issue
of testing
connectivity

Tan Ping Ping Hamizan
Sharbini1 Wee Bui Lin
[12]

Designing a mobile
application testing
model

V-model and cloud
base mechanism

An ongoing
research on mobile
testing framework

Mohammad Karami
Mohamed Elsabagh
ParnianNajafiborazjani
Angelos Stavrou [13]

Behavioral analysis
of android
applications using
automated
instrumentation

An automated
dynamic analysis
approach for
Security inspection
of android
applications

There is need for
support for more
complex interfaces
such as OpenGl and
gesture views

Cuixiong Hu Iulian
Neamtiu [5]

Automating GUI
testing for android
applications

An approach to test
android application
with focus on the
GUI

There were
exceptions in the
result due to bugs
that do not fall
under activity/
event/type
categories

Jiang Bo Long Xiang
Gao Xiaopeng [14]

MobileTest: A tool
supporting
automatic black box
test for software on
smart mobile
devices

MobileTest took to
event based
approach to simplify
generation of test
cases

This helps in
reducing the
complexity of smart
mobile testing while
still being effective

Sakura She Sasindran
Sivapalan Ian Warren
[15]

Hermes: a tool for
testing mobile
device applications

Hermes an
automated test
execution and
reporting tool

More research to
validate and refine
the tool especially
in the area of
reporting

Zhifang Liu Xiaopeng
Gao Xiang Long [16]

Adaptive random
testing of mobile
application

Adaptive random
test (ART )

The experimental
result of this tool
shows that it
reduces time taken
to find first defect
and reduces number
of test cases
generated.

Pedro Machado José
Campos Rui Abreu
[17]

MZoltar: automatic
debugging of
android applications

MZoltar localizes
the bugs in android
mobile applications
by relying on the
Spectrum-based
fault localization
(SFL)

This approach is
unique in
identifying potential
defects quickly
through diagnostic
report
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application at all statuses. This is not the case in smart mobile operating system
such as iOS, Android. Due to limited resources and complexity of the system, the
operating systems cannot retain the comprehensive state of an application at any
time when there is a change in the state of the life cycle. The application therefore
takes care of itself to avoid data loss in case the application is paused or even
killed. This makes it a requirement for a mobile application to be life conformance
in its design. Testing the life conformance of an application life implies it is
responding reasonably to change of state in the operating system such that events
like low memory or low battery do not lead to loss of data in the mobile device
[18–20].

48.4.2 GUI

Testing GUIs on a general note is a tough and demanding task for so many
reasons: Firstly, the input space has a countless and potentially unlimited number
of combinations of inputs and states of system outputs, generating test cases then
becomes tougher. Secondly, even simple GUIs possess an enormous number of
states which are also due to interaction with the inputs. Also, many complex
dependencies may hold between different states of the GUI system, and/or between
its states and inputs [21]. Web application GUI testing still seems easier. Users of
desktop GUI applications might be expected to refer to documentation or lessons
to completely understand the usage of the applications. Unlike mobile device,
mobile applications are expected to have a simple and intuitive user interface
where most, if not all, usage scenarios of an application should be evident to the
average user from the GUI [22].

48.4.3 Network Management

The emphasis of present research is tending towards planning and building of
network and infrastructures and applications for mobile system. Testing software
in relation to network connection now remains a concern. This is becoming a
hindrance in the evolution of mobile computing since the development of smart
mobile application is challenging owing to the scarcity in computational resources.
The change in location and network can also lead to data loss and poor func-
tionality. This implies that a change in network or location can mean a small shift
away from the servers that is being used toward a new one [23].
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48.4.4 Power Management

As users tend to use vital and complex applications, low power consumption
becomes a requirement in building mobile applications. Developers of smart
mobile device (hardware and software) have considered power-saving features,
such that applications can vigorously regulate their power ingestions depending on
the required functionality and performance. Software developers therefore need to
understand the implication of building a high power-hungry application and should
put into consideration the in-built feature of power management in mobile device
[24] (Table 48.3).

48.5 Conclusion

While the web has taken over businesses and individual life, the mobile is however
anticipated to surpass as the world platform for local and internet applications in
the nearest future. As the functionality of the mobile and web applications increase
so is the complexity and hence the complexity of the testing technique. There is
need to fill the gap in the testing of these two important applications area. The
difference in performance and testing could be viewed from the event context, GUI
interface, network management, power and memory management. There are
present works that have been looking into these factors as highlighted in this paper;

Table 48.3 Adaptability of mobile and web application testing

Features Mobile Web References

GUI Input: touch screen and key
board

Input: key board Hu [5], She et al
[15], Chang et al
[17], Belli [20],
Yang et al. [26]

Output: small screen Output: larger
screen

Life cycle Life cycle is dependent on
application since system
resources are limited

Operating system
takes care of the
life cycle of an
application

Amalfitano et. al.
[8], Bo et al. [14],
Franke et al. [21],
She et al. [15]

Performance
(Memory,
storage and
network
management)

Mobility allow easy change
in location and therefore
could result in network strip
off for short distance
network

Network
connectivity not
frequently cut-off

Zhu et al. [4]

Power
management

Most mobile applications
tend to consume much
power, hence need for
power management mobile
software

Power
management
under control

Zhang et al. [24],
Ismail et al. [27]
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however, there is a strong need for more research in building more effective testing
technique that can handle both the web and mobile application testing.
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Chapter 49
Multi-objective Functions in Grid
Scheduling

Zafril Rizal M. Azmi, M.A. Ameedeen
and Imran Edzereiq Kamarudin

Abstract In order to fully utilize the Grid resources, an implementation of a good
scheduling algorithm is greatly important. However, for a complex scheduler that
aims to achieve high performance for more than one performance metrics, a
suitable objective function should be carefully considered. This paper shows that a
different objective function will have different affect to the Grid performance.

49.1 Introduction

Recently, Grid computing have been attracting interest from researchers in the
field of mathematics [8], biosciences [10], engineering [17] and others important
fields. Furthermore, the increasing need for network, storage and computing
resources is projected to double every 9, 12 and 18 months respectively [7]. As the
increase in data size, processing complexity as well as communication technology
is becoming more challenging in the Grid computing environment, issues related
to performance becomes increasingly important. Achieving high-performance
Grid computing requires techniques to efficiently and adaptively allocate jobs to
available resources in a large scale, highly heterogeneous and dynamic environ-
ment. Therefore, it is very important for a Grid system to have a scheduler that
meets both administrator and user performance expectation.
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49.2 Single Objective and Multi-objective Function

Although scheduler is a very important element in a Grid based application, a good
scheduler always comes paired with an efficient objective function. In a Grid
environment, a feasible good solution is a must and an optimal solution is a goal.
Commonly used Priority Rule (PR) scheduling procedure such as Shortest Job
First (SJF), First Come First Serve (FCFS) and Earliest Deadline First (EDF) can
quickly create feasible solution. However, as problem complexity increases, the
solution may be far from optimal. In order to tackle this problem, more complex
scheduling procedure based on approximate and heuristic have been introduced.
Schedulers that apply standard PR procedure has no need for mechanisms to filter
the solution since the PR generate solution based on the job characteristics such as
job length and deadline, and the solution is final, but heuristics based scheduler
usually generate a set of solutions that needs a filtering mechanism in order to
select the solution that meets the objective. The purpose of objective function is to
conduct the filtering process by evaluating the quality of the solutions generated by
the scheduler.

From the perspective of this paper, objective function in general can be divided
to two categories: direct objective function and indirect objective function. Direct
objective function involves certain calculation implemented in the schedulers
specifically targeting the main objective function. For example in [11], in order to
achieve minimum makespan, the new generated solution by Genetic-Based
scheduler must have lower value of makespan compared to previous solution to be
accepted. Since the scheduler only accepts much lower makespan solution, the
overall makespan for the Grid system can be guaranteed to be minimum. On the
other hand, indirect objective function is the outcome or side effect of the direct
objective function. For example, by using Shortest Job on Fastest Node (SJFN)
[19] which targets to minimize the makespan, the side effect is the increasing of
flowtime and machine usage. The indirect objective function always reflects the
tradeoffs made by the scheduler to the objective function, for example, minimizing
objective A is subject to maximizing objective B. The tradeoff is often a main
topic for the multi-objective scheduling which has to be properly considered when
developing a new scheduler.

There are two types of direct objective functions implemented in scheduling
algorithms. The first one is just using a single objective function and another is
combining two or several objective functions to make a decision which also called
multi-objective function. Generally, makespan minimization is often used as the
criterion of optimization in a single objective function. Pandey in [21] have stated
that makespan is the most common objective function used in scheduling.
Makespan is the time taken to finish the overall jobs. Since it is very important to
minimize the overall time, many researchers used makespan as the objective
function in their work [9, 13, 24, 25].
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However using just a single objective function to schedule a set of jobs can
decrease the overall performance [21, 26]. Moreover, users’ objectives such as the
need for much faster completion of jobs and resource provider objective such as
maximizing resource utilization always conflict with each other [20, 28]. Obvi-
ously, it is not realistic to satisfy a single objective, but to search for a tradeoff,
which is nondominated solution. In addition, Farzi in [12] have stated that
scheduling in Grids computing is a multi-objective optimization problem, hence
objectives other then makespan must also be taken into consideration. To address
this problem and to increase other performance criteria’s, multi-objective function
has been introduced. Moreover, using more than single objective function is
believed to improve and also balance the performance. Multi-objective function
can have two or more objective functions working together to calculate the
decision. For a multi-objective function with k sub objectives, the objective can be

defined as f xð Þ ¼ min
Pk

i¼1
wifi xð Þði ¼ 1; 2; . . .kÞ, and wi C 0 is the weight of the ith

sub objective, in general,
Pk

i¼1
wi ¼ 1 [2, 27].

Since multi objective function is very important, many researchers, in their
work have combined several single objective functions to make a decision for their
scheduler. For example [1] used the combination of makespan, machine usage and
acceptable queues to make a decision for a Genetic Algorithms (GA) based
scheduler. Although any combination of two criteria’s is possible, some combi-
nations are more obvious than the other. Nevertheless, most multi objective based
scheduler pairs makespan with other objective functions, but there is no concrete
reason why they are paired together. Leung in [18] have stated, a schedule that
simultaneously minimizes both makespan and flow time is called an ideal sche-
dule. This statement is agreed by [6] that focusing on minimizing makespan and
flow time by using the GA based scheduler.

Table 49.1 summarize the different between single-objective function and
multi-objective function. Selecting the best objective function for a specific
scheduler will determine the achievement of the scheduler objective. Hence, this
paper will further discuss the interaction between the Grid scheduler with objective
function in Sect. 49.3 and provide experimentation results that will show the
scheduler performance using different objective functions in Sect. 49.4.

49.3 Multi-objective Function in SH-PR-GSA Scheduler

In this paper, various single and multi-objective functions have been considered to
be tested. In order to do this, a set of PR schedulers optimize by Backfilling and
Simulated Annealing called Smallest Hole-Priority Rule-Guided Simulated
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Annealing (SH-PR-GSA) integrated with the selected objective functions have
been used as a test bed. Five PR algorithms [First Come First Serve (FCFS),
Shortest Job First (SJF), Longest Job First (LJF), Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and
Minimum Time To Deadline (MTTD)] have been used separately. The main
objective of SH-PR-GSA schedulers is to produce schedule aimed to achieve
minimum makespan, minimum flowtime, minimum total tardiness, minimum
delayed jobs and maximum machine utilization. In order to achieve this, objective
function is one of the components that should be carefully evaluated. This is
because, the decision of whether a new schedule should be accepted or rejected
depend on the objective function used in the scheduling algorithms. In SH-PR-
GSA, objective function has been integrated to the scheduler in SH-PR and GSA
modules separately as shown in grey box in Fig. 49.1. Although separately exe-
cuted, these two modules are using the same objective function in order to
maintain the consistency of the schedule. For example, in order to achieve mini-
mum possible makespan for the Grid, if SH-PR module implements a Makespan
Objective Function, GSA module must also implement the same objective func-
tion to evaluate the schedule.

Table 49.1 Comparison of single objective function with multi-objective function

Criteria Single objective functions Multi-objective functions

Decision making
process

Decision whether to accept or reject
a schedule is based on one
performance criteria

Decision whether to accept or reject
a schedule is based on more than
one performance criteria

Target users A group of user that aim to achieve
similar single objective

A group of user that have different
objectives to achieve

Advantage Performance criteria used as an
objective function will have higher
performance compared to other
criteria’s

Most of the performance criteria
will have average performance,
where no criteria is obviously lower
than the other criteria’s

Disadvantage Some criteria performance are
obviously lower than the criteria
used as an objective function

Criteria previously used as single
objective function will has a
dropdown in performance after
combined with other objective
functions

Key objective
functions
analyze in this
paper

Makespan Makespan + nondelayed jobs

Nondelayed jobs Makespan + machine usage

Machine usage Makespan + tardiness

Tardiness Machine usage + nondelayed jobs

Machine usage + tardiness

Tardiness + nondelayed jobs
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In this section objective function referred as ‘‘Multi Objective Function’’ if
there is more than one objective function integrated with SH-PR-GSA scheduler.
In order to effectively execute SH-PR-GSA to achieve highest possible perfor-
mance, this section has considered four main objective functions which are total
non-delayed jobs (Nondelayed), Makespan, Tardiness and Machine Usage. These
objective function have been chosen because each one of them, theoretically
representing the targeted performance metrics. For example, by accepting a
schedule with lower Nondelayed Objective Function, lowest possible number of
delayed jobs can be achieved. On the other hand, Makespan Objective Function
aims to achieve the best makespan performance for all SH-PR-GSA schedulers,
and as already discussed, higher makespan usually results in lower flowtime.
Tardiness Objective Function will ensure that the total tardiness metric will be the
lowest metric and finally Machine Usage Objective Function makes sure the
scheduler highly utilizes the resources as well as keeping the machine usage metric
optimum for SH-PR-GSA. Since objective function play an important part in
determining performance of a scheduler, it is very important to conduct a com-
prehensive study on this matter. During the development process of SH-PR-GSA,
apart from the main objective functions explained earlier, there are another six
multi objective functions analyzed, each one incorporated by two single objective
functions as shown in Table 49.2.

The weight is calculated to recognize whether the new schedule is better or worse
compared to current schedule by using Eq. 49.1 for objectives to be minimized such
as makespan and Eq. 49.2 for objective to be maximized such as machine usage.

Fig. 49.1 Multi objective function in SH-PR-GSA
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weightobjective ¼ currentObjective � expectedObjectiveð Þ=currentObjective

ð49:1Þ

weightobjective ¼ expectedObjective � currentObjectiveð Þ=currentObjective

ð49:2Þ

Decision based on single objective is done by referring to single Weightobjective.
However, by combining more than one objective functions (multi-objective
function) to make a decision over whether to accept or reject a new schedule, a
better performance is aimed to be achieved. Instead of focusing on a single
objective such as makespan, multi objective such as Makespan + Tardiness Multi-
Objective Function decide the solution based on two objectives and in this
example they are makespan and total tardiness objective function. Originally, the
SH-PR-GSA scheduler applied the combination of makespan and nondelayed jobs
weight. The total weight (totalWeight) that consists of weightmakespan and
weightnondelayed are calculated based on the Eq. 49.3 as suggested by Klusacek in
[16]. In order to analyze the effects of objective function to the Grid scheduler, this
paper has added six multi-objective functions as listed in No. 6–10 in Table 49.2
and defined in Eqs. 49.3–49.8.

Makespan and Nondelayed Jobs (Makespan + Nondelayed Jobs) Multi-
Objective Function:

wm ¼ mc � með Þ=mc

wn ¼ ne � ncð Þ=nc
X

w ¼ wm þ wn

ð49:3Þ

Table 49.2 Objective functions tested with SH-PR-GSA

Number Type of objective function/multi-objective function

1. Makespan objective function

2. Tardiness objective function

3. Usage objective function

4. Nondelayed jobs objective function

5. Makespan + nondelayed jobs multi-objective function

6. Makespan + usage multi-objective function

7. Makespan + tardiness multi-objective function

8. Usage + nondelayed multi-objective function

9. Usage + tardiness multi-objective function

10. Tardiness + nondelayed multi-objective function
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where
w Total weight (totalWeight)
wm Makespan weight (weightmakespan)
wn Nondelayed jobs weight (weightnondelayed)
mc Current value of makespan (currentMakespan)
me Expected value of makespan (expectedMakespan)
ne Expected value of nondelayed jobs (expectedNondelayed)
nc Current value of nondelayed jobs (currentNondelayed)

Makespan and Machine Usage (Makespan + Machine Usage) Multi-Objective
Function:

wm ¼ mc � með Þ=mc

wu ¼ ue � ucð Þ=uc
X

w ¼ wm þ wu

ð49:4Þ

where
w Total weight (totalWeight)
wm Makespan weight (weightmakespan)
wu Machine usage weight (weightusage)
mc Current value of makespan (currentMakespan)
me Expected value of makespan (expectedMakespan)
ue Expected value of machine usage (expectedUsage)
uc Current value of machine usage (currentUsage)

Makespan and Tardiness (Makespan + Tardiness) Multi-Objective Function:

wm ¼ mc � með Þ=mc

wt ¼ tc � teð Þ=tc
X

w ¼ wm þ wt

ð49:5Þ

where
w Total weight (totalWeight)
wm Makespan weight (weightmakespan)
wt Tardiness weight (weighttardiness)
mc Current value of makespan (currentMakespan)
me Expected value of makespan (expectedMakespan)
te Expected value of tardiness (expectedTardiness)
tc Current value of tardiness (currentTardiness)
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Machine Usage and Nondelayed Jobs (Machine Usage + Nondelayed) Multi-
Objective Function:

wu ¼ ue � ucð Þ=uc

wn ¼ ne � ncð Þ=nc
X

w ¼ wu þ wn

ð49:6Þ

where
w Total weight (totalWeight)
wu Machine usage weight (weightusage)
wn Nondelayed jobs weight (weightnondelayed)
ue Expected value of machine usage (expectedUsage)
uc Current value of machine usage (currentUsage)
ne Expected value of nondelayed jobs (expectedNondelayed)
nc Current value of nondelayed jobs (currentNondelayed)

Machine Usage and Tardiness (Machine Usage + Tardiness) Multi-Objective
Function:

wu ¼ ue � ucð Þ=uc

wt ¼ tc � teð Þ=tc
X

w ¼ wu þ wt

ð49:7Þ

where
w Total weight (totalWeight)
wu Machine Usage weight (weightusage)
wt Tardiness weight (weighttardiness)
ue Expected value of machine usage (expectedUsage)
uc Current value of machine usage (currentUsage)
te Expected value of tardiness (expectedTardiness)
tc Current value of tardiness (currentTardiness)

Tardiness and Nondelayed Jobs (Tardiness + Nondelayed Jobs) Multi-Objec-
tive Function:

wt ¼ tc � teð Þ=tc

wn ¼ ne � ncð Þ=nc
X

w ¼ wt þ wn

ð49:8Þ
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where
w Total weight (totalWeight)
wt Tardiness weight (weighttardiness)
wn Nondelayed jobs weight (weightnondelayed)
te Expected value of tardiness (expectedTardiness)
tc Current value of tardiness (currentTardiness)
ne Expected value of nondelayed jobs (expectedNondelayed)
nc Current value of nondelayed jobs (currentNondelayed)

A positive weightmakespan indicates the new generated schedule has lower
makespan than the current. It goes the same for positive weightnondelayed which
means the new schedule expected to have less number of delayed jobs compared to
current schedule. Similarly, when weighttardiness and weightusage are positive, it
means that the new schedule has lower tardiness and higher machine usage than the
current schedule. However, in case of multi–objective function that have clashing
values, in example Makespan + Tardiness Multi Objective Function with positive
value 0.5 of weightmakespan and negative value -0.2 of weighttardiness. The value for
totalWeight will be 0.3 which happen to be positive and also means the new
schedule will be accepted with the probability of total tardiness to be slightly high
from the original schedule. Suppose the next cycle weightmakespan has a negative
value -0.2 and weighttardiness carry a positive value 0.5. This time the new schedule
is also been accepted since the value of totalWeight is positive, with probability of
new schedule makespan to be slightly high compared to previous schedule. From
this example, the value of final makespan metric of Makespan + Tardiness Multi
Objective Function might be slightly higher from single Makespan Objective
Functions. Similarly, total tardiness metric of Makespan + Tardiness Multi-
Objective Function might be higher from single Tardiness Objective Function since
the first cycle accepted schedule with higher tardiness and second cycle accepted
schedule with higher makespan. However, in terms of overall performance, the
multi-objective function performance will be much better compared to single
objective function because multi-objective consider more than one objective in
making the decision and for the example given, the makespan metric and total
tardiness metric for Makespan + Tardiness Multi-objective function is much lower
compared to makespan metric of single Tardiness Objective Function and total
tardiness metric of single Makespan Objective Function.

49.4 Performance Metrics

Total Tardiness: One of the main objectives of the scheduling procedure is the
completion of all jobs before their agreed due dates. Failure to keep that promise
has negative effects on the credibility of the service provider. The lateness of job
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j can be defined as the difference between its completion time Cj and the corre-
sponding due date dj. This metric is known as the tardiness of job and is calculated
using the following expression:

Tj ¼ max 0;Cj � dj

� �
ð49:9Þ

On the other hand, for total tardiness involving a set of n jobs, which are to be
processed each in a single machine, the formula can be described as follows:

T ¼
Xn

j¼1

max 0;Cj � dj

� �
ð49:10Þ

Cj ¼ Sj þ pj ð49:11Þ

where Cj is the completion time of job j and Sj is the start time of job j in machine m.
Each job j has a processing time pj, and a due date dj.

Makespan: Makespan is a standard performance metric to evaluate scheduling
algorithms. A small value of makespan means the scheduler is providing good and
efficient planning of jobs to resources. The makespan of a schedule can be defined
as the time it takes from the instance the first task begins execution to the instance
at which the last task completes execution [25]. Makespan can be represented by
the following equation:

Cmax ¼ max
1� j� n

Cj ð49:12Þ

In simple terms, makespan is the time it takes to finish the last job.
Flowtime: Flowtime, or also known as response time is the sum of completion

times Cj of all the jobs [25]. Mathematically, flowtime can be formulated as:

F ¼
Xn

j¼1

Cj ð49:13Þ

Flowtime and makespan always become two major objectives to be minimized
in researches involving scheduling. However, minimization of makespan always
results in the maximization of response time [23].

Delayed Jobs: Delayed Jobs stands for jobs that fail to meet their deadline or
due date. Deadline is a period of time in which a job must be completed [5]. The
goal typically in such problems is to complete the maximum number of jobs by
their deadlines [3]. A higher machine usage fulfils resource owner’s expectations,
while a higher number of non delayed jobs guarantees a higher Quality of Service
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(QoS) provided to the users [14, 16]. By reducing the number of delayed jobs, QoS
for the system that uses the proposed scheduling technique will also be improved.
Delayed jobs D is measured by:

D ¼
Xn

j¼1

Dj ð49:14Þ

where Dj ¼ 1 if ðCj [ djÞ
0 otherwise

� �

ð49:15Þ

Dj is equal to 1 if job j is late (Cj [ dj). Otherwise Dj is equal to 0.
Machine Usage: Maximizing resource utilization or machine usage in the grid

system is another important performance metrics. Utilization is the percentage of
time that a resource is actually occupied, as compared with the total time that the
resource is available for use. Low utilization means a resource is idle and wasted.
Throughout this paper resource utilization will be referred as machine usage.
According to [4, 22], Machine usage (MU) is computed as:

MU ¼ CPUactive

min CPUavialable;CPUrequired

� � ð16Þ

where CPUactive denotes the numbers of non idle CPU, CPUavialable denotes the
number of available CPU, and CPUrequired represent the number of required CPU.

49.5 Results and Discussions

This section will present and discuss results obtained from the experimentation
conducted to SH-PR-GSA schedulers based on different objective functions.
However this experimentation only focuses on the situation where the Grid system
has to manage a heavy load data since optimization is more efficient in this kind of
environment. Simulation had been conducted using Alea [15] simulator with total
number of 3,000 jobs and 150 machines.

Figures 49.2, 49.3, 49.4, 49.5 and 49.6 provide the performance results of
SH-PR-GSA schedulers using different single and multi objective functions.
In order to get a clear picture of differentiation between each objective functions,
the results have been regrouped based on the objective function, and the per-
centage of difference for each objective function over makespan objective function
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Fig. 49.2 Delayed jobs of
SH-PR-GSA using different
objective functions

Fig. 49.3 Flowtime of
SH-PR-GSA using different
objective functions
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Fig. 49.4 Makespan of
SH-PR-GSA using different
objective functions

Fig. 49.5 Machine usage of
SH-PR-GSA using different
objective functions
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Fig. 49.6 Total tardiness of
SH-PR-GSA using different
objective functions

Fig. 49.7 SH-PR-GSA
performance using
nondelayed objective
function: percentage of
different compared with
makespan objective function
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have been calculated. Results for single objective functions can be seen in
Figs. 49.7, 49.8 and 49.9. Positive graph means the criteria for that particular
objective function is better than makespan objective function while negative
means it is worse than makespan objective function. From these results, it can be
clearly noticed that if the applied objective function focuses on only one particular
metric (i.e. tardiness), the benefit it gives is only to that particular criteria. Other
metrics most probably will show significantly bad performances.

Fig. 49.8 SH-PR-GSA
performance using machine
usage objective function:
percentage of different
compared with makespan
objective function
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For instant, Fig. 49.9 which applied tardiness objective function in SH-PR-GSA
show 36–55 % better than makespan objective functions in term of total tardiness
metric. However, it suffers from a great disadvantages for other metrics especially
makespan metric which is -1,900 to -3,300 % lower compared to makespan
objective function. This is because by focusing on the tardiness, schedulers only
approve new solutions if the new solution appears to be satisfying the tardiness
objective without considering other metrics. By doing this, the total tardiness time
can be reduced but the scheduler might accept more jobs that have earlier deadline

Fig. 49.9 SH-PR-GSA
performance using tardiness
objective function:
percentage of different
compared with makespan
objective function
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and reject jobs with much later deadline. This situation might lead to the blocking
of many other jobs especially jobs that does not have specific deadlines (30 % of
them in datasets). Hence, the very low percentage in makespan metrics justify that
it is contributed mainly by jobs that have the longest processing time as well as
jobs that does not have deadline. This situation is the same for all single objective
functions including makespan objective functions. If makespan objective function

Fig. 49.10 SH-PR-GSA
performance using
makespan + nondelayed
multi-objective function:
percentage of different
compared with makespan
objective function
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were applied, except for makespan, other matrices might not show their best
performance.

When multi-objective is adapted to the scheduler (Figs. 49.10, 49.11, 49.12,
49.13, 49.14 and 49.15), this situation changes dramatically. The multi-objective
function will try to balance the performance between two metrics and give a much
better tradeoff to the others compared to single objectives. However an example
such as Fig. 49.12 that uses multi objective function does not show as good results
as expected. For multi-objective function that combines makespan and tardiness
criteria, there are significant drops of performance for flowtime, makespan and
machine usage metrics compared to Makespan Objective Function. However, if
compared to the results of the single Tardiness Objective Function (previously

Fig. 49.11 SH-PR-GSA
performance using
makespan + machine usage
multi-objective function:
percentage of different
compared with makespan
objective function
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discussed Fig. 49.6), actually the performance of Makespan + Tardiness Multi
Objective function has recorded significant improvement. For example, with the
Tardiness Objective Function, makespan for SH-FCFS-SA is -1,962 % worse
than the makespan recorded for makespan objective function. After integrating
tardiness with makespan in a multi-objective function (Fig. 49.12), the SH-FCFS-
GSA makespan is now -450 %, which is 1,512 % better compared to a single
Tardiness Objective Function while at the same time also still preserving the total
tardiness metrics at 34 %. Comparing between multi objective functions, as for
Makespan + Machine Usage Multi Objective Function (Fig. 49.11), some of the
performance metrics is slightly better than Makespan + Tardiness Multi Objective

Fig. 49.12 SH-PR-GSA
performance using
makespan + tardiness multi-
objective function:
percentage of different
compared with makespan
objective function
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Function, but it is not really stable for all the schedulers and the improvement
made is too little (below 0.2 %). The most perfect combination is Make-
span + Nondelayed Multi Objective Function as shown in Fig. 49.10 which also
implemented by EG-EDF-TABU in [16]. Three out of five performance metrics
show significant improvement. The tradeoff for the other two, makespan and
machine usage is acceptably low. It is also stable compared to the previously
explained combinations.

Fig. 49.13 SH-PR-GSA
performance using machine
usage + nondelayed multi-
objective function:
percentage of different
compared with makespan
objective function
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Fig. 49.14 SH-PR-GSA
performance using machine
usage + tardiness multi-
objective function:
percentage of different
compared with makespan
objective function
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49.6 Conclusions

In this paper, analysis on the effects of objective functions has been made by
testing the Grid scheduler with various single and multi-objective functions. This
analysis is important to show that a bad choice of objective function can extremely
affect the scheduler. The best objective function recognized after completing the
experimentation is Makespan + Nondelayed Multi Objective Function. This
objective function provides the scheduler with a tolerance tradeoff between five
criteria’s; makespan, flowtime, machine usage, delayed jobs and tardiness.

Acknowledgement This research was supported by Universiti Malaysia Pahang Research Grant
(RDU1203116)

Fig. 49.15 SH-PR-GSA
performance using
tardiness + nondelayed
multi-objective function:
percentage of different
compared with makespan
objective function
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Chapter 50
Experimental Analysis on Available
Bandwidth Estimation Tools for Wireless
Mesh Network

Imran Edzereiq Kamarudin, M.A. Ameedeen
and Zafril Rizal M. Azmi

Abstract Measurement of available bandwidth in a wireless mesh network
(WMN) environment has always been a topic of great interest. Several active and
passive-based tools has been tested and proposed in previous research. However,
the performance of these tools was never tested extensively in terms of the con-
dition of the WMN such as varying bandwidth across the network and external
traffic factors. In this work, we perform an extensive experimental analysis study
on both active and passive available bandwidth tools by looking at the accuracy,
failure rate and consistency of each tool. We also investigate the effects of varying
the WMN bandwidth and external traffic on the performance of these tools. Our
results indicate that all tools performance was affected by the WMN testing
environment. In term of accuracy, failure rate and consistency, Pathload was the
most favorable tool in these conditions.

Keywords WMN � ASSOLO � Pathchirp � IGI/PTR � Pathload � Pathrate �
Wbest

50.1 Introduction

Wireless mesh network (WMN) has been a standard deployment spanning from
large enterprise network to small home network. From the beginning with 802.11a
which only support up to 2 Mbps of data stream, up to the latest 802.11ac which
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supports up to 1 Gbps, the rapid growth of data stream was achieved in less than
5 years’ time frame only. Each new standard defined in the 802.11 protocol show
significant improvement in terms of the maximum bandwidth supported. For
example, 802.11b supports up to 11 Mbps whereas the later improve 802.11 g
supports up to 54 Mbps.

A common mistake done by user is to assume that the actual bandwidth sup-
ported by the WMN is based on the protocol itself. For example, in 802.11 g
wireless network, it supports constantly at 54 Mbps. As a result, this assumption is
wrong and may lead to underestimate the total bandwidth require by the network.
In order to correctly measure the actual bandwidth, the concept of available
bandwidth is introduced.

As mentioned before, bandwidth capacity refers to the maximum data or
throughput that can be transmitted on a link or a medium. It is important to
understand and identify the maximum throughput of a link in network planning to
cater the needs of the end user or end nodes. The available bandwidth (ABW) at a
link is its unused capacity. Since, at any time, a link is either idle or transmitting
packets at the maximum speed, the definition of the available bandwidth ought to
look at the average unused bandwidth over some time interval T. Thus,

Aiðt; TÞ ¼ 1
T

ZTþt

t

Ci � ki tð Þð Þdt ð50:1Þ

where Ai (t; T) is the available bandwidth at link i at time t, Ci is the link’s
capacity, and ki is its traffic. The available bandwidth along a path is the minimum
available bandwidth of all traversed links.

To measure the AWB in WMN, there are two techniques to estimate—passive
and active measurement. Passive measurement is performed by observing the
traffic without intruding the network. Active measurement on the other hand, will
probe the network by generating packet traffic into the network to perform the
measurement. Basically, all available bandwidth tools are created using either one
technique. Several recent works was done on both type of AWB but mainly
focusing on only one type of technique [1, 2]. As a result, comparison between
active and passive tools is not clear. Furthermore, testing was done purely on the
network without any external traffic to look at the effect of AWB when other traffic
is generated in the WMN [3–5].

The objective of our study is to evaluate existing active and passive AWB tools
and study their performance for 802.11-based WMN. We evaluate these tools by
varying various parameters such as physical data rate and the existing of other
traffic in the network. Our main contributions are highlighted as below:

• We select three AWB tools from both active and passive technique, and
evaluate their performance in WMN.

• We perform extensive testing in terms of the WMN physical rate and the
condition of the WMN (with and without external traffic other than the AWB
tools)
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• We evaluate the tools based on: (1) Accuracy: This will measure the accuracy
of the tool to estimate the available bandwidth whether it will over estimate or
under estimate the available bandwidth. (2) Failure patterns: This attribute will
monitor and measure the reliability of the tool’s failure or error prone to
estimate the bandwidth throughout the testing cycle. (3) Consistency of mea-
surement: This attribute will measuring the consistency of the measurement of
the tool as whether it will fluctuate of over estimating or under estimating the
bandwidth.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 50.2 lists the previous
works and explains the foundation and motivation behind our work. Section 50.3
outlined the details of our tools, testbed settings and WMN environment for testing
and evaluation methodology. In Sect. 50.4, we present the results of the com-
parison study for both WMN environments. Section 50.5 concludes the paper.

50.2 Foundation

In this chapter, preliminary information regarding the technologies and the testbed
environment used to undertake this research is introduce in order for the reader to
easily understand the contents of this paper.

50.2.1 Active-Based AWB Tools

Active-based AWB tool is based on the idea of induced congestion, in which probe
packets are sent at increasing rates. At the receiver, the delays of the probe packets
are measured to determine the point at which they start increasing in a consistent
basis. The available bandwidth is then estimated by looking at the probe packet
rate utilized when the turning point is found. PathChirp [3], ASSOLO [6], and IGI/
PTR [5] are examples of tools utilizing this approach.

PathChirp [3] sends a variable bit-rate stream consisting of exponentially
spaced packets. The actual unused capacity is inferred from the rate responsible for
increasing delays at the receiver side. During probing process, Pathchirp increases
the probing rate within each chirp (having a variable number of packets) in an
exponential manner. By doing that, it captures delay correlation information using
a smaller number of probing packets. Pathchirp also uses variable size probe
packets of minimum 40 bytes.

ASSOLO [3] is a tool based on the same principle, but it features a different
probing traffic profile and uses a filter to improve the accuracy and stability of
results. It is based on the concept of ‘‘self-induced congestion’’. It features a
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replacement inquisitor traffic profile known as REACH (Reflected Exponential
Chirp) which tests a large range of rates being a lot of accurate in the center of the
inquisitor interval. Moreover, the tool runs inside a real-time operating system and
uses some de-noising techniques to improve the activity method.

IGI/PTR [5, 7] obtain the most accurate measurement when the packet-train
sending rate at source equals its inbound rate at destination, where the initial
packet combine gap that provides a high correlation between the packet gap
changes and also the competing traffic throughput on the tight link. Both IGI and
PTR share the probing procedure, the main difference between them is that IGI
focuses on calculating background traffic load, whereas PTR directly calculates
packet transmission rate, to estimate end-to-end available bandwidth.

50.2.2 Passive-Based AWB Tools

In passive-based AWB tool also known as Probe Gap Model (PGM), packet pairs
(or packet trains) are sent to the path at a single rate. This probing rate is set to the
capacity of the tight link, and so it is larger than (or equal to) the available
bandwidth of the path. Pathload [5, 8], Pathrate [9] and WBest [10] are examples
of tools utilizing this approach.

Pathload [5, 8] estimate the available bandwidth of an end-to-end path from a
host S (sender) to a host R (receiver). The available bandwidth is the maximum IP-
layer throughput that a flow can get in the path from S to R, without reducing the
rate of the rest of the traffic in the path. The basic idea in Pathload is that the one-
way delays of a periodic packet stream show increasing trend, when the stream is
larger than the available bandwidth. The measurement algorithm is iterative and it
requires the cooperation of both Sender and Receiver. Pathload consists of a
process running at S and a process running at R. S sends periodic streams of UDP
packets from S to R at a certain rate.

Pathrate [9] uses packet pairs and packet-trains, in conjunction with statistical
techniques, to estimate the capacity of the narrow link in the path. It uses UDP for
transferring probing packets. Additionally, Pathrate establishes a TCP connection,
referred to as control channel, between the sender and the receiver. The control
channel acknowledges each correctly received packet pair or train, and it also
transfers commands sent from the receiver to the sender regarding the probing
packet size, train length, number of measurements, train spacing, etc.

WBest [10] is a two stage algorithm: (1) a packet pair technique estimates the
effective capacity over a flow path where the last hop is a wireless LAN (WLAN);
and (2) a packet train technique estimates achievable throughput to infer the
available bandwidth. WBest parameters are optimized given the tradeoffs of
accuracy, intrusiveness and convergence time.
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50.3 Comparison of Existing Tools

In this section, we describe the WMN testbed environment used and the validation
methodology.

50.3.1 Tools and WMN Testbed Environment

We selected three tools each from active: ASSOLO, IGI/PTR, Pathchirp and
passive; Pathload, Pathrate, WBest probe base tools. For evaluation, we created a
testbed in a close environment consisting of 802.11 g wireless devices and access
point (AP). This was to make sure that no other wireless network signals can
interfere with out test environment. Two wireless nodes consist of two Linux-
based laptops were setup in order to run the tools. To create the 802.11 g WMN
environment, two APs were used. The settings for APs were set as default except
for data rate.

In summary, there were two conditions in WMN environments for testing: (1)
WMN without any external traffic (2) WMN with external traffic. For the first
condition, the tools were tested in an optimum environment where the only traffic
was from the tools itself. For the second condition, FTP traffic was generated on
top of the tools itself. Both condition were then tested in three different settings
(Fig. 50.1).

• One AP with two nodes—Tools was tested across a single AP as shown in
Fig. 50.2.

• Two AP with two nodes—Tools was tested across two AP via bridging.
Bandwidth between APs remain the same as shown Fig. 50.3.

• Two AP with two nodes and variable bandwidth—Similar with above except
that the bandwidth between APs was lower compare to the nodes. This setting
helps to look at the impact of changing of bandwidth across the network
towards AWB tools.

Fig. 50.1 One AP with two nodes
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50.3.2 Testing and Evaluation Methodology

For each of the selected tools, we ran a few experiments just to make sure that all
tools has the same default parameter such as probe-size and number of probes.
This was an important step to make sure that all tools were tested at the same rate.
We observed that some tools where having higher numbers of probe. If some
minor changers, we managed to leverage all tools into the same settings in terms of
probe size and number of probes.

Each tool was then tested in terms of accuracy, failure pattern and consistency
across the two condition WMN environment with three different settings. For
sampling purposes, 20 reading were taken for each of the tools. The summary of
test conducted as below:

• WMN environment without external traffic: (1) One AP with two nodes (2)
Two AP with two nodes (same bandwidth) (3) Two AP with two nodes (var-
iable bandwidth)

Fig. 50.2 Two APs with two nodes
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Fig. 50.3 Accuracy comparisons
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• WMN environment with external traffic: (1) One AP with two nodes (2) Two
AP with two nodes (same bandwidth) (3) Two AP with two nodes (variable
bandwidth)

50.4 Experimental Results

50.4.1 Accuracy

For this experiment, we measured the accuracy of the tool to estimate the available
bandwidth whether it will over estimate or under estimate the available bandwidth.
For the available bandwidth, although the capacity is 54 Mbps, the achievable
available bandwidth will not reach to that level. It is fairly common for 802.11 g
connections to run at 36, 24 Mbps, or even lower [11]. Recommended data rate
might be close to 45 Mbps [12]. Hence, in our assessment, the benchmark accu-
racy of available bandwidth was set at the range of 8–45 Mbps. So the reading that
falls into this range will be considered as accurate.

However, we took two other factors into consideration: (1) The under and
overestimation of the tool to estimate the bandwidth. Overestimation in this case
means that the tool overestimated the bandwidth of the 802.11 g bandwidth which
is 54 Mbps. (2) For simulation with external traffic, any reading that falls below
the average of the same simulation without external traffic were omitted

Accuracy ½within range 8 � 54 Mbps� ¼ Number of times within range

20
� 100%

ð50:2Þ

Based on our findings on WMN environment without external traffic, ASSOLO
was the only tool able to produce 100 % accurate reading within the benchmark
bandwidth (8–54 Mbps) for all three settings. In contrast, WBest had the worst
accuracy rate at below 35 %. We found that WBest had a very high rate of failure
in detecting available bandwidth.

When testing on WMN environment with external traffic, Pathload were able to
produce 100 % accurate reading within the benchmark for all three settings. In
contrast, Pathchirp had the lowest percentage at 12 %.

In summary when looking at the average accuracy rate across all environments
and settings, Pathload provided the most consistent accuracy of 94 % while
Pathchirp had the worst consistency rate at 54 %. We also found that other than
Pathload, the rest of the tools tend to give inaccurate readings especially when
tested with external traffic and variable bandwidth settings. Figure 50.4 shows the
accuracy rate for all tools with the respective testing environment.
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50.4.2 Failure Patterns

The second attributes which is the failure pattern, where we measured and eval-
uated the reliability of the tool to measure the bandwidth as whether it will succeed
to measure the bandwidth under the 802.11 g wireless environment, or otherwise
fail to measure. The reading ‘0’ or negative value indicated that the tool failed to
estimate the bandwidth. The percentage will be calculated and compared among
the tools.

Failure pattern ¼ number of 0 readings

20
� 100% ð50:3Þ

Based on our findings on WMN environment without external traffic, WBest
had the highest failure rate at 65 %. ASSOLO, Pathrate and Pathload recorded 0 %
failure rate. When we tested on WMN environment with externall traffic, WBest
failure rate was at 90 %. The rests of the tools were below 40 %. In summary,
WBest had the highest average failure rate across all environment and settings
with 65 % failure rate while ASSOLO, Pathrate, Pathchirp and Pathload recorded
less than 2 % average in failure rate. In addition, we found that apart from Pathrate
and Pathload, the rest of the tools were affected when tested with WMN envi-
ronment with external traffic and variable bandwidth settings. Figure 50.4 shows
the accuracy rate for all tools with the respective testing environment.
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Fig. 50.4 Failure rate comparison
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50.4.3 Consistency

In this assessment, a calculation of mean and standard deviation was done. The
calculation was done using the Eqs. 50.4 and 50.5 below. The lower the value of
standard deviation indicates that the tool’s consistency in measuring the bandwidth
is better. In order to calculate the standard deviation, the mean value needs to be
obtained first.

l ¼
Pn

k�0 xk

n
ð50:4Þ

r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn

k�1ðXk � lÞ2

n

s

ð50:5Þ

Based on our findings on WMN environment without external traffic, we found
that ASSOLO recorded the lowest value at 0.0432. However, when comparing the
average value for all three settings, Pathrate were able to produce the lowest value
at 0.5162. Wbest has the highest value at an average of 2.8. When tested on WMN
environment with external traffic, we found that Pathchirp had the lowest value at
0.3656. Pathchirp also gave the lowest average value at 0.566 for all three settings.
ASSOLO and Wbest produce the highest value at 1.072 and 1.012 respectively.

In summary, we found that the effect of external traffic was great especially on
ASSOLO, IGI/PTR and Pathrate. Their readings were mostly overestimated. The
worst effect was on WBest, which recorded majority with zero readings. In the
other hand, Pathload and Pathrate were able to give a more consistence reading
throughout the testing as shown in Table 50.1. Figure 50.5 shows the consistency
comparison. The space constraint allows us to display only one graph for com-
parison of consistency between the tools. For a more complete set of results, the
readers may contact the lead author.

Table 50.1 Standard devition for all tools

Consistancy ASSOLO IGI/
PTR

PATHCHIR PATHLOAI PATHRATE WBEST

One access point (AP) 0.0432 1.3982 1.2806 0.6401 0.2421 4.0357

One acess point
(AP) + FTP

1.2818 0.6821 0.6577 1.3035 0.7891 0.0000

Two AP (Same
bandwidth)

1.2187 0.4480 0.3593 0.6621 0.5174 3.8013

Two AP (Same
bandwidth) + FTP

0.4510 2.5232 0.6448 0.6654 0.8035 0.9292

Two AP (Different
bandwidth)

0.4396 0.4005 0.4656 0.4859 0.7891 0.6540

Two AP (Different
bandwidth + FTP)

1.4857 0.5861 0.3656 0.3677 1.0867 1.1005
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50.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have tackled the problem of estimating available bandwidth in
WMN environment. Several available bandwidth tools have been proposed pre-
viously but were lacking in certain testing environment. Some of the recent works
have proposed of using passive technique for estimation of bandwidth but what not
tested particularly on WMN network with the presents of external traffic and
varying bandwidth rate across the WMN. We implement our testing approach and
look at the performance in terms of accuracy, failure rate and consistency.

The results from our experiments suggest that Pathload is the most favorable
tool to estimate available bandwidth across WMN. This is because even when
external traffic is present in the WMN, Pathload was able to provide higher
accuracy, lower failure rate and consistence reading throughout our testing. It was
also observed that using any tools when tested over WMN with the presence of
external traffic and variable bandwidth causes further degradation in their
performance.

Acknowledgments This research was supported by Universiti Malaysia Pahang Research Grant
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Chapter 51
A Survey of Petri Net Tools

Weng Jie Thong and M.A. Ameedeen

Abstract Petri net is a mathematical modeling language used to describe a system
graphically. It is a strong language that can be used to represent parallel or con-
current activities in a system. With a Petri net tool, users can view the overall system
graphically and edit it with the editor. A Petri net tool can also be used to analyze the
performance of the system, generate code, simulate the system and perform model
checking on it. A review on twenty Petri net tools in this paper will give the readers
an idea on what is a Petri net tool and the main functions of a Petri net tool. This
paper can serve as an introduction of twenty Petri net tools to the reader. However, to
date, there are many Petri net tools available to be downloaded online. This survey
paper aims to compare twenty Petri net tools in different aspect. This is important as
users will not have to read the reviews of Petri net tools online one by one. Just be
having a look at the discussion provided, readers can determined the best recom-
mended Petri net tools to be used based on their operating systems and the types of
Petri net tool to be analyzed. The main purpose of this survey paper is to recommend
Petri net tools based on the operating system and the types of Petri net to be analyzed.

Keywords Petri net � Petri net tools

51.1 Introduction

Petri net were introduced by Petri in 1962 [1]. Petri designed a sequence of
modules, with each module containing a single data element and communicating
with its two neighbors [2]. Petri net can be applied informally to any system that
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can be described graphically like flow charts and that needs some means of rep-
resenting parallel or concurrent activities [3]. Since Petri net can be applied in
most system to characterize it graphically, a lot of Petri net tools had been
developed for this purpose. Using Petri net tools, users can represent their system
in details and analyses the performance of the system. Users can also use the Petri
net tools as a graphical editor and code generator. Some Petri net tools can also be
used to simulate the system and provide model checking for it. To date, there are
many different types of Petri net tools for different environments and purposes.
However, there are no published papers on the recommendation of Petri net tools
to the users based on the users’ operating system and Petri net to be analyzed. This
survey paper aims to compare twenty different types of Petri net tools in different
aspects. At the end of the paper, a discussion will be drawn to recommend different
types of Petri net tools to users with different operating systems and depending on
what type of Petri net the users wanted to analyze.

51.2 Preliminaries

Petri net can be defined as a formal modeling language that can be represented
graphically with a strong mathematical foundation [4]. It is represented graphically
in the sense that it serves as a visual communication aid to model the system
behavior. It is based on a mathematical foundation in the sense that it represents
the equations, algebraic equations and algorithms in the system. Petri net are used
to model control flow in a system and is capable of modeling concurrency and
synchronization in distributed systems.

A Petri net consists of three types of components: places (circles), transitions
(rectangles) and arcs (arrows). Places represent different states of the system.
Transitions represent events or actions which cause the change of a state. An arc
connects a place with a transition or a transition with a place. Another element in
Petri net is the token. The movement of a token from place to place indicates a
change of state. The movement of a token is also known as firing.

Figure 51.1 represents an example of a Petri net with six places (states), four
transitions (change of states) and nine connecting arcs.

Fig. 51.1 Example of petri
net
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The token is at s1 for starters. A token travels to the next state via transition. The
direction of the token’s movement is represented by the arrow head of the arcs.
The token can be fired into s2 via t1. The token is now present in s2 after leaving s1.
The firing continues with the token bring fired to s4 and s5 via t3. This is also known
as a concurrency or parallel relationship where one token is split into two
(depending on the number of concurrent nodes). After this process, both the s4 and
s5 states contain a token each. The s1 and s2 states are now without any tokens.

For another example, the token is s1 can also be fired into s3 state via t2. This
result in s3 contains a token and s1 being empty. The process continues with t4
firing the token from s3 into s6.

In 1995, Monika Trompedeller proposed a classification of Petri net based on a
survey by Bernardinello and De Cindio from 1992 [5]. The classifications have not
been updated since then but still it is useful for getting a quick overview of the main
differences between various kinds of Petri net. Petri net can be classified into 3 levels;
in level 1, Petri net is characterized by places (states) which can represent Boolean
value, for example, a place is marked by at most one unstructured token. Examples of
level 1 Petri net are Condition/Event (C/E) Systems, Elementary Net (EN) Systems
and 1-safe systems. An example of Petri net tool that supports analysis of level 1 Petri
net is the Environment for Action and State based Equivalences (EASE).

For level 2, Petri net is characterized by places (states) which can represent
integer values, for example, a place is marked by a number of unstructured tokens.
An example of level 2 Petri net is the Place/Transition (P/T) Nets. Petri net tools
that support analysis of level 2 Petri net include CPN/AMI, MOBY, POSES, PNS
and WINPETRI.

In level 3, Petri net is characterized by places (states) which can represent high-
level values, for example, a place is marked by a multi-set of structured tokens.
Examples of level 3 Petri net include High-Level Petri net with Abstract Data
Types (HL + ADT), Environment Relationship (ER) Nets, Traditional High-
Level Petri net and Well-Formed (Colored) Nets (WN). An example of Petri net
tools that support level 3 Petri net analyzing is the Cabernet which is used to
analyze real time systems based on Petri net augmented with data, predicates,
actions, and temporal information.

Judging by the classifications of Petri net and their complexity, different Petri
net analyzing tools can only support different level of Petri net. There is not any
best or worst tool in analyzing Petri net. Different categories of Petri net require
different Petri net tools to analyze. For example a level 2 P/T Petri net will require
tools such as CPN/AMI to analyze it instead of a level 3 Petri net tool such as
Cabernet.

51.3 Survey

In this paper, several Petri net tools are compared.
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51.3.1 AlPiNA

AlPiNA (Algebraic Petri net Analyzer) is a model checker for Algebraic Petri net
created by the SMV (Software Modeling and Verification) Group at the University
of Geneva [6]. AlPiNA is fully written in Java and it is available under the terms of
the GNU general public license. AlPiNA provides a user-friendly user interface
that was built with the latest metamodeling techniques on the eclipse platform. An
Algebraic Petri net is categorized as a level 3 High-Level Petri net with Abstract
Data Types (HL + ADT). Hence, AlPiNA is a Petri net tool which is capable of
analyzing a level 3 Petri net.

51.3.2 CoopnBuilder

CO-OPN stands for Concurrent Object-Oriented Petri net. CoopnBuilder is an
environment composed of a set of tools destinated to the support of concurrent
software development based on the CO-OPN language [7]. CoopnBuilder is also a
research project from the SMV Group. CO-OPN is an object-oriented specification
language based on synchronized Algebraic Petri net. CO-OPN allows the defini-
tion of active concurrent objects, and includes facilities for sub-typing, sub-
classing and genericity.

51.3.3 GreatSPN

GreatSPN2.0 is a software package for modeling, validation and performance
evaluation of a distributed system using Generalized Stochastic Petri net and their
colored extension: Stochastic Well-formed Nets [8]. It provides a friendly
framework to experiment with timed Petri net based modeling techniques.
GreatSPN implements analysis algorithms to allow its use on complex application.

51.3.4 LoLA

LoLA is a low level Petri net analyzer [9]. It is able to verify a broad variety of
behavioral properties on a given Petri net. It is based on explicit state space
verification, for example, an exhaustive enumeration of reachability state. In the
context of service-technology.org, LoLA can be used to verify compatibility and
for the validation of formal semantics.
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51.3.5 PEP

PEP (Programming Environment based on Petri net) is a comprehensive set of
modeling, compilation, simulation and verification components, linked together
within a Tcl/Tk-based graphical user interface [10]. PEP’s modeling components
facilitate the design of parallel systems by parallel program, the compiler then
generate Petri net from such models. The PEP tool is considered as an open
platform. Further algorithms can be integrated in the user interface.

51.3.6 Snoopy

Snoopy is software tool to design and animate hierarchical graphs, among others
Petri net [11]. The tool has been developed and is still under development at the
University of Technology in Cottbus, Dep. of Computer Science, ‘‘Data Structures
and Software Dependability’’. The tool is used for the verification of technical
systems, typically software-based systems, as well as for the validation of natural
systems such as biochemical networks as metabolic, signal transduction etc.

51.3.7 Marcie

Marcie (Model Checking and Reachability analysis done efficiently) is a tool for
qualitative and quantitative analysis of a Generalized Stochastic Petri net with
extended arcs [12]. The tool consists of four engines with each engine carrying
their own unique function. It is possible to use Marcie with a graphical user
interface provided by the tool Charlie.

51.3.8 Charlie

Charlie is a software tool used to analyze a level 2 Petri net in particularly a Place/
Transition Net [13]. The tool has been developed and is still under development at
the University of Technology in Cottbus, Dep. of Computer Science, ‘‘Data
Structures and Software Dependability’’. The main features of the Petri net tool
include structural properties analysis, invariant based analysis, reachability graph
based analysis, reachability/coverability graph visualization using the JUNG
library and plugin support. Charlie is able to read Place/Transition nets which have
been created by the tool Snoopy, or P/T nets which are given in the Abstract Petri
net Notation and also P/T nets that are given in the INA file format.
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51.3.9 JSARP

JSARP (Simulator and Analyzer Petri net in Java) is a Petri net tool that describes
and verifies Petri net with the support of a graphical interface [14]. JSARP is
developed in Java and employs modern object oriented techniques and design pat-
terns. JSARP is able to edit the Petri net with graphics and also works as a simulator.

51.3.10 MIST

MIST is a safety checker for Petri net and other extensions [15]. It implements
several algorithms that solve the coverability problem for monotonic extensions of
Petri net. The tool implements several algorithms: forward/backward search of the
state using a symbolic data structure (the IST library). The tool also implements
abstraction-refinement techniques or efficient traversal techniques to tackle the
state explosion problem.

51.3.11 Petruchio

Petruchio is a tool used for computing Petri net translations of dynamic networks
modeled in terms of Pi-calculus processes [16]. It provides a mean to further
analyze nets. Petruchio is able to simulate GSPN (Generalized Stochastic Petri net)
which is a high level Petri net, check coverability for low-level Petri net and
application of reduction techniques for low-level Petri net.

51.3.12 PNEditor

PNEditor is an open-source Petri net editor [17]. It offers usual features of a
graphical editor for the design of Place/Transition nets. In addition, the tool offers
features like saving the net to a file, definition of roles, definition of subnets
(nested nets), saving of predefined subnets to files and their reuse as reusable
components, replacement of subnets, definition of static places etc. It requires
JAVA SE 6+ to operate.

51.3.13 Yasper

Yasper (Yet Another Smart Process Editor) is a tool for modeling and simulating
stepwise process [18]. It uses extended Petri net as its modeling technique. Yasper
offers easy editing, token gameplay and performance analysis with randomized
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automatic simulation for basic Place/Transition nets with some extension,
including case-specific vs. inter-case token flow, reset and inhibitor arcs, decision
nodes with parameterized probabilities of alternatives etc.

51.3.14 PAPETRI

PAPETRI is a general and integrated environment for editing and analyzing Petri
net [19]. It allows users to work with difference classes of nets. Several analysis
tools are available for each of these classes. PAPETRI aims to provide a friendly
editing environment and to afford a greater deal of analysis tools for different
classes of Petri net.

51.3.15 Xpetri

XPetri is a graphical simulator of Petri net [20]. XPetri is an Xwindows application
designed to be portable across UNIX platform. It supports Place/Transition nets
with weighted arcs and a strict firing rule. It also allows a minimum and maximum
number of tokens to be specified for each place. Xpetri also supports temporary
disabling of transitions for a single fire or until re-enabled.

51.3.16 PROD

PROD is a reachability analysis tool for Predicate Transition Nets [21]. The
stubborn set method for reduced state space generation has been implemented in
PROD. PROD also has a rich query language for inspecting the generated state
space. It is available for download and free of charge.

51.3.17 ARP

ARP (Petri net Analyzer) is a software tool for Petri net analysis and simulation
developed by Maziero [22]. The interface is simple and the ARP tool accepts
Place/Transition Nets, Timed Nets and Extended Timed Nets. The features of ARP
include accessibility analysis, invariant analysis, equivalence analysis, perfor-
mance evaluation and manual simulation.
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51.3.18 JPetriNet

JPetriNet is software that is used to model, analysis conventional Petri net and to
simulate Timed Petri net [23]. The project is a Petri net modeling, analysis and
simulation tool made in Java Programming Language. The tool is created for
educational purpose and also to be used in any other purpose involving concurrent
system.

51.3.19 Petri .NET Simulator

Petri .NET Simulator is a tool used for modeling and simulation of Petri net and
analysis of their behavior [24]. It can be used to simulate flexible manufacturing
systems and also be used for discrete event system. The tool is free for download.

51.3.20 QPME

QPME (Queuing Petri net Modeling Environment) is an open-source tool for
stochastic modeling and analysis based on the QPN (Queuing Petri net) modeling
formalism [25]. Queuing Petri net is a combination of conventional queuing net-
works and stochastic Petri net which provides improved expressiveness and thus
making it possible to model systems at a higher degree of accuracy. QPME is
made of two components, which is QPE (QPN Editor) and SimQPN (Simulator for
QPN).

51.4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this section, the survey is tabulated in Table 51.1. Analysis is done based on five
criteria, which are Petri net supported, Component, Analysis, Environments and
whether it is Free of Charge.

The table above is the comparison between the Petri net tools surveyed in
Sect. 51.3 based on five main criteria. The first group of criteria is the Petri net
supported. In this category, the Petri net tools are compared in terms of what type
of Petri net is supported. Majority of the tools support Place/Transition Petri net
with some supporting high-level Petri net (i.e. AlPiNA, CoopnBuilder, PROD, and
QPME). However, QPME stands out in this category as it supports Queuing Petri
net (a combination of Queuing Network and Petri net). For Continuous Petri net,
only Snoopy and Charlie support it.
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The second criteria of comparison are the components in each tool. Most of the
tools provide a graphic editor and a fast simulation on Petri net. Tools that provide
graphic editor and fast simulation on Petri net can be good teaching materials.
Users will be able to edit the Petri net and simulate different Petri net to aid them
in understanding Petri net. PEP has the highest number of components which
includes graphical editor, state spaces, condensed state spaces, token game ani-
mation, place invariants, transition invariants, net reduction, model checking, Petri
net generator and interchange file format. Users will be able to experience more on
PEP compared to the other tools.

The next category of comparison is the analysis of Petri net. Some of the tools
surveyed provide simple performance analysis, while tools such as GreatSPN,
PEP, Charlie, JSARP, Xpetri, ARP and JPetriNet provide structural analysis.
GreatSPN and QPME are also able to carry out advance performance analysis. The
reachability graph based analysis is however only able to be carried out by
MARCIE.

The next criterion used to compare between the Petri net tools is the envi-
ronment. LoLA, PETRUCHIO and QPME have the highest amount of environ-
ment supported for their tools with six environments for each of them. Tools like
AlPiNA, CoopnBuilder, MIST, Yasper, PAPETRI, ARP and Petri .NET Simulator
is very environment specific with each of them only supporting one specific
environment to be run on.

The final criterion of comparison is the pricing of the Petri net tools. All of the
Petri net tools are either free of charge or free of charge for academic purpose to be
downloaded.

In this section, Table 51.2 is presented to recommend Petri net tool for a few
scenarios which includes the users’ operating systems and the types of Petri net to
be analyzed.

Table 51.2 summarizes on the recommended Petri net tools for different
environments and different types of Petri net to be analyzed. Overall, users running
on the MAC OS X are recommended to use the tool PETRUCHIO which supports
most of the different types of Petri net. For Continuous Petri net, users will need to
use the tool SNOOPY; while for Queuing Petri net, users are recommended to use
the tool QPME. For Windows users, PETRUCHIO is recommended too as it
supports most of the Petri net types. However, analysis of Continuous Petri net and
Queueing Petri net requires users to use the tool CHARLIE and QPME respec-
tively. For those running on Linux, there isn’t any specific tool overall that can
analyze most of the different types of Petri net. For High-level Petri net, Petri net
with time and Place/Transition Petri net, users are recommended to use the tool
PEP. For Stochastic Petri net, users are recommended to use GreatSPN or PE-
TRUCHIO. CHARLIE is recommended for the analysis of Continuous Petri net
while QPME is recommended for the analysis of Queueing Petri net.

Overall, the PEP tool offers the most components and analysis types amongst
the twenty Petri net tools compared. However, due to the lack of supporting
environment, PEP is not user friendly. Users will need to have Linux or Sun
operating system to support the PEP tool. Where else PETRUCHIO supports most
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of the major environments (MAC OS X, Windows, Linux), it is also the tool with
the second highest component and analysis types. Based on Table 51.2, each
operating system has at least two types of Petri net that is able to be analyzed by
PETRUCHIO. From this deduction, we can conclude that PETRUCHIO is the best
tool as it supports most of the operating system and it has an adequate amount of
features in it.
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Chapter 52
Towards a Exceptional Distributed
Database Model for Multi DBMS

Mohammad Hasan Ali and Mohd Azlishah Othman

Abstract This paper reported on the current issues distributed transaction faces in
the multi database management system. We looked at how the distributed trans-
action in database differs from other distributed processing. After highlighting the
major issues in distributing transition in the multi DBMS, concurrency control and
recovery such as (Site failure, network failure, time failure, and so on) were
considered in the design of our model. We proposed an exceptional distributed
transaction model for processing the transaction queries in the multi DBMS by
keeping in mind the point-to-point transaction processes. The expected results
were described in this paper.

Keywords Distributed transaction � DBMS � Transaction network

52.1 Introduction

Generally, distributed transaction defined as a transaction that updates data on two
or more networked computer systems. However, different conceptual structure for
processing the transactions elements are extend for fitting a certain needs for the
applications that must update distributed data in term of peer to peer connection.
Developing a transaction model is difficult because most of these techniques are
customized to be occurring in a single transaction point attach with a multiple
failures such as (Client’s failure, server failure, and the network connection).
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Furthermore, connecting different distributed points require an advance network
security technology to achieve the best performance for detecting and recovering
these failures over a network connection [1].

Recent transaction applications are optimizing various security integrations for
securing the transaction between client and server that detect and manage the
change action (such as a database update) before the transaction can occur. The
transaction process over the network can be determined a complicated process
because of the multi security issues in these networks. The performance of
transaction between single and multi database management systems is coordinate
to other network parts for the components involved and acts as a transaction
manager for each computer that manages transactions.

Algorithms were developed to serve a certain needs, which begin used in
banking, investment environments, enterprise applications, etc. [1]. During the
communication between computers a transaction manager sends prepare, commit,
and abort messages to all its subordinate transaction managers [2]. In addition, the
common steps for obtaining a distributed transaction are:

• The client starts a transaction by calling the transaction manager. This appli-
cation allows for the transaction to be deployed.

• While the transaction manager processing the client request, an update will be
saved for the deployed transaction to commit the process based on the client
details.

• After processing the client request, the transaction manager keeps a sequential
transaction log so that it’s committing or abort decisions will be durable.

– If all components are prepared,
– If any component cannot prepare,
– While a component remains prepared but not committed or aborted.

52.1.1 Transaction Problems

During the database transaction over multi database management systems, prob-
lems were addressed while dealing in the concurrency control and recovery, most
of these problems occurred in the distributed databases [3]. However, the main
problems can be simply classified into the following:

• Site’s failure: this action happened when one or more sites in a DDBMS fail.
This type of failure will corroborate with the application manager for restoring
the transaction updates,

• Network Problems: this action occurred during the communication network
fails for unclear transaction, this type of network failure indicates one or more
sites to be cut off from the rest of the site in the distributed database,
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• Data Duplication: this problem occurred when multiple copies of the database
are unable to be tracked accordingly for maintaining consistency,

• Distributed Transaction: this problem arises when a distributed transaction
happened in multi sites,

• Distributed Deadlocks: during the database transaction deadlocks could be
launched in any single or multi accessing for the site contents.

An additional various problems been reported in the transaction management
among the distributed environments is ensuring the consistency of the data in the
presence of site and network failure. However, various transaction protocols were
developed for providing a stable transaction over a network. Moreover, different
problems were addressed in securing the transaction elements over a network

52.1.2 Related Works

The importance of database transaction has brought the needs to develop and adopt
new transaction technologies. A study by Sami and Habib [4] explored and
developed a new transaction mechanism based on the using of agent systems for
providing a high transferring reliable among different distributed algorithms.

However, the study developed a transaction algorithm for solving DCSP issues
based on the agent systems by classifying it into different groups: Variables’ and
Controller Agents, these two groups helps to reformulating of the detected agent
communication algorithm. The proposed model can be used also in order to treat
non-binary constraints and managing the transaction according to its original
destination. The instantiation of these variables can be done by negotiation in order
to separate the sub problems into totally independent ones. Figure 52.1 presents
the proposed classification based on the agent systems [4].

However, another study by Qiming and Umesh [5] described the transaction
issues in the E-Commerce applications. The study customized the computing
environment for distributing a limit transaction through the database management
systems within a large number of the autonomous service requester. The study
suggested the using of transaction agents that cooperate to perform business
transaction activities. The study also reported the transaction requirements among
these e-commerce applications that require to provide a peer-to-peer protocols
based on distributed communication.

Hence, Qiming and Umesh developed cooperative multi-agent transaction
model that includes peer-to-peer protocols for committing control and failure
recovery. This model could help to facilitate the urgent tasks for transferring the
data elements through channel query. Figure 52.2 shows the proposed model
structure with the database components [5].
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Fig. 52.1 Constraint networks based agent [4]

Fig. 52.2 The proposed model structure with the database components [5]
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52.1.3 SQL Distributed Transaction Example

The current distributed computing development has generated a new retrieving and
representing techniques for the data elements over the grid. SQL presents one of
these techniques which obtain a high level processing of client queries for a set of
processes that seek to achieve some form of cooperation in the database. More-
over, executing a different conceptual representation simplify the processes of a
distributed system for performing some actions by crashing or being disconnected.

SQL server provides a sustainable database processing which starts with the
first SQL statement from beginning the transaction. This transaction carries out a
different meaning of the grid contents when it is committed or rolled back, the
main statements that SQL starts with are COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement.

The next step is to extract the transaction concept by considering a certain
procedure for obtaining a successful transaction along with the database elements.
Example, when one or many customers transfer a certain amount into other
accounts, it will be directed to the saving section to the checking account.

There are important operations for obtaining that transaction such as:

• Decrement the amount of the savings account.
• Add in other elements of the checking account.
• Record the transaction steps by saving its actions.

SQL database allows a huge number of transactions to be performed when all
the SQL operations can be applied to maintain the accounts with the adopted
balance. Meanwhile, in case of any leaks of the transaction such as transaction
invalid number, software and hardware failure, which leads to end the transaction
without processing the amounts into another account?

Figure 52.3 descries the transaction mode in the SQL database.
This kind of transferring can be provided by the internet services or wireless

technology (Fig. 52.4).
It is desirable to start a new development for adopting a new mechanism to

facilitate the distributed transaction process over database management systems
which require specific requirements. Below are presented some recommendation
for achieving a successful transaction over SQL database components.

• To allow a stable transaction for a certain elements over SQL statements, SQL
transaction statements must initially agree to the client request by classifying
the transaction details into several points with common formats for repro-
cessing the transactions.

• Obtaining a successful data exchanging can be easily achieved by determining
the require actions for the unknown transactions into the grid with several
alternative plans of analyzing.

• Providing a collaborative transaction can also be accepted for starting a new
distributed transaction based on the SQL statements for the cooperating
processes.
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• This kind of transactions my require not only to agree on the requested actions,
but also its requiring to execute on the transaction query by which these actions
need to be executed among the database.

Fig. 52.3 The transaction mode in the SQL database

Fig. 52.4 SQL transaction statement’s performance
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52.1.4 Proposed Technique

Based on the problems that have been discussed above in the distributed trans-
action applications, and based on the related and previous works, we proposed an
exceptional distributed transaction over multi database management systems. This
model provides a sustainable communication between client and server to perform
the client queries in more secure and reliable way. However, the proposed model
could reduce the number of errors occurred during the transaction process, which
optimize a multi transaction point among servers. Additionally, this model adopted
an advance network communication for reducing the network failure which occurs

internet
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Fig. 52.5 Proposed exceptional distributed database model
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during the transaction. From the Fig. 52.5 can see that the distributed communi-
cation indirectly depends on the database query which gives high privileges for the
transactions.

52.1.5 Expected Result

The expected result of performing the proposed model can be summarized into the
following:

• Addressed the problem of transaction directly by looking into the history of
transactions,

• Discovering dependencies among services from historical transactions,
• Execution time period data can be determined for multi transactions among

DBMS,
• Monitoring instrumentation over multi DBMS.

52.2 Conclusion

This study illustrated the major issues in processing transactions in multi database
management systems along with the techniques for processing databases in dif-
ferent fragments. Moreover, this study adopted a new way for resolving the site
and network failure occurred during the database transaction in a multi DBMS.
The study proposed an exceptional distributed transaction model for performing
and managing the transaction details more efficiently. We have considered the
related studies in developing the proposed model.
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Chapter 53
Semantic Search Engine Using Natural
Language Processing

Sudhakar Pandiarajan, V.M. Yazhmozhi and P. Praveen kumar

Abstract The World Wide Web has become colossal and its growth is also
dynamic. Most of the people rely on the search engines to retrieve and share
information from various resources. All the results returned by search engines are
not always relevant as it is retrieved from heterogeneous data sources. Moreover a
naive user finds it difficult to confirm that the retrieved results are significant to the
user query. Therefore semantic web plays a major role in interpreting the rele-
vancy of search results. In this work, a novel algorithm is proposed for retrieving
relevant documents using semantic web based on the concept of Natural Language
processing (NLP). In this proposed system, NLP is used to analyse the user query
in terms of Parts of Speech. The extracted terms are compared to the domain
dictionary to identify the relevant domain of the user interest. On the other hand,
the retrieved documents of the user query are investigated with the help Natural
language processing to identify the relevant domain. Now the documents are
ranked as per the relevancy of the contents against user query. The experimental
result of the proposed algorithm indicates that the accuracy of the retrieved doc-
ument is 97 %.

Keywords Semantic search engine � Natural language processing
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53.1 Introduction

With the increasing use of World Wide Web as an essential source of information,
there is a need to work with the Semantic Web [1], in order to reduce the irrelevant
data obtained during the search. The existing search engines [2], [3] do not provide
domain specific search and they simply perform keyword matching. Those search
engines cannot understand the negative senses, Example: ‘‘I do not want cluster-
ing’’. The result set of the existing search engines for such a query would be
related to clustering as they merely perform keyword matching and don’t analyse
the actual meaning of the user query. Other example of queries with negative
senses includes ‘‘I want clustering algorithms except cobweb’’. The pro-posed
approach using semantic search algorithm overcomes all the above stated pitfalls.

Semantic Web provides the users a comfort zone and reduces the wastage of
time. The proposed work on Semantic search is accomplished by POS (Parts Of
Speech) tagging using Natural Language Processing. Using POS Tagging, the
proposed semantic search algorithm can understand what the user query conveys
and hence it provides more relevant results to the user. The query entered by the
user is POS tagged using Stanford Parser, and the tags for each word in the user
query are obtained. For each tag obtained, if it is a noun it is added to the noun list
(NL), and all other tags correspondingly. Each word in the NL is now compared
with the word dictionary of each document that is obtained during pre-processing
the document. If a match is found, then the word weight is incremented, and is
added to the word weight list (WWL). The documents are sorted based on the
WWL and added to the result set. Similarly, each sentence in the document is
detected using OpenNLP, and its weight is incremented if all the nouns in the NL
are matched. This weight of each sentence is added to the sentence weight list
(SWL). The documents are then sorted based on the SWL and added to the result
set. If there is any occurrence of negative word (e.g., not, except, NEITHER-NOR),
then all the nouns in the NL are skipped and compared with the word dictionary of
each document if verbs of possession occurs before those negative words. These
documents are also added to the result set. The ranked documents from the result set
are retrieved to the user. By this approach of Semantic search [4], [5], [6], the search
results that are more relevant to the user’s interest are provided. In the proposed
work, pdf, word and html documents have been considered for analysis.

53.1.1 Outline of the Paper

Section 53.2 presents the various works on semantic web and natural language
processing supportive to the proposed research. Section 53.3 describes the
Architectural design of the proposed scheme. Section 53.4 illustrates the experi-
mental results and Performance Evaluation. Section 53.5 depicts the conclusion
and future work.
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53.2 Related Works

In [7, 8], Mukhopadhyay et.al has ogy which is made effective by mapping the
instances and the classes. Even thought the results of this research prove that the
performance are good than the regular search engine, the results are proved within
the domain only. In [9], Cafarella et al. developed a search engine using natural
language processing in which it out performs well in terms of producing relevant
information using natural language processing. In [10], Karpagam had proposed a
framework which is based on ontology to build the semantic search engine. The
author finds the relevant document for the user query using the techniques like
word stemming, ontology matching, weight assignment, rank calculation. If the
approach is extended to a larger data set, the weight assignment and rank calcu-
lation will become tedious. In [11], Jiang et al. developed a semantic search engine
that overcomes the problem of knowledge overhead by a query interface. In [12],
Lei et al. proposed a semantic web portal that has been designed to ensure the
quality of the extracted metadata and it also facilitates for data querying. In [13],
Kruse et al. had used WordNet, a lexical database to find the word senses in order
to achieve semantic. But WordNet does not provide a classification of word senses
in technical terms. In [14], Lara et al. had proposed a hybrid searching technology
which is the combination of ontology and traditional keyword based matching in
which the drawbacks of keyword based search like stop words removal in the user
query was reflected. In [15], Madhu had presented a survey on the search engine’s
generation and role of the search engines in the intelligent web in which it insists
the necessity to build semantic search engines. In [16], Kalaivani had proposed a
question answering system based on the semantic searching terminology and
natural language processing technique. In [11], Jiang et al. developed a full text
search engine has been designed to exploit ontological knowledge for document
retrieval. In [17], Kerschberg et al. recommended a methodology has been
developed to capture the semantics of the users search intent into target search
queries of the existing search engine.

53.3 Architectural Design

In the proposed work, Structured and Unstructured documents are maintained
separately. Whenever a user query arises, it is given to Stanford Parser for POS
tagging. Based on POS Tagging [18] NN (Noun, Singular), NNS (Noun, Plural),
NNP (Proper Noun, Singular), JJ (Adjective) and IN (Preposition) are extracted
from user query and stored in a term list table. Decisions are taken based on the
accompanying diagram. If the user query belongs to only one domain then all
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the documents in the repository are compared against the domain dictionary and
the results are computed. On the other hand, if the user query belongs to more than
one domain then the dominant domain is computed based on Fig. 53.1. There are 2
possible cases can occur in selecting dominant domain

Case 1: If Most of the Words belong to one domain then the same domain is
taken as dominant domain.

Case 2: If Equal number of Matches found with two domains then the choice are
given to the user to confirm the dominant domain.

Once the dominant domain is selected, each document is split into sentences
and each sentence is further divided into words. Each word is compared with term
list and domain dictionary for matching. If a match is found then the ‘‘sentence
weight’’ is incremented. The same process is continued for the whole document
and cumulative document weight is calculated. If the user query contains negative
words, then a negative ag is set to the user query and the process will request the

Fig. 53.1 Domain classification based on term list
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user to re-enter the direct query for better retrieval of results. In this way the
accuracy of the retrieval is brought out. Once all the documents weight is calcu-
lated the highest weight of the document is ranked first and given to user as a good
match in the retrieved results (Fig. 53.2).

Fig. 53.2 Architectural design of the proposed approach
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Algorithm 1 -  POS Tagging using NLP
INPUT : User query
OUTPUT : Resultant Document Set
METHOD : POS Tagging IN NLP 

Step 1 : Initialize the Resultant document set RES = { } 
Step 2 : Initialize nounlist NL= { }
Step 3 : Initialize sentencelist SL={ } 
Step 4 : Initialize negativelist NGL= { }
Step 5 : Initialize NEGLIST= { not, no,neither, nor, except... } 
Step 6 : Initialize neg ag=0, word weight=0, sentence weight=0; 
Step 7 : POS Tag the user query using stanford parser.
Step 8 : foreach tag obtained
Step 8a : If tag is NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS, JJ, VBG then add the appropriate word in 
the query to NL
Step 8b: If tag is RB,DT,CC and the word is in NEGLIST then set neg ag=1
Step 9 : If NL.count=1 and PL.count=0 and neg ag=0 then nd the concept under which 
the single noun in NL occurs in Domain Dictionary.
Step 10 : If the single noun occurs under more than one concept, display all concepts. 
Step 11 : As per the user selection, add that selected concept too in NL.
Step 12 : Detect sentences in the web documents using OpenNLP and store in SL 
Step 13 : foreach sentence sent in SL
Step 14 : If all nouns in NL occur within a sentence 
Step 15 : Increment weight for each match.
Step 16 : Store sentence weight of each document into SentenceWeightList SWL Step 
17 : Sort the documents according to sentence weight and store it in the RES.  
Step 18 : Compare each entry in the NL with word dictionary of each document  
Step 18a: If a match is found then increment word weight with the count attribute's 
value.
Step 19 : Store word weight of each document into WordWeightList WWL.
Step 20 : Sort the documents according to word weight and if that document is not in 
RES store it in RES
Step 21 : If neg ag=1 then skip all nouns in NL and compare with the word dictionary of 
each document
Step 21a : Store such documents into RES
Step 22 : Retrieve the ranked documents fD1,.Dng in RES to the user

53.4 Experimental Results and Discussion

The experiment was conducted using American national corpus (anc) [19, 20] by
in-creasing the number of documents in the repository gradually. The main factor
considered for evaluation is accuracy rather than the speed. Three different
scenarios are considered in evaluating the performance of the proposed system.
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A confusion matrix is created with various combinations of Relevant documents
(RD) and Conflicting documents (CD) to analyse the system. Performance eval-
uation of the proposed approach is done based on the classification context sce-
nario. Precision, Recall, Accuracy and F-measure are the major measures used for
classification based performance. Precision is the probability that measure a
retrieved document is relevant to the context. Precision is calculated based on the
formula

Precision ¼ TP

TP þ FP

where
TP is true positive (Correctly retrieved)
TN is true negative (Correctly rejected)
FP is false positive (Incorrectly retrieved)
FN is false negative (Incorrectly rejected).

Recall is the probability that calculates a relevant document is retrieved in a
search process. Recall is calculated based on the formula

Recall ¼ TP

TP þ FN

Accuracy is calculated based on the formula

Accuracy ¼ TP þ TN

TP þ TN þ FP þ FN

First scenario creates a large number of Relevant Documents against the small
number of Conflicting documents. The Second scenario creates an equal number
of Relevant and Conflicting documents. The Third scenario creates a small number
of Relevant Documents against with large number of Conflicting documents. All
the three cases, the document set contents are increased gradually (Tables 53.1,
53.2, 53.3).

The accuracy and recall of the system with respect to the above stated 3 cases is
plotted in Figs. 53.3 and 53.4 respectively.

All the performance measures of the system clearly highlights that the results
produced by the system in terms of all aspects are better compared with existing
systems.
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Table 53.1 Relevant documents are higher than the conflicting documents

No. of documents Accuracy F-measure Recall Precision

100 0.978 0.965 0.974 0.962

200 0.975 0.963 0.972 0.96

300 0.974 0.964 0.973 0.961

400 0.974 0.962 0.971 0.957

500 0.97 0.963 0.973 0.961

600 0.967 0.962 0.974 0.964

700 0.966 0.96 0.972 0.961

800 0.968 0.962 0.973 0.962

900 0.97 0.96 0.972 0.961

1000 0.968 0.952 0.965 0.95

1500 0.964 0.958 0.962 0.951

2000 0.962 0.956 0.96 0.95

3000 0.963 0.956 0.961 0.951

5000 0.962 0.955 0.959 0.95

Table 53.2 Relevant documents are equal to the conflicting documents

No. of documents Accuracy F-measure Recall Precision

100 0.975 0.963 0.972 0.96

200 0.974 0.961 0.97 0.958

300 0.972 0.963 0.967 0.951

400 0.974 0.96 0.962 0.955

500 0.972 0.962 0.963 0.952

600 0.97 0.963 0.965 0.952

700 0.965 0.961 0.962 0.949

800 0.968 0.962 0.964 0.95

900 0.964 0.96 0.96 0.948

1000 0.964 0.952 0.962 0.95

1500 0.962 0.95 0.96 0.949

2000 0.96 0.955 0.958 0.948

3000 0.96 0.952 0.955 0.95

5000 0.961 0.951 0.954 0.95
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Table 53.3 Relevant documents are smaller than the conflicting documents

No. of documents Accuracy F-measure Recall Precision

100 0.972 0.958 0.965 0.954

200 0.97 0.957 0.967 0.953

300 0.968 0.953 0.962 0.95

400 0.973 0.952 0.961 0.952

500 0.97 0.954 0.964 0.952

600 0.965 0.951 0.96 0.95

700 0.964 0.948 0.961 0.951

800 0.965 0.95 0.962 0.953

900 0.965 0.948 0.962 0.951

1000 0.96 0.952 0.958 0.95

1500 0.961 0.947 0.956 0.945

2000 0.958 0.952 0.957 0.946

3000 0.959 0.955 0.958 0.95

5000 0.96 0.954 0.958 0.951

Fig. 53.3 Shows that the
accuracy of the proposed
systems is maintained
between 96 and 98%
irrespective of the number of
documents
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53.5 Conclusion

In this study a new approach is proposed based on Natural language processing to
understand and classify the documents based on the user query. The experimental
results of the proposed systems point out that the accuracy of this system is vary in
between 95 and 97 % in terms of relevancy. However the time taken to classify a
document is little high compared with existing search engines. In future, our
system will address the existing drawbacks to compete with other search engines
in terms of the time factor.
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Chapter 54
Integration of Mobile Based Learning
Model Through Augmented Reality Book
by Incorporating Students Attention
Elements

Zarwina Yusoff, Halina Mohamed Dahlan and Norris Syed Abdullah

Abstract The limitation of current e-learning technology has caused a lack of
student attention in educational environment. Therefore, this study describes the
integration of mobile based learning through Augmented Reality Environment to
incorporate the student attention elements by computer-generated content. To
incorporate student attention element, this study propose an integration model of
mobile learning by utilizing Augmented Reality Environment. To validate the
integration model, this study has developed the AR prototype called AF-LAR
(Animal Fun Learning—Augmented Reality) through smart phone technology as
mobile based learning device. (AF-LAR) is an AR Book that adapts learning
concept via mobile devices and enables student to bring and access the learning
content anywhere and anyplace. AF-LAR has been developed using Metaio and
Junaio channel while the design is incorporated with visual learner styles from
Visual Auditory Kinesthetic (VAK) model with information visualization
approach. The result of this study was evaluated by using attention element in
Keller’s Motivation ARCS Model to prove the student attention attribute from the
prototype based on the five experts. Descriptive statistics was chosen as a tech-
nique to evaluate the mean and reliability of attention attribute; perceptual arousal
(PA), inquiry arousal (IA) and variability (V) inside the proposed integration
model to achieve the student attention in education environment.
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54.1 Introduction

As far as the progress of e-learning technology as a medium in learning process,
many researchers try to improve the learning process by utilizing technology in
particular, towards in enhancing students attention. Today, many mobile devices
such as cell phones, notebooks and tablet computer are gaining more relevance to
learning environments and education. The recent progress of Augmented Reality
(AR) has brought this technology to the mobile computing area to generate more
user experience on it. Hence, further facilitates the growth of user experience with
AR environment. Furthermore, the emerging of technological concepts in educa-
tion was generating the rapid development of education where it was bringing it
into mobile based learning technology. AR is an effective ways to visualize the
learning content, researchers was proven that AR supported particular learning
activities such as problem solving, in a highly interactive and memorable fashion
[1]. This emerging technology can also be used in any fields to facilitate user in
visualizing the object or information in any particular situations.

The main objective of this paper is to embed AR into mobile learning to
improve the learning technology in classroom using the AR. In order to actualize
this aim, there are other objectives that need to be achieved which are:

i. To propose the model integration of mobile learning through Augmented
Reality Book by incorporating student attention elements.

ii. To evaluate the prototypes of mobile based learning application through
Augmented Reality Book.

Apart from this objective, we were chosen the concept of AR Book to imple-
menting the model integration to be tested in enhancing the student attention.

54.2 Augmented Reality Book for Education

The implementation of AR for mobile learning purposes has been discussed and
also presented in a number of studies. In order to achieve the objective, this paper
is searching on current model integration of mobile learning to enhance the lim-
itation through achieving the objective in this study. The visualization in AR must
be embedded in mobile learning architecture to ensure the mobile learning through
AR are fluently can use in learning environment to improve the learning process.
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In this research, the process of embedding of educational elements in the mobile
AR for learning system derived from AR Magic Books that was develop by
Billinghurst et al. [2] in enhance the traditional normal text books through Aug-
mented Reality Concept [2].

The integration of AR through mobile also successfully was done by Ramdas
et al. [3] which was developed the AR Eco System where the concepts of modules
are based on four categories; player, context awareness, type of learning and mode
of interaction [3]. To get the effective ways in enhancing learning experience
among learners; we proposed that, the integration of AR in mobile learning will be
implementing through AR Book where this will enhance the concept of Magic
Book that proposed by [2].

In order to actualize the objective, image based tracking techniques is chosen to
make the mobile phones camera can track the virtual object through the AR book.
Besides that, Oh and Woo [4] was developing the AR Gardening System that
implements the personalized pedagogical agent through the animated pedagogical
agents to improve student’s learning experience in educational system [4]. The
gardening system that consist the one garden and include flower, blue bird, scoop
and sprinkle water to learn the process of growing flower in garden. Each of the
objects is representing by a marker to make the tracking process.

54.3 Methodologies

To facilitate the evaluation process, the model was realized in a form of mobile
based learning application. The mobile based learning application incorporates all
the components of the models. In ensure this research successfully conducted, this
section briefly explain the participants, data collection and data analysis that
support the evaluation process.

54.3.1 Participants

Five participants of experts from five criteria were chosen to get the analysis in the
limitation of current e-learning system in educational environment which con-
ducted through questionnaire. The questionnaire is design to identify the limitation
of current e learning technology in educational environment to achieve student
attention during learning process which the criteria in the questionnaire will be
map with the model integration and will be evaluated through the prototypes
implementation. This questionnaire is distributed into five experts as a targeted
respondent to identify the problem and limitation in the usage of technological
element in learning environment in order to improve student attention.
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54.3.2 Data Collection

In this research study, the data collection about the current limitation of e-learning
technology was get from the five experts through the questionnaire. The Question
for the data collection is based on the three main limitations in e-learning tech-
nology that identify Mahanta [5] which consist by technology and hardware
limitation, design issues and personal issues [5]. Based on that, eleven question
was derives from the factor to analysis the current limitation of e-learning tech-
nology. Table 54.1 listed the data collection and analysis.

Table 54.1 Finding for data collection

Limitation of
element in e-learning
technology [5]

Problem analysis Factors to achieve student
attention through mobile
learning model [6]

Technological and
hardware limitation

1. The limitation of traditional
method in learning process

Technology

2. How the technological tools can
help educational environment

3. The current limitation of e-learning
courseware technology

4. The limitation of current
educational application software

Design limitation 1. The appropriate combination color
to attract student attention

Pedagogy

2. The effective and efficient ways in
conveying learning content through
visualization approach

3. The visualization approach to
maintain the student attention in
classroom

4. The suitable subject to be adapting
in implementing learning through
mobile

Personal issues 1. Factor that causes student lack of
attention in learning and teaching
process.

People

2. The suitable approach to improve
student attention in a classroom

3. The factor of mobile based
learning should to be implemented
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54.3.3 Data Analysis

Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) was used to measure the mean
resulted from the evaluation. The descriptive statistics was used to measure the
prototypes in improving the student attention.

The process development of this prototype is start with designing the system
flowchart where the design consists of two parts, the Book interface and the AR
system. Analyzing the user is the first step in the development of AF-LAR Book
(Fig. 54.1).

54.4 Findings

The conceptual of mobile learning model is derived from Prasertsilp [6] where
mobile learning was based on two factors, mobile learning environment and
learning outcomes [6]. This research identified the model to be integrated with
mobile learning system so that it can contribute in improving the limitation of
current mobile learning system because it covers the three aspects of mobile
learning environment; users, technology and pedagogy to be implementing
through AR. Figure 54.2 presented the model integration.

Mobile Learning dimension consists of three main attributes; technology,
people and pedagogical elements while educational dimension consists of type of

Fig. 54.1 Integration model of mobile learning based on augmented reality
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learning and mode of interaction. The model of mobile learning is derives from
Pratersilp [6], where it consist of from three main factors; technology, pedagogy
and people and the attributes inside of mobile learning are derives from Laouris
and Eteokleous [7] which consists of space (s), time (t), method (m), prior
knowledge (k), attention and learning environment (LE) [6, 7].

People are the target of user who will use the mobile learning application which
consists by student in any related subject to enhance their learning experiences
during class. The learning environment (LE) is a people which conducting the
learning session successfully. In these factors, it consists by learner as a student
who wants to gain their knowledge, using the AR Books to adding their infor-
mation. Besides that, people in learning environment (LE) is also consists by
teacher in give instruction to students for completing their task. Based on the
figure, the attribute of student attention is support by element attention in ARCS
model to evaluate the model integration.

Variability is used to evaluate the model integration through the AR Book
prototypes. In variability aspects, it emphasized the variety tactics to maintain the
attention through the mobile technology, teacher’s instruction, and integrated of
learning content.

In order to emphasize the model integration, Vision based tracking was used to
visualize the AR object. The main of Augmented Reality process are consists of
three main phases; tracking, registration and display the AR content.

Tracking Registration Display

Fig. 54.2 Processes in augmented reality technology

Fig. 54.3 The cover of
AF-LAR
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Fig. 54.4 Image based marker

Fig. 54.5 Interactive animation and video

Fig. 54.6 Interactive website about animation

Fig. 54.7 Animal song through video
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Based on the model integration, the mobile learning attributes are strongly
support the student attention when realizing it through prototypes implementation.
The embedding of educational elements in the mobile AR for learning system
derived from Ramdas et al. [3] developed the AR Eco System where the concepts
of modules are based on four categories; player, context awareness, type of
learning and mode of interaction [3]. To get the effective ways in enhancing
learning experience among learners; we proposed that, the integration of AR in
mobile learning will be implementing through AR Book. The book shows it dis-
playing information visualization through the AR Book, where its focus on
visualization and interactivity to improve student learning experience in educa-
tional systems. In order to actualize this research objective, the concept of AR
Book was chosen to embed the model integration and to validate the conceptual
framework of mobile through AR in support student attention to perform suc-
cessfully. Based on that, this study was proposed the AR Book through mobile
display that called AF-LAR (Animal Fun Learning through AR) that embedding
with visual learner styles for designing and visualization approach through Aug-
mented Reality Technology in order to improve student attention. Table 54.2
shows the results of AF-LAR design.

Based on the Table 54.2, the concept of designing AF-LAR is very interesting
to get student attention in order to provide platform to tracking the AR object
based on image based marker in this book through mobile. In aligning with pri-
mary schools characteristics, the concept of thematic stories and short stories are
used to be adapt with the level of student in reading the information about the
animal, in this case the concept of people in mobile learning model are emphasize
which is, student must have their teacher or facilitator to help them in learning
session. In order to construct the AR element to be integrated with the mobile,
Table 54.3 illustrates the concept of Mobile AR and the explanation results in AF-
LAR in achieve student attention.

The process of evaluation is implemented in objective to achieve the model
integration that supports student attention through AF-LAR. This evaluation
process has implemented in targeted respondent, which is consist by five experts
that have some criteria using Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 10.1 and AF-LAR Tangible
book as a marker based tracking. The evaluation process is based on the Attention
element that derives from ARCS Motivation Model that support by Keller 2000.
Table 54.4 presented the explanation of attention criteria that used to be evaluated
in AF-LAR.

Table 54.2 AF-LAR design

Animal fun learning book Results

(a) Book cover that shows the adaptation of visual learner concept to generate
student interest in explore the animal world through the features below:

Fig. 54.3

i. The colorful graphics

ii. The enjoyable concept through the images and pictures

iii. The text styles is suitable for primary schools student
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Based on the perceptual arousal, we can capture the student interest through the
colorful images, picture, graphic element in the book, and usage of mobile and AR
as a part of technology. To stimulate of an attitude of inquiry by learners expe-
riences, it need the basic knowledge about the learning information and to achieve
the variability elements, it can implemented through the mobile technology,
teachers instructions and integrated of learning content. In order to full fill the
element of attention in Table 54.4, we identify eleven questions that representative
as Perceptual Arousal (PA), Inquiry Arousal (IA) and Variability (V) to evaluate
the prototypes. In achieve the research contribution; Table 54.5 below indicates
the details of descriptive statistic for the prototype testing results. Based on that
table, descriptive statistics on mean was performed to describe the level of student
attention on five experts’ participation.

Perceptual Arousal (PAI) in Table 54.5 represents ‘‘visualization based
approach is the best method in enhance student attention’’ has a spread of 0.447
over 4.80 mean with the maximum score is 5. Perceptual Arousal (PA2) in
Table 54.5 represents ‘‘Smartphone’s is the flexible ways to be used in educational
environments’’ has a spread of 0.548 over 4.40 mean with the maximum score is 5.
Perceptual Arousal (PA3) in Table 54.5 represents ‘‘The features of AR that
allows multimedia element such as graphic, audio, video, and interactivity can able
to attract student attention during learning session’’ has a spread of 0.548 over 4.60
mean with the maximum score is 5. Perceptual Arousal (PA4) in Table 54.5
represents ‘‘The usage of multimedia element can help the student attention in

Table 54.3 Displaying learning content through mobile AR

Mobile AR Results

Image based marker to display an AR object using mobile camera detection Fig. 54.4

(a) The picture background is based on jungle situations to make student feel more
real with the animal world

(b) During image based marker displays 3D object, the video about the animal
presented

Fig. 54.5

(c) Visual mode presents the interactive 3D graphics and auditory mode present the
video

(d) Learning through interactive web based also provides in showing learner the
animal website with the real environment

Fig. 54.6

(e) Learning through animal song, more interactive and attract student attention to
sing together through the lyrics

Fig. 54.7

Table 54.4 Explanation about attention criteria

Attention Explanation

Capture interest (Perceptual
arousal)

What I can do to capture their interest?

Stimulate inquiry (Inquiry arousal) How I can stimulate attitude of inquiry?

Maintain attention (Variability) How I can use a variety of tactics to maintain the
attention?
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mobile learning’’ has a spread of 0.548 over 4.60 mean with the maximum score is
5. Based on the results of Perceptual Arousal, all the mean is [2.5 that indicates
the element of perceptual arousal in the proposed model is strongly emphasized
the technology element is support student attention attributes.

The attributes; are spaces (s), real time (t) and AR (m) a strong combination
technology that used in enhances student attention. Spaces are provided through
mobile devices and AR is a method that applying objects visualization in the
learning content. Apart from that, real time (t) is represent by technology of AR
and the prototypes is mobile is run in a real time to providing the spaces for
students to conduct their learning activity. In AR, the element of technology also
integrates with vision based tracking technique that conducted to produce AR
content in the mobile devices. Based on the results, it proves the model integration
of mobile learning and AR through technological element is strongly emphasized
can improve student attention.

Inquiry Arousal (IA1) in Table 54.5 represents ‘‘The lack of student attention in
mobile learning can be avoid through visualization approach’’ has a spread of
0.447 over 4.80 mean with the maximum score is 5. Inquiry Arousal (IA2) in
Table 54.5 represents ‘‘The concept in Augmented Reality Technology is very
appropriate to be adapted in Science Subject’’ has a spread of 0.447 over 4.80
mean with the maximum score is 5. Inquiry Arousal (IA3) in Table 54.5 represents
‘‘Visualization can give easier to student for remember the learning content
because the conveying of object and information graphically to student’’ has a
spread of 0.837 over 4.20 mean with the maximum score is 5.

Table 54.5 Results of prototype testing

Item Likert scale points

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
agree

Mean Standard
deviation

PA
1

1 4 4.80 0.447

PA
2

3 2 4.40 0.548

PA
3

2 3 4.60 0.548

PA
4

2 3 4.60 0.548

IA 1 1 4 4.80 0.447

IA 2 2 3 4.80 0.447

IA 3 1 2 2 4.20 0.837

V 1 2 3 4.60 0.548

V 2 2 3 4.60 0.548

V 3 1 1 3 4.40 0.894

V 4 1 4 4.80 0.447
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Based on the results of Inquiry Arousal (IA), all the mean is[2.5 that indicates
the entire element in inquiry arousal are support of attention element in peda-
gogical of mobile learning model. The attributes of student attention in peda-
gogical element are prior knowledge (p) and attention (a) is achieved to support
the proposed model integration that proposed in Chap. 5. Apart from that, the
result proves the element of attention attributes is embedding in the prototypes
successfully to achieve student attention.

Variety of tactics 1 (V1) in Table 54.5 represents ‘‘The features of Smart-
phone’s that ubiquitous, easy to bring anywhere and can be access the internet is
the main factor to encourage learning through mobile’’ has a spread of 0.548 over
4.60 mean with the maximum score is 5. Variety of tactics 2 (V2) in Table 54.5
represents ‘‘Learning through mobile is the new methods which must to introduce
and monitored by teachers’’. Has a spread of 0.548 over 4.60 mean with the
maximum score is 5. Variety of tactics 3 (V3) in Table 54.5 represents ‘‘Mobile
technologies can help teachers in get student attention’’ has a spread of 0.894 over
4.40 mean with the maximum score is 5.

Variety of tactics 4 (V4) in Table 54.5 represents ‘‘Augmented Reality tech-
nology is very appropriate to be integrated with mobile technologies’’ has a spread
of 0.447 over 4.80 mean with the maximum score is 5.

Based on the variability results, it strongly supports the people element in the
model integration because all the variability analysis is[2.5. The people element
in model integration are consists by teacher, learner and syllabus (c) as a learning
environment (LE). Variability result was proves the people element has a strong
relation with learning concept through visualization approach in Augmented
Reality.

Learner and teacher is interdependencies attributes to ensure the learning ses-
sion is fluency. Besides that, syllabus is needed to be embedding into prototypes
development. Prototypes evaluation is implemented as the ends phase in the
research methodology and to measure the model validation by incorporate student
attention elements. To validate the accuracy of data, the calculations of mean and
standard deviation are used to extract the results in order to evaluate the prototypes
and the Cronbach’s Alpha also is implemented to found the reliability statistics
among the question. As a conclusion, the mean of the prototypes is [2.50, that
means the prototypes can improve student attention through the model integration
of mobile learning through Augmented Reality.

54.5 Conclusion

This paper solved limitation of current e-learning technology by improving student
attention in educational environment. This paper proposed the integration of
mobile based learning through Augmented Reality Environment by incorporating
the student attention elements. The objective of this paper was achieved when the
elements of student attention that embedded in the AR Book can improve student
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attention based on expert perspective. The content of AR Book that display
through mobile devices was proves the new model integration can be used in order
to improve student attention in educational environment. Based on the finding, it
was proven that the utilizing of technology can enhance the student attention
through the AR Book concept. However, the mobile devices used must have the
internet connection to ensure the right channel can be loaded to visualize the
learning content. For the future work, a robust AR application is proposed in
displaying the AR content during the tracking process.
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Chapter 55
Law Reckoner for Indian Judiciary:
An Android Application for Retrieving
Law Information Using Data Mining
Methods

S. Poonkuzhali, R. Kishore Kumar and Ciddarth Viswanathan

Abstract Data mining is an emanating area not only in the field of computer
science but also contributes more to knowledge mining and information man-
agement. This analysis mainly focuses on organizing the Indian judicial system
which enables the lawyers and law students to access the constitutions details,
code for civil and criminal procedure in an easier and faster way. In this work
android is used as a medium for this analysis because smart phones are being used
by 9 persons out of 10 in the legal society. The user of this application can search
using keywords and all sections from the constitution relating to the keyword are
displayed along with review of related procedures either civil procedure or
criminal procedure as mentioned above. The major advantage of this application is
that it reduces the time for the lawyers and law students to search using android
phones rather than to do survey on books and materials related to their case. In this
proposed work all the legal data are classified using ID3 classification algorithm
which results in efficient searching.

Keywords Classification � Civil procedure � Criminal procedure � Indian con-
stitution � Keyword search
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55.1 Introduction

Data mining, the extraction of concealed analytical information from large
databases, is a powerful new technology with great potential to focus on the
most important information in their data warehouses. Data mining tools predict
future trends and behaviors which help to make proactive, knowledge-driven
decisions. Data mining techniques can be implemented rapidly on existing
software and hardware platforms to enhance the value of existing information
resources. Knowledge management (KM) is an effort to increase useful knowl-
edge within the organization.

Though vast researches are being carried out in the area of knowledge man-
agement, yet it requires a wider acceptance from people from various fields for
data/pattern analysis. As most of the judicial data contains large number of
attributes, data mining techniques such as feature relevance analysis and classi-
fication are required to perform efficient searches. Among the data mining meth-
ods, classification plays a major role in analyzing the clinical data. Some of the
frequently used classifiers in this domain are ID3, Naive Bayes, C4.5, CART,
Multi layer perceptron, KNN, J48, Random forest and Support Vector Machines.

As the Indian judiciary is the largest democracy of the world, this research is
carried on the attributes of the Indian constitution and more significantly in the
civil and criminal procedures. Moreover it carries out many critical functions such
as classifying the Indian judiciary based on civil and criminal domains. The most
common judicial terms are the organization of the state, how a state and unions are
formed, what is the legal procedure for civil cases and criminal cases.

55.2 Related Works

Silwattananusarn and Tuamsuk [6] presented about data mining and knowledge
management process. The Knowledge management rationale and major knowl-
edge management tools integrated in the knowledge management cycle are
described. Finally the applications of the data mining techniques are summarized.
The limitations in this paper are it just provides generalization of the knowledge
management process and does not provide any specific details and moreover data
integration is not addressed. Kumar Varma [4] presented the use of data mining
concepts to match data from multiple sources in order to enrich the data and
improve its quality on the whole. It is also used for the Integration of the databases
on-line negotiations and interactions. The major drawback on this system is that it
causes bottlenecks in distributed environment. Srivatsan et al. [7] introduced how
to use the contents of a shopping cart to predict what else the customer is likely to
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buy. Association rule mining, boolean vectors and prediction techniques are used
in this paper. The major drawbacks of this system are a lot of complex algorithms
are used which may lead to loss in efficiency and speed. And also it predicts based
on the existing items on the cart and does not adapt dynamically. Mohamed et al.
[5] explained, record Linkage is the computation of the associations among
records of multiple databases. In a framework where entities are unwilling to share
data with each other, the problem of carrying linkage computation without full
data exchange is called private record linkages. This paper provides improvements
when compared with previous techniques such that (i) they make no use of a third
party and (ii) they achieve much better performance in terms of execution time and
quality of output. The major drawbacks of this system are it cannot work in
distributed systems and it does not use creative techniques for evaluation. Kishore
Kumar et al. [3] uses various data mining techniques to classify spam dataset.

55.3 Methods and Materials

In this proposed system an android application named Law Reckoner was
developed to classify and search Law Information quickly. An Android mobile
service is made available for the user to log into the server. The information
provided by the end user travels through the network to the server. Then the server
validates the request and sends back the response to the android mobile. If the
person is a registered user it allows the person to search through the constitutions
or else it shows a error message and ask the user to register. In registration phase
the user needs to submit user name, password and other details to the server. All
information is stored in the database via server for future purpose. Then the user
will start to search for the law details via choosing the category that they want to
search. Once they choose the category, they have to provide the other information
like chapter number, article number and part number and submit the request to the
server. The general architecture of the proposed work is shown in Fig. 55.1.

This is implemented by creating an application using android and installing the
application in the user Smart phone. By using this application the user can com-
municate with the server via GPRS connectivity as in Fig. 55.2. Once the user
sends the request to the server, the server will validates the request and display the
law details in the users Android Smart phone as shown in Fig. 55.3. Once the
server receives the user’s request, it will search for the requested data in the law
database and classify them using decision tree induction (ID3) algorithm and
display the relevant data to the user’s Smart phone itself. ID3 algorithm builds the
tree in a top down manner starting from a set of objects and a specification of
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properties. At each node of the tree, a property is tested and the results used to
partition the object set using information gain as a splitting criteria based on
entropy measure. This process is recursively done till it contains objects belonging
to the same category. ID3 can handle high-cardinality predictor variables. ID3
doesn’t apply any pruning procedure. It doesn’t handle numeric attributes or
missing values. Figures 55.4, 55.5, 55.6, 55.7 and 55.8 shows the results of this
application.

Fig. 55.1 Architecture of the proposed system

Fig. 55.2 User registration
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Fig. 55.3 Main menu to choose the category

Fig. 55.4 Sub menu to constitution
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Fig. 55.5 Search menu of the proposed system

Fig. 55.6 On click the main menu chapters will be listed
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Fig. 55.7 List of Punishment under criminal category

Fig. 55.8 Punishment under criminal category
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55.4 Pseudo for ID3 Classification Algorithm

Input: Law data.
Output: Decision Rules.

Step 1: Extract the input training dataset (TD).
Step 2: Let IA be input attributes & TA be the Target Attributes.
Step 3: For a base class construct the tree as follows:

Step 3A: If TD is empty then
Return a single node with the value Failure

Step 3B: If all instance from TD have the same class value for TA
then
Return the single node with that class value.

Step 3C: If IA is empty then
Return a single node with the most frequent value of TA in
TD.
Else proceed to step 4

Step 4: Compute the information gain for all IA relative to TD based on
Entropy measure.

InfoðDÞ ¼ �
Xm

i¼1

pi log pið Þð Þ ð55:1Þ

EðAÞ ¼ �
Xv

j¼1

Dj

�
�
�
�
�

Dj j � Info Dð Þ
� �

ð55:2Þ

Where |Dj|/|D| is weight of the jth partitionGainðAÞ ¼ Info ðD � EðAÞÞ
pi is the probability that arbitrary instance in TD
E(A) is the entropy of the attribute A
Gain(A) is the information gain of attribute A
Info(D) expected information needed to classify an instance in TD

Step 5: Let X be the split attribute with largest information gain among IA

Step 5A: let Xj|j = 1, 2….m be the value of X.
Step 5B: Let Tj|j = 1, 2….m be the subsets of T when T is partitioned.

Step 6: Partition the TD according to the value of X
Step 7: Return trees with the root node labeled X and arcs labeled X1, X2….Xm

Step 8: Repeat step 4 to 6 until it contains instants belonging to the same
category.
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55.5 Conclusion

This research work presents an efficient application for lawyers and law students
across the country which gives them mobile access for law related data such as
Indian constitution, code of civil procedure and code of criminal procedure. In
addition to information retrieval, an efficient search mechanism is incorporated
with which they can perform precise and accurate searches using article number,
section number, chapter number, part number etc. Future works can be carried out
for:

• To provide more content like the Indian penal code and a database of Indian
origin.

• To create a law dictionary to search the meanings of certain legal terms
• To reveal a case history for similar occurrences of the articles and its actions.
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Chapter 56
Enhancing the Efficiency of Software
Reliability by Detection and Elimination
of Software Failures Through Univariate
Outlier Mining

S. Poonkuzhali, R. Kishore Kumar and R. Kumar

Abstract In this competitive market, there is always a growing demand for
providing high quality software in all aspects of societal services: education,
industry, defense, travel, health, retail, telecommunications and so on. As the size
and complexity of software grows drastically, the demand for highly complex
software systems also increases rapidly which in turn raises the number of soft-
ware failures. These software failures not only degrade the business performance
but also cause more economic damages. Therefore, detection and elimination of
these software failures becomes a vital importance for better software reliability
which is a measure of quality. In this proposed work, identification of software
failures is done through outlier mining which mainly focuses on rare and infre-
quent patterns like faults, noise, irrelevant and redundant data. After the removal
of these software defects, classification algorithms are applied to provide a better
and more reliable result.

Keywords Classifiers � Error rate � Defects � Outlier mining � Quality � Software
reliability

56.1 Introduction

In recent years, more number of software was used for decision making process in
various fields. As software becomes voluminous, sophisticated in complexity, and
originated by integration of multiple components, it is an increasingly challenging
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task to ensure software reliability. Software Reliability is the application of sta-
tistical techniques to data collected during system development and operation to
specify, predict, estimate, and assess the reliability of software-based systems.
From a knowledge perspective, the analysis of executions of a buggy program is
essentially a data mining process which traces the data generated during program
executions containing both relevant patterns and outliers that may help the dis-
covery of software bugs. In general, the design for reliability techniques includes:
fault avoidance, fault detection, masking redundancy, and dynamic redundancy.
An efficient data mining technique can improve the software reliability by ana-
lyzing, predicting and removing software faults in advance.

Data mining is a process of extracting hidden and useful information from the
data and the knowledge discovered by data mining is previously unknown,
potentially useful, valid and of high quality. Finding outliers is an important task in
data mining. Outlier detection as a branch of data mining has many important
applications and deserves more attention from data mining community [1]. Early
detection of outliers not only reduces the risk of making poor decisions based on
erroneous data but also aids in identifying, preventing, and repairing the effects of
malicious or faulty behavior. Outliers are observations that deviate so much from
other observations to arouse suspicions that they might have been generated using
a different mechanism. Outliers may also reflect the true properties of data from
rare and interesting events which may contain more valuable information than
normal data. Outlier mining is dedicated to find data objects which differ signif-
icantly from the rest of data.

In the proposed system Univariate outlier detection technique is used to detect
and remove the sample that contains software defects. The classification algo-
rithms are applied to the original dataset as well as after applying outlier detection
techniques. Then the error rate of various classifiers is compared. From the
accuracy of various classifiers, it is proved that the classification results after
applying outlier detection technique gives quality software products which in turn
improves software reliability.

56.2 Related Works

56.2.1 Software Reliability

Go et al. [2] have proposed that there is a need to model an approach that is
capable of considering the architecture and evaluating the reliability by taking into
account the interaction between components, reliability of components and reli-
ability of interfaces with other components. Xie et al. [3] have proposed practical
method to predict the software reliability using test data. Two major parameters
are used to evaluate reliability while testing one is total number of initial faults and
fault detection rate in testing. Hence the software reliability of the new system
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could be predicted from the test data of similar systems. Huang and Lin [4]
classified faults into two types, dependent faults and independent faults. Mutual
independent faults are those that can be removed directly. Dependent faults could
be removed only if leading faults are removed. Higher proportion of dependent
faults affects the reliability of the system. As the reliability requirement increases,
time taken to achieve the reliability also increases hence increases the cost
involved to achieve reliability. Robert et al. [5] stated that reliability increases as
the software is improved. The concept of visit counts is used to represent the
criticality of the component based on the combination of depth of the component,
number of user functions called and number of test cases written for that com-
ponent. System reliability is calculated by considering the individual reliability of
the component along with the number of visits to each component. Podgorelec [6]
applied on a real-world software reliability analysis dataset based on evolutionary
induced decision trees to identify the outliers.

56.2.2 Outlier Mining

The distribution based methods use a statistics or probability model (e.g. a normal
distribution or Poisson distribution) for the given data set and then identifies
outliers using a discordancy test. A discordancy test verifies whether an object Oi,
is significantly large (or small) in relation to the standard distribution model [1].
Depth based techniques represent every data in a k-d space, and assign depth to
each object. Here the data objects with smaller depths are declared as outliers [7].
Roousseeuw [8] propose robust regression to provide resistant results in the
presence of outliers. ISODEPTH and Fast Depth Contours (FDC) are two depth
based algorithms based on depth contours. Knorr and Raymond [9] proposed a
method based on distance calculation to identify outliers. Ramaswamy et al. [10]
presented new definition for outliers and propose a novel formulation for distance-
based outliers that is based on the distance of a point from its kth nearest neighbour
and developed a highly efficient partition-based algorithm for mining outliers.
Peng and Biao [11] defined the correlation matrix considering the importance and
relationship of attributes to detect outlier in large dataset. Ali et al. [12] presented
an overview of the major developments in the area of detection of Outliers in
numerical datasets. These include projection pursuit approaches as well as Ma-
halanobis distance-based procedures. They also discuss principal component-
based methods, which is applicable for high dimensional data. Aleksandar and
Vipin [13] presented a novel feature bagging approach for detecting outliers in
high dimensional and noisy databases by combining multiple outlier detection
algorithms. Breunig et al. [14] introduced a new method for finding outliers in a
multidimensional dataset through density based which uses a local outlier factor
(LOF) for each object in the dataset, indicating its degree of outliers. Podgorelec
et al. [15] introduced the class confusion score metric based on the classification
results for predicting outlier in medical dataset. Gongxian Cheng [16] presents a
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novel attempt in automating the use of domain knowledge in helping distinguish
between different types of outliers. Jin at al. [17] proposed cluster based algorithm
that restricts LOF value computation to selected clusters that constitute the can-
didate outlier set. It computes the lower and upper limits for each cluster based on
their local reachability densities for detecting outliers. The replicator neutral
network (RNN) is employed to detect outliers by Hawkins et al. [18].

56.3 Framework of the Proposed System

The system design proposed in this paper comprises of two data mining techniques
and it’s framework is presented in Fig. 56.1. The first design focuses on outlier
mining of the KC1 dataset. The second design focuses on the classification of the
dataset. This phase also includes the comparison of classifier results before and
after Outlier detection and removal. Outlier detection is performed based on Sigma
Rule. After the error rates of each classification algorithm are recorded, the
algorithm with the least error-rate is considered as the efficient classifier. A test
data is used to test and validate the accuracy of this efficient classifier.

Fig. 56.1 Architecture of the proposed system
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56.3.1 Training Dataset

The training dataset is downloaded from the NASA Promise software defect data
sets [19] and is described by 2096 instances of KC1 data. This data comprises of
21 input attributes and one target attribute. The target class has two distinct values
yes, no whether it is defective or not. These attributes are categorized as: 5 dif-
ferent lines of code measure, 3 McCabe metrics, 4 base Halstead measures, 8
derived Halstead measures, 1 branch-count, and 1 class field. The detailed
description of the KC1 data is given in Table 56.1. After the data is pre-processed
through outlier detection algorithm 633 outliers are removed. Then 16 classifi-
cation algorithms are executed on the original dataset as well as on filtered dataset.

56.3.2 Outlier Detection

Outlier mining has been studied extensively by statistics community. Data objects
that show significantly different characteristics from the remaining data are
referred as outliers [20]. Outliers may occur as a result of mechanical faults,
changes in system behavior, fraudulent behavior or through natural deviations in
population. Outlier detection approaches focus on discovering patterns that are

Table 56.1 Error rate of classification algorithms on KCI dataset

S.No Classification algorithm Before outlier detection After outlier detection

1 C4.5 0.0692 0.0560

2 C-PLS 0.3216 0.2871

3 C-RT 0.1551 0.0868

4 CS-CRT 0.1551 0.0868

5 CS-MC4 0.1345 0.0868

6 C-SV4 0.1498 0.0868

7 ID3 0.1446 0.0868

8 K-NN 0.1126 0.0752

9 Log-reg TRIRLS 0.1527 0.0882

10 Multilayer perceptron 0.1360 0.0868

11 Multinomial logistic regression 0.1403 0.0848

12 Naive Bayes continuous 0.1937 0.1962

13 PLS-DA 0.1455 0.0868

14 PLS-LDA 0.1441 0.0957

15 Rnd tree 0.0148 0.0157

16 SVM 0.1512 0.0868
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rare or infrequent, while remaining data mining techniques attempt to find patterns
that are frequent. As the removal of outliers from a dataset leads to specific model
or algorithm to succeed, the outliers detection strategies are used for data cleaning
before any traditional mining algorithm is applied to the data. In this proposed
work, Univariate Statistical Outlier Detection technique is applied using TANA-
GRA tool [21] to detect and remove outliers in the KC1 dataset.

56.3.3 Univariate Outlier Detection

Most of the earliest univariate methods for outlier detection rely on the assumption
of an underlying known distribution of the data, which is assumed to be identically
and independently distributed. Moreover, many discordance tests for detecting
univariate outliers further assume that the distribution parameters and the type of
expected outliers are also known [22]. Needless to say, in real world data-mining
applications these assumptions are often violated.

Given a data set of n observations of a variable x, let be the mean and let be
standard deviation of the data distribution. One observation is declared as an
outlier if lies outside of the interval.

l � ka; l þ kað Þ ð56:1Þ

where the value of k is usually taken as 2 or 3. The justification of these values
relies on the fact that assuming normal distribution one expects to have a 95 %
(99 %, respectively) of the data on the interval centered in the mean with a semi-
length equal to two (three, respectively) standard deviation.

A total of 633 instances in the KC1 dataset are detected as outliers by this
univariate outlier detection method. Then these outliers were removed from further
analysis. Next various classification algorithms are applied on these filtered dataset
to enhance the accuracy of the classifier.

56.3.4 Classification

The sixteen classification algorithms were executed and its misclassification rate
was recorded for the KC1 data from NASA Promise software defect data sets.
Classification is a supervised learning method which predicts a class label to a set
of data values whose class label is unknown. Except Rand Tree and Naive Bayes
Continuous algorithm all other classifiers have improved accuracy after the out-
liers are removed from the KC1 dataset. The classifier error-rates before and after
outlier detection on the KC1 data are compared and the best performing classifier
is based upon the accuracy in classification. Here, the Rand Tree classifier
gives 98.4 % accuracy and is considered as the best classifier for this dataset.
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The accuracy of this best classifier is verified by testing the rules generated with a
KC1 test data. The classifier reported the class label for each test data with high
level of precision.

56.4 Experimental Results

The experimental results are dealt with two sections. In the first section, the results
of Univariate Outlier detection algorithm are provided. The second section gives
the comparative analysis of the error rate of the classification algorithms before
and after outlier detection. Finally, performance analysis of various classifiers
before and after outlier detection in terms of accuracy is represented graphically.

56.4.1 Outlier Analysis

The results obtained using the data mining tool, TANAGRA on execution of the
Univariate Outlier Detection Algorithm is presented in Fig. 56.2. Nearly 633
instances are removed from further analysis on the KC1 dataset using Sigma rule.

56.4.2 Classification Results of KC1 Dataset

The performance of the 16 classification algorithms was executed on the KC1 data
of NASA Promise software defects dataset. The error rate is reduced for all the
classifiers listed in Table 56.1. The accuracy of Rand tree classifier is 98.4 %, C4.5
is 94.0 % and the remaining classifiers except C-PLS and Naive Bayes continuous
all other classifiers gives above 90 % accuracy after performing outlier detection.
The accuracy of all the classifiers before as well as after outlier detection is
presented in Fig. 56.3. Since almost all the classifiers shows improved perfor-
mance after outlier detection, it is proved that the quality of the results gets
improved which in turn gives better reliability.

56.5 Conclusion

The proposed research work mainly aims at highlighting the impact of outlier
mining prior to classification of software defect dataset will leads to the overall
improvement of software reliability. The comparison of classification techniques
on predicting the defect will certainly assist in providing better quality of software
products. As the presence of outliers degrades the performance of the software
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Fig. 56.3 Accuracy of classification algorithm

Fig. 56.2 Results of outlier detection algorithm on KC1 data using sigma rule
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products, it needs special attention. In this work, the impact of a Univariate outlier
detection method is analyzed on KC1 dataset to show its dependency on improving
the software reliability.
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Chapter 57
A Survey on the Application of Robotic
Teacher in Malaysia

Noraidah Blar and Fairul Azni Jafar

Abstract Robot application in Malaysia is just a couple of number these days
contrast with different nations particularly in education. Robotic teacher applica-
tion is likewise not extremely commonplace around Malaysian students. The
survey is intended to distinguish the sentiment around Malaysian technical insti-
tutes about utilization of robotic teacher in their organization. An overview was
developed and dispersed by utilizing web interface that is Google Form applica-
tion. The result demonstrates that the greater part of students who completed the
survey do not consent to utilize a robot as a teacher. Numerous Malaysian indi-
viduals finished not think about the genuine proficiency of a robotic teacher. A
further study about this theme will be led after this investigation.

57.1 Introduction

As a human, there are likewise various types of teaching method. There are always
questions highlighted that it is, is adequate or not to make students completely
comprehend what they attempt to educate. What’s more yes, a few students are
neglected to comprehend what they take in because of numerous factors, one of
them is teaching method conveyed by their teacher. Living in a world that
undeniably propelled, constrained human to find some other elective to make the
instruction more viable. One of the finding is utilizing robots as a part of teaching
session.
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According to Berk [1], there are twelve potential sources of evidence to mea-
sure teaching effectiveness that are critically reviewed; student ratings, peer rat-
ings, self-evaluation, videos, student interviews, alumni ratings, employer ratings,
administrator ratings, teaching scholarship, teaching awards, learning outcome
measures, and teaching portfolios. From [2], it is stated that the strategies to
convey learning are; practical examples, show and tell, case studies, guided design
projects, open-ended labs, the flowchart technique, open ended quizzes, brain-
storming, question-and-answer method, software, teaching improvement, and fast
feedback form.

In order to understand about robot teacher, basic information about robot must be
learned first. A robot is a mechanical device that can perform preprogrammed
physical tasks. It may act under the direct control of a human or automatically under
the control of a pre-programmed computer. Robot can be classified by several types.
There is industrial, mobile, service, military, humanoid and other type of robot.

In a research conducted by Chang et al. [3], the research is aim to find the
possibilities of using humanoid robots as instructional tools for teaching second
language in primary school. They found that the absolute majority of the students
actively participated in learning activities throughout the lesson and interacted
with the robot-teachers with great interest.

Numerous researches about robot teacher have been carried out in other nation
particularly at the advancing countries, for example, Japan and United State. It is
accepted that the level of competencies and thinking in instruction for Malaysian’s
students is much distinctive contrast with different countries. Consequently, a
considerable measure of exploration is required to know the suitability of utilizing
robots within teaching Malaysian individuals. The focus of this paper is to know the
feedback of Malaysian technical students about the application of robotic teacher.

57.2 Survey

Main subject of this survey is the feedback from the respondents. Respondents are
consisting of Malaysian technical students from technical universities (Universiti
Teknikal Malaysia Melaka, Universiti Malaysia Pahang, Universiti Tun Hussein
Onn Malaysia, and Universiti Malaysia Perlis). The survey’s questions was created
and it then distributed by using Google Form. The link of this form was shared at
social webpages of the technical universities that listed. The survey’s question is
constructed as follow;

1. Is there any robot used in your university?
2. If yes, what they are used for?
3. What is your level of exposed with robot?
4. Have you ever experience a teaching delivered by a ROBOT?
5. Just imagine, what will you feel when a robot is teaching your subject in class?
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Fig. 57.1 Survey’s question using google form (minimized)
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6. In your experience, is teaching method delivered by a human teacher is
effective enough?

7. In your opinion, what will affect the effectiveness of delivering lesson?
8. In your prediction, will robot teach students more effective than human teacher

did?
9. Opinion.

The purpose of the first and the second question is to know the alertness of
respondent on the existing robot at their place. The third and the fourth question
are constructed to know the exposure condition among the respondents. While, the
other questions are asked in order to know about respondent’s feedback on the
application of the robot teacher (Fig. 57.1).

57.3 Results

There are a total of 67 respondents. 45 out of them are male and 22 persons are
female. Total of respondents according to each universities are 30 persons (45 %)
from Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka, 12 people (18 %) from Universiti Tun
Hussein Onn Malaysia, 15 people (23 %) from Universiti Malaysia Pahang, 8
people (12 %) from Universiti Malaysia Perlis, and a person (2 %) from other
institution. According to the survey, there are 59 students, 3 lecturers, and 4 others.
Below are the graphs of results of each question.

57.4 Discussion

Figure 57.2 shows the result for the first question. The question asks about the
existing robot in their university. It is shown that 54 respondents state that there is
robot(s) in used in their university. While the other 12 respondents stated that robot
is not in used in their institute. It is shown that some of them are not alert enough
about the robot. This situation may due to they did not use robot in their study. The
second question (Fig. 57.3) asked about the function of robot in their university if

Fig. 57.2 Result of
question 1
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there is any robot in used. From the list of function suggested, the highest number
is 45 which is laboratory equipment. The second highest usage of robot is for
student’s project with 41 respondents, followed by teaching tool, contest, display,
and other with values of 19, 18, 14, and 6 subsequently. The next graph (Fig. 57.4)
shows the result for the third question. The question is asking about the level of
exposure of respondents with robot. In the question, there are 10 level of exposure.
Which is Level 1 is the fewest, while Level 10 is the most frequent. From the
result, it is shown that most of the respondents are level 5 for the question. The
highest value is 13 respondents with 19 % of the graph, followed by the second
highest with value of 10 respondents (15 %) which is level 6. The third highest
value of respondent is level 1 which has the number of respondent of 8 (12 %).
Level 3, 4, and 7 have the same number of respondent that is 7 (10 %).

Fig. 57.3 Result of
question 2

Fig. 57.4 Result of
question 3
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Meanwhile, level 2 and 8 share the same value of 6 respondents (9 %). Level 9 and
10 has the smallest value with 2 (3 %) and 1 (1 %) respectively. It is shows that
most of the respondents have average level of experience.

The next question (Fig. 57.5) is about the experience of respondents in teaching
by robot. Most of them say no with the number of 62 respondents, while the other
5 respondents have experience learning from robot. Respondents do not have
experience yet in having a lesson delivered by a robot. The graph in Fig. 57.6
shows the statistical result of feelings by respondents. There are 17 feelings that
listed in the question. Respondents can choose more than one feeling to answer the
question. Most of the respondents feel excited when they imagine getting lesson
from a robot. There are 56 people that feel that way with the highest percentage of
16 %. The second highest is impressed feeling with 50 people, followed by
inspired expression with 35 people. The lowest number of results in the graph is

Fig. 57.6 Result of question 5

Fig. 57.5 Result of question 4
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confident with 5 respondents. Most of the respondents responded to be excited as
because they never imagine robot cannot do such things.

The graph in Fig. 57.7 shows the opinion from the respondents on the effec-
tiveness of teaching by human teacher. It is shown that 35 people are agreed that
human teacher already teach in an effective way, while the other 32 feel that it is
not good enough. In Fig. 57.8, there are 52 people choose on interaction factor that
will affect the effectiveness on delivering lesson. This is the highest number of
factor selected among the other factor. Meanwhile, communication factor become
the second highest of option from the respondents with value of 44. This is
followed by teaching method and teaching skills that shared the same value of
number of choice from the respondents. There are least people that choose
facilities as the factor. Interaction factor become the highest choice from the
respondents because the might be known that, to achieve a full understanding from
each other, interaction is important to each other.

The graph of Fig. 57.9 shows the result on the prediction of respondents about
comparison of effectiveness of teaching by both human and robot. Majority of
them, with 45 number of people, disagree with the statement that robot will teach
more effective than human teacher did. The rest of the respondent, with 22
numbers of respondent, have a positive feedback that believe robot will teach
better than the human teacher did.

Fig. 57.8 Result of
question 7

Fig. 57.7 Result of
question 6
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Below is the list and summary of the last survey’s question, that asking about
the respondent’s opinion about robotic teacher. Overall of the result shows that
mostly human still did not have believed in robot in delivering lesson (Table 57.1).

57.5 Conclusion

Through the result that we get by this survey, we can see that the implementation
of robot teacher have many challenges. This is because there are many respondents
that still not believe about the effectiveness of robot teacher (Fig. 57.8). Although
when we ask about their feeling when robot give them a teaching lesson, most of
them feel excited and impressed (Fig. 57.5).

So, we have decided to further this study in order to identify the effectiveness of
robot teacher in delivering technical lesson to human. The study will involve a
robot who will teach the respondents and then the respondents will have to fill up a
survey form.

Table 57.1 List and summary of respondent’s opinion

Positive opinion Negative opinion

Both robot and human can be a good
teacher

Robot did not have feeling like human

Robot is fun A teacher is a human that know how their student
perform. They can approach that kind of student

Robot can attract people to learn
better

Teacher will lose their job

Useful for future study Beware of 3 Asimov law of robot

High technology robot can replace
human in the future

Robot is dangerous to human being

Everything have their own
weakness, both human and robot

Robot is heartless, human is close with human heart

Fig. 57.9 Result of
question 8
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Chapter 58
A Novel Method for Distributed Image
Steganography

Bismita Choudhury, Rig Das and Themrichon Tuithung

Abstract Distributed Image Steganography (DIS) is a new method of concealing
secret information in several host images, leaving smaller traces than conventional
steganographic techniques and requiring a collection of affected images for secret
information retrieval. DIS, compared to other conventional steganographic tech-
niques, can improve security and information hiding capacity because DIS leaves
reduced signatures of hidden information in host images. This paper presents a
novel technique for Distributed Image Steganography based on Shamir’s (k, n)
threshold based secret sharing scheme. An 8-bit, gray level, Secret Image of size
P 9 Q is divided into several sections and embedded inside n-Cover Images of
size M 9 N and only k-Stego Images (k B n) are required to retrieve the secret
image. The size of the secret image is also embedded inside every cover images, so
that the stego images become standalone information to the receiver. Experimental
result shows that the proposed novel method has high capacity and good
invisibility.

Keywords Steganography � Distributed image steganography � PSNR � Shamir’s
secret sharing scheme
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58.1 Introduction

Image Steganography is the art of hiding secret data or images into a Cover
Image [1]. In recent years, many techniques to increase the security of the secret
image were proposed. However a common weakness of these techniques is that the
secret data are all in a single information-carrier and the secret data cannot be
revealed completely if the information-carrier is lost or crippled [2, 3]. If we use
many duplicates to overcome the weakness, the danger of security exposure will
also increase [2]. To solve this dilemma, Distributed Image Steganography (DIS)
might be one of the possible solutions. DIS is a new method of concealing secret
information in several host images, leaving smaller traces than conventional ste-
ganographic techniques and requiring a collection of affected images for secret
information retrieval [4]. DIS is a secret image sharing method derived from the
Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme [5]. Shamir developed the idea of a (k, n)
threshold-based secret sharing technique where k B n and for this we will require:

1. A secret image that will be used to generate n stego images.
2. Any k or more stego images can be used to reconstruct the secret image.
3. Any k – 1 or less stego images cannot get sufficient information to reveal the

secret image [6].

By using a (k, n) threshold scheme with n = 2k - 1 we get a very robust key
management scheme: We can recover the original key even when n=2b c ¼ k � 1 of
the n pieces are destroyed, but our opponents cannot reconstruct the key even when
security breaches expose n=2b c ¼ k � 1 of the remaining k pieces [5]. The main
objective of Distributed Image Steganography is to communicate securely in such a
way that the true message is not visible to the observer i.e. any unwanted parties
should not be able to distinguish between cover-images (images not containing any
secret message) and stego-images (modified cover-images that containing secret
message). Thus the stego-images should not deviate much from original cover-
images. Figure 58.1 shows the block diagram of a simple DIS system with (3, 5)
threshold scheme that means the secret image will be distributed within 5 stego
images and any 3 stego images are enough to regenerate the secret image.

This paper organized as follows. Section 58.2 reviews some of the related
works performed by the researchers. Proposed novel method is presented in
Sect. 58.3 along with the block diagram and the algorithm. Experimental results
are shown in Sect. 58.4 and finally the conclusion is being stated in Sect. 58.5.

58.2 Related Work

Different researchers employed different techniques for the purpose of distributing
secret image over a set of stego images. Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme and Thien
and Lin’s Secret Image Sharing Scheme are the two essential processes to protect
secret image in DIS. Following are the related works carried out by these groups:
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58.2.1 Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme [5]

Shamir’s scheme is based on polynomial interpolation: given k points in the
2-dimensional plane (x1, y1),…,(xk, yk) with distinct xi’s, there is one and only one
polynomial q(x) of degree k - 1 such that q(xi) = yi for all i. It is assumed that the
data D is (or can be made) a number. To divide it into pieces Di, pick a random
k - 1 degree polynomial q(x) = a0 + a1x + _ ak-1xk-1 in which a0 = D, and
evaluate: D1 = q(1), …, Di = q(i), …, Dn = q(n). Given any subset of k of these
Di values (together with their identifying indices), the coefficients of q(x) can be
found by interpolation, and then evaluating D = q(0). Knowledge of just k - 1 of
these values, on the other hand, does not suffice in order to calculate D.

The set of integers modulo a prime number p forms a field in which interpo-
lation is possible. Given an integer valued data D, we pick a prime p which is
bigger than both D and n. The coefficients a1,…,ak-1 in q(x) are randomly chosen
from a uniform distribution over the integers in [0, p), and the values D1,…,Dn are
computed modulo p. Now assuming that k – 1 of these n pieces are revealed to an
opponent. For each candidate value D0 in [0, p) he can construct one and only one
polynomial q0(x) of degree k - 1 such that q0(0) ¼ D0 and q0(i) ¼ Di for the k - 1

Fig. 58.1 The block diagram of a simple distributed steganographic system with (3, 5)
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given arguments. By construction, these p possible polynomials are equally likely,
and thus there is absolutely nothing the opponent can deduce about the real value
of D.

58.2.2 Thien and Lin’s Secret Image Sharing Scheme [6]

Suppose we want to divide the secret image D into n shadow images (D1,…,Dn),
and the secret image D cannot be revealed without r or more shadow images. In
the proposed method, they generate the r - 1 degree polynomial, by letting the
r coefficients be the gray values of r pixels. Therefore, the major difference
between Thien and Lin’s method and Shamir’s is that they use no random coef-
ficient. Because the gray value of a pixel is between 0 and 255, they took the prime
number p be 251 which is the greatest prime number not larger than 255. To apply
the method, it must truncate all the gray values 251–255 of the secret image to 250
so that all gray values are in the range 0–250. The image is divided into several
sections. Each section has r pixels, and each pixel of the image belongs to one and
only one section. For each section j, define the following r - 1 degree polynomial
as qj(x) = (a0 + a1x + _ + ar-1xr-1) mod 251, Where a0,…,ar-1 are the r pixels
of the section, and then evaluate qj(1), qj(2), …,qj(n), The n output pixels qj(1) –
qj(n) of this section j are sequentially assigned to the n shadow images. Since for
each given section (of r pixels) of the secret image, each shadow image receives
one of the generated pixels; the size of each shadow image is 1 / r of the secret
image. The reveal phase uses any r (of the n) shadow images, and the Lagrange’s
interpolation to extract the secret image.

58.3 Proposed Novel Method for Distributed Image
Steganography

In this paper we have proposed a spatial distributed steganographic technique
based on Shamir’s secret sharing scheme for hiding a large amount of data with
high security, a good invisibility and no loss of secret message. The schematic/
block diagram of the whole process is given in Figs. 58.2 and 58.3.

Our proposed algorithm for DIS is based on (k, n) Threshold Scheme and has
two parts, one for Embedding the Secret Image inside n–Cover Images and another
for Extracting the Secret Image from k–Stego Image. The Secret Image is divided
into several sections. Each section has k pixels, and each pixel of the secret image
belongs to one and only section. For each section j, we define the following k - 1
degree polynomial:
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Fig. 58.2 Insertion of a secret image inside n–Cover images

Fig. 58.3 Retrieval of secret image from k–Stego images
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pj xð Þ ¼ a0 þ a1x þ � � � þ ak�1xk�1
� �

mod 256 ð58:1Þ

qj xð Þ ¼ floor a0 þ a1x þ � � � þ ak�1xk�1
� �

=256
� �

ð58:2Þ

Where, value of x ranges from 1 to n and a0 to ak-1 are Secret
Image’s k number of pixel’s intensity values. These intensity values changes
sequentially e.g. first we take 1–8 pixels’ intensity values then 9–16 pixels’
intensity values and so on. Modulus and Floor operations are performed using 256
as divisor because a grey level image has 256 different intensity levels. Equation
(58.1) finds the Remainder Value after performing Modulus operation and (58.2)
finds the Quotient value after performing Floor operation.

The main objective in here is to develop a procedure which will provide a better
security to the secret image without compromising on the quality of the stego
image. Our algorithm has two main parts. First, it embeds the size of the secret
image in first 8 9 8 block of every cover image. Second, it embeds each set of
pj(x) and qj(x) that means the remainder and the quotient value sequentially to
every cover image.

58.3.1 Four Tier Storage Procedure of ‘‘Size of Secret
Image’’ [7]

The size of the Secret Image multiplied by 8 (for 8 bit images) should be less than
the size of the Cover Image. Because every pixel of secret image has 8 bit (for 8 bit
images) and it requires 8 pixels of the cover image to get embedded. E.g. if the size
of the Secret Image is 256 9 256 = 65536 then after multiplying it by 8 it
becomes 523288. This is lesser than the size of Cover Image i.e.
1024 9 1024 = 1048576. So this secret image can be embedded. But if the size of
the secret image is 512 9 512 = 262144 then after multiplying it by 8 it becomes
2097152 which is more than the number of pixels in the cover image of size
1024 9 1024. So a secret image of size 512 9 512 can’t be embedded inside the
cover image of size 1024 9 1024.

The size of the Secret Image needs to be embedded inside the cover image to let
the decoder know which pixel’s LSB holds the Secret Image’s information. Now
the question is how will we get the size of the ‘‘Size of Secret Image’’? If we store
this size of the ‘‘Size of Secret Image’’ then also the same question comes
recurrently like what is the size of this size? As a permanent answer to this
question we have used a four tier storage procedure to store the ‘‘Size of Secret
Image’’ which had been described in [7].
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58.3.2 Proposed Novel Algorithm for Distributed Image
Steganography

Embedding Algorithm
Input: n number of M 9 N Carrier Images and a P 9 Q Secret message/Image.
Output: n number of M 9 N Stego-Images.

Step-1: Read all the n–Cover Images and the Secret Image and store their
intensity values of different pixels in different arrays.

Step-2: Calculate size of Secret Image. The size of the Secret Image multiplied
by 8 (for 8 bit images) should be less than the size of the Cover Image.
E.g. if the size of the Secret Image is 256 X 256 = 65536 then after
multiplying it by 8 it becomes 523288. This is lesser than the size of
Cover Image i.e. 1024 X 1024 = 1048576.

Step-3: Store the size found in Step-2 using the four tier storage procedure
described above by modifying the LSB of first 8 9 8 block of pixels of
all the cover images.

Step-4: Sequentially take k–number of not-shared-yet pixels of the Secret Image
and use (58.1) and (58.2) to find the n number of Remainder and
n number of Quotient value.

Step-5: Change the LSBs of n Cover Images to insert each set of Remainder and
Quotient values found in Step-4 in each of the Cover Images excluding
the first 8 9 8 block.

Step-6: Repeat Step-4 and Step-5 until all the pixels of the Secret Image are
processed.

Step-7: Write all the n Stego Images into the disk.

Extraction Algorithm
Input: k number of M 9 N Stego-Images.
Output: A P 9 Q Secret Image.

Step-1: Read k number of Stego Images
Step-2: Read the Stego Image and extract the size of the Secret Image from the

first 8 9 8 block of any Cover Image by extracting the LSB of the
pixels using the procedure described in the four tier storage method like
variable D to C to B to A.

Step-3: Extract k number of Remainders and k number of Quotients from the k
Stego Images by extracting the LSBs of the pixels.

Step-4: Use Lagrange’s Interpolation to retrieve k number of pixel’s intensity.
Step-5: Repeat Step-3 and Step-4 until the total number of pixels of the Secret

Image are processed.
Step-6: Regenerate the original Secret Image from the pixel intensities found in

Step-4 and Step-5.
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58.4 Simulation Results

In this section, some experiments are carried out on our proposed algorithm for
(DIS).The measurement of the quality between the cover image f and stego-image
g of sizes M 9 N is done using PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) value and the
PSNR [8, 9] is defined as:

PSNR ¼ 10 � log 2552=MSE
� �

ð58:3Þ

Where; MSE ¼
XN�1

x¼0

XN�1

y¼0

ðf ðx; yÞ � gðx; yÞÞ2=N2 ð58:4Þ

f (x, y) and g (x, y) means the pixel intensity value at position (x, y) in the cover-
image and the corresponding stego-image respectively. The PSNR is expressed in
dB. The larger PSNR indicates the higher the image quality i.e. there is only little
difference between the cover-image and the stego-image. On the other hand, a
smaller PSNR means there is huge distortion between the cover-image and the
stego image.

All the simulation has been done using the MATLAB 7 program on Windows
XP platform. A set of 8-bit grayscale TIFF images of size 1024 9 1024 and
256 9 256 are used as the cover-image and secret image respectively to form the
stego-image. Figure 58.4a–e shows the original cover (carrier) images and
Fig. 58.4f shows the original secret message. Figure 58.5a–e shows the stego
images of proposed DIS method based on (4, 5) threshold scheme and Fig. 58.5f
shows the Secret Image retrieved from the any four Stego Images. Figure 58.6a–e
shows another sets of the original cover (carrier) images and Fig. 58.6f shows the
original secret message. We have tested for both the sets of cover images and

Fig. 58.4 a–e Five cover images for simulations, f original secret image

Fig. 58.5 a–e Five stego images of proposed DIS method, f extracted secret image
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Table 58.1 exhibit the PSNR comparison of first set of Ste-go Images with their
corresponding Cover Images for different threshold scheme.

From Table 58.1 it is observed that for threshold schemes (1, 5) to (5, 5) PSNR
is greater than 55 dB, so the quality of the stego image is very high and the
deterioration in quality due to embedding of secret image cannot be distinguished
by naked eye. Best result is achieved in case of (4, 5) threshold scheme, as the
PSNR is greater than +58 dB for all the stego images.

In case of threshold scheme (1, 5), Secret Image is extracted from any one of
the five Stego Images, which is identical with the original Secret Image. Although
(1, 5) threshold scheme is nothing but alike normal LSB based steganography, as
the Secret Image is not distributed over the five Cover Images and any of the
5(five) stego images can be used to extract the secret image. Similarly for
threshold scheme (2, 5), (3, 5), (4, 5) and (5, 5), the Secret Image is extracted from
any chosen 2(two), 3(three), 4(four) or 5(five) (respectively) Stego Images out of
five stego images. Extracted Secret Image is identical to the original Secret Image
as the PSNR between original secret image and extracted secret image is infinite
for all the threshold schemes from (1, 5) to (5, 5). So 100 % recovery of the secret
image is being achieved for all the cases.

Shamir’s (k, n) threshold scheme says k B n so (2, 5), (3, 5), (4, 5) should be the
ideal threshold based secret sharing scheme. But to justify proposed novel method,
simulation is also done for (1, 5) and (5, 5) threshold scheme and for all possible
threshold scheme proposed novel method extracts exactly identical secret Image.
According to the simulation result our proposed method gives best result when
threshold scheme (4, 5) is used, as the PSNR values are mostly over +59 dB.

Fig. 58.6 a–e Another five sets of cover images for simulations, f original secret image

Table 58.1 PSNR comparison of cover images and stego images for different threshold scheme

Cover image PSNR (dB) between cover image and stego image

Threshold scheme

(1, 5) (2, 5) (3, 5) (4, 5) (5, 5)

Lenna +56.88 +55.49 +57.41 +58.69 +55.85

Baboon +56.88 +55.65 +57.55 +59.05 +56.06

Airplane +56.89 +55.67 +57.73 +59.41 +56.23

Boat +56.89 +55.77 +58.02 +59.76 +56.42

Coin +56.42 +55.40 +57.52 +59.43 +55.88
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Table 58.2 provides the PSNR value comparison for second set of cover images
(shown in Fig. 58.6) with their corresponding stego images for the threshold
scheme (4, 5) only. As it is seen from Table 58.1, best results are achieved in case
of threshold scheme (4, 5) we have only chosen (4, 5) threshold scheme for
Table 58.2. The PSNR values are mostly over +59 dB. For these set of images also
the PSNR value is infinite between the extracted secret image and original secret
image. That means Identical Secret Image is being recovered. Same experiments
also being performed over some more sets of cover images and for each one of
those sets identical secret image is being recovered. So it can be claimed that
100 % recovery is possible by our proposed method.

Table 58.3 shows the PSNR and Stego Image Quality of proposed DIS algo-
rithm is better than the one proposed in [7].

58.5 Conclusion

Our proposed novel Distributed Image Steganographic method based on (k, n)
Threshold Scheme improves the security and the quality of the stego images.
According to the simulation results the Stego Images of our proposed algorithm
are almost identical to the Cover Images and it is very difficult to differentiate
between them. We have achieved 100 % recovery of the Secret Image for any set

Table 58.2 PSNR compari-
son of second set of cover
images and stego images for
(4, 5) threshold scheme

Cover image PSNR (dB) between cover image
and stego image

Threshold scheme (4, 5)

Pout +58.68

MRI +74.07

Cell +59.41

Tire +59.65

Moon +59.85

Table 58.3 PSNR compari-
son between steganography
based on Huffman
encoding [7] and
proposed DIS algorithm

Cover
image

PSNR (dB) between cover image and stego image

Steganography algorithm

Based on Huffman
encoding

DIS with (4, 5)
threshold scheme

Lenna +57.43 +58.69

Baboon +57.46 +59.05

Airplane +57.46 +59.41

Boat +57.46 +59.76
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of chosen Stego Images. That means original and extracted Secret Images are
identical. Distributing the Secret Image among n–number of Cover Images keeps
the Secret Image away from stealing; destroying by any unintended users hence
the proposed method may be more robust against brute force attack. Apart from
images the proposed DIS method can also be used for textual information hiding,
audio information hiding etc. We think that the proposed method can become an
excellent intelligence embedding and transferring mechanism for law enforce-
ments and military analysts.
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Chapter 59
An Efficient Beam Scanning Algorithm
for Hidden Node Collision Avoidance
in Wireless Sensor Networks

Moorthy Sujatha and Raghuvel Subramaniam Bhuvaneswaran

Abstract Wireless sensor networks are characterized by an assembly of low power
nodes that collect information about the environmental conditions and report to a
base station in general. The hidden node collision problem is one major problem
faced by the wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Many solutions have been proposed
and implemented with an aim to mitigate to the effect of the same. H-NAMe is one
such scheme that fulfills the quality-of-service (QoS) requirements imposed by the
applications of the WSNs. It relies on a grouping strategy that splits each cluster of a
WSN into disjoint groups of non-hidden nodes that scales to multiple clusters that
guarantees no interference between overlapping clusters. A design weakness
identified in this scheme, energy consumption of nodes, when a new node tries to
join a group, has been eliminated by the proposed work. In this paper, an efficient
Intra cluster grouping scheme (IC-GS) for a new node to be added into the WSN
with and without beam scanning is proposed and simulated using network simu-
lator. The IC-GS with beam scanning is different from the IC-GS scheme as it
proposes a beam scanning process at every fixed angle to determine a cluster head
using directional antennas before it communicated with the determined cluster
head. The simulation results are provided to prove that IC-GS with beam scanning
as an energy efficient method for hidden node collision avoidance in WSNs.

59.1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks have found their place in various industrial applications
and intelligent systems, where intensive sensing operations take place and the
sensed information is continuously reported to either a base station or a server. In a
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WSN, collisions may happen when a receiver is within the transmission range of
two transmitters that are transmitting simultaneously, so that the receiver captures
neither frame [1]. As each collision represents unnecessary energy dissipation,
reducing collisions should be the main design objective in any method. Charac-
teristics of the physical environment lead to a major source of QoS degradation in
WSNs—the ‘‘hidden node problem’’. This problem greatly impacts network
throughput, energy-efficiency and message transfer delays, and the problem dra-
matically increases with the number of nodes.

A lot of research has been done to avoid hidden node collision problems and
many schemes have emerged. Many research works have proposed the solutions
for eliminating or reducing the impact of the hidden-node problem in wireless
networks, roughly categorized as: (1) Request-To-Send/Clear-To-Send (RTS/CTS)
mechanisms; and (2) node grouping mechanisms [2]. Grouping mechanisms are
effective compared to the other mechanisms mentioned above. In this work, we
propose two grouping mechanisms, Intra-cluster grouping scheme (IC-GS) and IC-
GS with beam scanning, for the efficient group joining process of a new node in a
WSN. The IC-GS with beam scanning is different from the other in the fact that a
beam scanning process takes place at every fixed angle to determine a cluster head
and communicate with it. These two schemes are energy efficient and produce
lesser delay than previous methods. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 59.2 gives the existing works relevant to this paper. Section 59.3
describes the proposed work followed by the simulation and analysis in Sect. 59.4.

59.2 Related Work

The existing methods have various design issues. The Carrier Sense Multiple Access
(CSMA) was first introduced by Kleinrock and Tobagi [3] in which the hidden node
problem was later identified in [4]. The Busy Tone Mechanisms as in [4–7] consists
of a node that is currently hearing an ongoing transmission sends a busy tone to its
neighbors (on a narrow-band radio channel) for preventing them from transmitting
during channel use. The reasons why these mechanisms are not energy efficient are
that they need additional hardware to be able to provide separate radio channels and
they are not cost-effective. The RTS-CTS handshake mechanisms were also pro-
posed [8–14] with an aim to avoid hidden node collision problems. But clearly these
mechanisms do not completely solve the problem as stated in [15] because the
energy consumption is still high and the RTS/CTS handshake signals are smaller
frames and the probability of the hidden node problem reduction is not optimal.

Carrier Sense Tuning Mechanism consists of tuning the receiver sensitivity
threshold of the transceiver, which represents the minimum energy level that
indicates channel activity, to have extended radio coverage. Higher receiver sen-
sitivities enable a node to detect the transmissions of nodes farther away, thus
allowing it to defer its transmission (to avoid overlapping). The works that use this
mechanism were proposed in [16–19]. The limitation of this mechanism is that
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increasing receiver sensitivity directly leads to more energy consumption, which
might not be acceptable for most WSN applications. Even in situations where
energy consumption may not be a major concern, it is not possible to indefinitely
increase the carrier sense range due to hardware physical limitations [2].

A Grouping Strategy for Solving Hidden Node Problem in IEEE 802.15.4 LR-
WPAN was proposed in [20] that solves the hidden node problem quite well. The
grouping strategy enhances the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol to solve the HNP by pre-
cisely finding HNC and collect the hidden relationships among nodes using a four-
phase process. After grouping, the coordinator periodically allocates each group the
bandwidth according to the group size among all groups. The reserved channel
period for grouping access is named as hidden avoidance guaranteed time slots
(HA-GTS) and nodes access their own HA-GTS by applying the standard modified
CSMA/CA [20]. By controlling the transmissions of nodes, the grouping strategy
can significantly relieve the contentions and improve the network performance. The
limitations of this grouping process are: Complexity is high because it needs O (n2)
messages to collect information; grouping is performed at each time when a new
node arrives and it does not take number of nodes in each group into consideration.

H-NAMe [2] proposed an efficient, practical and scalable approach for syn-
chronized cluster-based WSNs—H-NAMe. Importantly, it showed how to inte-
grate the approach in the IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee protocols with only minor add-
ons and fully respecting backward compatibility which is better than [11]. First, H-
NAMe requires no hidden-node detection since it relies on a proactive approach
(grouping strategy is node-initiated) rather than a reactive approach to the hidden
node problem. Second, the complexity of the group join process was drastically
reduced. In this approach, for each group assignment, only the requesting node and
its neighbors will be subject to the group join procedure and not all cluster nodes,
resulting in a simpler, more energy-efficient and scalable mechanism, especially
appealing for more densely deployed clusters.

However, a design issue has been identified in the design of H-NAMe that
arouses the following drawbacks: Hidden node relationship table construction is
unreliable due to the fact that the neighbor nodes not able to hear group join
request from the new node because they would be in the sleep mode. Therefore
HNC table would not be reliable and this leads to a wrong group formation and
results in collision. Complexity is high because it needs O(n2) messages to collect
information, grouping is performed at each time when a new node arrives and it
does not take number of nodes in each group into consideration.

59.3 Proposed Work

Two methods of grouping mechanisms are proposed to address the design issues in
H-NAMe. Intra-Cluster Grouping Scheme (IC-GS) aims at eliminating the unre-
liability grouping in H-NAMe and the IC-GS with beam scanning proposes a novel
beam scanning algorithm that proves to be better than IC-GS.
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59.3.1 Intra-Cluster Grouping Scheme

The Intra-cluster grouping scheme is an efficient and reliable grouping scheme
initiated by node. This is a proactive approach where, the process does not wait for
a hidden node collision problem to occur, but tries to avoid such a problem before
occurrence. Coordinator sends beacon signal to all the nodes in coverage area in
order to wakeup nodes. Thereby it meets a reliable information collection process.
It consists of four phases:

Hidden node information collection phase. In this phase all the nodes collect
information of the nodes hidden and non-hidden to it. The incoming node sends a group
joining request to the coordinator as a first step. Coordinator sends Beacon_2 to all
nodes. Beacon_2 contains two important messages: (1) Beacon broadcaster role will
performed by new node; and (2) The time, when new node would broadcast Beacon_3 is
also a part of the information in Beacon_2. Then the coordinator sends Beacon_2_data
information signal to new node, the new node needs to acknowledge it. Beacon_2_data
information carries necessary information to be broadcasted and the time when new
node can transmit Beacon_3. After new node receives Beacon_2_data information
without error it sends Ack signal back to the coordinator. The third step in the hidden
node collection phase is the Neighbornotification phase. New Node sends theBeacon_3
and triggers the timer which is used to wait for coordinator collecting responses
(Beacon_2 ack) from nodes. Beacon_3 is like the normal beacon but broadcaster here is
the new node and the receiving nodes sends ack signal to coordinator (Fig. 59.1).

Grouping Phase. The grouping phase is the stage at which the coordinator
assigns a new group to the newly joining node based on the hidden node

Fig. 59.1 An example scenario where node 8 is the new node and CH is the coordinator
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information table. Coordinator allocates a group to a new node, if all nodes in
group are not hidden to the new node. It gives priority to the group having
minimum of nodes. If none of a group existed with non hidden nodes, then a new
group is assigned to the new node.

The grouping algorithm used in this grouping phase is given in the following
section. A hidden node information table of the new coming nodes (T) and the
number of the existed group (K) are the inputs given to the system. The expected
output is that the new node is allocated to one of the group sets Gi.

group set G={G1, G2,……Gg}, g  K; 

while |T|>0 do 

Pick a node X having the maximal number of 
hidden nodes from T; 

if no existed group then

K=1;

construct group set Gk={X}; 

T = T - {X};

return Gk; 

else

while |G|>0 do

pick a group G’ having the minimal 
number of nodes from G; 

if node X has no edge to any nodes in G’ 
then

G’ = G’ + {X}; // join into group G’ 

T = T - {X};

return G’; 

else

G= G- G’;

end if 

end

K++;

T = T - {X};

construct group set Gk = {X}; 

return Gk; 

end

end
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Group access period allocation. The group access period allocation has to be
determined for the efficient functioning of this algorithm which is given by the
following formula.

TGi Nið Þ ¼ Ibi Nið Þ � Ni

Pk

i¼0
Ibi Nið Þ � Ni

� L

Ibi Nið Þ ¼
X3

j¼0

Pi 1 � Pif g j
Ij;s þ

Xj�1

x¼0

Ix;f

" # ð59:1Þ

Assume that the active period excluding the minimal contention access period
(CAP) and the Contention Free Period (CFP) is L in Unit Backoff Period (UBP)
and there are total M nodes which can be separated into K groups. Groupi has Ni

devices, access period is TGi, and the probability of a frame successfully trans-
mitted is Pi, for i = 1, 2…, k. Let wj be the size of the contention window (CW)
for a frame transmission in the jth backoff retries, and the basic CW unit is UBP.

Pi ¼ e�k
� �Ni , where Ni is the total number of nodes in group i and k is the

frame arrival rate in the system. Since we want to balance the transmission
opportunity of all nodes, we let each group have the same transmission times and
let each node has the same probability of transmission. And the sum of group
access period is, (Fig. 59.2)

TG1 þ TG2 þ TG3 þ . . .TGk ¼ L: ð59:2Þ

In this phase new node is informed about its group by the coordinator.
Therefore, new node can contend to transmit its data in a particular group access
period. This is the final phase of the IC-GS scheme and the node is admitted as part
of the WSN under a particular coordinator in a suitable group. There exists a
limitation that has been identified in this method. When a new node requests to
join a WSN by sending a request signal to all the coordinators present in the
network, it is possible to still encounter a collision there. And there is a good
amount of energy wastage because of more than one cluster head communicating
to the new node.

Fig. 59.2 Group slots in the IC-GS scheme
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59.3.2 IC-GS with Beam Scanning

To eliminate the design issue occurred in the IC-GS scheme, a beam scanning
method is used to scan the area at a fixed angle of 60� to find a coordinator that
allocates a group in the cluster as a member in its groups (Fig. 59.3).

The new node first broadcasts (360�) the beacon signal to collect the infor-
mation about available cluster heads and their respective weight (based on mini-
mum number of nodes and maximum energy). After that it creates a cluster head
list. It then selects a cluster head from the cluster head list. Next it steers antenna to
60�(beam scanning) and checks the location of selected cluster head by trans-
mitting a beacon signal. If the new node finds the selected cluster head, then it
starts the group joining process with the selected cluster head.

59.4 Simulation and Analysis

Simulation is performed by using the simulator NS2. Network simulator is a
discrete event time driven simulator that has been extensively used for research
purposes, especially for simulation of network scenarios and structures.

The IC-GS scheme and IC-GS with beam scanning are simulated using NS-2.28
with the parameters shown in Table 59.1. The existing H-NAMe scheme serves as
a standard for comparison of the two schemes proposed here. Figure 59.4 is a

Fig. 59.3 Beam scanning in the IC-GS scheme
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screenshot of the Network animator (NAM) output obtained during simulation of
the proposed schemes. It shows that a new node enters into a wireless sensor
network, where all nodes of the same color form a cluster, with the cluster heads
highlighted using a hexagon mark. Grouping has been done according to the

Table 59.1 Simulation parameters for the simulation of IC-GS-with beam scanning

S.No Parameter Value

1 Simulation area 1000 9 1000

2 Number of nodes 50

3 Min. no. of nodes in a cluster 10

4 Simulation time 60 ms

5 Radio propagation model Two ray ground type

6 Antenna type Omni antenna

7 Initial energy 100 KJ

Fig. 59.4 New node joins into cluster group
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grouping algorithm proposed in the earlier sections. Then it sends the Beacon_2
signal to all cluster heads in that network. An acknowledgement is received from
all the nodes in response to the beacon signal. It shows that the new node joins the
cluster group according to the proposed scheme. Then it will start functioning as a
normal member of the cluster belonging to one of its subgroups.

59.4.1 Packet Receive Ratio

See Fig. 59.5.

59.4.2 Throughput

See Fig. 59.6.

59.4.3 End-to-End Delay

In Fig. 59.7, the total time consumed in the process by which a node admitted into
the group is calculated by the delay occurred in the system. The graph that follows
shows that the overall delay caused by IC-GS with beam scanning is lesser than the
IC-GS scheme. IC-GS with beam scanning is the better among all the three
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schemes for delay reduction. Also, it is significant to mention that the IC-GS
scheme finds a solution for a new node to join a group faster than the
other schemes. Hence the delay is comparatively less for the IG-CS scheme with
beam scanning.
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59.4.4 Energy Analysis

The energy remaining in a node during network operations is called as residual
energy. The graph in Fig. 59.8 shows that the residual energy of the IC-GS scheme
remains greater compared to the other schemes. This is due to the fact that energy
consumption is less during the beam scanning phase of the new node. Energy
reduction takes place for the nodes that perform sensing, transmit and receive
operations including those that perform routing operations. Even though the
experiment was run for around 50 runs, for clarity, the screenshot of the initial run
is presented in Fig. 59.8.

Fig. 59.8 Residual Energy
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59.5 Conclusion

Two schemes, IC-GS and IC-GS with beam scanning have been proposed, sim-
ulated and analyzed. To minimize the energy consumption during the new node
joining process, a beam scanning mechanism was introduced in the IC-GS scheme,
which outperforms the IC-GS scheme proposed and also the existing H-NAMe
method. The simulation results have proved that IC-GS with beam scanning offers
improved and better Quality of service.

In future, mobility will be taken into consideration for the IC-GS and the IC-GS
with beam scanning schemes.
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Chapter 60
Evaluation of Stereo Matching Algorithms
and Dynamic Programming for 3D
Triangulation

Teo Chee Huat and N.A. Manap

Abstract A good result of triangulation or known as Three-Dimensional (3D) is
depending on the smoothness of the disparity depth map that obtained from the
stereo matching algorithms. The smoother the disparity depth map, the better
results of triangulation can be achieved. This paper presents the evaluation of the
existing stereo matching algorithms in the aspects of the speed of computational on
depth map obtained. The stereo matching algorithms that we applied for experi-
mental purpose are basic block matching, sub-pixel accuracy and dynamic pro-
gramming. The dataset of stereo images that used for the experimental purpose are
obtained from Middlebury Stereo Datasets. This research is to provide an idea on
choosing the better stereo matching algorithms to work on the disparity depth map
for the purpose of 3D triangulation applications, as the good result of 3D trian-
gulation is depending on how smooth is the disparity depth map can be obtained.

Keywords Dynamic programming � 3D triangulation � Stereo matching algo-
rithms � Depth map

60.1 Introduction

Stereo matching algorithms are the procedure to obtain a disparity depth map from
the corresponding pixels from the pair of stereo images. Many existing stereo
matching algorithms developed by researchers on image processing field as it is an
important function in computer vision technology to analyze the two dimensions,
(2D) and three dimensions, (3D) of output based on stereo images. In developing
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an algorithm of stereo matching, the accuracy and speed are conditions that need to
be concerned to produce a precise output of computer vision. As to get better
results of disparity on stereo images, there are many stereo matching methods
evaluated on the stereo datasets for this research such as dynamic programming,
basic block matching, sub-pixel estimation, and image pyramiding. The datasets
used for the experimental on the stereo matching algorithms are from the Mid-
dlebury Stereo Vision Page which is an open source of datasets and evaluation on
stereo vision algorithms.

The existing stereo matching algorithms mostly will go through the standard
steps like the matching cost computation, cost aggregation, disparity optimization
and disparity refinement. There are some equations can be included to find the
pixel-based matching cost, which are the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD),
Sum of Squared Difference (SSD), Sum of Truncated Absolute Differences
(STAD), Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) and Zero Mean Normalized Cross
Correlation (ZMNCC). In this particular research, the SAD equation is used to get
the corresponding points between the original and target of stereo images. The cost
of the correspondence between the original and target data set can be represented
by Disparity Space Image (DSI) [1–3]. The DSI is formed from the matching cost
values from the disparities and pixels when summing up the cost values on each
matching image data set [4].

In order to find the disparity depth map, the basic blocking matching is used as it
is the initial step to find the absolute difference between the pixel intensities by
using the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) to compare the correspondence
pixels on the left and right of stereo images [1, 2, 4]. One of the examples of dataset
used for stereo matching experimental is the Tsukuba stereo pairs, taken from
Middlebury Stereo Datasets. The disparity map is calculated using three sizes of
window which are 3 by 3, 5 by 5 and 7 by 7 pixel of block around the original of
image data. In basic block matching, it locates the pixels in the range of ±15 over
columns sequence [5]. On the step of cost aggregation, there are two types of
support region which are the two dimensional, 2D fixed disparity and the three
dimensional, 3D with the variables of x, y and d as in Eq. 60.1. The 2D aggregation
is by using square windows, shiftable windows and windows with adaptive sizes.

Furthermore, the disparity optimization can be categorized into two approaches
which are the local approaches which use the Winner Takes All (WTA) by picking
each pixel where the disparity is correlated to the minimum cost value in order to
increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR) while to reduce the ambiguity. Another
approach which is the global approach, it is a frame work to find for disparity
function, d that minimize an energy function or global energy over the disparity
computation phase like the pixel-based matching cost [1],

E dð Þ ¼ Edata dð Þ þ Esmooth ð60:1Þ

where Edata(d) represent the disparity function with the input of data set which
minimized through the pixels on the correspondence of disparity map, d if there is
similarity in intensities and maximized when the disparity map putting the pixels
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in correspondence which slightly differ in intensities. The Esmooth represent the
conjecture of the smoothness made from the algorithm which measured from the
disparity between the pixels on pixel grid [1, 2, 4].

On disparity refinement, there are many approaches to improve the smoothness
of the disparity map. In this research, the method of dynamic programming is
chosen as the approach to improve the output obtained from the basic block
matching stereo correspondence algorithm. Dynamic programming is able to find
the global minimum of independent scanlines when in polynomial time for
smoothness functions [1]. It is chosen based on its accuracy when dealing at the
areas of depth borders and uniform regions [6, 7].

60.2 Algorithm Outlines

60.2.1 Basic Block Matching

Block matching is a technique that used to find the corresponding pixels in stereo
matching datasets. The basic block matching is used in this research as the initial
step to find corresponding pixels as of the dataset that used throughout the
experimental of stereo matching. During the experimental phase, the pixel value of
the target image is predicted as the corresponding pixel in the reference image
where the displacement of the corresponding pixels or as the motion vector to be
approximated using the block matching [8]. The block matching is used to reduce
the matching errors between the block at position of (x, y) in the target image, It

while for the position of the reference image, It-1 will be (x + u, y + v) where
u and v is the motion vector. These variable defined can be reviewed as sum of
absolute difference (SAD) [8],

u; vð Þ �
XS�1

j¼0

XS�1

i¼0

jIt x þ i; y þ jð Þ � It�1ðx þ u þ i; y þ v þ jÞj ð60:2Þ

where S is the block size, S 9 S, i and j representing the pixels. As to minimize the
SAD(X, Y)(u, v), (a, b) is defined as the motion vector estimation to compare and
obtain the SAD of each position, ðx þ u; y þ vÞ for the dataset. The equation shows
as [8],

a; bð Þ � arg min
ðu;vÞ2Z

SAD x;yð Þ u; vð Þ ð60:3Þ

where Z = {(u, v)| - B B u, v B B and ðx þ u; y þ vÞ represent the suitable
position of pixel in the reference image, It-1} while B is an integer to seek for
range. From the SAD equation, the global minimum of matching error can be
attained. Block matching algorithm able to save more computations to obtain a
depth map but it still have its disadvantage which is its disability to guarantee the
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global matching error. Besides that, the main issue with block matching algorithm
is that the prediction on the position of the images sequence is not accurate enough
and this may cause on the minimum matching error will be larger. In addition, the
most critical issue is that the matching errors are decreasing directly proportionally
to the coming order of the search positions.

60.2.2 Sub-Pixel Accuracy

Most of the stereo matching algorithms apply sub-pixel refinement or the sub-pixel
accuracy after attaining the correspondence points of the stereo datasets. Sub-pixel
accuracy is a technique that goes through isolated disparity levels that from the
matching cost and also the iterative gradient descent [9]. The major point of the
sub-pixel accuracy method is to enhance the resolution of the stereo matching
algorithm output from the stereo datasets. This method is able to smooth the
alteration between the regions from different disparity that cause contouring effect
on the images on a depth map. Through the progression of sub-pixel accuracy, it
will focus on the minimum cost and the neighboring cost values to acquire the sub-
pixel alteration. In applying the technique of sub-pixel accuracy, the Normalized
Cross Correlation (NCC) is used to work out the essential stereo images where the
cross correlations at the sub-pixel location of the stereo images can be figured
proficiently and the equation used for computation is shown as following where
the NCC (x, y, u, v) is equal to [9],

P
i;jð Þ2w I1 x þ i; y þ jð Þ � I2ðx þ u þ i; y þ v þ jÞ

ffiffi
½

p
2�I12 x; yð Þ � I22 x þ u; y þ vð Þ

ð60:4Þ

where the NCC can be defined as left image window at the position (x, y) while for
the right image window position at (x + u, y + v). The I1 and I2 are represented as
target image and reference image. From the NCC equation, sub-pixel accuracy can
be computed with NCC through integral images as it can be substituted by using
integral stereo images which with squared of pixel values. There are limitations
can be found from sub-pixel accuracy algorithm as it unable to determine the local
ambiguities successfully. Another issue on sub-pixel accuracy is it causes the right
matching unrecognized to be count in for local maximum and this bring failures
for the usage of local maxima [9].

60.2.3 Dynamic Programming

For the disparity optimization phase, the dynamic programming is selected as
global optimization, which is optimizes energy function to be non-deterministic
polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) for smoothness purpose [1, 6]. There are two
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categories of global optimization such as one dimension and two-dimension
optimization methods. One dimension optimization is traditional technique, where
its evaluation on the disparity is focusing on a pixel that depending on other pixels
on the same scanline, but independent on disparity that focus on other scanlines.
One dimension is not considered as a truly global optimization as its smoothness
technique is only focus on horizontal direction. However, one dimension opti-
mization is still being used by some of the researchers due to its simple imple-
mentation and its usefulness on the disparity maps outputs.

Two-dimension optimization approach is smoothing the stereo images in the
vertical and horizontal direction by using simulated annealing, continuation
methods and mean-field annealing [10–12]. However, these methods are not well-
organized enough to optimize the equation in (60.1). There are two methods which
companionable in optimizing the Eq. (60.1), the graph-cuts and belief propagation
as these two methods able to attain better results accordingly to ground truth data
from stereo matching algorithm [13–15] In this paper, the dynamic programming
used for the experimental results is the dynamic programming on tree due to its
competence as the one dimension optimization. The tree graph of the dynamic
programming can represent as T (V, E) where V as vertices and E as edges. The
effectiveness of the dynamic programming on tree begins with its optimization on
the energy function [6],

E dð Þ ¼
X

a2V

mðdaÞ þ k
X

ða;bÞ2E

sðda; dbÞ ð60:5Þ

where a is the pixel in the left image and the da as the value of disparity map, d at
the pixel of a. Assuming mðdaÞ is the matching consequence of relating da to the
pixel of a where it is the absolute difference between the pixel, a in the left image
and the a pixel which shifted to the right image and can be summarized asP

a2V mðdaÞ. Meanwhile, assume sðda; dbÞ as the smoothness consequence for the
disparity of da and db to the pixel a and b and the variables can be summarized asP

ða;bÞ2E sðda; dbÞ.
As to get the minimum energy of Eq. (60.5), let h as the root vertex of tree,

h [ V and assume z [ V as the number of edges the root of distance between h and
z. Each node of z belongs a parent as a(z) and the depth is equally to the depth of
z-1 while if it is not a root, the minimum value of the energy in Eq. (60.5) have a
sub-tree rooted at z and the edge in the middle of z and a(z) can be summarized as
daðzÞ [6],

Ez da zð Þ
� �

¼ min
dz2D

ðmðdzÞ þ s dz; da zð Þ
� �

þ
X

w2Cz

EwðdzÞ ð60:6Þ
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where Cz as the children set of z. while for the optimal disparity for the root node
h can be represented as [6],

Lh� ¼ arg min
dh2D

ðm dhð Þ þ
X

w2Ch

EwðdhÞÞ ð60:7Þ

where if z is a node that without children then Cz is empty and the function of Ez

and Lz can be estimated directly. h* shows that the variable can be replaced with
z and w. Let take J as the maximum depth in the tree, the energy function of
Eq. (60.5) is optimized by appraising the functions Ez and Lz for each node z at the
depth, J. After estimation on the functions, proceed with the estimation on the
same functions for all the nodes at depth of J - 1 due to any child w has the depth
of J, this is the evaluation on Ew and Lw. Next step is to keep appraising the
function of Ez and Lz in decreasing order for the depth till it reach to the root for
disparity assignment optimal computation use. Dynamic programming on a tree is
an algorithm that simple to be implemented and efficient as well on the results
obtained compared to most of the stereo matching algorithms but there still a
disadvantage of it which is its speed is slower due to its tree traversal is less
capable than its array traversal [6]. Therefore, based on the characteristics of the
three stereo matching algorithms described, dynamic programming has been
selected as the main stereo matching algorithm due to its accuracy and its capa-
bility in smoothing most of noise in the datasets of stereo images compared to the
other two algorithms, basic block matching and sub-pixel accuracy.

60.3 Experimental Results

There are three existing stereo matching algorithms evaluated in this paper which
are the basic block matching, sub-pixel accuracy, and dynamic programming. From
the three stereo matching algorithms, dynamic programming is the well-organized
algorithm among the other algorithms in smoothing the disparity depth map. The
helpfulness of dynamic programming in smoothing the depth map is also depending
on the appropriate disparity range (DR) of the stereo pair of images used. The stereo
pairs of images that used in this research are Tsukuba, Teddy, Sawtooth and Venus
which these stereo pairs of images are chosen from Middlebury Stereo Pages. The
results obtained are shown as Table 60.1, Figs. 60.1 and 60.2.

From Table 60.1, the disparity range of each stereo images pair is determined
based on the smoothness of the basic depth map that obtained from the stereo
matching algorithms. The biggest number of the disparity range is most preferable
to be used for stereo matching algorithms process, for example Sawtooth stereo
pairs sample from Table 60.1, the suitable and the most preferable disparity range
to obtain a good result is by using 30, while for Tsukuba is by using 16. The
interval range that provided as results in Table 60.1 are to show that few number
of disparity range on the range can obtain slightly good results.
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From the evaluation on the results of three stereo matching algorithms, the
precision which depends on smoothness in rising order is starting from sub-pixel
accuracy followed by basic block matching and the smoothest results are obtained
by the dynamic programming algorithm as revealed in Fig. 60.2. The hardware
used to run the simulation of the three stereo matching algorithms is the portable
computer with integrated of processor of 2.5 gigahertz (GHz) and three gigabytes
(GB) of installed memory. Table 60.1 shows on the disparity range for each
dataset of stereo image where the disparity range are achieved from the experiment
by applying stereo matching algorithms and observing on the output accuracy for
different disparity range applied on every dataset coding. Figure 60.1 shows the
results of the time taken in second for each stereo matching algorithm on different
sets of stereo images, where the computation competence of the dynamic pro-
gramming is the lowest among the stereo matching algorithms. Meanwhile the
highest computation effectiveness of stereo matching algorithms is the basic block
matching where its average time taken for all the stereo images datasets is more
rapidly than the average time taken of sub-pixel accuracy algorithm. Besides that,
from the results acquired in Fig. 60.1, it also shown that the higher disparity ranges
of stereo images datasets, the longer time taken to run on the stereo matching
algorithms.

Table 60.1 Disparity range

Stereo images Tsukuba Teddy Sawtooth Venus

Disparity range 15–16 45 27–30 30
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Fig. 60.1 Time taken (in second) for different sets of stereo image applied on each type of stereo
matching algorithm. For the dataset of Teddy used the disparity range of 45, Venus used disparity
range of 30, Sawtooth used 29 and Tsukuba used 16 as the disparity range
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60.4 Discussion

From observation on each stereo matching algorithms, it is found that each of it
have the issues faced or the imperfect of the algorithms developed. Therefore, for
each issue that been through, we will try to overcome it by modifying the equa-
tions used on each stereo matching algorithm. For example, in block matching
algorithm we can attempt to combine some other equations such as the two
dimension optimization to search for the corresponding pixels in horizontal and
vertical so that the prediction on the position of images sequence are much more
accurate than before. Besides that, for sub-pixel accuracy as it is used to improve
the resolution, it can be added some part of algorithm in improving the contouring
effect by applying the suitable disparity range. Therefore, by pairing with the
algorithm with sub-pixel accuracy, the dataset can be doubled up in smoothing the
ambiguities. For dynamic programming, as the results obtained are the most

Stereo 
images

Basic block matching Sub - pixel accuracy Dynamic Programming

Tsukuba
(disparity 
range = 

16)

Teddy
(disparity 
range = 

45)

Sawtooth 
(disparity 
range = 

29)

Venus
(disparity 
range  = 

30)

Fig. 60.2 Results achieved from stereo matching algorithm
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accurate among the other stereo matching algorithms, the only issue that we
observed is the speed is slower than the other stereo matching techniques. How-
ever, the time taken is a minor issue for the scope of this research.

60.5 Conclusion

As a conclusion, the evaluation between the three stereo matching algorithms can
clearly shows that dynamic programming is the most capable technique between
the others in smoothing the depth map. It is depending on the appropriate disparity
for diverse content of stereo pair of images used. Besides that, from the experi-
mental outcomes by using the Middlebury datasets shows that dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm able to reduce the matching errors and acquire an improved
stereo matching result compare to the basic block matching and sub-pixel accuracy
algorithm. Therefore, based on the comparison among the three stereo matching
algorithms, it is suggested that dynamic programming could helps to obtain more
agreeable effect of depth map especially in removing the apparent defective
stripes. The depth map that obtained from the dynamic programming algorithm is
effective for most applications compared to basic block matching and sub-pixel
algorithm such as appliances on 3D intentions.
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Chapter 61
Image Enhancement Filter Evaluation
on Corrosion Visual Inspection

Syahril Anuar Idris and Fairul Azni Jafar

Abstract This project is focusing on corrosion inspection using image. Inspection
which have particularly challenging environmental conditions and characteristics,
increase the complexity of the inspection operation. By using software image filter
to enhance the image data, it is believe that the object recognition technique will
be able to analyse the image data accurately. A few software filters have been
identified in this works based on textural feature and colour progression factor that
are the characteristic of image corrosion. Therefore, in order to obtain suitable
software image filter, neural network is use for optimization. The experiment result
shows among those identified image enhancement filters for visual corrosion
inspection, Wavelet De-noising gives desirable result in terms of Mean Square
Error, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio and Neural Network optimization.

61.1 Introduction

These days, utilization of camera as inspection tools has been expanding. The
flexibility functions of camera, fit to get different sorts of information, for example,
position, speed, rate of development and others from single apparatus. However, in
visual inspection the quality of raw image affect the accuracy of inspection result.
The quality of raw image can be enhanced externally or internally, by externally
means to control the inspection environment. Unfortunately for corrosion
inspection, inspection environment is hard to be controlled. Therefore to obtain
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good quality image for visual inspection, the inspection system need to be able to
enhance raw image internally, after the image acquisition process.

There are lot of methods for image enhancement process. One of the popular
enhancement method used for inspection is filtering [1]. In selecting suitable fil-
ters, an understanding of target inspection is required. Common question arise for
the selection of suitable image enhancement filter is ‘‘what kind of data needed to
be extract out from target?’’ By knowing the type of data required in inspection,
one can clustered the possible filter to be used for enhancement process.

This research work is focusing on selecting best image enhancement filter use
for visual corrosion inspection. The end-result should present the comparison of
performance between each recognized image enhancement filter, and identified the
best filter for enhancement corrosion image.

61.2 Visual Corrosion Inspection

One of the primary requisitions of vision system is application in inspection
system. By utilizing vision system as part of inspection system, the accuracy and
reliability of value could be setup during the predetermine range. Visual inspection
systems are utilized to check parts for dimensional accuracy and geometrical
integrity. Regardless of the fact that human able to perform image inspection using
their own eyes, the detail repetition of some inspection tasks is simply beyond the
capability of humans.

Remote Visual Inspection or RVI is one method of non-destructive testing
(NDT) use in corrosion inspection [2]. RVI is a visual examination method that
aids in acquisition of visual information by utilizing visual equipment but not
limited to video pan/tilt/zoom cameras, borescopes, push cameras, or automated
crawlers. It is frequently used where distance, angle of view and restricted lighting
may hinder direct visual examination or where access is constrained by time,
financial constraints or atmospheric hazards.

There are lot of different experimental and analysis methods used to identify
corrosion damage for inspection and monitoring purposes. One of the methods is
mechanical measurements (weight loss, chemical analysis, and visual inspections).
In visual inspections, the corrosion level identification requires expert who can
clearly determine the corrosion based on experience as well as types of corrosion,
with red rust as a common experience. Usually, the corrosion process produces
rough surfaces, and image analysis based on textural features can be used for
quantification and discriminate corrosion extent and type [3, 4]. Additionally to
textural features, colour progressions of metallic surfaces are also used for the
detection of corrosion because of different metal oxides and other corrosion
products [5].
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61.3 Image Enhancement Filter

As explain in previous topic, image analysis for corrosion can be identified by
textural feature and colour progression. Thus in enhancement image process,
selected filter must be able to preserve both characteristics of the image. The
image enhancement filters identified for this study emphasizes on preserving these
characteristics. Table 61.1 lists the image enhancement filter based on ‘‘How they
do it?’’, and ‘‘What do they enhance?’’

There are several methods in selecting best filter for image enhancement, and of
them is by calculating the image error measurement. Image error can be measure
by calculating Mean Square Error (MSE) and Peak Signal Noise-to-Ratio (PSNR).

However, for corrosion visual inspection, selecting one suitable filter only
based on image error measurement is not accurate. This is because, image error
measurement does not consider on textural feature and colour progression of
corrosion image. Therefore, neural network is used to determine the best filter for
corrosion visual inspection by taking consideration on preserving textural feature
and colour progression of corrosion image.

61.3.1 Image Error Measurement

The Mean Square Error (MSE) and the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) are the
two error metrics used to compare image compression quality. The MSE repre-
sents the cumulative squared error between the compressed and the original image,
whereas PSNR represents a measure of the peak error. The lower value of MSE
shows that the image error is low [12].

The PSNR block computes the peak signal-to-noise ratio, in decibels, between
two images. This ratio is often used as a quality measurement between the original
and a compressed image. The higher the PSNR value, the better the quality of the
compressed or reconstructed image [12].

To compute the PSNR, the block first calculates the mean-squared error using
the following equation:

MSE ¼
P

M;N I1 m; nð Þ � I2 m; nð Þ½ �2

M � N
ð61:1Þ

In the Eq. (61.1), M and N are the number of rows and columns in the input
images, respectively. Then the block computes the PSNR using the following
equation:

PSNR ¼ 10log10
R2

MSE

� �

ð61:2Þ
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In the Eq. (61.2), R is the maximum fluctuation in the input image data type.
For example, if the input image has a double-precision floating-point data type,
then R is 1. If it has an 8-bit unsigned integer data type, R is 255.

61.3.2 Optimization: Neural Network

In this research, artificial neural network will be used for optimizing image
enhancement filter algorithm. As network representation provides such powerful
visual and conceptual aid for portraying the relationship between the components
or tools of systems that it is used in virtually every field of scientific, social, and
economic endeavor [13]. In artificial neural network, the elements called as neu-
rons or node, process the information. The signals are transmitted by means of
connection links, and these links possess an associated weight which is multiplied
along with the incoming signal (input) for any typical neural network. Finally the
output signal is obtained by applying activations to the network input [14].

Figure 61.1 represent neural network used for the optimization of the enhance-
ment filter selection. Each filter will be denoted by each single node on hidden layer.
Raw image will be the input and final selected filter image would be the output for
this network. The weight for each node is determined as shown in Table 61.2.

Table 61.1 Image enhancement filter characteristics

Homomorphic
[6]

Bayer
[7]

Wavelet
de-noising
[8]

Gaussian [9] Linear [10] Anisotropic
diffusion [11]

Image
enhancement
and correction

Filter
mosaic,
colour
filter
array
(CFA)

Reduces
high
frequency
noise

Give no
overshoot to
a step
function
input while
minimizing
the rise and
fall time

Improve
images in
many ways:
sharpening
edges,
reducing
random noise,
correcting
unequal
illumination,
etc.

Reducing
image noise
without
removing
significant
parts of the
image content

Simultaneously
normalizes the
brightness
across an image
and increases
contrast

Arrange
RGB
colour
filters on
a square
grid of
photo
sensors

Direct
wavelet
transform
is
computed
from the
original
image

Impulse
response on
Gaussian
function

Based on the
same two
techniques as
conventional
DSP:
convolution
and Fourier
analysis

Image
generates a
parameterized
family of
successively
more and
more blurred
images based
on a diffusion
process
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From Table 61.2, the weight for Linear Filter is 0.29, Bayer Filter is 0.07,
Homomorphic Filter is 0.14, Gaussian Filter is 0.07, Wavelet De-Noising is 0.29
and lastly Anisotropic Diffusion is 0.14. The PSNR values obtain from each filter
will be multiplied with the weight of each filter. Highest value will be taken as best
filter for corrosion visual inspection

61.4 Experiment Result

The experiment of finding suitable image enhancement filter for corrosion visual
inspection has been tested on 3 corrosion images (corrosion 01, corrosion 02, and
corrosion 03) as in Fig. 61.2. The sample image use in the experiment is RGB
image and the size is converted to become square image for ease of filter instal-
lation on the image. Figure 61.3 shows the result of filtered image for each sample
image. In addition Table 61.3 shows the RMSE and PSNR value for each image
enhancement filter. Blue highlighted block in the table, show the maximum value
of PSNR compared to other filters. While red highlighted blocks show the highest
value for each PSNR value multiplied with weight that determined earlier. From
the Table 61.3, the suitable image enhancement filter for corrosion visual
inspection is Wavelet De-noising.

Raw Image

A

Filter
Image

E

D

C

B

Hidden Layer

A : Homomorphic Filter  B : Bayer Filter   C : Gaussian Filter

D : Kalman Filter  E : Wavelet De-noising

F

Input Layer Output Layer

F: Anisotropic Diffusion

Fig. 61.1 Neural network
map for optimizing image
enhancement filter used on
visual corrosion inspection
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61.5 Discussion

From the result, the selected suitable image enhancement filter for corrosion visual
inspection is Wavelet De-noising. In Table 61.3, each corrosion image tested in
the experiment, Wavelet De-noising gives the highest value compare to other
filters. Although in image corrosion 03, the highest PSNR value obtains by
Gaussian filter. However, due to the weight identified earlier for each filter,
Wavelet De-noising has the highest value and selected as best filter for corrosion
visual inspection.

Figure 61.4 shows the result for filtered images on image corrosion 03. Even
though the Gaussian filter image obtains highest PSNR, the textural feature of
corrosion is tempered, thus affect the corrosion extraction data, resulting for
possible un-accurate inspection result.

Fig. 61.2 Raw images (input)

Fig. 61.3 Filtered images (output)
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61.6 Conclusion

This paper identified several image enhancement filters, applicable in corrosion
inspection. The image enhancement filters emphasize on textural features and
colour progression that are the characteristics of surface defects created due to
corrosion. The performances of the filter are compared and analysed by PSNR and
MSE values for corrosion images.

Using Neural Network to incorporate textural features and colour progression
that are characteristic of corrosion, from the result, the most suitable image
enhancement filter to be use on corrosion visual inspection is Wavelet De-noising.
Though the Gaussian filter shows higher PSNR value in images corrosion 03, due
to the neural network weight identified based on image corrosion characteristic,
wavelet De-noising was selected as the best suitable filter for corrosion visual
inspection. The selected filters are to be analysed in term of the possibility for any
combination, which may produce a better image enhancement quality.
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Chapter 62
A Framework for Sharing Communication
Media in Supporting Creative Task
in Collaborative Workspace

Norzilah Musa, Siti Z.Z. Abidin and Nasiroh Omar

Abstract In networked collaborative working environment, users are involved
with either repeatable or exclusive task. These variety tasks required the collab-
orative system to support it dynamic and creative solutions especially in sharing
the communication media. Most of the related research are objectively focusing on
the alignment of user behavior in shared activities. There is not much research
conducted concerning on sharing communication media components in creative
collaborative activity in details. In this paper, we analyze collaborative work
application systems focusing on the communication module in four common areas;
business, health, education and manufacturing. Based on the analysis, communi-
cation media sharing elements are formed into three layers. In each layer, media
sharing element and its functions are identified. Then, we proposed a general
software framework for communication media sharing for creative collaborative
activities. The framework is functioning as a platform for users to manage their
dynamic creative solutions to accomplish complex task.

62.1 Introduction

Globalization and changed in market trends emerged from the evolving of internet
and communication technology. These trends contribute to the creating of new
organizational structure and business sector to expand in remote areas. Currently,
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workers in Collaborative Working Environments (CWE) are composed of
dynamic assemble groups from diverse professional skills that work together
within shared Collaborative Working Environments (CWE) [1]. This new structure
makes possible for dispersed experts matters and workers be connected to col-
laborate and accomplish business projects [2]. Hence, collaborative work breaks
through the common concept of computer application by providing collective
cooperative workspace for users.

Collaborative workspaces are also designed for unpredictable problems that
need current workflow systems adapt to the changing environment [3]. In this
situation, users need a system that can support their creative solution activities
such as ad hoc communications and allow them to react accordingly. This kind of
activities needs the system efficiently control the services between sustaining the
space for user creativity and coordinating the resources [4]. Moreover, the content
of resources involved in such activities might be changed. Hence, provisioning of
new knowledge and data transformation need to be coordinated efficiently. Fur-
thermore, dispersed users in such collaborative activities are not sharing the same
physical work environment. They are outside of sensory range of each other. Thus,
communication technology plays a major role in supporting the information
exchange and interaction between remote group of users by using available
communication media (text, video, voice and etc.).

Since the communication is a central activity in any collaborative work, issues
in communication became one of the ongoing challenges encounter by the group
of users [5]. Moreover, most of the problems highlighted by researchers are
associated to project-related task coordination, such as workflow management,
access control and conflict management [6, 7]. Moreover, the solutions proposed
by the researchers are to adhere the need of user behavior alignment on shared
activities and resources. In this context, communication media became utility tools
with the predefined functions and fixed parameters. Hence, it is important for the
systems to provide users with flexibilities to facilitate the sharing of communi-
cation media to support creative activities.

62.2 Collaborative Workspace System Architecture

In designing the high-level system application architecture, most of the collabo-
rative application systems embraced the layered design method. The ideology of
this process is adopted from the network reference model; The Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) Model [8]. This model consists of seven layers. From the
top to bottom are; application, presentation, session, transport, network, data-link
and physical layers. Each layer has its own functions that categorized by a set of
standard protocols. It receives information from the above layer and pass it to the
next layer based on their hierarchy.
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62.2.1 Classification of Layered Architecture Reference
Model

There is three reference model that used by the researcher in designing the high-level
collaborative application system architecture; client/server model, N-level of dis-
tributed computing and web based application model [9]. These reference models
are the backbone of any communication between networked computers; mainly in
collaborative work application systems. The approach in designing collaborative
frameworks that adopt these reference models can be classified into three categories:
service composition oriented, rule-based [10] and network technology driven.

Service Composition Oriented This approach utilizes services provided by the
web services. The system allows multi-user to access central information and
communicate each other through web services. The communication media
between users are through chat tools, whiteboards, audio conferences and webc-
ams. The web services language, Service Oriented Architecture Protocol (SOAP)
and Web Services Description Language (WSDL) make the configuration of the
communication capabilities more flexible. In order to support variety and rigid
collaborative activities, services such as service abstraction, discovery and selec-
tion, placement and binding services [11] based on Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) is applied. Most of these services are associated in the middleware of
the framework [12, 13]. However, these useful services have to comply with the
well-defined rules in a specific domain problem.

Rule-based This approach defines rules to control the behavior of services,
users, resources and application in a collaborative environment [10]. This tech-
nique allows the system environment to provide flexible features for configuration,
operation and creation of supporting services. In the context of communication
media, synchronization rules are enforced to maintain the harmony of the col-
laborative environment.

Network Technology Driven This approach deals with the components and
logical entities of the network. It utilizes the advantages features and services
provided by the technology. The approach is suitable for problem with well-
defined problem scope and knowledge about tools supported by the network. This
enables developers to reuse current techniques for dissimilar problems. Activity
such as interaction among users is supported by the pre-defined and established
communication techniques of the chosen technology.

In summary, most of the reviewed architectures and framework of collaborative
working application systems have four common elements in their communication
module. The four elements are user interface, collaborative activities, software
design method and network technology. Hence, based on the layered architecture
design method, Fig. 62.1 shows the general view of communication layers in the
collaborative system. The communication is the main element in creating collab-
orative culture. Its allow user to create, update, change and delete shared artefact.
As users are not sharing the same physical work, exchanging and sharing resources
and information are infeasible without sharing the communication media.
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In the next section, sharing communication media in three contextual domains
will be explore in order to define the sharing components.

62.3 Communication Media Sharing Entities

There are three uses of communication in collaborative work activities [1]. First, to
assists groups of users in integrating and coordinating their work activities by
deliberating their past, current and future work activities. Secondly, serves as a
platform for user to share and exchange information. Finally, it is one of the tools
to simulate and encourage new knowledge among the users.

Communication is not only about interaction among a group of users. It is also
include several types of objects that need to be shared through various platforms
and user interfaces. Hence, user interaction and object sharing in a networked
collaborative working system are analyzed. Based on the four common areas
(business, education, health and manufacturing), seven components involve in
communication in collaborative work activities have been studied. The compo-
nents are user, communication channel, resources, software component, work
activity, coordination method and shared services. Table 62.1 shows the sharing
communication media components in the existing system.

Each domain has its own approach of disseminating information to its end-
users. This dislocated and dispersed users establish various kinds of communi-
cation relationships during collaborative activities. The relationship can be one-to-
one, one-to-many and many-to-many [14] that can determine the level of com-
munication between the users. Furthermore, user’s profile; such as role, privacy
setting and own objects to share are important features in coordinating rules on
handling the sharing process.

Fig. 62.1 Summarization of communication layers [14]
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The medium of communication in any work activities will determine the scope
of the task supported by the system. The user interface and sharing method would
become more complex when the activity used various type of communication
media. Most of the systems pre-defined their communication media into standard
operation. The credibility of the coordination techniques affects by this condition.
In order to collaborate effectively, the systems should dynamically adapt changes
in task-related activity environment. This is due to the nature of works in certain
domains that required changes of communication media during the interaction.
Furthermore, not all work activities in the domains are repeatable workflow
(create, edit, delete, etc.). Some activities need user creativity in using the com-
munication media to solve ad hoc and important problems such as exception
handling problem. This can be well supported if appropriate communication media
can match with the user requirements dynamically.

Most of the work activities in the studied domains are supported by various
kinds of shared resources. The resources can be report document, slides presen-
tation, proposal, architectural design, image, audio or video files. Moreover, some
of the objects are associated with special shared features such as special access
control that tagged with selected users. The features are set by different methods
that tailored to the solutions strategy. In fact, the success of the sharing process is
depending on the interaction and synchronization of user, resources and media
communication elements.

Different organizations will have different objectives and activities with dif-
ferent input devices and network communication model. Therefore, in dealing with
this heterogeneous communication architecture; software component act as an
intermediary between the user and network devices play a vital role in giving
seamless communication in the collaboration process. Application program
interface (API), embedded software components, special purpose program or
custom made, and toolkits are common software components that used by shared
media applications. This component helps developers to create tools to ease users
in their tasks especially group formation along with sharing activities that include
managing access and security.

In summary, the formation of communication media sharing is made possible
by five related entities; context profile, sharing method, algorithm strategy,
interaction protocol and shared objects. These entities will embed in the software
framework of the systems, particularly in the communication module. General
software based frameworks for collaborative work system focusing on the com-
munication module is depicted in Fig. 62.2. The framework was mapped with
common communication structure as shown in Fig. 62.1 which divide the structure
into three layers: front-end, intermediate and back-end.

The front-end layer act as an interface for user to interact with the systems; and
a place where communication relationship establishes among the group of users. It
also provides an information about the user profile, communication media and
work activity. In contrary, the intermediate layer is a place where the coordination
method, interaction protocol and shared services work together to create the
seamless sharing communication process. It is the place where the request of the
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user or systems are entertained and served harmoniously by the system. Then, the
back-end layer is the place where the communication channel transforms the data
technically to be transported to the assigned users.

62.4 Conceptual Framework

62.4.1 Dynamic and Creative Collaborative Activities

In any software development, developers programmed solutions to all foresee
exception that could happen during the process. This is where the testing phase is
crucial in software development methodology. All the possible errors are captured
and user requirements are hard coded into the system after the user acceptance test
phase is done. In collaborative work, it is crucial for the systems to provide a space
for creative and knowledge intense processes like online meeting and report doc-
umentation [15]. The work activities always involve ad hoc and short-based unique
project that needs a different approach which cannot be mapped with a repeatable
workflow solution. All the dynamic changes required during the runtime should be
supported and adopt by the system. Therefore, the users should allow to commu-
nicate and shared data in creative manners to support various kinds of activities by
the groups, subgroups or individual in the collaborative work environments.

Fig. 62.2 General communication framework in collaborative work
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62.4.2 Proposed Framework

The proposed framework (Fig. 62.3) was conformed to the general communication
framework for collaborative work structure (Fig. 62.2) for creative activities with
media sharing elements. Each user (client) has three logical layers: front-end layer,
immediate layer and back-end layer that adapts to client/server reference model for
the layered architecture. The front-end layer host the collaborative applications
communication media such as chat, shared browser and whiteboard. It provides
awareness and inform intercepting events (local and remote) to the next layer. It
sends messages to the next layer once any work activity is initiated by the users.

The intermediate layer is the cornerstone of any collaborative work application,
as it is a central of many important functions such as controlling consistency
among users, detecting and overcome any arise conflict and controlling informa-
tion exchange. The event manager is in charge of intercepting events including the
objects and users involved. It passed the information related to the event to the
session module to initiate and administer the session.

A session manager handles sessions, which represent shared workspace for
users to collaborate. It responsible to create, maintain and terminate of any ses-
sions among users. It maintains the user context profile and identified the session
owner or moderator. The moderator invoked appropriate tools to coordinate
activities and users in the session. All used objects in the session are handled by
the data manager. The creative trigger mechanism will invoke special rules to
allow users override administrator-defined policy especially regarding sharing
policy. The communication manager will receive requests and information about
the activities and transport it to the server for permission and further process.

Fig. 62.3 Communication media sharing framework for creative collaborative activity
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Since the proposed framework is based on the client/server reference model; the
server is acting like a central processor while clients are dealing with the users
request. Hence, components in the server are mirrored for clients intermediate
layer components except the event manager that only have in the clients. It con-
tains communication manager that responsible to receive any request from clients
and in charge of the application’s context profile. All messages received will be
translated and pass to server session manager to take further action. The session
manager will control and facilitate all services related to the activities include the
shared objects, protocol and invoke composer engine to cater any creative col-
laborative activities. The composer engine will process user self-manager sharing
permission policy and prepare a platform for users to manage the shared media and
objects flexibly.

62.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we give detailed explanations about the high-level design archi-
tecture for collaborative work application systems that embrace the layered-design
method which adopted from the OSI model. We also discussed the three
approaches used in designing communication module in the system framework:
service composition oriented, rule-based and network technology. Three main
domains have been selected based on their active researcher contribution in this
area. Based on these domains, seven important components have been identified:
user, communication channel, resources, software component, work activity,
coordination method and shared services. We also explain the importance of
handling creative activity in the workspace and highlight the issues when dealing
with the scattered users. Currently, most research proposed new approaches and
techniques in their collaborative working environment. However, not much
research interested in detail on communication media sharing components in
creative collaborative activity. Hence, based on the analysis, we proposed a
framework which represents the communication media sharing activity in the
collaborative work. The software framework is functioning as a platform for users
to dynamically manage the creative work activities. We left the media sharing
compose engine functionality attributes and its constraints as one of future work
for this research.
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Chapter 63
Joint Torque Estimation Model of sEMG
Signal for Arm Rehabilitation Device
Using Artificial Neural Network
Techniques

M.H. Jali, T.A. Izzuddin, Z.H. Bohari, H. Sarkawi, M.F. Sulaima,
M.F. Baharom and W.M. Bukhari

Abstract Rehabilitation device is used as an exoskeleton for peoples who had
failure of their limb. Arm rehabilitation device may help the rehab program to
whom suffered with arm disability. The device is used to facilitate the tasks of the
program and minimize the mental effort of the user. Electromyography (EMG) is
the techniques to analyze the presence of electrical activity in musculoskeletal
systems. The electrical activity in muscles of disable person is failed to contract
the muscle for movements. To minimize the used of mental forced for disable
patients, the rehabilitation device can be utilize by analyzing the surface EMG
signal of normal people that can be implemented to the device. The objective of
this work is to model the muscle EMG signal to torque for a motor control of the
arm rehabilitation device using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) technique.
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The EMG signal is collected from Biceps Brachii muscles to estimate the elbow
joint torque. A two layer feed-forward network is trained using Back Propagation
Neural Network (BPNN) to model the EMG signal to torque value. The perfor-
mance result of the network is measured based on the Mean Squared Error (MSE)
of the training data and Regression (R) between the target outputs and the network
outputs. The experimental results show that ANN can well represent EMG-torque
relationship for arm rehabilitation device control.

63.1 Introduction

Human support system is endoskeleton. Endoskeleton plays a role as a framework
of the body which is bone. Our daily movements are fully depends on the func-
tionality of our complex systems in the body. The disability one or more of the
systems in our body will reduce our physical movements. The assistive device is a
need for rehab as an exoskeleton. The functionality of the rehabilitation device has
to smooth as the physical movement of normal human.

The rehabilitation programs provide the suitable program for conducting the
nerve and stimulate the muscles. People who have temporary physical disability
have the chances to recover. Nowadays, rehabilitation program are using exo-
skeleton device in their tasks. The functionality of exoskeleton depends on muscle
contraction. Electromyogram studies help to facilitate the effectiveness of the
rehabilitation device by analysing the signal transmitted from the muscle.

The rehabilitation device is a tool that used to help the movements for daily life
activities of the patients who suffer from the failure of muscle contractions, due to
the failure of the muscles contractions the movements is limited. The ability of the
patients to do the tasks in the rehabilitation programs need to be measured. The
rehabilitation programs have to assure whether the tasks will cause effective or
bring harm to the patients [1].

Historically, the rehabilitation tasks have been avoided due to a belief that it
would increase spasticity [2]. In this research, the analysis of the data will be
focusing on upper limb muscles contraction consisting of biceps muscles only. The
experiment is limited to the certain of upper limb movements that use in training.
EMG is a division of bio signal; the bio signal analysis is the most complex
analysis. Thus, the signal analysis is a complicated process that has to be through
many phases of analysis [3].

EMG signal function as a control signal for the arm rehabilitation device. A
system needs a model to estimate relationship between EMG and torque [4]. EMG
signal based control could increase the social acceptance of the disabled and aged
people by improving their quality of life. The joint torque is estimated from EMG
signals using Artificial Neural Network [5, 6]. The Back Propagation Neural
Network (BPNN) is used to find a solution for EMG-joint torque mapping. The
EMG signal of the biceps brachii muscle act as the input of the ANN model whiles
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the desired torque act as the ideal output of the model. Hence the EMG signals
considered the ‘intent’ of the system while the joint torque is the ‘controlled’
variable for the arm rehabilitation device [7]. The network is evaluated based on
the best linear regression between the actual joint torque and the estimated joint
torque [4]. The experiment results shows that the model can well represent the
relationship between EMG signals and elbow joint torque by producing MSE of
0.13807 and average regression of 0.999.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 63.1 explains brief introduction about
this research work. Section 63.2 describes all the related works of this study. Sec-
tion 63.3 demonstrates the method implemented for this work that covered the
experimental setup, EMG data processing, desired torque determination and ANN
technique. Section 63.4 presents the experimental results as well as the discussion of
each result obtained. Finally the paper ends with conclusion and recommendations.

63.2 Related Works

There have been several studies that have applied ANN for modeling the muscle
activity to joint relationship. Kent et al. [7] proposed the ANN model to measure
the ankle EMG-joint torque relationship at a full range of torque under isometric,
supine conditions by inserting EMG signal from 6 muscle sites into the model as in
the input, while the measured torque is entered into the model as the ideal output.
The learning process occur approximately 16,000 iterations resulting error that is
less than 6 %.

More recent study has been conducted by Li et al. [4] to predict the elbow joint
angle based on EMG signals using ANN. The three layer BPNN was constructed
by using the RMS of the raw EMG signal form biceps and triceps. The result from
40 group EMG signals when subjects do bowing and extending elbow joint action
reveal that the prediction output from the trained network was very close with the
target angle. According to Morita et al. [6], it is quite difficult to know the elbow
shoulder joint torque on the natural condition. The learning method which is based
on the feedback error learning schema is proposed by modifying the ANN with the
torque error which calculated from the desired angle and measured angle.

Studies of muscle force models have been carried out by Naeem et al. [8]. The
model was estimated based on a rectified smoothed EMG signal using the BPANN
method to predict the muscle force. The proposed model can efficiently extract
muscle force features from (EMG) signals in a fast and easy method. The results
showed that the regression of the ANN model exceeded 99 %. However among all
the previous studies related to EMG based ANN model been conducted, none of
them really emphasize on the data processing phase which involve EMG data
processing and desired torque determination. Therefore this paper will explain in
detail this phase.
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63.3 Methods

Figure 63.1 shows a block diagram of our research methodology that consists of two
major phases. First phase is EMG data processing and desired torque determination.
Second phase is the ANN construction and testing. The data collection from the first
phase is used to validate and teach the ANN algorithm in second phase.

63.3.1 Experimental Setup

Implementation of arm rehabilitation device based on movement is recorded from
the EMG signal of healthy subjects. From the human anatomy studies, different
angle movements of upper limb with elbow as the reference is depends on relation
of agonist and antagonist. In this study is focusing on the behaviour of biceps
muscle as agonist and the triceps as the antagonist respectively. Muscle that
involved in this movement is biceps and triceps, however in this study to under-
stand the electrical activity during muscle contraction, the biceps is the only
muscle that taking into account. The movements’ ranges in between position of
arm flexion until arm fully extend.

The environment is in a room with low lighting especially the fluorescent light,
any electromagnetic devices is away from the experiment equipment and the
environment is in silent room. Then, the experimental is set up with the subject sit
on the chair while the hand is on the table. The subject has to complete the task of
lift up the dumbbell with 2.268 kg of weight as shown in Fig. 63.2b. Normally, the
appearance of EMG signal is chaos and noisy depends on the type of electrodes
also the noise factor. To simplify the difference of amplitude response for the
motion, the dumbbell is functioned to amplify the amplitude in analysing the
electrical activity during rest and contract. The rehabilitation devices (white in
color on Fig. 63.2a) helps to keep the position of the elbow joint and the wrist joint
in line Mostly, the EMG signal is obtained after several trials of the movements.
These movements are specified from angle of 0� (arm in rest position), up to 120�
(arm is fully flexion). Data was collected from two subjects by 5 repetitions of
each flexion movements [9].

Prior of data collection process, the skin needs a preparation. The preparation of
skin is ruled by the Surface Electromyography for the Non-Invasive Assessment of

Experimental setup 
for sEMG data 

acquisition

EMG data 
processing

Arm rehabilitation 
device

Determine the 
desired torque

ANN

Joint torque 
estimation 

model

Fig. 63.1 Research methods
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Muscles (SENIAM) procedure for non-invasive methods. The subject’s skin has to
be shaved by using small electrical shaver and cleaned with sterile alcohol swabs
saturated with 70 % Isopropyl Alcohol. This step is to be taken for minimizing the
noise and to have a good contact with the electrodes of the skin by decreasing the
impedance of the skin. The skin has to be clean from any contamination of body
oil, body salt, hair and the dead cells. The preparation of skin can be done by
wiping the alcohol swab into the area of skin that electrode placement to be
applied. The placements of the electrode have to be at the belly of the muscles not
in the tendon or motor unit. This ensured the detecting surface intersects most of
the same muscle on subject as in Fig. 63.3a at the biceps brachii, and as a result, an
improved superimposed signal is observed. Reference electrode has to be at the
bone as the ground, for this experiment it placed at elbow joint as shown in
Fig. 63.3b. These electrodes are connected to the combination of hardware Olimex
EKG-EMG-PA and Arduino Mega for data collection.

Fig. 63.2 Subject is set-up with arm rehabilitation assistive device for experiment (a).
Simulation of subject’s to lift up the dumbbell 2.268 kg of weight (b)

Biceps

(a) (b)Fig. 63.3 The biceps brachii
muscles for electrode
positions (a), The electrode
placements on subject skin
(b)
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63.3.2 EMG Data Processing

Figure 63.4 shows the EMG data processing block diagram. After obtained satis-
factory EMG signal as shown in Fig. 63.5a, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is per-
formed to the signal to analyses the frequency content of the signal. The EMG signal
is break into its frequency component and it is presented as function of probability of
their occurrence. In order to observe the variation of signal in different frequency
components, the FFT signal is represented by Power Spectral Density (PSD). From
the PSD we can describes how the signal energy or power is distributed across
frequency. Figure 63.5b shows that most of the power is in the range of below
10 Hz, therefore the EMG signal should be filtered in the range of above 10 Hz as a

Raw EMG 
signal 

Determine cut off 
frequency range for 
filtering using FFT

Filtering & 
rectify

Signal 
smoothing

Fig. 63.4 EMG data processing

Fig. 63.5 Raw EMG signal (a), Power Spectral Density (b), Rectified signal (c), Smooth signal (d)
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cut off frequency for low pass filtered. After decide the cut off frequency for filtering,
the DC offset of the EMG signal is removed and is rectified to obtain its absolute
value as shown in Fig. 63.5c. Finally, the signal was smoothed and normalized
passing it through a 5th order Butterworth type low-pass filter with cut off frequency
10 Hz and the smooth signal is illustrate in Fig. 63.5d [8, 9].

63.3.3 Desired Torque

Desired torque of the elbow joint is used as target data for our ANN techniques as
well as act as output signal for muscle [10]. The data is collected throughout the
angle from 0� to 120� angle with increment of 0.0619� each step to align with the
sample number of EMG signal. Figure 63.6a shows the arm rehabilitation device
position for torque calculation. The desired torque for elbow joint is determined by
applying standard torque equation:

s ¼ rloadFload þ rarmFarmð Þcos h ð63:1Þ

where rload is distance from the elbow joint to the load, Fload is force due to load,
Farm is the force due to the mass of the lever arm and rarm is evenly distributed
distance of mass of arm distance which is half of rload. The angle h between r and
F is drawn from the same origin. A applied load is 2.268 kg dumbbell and the
distance from the elbow joint is 0.25 m while the mass of the lever arm is 0.1 kg.
Figure 63.6b shows the desired torque characteristic for the elbow joint.

63.3.4 Artificial Neural Network Techniques

ANN is a computing paradigm that is loosely modeled after cortical structures of
the brain. It consists of interconnected processing elements called nodes or neuron

Fig. 63.6 Arm rehabilitation device position (a), Desired torque characteristic (b)
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that work together to produce an output function. It capable to map a data set of
numeric inputs with a set of numeric outputs. It is also the most widely applied
training network which has input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The neurons
on each layer need to be considered carefully to produce high accuracy network.
The number of hidden neurons could affect the performance of the network. The
network performance not always been improved if the hidden layer and its neurons
is increased [4]. Therefore the number of hidden neurons is tested to achieve the
optimized network. However there is constraint in determining the number of
neurons. If the numbers of hidden neurons is too large, the network requires more
memory and the network become more complicated while if the number of hidden
neurons is too small, the network would face difficulty to adjust the weigh properly
and could cause over fitting which is problem where the network cannot be
generalized with slightly different inputs [11].

The input signal is propagated forward through network layer using back
propagation algorithm. An array of predetermined input is compared with the
desired output response to compute the value of error function. This error is
propagated back through the network in opposite direction of synaptic connec-
tions. This will adjust the synaptic weight so that the actual response value of the
network moved closer to the desired response [12]. BPNN has two-layer feed-
forward network with hidden neurons and linear output neurons. The function used
in the hidden layer of network is sigmoid function that generates values in range of
-1 to 1 [9]. There are layers of hidden processing units in between the input and
output neurons. For each epoch of data presented to the neural network, the
weights (connections between the neurons) and biases are updated in the con-
nections to the output, and the learned error between the predicted and expected
output, the deltas, is propagated back through the network [13].

A Lavenberg-Marquardt training back propagation algorithm is implemented
for this work to model the EMG to torque signal. This algorithm is chosen due to
the facts that it outperforms simple gradient descent and other conjugate gradient
methods in a wide variety problem such as convergence problems. Single input
EMG signal that act as a training data while single output which is the desired
torque act as a target data. The network is optimized for 20 hidden neurons as
shown in Fig. 63.7 [4]. The network was trained using 1839 sets of EMG data for
arm flexion motion from 0� angles to 120� angle. It also has output data which is
torque of correspondent arm motion. The training process was iteratively adjusted
to minimize the error and increased the rate of network performance [11]. The
training has been done by dividing the input data of 70 % for training, 15 % for
validation and 15 % for testing [8].

The performance evaluation of the network is based on the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) of the training data and Regression (R) between the target outputs and the
network outputs as well as the characteristics of the training, validation, and
testing errors. The network is consider has the best performance if it has lowest
MSE and highest R while exhibit similar error characteristics among the training,
validation and testing. However even if the MSE shows very good result but the
validation and testing vary greatly during the training process, the network
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structure is still considered unsatisfactory because the network is not generalized.
Therefore further tuning and training need to be conducted in order to improve the
network performance [11].

63.4 Experimental Results

In order to optimize the network performance, different number of hidden neurons is
simulated for several times until achieved the satisfactory results [11]. The network
is trained using Lavemberg-Marquardt algorithm and the performance of the net-
work is measured using MSE and R. The best validation performance of the network
is 0.13807 at epoch 46 as shown in Fig. 63.8. It is an acceptable result since the test
set error and the validations set error have similar behavior. It shows that the MSE
has decreased rapidly along the epochs during training. The regression also produces
a good curve fitness for training, test and validation data around 0.999 which give an
optimal value for our model as shown in Fig. 63.9 [8, 14].

Fig. 63.7 BPNN model

Fig. 63.8 Best validation
performance
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Fig. 63.9 Regression of the trained model

Fig. 63.10 Error histogram of the trained model (a), Target versus trained network output (b)
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Error sizes are well distributed since most error approaching zero values that
make the trained model perform better as shown in Fig. 63.10a. The network has
maximum instance around 450 of MSE distributed around the zero line of the error
histogram [14]. Figure 63.10b shows a comparison between prediction output
from the trained network and target torque. The prediction output has fairly good
agreement with the characteristics of the target data.

63.5 Conclusions

Based on the result, it can be concluded that the ANN model with 20 hidden
neurons produce MSE of 0.13807 and average regression of 0.999. It is consider a
good performance as it shows that this neural network model can well represent
the relationship between EMG signals and elbow joint torque. Hence this model
can be used for motor torque control of the arm rehabilitation devices. The model
can be further improved by applying other artificial intelligence training algorithm
such as genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization to produce better mean
squared error and regression performance result.
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Chapter 64
Enhancement of RSA Key Generation
Using Identity

Norhidayah Muhammad, Jasni Mohamad Zain,
M.Y.M. Saman and Mohd Fadhil Ramle

Abstract The purpose of this paper is to enhance previous algorithm called
Tripathi algorithm. The Tripathi algorithm proposes an RSA based algorithm to
generate cryptographic keys using user identity such as email address of a person.
This algorithm used user’s identity to replace the numbers that are used as a public
key in the RSA algorithm. However, the Tripathi algorithm cannot use all of the
users’ email addresses as a public key. This is because, there are two reasons why
it is unable to use all email addresses: (i) this algorithm use the same modulo value
for every email, if the email is not related prime to modulo value, the new email
should be entered. (ii) Entered email is composed of odd and even number. If the
email is even number, then it cannot be the public key. Therefore the Tripathi
algorithm needs to be improved. Proposed algorithm called CLB-RSA has been
implemented. This algorithm can used all user emails as a public key, and this
achievement is after two experiments are done on this study.

64.1 Introduction

Information security or also known as computer security is an approach to protect
information from unauthorized access, disruption, modification or manipulation of
information [1]. Sensitive data need to protect from unauthorized by any unrelated
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person. As done by [2, 3] to protect medical image. Cryptographic system or
cryptosystem is a form of encryption, decryption algorithm, and the key generation
[4]. Key generation become the biggest problem for cryptography. This is because
the key generation process to determine the public key and private key for use during
encryption and decryption process. The safety of a cryptography algorithm depends
on the complexity of a cryptography keys. RSA algorithm security is commonly
known can be a tool for good security. The actual RSA cryptographic process is
generally a complicated mathematical formulation, the more complex of keys, the
more difficult to break the cipher text, and more secure, the disadvantage of RSA
algorithm is the RSA algorithm using a key consisting of a row of numbers and also
requires large storage space and is only suitable for use on large device memory.

Several techniques had already been proposed for distribution of public keys.
Out of them one was public key certificates. The basic idea was to use trusted third
party called Certificate Authority (CA) to provide trusted public key to the various
participants on demand. To setup the hierarchical infrastructure for numerous
CA’s extra overhead was required. In 1984, Shamir [5] proposed public key
encryption scheme in which the public key can be an arbitrary string. Shamir’s
original motivation for identity based encryption was to simplify the certificate
management. Several proposals for IBE schemes [6–9]. Hence the Tripathi
algorithm [10] presents an RSA based algorithm to generate the cryptographic
keys required by participants for secure communication using their identities
which is similar to identity based encryption scheme (IBE).

However the main problem in Tripathi algorithm is cannot use all of the user
email addresses as a public key. This is because, there are two reasons why it is
unable to use all email addresses: (i) this algorithm use the same modulo value for
every email, if the email is not related prime to modulo value, the new email
should be entered. (ii) Entered email is composed of odd and even number. If
email users cannot be used as a public key, then the user must enter a new email
and the process is repeated until the user’s email can be used as a public key.
Therefore the Tripathi algorithm needs to be improved. In this study, two times of
experiments that were carried out to produce satisfactory results and make sure all
emails entered by user can be a public key. In a first experiment, the algorithm that
has been improved from the Tripathi algorithm and it’s called LB-RSA.

Looping process has been added to this algorithm to produce a new modulo
value and helps to produce more email addresses that can be used as a public key
and LB-RSA have shown good results, that is, 50 % of the total number of emails,
can be used as a public key. This number was increased compared to the amount
generated by Tripathi algorithm that is 25 %. The resulting decision issued by LB-
RSA algorithms in experiment 1 do not reach 100 %, the second experiment
carried out to provide a better algorithm and can achieve 100 % of emails that can
be used as a public key. The classification process added in LB-RSA algorithm is
to determine whether the decimal is even or odd number, this process helps to
make all email can be a public key. Before emails are tested in these algorithms,
emails will be converting to decimal value.
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64.2 Related Work

64.2.1 Tripathi Algorithm

RSA algorithm was gone through several phases of change towards, a variety of
improvements have been made in the original RSA algorithm, including algo-
rithms that have been developed by Sachin Tripathi [11]. This algorithm also has
several advantages compared with the original RSA algorithm. (1) Tripathi
algorithm used user string identity as a public key such as an email address. (2)
Need small device memory to store the public key. The algorithm presents the
RSA based algorithm to generate the cryptographic keys required by participants
for secure communication using their identities, which is similar to identity based
encryption (IBE) scheme. Hence the authentication of the public key in IBE is a
big challenge and for which public key certificates, provided by a Certification
Authority (CA), are used. At large scale communication to set up numerous CA’s
is a major overhead of public key cryptography.

Hence this algorithm attempts to avoid the use of public key certificates and
proposes an RSA based algorithm to generate the cryptographic keys using
identity such as an email identity of a person. Figure 64.1 shows the key gener-
ation algorithm of the Tripathi flow algorithm. The email address entered will be
converted into a fixed—size string using CRC32 hash function and then converted
to a decimal value before test in this algorithm. After that the decimal value h (id)
will be tested whether it is relative prime to modulo phi (n) or not, h (id) is relative
prime to the modulo phi (n), then email address can be used as a public key, but if
the email is not relative prime to the modulo, then the user must enter a new email
as a public key. This is an example of email address convert to form of decimal
using CRC32 hash function. However the problem in Tripathi algorithm is unable
to use all user email as a public key. There are two reasons why it is unable to use
all email addresses: (i) this algorithm use the same modulo value for every email,
if the email is not relative prime to modulo value, the new email should be entered.
(ii) Entered email is composed of odd and even number.

64.3 Proposed Algorithm (CLB-RSA)

The methodology proposed will be named CLB-RSA algorithm. The character of
‘‘CLB’’ is standing for classification and loop based process. A representation of
‘‘C’’ is standing for classification and ‘‘LB’’ is standing for loop based. The
advantage of this algorithm is able to use all user emails address as a public key.
There are two enhancement process added in this proposes algorithms are: looping
and classification process. Advantages of using user identity abridged in order to
facilitate the user to remember public key. Example of user identity is including user
name, user email, nickname and so on. Improvements done on this algorithm has
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improved the performance of CLB-RSA, the performance on the number of emails
that can be used as a public key is increase and reach of hundred percent results.

The improvement was made to ensure that all email address can be used as a
public key. As discussed in related work, Tripathi algorithm cannot use all the
emails as a public key, and only certain email that can be used as a public key.
Comparison of the performance can be seen between the Tripathi algorithms and
CLB-RSA algorithms. Comparison between these algorithms is in terms of the
number of emails that can be made as a public key email based on twenty samples
listed in Table 64.1. CLB-RSA is second algorithm evaluate from first experiment
by Muhammad [12].

64.3.1 LB-RSA Algorithm

In this study, two times of experiments that was carried out to produce an algo-
rithm that can produce a satisfied result. In a first experiment, the algorithm that

Start

End

e = public key

Is
k= 1?

e= valid email ID

Select prime 
number p and q

k = GCD (h(id),phi(n)

h (id) = hash(e)

phi (n) = (p -1)*(q -1)

Fig. 64.1 Tripathi algorithm
flowchart
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has been improved from the Tripathi algorithm and it’s called LB-RSA [12].
Looping process is added in LB-RSA to generate the new parameters of modulo
phi (n). In Tripathi algorithm, looping process will be run on email address, it’s
mean, if email cannot be a public key, so users need to enter new email address, so
the loop process is happen on email address. However in LB-RSA algorithm, the
looping process is running modulo value phi (n), if the email address cannot be a
public key, so new modulo value will be created. When the new parameters of phi
(n) are produced, then the probability of the value of h (id) and phi (n) is relative
prime is higher, and it is usually referred to equation k = GCD (h (id), phi (n)). If
k is equal to 1, so this it meant h (id) is relative prime to phi (n), and the email’s
address can be used as public key. In Tripathi algorithm, modulo phi (n) generated
only once and if the value of k is not equal to 1, then the email entered is declared
as a non-public key, and the user should enter a new email address. These pro-
cesses write:

If GCD (h(id),phi(n))=1;
h(id)=public key;

else
Looping process until k=1;

Table 64.1 Result LB-RSA and CLB-RSA

No Email Decimal LB-RSA CLB-RSA

1 yaron4329@coolmail.co.il 786745081 Yes Yes

2 odedny@012.net.il 2730798235 Yes Yes

3 sismal@t2.technion.ac.il 1812161612 No Yes

4 knarik2000@mail.ru 3238888356 No Yes

5 simon.goldman@intel.com 795509258 No Yes

6 kristal@netvision.net.il 3700340025 Yes Yes

7 daniel227@bezequnt.net 4067366447 Yes Yes

8 nitzan@tzel.net 1199321065 Yes Yes

9 tall_g@telepark.co.il 3074048744 No Yes

10 zhan_t@hotmail.com 2205045334 No Yes

11 Jacklml@consultant.com 3009834837 Yes Yes

12 alayan1@012.net.il 2654073728 No Yes

13 romangr@matrix.co.il 3765641505 Yes Yes

14 rbarash@elta.co.il 296517678 No Yes

15 motyy@isa.gov.il 2386521674 No Yes

16 mrs.hidayah@yahoo.com.my 2962995952 No Yes

17 fatem_alyahya@yahoo.com 3843922542 No Yes

18 igor@bizportal.co.il 2489219047 Yes Yes

19 max@usermail.com 3211800885 Yes Yes

20 sharon_m@ifat.com 2388137343 Yes Yes
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Figure 64.2 shows the flowchart of LB-RSA and Tripathi key generation algo-
rithm. This comparison between two algorithms: Tripathi algorithm and LB-RSA
algorithm. As shown in Fig. 64.2, the main differences between these algorithms
are, in Tripathi algorithm, looping process is running on email address. When the
email entered by the users, can’t be a public key, so users need to enter the new email
address until email address can be used as a public key. So it’s mean reenter the new
emails is the looping process in Tripathi algorithm. However in LB-RSA algorithm,
the looping process occurred on modulo value, if the email address can’t be a public
key, thus a new modulo value phi (n) will be continuously created until the email can
be a public key. So it’s mean the looping process is done in modulo value and not on
email address. This process will be fully effective because the email addresses that
can be a public key are increasing in LB-RSA algorithm.

64.3.2 CLB-RSA Algorithm

The mathematical calculations that are used in CLB-RSA key generation algo-
rithm describe to show detail how it’s calculated in table 64.2. Steps 6 and 7 are

Tripathi Algorithm LB-RSA Algorithm

Start

End

e = public key

Is
k= 1?

e= valid email ID

Select prime 
number p and q 

k = GCD (h(id),phi(n)

h (id) = hash(e)

phi (n) = (p-1)* (q -1)

Start

End

e = public key

is 
k= 1?

e = valid email 

Select prime 
number p and 

k = GCD (h(id),phi(n) 

h(id) = hash(e)

phi (n) = (p-1)*(q-1)

Fig. 64.2 Comparison between Tripathi and LB-RSA Key Generation Algorithm
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the additional steps of this algorithm different with Tripathi algorithm. Small
number used in example in table 64.2 to give simple calculation, and also used
even decimal value as a public key to show how this algorithm make a classifying
process to determine either the decimal entered is even or odd number. The even
number of decimal value is converted to odd number by reducing the value as
shown in step 6. After emails tested, and the result for entered email is an odd
number, then the next process can be carried out and an email address can be used
as a public key, even maybe the looping process requires more than a one-time
loop. However, if the decimal value is even, then the value should be converted to
the odd before proceed to the nest process. Therefore, when the value is odd
umber, then the email can be used as a public key. This classifying process will be
solving the second problem (even decimal value can’t be a public key) in Tripathi
algorithm that causes this algorithm cannot used all email as a public key.
Therefore LB-RSA can solve the first problem that causes the Tripathi algorithm

LB-RSA Algorithm   CLB-RSA Algorithm 

Start 

End 

e = public key

is 
k= 1? 

e= valid email 

Select prime 
number p and 

k = GCD (h(id),phi(n) 

h(id) = hash(e)

phi (n) = (p-1)*(q-1)

            Y 

Start

End

e = public key

Is
k = 1?

e= valid email ID

Select prime 
number p and q 

k = GCD (h(id),phi(n)

h (id) = hash(e)

phi (n) = (p-1)* (q-1)

Is
h(id)= odd? h(id) – 1 

Fig. 64.3 Comparison betweenCLB-RSA Algorithm and LB-RSA Algorithm
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cannot used all email as a public key using looping process hence create the new
modulo value until email an modulo value is related prime.

To convert an even decimal value to odd decimal value, decimal value should
be minus 1 or plus 1. But for this algorithm, the decimal value will be minus 1 to
produce odd decimal value. Once the email is turned to the odd number, and then
the next process can be implemented. This is the difference process between LB-
RSA and CLB-RSA, and this improvements step can complement this algorithm
because CLB-RSA can make all email entered can be used as a public key. The
addition process of this algorithm is to make tests on the decimal to classify the
decimal value, whether it is an odd number, or even number. This equation is used
for this process. If h (id) = odd, then continue step 7, else h (id)-1, continue step 7.
Figure 64.3 shows the flowchart of the steps in CLB-RSA key generation algo-
rithm, the process begins with the declaration of two random numbers as a
parameter p and q and lastly public key and private key are determined.

Figure 64.3 shows the comparison between two key generation algorithms, LB-
RSA and CLB-RSA. As shown in Fig. 64.3, the main difference is the classifi-
cation process. This process is added in this algorithm to make classifying on
decimal value, this process is very important because if the decimal value is even
number, so the email address entered cannot be a public key. Classification process
added in this algorithm is to make a classifying of decimal value to odd or even
number. If the decimal value is an odd number, so there is nothing happened to the
decimal value and can continue to the next step and make is as a public key.
However, if the decimal value is even, so this decimal value must be converted to
odd number first before proceeds as a public key. However the looping process is
still available in this algorithm because it will be useful when the decimal value is
an even number. If a decimal value is an odd number, but decimal value and
modulo value is not a prime number, so new modulo value will be created and this
process is fully working when the email that can be a public key is increasing.

Table 64.1 shows the result produced by LB-RSA and CLB-RSA. LB-RSA
algorithm is tested in experiment 1 and CLB-RSA algorithm is tested in algorithm
2. Both of these tests using the same twenty sample email listed in Table 64.1. In
LB-RSA, half of data can be used as a public key, and a half of the data cannot be
a public key, but in CLB-RSA all data can be used as a public key. This proves the
effectiveness of CLB-RSA algorithm and the addition step is performed on this
algorithm have a significant impact on this algorithm, successfully making all the
emails as a public key.
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Table 64.2 CLB-RSA Key Generation Culculation

1. Select two parameters, namely p and q, these two parameters must be a
prime number.

p= 3, q= 7
2. Compute n by using the following formula.

n = p * q
n= 21

3. Compute phi (n).
phi (n) = (p – 1) * (q – 1)

phi(n) = 12
4. Input the user valid email Id.

e = valid email id
e = odedny@012.net.il

5. Convert email id to hash function.
h(id) = hash(e)

h(id) = 1812161612
6. Classified decimal value.

if h(id) = odd number?
Continue step 7

else
h(id) – 1

Continue step 7
1812161612== odd?= NO

else
1812161612-1=1812161611

h(id)==1812161611
Continue step 7

7. Choose the exponent k if :
If GCD (h(id), phi (n)) = 1

Continue step 8
Else, loop step 1 the process until k=1

GCD(1812161611, 12) = 1 
8. Compute private key exponent d through following formula

d = e ^ -1 mod (phi (n))
d = 7

9. Thus the public key consists of public key exponent e and n. And the private 
key consists of private key exponent d and n.

Public key: (n, e)
Public key: (n, d)

Public key: (21, 1812161611)
Public key: (21, 7)
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64.4 Conclusion

The algorithm has been improved and called CLB-RSA has achieved the objectives
of improving the RSA algorithm using the email address as the public key, and make
sure all the email entered by the user can be used as a public key. The email addresses
used in this study consisted of a variety of different domains. The results produced by
CLB-RSA are very gratified that 100 % of the email can be public key. These results
are better than the previous algorithm (Tripathi algorithm). Problems faced by
Tripathi algorithm can be solve by CLB-RSA algorithm using loop based and
classification process. However in future, this algorithm can be improved better than
CLB-RSA such as private key can be replaced with private user identity.
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Chapter 65
Rules Mining Based on Clustering
of Inbound Tourists in Thailand

Wirot Yotsawat and Anongnart Srivihok

Abstract Tourism industries are growing up rapidly with more competition. So,
travel agencies or tourism organizations must have a good planning and provide
campaign for tourist’s needs. This study proposes the usage of data mining for
tourism industries in Thailand. Data clustering and association rule mining were
chosen as the data mining methods in order to discover useful knowledge. Two-level
clustering with decision tree bagging was applied to construct the segments of tourist.
Apriori algorithm was then used to find the rules on each cluster. The experimental
results indicated that the tourists data was separated into eleven differently segments
and decision tree bagging for attributes weighting can enhance the quality of clusters.
The eleven segments were analyzed in order to identify tourists’ behavior patterns
and their preferences. Association rule mining was applied to each segment in order
to find the relationship among the features of tourist data. The rules were filtered
again by experts. The clustering and association rule results can be served to tourism
organization in order to support their strategic and market planning.

65.1 Introduction

Tourism industries are growing up rapidly in many countries. There are many
supporting policy and developing plans from their governments. Activities and
destinations are promoted for the attraction of tourists and tourism investors from
foreign countries. Tourists receive more choices for selecting the best interesting
places. So, travel agencies or tourism organizations must have a good planning and
provide campaigns for tourist’s needs. They have to know tourists’ behavior
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patterns and their preferences. This paper proposes data mining techniques on
inbound tourists in Thailand by using segmentation and association rule tech-
niques. Two-level clustering with factors weighting by Decision Tree bagging,
was a methodology for applying cluster analysis to explore the tourists patterns for
market planning, promotion and package design for each group. Association rule
mining was then applied to each segment. The results of association rule can be
applied for tourists’ recommendation system. Thus, this study can serve as useful
knowledge for travel agencies and other tourism organizations.

65.2 Literature Review

Data mining is the process of automatically discovering useful information in large
data base [1]. Since data mining was introduced, it has developed by many
researchers. Data mining technique has been applied in many fields such as
accounting, medicine, law, and so forth. Some researchers focused on the
implementation of data mining for tourism such as Wong, Chen, Chung, and Kao
[2], they proposed the usage of three data mining techniques to analyze the travel
patterns of Northern Taiwan tourists. RFM (Recency, Frequency and Monetary
Value) was applied to identify valuable travelers, C4.5 decision tree and associ-
ation rule were then applied to discover the traveling pattern and rule. Gul Gokay
Emel, Cagatan Taskin and Omer Akat [3] applied Apriori rule mining to profile the
domestic tourists of Bursa, Turkey and provided suggestions for relevant tourism
enterprises. Moreover, Brida et al. [4] implemented two-level approach to conduct
cluster analysis based on Italian Christmas Market visitors.

Some researchers used the Decision Tree weighting for improving the accuracy
of classifier such as Kaewchinporn et al. [5] used Decision Tree bagging to weight
features for improve the predictive performance of K-Means. Hall [6] applied
Decision Tree bagging to weight attributes for improve the performance of Naive
Bayes classifier. This study, the researchers enhanced the quality of cluster by
applying the Decision Tree bagging weighted to the features of data. After clusters
were constructed, tree bagging and attributes weighting were applied. K-Means
and Self Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm were then applied to refine the clusters.
Useful knowledge can be served to tourism enterprises.

65.3 Related Algorithms

65.3.1 Two-Level Clustering

There were some researchers who used two-level clustering for market segmen-
tation. Conventional approach of two-level clustering is the combination of
Hierarchical and non-Hierarchical techniques. The advantages of first level are
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solved the limitation of algorithm on the second level. For example, Punj and
Steward [7] presented two-step clustering by binding of Hierarchical Clustering
(HAC) and K-Means approach. The HAC was used to find the number of cluster
and initial seeds for the input of K-Means algorithm. However, HAC cannot
handle the large data set. Moreover, once a decision is made to combine two
clusters, it cannot be undone. Kuo [8] proposed two-stage clustering by combining
of SOM and K-Means algorithms. In the first stage, the researcher replaced HAC
with SOM for solve the limitation of HAC. His proposed method is slightly better
than the conventional two-stage method.

In this present, we implement SOM and K-Means approach to segment tourist’s
dataset. SOM algorithm was discovered by Kohonen. The SOM algorithm is used
to find the optimum number of cluster by calculating two criterions consist of
RMSSTD and RS [9] which defined as.

RMSSTD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P

i¼1::nc
j¼1::d

Pnij

k¼1 ðxk � �xjÞ2

P
i¼1::nc
j¼1::d

ðnij � 1Þ

v
u
u
u
u
t ð65:1Þ

RS ¼

Pd
j¼1

Pnj

k¼1 ðxk � �xjÞ2 �
P

i¼1::c
j¼1::d

Pnij

k¼1 ðxk � �xjÞ2

Pd
j¼1

Pnj

k¼1 ðxk � �xjÞ2 ð65:2Þ

c is the number of cluster.
d is the number of dimension.
�xj is the mean value of jth dimension.
nij is the number of sample in ith cluster, jth dimension.

After the optimum number of cluster was found, the initial seeds were deter-
mined. They were used to input to K-Means method in the second step. For further
calculation of SOM and basic K-Means algorithm are available in Tan [1].

65.3.2 Decision Tree Bagging and Features Weighting

This study, the researchers used Decision Tree bagging for features weighting
because of the factors may have different importance. This method may improve
the quality of cluster. Tree bagging uses a Decision Tree algorithm to construct
n models based on a different diversity of training data. The bagging algorithm was
shown as following [5].
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Algorithm: Bagging
Input: D: data set;

n: the number of models;
- a learning scheme (e.g., decision tree)

Output: A composite model, M*.
Method:
(1) For i=1 to n do
(2) create bootstrap sample, Di, by sampling D with 

replacement
(3)   use Di to derive a model, Mi; 
(4) End for

The attributes weighting technique uses the features which appear in the trees.
After decision trees were constructed, attributes which appeared in each trees were
selected and computed the weight. The weight of attribute was varying on a size of
tree and the position of that attribute appearing in that tree. The computation of
weight for each attribute was defined as [5].

wðk;iÞ ¼ height Mi � j þ 1ð Þ= height Mi þ 1ð Þ ð65:3Þ

where wk,i is the weight of attribute k in tree i, height_Mi is the height of tree i and
j is the level of attribute node k in tree i.

All attribute weights from each tree models were calculated for an average
weight by the following equation.

wk ¼ ðwk;1 þ wk;2þ���þwk;nÞ=n ð65:4Þ

where wk is the total weight of attribute k and n is the number of tree models.

65.3.3 Apriori Algorithm

Association rule was discovered by Agrawal et al. [10]. It is used in the recom-
mendation systems such as www.amazon.com. Apriori was well-known algorithm
and popular usage in market basket data analysis. It was used to find the rela-
tionship between two or more attributes in the large database. There were two
standard measurements such as minimum support (Minsup) and minimum confi-
dence (Minconf). Support was used to evaluate the statistical importance of a set of
transactions in database such as Sup(X, D) represented the rate of transactions in D
containing the item set X. Confidence represented the rate of transactions in D that
contain item set X and also item set Y. It was defined as Conf(X ? Y) = Sup(X \
Y)/Sup(X, D). The first step of Apriori algorithm was to detect a large item set
with greater than minimum support and the second step was to generate associ-
ation rules with greater than minimum confidence. Moreover, lift value was used
to reduce the possible biases when used the support and confidence values. Lift
was defined as Lift = Conf(X ? Y)/Sup(Y) [11]. The association rules were
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useful for many applications such as tourism marketing [3], tourism recommen-
dation systems [12, 13], new product development and customer relationship
management [14].

65.4 Methodology

65.4.1 Data Collection

This study, the researchers used secondary data accumulated from the Department
of Tourism, Ministry of Tourism and Sports, Thailand. The total number of
inbound tourist in the data files is 83,402 who arrived to Thailand in a period from
2008 through 2010. Data pre-processing were applied by removing unreliable,
missing values and outliers. So, the total number of observation in the sample was
79,473. The attributes of data are the length of stay (days), age (years), gender,
occupations, annual incomes (US Dollars), average expenditures (Baht per day),
purpose of visit, types of accommodation, tourist origins, places of residence and
types of transportation.

65.4.2 Study Framework

The specification of this study required the applying of data mining technique to
partition the data into segments and to discovered the relationship among the
features of tourist in each segment, respectively. Using cluster analysis and
association rule, this study analyzed tourist behaviors and then extracted knowl-
edge to explore useful information for tourism businesses. The useful knowledge
can be helpful for tourism organizations in order to understand the tourist needs
and their preferences.

So, the research design was divided into two phases included data clustering
phase and association rule mining phase. Preprocessing methods were used to
clean the data. Clustering phase was then conducted by two-level clustering and
weighting features by decision tree bagging. SOM algorithm was performed to find
the optimum number of cluster. The appropriate number of cluster was defined by
the computation of RMSSTD and RS. The cluster labels were assigned to build
decision tree bagging for attributes weighting. Attributes weighting by decision
tree bagging included four cases. Case one, case two and case three consisted of
ten trees which each tree was constructed by 25, 50 and 75 % of random with
replacement tourist data, respectively. Case four was built by overall data for one
tree. The features set were weighted and the data set was refined by the clustering
algorithms. Each cluster was analyzed when the clustering phase was finished.
After some attribute was preprocessed in order to qualify the requirement of
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Apriori algorithm, association rule mining was performed for each segment. The
study framework was illustrated in Fig. 65.1.

65.5 Experimental Results

65.5.1 Clustering Results

Finding the optimum number of cluster, Table 65.1, eleven clusters are obtained
from SOM method by the computation of RMSSTD and RS. After cluster labels
were assigned to each record, decision tree bagging was constructed for calculate
the weight of each attribute. After that, tourists’ data was recomputed and com-
pared the RMSSTD and RS between data with weighted attributes and data
without weighted attributes. The experimental result indicated that data with
weighted attributes give a better quality. It was illustrated on Table 65.2.

The result of clustering phase was shown on Table 65.3. The differences of
attribute among segments were illustrated on Table 65.3. The result showed no
significant difference on gender, age and occupation. Segment 1 was relatively
dominant among the eleven clusters. It comprised over 31 % (n = 24,777) of
overall tourists (N = 79,473) and can be considers as a homogeneous cluster. The
majority of visitor in Cluster 9 traveled to Thailand for business purpose. The
expenditure per day of Cluster 9 was highest around 4,747 Baht by average. The
tourists of cluster 11 stayed in Thailand for a longest time when compare with the
tourists in other clusters. Thus, they used a variety of transportation’ types. Cluster
3 chose domestic airplane for transportation. Moreover, clustering results

Tourists Data Set Data Preprocessing

Conclusion and Discussion

Clustering phase

Step 1: Finding the optimum 
number of cluster and initial  
seeds.

Step 2: Clustering and weighting

Tree Bagging and 
Features weighting

SOM

SOMK-Means

Apriori Rules Mining

Rules Evaluation

Rule mining phase

Fig. 65.1 Study framework
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suggested that the expenditure per day was inverse variation with the length of
stay. In other word, the expenditure of cluster 11 was the least but cluster 11 stayed
in Thailand for the longest term, the expenditure of cluster 9 was the highest but
cluster 9 stayed in Thailand for a short time. Cluster analysis results shown that the
tourism organizations can apply the useful knowledge for market planning, pro-
motion design and other related tourism developments.

65.5.2 Association Rule Mining Results

Clustering methods provided the distinct characteristics of segment but cannot
show the association among the features of data. Thus, Apriori rule mining was
applied to each tourist cluster. The rules with lift value ranging from 1.00 to 1.34
are obtained with minimum rule support (Minsup) of 25–35 % and minimum rule
confidence (Minconf) of 80–85 %. Table 65.4 described a part of association rules
which discovered from each tourist segment. Four significant rules were demon-
strated on Table 65.4.

The experimental results indicated that the tourist segments provided associa-
tion rules which were related to the characteristics of each segment. The rules
could be transformed to if-then clause. Finally, the rules were evaluated by tourism

Table 65.1 Finding the optimum number of cluster by SOM clustering

#Cluster RMSSTD RS #Cluster RMSSTD RS

2 2.7653 0.1092 9 2.4865 0.2798

3 2.6827 0.1616 10 2.4487 0.3015

4 2.6279 0.1955 11 2.4279 0.3134

5 2.5873 0.2202 12 2.4320 0.3111

6 2.5678 0.2319 13 2.4523 0.2995

7 2.5173 0.2618 14 2.4359 0.3089

8 2.4880 0.2790

Table 65.2 The comparison of RMSSTD and RS between SOM and K-Means for data with
weighted and not weighted attributes (number of cluster = 11)

Algorithms Weighting RMSSTD RS

SOM No 2.4279 0.3134

K-Means No 2.4277 0.3135

SOM Yes 1.6933 0.4395

K-Means Yes 1.7001 0.4350
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Table 65.4 Four significant rules for each tourist cluster with Minsup = 25–35 %, Min-
conf = 80–85 % and lift = 1.00–1.34

# Antecedents Consequent

R11 Pd = Holiday, A = Hotel, Ec = 4,514–6,832 Baht/
day

Db = Central

R12 P = Holiday, Occupation = Professional Aa = Hotel, D = Central

R13 A = Hotel, Age = 25–34 years P = Holiday, D = Central

R14 P = Holiday, Zone = East Asia A = Hotel, D = Central

R21 A = Guesthouse D = Northern, P = Holiday

R22 D = Northern, Income = less than 20,000 $US P = Holiday

R23 Income = less than 20,000 $US D = Northern

R24 Te = Plane D = Northern

R31 D = Southern, Zone = Europe T = Plane, P = Holiday

R32 T = Plane, Age = 25–34 years D = Southern

R33 T = Plane, P = Holiday, Gender = Male D = Southern, A = Hotel

R34 D = Southern, Age = 25–34 years A = Hotel

R41 D = Eastern, Gender = Male, T = Other A = Hotel

R42 D = Eastern, Income = 20,000–39,999 $US A = Hotel, P = Holiday

R43 D = Eastern, A = Hotel, Age = 25–34 years P = Holiday

R44 P = Holiday, Income = less than 20,000 $US D = Eastern, A = Hotel

R51 P = Holiday, Age = 15–24 years D = Central

R52 Income = less than 20,000 $US D = Central, P = Holiday

R53 D = Central, P = Holiday A = Resort

R54 P = Holiday, T = Other, Income = less than 20,000
$US

D = Central

R61 D = Northern, Gender = Female A = Hotel, P = Holiday

R62 A = Hotel, P = Holiday, Gender = Female D = Northern

R63 D = Northern, Income = 20,000–39,999 $US A = Hotel

R64 Occupation = Professional D = Northern, A = Hotel

R71 Zone = Europe D = Eastern, P = Holiday

R72 D = Eastern, T = Bus P = Holiday

R73 D = Eastern, A = Guesthouse P = Holiday

R74 Age = 25–34 years D = Eastern

R81 T = Ferry A = Guesthouse,
D = Southern

R82 Occupation = Professional A = Guesthouse

R83 A = Guesthouse, Income = 20,000–39,999 $US P = Holiday

R84 A = Guesthouse, Age = 25–34 years D = Southern

R91 A = Hotel, P = Business D = Central

R92 T = Other, Gender = Male, P = Business D = Central, A = Hotel

R93 D = Central, Occupation = Professional A = Hotel

R94 D = Central, Zone = South East Asia A = Hotel

R101 P = Holiday, D = Southern, Gender = Female A = Hotel
(continued)
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professionals. Some rule was accepted by minimum criterions but it was rejected
by experts filtering. However, the most difficult of this study was the translation of
the segmentation and association rules to the suggestion of tourism management.
Table 65.5 shown the activity which tourism organizations should be focused.

65.6 Conclusion

Data mining can be extracted hidden information and patterns on the inbound
tourist data. This study focused on the role of data mining for tourism industries in
Thailand. Data clustering and association rule mining were chose as the data

Table 65.5 Example of implementation of clustering and association rules mining results

Knowledge founding Actionable activities which should be focused
on

Most of the extracted rules on cluster 1 belong
to ‘‘Holiday’’ purpose, ‘‘Hotel’’
accommodation and ‘‘Central’’ destination

Tour agencies design package tours as a base
for segmentation., Tourism recommendation
systems

Cluster 11 is a ‘‘price-conscious’’ segment Marketing managers should be focused on
pricing strategies and planning

Cluster 9 is a ‘‘hi-end’’ segment Marketing managers should be focused on the
quality of services and products

For cluster 3, if ‘‘Destination = Southern’’ and
‘‘Zone = Europe’’ then
‘‘Transportation = Plane’’ and
‘‘Purpose = Holiday’’

Information center should be focused on
tourist attraction and transportation for
holiday on Southern part of Thailand

For cluster 9, if ‘‘Destination = Central’’ and
‘‘Purpose = Business’’ then
‘‘Accommodation = Hotel’’

Hotel at Central part of Thailand should be
prepared their location and relationship
between business activities

Table 65.4 (continued)

# Antecedents Consequent

R102 Income = 20,000–39,999 $US A = Hotel

R103 P = Holiday, Gender = Female D = Southern

R104 D = Southern, Gender = Male A = Hotel, P = Holiday

R111 D = Southern, T = Plane P = Holiday, A = Resort

R112 P = Holiday, Zone = Europe D = Southern, A = Resort

R113 D = Southern, P = Holiday, T = Ferry A = Resort

R114 D = Southern, Income = less than 20,000 $US A = Resort
a A = Accommodation
b D = Destination
c E = Expenditure
d P = Purpose
e T = Transportation
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mining methods in order to discover hidden knowledge. The clustering results
indicated that inbound tourists in Thailand consisted of various segments with
different profiles. Tourist data was segmented into eleven clusters by two-level
clustering. Decision tree bagging method was then applied in order to enhance the
quality of cluster. The eleven segments were analyzed to identify tourists’
behavior patterns and their preferences. The experimental results indicated that the
distinct characteristics among clusters can be helpful for tourism organizations in
order to define the market planning or strategic making such as tourism man-
agement or package tour designing. After eleven segments were analyzed, asso-
ciation rule mining was applied in order to discover the relationship among the
features of tourist in each segment. Minimum support and minimum confidence
were set to filter the rules which generated by Apriori algorithm. Finally, the rules
were evaluated by experts. Association rules mining results indicated that the
tourist segments provide association rules which related to the characteristics of
each segment. The rules can be implemented on recommendation systems or
marketing action which should be focused on the rules found.

Future studies of data mining on tourism can focus on other related features
such as cultural, socio-economic variables and values added from incompletely
data such as RFM analysis. Finding a good way to weight features is very
important for optimizing clustering results of many real world dataset. Moreover,
the researchers should be suggested the data collector to collect more information
for data analysis and researching.
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Chapter 66
Designing a New Model for Worm
Response Using Security Metrics

Madihah Mohd Saudi and Bachok M. Taib

Abstract Nowadays, worms are becoming more sophisticated, intelligent and
hard to be detected and responded than before and it becomes as one of the main
issues in cyber security. It caused loss millions of money and productivities in
many organizations and users all over the world. Currently, there are many works
related with worm detection techniques but not much research is focusing on worm
response. Therefore, in this research paper, a new model to respond to the worms
attack efficiently is built. This worm response model is called as eZSiber, inspired
by apoptosis or also known as cell-programmed death. It is a concept borrowed
from human immunology system (HIS), where it has been mapped into network
security environment. Once the user’s computer detects any indication of the
worm attacks, the apoptosis is triggered. In order to trigger the apoptosis, security
metrics plays a very important role in identifying the weight and the severity of the
worm attacks. In this model, the static and dynamic analyses were conducted and
the machine learning algorithms were applied to optimize the performance. Based
on the experiment conducted, it produced an overall accuracy rate of 99.38 %
using Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm. This performance cri-
teria result indicated that this model is an efficient worm response model.
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66.1 Introduction

Australia Computer Emergency Response Centre (AuSCERT) reported that 7,962
cases of the compromised Australia web sites were serving malwares in the year
2013 [1]. While statistics from Malaysia Computer Emergency Response Team
(MyCERT) show that malwares contributes as one of the major cyber threats in
Malaysia [2]. In this research, a worm is defined as a malicious program that can
replicate itself, moving from one computer to another or can propagate via a
network without human intervention or an owner’s consent. One of the examples
of worm that has caused chaos all over world is called as the Stuxnet worm. It has
infected many computers at Iran’s nuclear station and moreover it has also infected
computers all over the world primarily at Indonesia, India and United States of
America [3]. Furthermore, earlier in the year 2012, Ramnit worm has succeeded
stole 45,000 Facebook passwords and after a year the worm characteristics have
been improved and it is capable to steal bank password and account details [4, 5].
If a comparison between current trends and those of 10 years ago is made, these
historical worm attacks and infections ensured the reputation of the attacker and
thus gaining respect from other attackers or hackers was paramount [6]. In con-
trast, the motivation for cyber-attacks in the past 5 years is based on profit.

When dealing with worm attacks, one of the hardest jobs to do is to identify
either the attack is genuine or not. Then once the attack has been identified, the
next step is to decide the severity level. If the attack caused damage to the
infrastructure and stole confidential information from the organization or user, it
can be categorized as high severity. Prior assigning the severity level, a proper
procedure or mechanism should be used as guidance. As for this research, security
metrics has been identified as one of the efficient way how to assign severity level
for worm attacks which then leads to the worm response mechanism. Therefore,
the objectives of this research paper are to produce a new model called as eZSiber
for worm response by applying security metrics and apoptosis concept, where the
apoptosis is mapped from human immunology system (HIS) into computer
security perspective and then to evaluate the proposed model. Prior to that, the
existing worm response techniques are investigated and evaluated. As for security
metrics, it is very important method on how to assign the worm attacks severity
level for the apoptosis to be triggered.

The apoptosis that is also known as the cell-programmed death is applied to
avoid the worm from propagating to other computers in the same network or via
the Internet. The apoptosis will only be triggered based on five (66.5) main
characteristics of a worm, which are the payload, operating algorithm, infection,
activation and propagation. These five main characteristics of a worm are further
refined and reused by assigning it with a weight and severity, where the security
metrics has been applied to trigger the apoptosis.
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As mentioned earlier, security metrics is very important method to assign the
worm severity level. Security metrics is a method that helps to quantify, classify
and measure information on security operations. In security metrics, the studied
threats are defined, and then the threats are transformed into metrics or repre-
sentations that can easily be measured. Security metrics can also be measured
based on the perimeter defence, control and coverage, availability and reliability
and application risks. All these measurements were already taken into consider-
ation when the worm analysis was conducted. Therefore, as a result, the weight
and severity performance and value are tested based on data criticality level,
infrastructure availability and loss of productivity. The main reason why security
metrics method has been chosen in this research is due to its capabilities to make
the job of defining, understanding, identifying and measuring information security
efficient, accurate, measurable and reliable. This is also supported by Atzeni and
Lioy [7], where they state that work can be more profitable if it is enhanced using
the security metrics and is more efficient if it is measurable.

For eZSiber worm response model, the security metrics is applied based on data
criticality, infrastructure availability and loss of productivity. Then these 3 factors
were used as the basis for assigning a weight and severity value. The above 5 main
characteristics of a worm were extracted from STAKCERT worm classification,
which were used as the input for this worm response model. The STAKCERT
worm classification is not discussed in this research paper and can be referred in
paper by Saudi et al. [8].

This paper is organised as follows. Section 66.2 presents the related works and
the challenges in applying weight, severity and security metrics into the worm
response model. Section 66.3 explains the methodology used in this research paper
which consists of static and dynamic analyses and the architecture of the controlled
laboratory environment. Section 66.4 presents the research findings which consists
the results of the testing and evaluation of the proposed worm response model.
Section 66.5 concludes and summarises the future work of this research paper.

66.2 Related Works

In applying apoptosis in worm response model, the main challenges, which should
be considered thoroughly is the method of assigning the apoptosis. Therefore,
based on the experiments and analysis conducted in this research, weight and
severity (assigned using security metrics) are identified as two important factors
that trigger apoptosis. There are a few studies, which have considered weight as
part of their work. Examples are those of Su [9], who built a real time anomaly
detection system for denial of service (DoS) attacks using weighted k-nearest
neighbour classifiers, Siddique and Maqbol [10], who used weighting in software
clustering, Kim et al. [11], who used weight as part of the log analysis of incident
response in a DSS system, Fisch et al. [12], who used weight to optimise radial
basis function neural networks for an intrusion detection system and Middlemiss
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and Dick [13], who used weighted feature extraction using a genetic algorithm for
an intrusion detection system. Based on these works, it can be concluded that there
is no standard way of assigning weight, which has been seen as an important
feature in increasing the accuracy or optimizing the performance of different works
in different fields. Therefore, weight has been integrated in the eZSiber model,
where security metrics and frequency analysis have been used to retrieve the rank
and the value of the weights. Then, the weights are used for assigning the level of
severity which triggers the apoptosis.

In a study conducted by Miles [14], he assigned a severity incident into three
categories, which are high, medium and low. The high severity involves incidents
with long term effects to the business or critical system for examples root access,
denial of service (DoS) and it also involves with unauthorized privilege (root),
limited access (user), unsuccessful attempt, utilisation of services and probe, poor
security practices, malicious logic, hardware, software or infrastructure failure and
espionage. Medium severity involves non-critical system and detection of initial
attack and low severity involves detection on reconnaissance, threats of future
attacks and rumours of security incidents. On the other hand, Reese [15] defined
high severity as posing a threat to an entire autonomous system, such as a uni-
versity network; that is a threat to the operation of critical network systems that
threatens one or more applications that are integral to daily university functions.
Medium severity involves a risk to isolated and non-production university systems
and low severity involves minimal exposure of threats. By referring to the previous
studies conducted in assigning severity, it can be concluded that severity must
consider the data criticality, infrastructure availability and loss of productivity
where these have been mapped in security metrics.

66.3 Methodology

In order to produce a new worm response technique, the researchers’ had con-
ducted few experiments and researches. A controlled laboratory environment is
created to conduct the experiment as illustrated in Fig. 66.1. It is a controlled

Fig. 66.1 Controlled
laboratory architecture
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laboratory environment and almost 80 % of the software used in this testing is an
open source or available on a free basis. No outgoing network connection is
allowed for this architecture. The static and dynamic analyses were conducted.

The dataset used for this research are from VX Heaven [16] and Offensive
Computing [17]. Many studies have used these dataset in their experiment [18,
19]. In these datasets there are many variant of malwares and benign files. The
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD) Processes as displayed in
Fig. 66.2, were applied to these datasets. As a result, 160 datasets which consist of
variants of the Windows worm and benign executable have been used for this
research.

For this research, enhancements have been made to the KDD data pre-pro-
cessing and pattern extraction process. Under the data pre-processing process, the
static and dynamic analyses are implemented using the incident response standard
operating procedures (SOP). While under the pattern extraction process, statistical
methods comprising Chi-square and symmetric measure and security metrics are
also introduced, as illustrated in Fig. 66.2. The details how the security metrics is
applied in eZSiber worm response model can be referred in Table 66.1.

Furthermore, to retrieve the exact number of values for each of the worm’s
attributes, relative frequency is used. Then these values were further tested with
different algorithms to identify the best overall accuracy value. The equation used
for relative frequency is shown in Eq. 66.1.

rfnðEÞ ¼
r

n
ð66:1Þ

Data

preprocessing
PostprocessingData miningInput data Knowledge
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If security metrics 
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Fig. 66.2 KDD processes integrated with security metrics
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where: rfn = relative frequency, E = number of events, n = total number of
experiments conducted, r = number of times an event occurs.

Relative frequency is another term for proportion. It is the value calculated by
dividing the number of times an event occurs by the total number of times an
experiment is carried out. Since the cases involved a long run relative frequency,
probability was seen as the best way to calculate the weight. It was in the range of
0–1. The equation is simplified in Eq. 66.2. Based on the frequency analysis, the
worm’s attributes are ranked.

PðEÞ ¼ lim
n!1

rfn Eð Þ ð66:2Þ

where, P(E) = number of outcomes corresponding to event E/total number of
outcomes, rfn = relative frequency.

There are several performance parameters that need to be measured during the
experiment which are as in the Eqs. 66.3–66.5. TPR represents the true positive
rate, FPR represents as false positive rate, TP represent as true positive, FN rep-
resents as false negative, FP represents as false positive and TN represents as true
negative.

TPR ¼ TP= TP þ FNð Þ ð66:3Þ

Table 66.1 Security Metrics in eZSiber worm response model

Security metrics processes Applying security metrics in eZSiber

Define worm threats Yes

Represents worm threats into metrics Yes. Worm data is represented based on
payload, infection, activation, propagation and
operating algorithm

Understand and identify the vulnerability,
flaw, problem, weakness and damage to
security infrastructure

Yes
• Run the static and dynamic analysis
• Identify the need to assign weight and
severity value to assign the countermeasure
process

Check the performance of the existing
countermeasures

Yes
• Integrate and run data mining using JAVA-
WEKA to check the accuracy rate of weight
and severity assigned

Recommend any technology or
countermeasure process for improvement

Yes
Apoptosis to isolate the most severe worm
attacks
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FPR ¼ FP= FP þ TNð Þ ð66:4Þ

Accuracy ¼ TP þ TNð Þ=ðTP þ TN þ FP þ FNÞ ð66:5Þ

66.4 Findings

Two important attributes that are being measured when conducting this research
are weight and severity, where the security metrics has been applied. The data
criticality, infrastructure availability and loss of productivity are used as a basis
and guide for assigning weight and severity value. While, frequency analysis was
conducted to support the fact the effectiveness of the weight and severity formed.
Furthermore, based on the frequency analysis testing results in Table 66.2, the
ranking of worm attributes was identified as follows: (1) Payload; (2) Infection; (3)
Activation; (4) Propagation and (5) Operating algorithm.

160 cases were tested from the datasets. Then, the accuracy of each case with an
assigned severity value was further tested using different data mining algorithms
by means of WEKA (Java-open source software) [20]. Table 66.3 presents the
results where five different algorithms were tested. These were the Multilayer
Perceptron, SMO, Naïve Bayes, J48 and IBk. The testing was carried out to
identify the overall accuracy for the assigned class of severity. Each of the worm’s
attributes, which were payload, infection, activation, propagation and operating
algorithm, were assigned with either a high, medium or low weight value. Based
on the testing conducted, the average overall accuracy for each algorithm was
more than 98.13 % with SMO had the highest overall accuracy of 99.38 %.

The above results have been used as the input for the eZSiber worm response
model. The pseudocodes of the model are simplified in Fig. 66.3. All of these
pseudocodes explain how the weight and severity was assigned for each attribute
of the worm. The attributes were the payload, infection, activation, propagation
and operating algorithm. Covering algorithm, also known as the separate-and-
conquer algorithm is used to form the eZSiber worm response model.

Table 66.2 Frequency analysis results

Security
metrics
processes

Payload Infection Activation Propagation Operating
algorithm

Severity

High 150(0.938) 129(0.806) 121(0.756) 22(0.138) 8(0.05) 430(0.538)

Medium 9(0.056) 26(0.163) 33(0.206) 0 152(0.95) 220(0.275)

Low 1(0.006) 5(0.031) 6(0.038) 138(0.863) 0 150(0.188)

Total 160(1) 160(1) 160(1) 160(1) 160(1) 160(1)
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66.5 Conclusions and Future Works

As conclusion, using the security metrics, the severity level of the worm attacks can
be easily assigned by using weight. Once the severity level is high, the apoptosis is
triggered to avoid the worm from further propagate. The eZSiber worm response
model was developed by using the security metrics to assign the weight and the
severity of the worm attacks. This model can be used as a reference and comparison
by other researchers with the same interests. For future work, different human
immunology system (HIS) concept will be tested to the dataset produced from this
research. This paper is part of a larger project to build up an automated malware
response model. Ongoing research will include other malware classification and the
development of software to automate the malware dataset cleanup.
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Chapter 67
Neural Network Training Algorithm
for Carbon Dioxide Emissions Forecast:
A Performance Comparison

Herrini Mohd Pauzi and Lazim Abdullah

Abstract Artificial neural network with many types of algorithms is known as an
efficient tool in forecasting as it is able to handle nonlinearity behaviour of data. This
paper investigates the performances of Levenberg-Marquardt and gradient descent
algorithms of back propagation neural networks carbon dioxide emissions forecast.
The inputs for the model were selected and the ANNs were trained using the Malaysian
data of energy use, gross domestic product per capita, population density, combustible
renewable and waste and carbon dioxide intensity. The forecasting performances were
measured using coefficient of determination, root means square error, mean absolute
error, mean absolute percentage error, number of epoch and elapsed time. Comparison
between these algorithms show that the Levenberg-Marquardt was outperformed the
gradient descent in carbon dioxide emissions forecast.

67.1 Introduction

It is a well-known fact that carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are largely responsible
for global warming problems. CO2 emissions happen when the gas is released into
the atmosphere over a specific area and of time either through natural processes or
human activities [1]. Due to overzealous of the growing of development over the
world, continuing growth of the world population and acceleration of industrial-
ization and urbanization, there are continual increment of CO2 emissions over
these few decades. According to Jana et al. [2], there are two major processes that
could reduce the CO2 emissions: by reducing anthropogenic emissions of CO2 and
by creating and/or enhancing carbon sink in the biosphere.

A considerable amount of literatures have been published to explain the rela-
tionship between CO2 emissions and socio economic variables. One of the possible
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methods in estimating the relationship is through forecasting modeling. For exam-
ple, Brondfield et al. [3] applied a linear model regression downscaling to model on-
road CO2 emissions at Boston, Massachusetts and tested the approach with surface-
level CO2 observations. Another study applied linear regression analysis to deter-
mine the strength of correlation between methane (CH4) and CO2 concentrations and
barometric pressure [4]. On the other hand, Shih and Tsokos [5] have developed two
statistical models for predicting the CO2 emissions and the atmosphere in the United
States. A statistical modeling of CO2 emissions in Malaysia and Thailand con-
structed by Hui et al. [6], where a few statistical tests were carried out to ensure that
the best regression model will be selected for further analysis. However, a major
problem with forecasting model is the linearity of data. It has been admitted that the
forecasting of the air quality such as CO2 emissions are sometimes experienced the
problems of non-linearity of the selected data.

Apart from linear models, another category of exploring the relationship between
CO2 emissions and causal variables is non linear model. Artificial neural network
(ANN) is one of the most widely used models in this category. ANN is a modelling
technique that can determine non-linear relationships between variables in input
datasets and variables in output datasets [7]. By its learning capability, the required
information could be extracted directly from the data [8]. It is an artificial intelli-
gence method which facilitates nonlinear state space through function approxima-
tions in constructing a dynamic model. Its ability to handle nonlinearity data could
provide better accuracy of forecasting. Numerous studies have attempted to explain
the success of ANN with nonlinearity data. The networks have been applied in
several areas such as speech recognition [9–11], dynamic modelling [12–14],
forecasting in financial field [15–17], monitoring water quality [18], just to name a
few. The networks also have been applied in several of fields including gas emis-
sions. Since data of air pollution emissions usually show its non-linearity behaviour,
many studies have used the model to forecast air pollutant emissions [7, 19–21].

Literature reviews shown that the gradient descent learning algorithm is the
most frequently used as the ANN training algorithm [22–25]. The algorithm lets
the network learns the relationship between stipulated input-output data pairs in
supervised manner. Although many different types of training algorithms appear in
recent neural network literature, it is difficult to know which algorithm works best,
in terms of convergence speed and accuracy. There many influential factors of
ANN that determine an accuracy of the network. The factors including complexity
of problem, number of datasets used in training, number of weights and biases in
network, error goal seem to have influence [26]. There are many substantial
research have been carried out to alleviate this problem and to date, comparison
study is still one of the possible mechanisms for ascertaining which algorithm
works best under certain specific cases or problems.

Tongyu et al. [25] conducted a study to recognize transient power based on
back propagation (BP) neural network theory. They had applied three different
algorithms, the gradient descent, gradient descent with momentum and the LM
algorithm to train the BP network. Obviously, they found that the LM outper-
formed the other two algorithms.
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Another researchers, presented multi-layer perceptron model with a novel hybrid
training method to perform the forecasting of ozone layer [27]. The training method
synergistically couples a stochastic particle swarm optimization algorithm and a
deterministic Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm, which aimed at exploiting the
advantage of both. From their comparison of error analysis, they concluded that the
multi-layer perceptron with hybrid algorithm was the best training method followed
by LM algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm.

On the other hand, Ghaffari et al. [28] carried out a study where five different
training algorithms belonging to three classes; gradient descent, LM and genetic
algorithm were used to train ANN containing a single hidden layer of four nodes.
Besides of trying to model the effect of two causal factors for bimodal drug
delivery, the researchers were trying to compare the performance of the afore-
mentioned neural network training algorithms. The result of the study showed that
back propagation (gradient descent) outperformed the others followed by LM,
quick propagation and genetic algorithm.

A study by Piotrowski and Napiorkowski [29], investigated on eight different
Evolutionary Computation optimization methods, mostly from Differential Evolu-
tion family, to multilayer perceptron neural network training for daily rainfall-runoff
forecasting. The overall performance of the LM algorithm and the Differential
Evolution with Global and Local Neighbours method for neural networks training
turns out to be superior to other Evolutionary Computation-based algorithms.

Based on the mentioned comparison studies, it is observed that the LM optimi-
zation must be considered as one of the most efficient algorithms due to its con-
vergence speed. On the other hand, the gradient descent is the most popular and basic
training algorithm discussed by researchers. It has been suggested that LM algorithm
has better convergence properties than the gradient descent algorithm based on an
investigation case of emissions from biodiesel fuelled transit buses [30]. The
investigation relies too heavily on coefficient of determinations to compare the
performance of conjugate gradient, gradient descent and LM in prediction of bio-
diesel emissions.

However, the performances of the LM algorithm against the gradient descent
algorithm specifically in a case of relationship between CO2 emissions data and its
socio economic and demographic variables are not fully explored. Owing to the facts of
the LM and gradient descent algorithm above, this paper seeks to address the issue of
forecasting performance between these two ANN algorithms. Performances between
these two algorithms will be compared as to decide which algorithm could provide a
good forecasting tool of ANN and prevent loss of predictive power for the forecasting.

67.2 Simulation Data

ANNs need a considerable amount of historical data to be trained; upon the
satisfactory training an ANN should be able to provide output for previously
‘‘unseen’’ inputs [31]. The selection of input variables for an ANN forecasting
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model is a key issue, since irrelevant or noisy variables may have negative effects
on the training process, resulting to unnecessarily complex model structure [32].

This study collects annual historical data for Malaysia from 1980 to 2008. The
data obtained from the website of World Bank’s World Development Indicators.
Gross domestic product per capita (GDP) with the unit constant 2000 US$, energy
use in kg of oil equivalent per capita, population density (people per sq. km of land
area), combustible renewable and waste (% of total energy), CO2 intensity (kg per
kg of oil equivalent energy use) were selected as the input variables for CO2

emission model [33].
Construction of the neural networks (NNs) required three processes that are

training, validation and testing. Collected data were divided into three datasets.
These datasets are defined as training dataset, validation data set and test dataset.
The data from 1980 to 2003 was used as the training and validation datasets and
the data from 2003 to 2008 was used as testing dataset.

67.3 Design of the Artificial Neural Network Architecture

Two models of ANN were developed in this study. Generally, the architecture of
the ANNs are designed based on the input, output, hidden layer and number of
node the respective layer. Both of the two models were constructed and designed
with the same architecture as to perform a better comparison of performances. A
tool for numerical computing known as MATLAB was used to implement the
networks. Matlab command line operations were applied to develop the model
instead of using Matlab graphic user interfaces (GUIs). Figure 67.1 illustrates the
architectures of the two designed models.

67.3.1 Input Layer

The influential variables of CO2 emissions that have been chosen in this study are
fed to the input layer of the ANNs. Hence, the present study was constructed with
five nodes in the input layer represented the five variables.

67.3.2 Hidden Layer

According to Ayat et al. [34] higher number of neurons in the hidden layer may
derive better learning capability by the network. However, in this research, the
authors decided to implement only one hidden layer for the constructed ANNs. The
decision was made in order to prevent high computational cost of the networks.
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The authors decided to choose twelve nodes in the hidden layer. The decision is
made after considering three different numbers of nodes, 8, 12 and 15. The three
different numbers of nodes were randomly picked by the authors and eight num-
bers of nodes shown the best result among them.

Another important element in this layer is activation function. The function is
well known as a transfer function as it transmitted information from one layer to
another layer. Tan-sigmoid function was chosen in this study, in which can be
expressed as below:

a ¼ Tan � sigðnÞ ¼ 2
ð1 þ expð�2 � nÞÞ � 1 ð67:1Þ

67.3.3 Output Forms

Output layer consists of one neuron represents our main goal. This study aims to
search the best learning algorithm for neural network in CO2 emissions forecast
Therefore, the CO2 emissions were considered as the single variable in this layer.

67.4 Results

Results of the performance comparison of testing dataset are presented into two
subsections.

67.4.1 Error Analyses

Precision of the forecasting model is examined by calculating three different error
measures. The measures are root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error
(MAE), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). All these measures are
expressed as follows:

Fig. 67.1 Architecture of neural network models
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where x = actual value, x̂ = predicted value of x, n = total number of points.
By using the three error measures and two efficiency indices for each training

algorithm, the forecasting performance of LM algorithm against the gradient
descent algorithm of NN can be measured. Table 67.1 summarises the perfor-
mances based on the five measures.

As can be seen in Table 67.1, better precision of prediction were seen with LM
as compared with gradient descent. As mentioned previously, the training was
terminated when the minimum error of the data was attained. Small values of
RMSE, MAE, and MAPE indicate the accuracy of the ANN.

It was found that these values from LM algorithm were about two to three-fold
smaller than the gradient descent algorithm (training set: 0.3901 vs. 10.9289;
testing set 1.7296 vs. 4.0176). Therefore, the LM algorithm outperformed the
gradient descent algorithm.

The number of training epochs and time elapsed for total epochs will reflect the
terminated point of training dataset. Number of epochs and CPU time elapsed at
the end of the training for gradient descent was obtained as 9 epochs within 30 s.
Meanwhile, for LM algorithm, it took 10 epochs within a very short time, 0 s. As
can be seen in Figs. 67.2 and 67.3, the gradient descent algorithm needed 6 val-
idation checks and the LM needed only 3 validation checks to stop the training.
Based on these values, it is worth mentioning that LM algorithm showed better
performance than the gradient descent algorithm.

67.4.2 Regression Analyses

Regression analysis of outputs and targets for LM and gradient descent algorithms
during training and testing phase are shown in Fig. 67.4.

The best fit lines in Fig. 67.4 illustrate the relationship between the predicted
value (calculated) and observed value (CO2 emissions). Generally, for evaluation
of robustness of a modelling technique, R2 of a test data set should be computed
and R2 greater than 0.9 can be regarded as a good overall fit [35]. It can be
interpreted that the value of R2 that approaches to 1 shows that the actual values
and the output value from ANN model have very high correlation between each
other while 0 shows random relationship.
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From the Fig. 67.4 it can be seen that the R2 value of NN model with LM
algorithm are fitter compared to gradient descent algorithm (0.8921 vs. 0.9783).
The gradient descent algorithm achieved lower value of R2 which is means that
this algorithm is lack of ability to train data for the model compared to LM
algorithm. Thus higher value of R2 by LM algorithm indicated that it was suc-
cessfully trained the data until it can fit the network that has been built. Overall,
this suggested that forecasting ability of the NN using LM algorithm for training
the data was much better than NN with gradient descent training algorithm in the
case of CO2 emissions in Malaysia.

Table 67.1 Error measures and comparison efficiency index of the training algorithm

Performance index Training algorithms

Gradient descent Levenberg-Marquadt

Training dataset

RMSE 0.4063 0.0185

MAE 0.3070 0.0102

MAPE (%) 10.9289 0.3901

Testing dataset

RMSE 0.1182 0.0532

MAE 0.1139 0.0492

MAPE (%) 4.0176 1.7296

Number of epoch at the end of training 9 9

CPU time elapsed at the end of training (s) 30 1

Fig. 67.2 Results of NN model with gradient descent algorithm
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67.5 Conclusions

This paper presented the development of two NN models in application of fore-
casting annual CO2 emissions using the socio-economic and demographic param-
eters. MATLAB tools were implemented to construct the models. The performance
of the model using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm shows that it can provide
better agreement with the collected data of CO2 emissions than those trained by
gradient descent algorithm. This can be concluded based on the observation of error
analysis. The RMSE, MAE, MAPE from Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm are
smaller than the values from gradient descent algorithm.

Fig. 67.3 Results of NN model with LM algorithm

Fig. 67.4 Regression analyses of outputs and targets during training and testing for a gradient
descent algorithm, b LM algorithm
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The presented ANN models not only can be used for CO2 emissions fore-
casting, but also for simulating various scenarios of CO2 emissions by changing
the parameters for the input variables. The results obtained from this research
could be useful for the governments and authorities to take any initiatives or
preventions in order to keep the sustainability of air quality. Deciding on the
appropriate algorithm with higher efficiency is a worth effort to better dealt with
environmental assessment. Another featured environmental quality indicators
could be considered in further researches. Improvement of the forecasting models
using other computational intelligence tools such as adaptive neuro-fuzzy infer-
ence system could be explored in future research. Malaysia.
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Chapter 68
Theorem Prover Based Static Analyzer:
Comparison Analysis Between ESC/Java2
and KeY

Aneesa Saeed and S.H.A. Hamid

Abstract Software developers utilize static analyzers to discover the defects in
the software source code. One of the static analyzer categories is based on theorem
prover. Due to the strength of the theorem prover in proving the programs cor-
rectness and soundness without producing false warnings, analysis on the verifi-
cation tools is important to assess the performance. The objective of this paper is to
analyze the performance of the open source theorem prover based static analyzers
for Java. The analysis is done by comparing two static analyzers namely KeY and
ESC/Java2 using four evaluation metrics for 20 test cases developed based on
Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE). The result shows the performance of
KeY is better than ESC/Java2 especially on Detection Coverage. The analysis also
presents that the performances of theorem prover based static analyzers are
effective on small developed benchmark only.

Keywords Static analysis � Theorem prover � Verification � KeY � ESC/java2 �
Software testing

68.1 Introduction

Testing becomes an important step in software engineering lifecycle because it
typically consumes 40–50 % from development efforts [1]. Static analysis is one
of testing strategies that detects defects automatically for assessing code quality
without running the code. Static analysis tools inspect automatically software
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vulnerabilities such as redundant code, unsuitable use of variables, uncaught
runtime exceptions and division by zero. Static analyzers automatically identify
the software defects by parsing and analyzing the source code. The purpose is to
search for a fixed number of patterns in the code. Static analyzers analyze the
source code using control flow analysis, interface analysis, information flow
analysis, data flow analysis and path analysis. The use of the static analyzers are
increased currently in the software development process as a fault detector [2]. The
powerful of the static analyzers come from their ability to detect the defects in the
code which they are hardly discovered during execution [3]. There are some
programming errors that hardly caught by static analyzers [4], for example, Basic
cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability [2]. Static analyzers have six categories
based on internal design schemes as discussed more in Sect. 68.3. The categories
are type checking, style checking, program understanding, program verification
(theorem prover) and property checking, bug finder and security review. Verifi-
cation tools have progressed noticeably during the last years due to the advances in
verification aspects which are: the specification, program verification and theorem
prover methods.

Theorem prover based verification tools take the programs with their specifi-
cations as an input and prove the codes are matched with the specification. The
general framework is described in Fig. 68.1. Several verifiers have been developed
rely on theorem prover for Java, C, and C#. Examples for these static analyzers
are: for Java; ESC/Java2 [5], KeY [6], Jive [7], LOOP [8] and Jstar [9], for C;
veriFast [10] and Frama-C [11], and for C#.Net; Boogie [12]. Due to the strength
of the theorem prover, analysis on the verification tools is important to assess the
performance. The ESC/Java2 and KeY are common open source static analyzers
based on theorem prover that have reported successful results in [13, 14]. KeY was
used to verify the correctness of such resource guarantees. The results show that
the KeY caught all the bugs except one bug [13]. Results of using ESC/Java2 to
verify tally subsystem of the Dutch Internet voting system were presented well in
[12]. In few comparison studies [15–17], they focused on the KeY and ESC/Java2
separately with insufficient results, only searching on proofing time with KeY and
on reduced small set of vulnerabilities with ESC/Java2.

The objective of this study is to analyze the performance of the open source
theorem prover based static analyzers for Java. The analysis is done by comparing
two static analyzers namely KeY and ESC/Java2. We developed a small bench-
mark based on the CWE. The objective evaluation is used to assess the perfor-
mance of the selected static analyzers. The objective evaluation is measures the
Detection Coverage, the number of defects that are correctly and incorrectly
detected (True and False positives respectively) and the F-measure.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 68.2 presents the previous
related work. Section 68.3 provides a background on static analyzers with their
classification. The methodology that we follow in this research is discussed in
Sect. 68.4. Section 68.5 discuses our experiments and finding. Finally, conclusion
and future work are presented in Sect. 68.6.
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68.2 Related Work

This section presents the previous works related to the comparison studies on the
performance of the static analyzers. Beckert et al. [18] studied two verification
tools which are VCC and KeY. The evaluation on the two static analyzers is
conducted by using test suites provided by each tool developers. A new coverage
criterion has been investigated to test the tool correctness depends on the axi-
omatization. Using the test suites that are written by the tool developers them-
selves is not enough to the evaluation.

Study reported by Collavizza et al. [15] presented a comparison between CPBVP
with the ESC/Java, CBMC, Blast, EUREKA and Why verification tools. The
analysis was done against six small programs. However, the small program is not
efficient to evaluate the tools performance especially current systems are scalable.

Rutar et al. [17] analyzed five open source tools (Bandera, ESC/Java2, Find-
Bugs, JLint, and PMD) against small test suite that involved common for Java. The
authors investigated a meta-tool to allow developers to recognize the different
classes of vulnerabilities. The experimental results showed that the tools find non-
overlapping vulnerabilities.

In educational view, Feinerer and Salzer [16] compared four tools (namely the
Frege Program Prover, the KeY system, Perfect Developer, and the Prototype
Verification System (Pvs)) to check their suitability for teaching formal software
verification. They evaluated the tools against a suite of small programs, which are
typical of courses dealing with Hoare-style verification, weakest preconditions, or
dynamic logic. Finally they report their experiences by Perfect Developer in class.

In other work in [2], they have compared the performance of nine static ana-
lyzers in term of detecting security vulnerabilities. The tools are CBMC, K8-
Insight, PC-lint, Prevent, Satabs, SCA, Goanna, Cx-enterprise and Codesonar.
Seven of them are commercial tools but having different designs. The tools are
based on model checking and syntactic analysis. They conducted the experiments

Translation

Theorem prover

Program+ Specification

Extract proof obligation

Output (proof/ Warrnings)

Fig. 68.1 Framework of
verification tools based on
theorem prover
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against two dataset test suites (45, and 46) from SAMATE Reference Dataset for C
language. One includes test cases (TC) with known vulnerabilities and the other
one is designed with specific vulnerabilities fixed. The results are objectively
assessed by using a set of well known evaluation metrics (Recall, Precision and F-
measure). Some recommendations for improving the reliability and usefulness of
static analyzers and the process of benchmarking are recommended.

In [19] 11 software contract technologies were explored namely JML, ICon-
tract, Contract Java, Handshake, Jass, JContractor, JMsassert, Spec#, Code Con-
tracts, Eiffel and OCL. They presented the similarities with the areas of significant
disagreement and highlight the shortcomings of existing technologies. They briefly
introduced PACT, a software contract tool under development, explaining its
approach to various aspects of software contracts.

The previous related works concerned on the tools based on verification, lexical
and syntactic analysis against small programs except the study by Díaz and
Bermejo [2]. They analyzed static analyzers for C against standard benchmark. To
our best knowledge, this research is the first comparison studies that focusing on
KeY theorem prover static analyzer as fault detector. Moreover, well-known
evaluation metrics in terms of Recall, Precision and F-measure are used for the
true performance assessment.

68.3 Static Analyzers

68.3.1 Background

All static analyzers follow the same steps for analyzing source code as the following:
(1) transforming the code into set of data structures called program model, (2)
analyzing the model using different rules and/or properties, (3) showing the results to
the static analyzer. Code transforming is done via a mixture of various techniques as
lexical and semantic analysis, abstract syntax and parsing. Intraprocedural (local)
and interprocedural (global) analysis are used for analyzing the program model to
assess the individual functions and their interactions by tracing control flow and data
flow, pointer aliasing, etc... The rules can be fixed or extended based on the selected
tool. Finally the results of the selected tools are concise, without more information
about the possible existed defects, or more detailed. The differences in the infor-
mation of the output lead to hard comparison among the different tools.

68.3.2 Static Analyzers Categories

The static analyzers are classified based on different schemes. According to [20], the
categorization can be based on the language or the defects types. The schema presented
by Chess and West [3] utilized general purpose of the tools. This schema is the most
relevant one to our work. In next paragraphs, we discuss each category in the schema.
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Type checking tools Type checking is used by programmers to remove whole
categories of programming mistakes. For example, it prevents assigning integral
values into other variables types. Because of detecting errors at compile stage, the
type checking based tools avoid runtime errors. However, these tools suffer from
the false positive (FP) and false negative (FN).

Style checking tools This kind of tools achieves checking based on lexical and
syntactic analysis to detect the code problems as inconsistencies in function calls
such as calling the function with changeable number of attributes. Although, the
produced errors often affect the readability and the maintainability of the code,
these tools do not refer that the specific defect will happen in the execution time.
Therefore, these tools have limitations compared with others due to they perform
the analysis without simulating what happens in runtime. One Example of style
checking based static analyzers is the PMD tool for Java [21].

Program Understanding Tools These tools are involved in several Integrated
Development Environments and are designed to support programmers to gain
vision about how the program works. The reviewers use these tools to understand
the large code and detect the security vulnerabilities. Nevertheless, using these
methods is time consuming. One example of such tools is Fujaba tool [22].

Bug Finding Tools Bug Finding tools are not concern on formatting issues as
style checker nor are doing matching between the code and its specification. These
tools basically notify about places in the code where the program will act in a
different way that it is not desired by the programmer. Bug Finding tools have two
major features. The first feature is easy to use due to these tools have a set of rules
describing the patterns in the code that usually specify security vulnerabilities. The
second feature is scability where they are usually used for analyzing large appli-
cations code. Less number of is produced by using bug finders. FindBugs [23] and
Coverity [24] are examples of Find Bug tools.

Security Review Tools These tools designed as a hybrid of property checkers
and bug finding technique. However, they concern on identifying specific security
vulnerabilities. Due to the many security properties can be expressed as program
properties. The thoughtful side of the balance between the number of FP and
FN motivates the researchers to use these tools. Furthermore, many points in the
code are shown that will be manually reviewed after applying the tools. These
tools producing more FP compared with bug finder. Ounce 6 and SCA are the two
most relevant examples of this category.

Theorem Proven Verification and Property Checking Tools Using these kinds
of tools requires the code and the specification. The verification tools (based on
theorem prover) attempt to prove that the code meets the specification. Verification
tools sometimes go by the name property checking when they check the code
against a fractional specification that details only part of the program behavior.
The majority of property checking tools work either by applying logical inference
or by performing model checking. The programmers rarely insert the specification
that is detailed enough to be used for equivalence checking. Writing specification
needs more time and effort than writing the code, this is the main limitation. These
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tools never suffer from FP. Numbers of verifiers are available, for examples
CBMC, KeY, ESC/Java2, or Satabs tools.

Unfortunately, there are some FP or FN produced by all static analyzers.
Fortunately, some of theorem prover verification tools do not suffer from false
positives.

68.4 Methodology

In this section, we present the methodology that used to conduct the analysis study.

68.4.1 Select Tools

In this study, we selected KeY and ESC/Java2 which are well-known verification
tools for program static analysis. The performance evaluation is important to give
overall insights to programmers to choose suitable verification tools. Both tools are
open source that their complete code and documentation are available. This can
make us understand better their limitations. They need specifications written in
Java Modeling language (JML).

KeY ([25]): KeY is a formal software development tool that aims to integrate
design, implementation, formal specification, and formal verification of object-
oriented software as seamlessly as possible. At the core of the system is a novel
theorem prover for the first-order dynamic logic for Java with a user-friendly
graphical interface. KeY is sound and complete. The framework of KeY is shown
in Fig. 68.2.

ESC/Java2 ([26]): Extended Static Checker for Java (ESC/Java2) is a pro-
gramming tool that aims to detect common run-time errors in JML-annotated Java
programs by static analysis of the program code and its formal specifications. The
main limitation of this tool is it is neither sound nor complete. Therefore, false
positive and negatives may occur. Figure 68.3 shows the frame work of the ESC/
Java2.

68.4.2 Select Test Suites

The best approach to compare and evaluate the static analyzers is by analyzing the
same standard benchmark. The input of the theorem based tools must be the source
code and the specification. Finding suitable benchmark for conducting experiments
was complicated. This is because there are no standard benchmark test suites
containing the code in Java with the JML specification. In this study, we developed
our benchmark depending on the common code defects that described in
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Table 68.1. We used and modified some TC (test cases) that developed by KeY
developers, Samate Reference Dataset and the TC used in [15] study. Table 68.1
illustrates the code defects based on CWE from MITRE corporation [20, 28]. The
defects names, number of the TC under each defect and small descriptions on the
defects are presented in Table 68.1.

Proof obligation

Auxiliary prover(simplify, SMT,..)

Translation to DL

Interactive/Auto.prover

Show proof details

Specification
JML, OCL

Java 
Program 

Fig. 68.2 KeY framework
[6]

VC Generator

Postprocessor

Translator

Theorem Prover

Output to User

Annotated Java 

Front End

Guarded Commands

Verification Conditions

Prover Results

Type-
specific 

Background
predicate

Abstract Syntax 

Universal 
Background 

Predicate (UBP)

AST

GCs

VCs

Fig. 68.3 ESC/Java2
framework [27]
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68.4.3 Evaluation Metrics

Using only the defects Detection Coverage percentage is not enough for real
assessment for the tools performance. Due to the static analyzers suffer from FP
and FN. FN and FP are not covered in Detection Coverage percentage. Therefore,
our evaluation covers the F-measure [29]. The F-measure represents the harmonic
mean of Recall and Precision measurements which can be calculated as the
following:

Precision is the ratio of the number of correct discovered defects to the number
of all detected defects and can be calculated as:

P ¼ TP
TP þ FP

ð68:1Þ

Recall is the ratio of the number of correct detected defects to the number of the
known defects and can be calculated as:

R ¼ TP
TP þ FN

ð68:2Þ

Table 68.1 Common defects in the source code [20, 28]

Common defects TC Description

Divide by zero 2 An input divides by zero can lead undefined behavior

Heap overflow 2 Input is used in an argument to the creation or copying of blocks of
data beyond the fixed memory boundary of a buffer in the heap
portion of memory

Unchecked loop
condition

2 No checking for loop conditions that potentially leading to a denial
of service because of excessive looping

Infinite loop 2 The number of loop repetition is infinite where the exit condition
are not be reached

Integer overflow 2 A numeric value that is too large to be represented within the
available storage space

Null dereferences 2 A pointer with a value of NULL is used as though it pointed to a
valid memory area

Array index out of
bound

2 Try to read or write data into an index of the array that doesnot
exist

Unused variable 2 A variable is created without using it. It is subsequently referenced
in the program, causing potential undefined behavior or denial or
service

Uninitialized
variable

2 A variable is created without assigning it a value. It is subsequently
referenced in the program, causing potential undefined behavior or
denial or service

Unchecked error
condition

2 No action is taken after an error or exception occur
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F-measure is the harmonic mean of Recall and Precision and can be calculated
as

F-measure ¼ 2 � P � R
P þ R

ð68:3Þ

Defects Detection Coverage is the ratio of the number of detected defects to the
number of all defects in the benchmark and can be calculated as:

Defects Detection Coverage ¼ TP þ FP
Number of all defects

ð68:4Þ

where TP (true positive): is the number of true detected defects, FP is the number
of detected defects that in fact do not exist and FN is the total number of defects
not detected in the code.

68.5 Experiments

In this experiment, we have run the two static analyzers as Eclipse plug-in in Intel
Pentium 4 CPU 3.20 GHz 3.19 GHz, 4.0 GB ram and 32-bit operating system. We
used our benchmark with 20 TC written in Java language. The complexity of the
TC ranges from small Java programs to more complex programs (included many
complex properties like inheritance). Each kind of defects in the benchmark has
two TC. KeY 2.0.1 is the latest stable version released on June 20th, 2013 and
ESC/Java2 2.0.5 is the latest version released on 8 November 2008 were used to
conduct the experiments.

We calculated the detection percentage of each static analyzer. Table 68.2
illustrates the summary of the execution results of the two static analyzers against
20 TC. TP means the analyzer correctly detect this number of defects. Fails (FN)
means the analyser could not detect the existing defects in the benchmark.
FP refers to the number of detected defects but they are not real defects. The static
analyzers suffer from FP so depending on the Detection Coverage is not enough to
assess correctly the static analyzers performance. Furthermore, we calculate the
Recall, Precision and F-measure for each static analyzer. The recall rate refers to
the percentage of all the known defects in the benchmark are detected and the
percentage calculated by (1-recall)*100 from the defects are uncovered. Precision
expresses the chance of the defects to be detected correctly.

We conclude from the Table 68.2 that the performance of the KeY is more
effective than the ESC/Java2 in terms of all evaluation metrics. The effective per-
formance of KeY means it catches the known defects without producing any FP. All
the defects are detected by KeY except divide by zero and unused variable. The KeY
obtains value of 1 compare to ESC/Java2 which only receives 0.4. The difference of
0.6 result value shows that all defects are detected and correctly covered in KeY.
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The variation between the obtained recall values is 0.204 that indicates less number
of defects is missed by KeY compared to ESC/Java2. The KeY does not produce FP
in all the TC. Comparing the number of true positives (6) is less than the number of
false warnings (9) by ESC/Java2.ESC/Java2 detects less number of defects with
producing many FP. The ESC/Java2 needs less time and easy to trace for the warning
signs compared to KeY which needs more time for tracing the errors and warnings.
Using the KeY for verification complex programs will prove correctly the programs
correctness and soundness but it takes long time that consumes the developing cost
(in term of time). In our opinion, using one static analyzer is not enough to analyze
the code and discover all the defects. Analyzing the code with many static analyzers
guarantees the most defects in the code will be discovered.

68.6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we presented a comparison study between KeY and ESC/Java2 as fault
detectors on our benchmark. An objective evaluation has been conducted in terms of
Recall, Precision and F-measure to assess correctly the static analyzers performance.
Using KeY verification tool as fault detector obtained better Detection Coverage
without producing FP rather than ESC/Java2. We believe that using theorem prover
based static analyzers are a promising way in checking statically the code vulner-
abilities. For future, we plan to study the performance of all the theorem prover
based static analyzers against big benchmarks that covered more common defects.
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Chapter 69
Designing a New Model for Trojan Horse
Detection Using Sequential Minimal
Optimization

Madihah Mohd Saudi, Areej Mustafa Abuzaid, Bachok M. Taib
and Zul Hilmi Abdullah

Abstract Malwares attack such as by the worm, virus, trojan horse and botnet
have caused lots of troublesome for many organisations and users which lead to
the cybercrime. Living in a cyber world, being infected by these malwares
becoming more common. Nowadays the malwares attack especially by the trojan
horse is becoming more sophisticated and intelligent, makes it is harder to be
detected than before. Therefore, in this research paper, a new model called Effi-
cient Trojan Detection Model (ETDMo) is built to detect trojan horse attacks more
efficiently. In this model, the static, dynamic and automated analyses were con-
ducted and the machine learning algorithms were applied to optimize the perfor-
mance. Based on the experiment conducted, the Sequential Minimal Optimization
(SMO) algorithm has outperformed other machine learning algorithms with
98.2 % of true positive rate and with 1.7 % of false positive rate.
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69.1 Introduction

Trojans have been improved and ranges of sophisticated techniques have been
integrated, which make the detection processes much harder and longer than in the
past. Lack of understanding and knowledge and proper procedures of the trojan
analysis have led to money loss, reduced productivity and tarnishing of organi-
zation’s reputations [1]. Nowadays there are so much information about vulner-
abilities and exploitation in operating systems and applications, attacks and
defense technologies. Though information regarding these widely distributed and
different defense technologies has been implemented, many organizations con-
stantly being attacked and exploited by malwares such as worm and trojan horse.
Nowadays, the computer network systems are more threatened by trojan horse.
This is mostly true for Windows system because there are large numbers of trojan
horses designed to enable attacks upon running Windows platforms. Furthermore,
new trojan horses emerge almost every day. Trojan horse is defined as a malicious
program, that must be executed on a victim’s computer and once it is installed, it
can control the victim’s computer remotely and steal any confidential information
from it. It is different compared to worm and virus, since it has the capability to
control the victim’s computer remotely and it does not replicate itself [2].

On May 2012, the Flame trojan has infected thousands of computers all over the
world and it has been described as one of the most complex threats ever discov-
ered. It has the capabilities to take screenshots secretly, record audio and sends this
information to its creator via encrypted channel. It caused chaos and loss of money
and productivity [3]. In the year of 2013, the Australia Computer Emergency
Response Centre (AuSCERT) reported that 7,962 cases of the compromised
Australia web sites were serving malwares [4]. The implications of the trojan horse
show that a good detection technique is crucial in detecting the trojan horse.

The objectives of this research paper are to investigate and evaluate existing
trojan horse detection techniques, to develop a new model trojan horse detection
technique and to evaluate the proposed model. Knowledge Discovery and Data
Mining (KDD) has been used as part of the methods in this research. Based on the
gaps and challenges found in the existing works, the pre-processing in the KDD
processes has been improved. This includes the improvement of the feature
selection where the static, dynamic and automated analyses have been integrated.
As a result, prior forming the trojan horse detection technique, a new trojan horse
classification has been developed. This classification is used as the input for the
trojan horse detection technique. This trojan horse classification is called as an
Efficient Trojan Classification (ETC) and is not discussed in this research paper
and can be referred in paper by Saudi and her colleagues [5]. Furthermore, bigger
dataset were used in the experiment and different machine learning algorithms
have been integrated with the proposed model to optimise the trojan horse
detection technique. Moreover, from the experiment conducted, SMO algorithm
has been proven as the best machine learning algorithm to optimise the trojan
horse detection performance.
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This paper is organised as follows. Section 69.2 presents the related works with
trojan horse detection techniques. Section 69.3 explains the methodology used in
this research paper which consists of static, dynamic and automated analyses and
the architecture of the controlled laboratory environment. Section 69.4 presents
the research findings which consists the results of the testing and evaluation of the
proposed trojan horse detection. Section 69.5 concludes and summarises the future
work of this research paper.

69.2 Related Works

Though the trojan horse study was started by Thimbleby et al. [6], only after
10 years later, more studies were carried out such as by [7–10]. However, this
works more focusing on trojan horse hardware taxonomy and hardware detection
techniques instead. Each of these works has it owns strengths and gaps that can be
further improved. Zhang and colleagues used timestamp-based data stream clus-
tering algorithm to detect trojan horse theft activity [11]. The researchers used
clusters to compress trojan horse communication data stream information and
extracted clusters characteristics for the detection processes. Based on the
experiment conducted, it produced 90 % an accuracy rate and lower false negative
rate. However this work is only focusing on trojan horse with theft capability.

Apart from that, Tang presented a new trojan horse detecting method, based on
Portable Executable (PE) file static attributes [12]. An intelligent information
processing technique is used to analyze those static attributes in the PE files. The
experiment result showed the test pass rate is 63.90 %. The result can be further
improved if the experiment involves bigger volume of dataset.

While Liu and colleagues used data mining to detect the trojan horse in Win-
dows environment [13]. This study shows that the accuracy of classification can be
increased when the more relevant features are used in the data mining processes
and reduces the consumption of time space. However, the more features are
selected, the more time building classification cost, it responds slower in real time
and it needs bigger dataset from real network environment. As for work by Dai and
colleagues, they presented a novel malicious code detection approach by mining
dynamic instruction sequences [14]. Their result showed that their approach is
accurate, reliable and efficient. But they used dynamic analyses only and when
conducting their experiments, the method was not able to detect any malicious
code hooked in the remaining part of the executable code. Improvement can be
done if their experiment combining both static and dynamic analysis.

Based on all the previous works discussed above, the main challenges which should
be considered thoroughly are the dataset types and volume, analysis and detection
techniques and feature selection to detect the trojan horse efficiently. Therefore, in this
research, a new trojan detection technique is developed by integrating static, dynamic
and automated analyses and by using bigger and standard dataset and an improved
feature selection, which is further explained in Sects. 69.3 and 69.4.
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69.3 Methodology

In order to produce a new trojan horse detection technique, the researchers’ had
conducted few experiments and researches. A controlled laboratory environment is
created to conduct the experiment as illustrated in Fig. 69.1. It is a controlled
laboratory environment and almost 80 % of the software used in this testing is an
open source or available on a free basis. No outgoing network connection is
allowed for this architecture. The static, dynamic and automatic analyses were
conducted. The cuckoo sandbox (for automated analyses) has been integrated in
the laboratory architecture as well.

The dataset used for this research are from VX Heaven [15] and Offensive
Computing [16]. Many studies have used these dataset in their experiment [14, 17–
20]. In these datasets there are many variant of malwares and benign files. A total
amount of 1640 trojan horse datasets have been tested in this lab. These dataset
were categorized into different types which are the Clicker, DDOS, BAT, AOL,
BOOT, PHP and PWS. For this research, Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining
(KDD) is used as a technique to identify the trojan horse patterns in the datasets.
KDD is defined as several stages of process that are experienced by the data to
determine the patterns, which must be important, potentially useful and under-
standable. Enhancements have been made to the KDD data pre-processing and
pattern extraction process. Under the data pre-processing process, the static,
dynamic and automated analyses are implemented as illustrated in Fig. 69.2.

The whole processes involved in the experiment are summarized in the flow-
chart in Fig. 69.3. After the static, dynamic and automated analyses are conducted
successfully (refer Fig. 69.3), a pattern of useful Trojan horse characteristics is
identified and is transformed into nominal data to be mined in the WEKA soft-
ware. It is an open source JAVA software [21]. In the WEKA, five different
classification algorithms were executed in order to study the type of classifier
suitable to deal with huge amount of features extracted from the static, dynamic
and automated analyses processes. The different classifiers that were executed are
the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), IBk,
Naïve Bayes and J48 tree algorithm.

After the above data analyses are conducted successfully, a pattern or features
of useful trojan horse characteristics is identified, where the ETC Classification has
been formed where it consists of the trojan horse infection, activation, payload and
operating algorithm [5]. Later, these four trojan horse characteristics are used to
represent all the dataset used for the experiments. Then, these dataset were used in
data mining (using WEKA), the trojan horse characteristics are transformed into
nominal data with a certain number representation.

As for the evaluation, 10-fold cross validation is used to divide the dataset into
testing and training dataset. The reasons why the 10-fold cross validation is used
are firstly, it uses as much data as possible for training and testing and secondly,
the better accuracy of its findings. All analysis of the trojan horse, were docu-
mented and recorded properly. This record is useful in understanding on how the
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trojan horse works. There are several performance parameters that need to be
measured during the experiment which are as in the Eqs. 69.1 and 69.2. TPR
represents the true positive rate, FPR represents as false positive rate, TP represent
as true positive, FN represents as false negative, FP represents as false positive and
TN represents as true negative.

TPR ¼ TP = TP þ FNð Þ ð69:1Þ

FPR ¼ FP = FP þ TNð Þ ð69:2Þ

69.4 Findings

This section presents the finding results of the machine learning algorithms. The
dataset have been classified using the WEKA. The MLP, SMO, IBk, Naïve Bayes
and J48 algorithms were chosen to classify the dataset and the result as displays in

Fig. 69.1 Controlled laboratory architecture

Fig. 69.2 ETDMo KDD processes
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Table 69.1. Table 69.1 illustrates the number of true positive rates (TPR) for five
different algorithms that are used in the analysis were conducted. The SMO
algorithm got the highest true positive rate with 98.2 % accuracy rate, followed by
MLP algorithm with 98.0 % accuracy rate, J48 algorithm with 94 % accuracy rate
and IBK algorithm with 90.7 % accuracy rate. The lowest TPR was 86.2 %
accuracy rate for Naive Bayes algorithm. The False positive Rate are (FPR): the
Naïve Bayes with 13.8 % accuracy rate has the highest FP accuracy, followed by
IBk with 9.3 %, J48 with 6.0, and 2.0 % for Multilayer Perceptron and SMO with
1.7 % accuracy rate. Based on the experiment conducted, SMO algorithm has the

Fig. 69.3 Summarization of the ETDMO research processes
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highest of the True Positive Rate (TPR) with 98.2 % and the lowest of the False
Positive Rate (FPR) of 1.7 %.

A comparison with similar work by Dai and colleagues [14] is carried out (refer
Table 69.2). This work used the same source of the dataset. True positive rate
(TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) are used during the experiment. The experi-
ment was conducted using the WEKA software. The experiment result after the
compared with related existing work shows that, the ETDMo model has the higher
accuracy rate for trojan horse detection. For this research the TP rate was 98.2 %
with FP rate 1.7 %, compared with Dai and colleagues work [14], the TP rate was
91.9 and 9.6 % for FP rate. After the comparison with the existing work found
that, this research results got a better performance, which could be due to the
development made by the integration of static, dynamic and automated analysis
analyses which are part of whole ETDMo KDD process.

69.5 Conclusions and Future Works

As a conclusion, this research has managed to provide a better TPR, which is
98.2 % that outperformed the existing work. This result can be used as a reference
and comparison by other researchers with the same interests. For future work,
different machine learning algorithms will be tested to the dataset produced from
this research. This paper is part of a larger project to build up an automated
malware clean up model. Ongoing research will include other malware classifi-
cation and the development of software to automate the malware dataset cleanup.

Table 69.1 Machine learning algorithm results

Classifier ETDMO results (%)

TPR FPR

SMO 98.2 1.7

MLP 98.0 2.0

J48 94.0 6.0

IBk 90.7 9.3

Naïve Bayes 86.2 13.8

TPR represents: True Positive Rate, FPR represents: False Positive Rate

Table 69.2 Comparison with the existing work

Classifier ETDMO results (%) Existing work

TPR FPR TPR FPR

SMO 98.2 1.7 93.2 9.6
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Chapter 70
An Access Control Framework
in an Ad Hoc Network Infrastructure

Tanya Koohpayeh Araghi, Mazdak Zamani, A.A. Manaf
and Sagheb Kohpayeh Araghi

Abstract The union of an arbitrary topology constitutes of self-configuring mobile
routers and associated hosts connecting by wireless links is called a mobile ad hoc
network (MANET). In this paper, we propose an access control framework for an ad
hoc network infrastructure. Compared with the wired and semi wireless network
infrastructures in which users should be authenticated and given specific rules for
access to the network resources, in an ad hoc network infrastructure some trusted
nodes will be required to play the roles of authentication servers and policy
enforcement rule servers when the previous servers leave the network. In order to
reach to this purpose firstly, a model for Dynamic Monitoring in Ad hoc Networks is
described which is going to be used as the trust based part of our proposed model,
after that an access control Framework for semi-infrastructure ad hoc networks will
be explained. Then, we will introduce our proposed framework to develop the
mentioned semi ad hoc framework in a fully ad hoc network environment.
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70.1 Introduction

Setting up a MANET is usually in case of emergency for temporary operations or
when there are no resources to set up an elaborate network. Routing the packets
between nodes in ad hoc networks relies on implicit trust relationships in one hand,
and on the other hand, the ad hoc routing protocols must address either general
security objectives like authentication, confidentiality, integrity, availability and
non-repudiation or, location confidentiality, cooperation fairness and absence of
traffic diversion [1–5].

Besides of security threats and vulnerabilities including lack of proper
authentication, insecure routing and complex mobility and identity management,
the most important challenges in trust management and security caused by self
organizing in mobile ad hoc networks. Trust establishment becomes complicated
while nodes participating in the network do not have any prior knowledge from
each other [6–9].

Protecting the network resources from unauthorized accesses makes policy
based security as a major need for such networks. Although, this purpose is being
very complex because of the diversity in security loop holes in different network
layers and uncontrolled media access to change topology specifications [10–13].

Managing permissions and roles are usually manual tasks that impose a huge
administrative burden and it is error-prone if a large number of permissions and
roles are frequently changed. Enforcing policies for security is in the primary
stages in MANETs. In general, to facilitate retrieval of data management, data
access in a wireless ad hoc network requires a service channel to boost cache
recovery, application logging and role base access logging [14–17].

In this paper we developed an access control framework in a fully ad hoc
environment which had been introduced for semi-ad hoc environment by [6]. In
the proposed framework firstly, based on the dynamic trust monitoring the key
nodes which are going to play the roles of authentication servers and role servers
will be specified. Then, considering the proposed framework, the policies will be
defined to let the routing protocol for every routing decision.

70.2 Literature Review and Related Works

Memon summarized the database access concerns in order to highlight access
constraints and the pertinent issues surface after an ad hoc network of devices is
formed. These constraints are divided to organizational policy and access criteria
including policies defined for users, groups and roles in which the users access
depends on their organizational placement, application contents that enables
identification of applications regardless of used ports, standard ACLs like those
worked in layers 2, 3, 4 which defined based on the source MAC address, source
and destination IP Address and protocol and either type, periodic and absolute time
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such as policies defined for a specific time or during particular time of days,
location in which Access policy can be defined based on the direction of traffic that
is a function of the source and destination locations and finally access control
based on the user’s roles in which once a session is established, a subset of roles is
activated, which contains functional roles include permissions that a user need
during a session based on his role in organization [15, 18, 19].

Alicherry et al. and Zhao et al. proposed frameworks to implement the
mechanisms of access control similar to a service on the resources of the network,
but the effect of these access control mechanisms is not specified on routing
schemes [20, 21, 13].

In the following some related works about the concept of trust in the MANET
and also a framework for implementing access control policies which are the basis
of our proposed model will be investigated.

70.2.1 Dynamic Monitoring for Trust in Ad Hoc Networks

Shohreh et al. proposed a trust based clustering model setting up based on a
computed trust value of the nodes participating in the network with regards to
previous experience of the nodes in forwarding or receiving the packets in order to
supervise the behavior of the nodes in each cluster. For this purpose a head cluster
and an agent for it will be selected in every cluster. The cluster head monitors and
supervises intra cluster transactions considering interactions among its cluster. If
the cluster head leaves the network its agent compensates its role in the network,
so cluster head and its agent maintain the information of all nodes in their cluster.
The highest trust value will be assigned to master head which supervises the inter
cluster transactions and monitors all cluster heads in the network. Direct trust
value is computed based on the rate of successful packet and total packet which
transmitted with nodes. T is total packets, s is success packets and n is the number
of nodes, p is the number of recorded previous interactions and p B (n/3).

T � V ¼ S

T
þ
XP

N�1

TV

 !
1
3
: ð70:1Þ

Based on this formula, last one-third experiences of each node are preserved in
a table. For example when the number of nodes is 15, 5 last experiences will be
maintained in the table as trust levels. The range of trust value is from 0 to 1,
which represents uncertain, distrust and trustable nodes, so three levels as A, B and
C considered as Table 70.1 shows. Nodes within a range of 0.7 to 1 are called as
the most trustable nodes and can be selected for particular roles and responsibil-
ities [22, 23].
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70.2.2 An Access Control Framework
in Semi-Infrastructures Ad Hoc Network Model

This framework designed for an implemented semi ad hoc network connected to a
backbone network. The functionality of backbone depends on the global security
policies enforced on LAN or WAN, but in ad hoc section these policies cannot be
implemented because of the mobility of nodes. Hence, the framework is imple-
mented to consider the security policies in both backbone and ad hoc sections.
Backbone network includes one or more authentication server(s) and a Global Policy
Management Server (GPMS). The GPMS is used in the framework for managing the
global policies appropriately. On the other hand, several mobile nodes will be
selected in MANET by the backbone network as Policy Enforcing Node (PEN).
These nodes are responsible for running security rules in MANET. The security rules
will be distributed through a network message named Policy Enforcing Message
(PEM). A network connectivity matrix is also needed in each time interval in order to
distribute global policies among nodes connected to the network. The connectivity
matrix represents connectivity between different nodes in ad hoc network. The
process of selecting PEN and distributing the global policy rules will be done by the
framework after every time interval using the network information given by the
authentication and role servers. When PEN is selected, GPMS sends the global policy
rules to the policy enforcing node. Receiving the global policy rules, the PEN dis-
tributes the rules to different MANET nodes. The GPMS selects the PENs. The policy
rules will be bound by each node to its own Ad hoc interface and the routing decisions
will be made by the nodes based on the policy rules. For the new nodes joining to the
network, they should be authenticated with the backbone. Message Authentication
Code (MAC) is used in order to authenticate PEMs. These policies can be specified
by the role of the MANET nodes, which let enforcing the Role Based Access Control
(RBAC) policies in MANET. The message exchanged among servers, PENs and
nodes include the sequence and TTL fields [6, 24, 25].

70.3 Proposed Model

The mentioned model for semi ad hoc network can be implemented for the whole
of ad hoc network environment, if the role of authentication and role servers and
also global policy management servers (GPMS) are distributed among nodes in the

Table 70.1 The different trust levels

Trust level Min range Max range

Level A 0.7 1

Level B 0.3 0.7

Level C 0 0.3
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network. For this purpose, trusted nodes within the radio range of each zone is
required to have a vast capacity using as repositories to maintain the role infor-
mation and global policy rules. Also a master head will be selected based on the
Table 70.1, which is a node with the highest value in the range A as an authen-
tication server.

Selecting nodes as GPMS is based on the proposed formula in the literature, so
the nodes with the highest trust level (placed in level A) will be chosen as GPMS,
also there is an agent for each GPMS.

Regarding the mobility of nodes, when a GPMS node leaves its zone its agent
selected as a new GPMS in a short delay time, and then the supervising among
zone is preserved dynamically.

Since authenticity of the policy enforcing message is vital, nodes can confirm
the source of the PEM by Message Authentication Code (MAC) to over- come the
threat of impersonation. In MAC, the hash value of the whole message body is
calculated and sent with the header. The hash key will be negotiated at the time of
authentication of the node [26–28].

Policy enforcing messages are transmitted between MANET nodes and GPMS.
In comparison to the previous mentioned framework, since the new framework

has developed in an ad hoc environment, the two parts of ‘‘GPMS at backbone’’
and ‘‘PENs’’ will be eliminated. GPMS will be selected based on the highest trust
level and also the agent node is prepared to compensate the role of GPMS in case
of leaving the network. GPMS constitutes of two parts, role assigning and
enforcing the policy rules to the nodes.

70.3.1 Functional Steps

Step 1: When a node wants to join to the MANET, it will be authenticated by
the master head as an authentication server.

Step 2: A role request will be sent to GPMS. The roles will be assigned and the
access level for the specified role will be granted to the node.

Step 3: Afterwards, policy rules will be sent through policy enforcing messages
(PEM) to the nodes. Each PEM will be enforced based on the roles that
each node acquired on step 2.

Step 4: Based on the enforced rules from step 3, the decision will be made for
routing that whether a route request is allowed to be performed based on
the policies or not. The flow of operational framework is shown in
Fig. 70.1.

The rules contain a five tuple. For example, Deny A * B80 says, node A cannot
access B via port 80. These rules are acted like the Access Lists (ACL) in order to
enforce the filtering on input and output traffics and protect the resources of
networks from unauthorized access.
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70.4 Conclusion and Future Work

This framework is designed for small organizations with a limited number of
nodes. So, the future work is to develop this model for large organizations.
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Chapter 71
Enhancement of Medical Image
Compression by Using Threshold
Predicting Wavelet-Based Algorithm

N.S.A.M. Taujuddin and Rosziati Ibrahim

Abstract In recent decades with the rapid development in biomedical engineer-
ing, digital medical images have been becoming increasingly important in hos-
pitals and clinical environment. Apparently, traversing medical images between
hospitals need a complicated process. Many techniques have been developed to
resolve these problems. Compressing an image will reduce the amount of redun-
dant data with the good quality of the reproduced image sufficiently high,
depending on the application. In the case of medical images, it is important to
reproduce the image close to the original image so that even the smallest details
are readable. The aim of this paper is to propose a new compression algorithm by
using the threshold values. It started by segmenting the image area into Region of
Interest (ROI) and Region of Background (ROB) and use the special features
provide by wavelet algorithm to produce efficient coefficients. These coefficients
are then will be used as threshold value in our new proposed thresholding pre-
dicting for compression algorithm. The new compression algorithm is expected to
produce a fast compression algorithm besides decreasing the image size without
tolerating with the precision of image quality.
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71.1 Introduction

Advances over the past decade in many aspects of digital technology especially
devices for image acquisition, data storage, and bitmapped printing and display have
brought about many applications of digital imaging. However, problems involving
storage space and network bandwidth requirements arise when large volumes of
images are to be stored or transmitted, as is the case with medical images.

From the diagnostic imaging point of view, the challenge is how to deliver
clinically critical information in the shortest time possible. A solution to this
problem is through image compression. The main objective of this compression is
to reduce redundancy of the data image in order to be able to stored or transmit
data in an efficient form [1–5].

Among various algorithms proposed by researchers, wavelet gains a high
popularities in compression domain because of its distinctive features. Wavelet is
well known because of its energy compactness in the frequency domain. Thres-
holding is one of the processes in wavelet. Tay et al. says that the selection of
threshold(s) is/are the key performance to an effective compression [6].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the principles of wavelet is
detailed in Sect. 71.2. The project’s methodology is presented in Sect. 71.3.
Section 71.4 contains the experimental result and analysis. While Sect. 71.5
conclude the entire paper.

71.2 The Wavelet

Wavelet is a flexible tool with rich mathematic content and has enormous potential
in many applications and greatly being used in the field of digital images. Wave-
let algorithm work as signal processing in such a way like the human vision do. It
provides a much more precisely in digital image, movies, color image and signal.

It also has widely used in data compression, fingerprint encoding and also
image. There are three properties of wavelets, (a) separability, scalability and
translatability (b) multiresolution compatibility and (c) orthogonality [7].

One of the popular wavelet is Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). The term
discrete in DWT refer to the separation of transformation kernel as well as sep-
aration in fundamental nature and function.

Basically, DWT is a transformation process that produces the minimum number
of coefficients that sufficient enough for reconstruction of the transform data
accurately to the original signal. DWT is usually presented in term of its recovery
transformation:

xðtÞ ¼
X1

k¼�1

X1

‘¼�1
dðk; ‘Þ2�k

2Wð2�kt � ‘Þ ð71:1Þ
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dðk; ‘Þ is sampling of W(a, b) at discrete points k and ‘. While k is referring to a as
a is a = 2 k and b is referring to ‘ as b ¼ 2k‘.

The DWT introduce the scaling function or sometimes referred as smoothing
function. It use dilation or two-scale difference equation:

/ðtÞ ¼
X1

n¼�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
2c

p
ðnÞ/ð2t � nÞ ð71:2Þ

In this equation, c(n) is a series of scalars describing specific scaling function.
Wavelet in DWT itself can be define from these scaling function:

WðtÞ ¼
X1

n¼�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
2d

p
ðnÞ/ð2t � nÞ ð71:3Þ

Here, d(n) is a series of scalar that define the discrete wavelet in terms of
scaling function. DWT can well implemented in the above equation as well as
using filter bank technique. Typically, wavelet use two filters, namely analysis
filter and synthesis filter. The analysis filter is used to split the original signal to
several spectral components called subband.

Firstly, the signal will pass a low pass filter for approximation coefficients
outputs. Then, it will pass through the high pass filter resulting the detail
coefficients.

In the analysis filter, some points need to be eliminated. This operation is called
downsamping or quantization process and usually illustrated as ;2. The process is
done to maximizing the amount of necessitate detail and ignoring ‘not-so-wanted’
details.

Here, some coefficient values for pixel in image are thrown out or set to zero.
This is called as the thresholding process and it will give some smoothing effect to
the image.

In order to compress the image, Wavelet analysis can be used to divide the
information of an image into approximation and detail sub-signals. The approxi-
mation sub-signal shows the common trend of pixel values, and three detail sub-
signals show the horizontal, vertical and diagonal details or changes in the image.

If these details are very small then they can be set to zero without significantly
changing the image. The details under the fixed threshold represent a small enough
detail and it can be set to zero. The greater the number of zeros leads to the greater
compression.

In inverse of analysis bank, the synthesis bank will do the upsampling (:2) to
reconstruct the original fine scale coefficient by combining the scale and wavelet
coefficients at lower coarser scale. During upsampling the value of zero will be
inserted between 2 coefficients because during the downsampling, the every sec-
ond coefficient is thrown away.

The process of upsampling and downsampling is illustrated as in Fig. 71.1.
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71.2.1 Concept of Thresholding

In the wavelet transform, the noise energy is distribute in all wavelet coefficients,
while the original signal energy is found in some of the coefficients. Therefore, the
signal energy is found much larger than noise energy. So, small coefficients can be
considered as caused by noise while large coefficients are triggered by significant
signal features.

Based on this idea, thresholding process is proposed. Thresholding is a process
of shrinking the small absolute coefficients value while retaining the large absolute
coefficient value. It will produce finer reconstruct signal. Threshold also can be
define as the Peak Absolute Error (PAE) accepted for image reconstruction [8].

Hard and soft threshold are the common operator used in conjunction with
DWT. Donoho is the person who first introducing the word ‘de-noising’ to explain
the process of noise reduction in threshold [9].

The wavelet coefficient for hard threshold, hh, is performed as follows:

hhðiÞ ¼
yðiÞ; yðiÞj j[ k

0; others

�

ð71:4Þ

where y(i) is the wavelet coefficients, k is the specified threshold. While, for soft
threshold, hs, the coefficients is expressed as below:

hsðiÞ ¼
sgnðyðiÞÞ yðiÞj j � k½ �; yðiÞj j � k

0; others

�

ð71:5Þ

The elements with absolute value is lower than the threshold value will be set to
zero and then the other coefficient will be shrunk. sgn(*) is a sign function.

sgnðnÞ ¼ 1 n [ 0
�1 n\0

�

ð71:6Þ

The hard threshold zeros all the coefficients valued below than threshold value
and retain the rest unchanged. Whereas, the soft threshold scaled the coefficients in
continuous form with the center of zero [10]. These two techniques have their own

Fig. 71.1 Two-band multirate analysis/synthesis system [3]
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strength and weakness. Hard threshold known as good in preserving edges but bad
in de-noising while soft threshold is contradict as can be seen in Fig. 71.2.

There are two types of thresholding; global and level dependent threshold.
Global threshold imply single threshold value globally to all wavelet coefficient
while level dependent threshold use different threshold value at different level.

Threshold value estimation is very crucial. If the threshold value set too small,
it will adopt noise into the signal. While, if the threshold value is too high, the
important coefficients value will be screened out leading to deviation condition.

There are some threshold estimation techniques exists such as [11]:

(a) VisuShirnk
Donoho is first introducing the wavelet threshold shrinkage method where he
suggest that the coefficients have a tendency be to set as zero when the
coefficients are greater than threshold. The threshold must meet the specifi-
cation of k ¼ rn:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln N

p
where rn is the noise variance and N is the length of

the signal.
(b) SureShrink

SureShrink is a soft estimator, where for the given k, the probability is
collected while reducing the non-probability.

(c) HeurSure
HeurSure will choose the best predictor variable threshold.

(d) Minmax
By using the fixed threshold value, it will generate a minimum mean-square
error based on minimax criterion.

As an example for wavelet threshold de-noise calculation, the signal x(t),
contain of impulse and noise can be expressed as:

x nð Þ ¼ p tð Þ þ n tð Þ ð71:7Þ

where n(t) refer to Gaussian noise with mean zero and standard deviation r while
p(t) refer to impulse. The signal x(t) is then being transferred to time-scale plane.

Fig. 71.2 a Hard threshold function. b Soft threshold function
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The threshold, k, is measured by using the existence rules to shrink the wavelet
coefficients. Here, universal threshold is applied:

k ¼ r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln N

p
ð71:8Þ

For unknown r, one can be replace by MAD/0.6745, where MAD is median
absolute value of the finest scale wavelet coefficients and N is the number of data
samples in measured signal. Inverse wavelet transform use the shrunken coeffi-
cient, and the series retrieve represent the estimation of impulse p(t) [12].

71.2.2 Recent Research on Wavelet Threshold Predicting
Algorithm in Image Compression

The wavelet threshold uses the ordinary multiresolution analysis where the dis-
crete detail coefficients and discrete approximation coefficients are attained by
multilevel wavelet decomposition.

To find the best threshold is hard because it requires the knowledge of original
data. Beside the contemporary hard threshold, the soft-threshold can be used since
it is closer to the optimum minimal rate and protect signal regularity beside
reducing the gap between preserve and discarded coefficient for a better recovery
[13]. Another solution is by using adaptive soft-threshold or fix the threshold for
each wavelet sub-band.

Chen et al. [14] are using adaptive prediction technique in solving multicol-
linearity problem. Besides, he suggest to adjust predictor variable based on image
properties so that more accurate prediction is archived.

Tree-Structured Edge-Directed Orthogonal Wavelet Packet Transform (TS-E-
DOWPT) proposed in [15] decomposes image using edge-directed orthogonal and
calculate the cost function. This technique improves the PSNR value and visual
quality. Besides, trimming the structure into quad-tree may reduce the stain.

To get a better compression ratio, Hosseini et al. [16] recommending a tech-
nique that separating the Region of Interest (ROI) and Background (BG) using
growing segment and then encode both of the segment using Contextual Quanti-
zation. Different weightage is used for different region, where higher rate for ROI
and lower rate for BG.

Pogam et al. in [17] give different view which combining the wavelet transform
with curvelet transform and incorporating it with the local adaptive analysis
thresholding. This technique contributes to an efficient denoising while pre-serving
as much as possible the original quantitative and structural information and ROI of
image.
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71.3 Methodology

Although the forgoing techniques can make an effective approximation of
threshold value, but they got no idea on the relationship between threshold value
and quantization step [18]. Besides, the usage of hard threshold in quantizing the
coefficients will lead to blocky artifact on medical image [19].

Targeting on this problems, this research is done to develop an efficient
threshold prediction algorithm by using the wavelet features to produce a fast
compression algorithm besides decreasing the image size without tolerating with
the precision of image quality.

Medical community also raise a high intention to produce a low computational
cost algorithm with high speed compression and decompression to assist the
existence network bandwidth capability while reducing the image size to upkeep
the limited storage size.

As in the literature, the wavelet coefficient is predicted based on fix location and
variables. But, medical images have its own statistical distribution and have dif-
ferent properties on different subbands. So, to get more precise prediction, the
amount of predictor variable must be adjusted based on the image’s properties.

Figure 71.3 shows the general image compression system with examples of
algorithms used in each process. The compression process starts with transforming
the image into coefficient where it usually done by using Discrete Cosine Trans-
form (DCT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) or Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT).

Then, the retaining coefficients are quantized by using hard, soft or semi-soft
threshold resulting the stream of symbol. This is where information lost occurs.

The entropy coding or compression process will use efficient lossy or lossless
compression algorithm for example the EZW, SPHIT, Huffman, Bitplane
Encoding and many more to produce the bit streams representing the compressed
image.

By using the same general image compression system, we propose a new
compression algorithm with some extended features. Below are the proposed
algorithm steps and it is illustrated in Fig. 71.4:

1. The original image is segmented to Region of Interest (ROI) and Region of
Background (ROB).

2. DWT is used to produce sequence of wavelet coefficient and separate it to low
frequency and high frequency subband.

3. The correlation between adjacent wavelet coefficients are analyzed to get the
best suit coefficient relationship.

4. Resulting wavelet coefficient are thresholded by using efficient prediction
scheme to get the best truncated threshold. Then the prediction equation is
applied for thresholding process to get the significant predicted wavelet
coefficient.
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71.4 Experimental Result and Analysis

The standard gray-scale 512 9 512 sized Barbara image is used in this testing to
evaluate the popular existing threshold algorithms; the hard and soft threshold. The
image is added with Gaussian white noise to facilitate the comparison.

To evaluate the efficiency of the compression algorithm, Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Square Error (MSE) are used to evaluate the quality of
compression. Higher the PSNR value representing a higher compression quality
and vice versa [16]. While lower MSE value representing better image quality vice
versa.

The PSNR can be defined as:

PSNR ¼ 10 log10
2552

MSE

� �

dB

While MSE is define as:

MSE ¼ 1
M � N

XM

x¼1

XN

y¼1

f ðx; yÞ � f̂ ðx; yÞ
�
�

�
�2

Fig. 71.3 General image compression system

Fig. 71.4 The proposed algorithm steps
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M.N is the size of the image while f ðx; yÞ is the pixel value of original image

and f̂ ðx; yÞ is the pixel value of the reconstructed image.
Figure 71.5 shows the resulting Barbara original, noisy, hard thresholded and

soft thresholded image. It is clearly can be seen that the quality of image is
significantly affected with different threshold algorithm. The soft thresholded
image is better in terms of noise overwhelmed while protecting the image edge.
But soft threshold method shows the degradation value of PSNR as can be seen in
Table 71.1.

71.5 Conclusion

This paper has discussed a new compression algorithm by putting an efficient
threshold prediction algorithm using the wavelet features to produce a fast com-
pression algorithm. The purpose of this new compression algorithm is to decrease
the image size without tolerating with the precision of image quality. As the
project is still under go, the preliminary analysis done in Sect. 71.4 shows the need

Fig. 71.5 a Original image. b Noisy image. c Hard thresholded image. d Soft thresholded image
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to develop an effective thresholding algorithm that can provide the improvement
preservation details at low bit rates while increasing the PSNR value. Protecting
details at edges is very crucial especially for sensitive data such as the medical
images. Therefore, modification on prediction procedure in threshold step as
proposed in our algorithm should be performed in order to abolish the blocking
and edge effect while increasing the effectiveness and reliability of the compressed
image.
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Chapter 72
Detection and Revocation of Misbehaving
Vehicles from VANET

Atanu Mondal and Sulata Mitra

Abstract The present work is the detection and revocation of misbehaving vehicles
in vehicular ad hoc network. In the present work vehicles are within the coverage
area of base stations and the base stations are within the coverage area of certifying
authority. Each vehicle detects misbehaving vehicles from its neighbors, creates a
certificate revocation list by mentioning the identification of the misbehaving
vehicles and sends this list to its parent base station. Each base station creates a
certificate revocation list after receiving the certificate revocation lists from the
vehicles within its coverage area and sends it to the certifying authority. The cer-
tifying authority creates a final certificate revocation list after receiving the certifi-
cate revocation lists from the base stations within its coverage area and broadcasts it
among the vehicles within its coverage area. The qualitative and quantitative per-
formance of the proposed scheme outperforms the existing schemes.

72.1 Introduction

The vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) consists of a group of independent
vehicles which are moving throughout the wireless network freely. The potential
threat and road accident are increasing due to high velocity of vehicles in VANET.
Several types of messages are exchanged among vehicles such as traffic infor-
mation, emergency incident notifications and road conditions to avoid road acci-
dents and congestion. It is important to forward message correctly in VANET.
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However, attacker nodes or misbehaving vehicles may damage the messages. The
misbehaving vehicles are authentic vehicles but their behavior deviates from the
required standard behavior. These vehicles may jeopardize the safety of other
vehicles, drivers, passengers as well as the efficiency of the transportation system.
Hence the critical part of any security mechanism in VANET is to identify and
revoke misbehaving vehicles.

Several revocation schemes have been proposed so far. In [1] the service
provider issues certificates for the vehicles with a limited temporal/spatial scope.
These certificates are usable by the vehicles within a particular geographic area or
within a certain time or both. The certificates are not tied to the vehicle’s regis-
tration and can be changed periodically during one service period. But it has a lot
of overhead for the creation and revocation of certificates for each new coming and
leaving vehicle.

The certificate revocation techniques and privacy-protection techniques are
proposed in [2, 3]. A security architecture for vehicular communication systems is
developed in [2]. The authors identify threats and models of adversarial behavior
as well as security and privacy requirements that are relevant to the vehicular
communication context. A SeVeCom baseline architecture is presented in [3]. The
various implementation and deployment-specific aspects such as flexible integra-
tion in existing communication-stacks, use of a hardware security module and
secure connections of vehicular communication on board units to in-vehicle bus
systems are also highlighted in [3]. But the authors discussed the concept of
certificate revocation list (CRL) distribution without considering high vehicle
traffic densities.

In [4] the scalable methods of distributing CRL and other large files over
VANET using vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I)
communications while taking advantage of the multi-channel operations in IEEE
1609.4 is proposed. The size of the CRL increases with vehicle density. Hence it is
difficult to distribute the CRL over the entire network with minimum delay and
network congestions.

In [5] the authors consider the distribution of CRL across a large-scale and
multi-domain vehicular communication system in a timely manner. A collabora-
tion scheme between regional certificate authorities (CAs) that allows CRLs to
contain only regional revocation information is proposed in [5]. Moreover it uses
erasure codes to enhance the robustness of the CRL distribution. The scheme does
not require any communication and cooperation between road side units (RSUs)
during CRL distribution. It minimizes CA-RSU and vehicle-CA-RSU interactions
thus limiting congestion in the network. The CRL size is reduced by using regional
CA and short lived certificates for travelling vehicles. But the distribution time of
CRL is tens of minutes which is too long for a high and dense network like
VANET.

A flexible, simple and scalable design for VANET certificates and new methods
for efficient certificate management is proposed in [6]. It reduces channel overhead
by eliminating the use of CRL. It also protects the system from adversary vehicles
by distributing information about adversary vehicles among the whole network
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and by revoking the certificates of malicious nodes. But the performance of the
scheme is not evaluated on the basis of overhead and delay.

An adaptable method to detect packet forwarding misbehavior based on the
principal of flow conservation of messages and the application of policy-based
management [7] is proposed in [8]. The message is forwarded to those vehicles
which are moving towards the location of the event. In the proposed scheme the
different tasks are assigned to a vehicle at different instant of time depending upon
the certain policy for identifying the misbehaving vehicles which increases the
complexity of each vehicle.

The present work is the detection and revocation of misbehaving vehicles in
VANET. The proposed VANET is a hierarchy having CA at the root level, base
stations (BSs) at the intermediate level and vehicles at the leaf level.

Each vehicle has an electronic license plate (ELP) in which its vehicle iden-
tification number (VIN) is embedded in encrypted (E_VIN) form. The ELP of a
vehicle broadcasts the E_VIN after entering into the coverage area of a new BS.
The BS verifies the authentication of the vehicle after receiving its E_VIN and
assigns a digital signature (D_Sig) to the vehicle if it is authentic [9]. The CA
maintains a CRL (CA_CRL) to store the E_VINs of the misbehaving vehicles and
broadcasts it for the vehicles within its coverage area.

Each vehicle receives beacon message periodically and service message
(S_MSG) after the occurrence of an event from the vehicles which are within its
coverage area. The steganography method is used to protect S_MSGs from the
access of intruder. The S_MSG consists of D_Sig of the sender vehicle, hidden
message (H_MSG), E_VIN of the sender vehicle and the operational part
(O_MSG) to retrieve the message (MESS) from H_MSG.

Each vehicle switches on a timer. It receives a S_MSG from a vehicle within its
coverage area, and searches CA_CRL for the value of E_VIN field of S_MSG. If
found it discards S_MSG. Otherwise it stores the S_MSG in a FIFO queue, triggers
ALGO_MESS to retrieve MESS from H_MSG field of S_MSG and inserts a
record in the form (E_VIN, MESS, REMARK) in a data table (DT). It repeats the
same steps of operation for the other received S_MSGs till the timer expires.
Initially the value of the REMARK field of all the records in DT is null. Each
vehicle triggers ALGO_V algorithm to detect the misbehaving vehicles using the
records in the DT after the expiry of the timer and inserts the E_VIN(s) of the
misbehaving vehicle(s) in a CRL. The algorithm repeats the same steps of oper-
ation for all the records in the DT and finally sends the CRL to its parent BS.

Each BS switches on a timer and triggers ALGO_B algorithm. The algorithm
receives CRLs from the vehicles within its coverage area and stores them in a
FIFO queue. It performs union operation among the received CRLs in the queue
for generating a new CRL. It repeats the same steps of operation till the timer
expires and sends the new CRL to CA after the expiry of the timer.

The CA switches on a timer and triggers ALGO_C algorithm. The algorithm
receives CRLs from the BSs under it and stores them in a FIFO queue. It performs
union operation among the received CRLs in the queue for generating CA_CRL.
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It repeats the same steps of operation till the timer expires and broadcasts
CA_CRL among the vehicles within its coverage area after the expiry of the timer.

Unlike [1, 4, 6] the present work uses steganography to protect S_MSGs from
intruder in VANET. The use of encryption/decryption algorithm for secure mes-
sage transmission consumes a considerable amount of time due to their compu-
tational hardness. Moreover the length of message may increase during encryption
which increases storage overhead along with communication overhead. In the
present work CA_CRL consists of E_VIN of the misbehaving vehicles instead of
their IP address like [5]. So only the E_VIN of a vehicle is sufficient to identify,
detect and revoke misbehaving vehicles from VANET. Unlike [5] the present work
performs well in high density of vehicles. In [5] CA distributes pieces of CRL
among vehicles via RSUs. So in the worst case a vehicle needs to encounter all the
RSUs for collecting all the pieces of CRL. Hence the performance of CRL gen-
eration degrades if congestion occurs, if vehicles move slowly and if the distance
between RSUs increase. The misbehaving vehicles are identified by their E_VINs
during V2V communication in the present work. So no extra task is required to
assign to a vehicle for identifying misbehaving vehicle like [8]. There is no
requirement of reporting the reason of revocation to CA in the present work like
[10] which helps to reduce the delay in revocation.

72.2 Present Work

In this section the function of vehicle, BS and CA are elaborated for vth vehicle
(Vv) within the coverage area of Bth BS (BSB) under CA. The number of BSs
under CA and the number of vehicles under BSB are assumed as NO_OF_BS and
NO_OF_VB respectively.

72.2.1 Function of Vv

The function of Vv is elaborated for jth S_MSG (S_MSGj) that it receives from jth
vehicle within its coverage area. S_MSGj is of the form of (D_Sigj, E_VINj,
H_MSGj, O_MSGj). D_Sigj is the digital signature of the jth vehicle, E_VINj is the
E_VIN of the jth vehicle, H_MSGj is the hudden message and O_MSGj is the
operational part to retrieve the message (MESSj) from H_MSGj. O_MSGj field
contains the bit pattern corresponding to the different bitwise operators (AND, OR,
XOR). Each bitwise operator is represented by Size_BWO number of bits and the
size of O_MSGj (Size_O_MSGj) is exact multiple of Size _BWO. The ALGO_-
MESS algorithm is used by Vv to retrieve MESSj from H_MSGj by performing
(Size_O_MSGj/Size_BWO) number of bitwise operations (Number_BWOj)
among H_MSGj and E_VINj.
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Vv switches on a timer and initializes it to sv. It receives S_MSGj, increases a
counter (NS_MSGv) by 1 and searches CA_CRL for E_VINj. If E_VINj is in
CA_CRL or if (Size_O_MSGj%Size_BWO 6¼0) it discards S_MSGj. Otherwise it
stores S_MSGj in a FIFO queue (Qv), triggers ALGO_MESS algorithm to retrieve
MESSj from H_MSGj and inserts a record (Rj) in the form (E_VINj, MESSj,
REMARKj) in a data table (DTv) for S_MSGj.

/*Retrieval of MESSj from H_MSGj*/
{i / 1
k / 1
while (k \ Number_BWOj){
if (O_MSGj (i, i + Size_BWO-1) represents
AND bit wise operator)
{MESSj / H_MSGj ^ E_VINj

Go to L1}
else if (O_MSGj (i, i + Size_BWO-1)
represents OR bit wise operator)

{MESSj / H_MSGj _ E_VINj

Go to L1}
else if (O_MSGj (i, i + Size_BWO-1)
represents XOR bit wise operator)
{MESSj / H_MSGj � E_VINj

Go to L1}
else
Go to L1
L1: {i / i + Size_BWO
k / k + 1}}}

It repeats the same steps of operation for the other received S_MSGs till the
timer expires. The maximum number of S_MSGs in Qv and the maximum number
of records in DTv is NS_MSGv.

It triggers ALGO_V algorithm to detect the misbehaving vehicle after the
expiry of the timer. The function of this algorithm is elaborated for S_MSGj in Qv.
It compares MESSj of Rj with the value of the MESS attribute field of all other
records in DTv. In case of match it increases Matchj counter and in case of
mismatch it increases Mismatchj counter by 1 after each comparison. If
Matchj = Mismatchj it ignores Rj. If Matchj [ Mismatchj the Algo_V inserts
TRUE in the REMARKj attribute field of Rj. Otherwise it inserts FALSE in the
REMARKj attribute field of Rj, inserts E_VINj in a CRL (CRLv) and increases a
counter (NEVIN_CRLv) by 1. The Algo_V repeats the same steps of operation for
all the records in DTv to generate CRLv. Vv sends CRLv to its parent BS. The
maximum number of E_VINs in CRLv is NEVIN_CRLv.

72.2.2 Function of BSB

BSB triggers ALGO_B algorithm for generating a CRL (CRLB) and for sending
CRLB to CA. The algorithm switches on a timer and initializes it to sB. It receives
CRLs from the vehicles within its coverage area of BSB, stores them in a FIFO
queue (QB), increases a counter (NB_CRL) after receiving each CRL by 1 and
assigns the first received CRL to CRLB. It starts to update CRLB by performing
union operation among the existing CRLB and the received CRLs in QB as soon as
NB_CRL becomes equal to 2 till the timer expires. The ALGO_B algorithm sends
CRLB to CA after the expiry of sB. The maximum value of NB_CRL is NO_OF_VB

and the maximum number of E_VINs in CRLB is assumed as NEVIN_CRLB.
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72.2.3 Function of CA

CA triggers ALGO_C algorithm for generating CA_CRL and for broadcasting
CA_CRL among the vehicles within its coverage area. The algorithm switches on
a timer and initializes it to sC. It receives CRLs from the BSs within the coverage
area of CA, stores them in a FIFO queue (QC), increases a counter (NC_CRL) after
receiving each CRL by 1 and assigns the first received CRL to CA_CRL. It starts
to update CA_CRL by performing union operation among the existing CA_CRL
and the received CRLs in QC as soon as NC_CRL becomes equal to 2 till the timer
expires. The ALGO_C algorithm broadcasts CA_CRL among the vehicles within
the coverage area of CA after the expiry of sC. The maximum value of NC_CRL is
NO_OF_BS and the maximum number of E_VINs in CA_CRL is assumed as
NEVIN_CA_CRL.

72.3 Simulation

The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated qualitatively and quanti-
tatively. In this section the simulation parameters, qualitative analysis and quan-
titative analysis of the proposed scheme are considered for discussion.

72.3.1 Simulation Parameters

The size of E_VIN (Size_E_VIN) is 17 characters [9] and the size of each character
is assumed as 8 bits (extended ASCII format) in the proposed scheme. Hence
Size_E_VIN is 136 bits. The bit wise operation is performed among H_MSG and
E_VIN to retrieve MESS from H_MSG. Hence the size of H_MSG (Size_H_MSG)
is 136 bits. The size of D_Sig (Size_D_Sig) is 160 bits [9]. The size of S_MSG
(Size_SMSG) is (Size_D_Sig + Size_E_VIN + Size_H_MSG + Size_O_MSG)
bits. The value of sv, sB, sC, NO_OF_BS, NEVIN_CRLv, NEVIN_CRLB, NE-
VIN_CA_CRL, NO_OF_VB, NS_MSGv and Size_SMSG are assumed as 30, 20,
20 s, 3, 400, 400, 1200, 144, 400, and 3,232 bits. The data transmission rate
(Data_TR) is assumed as 6 Mb/s [11].

72.3.2 Qualitative Analysis

The qualitative analysis on the basis of communication overhead (COMM_OH),
storage overhead (STO_OH) and computation overhead (COMP_OH) is reported
in this section. The qualitative performance is evaluated by considering the
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maximum length of Qv, QB, and QC i.e. Qv has NS_MSGv number of S_MSGs, QB

has NO_OF_VB number of CRLs and QC has NO_OF_BS number of CRLs. The
qualitative performance of the proposed scheme is compared with [12] on the basis
of STO_OH.
Communication Overhead. The COMM_OH of the proposed scheme is
PNO OF BS

B¼1 COMM OHBð Þ/Data sec where COMM_OHB is the communication
overhead of BSB in bits.

Computation of COMM_OHB. BSB receives CRLs from NO_OF_VB number of
vehicles within its coverage area. The size of CRLv is (NEVIN_CRLv 9

Size_E_VIN) bits. Hence COMM_OHB due to the reception of NO_OF_VB

number of CRLs is
PNO OF VB

v¼1 (NEVIN_CRLv 9 Size_E_VIN) bits.
BSB sends CRLB to CA. The size of CRLB is NEVIN_CRLB 9 Size_E_VIN

bits. Hence COMM_OHB due to the transmission of CRLB is NEVIN_CRLB 9

Size_E_VIN bits.
BSB receives CA_CRL from CA. The size of CA_CRL is NEVIN_CA_CRL 9

Size_E_VIN bits. Hence the COMM_OHB due to the reception of CA_CRL is
NEVIN_CA_CRL 9 Size_E_VIN bits.

BSB sends CA_CRL to NO_OF_VB number of vehicles within its coverage
area. Hence COMM_OHB due to the transmission of CA_CRL is
NO_OF_VB 9 NEVIN_CA_CRL 9 Size_E_VIN bits.

Hence COMM_OHB =
PNO OF VB

v¼1 (NEVIN_CRLV 9 Size_E_VIN) +
Size_E_VIN 9 (NEVIN_CRLB + NEVIN_CA_CRL (1 + NO_OF_VB)) bits.
Storage Overhead. The STO_OH of the proposed scheme is the sum of STO_OH
of CA (STO_OH_CA) and STO_OH of NO_OF_BS number of BSs under CA
(STO_OH_BS).

STO_OH_CA is due to the maintenance of NO_OF_BS number of CRLB in QC.

Hence STO_OH_CA =
PNO OF BS

B¼1 NEVIN_CRLB 9 Size_E_VIN bits.bits.

STO_OH_BS is
PNO OF BS

B¼1 STO OHBð Þ bits where STO_OHB is STO_OH of
BSB.

STO_OHB is due to the maintenance of QB and NO_OF_VB number of Qv.
Now QB has NO_OF_VB number of CRLs and hence size of QB (Size_QB) is

PNO OF VB
v¼1 NEVIN CRLvð Þ � Size E VIN bits.
Qv has NS_MSGv number of S_MSGs and hence the size of Qv (Size_Qv) is

PNS MSGv
j¼1 Size SMSGj bits, where Size_SMSGj is the size of S_MSGj.

Hence STO OHB ¼ Size QB þ
PNO OF VB

v¼1 Size Qvð Þ bits.
Computation Overhead. The COMP_OH of the proposed scheme is the sum of
COMP_OH of CA (COMP_OH_CA) and COMP_OH of NO_OF_BS number of
BSs under CA (COMP_OH_BS).

COMP_OH_CA is for updating NC_CRL and for performing union operation
among the received CRLs from NO_OF_BS number of BSs.

Now COMP_OH of updating NC_CRL for NO_OF_BS times is
O(NO_OF_BS).
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The COMP_OH of performing union operation among NO_OF_BS number of
CRLs is O(dlog (NO_OF_BS)e).

COMP_OH_BS is O
PNO OF BS

B¼1 COMP OHBð Þ
� �

where COMP_OHB is the

sum of COMP_OH of BSB and NO_OF_VB number of vehicles under it.
COMP_OH of BSB is for updating NB_CRL and for performing union opera-

tion among the received CRLs from NO_OF_VB number of vehicles.
Now COMP_OH of updating NB_CRL for NO_OF_VB times is O(NO_

OF_VB) and of performing union operation among NO_OF_VB number of CRLs
is O(dlog (NO_OF_VB)e).

The COMP_OH of NO_OF_VB number of vehicles is the sum of searching
overhead of CA_CRL for E_VIN, execution overhead of ALGO_MESS and
ALGO_V.

Now COMP_OH of Vv for searching CA_CRL for NS_MSGv number of
E_VINs corresponding to NS_MSGv number of received S_MSGs in Qv is O(NS_
MSGv 9 NEVIN_CA_CRL), for executing ALGO_MESS algorithm for NS_
MSGv number of S_MSGs is O(Number_BWO 9 Size_H_MSG 9 NS_MSGv)
and for executing ALGO_V algorithm for NS_MSGv number of records in DTv is
O(NS_MSGv

2).
Hence COMP_OH of NO_OF_VB number of vehicles under BSB is

Oð
PNO OF VB

v¼1 ðð NS MSGvð Þ � NEVIN CA CRLÞ þ ðNumber BWO � Size H

MSG � NS MSGvÞ þ NS MSG2
v

� �
ÞÞ.

Figures 72.1, 72.2 and 72.3 show the plot of COMM_OH, STO_OH and
COMP_OH versus number of vehicles in VANET. STO_OH of the present
scheme is less than that in [12] as observed from Fig. 72.2. The number of vehicles
per BS increases with the number of vehicles in VANET which in turn increases
COMM_OH, STO_OH and COMP_OH as observed from Figs. 72.1, 72.2 and
72.3 respectively.

72.3.3 Quantitative Analysis

The performance of the proposed scheme is studied quantitatively on the basis of
CA_CRL distribution time (CA_CRL_DT) and it is compared with [3, 4]. The
CA_CRL_DT is the time which is required to broadcast CA_CRL by CA among the
vehicles within its coverage area. It is determined during simulation. The quanti-
tative performance of the proposed scheme is also studied on the basis of delay in
detection of misbehaving vehicles (Delay_MV). Delay_MV for Vv (Delay_MVv) is
computed as the sum of waiting time of S_MSGs in Qv, searching time of CA_CRL
for E_VINs corresponding to the received S_MSGs in Qv, time to execute

ALGO_MESS and ALGO_V. So, Delay MV ¼
PNO OF VB

v¼1 Delay MVv.
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Figure 72.4 shows the plot of CA_CRL_DT versus Size_CA_CRL. The
Size_CA_CRL is the size of CA_CRL and it is computed as NE-
VIN_CA_CRL 9 Size_E_VIN bits. It can be observed from Fig. 72.4 that
CA_CRL_DT increases with Size_CA_CRL both in the present scheme and in [4].
In [4] Size_CA_CRL is 1 Mbyte and CA_CRL_DT is 300 s. The curve is a
straight line as Size_CA_CRL is constant to 1 Mbyte. In the present work
Size_CA_CRL varies dynamically with NEVIN_CA_CRL and hence
CA_CRL_DT increases slowly with Size_CA_CRL. In the present work
CA_CRL_DT is about 1 s.

Figure 72.5 shows the plot of CA_CRL_DT versus number of vehicles in
VANET. CA_CRL_DT depends upon the size of CA_CRL which in turn depends
upon the number of misbehaving vehicles in VANET. Hence CA_CRL_DT
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increases slowly with the number of vehicles as observed from Fig. 72.5. In [3]
CA_CRL_DT is approximately 3,000 s whereas in the present work CA_CRL_DT
is almost 3 s.

Figure 72.6 shows the plot of Delay_MV versus number of vehicles in VANET.
It can be observed from Fig. 72.6 that Delay_MV increases with the number of
vehicles as per its definition.
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72.4 Conclusion

Each vehicle detects and revokes misbehaving vehicles from VANET during V2V
communication. The CA_CRL is created by CA after collecting the CRLs from the
BSs within its coverage area. Each BS creates the CRL after collecting the CRLs
from the vehicles within its coverage area.

The CA may verify the revocation decision of the vehicles before creating
CA_CRL. The performance of the proposed scheme may be studied by varying the
value of the other parameters and by incorporating the fuzzy logic concept.
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Chapter 73
A Novel Steganalysis Method Based
on Histogram Analysis

Bismita Choudhury, Rig Das and Arup Baruah

Abstract Steganalysis is the art of detecting hidden messages embedded inside
Steganographic Images. Steganalysis involves detection of steganography, esti-
mation of message length and its extraction. Recently Steganalysis receives great
deal of attention from the researchers due to the evolution of new, advanced and
much secured steganographic methods for communicating secret information. This
paper presents a universal steganalysis method for blocking recent steganographic
techniques in spatial domain. The novel method analyses histograms of both the
cover and suspicious image and based on the histogram difference it gives decision
on the suspicious image of being stego or normal image. This method for steg-
analysis extracts a special pattern from the histogram difference of the cover and .
By finding that specific pattern from the histogram difference of the suspicious and
cover image it detects the presence of hidden message. The proposed steganalysis
method has been experimented on a set of stego images where different stega-
nographic techniques are used and it successfully detects all those stego images.
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73.1 Introduction

The battle between Steganography and Steganalysis never ends. For hiding secret
message or information, Steganography provides a very secure way by embedding
them in unsuspicious cover media such as image, text or video [1]. As a counter
action Steganalysis is emerging out as a process of detection of steganography.
Steganalysis refers to the science of discrimination between stego-object and
cover-object. Steganalysis detects the presence of hidden information without
having any knowledge of secret key or algorithm used for embedding the secret
message into the cover image [2].

In the general process of steganalysis, steganalyzer simply blocks the stego
image and sometimes try to extract the hidden message. Figure 73.1 shows the
block diagram of the generic steganalysis process. Generally, Steganalysis tech-
niques are classified into two broad categories: specific and universal blind steg-
analysis. The targeted steganalysis process is designed for some specific
steganographic methods where all features of that particular steganographic
method are well known. On the other hand, universal blind steganalysis process
uses combination of features to detect arbitrary steganographic methods [3, 4].

Steganalysis can be achieved by applying various image processing techniques
like image filtering, rotating, cropping etc. Also it can be achieved by coding a
program that examines the stego-image structure and measures its statistical
properties, e.g., first order statistics (histograms) or second order statistics (cor-
relations between pixels, distance, direction) [4].

This paper, presents a novel steganalysis method which uses histogram dif-
ference for detection of steganography in spatial domain. Here a special pattern in
the histogram difference of suspicious image and cover image is utilized for the
detection purpose.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 73.2 reviews some previous work
done in steganalysis. The proposed novel steganalysis method is explained in
Sect. 73.3. Simulation and results are shown in Sects. 73.4 and 73.5 concludes.

73.2 Related Work

Many research works have been carried out on steganalysis till now. Based on the
domain of message embedding (Spatial or Frequency domain) different methods
are employed to detect presence of steganography. Some of them are as follows.

73.2.1 RS Steganalysis

Fridrich et al. described a reliable and accurate method for detecting Least Sig-
nificant Bit (LSB) based steganography [5]. For performing RS Steganalysis they
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divided the image pixels into three groups—Regular, Singular and Unchanged
group. In normal image number of regular groups is greater than that of singular
group. But after embedding any data in the image, Regular and Singular group of
pixels have a tendency of becoming equal. Based on this characteristic they
proposed RS steganalysis technique for attacking steganography. Here detection is
more accurate for messages that are randomly scattered in the stego-image than for
messages concentrated in a localized area of the image.

73.2.2 Breaking F5 Algorithm

Fridrich et al. presented a steganalysis method to reliably detect messages (and
estimate their size) hidden in JPEG images using the steganographic algorithm F5
[6]. The estimation of the cover-image histogram from the stego-image is the key
point. This is done by decompressing the stego-image, cropping it by four pixels in
both directions to remove the quantization in the frequency domain, and recom-
pressing it using the same quality factor as the stego-image. The number of relative
changes introduced by F5 is determined using the least square fit by comparing the
estimated histograms of selected DCT coefficients with those of the stego-image.

73.2.3 Histogram Estimation Scheme for Defeating Pixel
Value Differencing Steganography Using Modulus
Function

In this paper Jeong-Chun Joo Kyung-Su Kim and Heung-Kyu Lee presented a
specific steganalysis method to defeat the modulus Pixel Value Differencing

Fig. 73.1 Block diagram of Steganalysis
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(PVD) steganography [7]. By analyzing the embedding process they provided
three blind Support Machines (SMs) for the steganalysis and each are used for
checking three different features. SM1: the fluctuations around the border of the
sub range, SM2: the asymmetry of the stego PVD histogram, and SM3: the
abnormal increase of the histogram value. The Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classifier is applied for the classification of the cover and stego images. Here
Original histogram is estimated from the suspicious image using two novel his-
togram estimation schemes (HES): a curve-fitting method and a histogram reverse-
tracing method those work without the cover image.

73.2.4 Steganalysis by Subtractive Pixel Adjacency Matrix

Tomas Pevny and Patrick Bas and Jessica Fridrich presented a method for detection
of steganographic method LSB matching [8]. By modeling the differences between
adjacent pixels in natural images, the method identifies some deviations those occur
due to steganographic embedding. For steganalysis a filter is used for suppressing
the image content and exposing the stego noise. Dependences between neighboring
pixels of the filtered image are modeled as a higher-order Markov chain. The sample
transition probability matrix is then used as a vector feature for a feature-based
steganalyzer implemented using machine learning algorithms.

73.3 A Novel Method for Steganalysis Using Histogram
Analysis

In this paper we proposed a novel steganalysis technique for detection of stega-
nography in spatial domain based on the histogram analysis of the cover and the
suspicious image. The schematic diagram of the whole process is given in Fig. 73.2.

The main goal in here is to develop a steganalysis method which is able to
block most of the recently developed steganographic algorithms with a good
accuracy. The novel algorithm first finds the histograms of both the cover and
suspicious image. Then it uses difference values of both the histograms to detect
the stego-image.

73.3.1 Histogram Difference

Image histogram proves to be one of a good feature for analyzing the difference
between cover image and stego image. In general, histograms of cover image and
stego image have some significant differences that help in discriminating between
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cover and stego image. In steganography, while embedding secret data in a cover
image by modifying the Least Significant Bits (LSBs) of the cover image, some of
the pixel values of the cover image get changed and thereby the histogram of the
stego image acquires some variations from that of the cover image. If we find the
histogram difference of both the cover and stego image we can observe that some
of the difference values possess same magnitude to their adjacent values but of
different signs (For e.g. 2, -2; -35, 35; … etc.). But this kind of pattern is not
found in the histogram difference between cover and noisy image or any processed
image.

The Table 73.1 shows the histogram difference values of the cover image with
stego image (LSB embedding) and noisy image introduced with Gaussian noise
tested on the Lenna image. From the table we can see that the most of the adjacent
difference values are having same magnitude but with different sign only in case of
stego image (For e.g. -2, 2; -48, 48; -132, 132), but not in case of noisy image. In
this way the steganalysis method tries to find out such pairs in the histogram
difference of the cover and the suspicious image and based on this characteristic
stego images are detected.

Fig. 73.2 Block diagram of proposed steganalysis method
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73.3.2 Proposed Novel Algorithm for Steganalysis

Algorithm
Input: M 9 N Suspicious Image and M 9 N Cover Image.
Output: Decision whether the Suspicious Image is a Stego Image or not.

Step-1: Read both the Cover and Suspicious Image and store their intensity
values of different pixels in two different arrays.

Step-2: Find histograms of both the Cover and Suspicious Image.
Step-3: Plot both the histograms in a single plot and find the difference.
Step-4: In the different values, if there are adjacent values those are same in

magnitude but different in sign then increment a counter.
Step-5: Repeat Step 4 until all the difference values are checked and the counter

incremented accordingly.
Step-6: Set a threshold value of the counter and if the counter value goes

beyond the threshold value then detect the Suspicious Image as the
Stego Image else as the Normal Image.

Step-7: End.

73.4 Simulation and Results

Some experiments are carried out to check the capability and efficiency of the
novel steganalysis process. This method is capable of detecting stego image where
most of the newly developed steganographic algorithms are used. The proposed

Table 73.1 Histogram
difference of cover image
with stego image and
noisy image

Histogram difference of
cover and stego image

Histogram difference of cover and
noisy (Gaussian noise) image

-2 -37,079

2 -2,101

-9 -2,180

9 -2,204

-48 -2,179

48 -2,048

-58 -1,747

58 -1,662

-152 -1,454

152 -1,088

-132 -711

132 -383

-266 120

266 601
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steganalysis algorithm is tested on six steganographic algorithms in spatial
domain, viz. Least Significant Bit (LSB) replacement, LSB matching, Steganog-
raphy based on Huffman Encoding, Wavelet Obtained Weight (WOW), Universal
Wavelet Relative Distortion for spatial domain (S_UNIWARD) and HUGO.

For the testing purpose, all the simulation has been done in MATLAB 2012 on
Windows 7 platform. A set of 8-bit grayscale images of size 1024 9 1024 are used
as cover-image and image of size 256 9 256 are used as the secret image to form
the stego-image. Figure 73.3a–d shows the four original cover images (Here test
results are shown only for Lenna Image) and Fig. 73.3e shows the secret image
used to embed using LSB replacement [8], LSB matching [8] and Steganography
based on Huffman Encoding [9]. For the steganographic algorithms S_UNIWARD
[10], WOW [10] and HUGO [10] randomly generated message bits are used to
create stego-image. The histogram of the cover image is used to compare with the
histogram of the stego image created for testing the proposed steganalysis method.
The novel steganalysis algorithm successfully detects the stego-image by ana-
lyzing the histogram difference of both suspicious and cover image.

Figure 73.4a shows the histogram of Lenna image, Fig. 73.4b shows histogram
of Lenna image after using LSB replacement steganography in which LSBs of

Fig. 73.3 a–d Four cover images for training, e Secret image/message. a Lenna, b Baboon, c
Airplane, d Boat, e Cameraman

Fig. 73.4 a Histogram of cover image of Lenna, b Histogram of stego image using LSB
replacement, c Histogram difference of cover and stego image
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individual cover elements are replaced with message bits [8], Fig. 73.4c shows
histogram difference of the cover and the stego image.

Figure 73.5a shows the histogram of Lenna image, Fig. 73.5b the histogram of
Lenna image after using LSB matching steganography which randomly increases
or decreases pixel values by one to match the LSBs with the communicated
message bits [8], Fig. 73.5c shows histogram difference of cover and stego image.
The recent Steganographic method based on Huffman encoding proposed by Das
and Tuithung [9] is also a very much secured method and very few specific

Fig. 73.5 a Histogram of cover image of Lenna, b Histogram of stego image using LSB
matching, c Histogram difference of cover and stego image

Fig. 73.6 a Histogram of cover image of Lenna, b Histogram of stego image created by
steganography based on Huffman encoding, c Histogram difference of cover and stego image
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Fig. 73.7 a Histogram of cover image of Lenna, b Histogram of stego image created using
S_UNIWARD method, c Histogram difference of cover and stego image

Fig. 73.8 a Histogram of cover image of Lenna, b Histogram of stego image using
steganographic method WOW, c Histogram difference of cover and stego image

patterns can be observed in the histogram difference. However, our proposed
steganalysis algorithm is able to block it (Fig. 73.6a–c).

Three very recent and secure steganographic algorithms S_UNIWARD [11]
(Fig. 73.7a–c), WOW [12] (Fig. 73.8a–c) and HUGO [13] (Fig. 73.9a–c), pro-
posed by Fridrich et al., make a few modifications in the cover image to embed
randomly generated message bits. The novel steganalysis method successfully
detects those stego images even though they possess few artifacts.
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From the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) values, shown in Table 73.2, it
can be seen that the most of the used steganographic methods have done less
modification to the cover image which is very difficult to get noticed. However, the
proposed steganalysis method successfully blocks the stego images where these
steganographic techniques are applied.

73.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a universal steganalysis method that checks the
histogram difference of the suspicious image with that of the cover image to get
adjacent difference values having same magnitude but of different sign. This method

Fig. 73.9 a Histogram of cover image of Lenna, b Histogram of stego image using
steganographic method HUGO, c Histogram difference of cover and stego image

Table 73.2 PSNR between the cover and the stego image

Steganographic algorithms PSNR value between the cover
and the stego image (dB)

LSB embedding +56.88

LSB matching +56.88

Steganography based on Huffman encoding +57.43

WOW +62.69

S_UNIWARD +62.21

HUGO +61.92
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has a great capability of detecting stego images even though very small changes are
done in the cover image. Experimental results show that it can block from generic
LSB modification techniques to much secured recent steganographic methods. The
PSNR values, shown in the Table 73.2, for tested stego images using different
steganographic methods depicts that the tested steganographic methods are efficient
methods.

Most of the steganalysis algorithms are targeted methods to attack specific
steganographic techniques. So in the small group of the universal blind steg-
analysis this novel algorithm provides a new addition. In future we will work on
the steganalysis of the steganography in frequency domain. Then we would like to
develop a universal steganalysis method to detect stego images irrespective of the
data embedding domain.
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Chapter 74
Pattern Recognition Techniques: Studies
on Appropriate Classifications

Sasan Karamizadeh, Shahidan M. Abdullah, Mazdak Zamani
and Atabak Kherikhah

Abstract Pattern recognition techniques are divided into categories of supervised,
unsupervised and semi supervised. Supervised pattern recognition methods are
utilized in the examination of various sources’ chemical data such as sensor
measurements, spectroscopy, and chromatography. The unsupervised classification
techniques use algorithms to classify and analyze huge amounts of raster cells.
Semi-Supervised Learning is an approach that is in the middle ground between
supervised and unsupervised learning and guarantees to be better at classification
by involving data that is unlabeled. In this paper, we tried to categories pattern
recognition methods and explain about each of them and we compared supervised
method with unsupervised method in terms of types and location of features.

74.1 Introduction

Pattern recognition techniques are divided into categories of supervised, unsu-
pervised and semi supervised. This is dependent on the analyst’s intention of the
information that needs to be utilized or that is available regarding the samples
comprising of the data matrix. In the supervised methods, or the classification
method, prior description is made on the classes as the concept or the attribute used
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to classify the samples into subsets are already known [1]. In the unsupervised
method, the classification is removed by considering only the variations and
resemblances among the samples, without utilizing any of their details. The semi-
supervised method is in the middle ground between the supervised and unsuper-
vised analysis and assures to be a better classification using the non-labeled details
[2]. Figure 74.1 Classification of Pattern-Recognition Techniques.

74.2 Supervised Methods

Supervised pattern recognition methods are utilized in the examination of various
sources’ chemical data such as sensor measurements, spectroscopy, and chroma-
tography. Various supervised techniques exist which have been widely utilized in
the analytical chemistry [2]. In all the cases, the most suitable method is reliant on
the problem that needs to be addressed since the criteria and bases of the tech-
niques differ significantly according to the problems faced. As revealed in
Fig. 74.1, different criteria can be utilized to apply the supervised methods. Sev-
eral of the common methods are elaborated below.

74.2.1 Parametric and Non-parametric Methods

Metric methods utilize the mathematical models that have parameters that can be
adjusted to perform classification of samples. These methods involve Soft Inde-
pendent Modeling of Class Analogy (SIMCA), Linear Discriminate Analysis
(LDA), Discriminate Analysis (DA), and Support Victor Machine (SVM) [3].

Non-parametric techniques do not utilize the parameters according to the
mathematical model for sample classifications. Some of the popularly utilized non-
parametric techniques include Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), and k-Nearest
Neighbors (kNN) [3].

74.2.2 Discriminate and Class Modeling Assessment

Supervised pattern recognition methods differentiate the variables’ hyperspace that
distinguish the samples into various classifications. Utilizing the discriminant
methods, when a new sample is put into the hyperspace classifications, it is
identified with that classification, however, when it is put outside, this does not
happen. There is a lack of an in-between or middle ground [4]. The techniques in
use here are KNN, LDA, ANN, and DA. The analysis on class modeling considers
the samples that fit the model as part of the class, whereas rejected non-members
are the objects that do not fit. In the event of modeling more than one class, three
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various circumstances can be identified; for example every sample can be desig-
nated into a single classification, or more than one classification or none of the
classifications [1].

74.2.3 Deterministic/Probabilistic Methods

No statement is made regarding the reliability of the decision when a deterministic
system is utilized to designate each sample’s class. Probabilistic methods, how-
ever, do measure the classification’s reliability. Deterministic methods are namely
KNN, and the probabilistic methods are namely DA, LDA and ANN [1].

Pattern 
Recognition

    

Unsupervised
Technique

Semi 
Supervised

Supervised 

Method basses on factor models

Artificial Neural Networks

Cluster analysis

Hybrid

Generative 

Self-training 

Co training and multi view 

Graph-Based Methods

Avoiding Changes in Dense 

Hybrid

Deterministic/Probabilistic

Discriminant/Class modeling

Parametric

Non parametric

Hybrid

Fig. 74.1 Classification of pattern-recognition techniques
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74.3 Unsupervised Methods

The unsupervised classification techniques use algorithms to classify and analyze
huge amounts of raster cells. These procedures need set values for several of the
operating parameters; however, the classifying method goes on without any
intervention from the users. The efficacy of the unsupervised techniques is
dependent on the basis that the input raster dataset has natural statistical groups of
spectral patterns that consist of specific forms of physical characteristics [1]. The
entire unsupervised classification techniques, aside from the Simple One-Pass
Clustering, utilize the interactive procedure to examine a set of sample input cells
and decide on the set of class centers and other related statistical features [5]. All
the input raster set is then analyzed, and a classification rule is utilized to designate
each raster cell to a defined class. The techniques that are normally utilized can be
classified into four significant groups as revealed in Fig. 74.1.

74.3.1 Cluster Analysis

Cluster Analysis or CA has been the most commonly utilized used method of
pattern recognition until several years ago. This particular method designates
samples to similar clusters based on the level of similarity in the variables
(characteristics) which have been utilized to identify the objects, and, simulta-
neously designate samples that are dissimilar to various other clusters. It is
commonly utilized to design a new category of samples being studied study,
however, it can also be used to confirm an existing group. Researchers have
introduced a complete monograph of cluster analysis based on analytical chemical
data [6].

74.3.2 Artificial Neural Networks

ANNs are mathematical methods that follow the workings of the nervous system
in humans, by making up pattern recognition models. They are normally very
successful in addressing the challenges often faced during the process of classi-
fication. ANNs begin from a data training set, that contains characteristics such as
spectra or concentration levels that measure samples that are indifferent, to mea-
sure probabilities of samples that are a class member (output variables) [3]. ANNs
are utilized in both supervised and unsupervised pattern identification, however,
since their usage not as simple as CA, their usages are limited somewhat [4].
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74.3.3 Techniques According to Factor Models

The aim of these techniques are to constrain the n-dimensional information about
objects to a limited and more inclusive aspect. In this way, all the samples can be
depicted graphically in a two or three-dimensional (2D or 3D) arena, simplifying
identification of the major characteristics. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
are some of the commonly used methods that operate the 2D data tables and multi-
set methods [5].

74.4 Semi Supervised

Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) is an approach that is in the middle ground
between supervised and unsupervised learning and guarantees to be better at
classification by involving data that is unlabeled. Since getting labeled data is
costly and complicated, by causing unlabeled data to be less expensive to get in
many applications [6], SSL tries to gain better classification function by utilizing
both unlabeled and labeled data. The self-training technique is one of the first
algorithms suggested for utilizing the unlabeled data. Another two significant
methods include the transductive S3VM and co-training.

74.4.1 Generative

One of the oldest semi-supervised learning techniques is the generative models.
The model’s assumption is that p(x, y) = p(y) p (x|y) where p(x|y) is a distribution
of identifiable mixture; for instance the Gaussian mixture models. Having a huge
sum of unlabeled data, the mixture elements can be recognized; and typically, only
one labeled example per element is needed to completely decide on the distri-
bution of the mixture [7].

74.4.2 Self-Training

Self-training or decision-directed or self-labeling learning, is the easiest and fre-
quently used SSL approach. This wrapper algorithm utilizes the forecasting of a
supervised learning technique to label the unlabeled data. The classifier utilizes its
own forecasts to teach itself. Initially, it begins by training a separated hyper plane
with only the labeled data. At every stage, the algorithm chooses a portion of the
unlabeled samples for labeling, based on the target or a decision task. After that,
the technique adds on these objects to the set of training. Lastly, the classifier
retrains itself and the procedure is repeats once more [8].
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The self-learning algorithm is easy and can be utilized as an algorithm for meta-
learning. However, it depends on the goodness- of-fit of the obtained classifier,
taking into consideration that errors tend to strengthen themselves. One other
drawback of self-learning is the complexity of examining it generally, but there
have been several researches on the convergence of particular base learners [9].
Self-training will be used as one of the semi-supervised tactics to develop the
models on credit scoring.

74.4.3 Co-training and Multi View Learning

Co-training techniques depend on three assumptions. Firstly, it is stated that must be
a natural variables split in two of the subsets. Secondly, every subset must be large
enough to train a good classifier. Lastly, the technique presumes that both of the
subsets are conditionally independent considering the class. This technique trains
two various classifiers; one for each subset and uses just the labeled data. After that,
each of the classification tasks categorizes a portion of the unlabeled data and trains
the other classifier. Both classifiers will be retrained using this new labeled data
handed out by the other classifier (cross information) in an iterative method [10].

74.4.4 Graph-Based Methods

Semi-supervised techniques that are graph-based refer to a graph where the nodes
consist of both the labeled and unlabeled samples in the dataset, and edges (may be
weighted) show the samples’ similarity. These techniques normally assume that
there is smoothness of label across the graph. Graph techniques are non-para-
metric, transductive and discriminative [11, 12].

74.4.5 Avoiding Changes in Dense Areas

Discriminative techniques function directly on p(y|x). This causes the danger of
leaving p(x) outside the parameter’s estimation loop, if p(x) and p(y|x) do not have
similar parameters. Normally, p(x) is all that can be retrieved from the unlabeled
data. It is suggested that if p(x) and p(y|x) do not have similar parameters, semi-
supervised learning is unable to assist emphasizes this fact [13].

A method of binary classification that locates the optimal linear decision sur-
face between two classifications is known as the Support Vector Machine. The
decision surface is a weighted mixture of the supported vectors. The SVM in these
utilizations need to be imputed with an individual’s images, which will contain one
class and the other class will contain images of other individuals besides the first
individual. The SVM will then create a linear decision surface [14–16].
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74.5 Hybrid

The hybrid models are defined as the models for credit scoring that have been
developed by integrating two or more existing models. The benefit of these models
is that the creditor can gain from having two or more models aside from reducing
the weakness of the model by combining them with other models. However, these
techniques are difficult to plan and execute in comparison to other methods that are
easier [14] claim that the hybrid method faces faster compared to the traditional
concept of neural networks. Several successful credit scoring prototypes of hybrid
techniques have also been developed in current years [13]. Examine the hybrid
model empirically by implementing two real groups of domain information.

74.6 Comparison Technique Between Supervised,
Unsupervised and Semi Supervised

Unsupervised classification techniques use algorithms to classify and analyze huge
amounts of raster cells. These procedures need set values for several of the
operating parameters; however, the classifying method goes on without any
intervention from the users. The efficacy of the unsupervised techniques is
dependent on the basis that the input raster dataset has natural statistical groups of
spectral patterns that consist of specific forms of physical characteristics. The
entire unsupervised classification techniques, aside from the Simple One-Pass
Clustering, utilize the interactive procedure to examine a set of sample input cells
and decide on the set of class centers and other related statistical features. All the
input raster set is then analyzed, and a classification rule is utilized to designate
each raster cell to a defined class [17].

The supervised methods of classification are carried out according to the user-
defined classes and subsequent representative sample sets. The training raster data
sets specify the sample sets, which must be developed before imputing the
Automatic Classification procedure. The activation of the Training Data button is
carried out when a supervised classification technique is selected, which shows
that selection of training is needed and to set the raster. The Feature Mapping
procedure offers the tools required to develop a training raster, as shown in the
segment known as designing the Training Set Raster. The training sectors are first
examined to decide on the statistical characteristics of each classification. In the
last stage of classification, every cell in the input raster set is designated to each of
the training classes by utilizing a suitable decision rule [17].

Supervised techniques result in superior outcomes when the classification idea
is translated into specific groupings that are represented well by training sections
and suitable for input raster’s. In the Table 74.1 shows advantage and disadvan-
tage of techniques in pattern recognition.
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74.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have divided pattern recognition techniques in three categories in
order to supervised, unsupervised and semi supervised. We have elaborated each
category and finally we compare supervised and unsupervised and comparing of
methods show that unsupervised method is better than supervised when we do not
have good knowledge of the surface, set of training classes are not involved all
significantly distinctive types of surface materials, and each training area is not
representative of its intended class.

Acknowledgments The work we presented in this paper has been supported by the Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia.

Table 74.1 Advantage and disadvantage of pattern recognition techniques

Advantage Disadvantage Reference

PCA • It is used to reduce the
dimension of the data
• It gives high accuracy and low
computational cost
• PCA gave better results for
varying poses

• It is very time consuming
• High order dependencies still
exist in PCA analysis

[18, 19]

BTC • The algorithm is independent of
the size of a face image
• Simple image coding technique

• Larger size of the feature vector
at BTC level 4 compare with other
levels

[18]

DCT • DCT is used to reduce image
information redundancy
• DCT has been implemented in a
single integrated circuit because of
input independency
• DCT packing the most
information into the fewest
coefficients for most natural
images, and Minimizing block like
appearance

• DCT based features are sensitive
to changes in the illumination
direction

[18]

LDA • More efficient if model correct,
borrows strength from p(x)

• Bias if model is incorrect [20]

SVM • Produce very accurate classifiers
• Less over fitting, robust to noise
• SVM is defined by a convex
optimization problems (no local
minima) for which there are
efficient methods

• SVM is a binary classifier. To do
a multi-class classification, pair-
wise classifications can be used
(one class against all others, for all
classes)
• Computationally expensive, thus
runs slow

[21]
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Chapter 75
Environmental Noise Analysis for Robust
Automatic Speech Recognition

N. Sai Bala Kishore, M. Rao Venkata and M. Nagamani

Abstract Most of the speech communication applications viz. telephony, hands-
free communication, voice recording, automatic speech recognition, interactive
voice response system, human-machine interfaces, etc. that require at least one
microphone, desired speech signal is usually contaminated by background noise
and reverberation. As a result, the speech signal has to be ‘‘cleaned’’ with digital
signal processing tools before it is played out, transmitted, or stored. The noise
estimation and reduction techniques will help to clean and attenuate the noise
component in speech data, known as Speech Enhancement. In this paper, we
recorded the speech in different environmental conditions and estimated the noise
signal/background noise distribution in speech. Now the speech is enhanced by
using the compliment of Weiner-Hopf optimal filter. And this enhanced speech
signal is given for training and testing the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
system, which will improve the word accuracy. The analysis of speech and results
presented in this paper are produced using MATLAB.

Keywords Speech recognition � Speech enhancement � Noise filtering � Auto-
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75.1 Introduction

Speech Enhancement [1] means the improvement in the value or quality of speech
signal. When applied to speech, this simply means the improvement in intelligi-
bility and/or quality of a degraded speech signal [2] by using speech processing
technique. Speech enhancement is a very difficult problem for two reasons. First
the nature and characteristics of the noise signals can change dramatically in time
and application to application. It is therefore laborious to find versatile algorithms
that really work in different practical environments. Second the performance
measure can also be defined differently for each application. Two perceptual
criteria are widely used to measure the performance: quality and intelligibility.
While the former is subjective (it reflects individual preferences of listeners), the
latter is objective (it gives the percentage of words that could be correctly iden-
tified by listeners). It is very hard to satisfy both at the same time. In fact, it can
easily be shown that in the single-channel (one microphone) case and when the
degradation is due to the uncorrelated additive noise, noise reduction (quality
improvement) is possible at the expense of speech distortion (intelligibility
reduction).

75.2 Noise Analysis and Estimation

Environmental robustness [3] is an important area of research in speech recog-
nition. Mismatch between trained speech models and actual speech to be recog-
nized is due to factors like background noise mingled [4] with unvoiced sound. It
can cause severe degradation of performance in the context of speech recognition.
So analysis and estimating of noise plays a vital in speech recognition perfor-
mance. Here we estimate noise to signal [5] to the speech recorded wave and do
noise reduction from speech wave and this noise reduced wave can be given as
input to the speech recognition system. And this will improvise the accuracy of
speech recognition of recorded speech. In the application perspective we use this
in mobile transmission channel to hear speech without any noise.

The optimal estimate of the clean speech can be achieved by optimizing some
criterion, such as the mean-squared error (MSE) [6] between the clean speech and
its estimate, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the a posteriori probability of the
clean speech given its noisy observations, etc.

75.3 Noise Reduction

The below diagram is the general block diagram of noise reduction system
(Fig. 75.1).
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The model in the above figure begins with a clean speech signal (from a desired
speaker), x(k), being corrupted with an unwanted additive noise, v(k). The noisy
signal, y(k), which is a superposition of x(k) and v(k) is first processed to determine
whether the desired speech is currently present or absent. The noise and speech
statistics such as the covariance matrices and power spectral densities are esti-
mated based on the detection results and the input noisy speech. These statistics
will be used to estimate a noise reduction filter. This filter can be optimal in the
sense that it optimizes some error criterion (e.g., MSE) [7]. It may be suboptimal,
where parameters are introduced to better control the quality of the output speech.
The estimated filter is applied to the noisy speech to filter out the noise signal [8],
thereby producing an output signal, z(k), which is supposed to be an estimate of the
clean speech, x(k) (Fig. 75.2).

Coming to the proposed algorithm and we are doing compliment of wei-
ner_Hopf optimal filter algorithm [9]. The below is famous weiner-hopf equation
has been used for the cross-correlation and auto-correlation.

Cxy
k ¼

XM2

j¼M1

hjC
xx
k�j k ¼ M1; . . .;M2

Equation: Weiner-Hopf Equation
Where the shorthand notation

Fig. 75.1 General block diagram of noise reduction system

Additive Noise n[k] 

Microphone 
signal u[k]

Speech 
Signal 
S[k]

Weiner –
hopf 
Optimal 
Filter 
h[k]

+ 

Fig. 75.2 Architecture of proposed algorithm
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Cxy
k ¼

X

i

xiyi þ k Cxx
l ¼

X

i

xixiþl

Ck
xy is the cross correlation of x, y and Cl

xx is the auto correlation of x.

Algorithm

1. Read speech utterance wave.
2. Calculate length of speech utterance denoted by M.
3. Next calculate cross correlation of signal denoted by Css.
4. Similarly I do cross correlation of white noise denoted by Cww.
5. function [h, e] = WH(Css, Cww, M).

while abs(e0 - e1) [ 1e - 6
N = N + 1;

e0 = e1;
Cxs = Css(M:M + N - 1);
Cxx = Cww(M:M + N - 1) + Css(M:M + N - 1);
C_xx = zeros(N);
for j = 1:N
for n = 1:N
C_xx(j, n) = Cxx(abs(j - n) + 1);
end
end
h = inv(C_xx)*Cxs’;

e1 = Css(M) - h’*Cxs’;
end, N

6. e = e1;

It returns estimation of noise between filtered signal [10] and original signal.

75.4 The Proposed System Architecture

Here First we take input speech utterance can be given to proposed algorithm and here
it removes the noise from the speech signal and this clean speech can be given as input
to ASR system and from the ASR system can get recognized text as output (Fig. 75.3).

75.5 Analysis and Results

The implementation process of proposed Environmental noise analysis for robust
ASR system with the different data conditions, recognition accuracy is tested. The
data is collected in the classrooms and laboratory of U.G and P.G students of
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Department of Computer science engineering with A/C noise, and fan noise
conditions, Open space environment in live mode and command modes of ASR
system. Here we are specifying the signal which contains background noise, which
is considered as a silence and represented with a symbol(*) as shown in REF. and
corresponding HYP.

REF: ******* ******** ****** ****************** ********** ******* 
****** NAXMAXSKAARAXMUH  (s10)
HYP: PIXTTAX PAXTNAXM IXCCIX DHAXSAXLUHAMDUHNUH 
VAXKKAXDIA KAXNNAA PAALUH UHAMTAARUH  (s10)
SENTENCE 1  (s10)
Correct          =   0.0 %    0   (0)
Errors           = 800.0 %    8   (8)

SC NAXMAXSKAARAXMUH ==> PAALUH UHAMTAARUH 

=============================================================
===============

REF: ****** ******* ******* THXAILUHGUHVAARAXNDHAXRAXMUH 
********* THXAILUHGIA MAATLAADUHDHAAM  (s11)
HYP: PUHLIX PAXDHAX KAXNCAI THXAAGAXDAXM                 
AIKKAXDAX UHAMTAARUH  PUHLIX  (s11)

SENTENCE 2  (s11)
Correct          =   0.0 %    0   (0)
Errors           = 233.3 %    7   (15)

SC   THXAILUHGUHVAARAXNDHAXRAXMUH ==> KAXNCAI 
THXAAGAXDAXM 

SC   THXAILUHGUHVAARAXNDHAXRAXMUH ==> THXAAGAXDAXM 
AIKKAXDAX 

SC   THXAILUHGIA ==> AIKKAXDAX UHAMTAARUH 

Experiment 1:
Here in this first we observe manually how the speech signal vary to noise [11] and
how speech signal parameters can vary from utterance to utterance and for this
purpose we recorded telugu aksharas and observe speech utterances manually by
using praat and the observed results can be shown in below table. In the Below
table we analyzing the background noise (indicated by silence) in telugu
(Table 75.1).

Proposed 
Algorithm

ASR 
SYSTEM

Input 
Speech

Recognized
Text

Fig. 75.3 The proposed total system architecture
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Table 75.1 Telugu Aksharas silence duration, pitch, and standard deviation values

Telugu
literals

Sound Silence
before (s)

Duration
(s)

Silence
after (s)

Mean
pitch(Hz)

Standard
deviation

A 0.333.712 0.287773 0.40275 111.659 7.27

Aa 0.40275 0.43363 0.438229 112.543 13.394

I 0.438229 0.335078 0.294343 124.86 12.231

Ii 0.294343 0.385668 0.476336 110.601 8.641

U 0.476336 0.306826 0.356102 118.031 5.351

uu 0.356102 0.513786 0.519699 108.09 6.528

rx 0.519699 0.269376 0.279888 122.599 3.58

rx* 0.279888 0.466481 0.486848 108.196 8.062

lx 0.486848 0.342305 0.291058 123.191 6.398

lx* 0.291058 0.574231 0.443485 110.263 7.949

e 0.443485 0.312082 0.536124 117.085 7.55

ei 0.536124 0.468452 0.487505 106.711 8.831

ai 0.487505 0.312739 0.542037 119.433 6.033

o 0.542037 0.43363 0.545322 112.89 9.917

oo 0.545322 0.501959 0.590656 110.334 9.969

ah 0.590656 0.327193 0.487505 121.822 7.891

n’ 0.487505 0.237839 0.335078 123.072 8.314

: 0.335078 0.354131 0.579487 102.986 4.553

k 0.579487 0.236525 0.603797 112.467 2.623

kh 0.603797 0.296314 0.472394 112.155 4.516

g 0.472394 0.37647 0.545322 111.659 7.987

gh 0.545322 0.27069 0.495389 109.946 5.172

ng 0.495389 0.507215 0.505901 116.89 12.802

ch 0.505901 0.319966 0.442828 108.303 3.898

chh 0.442828 0.35216 0.429688 107.088 3.571

j 0.429688 0.496046 0.489476 107.88 5.873

jh 0.489476 0.438229 0.52824 106.362 5.193

nj 0.52824 0.412605 0.492104 112.888 7.395

t’ 0.492104 0.255579 0.577516 108.029 3.065

th’ 0.577516 0.287116 0.451369 106.922 5.512

d’ 0.451369 0.378441 0.488819 109.762 7.249

dh’ 0.488819 0.362015 0.394209 105.849 5.119

nd’ 0.394209 0.403407 0.50853 110.177 5.202
(continued)
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Experiment 2:
Here in this experiment how the utterance can be formed from the literals and the
formants of these literals can vary and based on these analysis we understand what
differentiates noise from speech utterance. And these analyzed results can be
shown in the following table (Table 75.2).

Table 75.1 (continued)

Telugu
literals

Sound Silence
before (s)

Duration
(s)

Silence
after (s)

Mean
pitch(Hz)

Standard
deviation

t 0.50853 0.28843 0.496703 109.322 6.188

th 0.496703 0.385668 0.545979 108.185 7.091

d 0.545979 0.388296 0.429688 108.86 6.628

dh 0.429688 0.434287 0.429031 108.35 7.549

n 0.429031 0.408006 0.568318 109.335 4.356

p 0.568318 0.27726 0.557149 107.476 2.524

ph 0.557149 0.346247 0.499331 109.387 7.081

b 0.499331 0.412605 0.484877 108.325 4.649

bh 0.484877 0.423775 0.489476 108.34 5.189

m 0.489476 0.353474 0.467138 112.049 3.002

y 0.467138 0.394209 0.462538 106.83 7.472

R 0.462538 0.367271 0.539409 110.831 8.079

L 0.539409 0.427717 0.513786 108.453 3.137

V 0.513786 0.3653 0.470423 107.352 4.041

Sh 0.470423 0.475022 0.502616 109.004 7.41

shh 0.502616 0.423118 0.422461 108.921 7.035

S 0.422461 0.478307 0.448084 106.463 5.282

H 0.448084 0.417861 0.461881 107.729 4.934

l’ 0.461881 0.394209 0.505901 106.295 5.918

kshh 0.505901 0.331136 0.542037 110.547 10.407

r’ 0.542037 0.310768 0.48811 112.801 10.438
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Experiment 3:
In this experiment, we recorded utterances with different speakers and estimate the
noise from the original signal, filtered signal [12] and filter the noise from original
signal and we specify this analyzed result in the following table (Figs. 75.4, 75.5
and 75.6) (Table 75.3).

Fig. 75.5 Source signal conversion to filter signal
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Fig. 75.4 Comparative results diagram of different speakers
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75.6 Conclusion

The compliment of Weiner-Hopf optimum filter algorithm is giving better results
for lab environmental conditions. When it is complex environmental situation like
outdoor environments the performance of the system is not up to the level. The
system works well for small amount of data.

Fig. 75.6 The Noise
estimation to source signal

Table 75.3 Noise estimation values of different speakers with accuracy before and after noise
reduction (NR)

Estimation of noise between filtered signal and original signal

Recorded utterances Speaker1 (s) Speaker2 (s) Speaker3 (s) Speaker4 (s)

1 79.8852 157.8153 681.2529 700.0783

2 50.953 405.217 338.6157 179.7575

3 150.4635 219.2007 555.8127 213.5948

4 223.981 557.311 210.1028 57.0407

5 217.9731 155.5096 660.6022 134.9966

6 151.8165 311.5184 315.4281 178.0364

7 128.1514 202.1541 340.905 131.0829

8 201.2992 196.0372 317.9495 185.5135

9 163.5398 285.7568 200.374 186.6847

10 431.5037 362.5521 120.1197 158.4786

Accuracy before NR (%) 50 40 20 60

Accuracy after NR (%) 70 80 30 90
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When the environmental condition is complex situation, the system has to train
in such a way that the complex noise structure should be identified and need to be
removed from speech utterance. The different environment noise conditions are to
be estimated and appropriate filter design analysis has to be studied to clean the
speech signal in real time ASR applications.
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Chapter 76
Performance Comparison of Selected
Classification Algorithms Based on Fuzzy
Soft Set for Medical Data

Saima Anwar Lashari and Rosziati Ibrahim

Abstract Medical data is heterogeneous in nature and associated with uncer-
tainties. For that reason, data mining has been assisting physicians in decision
making and to cope with the information overload. A considerable amount of
literature has been available on medical data classification based on data mining
techniques to automate or facilitating the delineation of images. However, from
image formation to the final analysis, medical imaging is still facing challenges.
New imaging procedures for classification could overcome the inefficiencies and
provide more reliable information to the medical experts. Therefore, this paper
assesses the performance of selected classification algorithms based on fuzzy soft
set for classification of medical data. There are two concepts that underlie the
classification in the fuzzy soft set theory namely: classification based on decision
making problem and classification based on similarity between two fuzzy soft set.
The selected algorithms are evaluated based on two criteria: accuracy and com-
putational time. Moreover, the conducted experiments demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of fuzzy soft set for medical data categorization.

Keywords Medical data � Classification � Data mining � Soft set � Fuzzy soft set

76.1 Introduction

The primary objective of medical data classification is not only to achieve good
accuracy but to understand which parts of anatomy are affected by the disease to
help clinicians in early diagnosis of the pathology and in learning the progression
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of a disease. Thus, the concept of data mining was created and to present rising levels
of computerization in the information creation process, subsisting a vast amount of
time burly human activity with regular techniques that improves accuracy [1]. Most
of recent efforts reviewed are more related to the development where ideas are
motivated from concepts of pattern recognition, image processing, and computer
vision. However, with this in mind, it is important to realize that medical data
analysis efforts are heavily influenced by the particular image datasets being utilized
and the clinical or biological tasks that underlie the need for medical data analysis.

Thus, for medical data various classification algorithms have been put forward
in articles and scientific writings, including bayesian rule [2], nearest- neighbor
methods [3, 4], decision tree induction [5], error back propagation [6]. Every one
of them has contributed to address problems in data mining. However, no single
method has been found to be superior over all others for all datasets [7].

In 1999 Molodtsov [8] introduced a new mathematical tool named soft set
theory to deal with uncertain problems. The initial description of the object has an
approximate nature and there is no need to introduce the notation of exact solution.
The applications of this theory boom in recent years and is extended to, among
others, data analysis [9], soft decision making [10], texture classification [11],
musical instrument classification [12].

Soft set can work well on the parameters that having binary numbers but still
difficult to work with parameters that have a real number. There are many issues in
the classification involving real numbers. To overcome this problem Maji et al. [13]
offered a more general concept namely fuzzy soft set which can handle parameters
in the form of real numbers. Since medical data is associated with uncertainty and
most of data is available in the form of real numbers. This motivated us to see the
viability of fuzzy soft set theory to perform medical data classification and to see
how effective this theory is to handle uncertainty nature of medical data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: theoretical background of clas-
sification algorithms is detailed in Sect. 76.2. The modeling process presented in
Sect. 76.3. Section 76.4 contains the conclusion of this study.

76.2 Classification Algorithms

Classification algorithm normally known as classifier is a method of finding a
classification model. The role of classifier is significant as it has to analyse and
extract information from numerical vectors into implicit form. However, despite
the fact that there are many classification algorithms, in certain circumstances, one
classification algorithm may perform better than the other [14]. Many different
classification strategies were applied such as nearest neighbor-based approach [4],
decision trees [15] as well as support vector machine [16]. Analogous to feature
combination, classifier combination has also been a popular way to improve
classification performance [4]. The entire algorithm array belongs to the category
of supervised learning methods.
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Therefore, this seems to indicate that data mining techniques is beginning to be
applied widely in the detection and differential diagnosis of many different types of
abnormalities in medical data obtained in various examinations by use of different
imaging modalities [15].

76.2.1 Fuzzy Soft Set

The concept of fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [17] to allow elements
to belong to a set in a gradual rather than an abrupt way (i.e. permitting mem-
berships valued in the interval [0, 1]) instead of in the set {0, 1}. Ever since then,
applications and developments based on this simple concept have evolved to such
an extent that it is practically impossible nowadays to encounter any area or
problem where applications, developments, products etc. are not based on fuzzy
sets [18]. Later, Maji et al. [12] have studied a general concept, namely theory of
fuzzy soft set.

There are two important concepts underlying the application of the theory of
fuzzy soft set in numerical classification problems.

• concept of decision making problems
• concept of measuring similarity

Based on an application of soft set in a decision making problem presented by
Maji et al. [19], Mushrif et al. [10] presented a novel method for classification of
natural textures using the notions of soft set theory, all features on the natural
textures consist of a numeric (real) data type, have a value between [0, 1] and the
algorithm used to classify the natural texture is very similar to the algorithm used by
Roy and Maji [13] in the decision making problems. The algorithm was success-
fully classify natural texture with very high accuracy when compared with con-
ventional classification methods such as Bayes classifier and a minimum distance
classifier based on Euclidean distance. He has also proved that the computation
time for classification is much less as compared to with ayes classification method.

Later, Lashari et al. [11] applied soft set theory to classify musical instruments
sounds and their results revealed that soft set theory can be successfully used for
the classification of musical instruments.

Measuring similarity between two entities is a key step for several data mining
tasks, such as classification and clustering. Similarity measures quantify the extent to
which different patterns, signals, images or sets are alike. The studies on measuring
the similarity between soft set have been carried out. They extended their research
to measure the similarity of fuzzy soft set and describe how it can be applied to
medical diagnosis to detect whether a person is suffering from a certain disease [8].

This paper investigates two existing classification approaches based on fuzzy
soft set theory, one is fuzzy soft set based on decision making problems (comprises
of comparison table [13]) and other is based on similarity measurement between
two fuzzy soft set [20].
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76.2.2 Preliminaries

In this subsection, the basic definition and results of soft set theory and fuzzy soft
set which would be useful for subsequent discussion. Most of the definitions and
results presented in this section may be found in [8, 21].

Definition 1 Let U be an initial universe set and E be a set of parameters. Let
~P Uð Þ denote the power set of U and A � E

A pair ~F;E
� �

a fuzzy soft set over U where F is a mapping given by ~F ! ~P Uð Þ.

In the above definition, fuzzy subsets in the universe U are used as substitutes
for the crisp subsets of U. Therefore, it is well known that notion of fuzzy sets
provides convenient tool for representing vague concepts by allowing partial
memberships. Every fuzzy soft set can be viewed as fuzzy soft set information
system and be represented by a data table with entries belongs to the interval 0; 1½ �.

Table 76.1 represents both approaches based on fuzzy soft set theory. The
comparison table classifier works by calculating the average value of each
parameter from all objects with same class/label. Then construct a comparison
table in the manner as the preparation of comparison table in the case of decision
making problem where optimal decision is taken from maximum score computed
from the comparison table. The next step is to calculate score to determine class
label for the test data. Whereas, the approach based on similarity measure have the
same learning phase with comparison table only the classification method is
different.

76.3 Modeling Process

In this section, the modeling process of this study is presented. The modeling
process consists of three phases which are data collection, data partitioning and
validation measure. Each of the steps is discussed in detail in the following sub-
sections.

76.3.1 Data Collection

Dataset is one of the crucial elements for designing and developing successful
classification algorithms. Data collection has been done using University of
California at Irvine (UCI) machine learning repository. Since UCI is a public
repository that makes easier for data collection. Dataset includes breast-cancer-
wisconsin (wdbc & wpdc), breast tissue, heart, dermatology, liver disorder, hep-
atitis, pima Indians diabetes and indian liver dataset.
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Datasets undergo for pre-processing treatments. Data pre-processing phase
involve fuzzification technique to make sure that data range lies between 0; 1½ �.

To classify numerical data with these algorithms, the second step is replaced
with fuzzification process (refer to [10]) having similar algorithm with [13], which
is like counting the normalization so that all parameters have a value between
0; 1½ �. For example, if the classification algorithm is applied to Breast Tissue

dataset. Fuzzification [20] can be done by dividing each attributes value with the
largest value at each attributes, efi ¼ ei

max eið Þ where ei ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n is the old
attribute and efi is attribute with new value between 0; 1½ �.

Table 76.2 provides description of all dataset. Most of the datasets having real
numerical features and some contains multiclass labels.

Table 76.1 Fuzzy soft set based classification

FSSCT: Fuzzy soft set based on decision
making problems [13]

FSSSM: Fuzzy soft set based on similarity
measure [20]

Training phase Training phase

1. Input fuzzy soft sets
ð~F;AÞ; ð~G;BÞ and ð~H;CÞ

1. Given N samples obtained from the data
class w

2. Input parameters set P as observed by the
observer

2. Calculate the cluster center vector

Ewi; i ¼ 1; 2; ::;N. Ew ¼ 1
N

PN

i¼1
Ewi

Obtain Fuzzy soft set model (F, E), which is
W � D table of cluster centers in which an
element of the table is gwd , where w ¼
1; 2; . . .;W and d ¼ 1; 2; . . .;D and a row gwd

is a cluster centre vector for every class
w having D features

3. Compute corresponding resultant fuzzy soft
set ð~S;PÞ from fuzzy soft sets
ð~F;AÞ; ð~G;BÞ; ð~H;CÞ and place it tabular form

3. Repeat the process for all W classes

Classification phase Classification phase

1. Obtain the unknown class data 1. Obtain the unknown class data

2. Compute comparison table of fuzzy soft

ð~S;PÞ and compute ri using equation ri ¼
Pn

i¼1
cij and ti using equation tj ¼

Pn

j¼1
cij

2. Obtain a fuzzy soft sets model for unknown
class data ~G;E

� �
and compute similarity

between ~G;E
� �

and ~Fw;E
� �

for each w using
equation

S Fq;Gd
� �

¼ Mi ~F; ~G
� �

¼ 1 �
Pn

j¼1
~Fij�~Gijj j

Pn

j¼1

~Fijþ~Gijð Þ

3. Compute the score vector S using equation
si ¼ ri � ti If k has more than one value then
any one of ok may be chosen

3. Assign the unknown data to class w if
similarity is maximum
w ¼ arg½maxW

w¼1 Sð~G; ~FwÞ�
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76.3.2 Data Partitioning

For data partition, a general course in data mining is to split into training and
testing sets. Each dataset divided into two parts: 70 % for training and 30 % for
testing and data were selected randomly for every experiment.

76.3.3 Validation Measure

For classification problems, the major source of performance measurement is
coincidence matrix. However, when the classification problem is not binary,
performance evolution becomes limited to overall classifier accuracy. Therefore,
in order to quantify the performance of classification method, the performance
metrics: overall classifier accuracy (OCA) and computational time have been used
to access the performance of both classifiers:

76.4 Results and Discussion

Table 76.3 provides the results obtained from different datasets. In general both
classifiers can do numerical classification however, highest achievement occurs in
lung cancer dataset where FSSSM accuracy 97.05 and FSSCT accuracy 93.67. The
reason that FSSSM gives better results because it does not need to build com-
parison table therefore it can work faster.

Table 76.2 Dataset description

No. Dataset Description

1. Breast tissue i:106, f:10, c:6

2. Statlog (Heart) i:270, f:13, c:2

3. Dermatology i:366, f:33, c:6

4. Liver disorder i:345, f:7, c:2

5. Hepatitis i:155, f:19, c:2

6. Pima Indians diabetes i:768, f:8, c:2

7. Lung cancer i:32, f:56, c:3

8. Lymphography i:148, f:18, c:4

9. Indian liver patient dataset (ILPD) i:583, f:10, c:2

i instance, f features, c class
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76.5 Conclusion

Current research in medical data classification mainly focuses on the use of effi-
cient data mining algorithms and visualization techniques. Meanwhile, the major
objective of current studies strives towards improving the classification accuracy,
precision and computational speeds of classification algorithms, as well as
reducing the amount of manual interaction.

Therefore, in this paper, we investigated existing classification algorithms based
on fuzzy soft set for medical data. Nine datasets from UCI were used to test the
accuracy and computational time of both classifiers. In general, both can do the
classification of numerical datasets. It is experimentally demonstrated that both
classification algorithms yields better accuracy. From these evidences on medical
data classification, it can be seen that there is still much room for further
improvement over current medical data classification task. More research, how-
ever, is needed to identify and reduce uncertainties in medical data classification to
improve classification accuracy. For future work we will design a new classifi-
cation algorithm based on fuzzy soft set using medical images.

Acknowledgments The authors would like to thank office for Research, Innovation, Commer-
cialization and Consultancy Management (ORICC) and Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia for
supporting this research under vote no 1255.

Table 76.3 Performance analysis of classification approaches for medical data

Classification algorithms based on fuzzy soft set

Accuracy measures

Classification algorithms FSSCT FSSSM

UCI datasets Accuracy
(%)

Cpu time
(s)

Accuracy
(%)

Cpu time
(s)

Breast tissue 56.13 0.0542 63.87 0.0033

Statlog (Heart) 82.72 0.0050 77.04 0.0049

Dermatology 82.97 0.0114 97.03 0.0098

Liver disorder 51.17 0.0065 53.01 0.0057

Hepatitis 81.91 0.0036 83.62 0.0034

Pima Indians diabetes 70.35 0.0154 70.22 0.0098

Indian liver patient dataset
(ILPD)

64.19 0.0033 78.52 0.0050

Lung cancer 93.67 0.0096 97.05 0.0102

Lymphography 58.06 0.0031 78.89 0.0050
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Chapter 77
A Hybrid Selection Method Based
on HCELFS and SVM for the Diagnosis
of Oral Cancer Staging

Fatihah Mohd, Zainab Abu Bakar, Noor Maizura Mohamad Noor,
Zainul Ahmad Rajion and Norkhafizah Saddki

Abstract A diagnostic model based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) with a
proposed hybrid feature selection method is developed to diagnose the stage of
oral cancer in patients. The hybrid feature selection method, named Hybrid Cor-
relation Evaluator and Linear Forward Selection (HCELFS), combines the
advantages of filters and wrappers to select the optimal feature subset from the
original feature set. In HCELFS, Correlation Attribute Evaluator acts as filters to
remove redundant features and Linear Forward Selection with SVM acts as the
wrappers to select the ideal feature subset from the remaining features. This study
conducted experiments in WEKA with ten fold cross validation. The experimental
results with oral cancer data sets demonstrate that our proposed model has a better
performance than well-known feature selection algorithms.
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77.1 Introduction

Feature selection (FS) as preprocessing steps to machine learning in real world
data, is very useful in reducing dimensionality, removing irrelevant data and noise
to improve result. It could directly reduce and remove irrelevant number of the
original features by selecting a subset that contributes to the optimum information
for classification. The FS algorithms are divided into two categories: the filter
methods and wrappers methods [1]. Both methods have their own abilities and
advantages. The filter method contributes high computational efficiency compared
to the wrapper method. The wrapper could achieve better results than the filter
approach. In this study, we combined both methods to propose a hybrid algorithm
to gain the optimum selected features.

Head and neck (HNC) cancer is one of the major cancers worldwide. One part
of HNC is oral cancer with the incidence rising in every country. Early clinical
cancer diagnosis is seen as an important element in reducing the mortality rate of
this deadly disease. The process of clinical diagnosis begins with information
gathering or eliciting data from a patient’s history. It includes data collection from
patient’s primary report of symptoms, past medical history, family history, and
social history. In this process, sometimes decision making can be done, where the
clinician can start the procedure of formulating a list of possible diagnoses [2].
Then, by doing a physical examination, the physician detects abnormalities by
looking at, feeling, and listening to all parts of body. However, the patient’s record
is a collection of features and data that leads to problems for the diagnosis process.
The challenge of applying computational solution to the data collected is in the
conversion of data into an appropriate form, suitable for the diagnosis process [3].
Because of this, FS method is applied to reduce the irrelevant data and finally
select the optimum features to diagnose the stage of oral cancer. This paper
explains the development of a diagnostic model based on Support Vector
Machines (SVM) with a proposed hybrid feature selection method in diagnosing
the stage of oral cancer.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: related work is given in
Sect. 77.2, while Sect. 77.3 gives a brief description about the FSA algorithms—
Correlation Attribute Evaluator and LFS, SVM algorithm. Section 77.4 discusses
the diagnostic model for oral cancer and Sect. 77.5 reports the results and dis-
cussion. The concluding remarks are given in Sect. 77.6 to address further research
issues.

77.2 Related Work

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is an affective algorithm used in medical diag-
nosis for pattern recognition, machine learning and data mining. In the literature,
there are some works related to medical diagnosis. Aruna et al. compared the
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performance criterion of supervised learning classifiers such as Naïve Bayes, SVM
RBF kernel, RBF neural networks, Decision trees J48 and Simple CART. The
experiments conducted were found that SVM RBF Kernel produced highest result
than other classifiers with respect to accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and precision
[4]. Jaganathan et al. have proposed a feature selection method with improved
F-score and SVM for breast cancer diagnosis and produced a classification
accuracy of 95.565 %. This result is better than RBF Network (95.278 %) [5]. In
other field, SVM is also applied in cyber-security. Maldonado and L’Huillier
proposed an embedded approach for feature selection using SVM in phishing and
spam classification. It outperforms other techniques in terms of classification
accuracy by removing the features that affect on the generalization of the classifier
by optimizing the Kernel function [6].

This related work is also focusing on the diagnosis of head and neck cancer using
machine learning and data mining algorithm. For instance, Kawazu et al. [7] used
neural network (NN) to predict lymph node metastasis of patients with oral cancer.
They utilized histopathological data set of lymph nodes which saw an accuracy of
93.6 % in diagnosing patients. Boronti et al. produced four different results with
three different methods such as SVM, Decision Trees (DTs), XCS and NN with
accuracies of 75.5, 76.5, 79.2 and 71.3 % respectively [8]. In another study, they
continued with other methods. They produced a classification result with DTs
(70 %), XCS (79 %) and NN (78 %) [9]. Besides this, Exarchos et al. [10] employed
a feature selection algorithm, Correlation-based Feature Subset selection (CFS) and
the wrapper algorithm in order to omit redundant or possible irrelevant features and
maintain the most informative and discriminatory ones. With the applications of
Bayesian Networks, Artificial Neural Networks, SVM, DTs and Random Forests,
the study produced an accuracy of (69.6 %), (66.1 %), (69.6 %), (66.1 %) and
(58.9 %) respectively. However, with a hybrid model of Relief F-GA-ANFIS,
Chang et al. produced a better classification accuracy with 93.81 % [11].

77.3 Materials and Methods

77.3.1 Features Selection Algorithm

In this study, feature selection for high-dimensional data are conducted in WEKA
with tenfold cross validation. The main idea of feature selection functions are used
to find the most significant attributes by removing features with little or no pre-
dictive information. The functions used for attribute evaluation (feature selection)
within this study are as follows:

Correlation Attribute Evaluator. This algorithm evaluates the worth of an
attribute by measuring the correlation between it and the class. Nominal attributes
are considered on a value by value basis by treating each value as an indicator. An
overall correlation for a nominal attribute is arrived at via a weighted average.
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CFS Subset Evaluator. This algorithm evaluates the worth of a subset of
attributes by considering the individual predictive ability of each feature along
with the degree of redundancy between them.

The Correlation Feature Selection (CFS) is a simple filter algorithm that ranks
feature subsets according to a correlation based heuristic evaluation function. It
measures subsets of features on the basis of the hypothesis, ‘‘A good feature subset
is one that contains features highly correlated with (predictive of) the class, yet
uncorrelated with (not predictive of) each other’’. The following equation gives
the merit of a feature subset S consisting of k features:

Meritsk ¼
krcf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k þ kðk � 1Þrff

p ð1Þ

where MeritSk is the heuristic ‘‘merit’’ of a feature subset S containing k features,
rcf is the average value of all feature-classification correlations (f [ S), and rff is the
average value of all feature-feature correlations. The numerator of (1) can be
thought of as providing an indication of how predictive of the class a set of features
are; the denominator of how much redundancy there is among the features [12].

All the attributes were searched using these algorithms:
Ranker. Ranks attributes by their individual evaluations. Use in conjunction

with attribute evaluators (ReliefF, GainRatio, Entropy etc.).
Linear Forward Selection (forward). Linear Forward Selection, a technique to

reduce the number of attributes expansions in each forward selection step. This
function is extension of Best First. It takes a restricted number of k attributes into
account. Fixed-set selects a fixed number k of attributes, whereas k is increased in
each step when fixed-width is selected. The search uses either the initial ordering
to select the top k attributes, or performs a ranking (with the same evaluator the
search uses later on). This algorithm starting from the empty set, sequentially add
the feature x+ that results in the highest objective function J(Yk + x+) when
combined with the features Yk that have already been selected.

1. Start with the empty set Y0 = (Ø)
2. Select the next best feature X + = arg max [J(Yk + x)]x 62Yk

3. Update Yk+1 = Yk + x+; k = k + 1
4. Go to 2

77.3.2 Oral Cancer Dataset

The study obtained a record review of oral cancer patients from the Otorhino-
laryngology Clinic at Hospital Universiti Sains Malaysia (HUSM) in Kelantan
respectively. The dataset is made up of 27 parameters and a primary tumor stage as
attributes for the diagnosis of the patients. The study was conducted after the
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obtainment of the required approvals from the Research and Ethics Committee
(Human), Universiti Sains Malaysia, No.236.4.(4.4) [13]. Number of instances was
210, and 27 features with patient_id was named as label and stage was named as
class label. The numerical variables were analysed through the corresponding
ranges of their values. Age was divided into five groups (group 1: below 30 years
old; group 2: 30–39 years old; group 3: 40–49 years old: group 4: 50–59 years old
and group 5: 60 years old and above) [14, 15]. The oral cancer regions included in
this study were the tongue, buccal mucosa, palate, floor of mouth, maxilla, lip,
cheek, mandible, tonsil, parotid gland, oropharynx and other unspecified parts. The
details of the attributes found in this dataset for features selection listed in
Table 77.1.

Table 77.1 Description of
the datasets

Attributes no. Attributes name

1. Age

2. Gender

3. Ethnicity

4. Smoking

5. Chewing betel quid

6. Alcohol

7. S1

8. S2

9. S3

10. S4

11. S5

12. S6

13. S7

14. S8

15. S9

16. S10

17. S11

18. Site

19. Size

20. Lymph node

21. Histological

22. SCC

23. T

24. N

25. M

26. Stage (class label): Stage I,
Stage II, Stage III, Stage IV
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77.4 Diagnostic Model: Hybrid Correlation Evaluator
and Linear Forward Selection

A hybrid feature selection method, named HCELFS is proposed in this study. This
FS method, hybrid Correlation Attribute Evaluator with ranker and CFS Subset
Evaluator with Linear Forward Selection was applied for oral cancer diagnosis. It
combines the advantages of both methods to select the optimal features subset
from the original feature set. In the diagnostic model, the first step included the
Correlation Attribute Evaluator method filtering the relevant features which
resulted in reduced features subset. From this subset CFS Subset Evaluator with
Linear Forward Selection (LFS) searched for the most relevant features resulting
in optimum feature set used for diagnosing the cancer stage. Figure 77.1 shows the
stage in the algorithm.

77.5 Results and Discussion

The experiments of features selection against oral cancer data set are conducted in
WEKA with tenfold cross validation. Algorithm started with 25 features and 210
instances. With Correlation Ranking Filter, the algorithm ranked 25 features
namely 20, 23, 21, 22, 16, 19, 24, 8, 2, 15, 7, 17, 3, 18, 5, 1, 13, 9, 11, 6, 25, 10, 14,
4 and 12 (see Table 77.2). We removed 1 feature namely 12 with ranking rate 0.
With the resultant 24 features, the subset method then remove the redundant and

1. Data set with all features (25 attributes)

2. Features ranking using Correlation Attributes Evaluator to rank 
relevant features highest to lowest 

3. Remove features with ranking rate=0 

4. Reduce features subset to remove redundant and irrelevant

5. Selection of most relevant features using LFS

6. Selected optimum features

Fig. 77.1 Stage in hybrid correlation evaluator and linear forward selection (HCELFS)
algorithm
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irrelevant 10 features namely, 7, 5, 1, 13, 11, 6, 25, 10, 14 and 4. This algorithm
ended with 14 features namely 20, 23, 21, 22, 16, 19, 24, 8, 2, 15, 17, 3, 18 and 9
as optimum features set.

Table 77.3 summarize hybrid the features selection methods experimented in
this study. It started with no features selection (FS0), Correlation Attribute
Evaluator with Ranker (FS1), and then combined FS1 with CfsSubset Evaluator
with Linear Forward Selection (FS2).

Table 77.2 Correlation
ranking filter for oral cancer
data set with 25 attributes

Correlation ranking filter Ranked attributes (%)

20: Lymph node 0.4602

23: T 0.4319

21: Histological 0.3715

22: SCC 0.3611

16: S10 0.3561

19: Size 0.3558

24: N 0.3349

8: S2 0.3203

2: Gender 0.2751

15: S9 0.2660

7: S1 0.2644

17: S11 0.2345

3: Ethnicity 0.2323

18: Site 0.2297

5: Betel quid 0.1966

1: Age 0.1884

13: S7 0.1810

9: S3 0.1496

11: S5 0.1465

6: Alcohol 0.1042

25: M 0.1042

10: S4 0.0905

14: S8 0.0599

4: Smoking 0.0455

12: S6 0

Selected 25 attributes:

20, 23, 21, 22, 16, 19, 24, 8, 2, 15, 7, 17, 3, 18, 5, 1, 13, 9, 11, 6,
25, 10, 14, 4 and 12
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In order to evaluate the efficiency of the FS methods, performance measure of
accuracy were considered. The measures are compiled by the Classification
Accuracy (%) = (TP + TN)/(TP + FP + FN + TN). In this study, four different
machine learning algorithms were used to classify the oral cancer data set with
three features selection methods and optimum features selected by the proposed
hybrid algorithm, Naive Bayes (NB), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), K-Nearest
neighbors (KNN), and SVM. NB classifier using estimator classes. MLP classifier
uses backpropagation to classify instances. This network can be built by hand,
created by an algorithm or both. The network can also be monitored and modified
during training time. K-Nearest neighbor classifier (lazy.IBk) can select appro-
priate value of K based on cross-validation. It can also do distance weighting.
SVM or SMO-Poly Kernel (E-1.0) implemented globally replaces all missing
values and transforms nominal attributes into binary ones. It also normalizes all
attributes by default. Table 77.4 shows the results for the classifier. The empirical
comparison shows that the features selected by the hybrid algorithm also improved
the accuracy of the entire classifier algorithm used for the oral cancer data set.
Table 77.5 shows the classification accuracies of our method and other classifiers
from literature for the head and neck data set.

Table 77.3 Selected attributes with hybrid feature selection methods

FS Method Selected attributes

FS0 No features selection All attributes

FS1 CorrelationAttributeEval Ranked attributes: 20, 23, 21, 22, 16, 19, 24, 8, 2, 15, 7, 17,
3, 18, 5, 1, 13, 9, 11, 6, 25, 10, 14, 4, 12 (25 attributes)

Ranker Remove ranting value = 0 (attribute 12)

FS2 CfsSubsetEval Remove irrelevant attributes = 10 attributes 7, 5, 1, 13, 11,
6, 25, 10, 14, 4

LinearForwardSelection
(forward)

Optimum features: 14 attributes 20, 23, 21, 22, 16, 19, 24, 8,
2, 15, 17, 3, 18, 9

Table 77.4 Accuracy performance for classification algorithms on oral cancer data set

Algorithm FS0 FS1 FS2

Updateable Naïve Bayes 91.9048 91.9048 94.7619

8.0952 8.0952 5.2381

MLP 94.2857 93.8095 95.2381

5.7143 6.1905 4.7619

Lazy-IBK 86.1905 86.1905 91.4286

13.8095 13.8095 8.5714

SMO- poly kernel (E-1.0) 93.3333 93.3333 96.1905

6.6667 6.6667 3.8095
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Table 77.5 Classification accuracies of this study method and other classifiers from literature

Author, year Method Accuracy
(%)

Kawazu et al. 2003 [7] Neural networks (NN) 93.6

Baronti et al. 2005 [8] Support vector machines (SVM) 75.5

Decision trees (C4.5) 76.5

XCS 79.2

NN 71.3

Tung and Quek 2005
[16]

FS based on wrapper Above
90 %Monte Carlo evaluative selection (MCES)

Classification using

SVM with polynomial kernel, K-Nearest
Neighbor (K-NN) classifier, artificial neural
network (ANN) and the GenSoFNN-TVR(S) network

Baronti and Starita,
2007 [9]

Naive Bayes (NB) 69.4

C4.5 70

NN 78

XCS 79

Hypothesis classifier systems (HCS) 83.8

Xie et al. 2010 [17] Improved F-score and sequential forward floating
search (IFSFFS)

100 (best)

SVM 97.58
(avg)

Exarchos et al. 2011
[10]

Bayesian networks (BNs) 69.6

ANN 66.1

SVM 69.6

Decision trees (DTs) 66.1

Random forests (RFs) 58.9

Chang et al. 2013 [11] 1. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (CC) and
Relief-F as the filter approach

93.81 %

2. Genetic algorithm (GA) as the wrapper approach

3. CC-GA and ReliefF-GA as the hybrid approach.

Hybrid model of ReliefF-GA-ANFIS

Calle-Alonso
et al. 2013 [18]

Combines pairwise comparison, Bayesian
regression and K-NN

97.74

This study FS on erythemato squamous disease data set, combine 98.64

1. CorrelationAttributeEval and Ranker

2. CfsSubsetEval and LinearForwardSelection
(forward)

3. SMO- Poly Kernel (E-1.0)

This study FS on oral cancer data set, combine 96.19

1. CorrelationAttributeEval and Ranker

2. CfsSubsetEval and LinearForwardSelection
(forward)

3. SMO- Poly Kernel (E-1.0)
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77.6 Conclusion

In this study, it is noted that a diagnostic model based on Support Vector Machines
(SVM) with a proposed hybrid feature selection method to diagnose the stage of
oral cancer showed an increased of classification accuracy. The hybrid feature
selection method, named HCELFS, combines Correlation Attribute Evaluator
which acts as a filter and SBFS which acts as the wrapper to select the ideal feature
subset from the remaining features.

The experimental results with oral cancer data sets demonstrate that the new
hybrid feature selection method has a better performance than well-known feature
selection algorithms. It obtained optimal classification accuracy with 14 features
from a set of 25 features. The optimal feature subset obtained were then trained
with various data mining algorithms such as Naive Bayes (NB), Multilayer Per-
ceptron (MLP), K-Nearest neighbors (KNN), and SVM to diagnose the stage of
oral cancer. One direction for future studies is to consider proposing a hybrid
algorithm with various dataset and other data mining classifier.
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Chapter 78
A Linear Assignment Method of Simple
Additive Weighting System in Linear
Programming Approach Under Interval
Type-2 Fuzzy Set Concepts for MCDM
Problem

Nurnadiah Zamri and Lazim Abdullah

Abstract The ranking phase is valuable to examines the final alternative rankings
of decision making problems. Based on simple additive weighting (SAW) and
linear programming (LP) within the context of interval type-2 fuzzy sets (IT2 FSs),
we develop a linear assignment method to produce the final ranking order of all
alternatives for interval type-2 fuzzy TOPSIS (IT2 FTOPSIS) method. A numer-
ical example is used to check the efficiency and applicability of the proposed
method. The results shows consistent outcomes of the decision making process.
Thus, the proposed method offers an alternative, user-friendly method that is
robust in the decision making framework.

78.1 Introduction

Ranking phase is the step to examines the results of decision making problems.
The interpretation of multiple attribute decision making (MADM) results can show
the differences in the rankings of the alternatives. It was extensively applied and
strengthened the theoretical part of aggregating phase by many authors. A few of
them were; Gao et al. [1] developed a fuzzy approach based on the Technique for
Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), where in the ranking
phase, the distances of each alternative from the fuzzy positive ideal solutions
(PIS) and the fuzzy negative ideal solutions (NIS) are computed respectively with
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a vertex method. Then, a closeness coefficient is obtained to rank order of all
alternatives. Li [2] constructed nonlinear-programming models on the basis of the
concepts of the relative-closeness coefficient and the weighted-Euclidean distance.
Simpler auxiliary nonlinear-programming models were further deduced to calcu-
late relative-closeness of intuitionistic fuzzy (IF) sets of alternatives to the inter-
val-valued intuitionistic fuzzy-positive ideal solutions (IVIF-PIS), which can be
used to generate the ranking order of alternatives. Jolai et al. [3], proposed the goal
programming (GP) technique, and constructed a multi-objective mixed integer
linear programming (MOMILP) model to determine the order quantities of each
selected supplier for each product in each period.

Furthermore, for interval type-2 (IT2) fuzzy approach based on the TOPSIS,
Chen and Lee [4] proposed a ranking value method to cumulative all the collective
decisions and obtained the relative closeness through the traditional TOPSIS
method computing process. However, the used of standard deviation in the ranking
value method is believed influenced by extreme scores and the method is depended
only on the dispersion’s data. It is proved by Chen et al. [5], that the ranking value
proposed by Chen and Lee [4] was difficult and higher in computational volume.
Since that, various authors discussed on the ranking phase of IT2 FTOPSIS
method. For example, Chen et al. [5] proposed a new method MADM based on the
proposed ranking method of IT2FSs. Wang et al. [6] developed IT2 fuzzy
weighted arithmetic averaging operator to aggregate all individual IT2 fuzzy
decision matrices provided by the decision-makers (DMs) into the collective IT2
fuzzy decision matrix, then utilized the ranking-value measure to calculate the
ranking value of each attribute value and constructed the ranking-value matrix of
the collective IT2 fuzzy decision matrix. Chen and Wang [7] presented a new
fuzzy ranking method based on the a-cuts of interval type-2 fuzzy sets (IT2 FSs).
Chen [8] developed a new linear assignment method to produce an optimal
preference ranking of the alternatives in accordance with a set of criterion-wise
rankings and a set of criterion importance within the context of interval type-2
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (IT2TrFNs) for MADM problems. However, little
research has been conducted on the simple additive weighting (SAW) and linear
programming (LP) for coping with IT2FSs. This linear assignment method (SAW
and LP with IT2FSs method) is developed to handle the ranking phase of IT2
FTOPSIS method.

Thus, the purpose of this paper is to extend the SAW and LP methods in IT2FSs
approach for ranking phase of IT2FTOPSIS. This paper proposes the linear
assignment method with the identification of the SAW and LP methods to
determine the final ranking orders respectively, for each pair of alternatives. The
feasibility and the applicability of the proposed methods are illustrated using the
MADM examples of Chen [9].

This paper is illustrated as follows. Section 78.2 discusses the concept of
weighted average with linear programming. Section 78.3 proposes a linear
assignment method based on SAW and LP methods in IT2 FSs concept.
Section 78.4 illustrates a numerical example in order the check the efficiency of
the proposed method. Finally, Sect. 78.5 presents the conclusions.
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78.2 Weighted Average With Linear Programming

In the following, we recall basic notations and definitions of weighted average
with linear programming.

Definition 78.1 [10, 11] The minimum and maximum for the fuzzy weighted
average for each given aj can be obtained by solving the following two fractional
programming problems:

min fL ¼ w1a1 þ w2a2 þ � � � þ wnan

w1 þ w2 þ � � � þ wn

s:t: ci �wi � di; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n;
ð78:1Þ

max fU ¼ w1b1 þ w2b2 þ � � � þ wnbn

w1 þ w2 þ � � � þ wn

s:t: ci �wi � di; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n;
ð78:2Þ

where ci and di are the two end points of the interval wi for a given aj level cut.

The Charnes and Cooper’s linear transformation is summarized in the follow-
ing. Consider the following simple fractional programming problem:

min
px

qx

s:t: Ax� b; x� 0;
ð78:3Þ

where p and q are two n-dimensional constant vectors, x is the n-dimensional
variable, A is an m � n matrix, and b is an m-dimensional constant vector.

To transform the above fractional programming problem into a linear problem,
let

z ¼ 1
qx

and zx ¼ y; ð78:4Þ

where we assume that qx 6¼ 0: Multiplying both the objective function and the
constraints by z and using the definitions given in Eq. 78.5, we obtain

min py

s:t: Ay� bz; qy ¼ 1; y� 0; z� 0;
ð78:5Þ

which is a linear programming problem.
This weighted average with linear programming is being used in defining a

linear assignment method. Thus, the development of the proposed model is
described in Sect. 78.3.
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78.3 The Proposed Method

Original SAW method and LP are modified into an IT2 FS manner. Modifications
are made to accommodate the objective of the research and also to simplify the
computational procedure without losing the novelty of SAW and LP. The proposed
method is then applied into a linear assignment method for IT2 FTOPSIS (MCDM
method) to get the optimal preference ranking. This proposed method is believed
to be more flexible rather than the existed model due to the fact that it is used the
IT2 FS. On the other hand, this model is more suitable to represent uncertainties
because it is involve end-users into the whole weighting process. Thus, suppose an
IT2 FTOPSIS has n alternatives ðA1; . . .;AnÞ and m decision criteria/attributes
ðC1; . . .;CmÞ. Each alternative is evaluated with respect to the m criteria/attributes.
All the values/ratings assigned to the alternatives with respect to each criterion
from a decision matrix, denoted by S ¼ ðyijÞn�m, and the relative weight vector
about the criteria, denoted by W ¼ ðw1; . . .;wmÞ, that satisfying

Pm
j¼1 wj ¼ 1:

Therefore, the rest of the general process of this proposed method is listed as
follows:

Rating State: In this state, all the matrices are transformed into the IT2 FS
concept.

Step 1: Establish a decision matrix and weight matrix

Establish an IT2 decision matrix and IT2 fuzzy weight matrix.

Step 2: Comparable Scale

Construct a comparable scale for all elements in the decision matrix. The
comparable scale is used to divide the outcome of a certain criterion by its
maximum value, provided that the criteria are defined as benefit criteria. There-
fore, the comparable scale is represented as follows:

~~rij ¼ 1
.

FOU ~~rij

� �
¼ ~~rij;

~~�rij

h i
ð78:6Þ

For positive criteria ~~r�ij ¼
~~f

ij

~~f
�

ij

2

4

3

5;

~~�f ij

~~�f
�
ij

2

4

3

5

0

@

1

A ð78:7Þ

For negative criteria ~~rij ¼
~~f

min

ij

~~f
ij

2

6
4

3

7
5;

~~�f
min

ij

~~�f ij

2

4

3

5

0

B
@

1

C
A ð78:8Þ
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Then the decision matrix can be expressed as follows:

D ¼

C1 C2 . . . Cn

x1

x2

..

.

xm

~~r11
~~r12 � � � ~~r1n

~~r21
~~r22 � � � ~~r2n

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

~~rm1
~~rm2 � � � ~~rmn

2

6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
5

ð78:9Þ

where ~~rmn is the comparable scale value in the decision matrix.

Weighting State: Modification of the existed SAW method with ‘‘modified
SAW in IT2 FS concepts’’.

Step 3: Weight of attributes of SAW

Construct the weighting matrix Wp using the SAW formulae of the attributes of
the decision-maker and construct the pth average weighting matrix �W .

Step 4: Weighted decision matrix

Construct the weighted decision matrix.

Aggregation State: Upgrading the calculation of separations of each alter-
native with linear programming concepts.

Step 5: Positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution

Determine the matrices that include positive and negative ideal solutions.

Step 6: Construct the separation of each alternative of SAW by linear pro-
gramming approach

Calculate the separation of each alternative from the positive ideal solution I�

and negative ideal solution I� using the formulae as follows:

Ci bij; dij; s
� �

¼
Pn

j¼1
~~wj
~~bij þ ~~qj 1 � ~~dij

� �h i

Pn
j¼1

~~wj
~~bij þ ~~qj 1 � ~~dij

� �h i
þ
Pn

j¼1
~~wj 1 � ~~bij

� �
þ ~~qj

~~dij

� �h iþ sl þ su

¼
Pn

j¼1
~~wj
~~bij þ ~~qj 1 � ~~dij

� �h i

Pn
j¼1

~~wj þ ~~qj

� � þ sl þ su

ð78:10Þ

and let

z ¼ 1
Pn

j¼1
~~wj þ ~~qj

� � ð78:11Þ
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Assigned the value for

~~tj ¼ z~~wj ð78:12Þ

and

~~yj ¼ z~~qj j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ ð78:13Þ

Since

z ¼ 1
Pn

j¼1
~~wj þ ~~qj

� � )
1
z
¼
Xn

j¼1
~~wj þ ~~qj

� �
ð78:14Þ

and

~~tj ¼ z~~wj ) ~~wj ¼
~~tj

z
ð78:15Þ

~~yj ¼ z~~qj ) ~~qj ¼
~~yj

z
ð78:16Þ

Thus, based on the above Charnes and Cooper’s transformations [12],
Eq. 78.10 can be transformed into the equivalent linear programming models as
follows:

Cu
i

~~bij;
~~dij; s

� �
¼ max

Xn

j¼1
~~tib

u
ij þ ~~yj 1 � dl

ij

� �
þ sl þ su

n o

s:t:

z~~wl
j �~~tj � z~~wu

j j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ
z~~ql

j �~~yj � z~~qu
j j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ

Pn
j¼1

~~tj þ ~~yj

� �
¼ 1

z� 0

sl ¼ n n ¼ 0; . . .; 1ð Þ
su ¼ n n ¼ 0; . . .; 1ð Þ

8
>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>:

ð78:17Þ

and
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Cl
i
~~bij;

~~dij; s
� �

¼ max
Xn

j¼1
~~tib

l
ij þ ~~yj 1 � du

ij

� �
þ sl þ su

n o

s:t:

z~~wl
j �~~tj � z~~wu

j j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ
z~~ql

j �~~yj � z~~qu
j j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ

Pn
j¼1

~~tj þ ~~yj

� �
¼ 1

z� 0

sl ¼ n n ¼ 0; . . .; 1ð Þ
su ¼ n n ¼ 0; . . .; 1ð Þ

8
>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>:

ð78:18Þ

where Ci bij; dij; s
� �

is an IT2 FS, denoted by Cl
i ;Cu

i

� �
.

Step 7: Define the closeness coefficient

Calculate the relative degree of closeness to the ideal solution for each
alternative.

Ranking State:

Step 8: Rank all alternatives

Sort the values of CCð Þi in a descending sequence, where 1 � j � n: The
larger the value of CCð Þi, the higher the preference of the alternative for CCð Þi.

In this section, we have successfully introduced a new concept of linear
assignment method. In order to check the efficiency of the proposed method, a
numerical example is provided in Sect. 78.4 to illustrate the proposed method.

78.4 Illustrative Example

In this section, we used an example from Chen [9] to illustrate the proposed
method. This numerical example is used to test the ability of the proposed method
to handle the IT2 MCDM problems in many areas. All the relative importance
weights in this numerical example are described using the linguistic variables
which are defined in Table 78.1.

Table 78.1 Linguistic
variables for the relative
importance weights
of criteria

Linguistic variable Interval type-2 fuzzy number
(IT2FN)

Very low (VL) ((0,0.1;1), (0,0.5;1))

Low (L) ((0,0.3;1), (0.05,0.2;1))

Medium low (ML) ((0.1,0.5;1), (0.2,0.4;1))

Medium (M) ((0.3,0.7;1), (0.4,0.6;1))

Medium high (MH) ((0.5,0.9;1), (0.6,0.8;1))

High (H) ((0.7,1.0;1), (0.8, 0.95;1))

Very high (VH) ((0.9,1.0;1), (0.95,1.0,1))
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Moreover, all the relative importance ratings (i.e. the criteria values) in this
numerical example are described using the linguistic variables which are defined
in Table 78.2.

Assume that there are three decision-makers, D1, D2, and D3 of a software
company to hire a system analysis engineer and assume that there are three
alternatives x1, x2, x3 and five attributes ‘‘Emotional Steadiness’’ (denoted by C1),
‘‘Oral Communication Skill’’ (denoted by C2), ‘‘Personality’’ (denoted by C3),
‘‘Past Experience’’ (denoted by C4), ‘‘Self-Confidence’’ (denoted by C5). Let X be
the set of alternatives, where X ¼ x1; x2; x3f g, and let F be the set of attributes,
where F = {Emotional Steadiness, Oral Communication Skill, Personality, Past
Experience, Self-Confidence}. Assume that there are three decision-makers D1,
D2, and D3 used the linguistic terms shown in Table 78.1 to represent the weights
of the four attributes, respectively, as shown in Table 78.3.

Then theses three decision-makers D1, D2, and D3 used the linguistic terms
shown in Table 78.2 to represent the evaluating values of the alternatives with
respect to different attributes, respectively, as shown in Table 78.4.

Using the linguistic scales from Tables 78.3 and 78.4, and the eight steps of the
proposed method (in Sect. 78.3), results for Chen [9] example is shown in
Table 78.5. Table 78.5 shows the min value and max value from Step 6 and
calculates the closeness coefficient CCð Þi for each of alternatives.

Table 78.2 Linguistic
variables for the ratings
of criteria

Linguistic variable Interval type-2 fuzzy number
(IT2FN)

Very poor (VP) ((0,1;1), (0,0.5;1))

Poor (P) ((0,3;1), (0.5,2;1))

Medium poor (MP) ((1,5;1), (2,4;1))

Medium (M)/fair (F) ((3,7;1), (4,6;1))

Medium good (MG) ((5,9;1), (6,8;1))

Good (G) ((7,10;1), (8,9.5;1))

Very good (VG) ((9,10;1), (9.5,10,1))

Table 78.3 Weights of the
attributes evaluated
by decision-makers

Attributes Decision-makers

D1 D2 D3

C1 H VH MH

C2 VH VH VH

C3 VH H H

C4 VH VH VH

C5 M MH MH
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As shown in Table 78.5, results for the relative closeness of Chen’s method [9] for
three alternatives are 0.4721 for x1, 0.4788 for x2 and 0.4745 for x3; which lead to the
ranking of x2 [ x3 [ x1. Chen [9]’s result coincides with the proposed results.

78.5 Conclusion

This paper distributed a linear assignment method which consisted with the SAW
and LP method for IT2 FTOPSIS. This proposed method is able to produce an
optimal ranking order of the alternatives. Besides, we provided a numerical
example to analyze the applicability of the proposed method. The proposed
method can capture the imprecise and uncertain decision information instead of
the optimal ranking orders. Furthermore, the proposed method offers an alternative
ways of ranking phase for IT2 FTOPSIS method.

Table 78.4 Linguistic
of decision matrix

Attributes Alternatives Decision-makers

D1 D2 D3

C1 x1 MG G MG

x2 G G MG

x3 VG G F

C2 x1 G MG F

x2 VG VG VG

x3 MG G VG

C3 x1 F G G

x2 VG VG G

x3 G MG VG

C4 x1 VG G VG

x2 VG VG VG

x3 G VG MG

C5 x1 F F F

x2 VG MG G

x3 G G MG

Table 78.5 Final ranking
order

Min Max Closeness coefficient,
CCð Þi

x1 2.3575 2.6364 0.4721

x2 2.3835 2.5944 0.4788

x3 2.3668 2.6216 0.4745
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Chapter 79
Hybridization Denoising Method
for Digital Image in Low-Light Condition

Suhaila Sari, Sharifah Zahidah Hasan Al Fakkri, Hazli Roslan
and Zarina Tukiran

Abstract A good noise reduction is a method that can reduce the noise level and
preserve the details of the image. This paper proposes a denoising method through
hybridization of bilateral filters and wavelet thresholding for digital image in low-
light condition. The proposed method is experimented on selected night vision
images and the performances are evaluated in terms of Mean Squared Error (MSE),
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and visual effects. Results demonstrate that the
proposed denoising method has improved the PSNR and MSE of average perfor-
mance of bilateral filter by 0.97 dB and 1.33 respectively and the average perfor-
mance of wavelet thresholding has improved by 0.98 dB and 1.19 respectively.

Keywords Image denoising � Edge preservation � Low-light condition � Poisson
noise � Bilateral filter � Wavelet thresholding

79.1 Introduction

Low-light noise is a significant problem in photography. Most consumers’ cameras
have poor low-light characteristics, which typically result in images with noticeable
noise artifacts. For example, digital images taken by consumer’s digital camera
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may suffer from thermal sensor noise demosaicing noise and quantization noise [1].
Although camera technology has been improved extensively, noise still could not
be eliminated completely [2].

In image denoising process, noise is undesired information that contaminates
the image [3]. The information about the type of noise corrupting in the original
image plays a significant role to determine the denoising technique. Typical
images are corrupted with noise modeled as either or combination of the Gaussian
noise, Salt and Pepper noise, Speckle noise, or Poisson noise.

Many denoising methods have been proposed over the years, such as the
Wiener filter, wavelet thresholding [4, 5], anisotropic filtering [6], bilateral filter
[7], total variation method [8], and non-local means methods [9]. Among these,
wavelet thresholding has been reported to be a highly successful method. The
wavelet thresholding crucial task is selection of threshold value. The wavelet
decomposed a signal into low-frequency and high-frequency subbands, and the
coefficients in the detail subbands are processed via hard or soft thresholding [10].
Despite its success, this method, however, experienced a problem on preserving
the edge.

The bilateral filter was proposed by Tomasi and Manduchi [7] as an alternative
to wavelet thresholding. It applies spatially weighted averaging. This is achieved
by combining two Gaussian filters; one filter works in spatial domain, the other in
the intensity domain. Therefore, not only the spatial distance, but the intensity
distance is also important for the determination of weights [11]. Hence, these types
of filters can remove the noise in an image effectively [12].

Combination of bilateral filter and wavelet thresholding was applied by Zhang
and Guntruk to eliminate noise in real noisy images [12]. The similar method is
also used by Roy, Sinha and Sen in order to eliminate noise in medical image [13].
The noise modeled in [12, 13] is Gaussian noise. Through these researches, the
method has proven significant improvement in noise reduction for images cor-
rupted by Gaussian noise.

Since the Gaussian noise distribution has some similar characteristic with
Poisson noise [14], the method is expected to provide effective noise reduction for
Poisson noise as well. Therefore, in this work, the method is proposed to reduce
the Poisson noise on digital image captured in low-light condition.

The proposed method is based on bilateral filter and wavelet thresholding which
exploits features of both bilateral filter and wavelet thresholding at the same time
the limitations of both are overcome. To our knowledge, such studies in hybrid-
ization of bilateral filtering and wavelet thresholding for Poisson noise reduction in
digital image have not yet been done.

The paper is organised as follows. The proposed hybrid denoising method is
described in Sect. 79.2. Results are discussed in Sect. 79.3. Finally, concluding
remarks are drawn in Sect. 79.4.
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79.2 Proposed Method

In this work, hybridization of bilateral filter and wavelet thresholding is proposed to
find the best solution in image denoising especially for digital image in low light
condition. This proposed method utilizes the advantages of both bilateral filter and
wavelet thresholding. Therefore the proposed method is expected to contribute a
better preservation of fine details and edges in the image. While applying the
threshold rule, the important features like edges, curves and textures can be identified.

79.2.1 Wavelet Thresholding

The wavelets play a major role in image compression and image denoising.
Wavelet coefficients calculated by a wavelet transform represent change in the
time series at a particular resolution. It is then possible to filter out noise by
considering the time series at various resolutions. The term wavelet thresholding is
explained as decomposition of the data or the image into wavelet coefficients,
comparing the detail coefficients with a given threshold value, and shrinking these
coefficients close to zero to take away the effect of noise in the data.

During thresholding, a wavelet coefficient is compared with a given threshold and
is set to zero if its magnitude is less than the threshold; otherwise, it is retained or
modified depending on the threshold rule. Thresholding distinguishes between the
coefficients due to noise and the ones consisting of important signal information.

There are two general categories of thresholding which are hard thresholding
and soft thresholding. Hard thresholding is a ‘‘keep or kill’’ procedure and is more
intuitively appealing while soft thresholding shrinks coefficients above the
threshold in absolute value. Wavelet threshold is effective in reducing certain
amount of noise while preserving fine details and edges.

79.2.2 Bilateral Filter

The bilateral filter is a nonlinear weighted averaging filter. The weights depend on
both the spatial distance and the intensity distance with respect to the center pixel.
It smoothes images while preserving edges with the nonlinear combination of
nearby pixel values. This can be achieved by combining two Gaussian filters; one
filter works in spatial domain, the other filter works in intensity domain. Therefore,
not only the spatial distance but the intensity distance is also important for the
determination of weights.

The weakness of the bilateral filter is its inability to remove salt and pepper type
of noise. It could not access to the different frequency components of a signal
which fails to remove low frequency noise. Besides that, there is no study on the
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optimal values of rd and rr, which are the parameters that control the behavior of
the bilateral filter. Bilateral filter is known to have good performance in noise
reduction, but tend to over smooth the fine details and edges.

79.2.3 Hybridization of Bilateral and Wavelet Thresholding

This work proposed hybridization of bilateral and wavelet thresholding (db4,
Bayes soft thresholding, level of decomposition = 1) for digital image in low-light
condition. The process flow for the proposed method is shown in Fig. 79.1.

79.3 Results and Discussion

We have conducted some tests to the selected night vision images of well-known
landmark in Malaysia named as Kuala Lumpur Conventional Center in Kuala
Lumpur (klcc), Dataran Bandaraya Johor Clock Tower in Johor (jbTower) and
Dewan Undangan Negeri Kuching in Sarawak (kuchingHall). The image size of
these images is 250 9 250. In order to conduct the testing, these images are
corrupted with Poisson noise. All of these images are tested with conventional
methods which are bilateral filtering and wavelet threshold, as well as proposed
hybrid denoising method.

To do a quantitative comparison, MATLAB software is used to simulate the test
images under different Poisson distribution, k = 0.00001, k = 0.001, and k = 0.1
which represents low, medium and high noise, respectively. From the test, there
are three evaluation methods that we utilized, which are (a) Mean Squared Error
(MSE), (b) Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and (c) visual comparison.

Equation (79.1) is used to calculate the MSE where A represents the original
image while B represents the reconstructed image. Number of rows and columns in
the input images are represented by M and N respectively.

MSE ¼ 1
M � N

XM�1

i¼0

XN�1

j¼0

Aði; jÞ � Bði; jÞ½ �2 ð79:1Þ

Meanwhile Eq. (79.2) is used to calculate the PSNR where MAX is the maxi-
mum possible pixel value of the image.

PSNR ¼ 10 � log10 MAX2
�

MSE
� �

ð79:2Þ

The MSE and PSNR values obtained for all methods using all images stated in
this section are shown in Tables 79.1 and 79.2 respectively.
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Figures 79.2 and 79.3 depict the graphical comparative performance in terms of
MSE and PSNR. The results show that the proposed method has significantly
better denoising performance in comparison to bilateral filter alone and wavelet
thresholding alone.

Noisy Image Denoised Image

Bilateral 
filter

Discrete 
Wavelet 

Transform 

Apply Thresholding

Inverse Discrete 
Wavelet Transform

Fig. 79.1 Block diagram of image denoising using hybridization of bilateral filter and wavelet
thresholding

Table 79.1 MSE evaluation
for high Poisson noise
(k = 0.1)

Test images Bilateral
filter

Wavelet
filter

Proposed
method

klcc 0.11 0.10 0.08

jbTower 0.88 0.07 0.60

kuchingHall 0.10 0.09 0.08

Table 79.2 PSNR evaluation
for high Poisson noise
(k = 0.1)

Test images Bilateral
filter

Wavelet
filter

Proposed
method

klcc 67.14 68.32 70.04

jbTower 70.36 71.07 72.26

kuchingHall 68.62 69.42 70.66

0.11

0.08

0.100.10

0.07

0.090.08

0.06

0.08

klcc jbtower kuchinghall

MSE evaluation for high Poisson noise  (λ =0.1)

Bilateral Filter Wavelet Filter Proposed Method

Fig. 79.2 Performance comparisons in terms of MSE
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Figure 79.4 shows the visual effects comparison of denoising result for different
night vision images corrupted by low, medium and high Poisson noise level.
Figure 79.5 shows the visual effects in comparison of all methods using all images
with high Poisson noise.

Bilateral Filter Wavelet Filter Proposed Method

67.14

70.36

68.6168.32

71.07

69.42
70.04

72.76

70.66

klcc jbtower kuchinghall

PSNR evaluation for high Poisson noise  (λ =0.1)

Fig. 79.3 Performance comparisons in terms of PSNR

Original Noisy Image Bilateral filter Proposed Method

Fig. 79.4 The visual effects comparison of Kuching Hall image for (top row) low Poisson noise
level with k = 0.00001, (middle row) medium Poisson noise level with k = 0.001 and (bottom
row) high Poisson noise level with k = 0.1
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The visual effects results show that although the output images from bilateral
filter looks smooth and clear, but most of the fine details and edges are overs-
moothed and the image blurred. Therefore, by applying wavelet thresholding, it
multiplies the adjacent wavelet sub bands and strengthens the significant features
in the image which indicates that our proposed method is better in image
denoising.

79.4 Conclusion

In this paper, image denoising using hybridization, which integrates bilateral filter
and wavelet thresholding is performed. From the result, we can conclude that the
proposed method has provided better denoising for images in low-light condition
corrupted by high level Poisson noise. The performance of the proposed method
has improved the average performances of bilateral filter and wavelet thresholding
in terms of the PSNR by 0.98 dB and 0.97 dB, respectively. On the other hand, the
performance of the proposed method has improved the average performances of
wavelet thresholding and bilateral filter in terms of the MSE by 1.19 and 1.33,
respectively. As for the visual effects, the proposed method provides better
denoising while preserving the fine details and edges.

Acknowledgements The authors would like to thank Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia
(UTHM) (Grant vote: 1088) and Malaysia Government for the support and sponsor of this study.

Fig. 79.5 The visual effects comparison of klcc image (above) and jbTower image (bottom) for,
a Original image, b Noisy image with high Poisson noise level with k = 0.1, c Denoised image
using bilateral filter, d Denoised image using wavelet thresholding and e Denoised image using
hybridization of bilateral filter and wavelet thresholding
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Chapter 80
The Improved Models of Internet Pricing
Scheme of Multi Service Multi Link
Networks with Various Capacity Links

Fitri Maya Puspita, Kamaruzzaman Seman and Bachok M. Taib

Abstract Internet Service Providers (ISPs) nowadays deal with high demand to
promote good quality information. However, the knowledge to develop new
pricing scheme that serve both customers and supplier is known, but only a few
pricing plans involve QoS networks. This study will seek new proposed pricing
plans are offered with multi service multi link networks involved. The multi ser-
vice multi link Networks scheme is solved as an optimization model by comparing
two models in multi QoS networks. The results showed that by fixing the base
price and varying the quality premium or varying the base price and quality and
setting up the equal capacity link values, ISP achieved the goal to maximize the
profit.

80.1 Introduction

Recent works on multiple QoS networks are due to [1–4]. They described the
pricing scheme based auction to allocate QoS and maximize ISP’s revenue. The
auction pricing scheme is actually scalability, efficiency and fairness in sharing
resources. The solution of the optimization problem goes from single bottleneck
link in the network and then she generalized into multiple bottleneck links using
heuristic method. In this paper, she used only single QoS parameter-bandwidth,
while in networks, there are many parameters affect QoS that can be considered.
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Although QoS mechanisms are available in some researches, there are few
practical QoS network. Even recently a work in this QoS network [5], it only
applies simple network involving one single route from source to destination.

In previous discussion works on multiservice network proposed by [6–8], we
work on single and multiple link networks to solve the internet pricing scheme.
This work on multiple link multiservice networks can also be improved by con-
sidering all cases of capacity needed in the networks. The results show our
improved method results in better optimal solution than previously conducted by
other research.

So, we intend to improve the mathematical formulation of [5, 9] to be simpler
formulation by taking into consideration the utility function, base price as fixed
price or varies, quality premium, index performance, capacity and also bandwidth
required by looking at all possibility of capacity needed in the network. Next we
consider the problem of internet charging scheme as Mixed Integer Nonlinear
Programming (MINLP). The solver LINGO 13.0 [10] were applied to assist the
nonlinear programming solution to obtain the optimal solution.

80.2 Related Works

A number of related works has been listed for differentiated pricing scheme that
works on multi QoS networks. In paper proposed by [11], they discussed about
pricing scheme that is based on QoS level in different allocation to control con-
gestion and load balance. Multiple class networks require differentiated pricing
scheme to have allocation of different level of service traffic. The investigation of
the connection between QoS characteristics at network with requirement of quality
for users applying the network is proposed by [12]. The results of their findings
mainly are that predictability, consistency of QoS is crucial, the pricing scheme is
crucial to have QoS to be predicted, having reliable service protocols and new
integrated service mechanism is to present alternative in solving the problem.
There exist direct connection between QoS profile application identification in
packet and users requesting the QoS. Models proposed by [13] viewed the rela-
tionship between congestion control, routing and scheduling of wired network as
fair resource allocation. In the research explained in [14], they discussed the flat
fee pricing scheme, and as the simplicity price is maximum revenue. The draw-
back of the rule is due to nonlinearity and does not reflect the price observed in
reality.

Models proposed by [15] stated that in network, it is assumed that n users can
be split into k categories. Each category can apply the same service offered by
application server in a shared link with total bandwidth Ctot but has different
demand framework and also difference price sensitivity. Alderson et al. [16]
discussed issues related to ISP problems dealing with topology of the networks
such as link cost, router technology which impact on availability of topology to
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network creator then dealing with equipment of routing adopted to tackle network
traffic flow.

Other research proposed by [17] stated about ways to solve internet optimi-
zation that includes system definition as an interest function and view it as dif-
ferent via points and system mathematical definition. Problem proposed by [18]
focused on problem of arrangement of web services and explained about model of
multi-dimension QoS. Framework presented by [19] analyzed the pricing problem
in integrated service network having guaranteed QoS. The Method proposed by
[20] define terms for performance prediction of service-base system that consist of
performance showing the how fast completion time to finish a service request, time
interval showing the time period to complete service request, dependability
showing the capability of web service to conduct conditional required function,
price setting up by ISP and reputation showing that user perception to the service.
The method proposed by [21] explained about monopoly in pricing model strategy
based on pay-per-volume and pay-per-time of network. They conclude that ISP
will gain more benefit by providing pricing scheme based volume since this
scheme is an alternative to numerous users and scheme of pay-per volume will
benefit the network provider and can prevent from bursting the networks.

Study on multiservice was investigated by [9] which discussed problem of
pricing of internet by considering network share, availability capacity in each
service, the number of users available for the service and the QoS level. They
solved the internet pricing by transforming the model into optimization model and
solved using Cplex software. Recent works conducted by [22–27] also discussed
internet charging scheme under multiple class QoS networks by comparing two
models that involve base price as a fixed and variable set up by ISP. The model
created by setting up base price as fixed price will yield higher optimal solution if
ISP intended to recover the cost. But if ISP would like to compete in market, then
the choice of model involving base price as variable price would be the best option
to choose.

The work discussed on the botnet attacks detection by using nepenthes hon-
eypots [28] is also crucial to be issued for problems increasing if we are dealing
with security problem in multiservice networks.

80.3 Research Method

We attempt to apply optimization techniques in solving the problem in this paper.
We also consider the optimization problem as MBINLP that can be solved by
using optimization tools, LINGO 13.0. We transform the problem of pricing the
internet in multi service networks into optimization model and attempt to solve it
to get optimal solution. This solution will help us interpreting the current issues
involving pricing, network share, base price, quality premium and also QoS level.
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80.3.1 Model Formulation

The idea basically generates from [5, 8, 9] and is improved in multilink multi
service networks by considering various cases where we can set up requirements
for the capacity link.

80.3.2 Assumptions

Assume that there is only one single network from source to destination since
concentrate on service pricing scheme. Assume that the routing schemes are
already set up by the ISP. As [1–4] pointed out, we have 2 parts of utility function
namely, base cost which does not depend on resource consumption and cost which
depends on resource consumption. The parameters, decision variables and the
models are adopted in [7, 8] and are described as follows.

The parameters are as follows.
aj base price for class j, can be fixed or variables
bj quality premium of class j that has Ij service performance
Cl total capacity available in link l
pil price a user willing to pay for full QoS level service of i in link l

The decision variables are as follows.
xil number of users of service i in link l
ail reserved share of total capacity available for service i in link l
Ii quality index of class i

Formulation when we assign a and b fixed is as follows.

Max
XL

l¼1

XS

i¼1

a þ bIið Þpilxil ð80:1Þ

Such that

Iidilxil � ailCl; i ¼ 1; . . .S; l ¼ 1; . . .; L ð80:2Þ

XL

l¼1

XS

i¼1

Iidilxil � Cl; i ¼ 1; . . . S; l ¼ 1; . . .; L ð80:3Þ

XL

l¼1

ail ¼ 1; i ¼ 1; . . .; S ð80:4Þ
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0� ail � 1; i ¼ 1; :::; S; l ¼ 1; :::; L ð80:5Þ

mi � Ii � 1; i ¼ 1; :::; S ð80:6Þ

0 � xil � ni; i ¼ 1; . . .; S; l ¼ 1; . . .; L ð80:7Þ

With mi and ni are prescribed positive integer numbers.

fxilginteger ð80:8Þ

Formulation when we assign a fixed and b vary is as follows.

Max
XL

l¼1

XS

i¼1

a þ biIið Þpilxil ð80:9Þ

Subject to Eqs. (80.2–80.8) with additional constraints as follows.

biIi � bi�1Ii�1; i [ 1; i ¼ 1; . . .; S ð80:10Þ

k � bi � q; ½k; q� 2 ½0; 1� ð80:11Þ

Formulation we have when a and b vary

Max
XL

l¼1

XS

i¼1

ai þ biIið Þpilxil ð80:12Þ

Subject to Eqs. (80.2–80.8) and (80.10) with additional constraints

ai þ biIi � ai�1 þ bi�1Ii�1; i [ 1; i ¼ 1; . . .; S ð80:13Þ

y � ai � z; ½y; z� 2 ½0; 1� ð80:14Þ

Formulation when we have a vary and b fixed

Max
XL

l¼1

XS

i¼1

ai þ bIið Þpilxil ð80:15Þ

Subject to Eqs. (80.2–80.8) and (80.13–80.14).
Since ISP wants to get revenue maximization by setting up the prices charge-

able for a, b and QoS level to recover cost and to enable the users to choose
services based on their preferences like stated in Eq. (80.1). Equation (80.2) shows
that the required capacity of service does not exceed the network capacity
reserved. Equation (80.3) explains that required capacity cannot be greater than
the network capacity C in link l. Equation (80.4) guarantee that network capacity
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has different location for each service that lies between 0 and 1 (80.5). Equa-
tion (80.6) explains that QoS level for each service is between the prescribed
ranges set up by ISP. Equation (80.7) shows that users applying the service are
nonnegative and cannot be greater than the highest possible users determined by
ISP. Equation (80.8) states that the number of users should be positive integers.
Equation (80.9) explains that ISP wants to get revenue maximization by setting up
the prices chargeable for a, b and QoS level to recover cost and to enable the users
to choose services based on their preferences. Equation (80.10) explains that b has
different level for each service which is at least the same level or lower level.
Equation (80.11) states that value of b lies between two prescribed values. ISP
wants to get revenue maximization by setting up the prices chargeable for a, b and
QoS level to recover cost and to enable the users to choose services based on their
preferences like stated in Eq. (80.12). Equation (80.13) explains that the sum-
mation of a and b has different level for each service which is at least the same
level or lower level. Equation (80.14) shows that the base price should lie between
predetermined a set up by ISP. ISP wants to get revenue maximization by setting
up the prices chargeable for a, b and QoS level to recover cost and to enable the
users to choose services based on their preferences as stated in objective function
(80.15).

80.4 Optimal Solution

Tables 80.1 and 80.3 below describes the solver status of model formulation in
LINGO when considering base price to be fixed and model formulation when
considering base price to be varied. Generated Memory Used (GMU) shows that
how much the amount of memory use for generating a model. The total time used
so far to generate and solve the model. In Table 80.1, the highest optimal solution
of 811.2 is achieved when ISP sets up a to be fixed and vary b and equals the
capacity link values with GMU = 32 K and ER = 1 s. In Table 80.3, the highest
optimal solution of 912.6 is achieved when ISP varies a, b and equals the capacity
link values with GMU = 33 K and ER = 1 s.

Tables 80.2 and 80.4 depict the optimal solutions of the formulation by setting
up the base price value to be fixed or vary the base price. In Table 80.2, when the
formulation of a to be fixed and vary b, the QoS level of 0.8 is achieved by service
1 and service 2 with C1 = C2. But only 10 users apply the service in service 2 on
link 1 with 100 % network is reserved and 9 users on link 2 with 90 % network is
reserved.
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The Highest QoS level of 1 is achieved by service 3 but no users apply the
service. When the formulation of varying a and b, as stated in Table 80.4, QoS
level of 0.8 is achieved by service 1 and 2 also of 1 in service 3 but only in service
2, 10 users apply the service in link 1 and 9 users in link 2 with 100 % network
reserved for service 2 in link 1 and 90 % network reserved in link 2.

To sum up, the objective of ISP to achieve the maximum profit will be reached
if ISP set up the base price to be fixed and vary the quality premium or to vary the
base price and quality premium with setting up the equal capacity link values
(C1 = C2).

Table 80.2 Solutions of Models by considering a to be fixed for three capacity link cases

Var a = 0.5 and b = 0.01(fixed) a = 0.5 (fixed) and b vary

C1 \ C2 C1 [ C2 C1 = C2 C1 \ C2 C1 [ C2 C1 = C2

a1 – – – – – –

a2 – – – – – –

a3 – – – – – –

b1 – – – 0.375 0.375 0.375

b2 – – – 0.375 0.375 0.375

b3 – – – 0.3 0.3 0.3

I1 0.8 0.83 0.83 0.8 0.8 0.8

I2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

I3 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 1

a11 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.096 0 0

a21 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.904 1 1

a31 0.375 0.275 0.275 0 0 0

x11 2 3 3 8 0 0

x21 4 7 7 6 10 10

x31 9 10 10 0 0 0

a12 0.025 0.12 0.025 0.08 0.1 0.08

a22 0.7 0.46 0.7 0.92 0.9 0.9

a32 0.275 0.4 0.275 0 0 0.02

x12 3 10 3 10 8 10

x22 7 3 7 9 6 9

x32 10 10 10 0 0 0
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80.5 Conclusion

The paper [9] be more upgraded by using our new approach using other tools. We
obtain slightly increasing profit in several solutions we proposed. We also save
human resources by only applying few users to apply the service and also we can
save energy by only promote one service rather than two services. Our solutions
show better profit with less idle time and number of users applied the services.

We have shown that by considering new parameters, more decision variables
and constraints, we obtain better revenue maximization. The cases shown above
basically are ISP strategy to vary its preference to achieve their goals. ISP is able to
adopt the cases to suit their goals. But again, like stated in since it is more theo-
retical point of view and assumptions, we limit our result only static result in data
changes, and cost preference is just based on our discrete data. Further research
should address more generalization of the model to also consider numerous services
offered or generalization of more services.

Table 80.4 Solutions of models by considering a being varied for three capacity link cases

Var a vary and b = 0.01 (fixed) a and b vary

C1 \ C2 C1 [ C2 C1 = C2 C1 \ C2 C1 [ C2 C1 = C2

a1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.26 0.26

a2 0.597 0.59 0.59 0.53 0.53 0.63

a3 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

b1 – – – 0.8 0.8 0.8

b2 – – – 0.45 0.45 0.34

b3 – – – 0.3 0.3 0.3

I1 0.8 0.83 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

I2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

I3 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 1

a11 0.024 0.025 0.024 0.096 0 0

a21 0.602 0.7 0.7 0.9 1 1

a31 0.373 0.275 0.276 0.003 0 0

x11 2 3 3 8 0 0

x21 4 7 7 6 10 10

x31 9 10 10 0 0 0

a12 0.024 0.12 0.024 0.08 0.1 0.08

a22 0.7 0.46 0.7 0.91 0.9 0.9

a32 0.276 0.4 0.276 0.012 0 0.02

x12 3 10 3 10 8 10

x22 7 3 7 9 6 9

x32 10 10 10 0 0 0
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Chapter 81
Improving the Models of Internet
Charging in Single Link Multiple Class
QoS Networks

Irmeilyana Saidi Ahmad, Indrawati, Fitri Maya Puspita
and Lisma Herdayana

Abstract In this paper, an improved internet charging scheme in multiple QoS
networks will be discussed. The objective is to obtain better solution than previous
results conducted by previous research. ISPs need a new charging scheme to
maximize the revenue and provide better services to customers. The model is set
up by fixing the fixed base price, varying the quality premium and fixing the
sensitivity price for user in each class. The model is considered as Mixed Integer
Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) and that can be solved by LINGO 11.0 to obtain
the optimal solutions. We compare three cases of original, modified one and
modified two models depending with the fixing or varying parameters or variables.
The results show that by improving the pricing scheme model, the user’ sensitivity
price in modified two cases will yield maximum profit for ISPs.

81.1 Introduction

Previous works on pricing scheme of QoS networks is due to [1–4]. They
described the pricing scheme based auction to allocate QoS and maximize ISP’s
revenue. The solution of the optimization problem goes from single bottleneck link
in the network and then they generalized into multiple bottleneck links using
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heuristic method. In their study, they used single QoS parameter-bandwidth. In
their discussion, they focus on auction algorithm to find the optimal solution.
Based on their idea, it is attempted to improve their mathematical formulation and
combine it with mathematical formulation discussed by Byun and Chatterjee [5]
(see in [6–11]) to show that by improving the models, ISP improve the profit, with
the advantages of availability of base price, quality premium and quality premium
to be measured.

Recent studies have also been conducted to address problem of multiple service
network, other kind of pricing scheme in network. Sain and Herpers [12] discussed
problem of pricing in multiple service networks. They solve the internet pricing by
transforming the model into optimization model and solved using Cplex software.
Also, [13–15] discussed the new approach and new improved model of and got
better results in getting profit maximization of ISP.

Although QoS mechanisms are available in some researches, there are few
practical QoS network. Even recently a work in this QoS network proposed by [1–4],
it only applies simple network involving one single route from source to destination.

So, the contribution is created by improving the mathematical formulation of to
be simpler formulation in single link by taking into consideration the utility
function, base price as fixed price or variable, quality premium as fixed prices and
variable, index performance, capacity in one link, bandwidth required and also the
user price sensitivity. The problem of internet charging scheme is considered as
Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) to obtain optimal solution by
using LINGO 11.0 software. In this part, the comparison of two models is con-
ducted in which whether decision variable is to be fixed of user admission to the
class or not. This study focuses to fix the user’s price sensitivity in each class. We
consider cases of base price to be fixed and the quality premium to be fixed or vary
depends on what target ISP would achieve. The Objective of ISP is to obtain
maximum profit.

81.2 Research Method

The idea basically generates from [1–5] and are improved in single link multi class
QoS networks. We attempt to improve the models when we consider the cases to
fix the user price sensitivity in each class.

The steps are taken as follows.

1. Determine the parameters and decision variables for original and modified
models.

2. Determine the constraints for the models.
3. Determine the model formulation of Steps 1 and 2.
4. Form the model formulation of base price and quality premium as the constant

value and base price as the constant and quality premium as the variable.
5. Analyze the results and conclude the results.
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81.3 Results and Discussion

81.3.1 Assumptions

Assume that there is only one single network from source to destination since
concentrate on service pricing scheme. Assume that the routing schemes are
already set up by the ISP. As [2] pointed out, we have 2 parts of utility function
namely, base cost which does not depend on resource consumption and cost which
depends on resource consumption. The parameters and decision variables we set
up are presented in Tables 81.1 and 81.2.

81.3.2 Model Formulation

The model formulation follows from [10] except for ~Wij and Wj we modify by
varying or fixing the prices, for each case of original, modified and modified 1 with
additional constraints if we set up ~Wij and Wj as the parameters as follows.

~Wij ¼ k; k 2 R ð81:1Þ

Wj ¼ 1 ð81:2Þ

81.3.3 The Solution for Original Model

In Table 81.3, the values of decision variables are given for original model. Final
bandwidth (X̂ij) of user i is 1.234568. Minimum bandwidth for LM1 and LM2 is
1.234568 kbps. Sensitivity prices for class 1 and class 2, respectively (W1 dan W2)
are 1.234568. We varies the base price 0.2/kbps and 0.3/kbps for all cases to
promote the ISP goal to compete in market. Table 81.4 presents the solver status of
the solver. Best objective is reached on value of 1.

Generated Memory Used (GMU) in Table 81.4 shows that the number of
allocated memory used to run the solver. For original model, we have GMU of
28 K. Elapsed Runtime (ER) explains that the total time needed to solve the
models and is affected by ether application running in the system. ER is 1 s in 4
iterations. We got total profit of only 1 unit price.

81.3.4 The Solutions for Modified Model with a and b Fixed

We modified the models into 3 groups when Wj and ~Wij as parameters, Wj as and
~Wij as variable and lastly when Wj as variable with ~Wij as parameter. Table 81.5

explains the variable values for modified models. We obtain final bandwidth (X̂ij)
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for each user is 400.346 kbps. Premium quality for user 1 is 0.01 and for user 2 of
0.02. Minimum bandwidth LM1 and LM2 is 0.01 kbps. The price sensitivity for class
1 and 2 respectively (W1 and W2) are 13 when Wj as variable and ~Wij as parameter.
We obtain W1 = 10 and W2 = 12 when Wj and Wij as parameters also Wj as
variable and Wij as parameter. It means that ISP can vary the base price of 0.2 unit
price/kbps and 0.3 unit price/kbps, for all cases to compete in the market.

The highest GMU in this model is 29 K for each case as stated in Table 81.6.
ER is 1 s when Wj and Wij as parameter. Also, ER = 0 s for Wj as variable and ~Wij

as parameter, and last case when Wj as variable and Wij as parameter. ESS is 0
since the solver applies the branch and bound solver. We can see that ISP can gain
the maximum profit of 551.62 unit price if ISP sets Wj as variable and ~Wij as
parameter to enable ISP to recover cost.

81.3.5 The Solutions for Modified Model with a Fixed
and b Vary

When we set up the modified model with a fixed and b vary, we group it into three
categories namely when Wj and ~Wij as parameter, Wj as parameter and ~Wij as
variable, dan lastly when Wj as variable and ~Wij as variable. Table 81.7 shows the
result of decision variables when we set up the modified model with a fixed and b

Table 81.1 Parameters for each case of internet charging scheme

Parameter for original model

Q Total bandwidth

Vi Minimum bandwidth needed by user i

aj Base price for class j

Parameter for model modified 1 (a b constants)

aj Base price for class j

bj Premium quality having service performance Ij

Q Total bandwidth

Vi Minimum bandwidth needed by user i

cj Upper bound value for user i sensitivity price in class j

dj Upper bound for quality index in class j

Parameter for model modified 2 (a constant, b variable)

Q Total bandwidth

Vi Minimum bandwidth needed by user i

aj Base price for class j

cj Upper bound value for user i sensitivity price in class j

dj Upper bound value for quality index in class j

fi Lower bound for premium quality in class j

gi Upper bound for premium quality in class j
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Table 81.2 Decision variables for each case of internet charging scheme

Variable for original model
Zij :

1; user i is admitted to class j
0; otherwise

�

~Xij : Final bandwidth obtained by user i in class j

LMj: Minimum bandwidth for class j

Wj: Sensitivity price for class j

Xj: Final bandwidth for class j

~Wij : Sensitivity price for user iin class j

Variable for modified model with a and b
parameters Zij :

1; user i is admitted to class j
0; otherwise

�

~Xij : Final bandwidth obtained by user i in class j

LMj: Minimum bandwidth for class j

Wj: Sensitivity price for class j

Xj: Final bandwidth for class j

~Wij : Sensitivity price for user i in class

Ij: Quality index of class j

Variable for modified model with a
parameter and b variable Zij :

1; user i is admitted to class j
0; otherwise

�

~Xij : Final bandwidth obtained by user i in class j

LMj: Minimum bandwidth for class j

Wj: Sensitivity price for class j

Xj: Final bandwidth for class j

~Wij : Sensitivity price for user i in class

Ij: Quality index of class j

bj: Premium quality of class j having service
performance of Ij

Table 81.3 Decision variable values for original model proposed by [2]

Decision variables values

a1 0.2 X̂11 1.234568

a2 0.3 X̂12 1.234568

b1 – X̂21 1.234568

b2 – X̂22 1.234568

Z11 1 LM1 1.234568

Z12 1 LM1 1.234568

Z21 1 X1 1.234568

Z22 1 X2 1.234568
~W11 1.234568 I1 –

~W12 1.234568 I2 –

~W21 1.234568 W1 1.234568

~W22 1.234568 W2 1.234568
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Table 81.4 Solver status of original model proposed by [2]

Solver status Model class INLP

State Local optimal

Infeasibility 0

Iterations 4

Extended solver state Solver type Branch and bound

Active 0

Update interval 2

GMU (K) 28

ER (sec) 1

Best objective 1

Objective bound 1

ESS 0

TSI 4

Table 81.5 Decision variable values for modified model with a and b fixed

Variable Modified model with a and b fixed

Wj Par
~Wij Par

Wj Par
~Wij Var

Wj Var
~Wij Par

a1 0.2 0.2 0.2

a2 0.3 0.3 0.3

b1 0.01 0.01 0.01

b2 0.02 0.02 0.02

Z11 1 1 0

Z12 1 1 0

Z21 1 1 1

Z22 1 1 1

W1 10 10 13

W2 12 12 13
~W11 12 10 12

~W12 12 12 12

~W21 15 10 15

~W22 15 12 15

X̂11 400.346 400.346 400.346

X̂12 400.346 400.346 400.346

X̂21 400.346 400.346 400.346

X̂22 400.346 400.346 400.346

LM1 0.01 0.01 0.01

LM2 0.01 0.01 0.01

X1 400.346 400.346 400.346

X2 400.346 400.346 400.346

I1 0.9 0.9 0.9

I2 0.8 0.8 0.8
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Table 81.6 Solver status for modified model with a and b fixed

Solver status Wj Par and
~Wij Par

Wj Par
~Wij Var

Wj Var
~Wij Par

Model class INLP

State Local optimal

Infeasibility 7.38964e-012 7.38964e-012 0

Iterations 5 5 7

Solver type Branch and bound

Active 0 0 0

Update interval 2 2 2

GMU (K) 29 29 29

ER (sec) 1 0 0

Best objective 467.34 467.34 551.62

Objective bound 467.34 467.34 551.62

ESS 0 0 0

TSI 5 5 7

Table 81.7 Decision variables for modified model with a fixed and b vary

Var Modified Model with a Fixed and b Vary

Wj Par
~Wij Par

Wj Par
~Wij Var

Wj Var
~Wij Par

a1 0.2 0.2 0.2

a2 0.3 0.3 0.3

b1 0.04 0.04 0.04

b2 0.03 0.03 0.03

Z11 1 1 0

Z12 1 1 0

Z21 1 1 1

Z22 1 1 1

W1 10 10 13

W2 12 12 13
~W11 12 10 12

~W12 12 12 12

~W21 15 10 15

~W22 15 12 15

X̂11 400.346 400.346 400.346

X̂12 400.346 400.346 400.346

X̂21 400.346 400.346 400.346

X̂22 400.346 400.346 400.346

LM1 0.01 0,01 0.01

LM2 0.01 0,01 0.01

X1 400.346 400,346 400.346

X2 400.346 400,346 400.346

I1 0.9 0.9 0.9

I2 0.8 0.8 0.8
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vary. Final bandwidth (X̂ij) obtained by the users is 400.346 kbps. Premium quality
for user 1 is 0.04 and for user 2 is 0.03. Minimum bandwidth for LM1 and LM2 is
0.01 kbps. Price sensitivity for class 1 and 2 (W1 dan W2) respectively is 13 when
Wj as variable and ~Wij as parameter while W1 = 10 dan W2 = 12 when Wj and Wij

as parameter and also when Wj as variable and Wij as parameter. ISP enables to
vary the base into 0.2/kbps dan 0.3/kbps to promote the available classes.

The highest GMU presented in Table 81.8 is 30 K when Wj as parameter and
Wij as variable, meanwhile GMU = 29 K when Wj and ~Wij as parameter, also
when Wj as variable and Wij as parameter. ER is 0 s for the case when Wj and Wij

as parameter, while ER = 1 s for Wj as variable and ~Wij as parameter, also Wj as
variable and Wij as parameter. ESS is 0 for all cases. ISP can obtain maximum
profit of 551.69 unit price when ISP sets up the case when Wj as variable and ~Wij

as parameter to enable ISP to recover cost.
From Tables 81.4, 81.6 and 81.8 we can check that the best objective is

achieved when ISP sets up either to fix the base price and quality premium to
recover cost and to let user to choose the class; or to fix the base price and vary
quality premium to recover cost and ISP can promote certain services by adding
the condition to the models by setting up the sensitivity price for user j to be fixed
and the sensitivity price for user i in class j to be varied.

Table 81.8 Solver status of modified model with a fixed and b vary

Solver status Wj Par
~Wij Par

Wj Par
~Wij Var

Wj Var
~Wij Par

Model Class INLP

State Local optimal

Infeasibility 7.38964e-012 7.38964e-012 0

Iterations 5 5 7

Extended solver state

Solver type Branch and bound

Active 0 0 0

Update interval 2 2 2

GMU (K) 29 30 29

ER (sec) 0 1 1

Best objective 467.41 467.41 551.69

Objective bound 467.41 467.41 551.69

ESS 0 0 0

TSI 5 5 7
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81.4 Conclusion

From the above discussion, we can see that by considering the new parameters,
decision variables and the constraints, we can obtain the better maximum profit.
ISP can adopt either the model of modified by fixing a and b; or fixing a and
varying b for Wj as variable and fixing ~Wij as parameter to attain maximum value
of 323.78 bps for each file and web traffic data.
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Chapter 82
A New Aggregating Phase for Interval
Type-2 Fuzzy TOPSIS Using
the ELECTRE I Method

Nurnadiah Zamri and Lazim Abdullah

Abstract Aggregating phase is considered as one of the important steps in
interval type-2 fuzzy TOPSIS (IT2 FT) instead of ratings of alternatives under
criteria and the importance weights of criteria and ranking of alternatives. How-
ever, some problems occur in aggregating phase of IT2 FT when it is have a large
computational procedure due to the hardly defined in the second membership
function. Therefore, we offer a more easier and practical in defining the new
aggregating phase. Our proposed method is to establish a new aggregating phase
for IT2 FT using the ELECTRE I method in the interval type-2 fuzzy set (IT2FS)
concept. A numerical example is constructed to show the practicality and effec-
tiveness of the proposed method.

82.1 Introduction

Interval type-2 fuzzy TOPSIS (IT2 FTOPSIS) is one of the multi-criteria decision
making (MCDM) method and was first established by Chen and Lee [1] in the year
of 2010. IT2 FTOPSIS is an extension from the original TOPSIS [2] and fuzzy
TOPSIS [3]. IT2 FTOPSIS is believed can give more flexibility room due to the
fact that it is uses interval type-2 fuzzy sets (IT2FSs) rather than type-1 fuzzy sets
(T1FSs) to represent the uncertainties.

IT2 FTOPSIS can be divided into four main phases; rating phase, weighting
phase, aggregating phase and ranking phase. Chen and Lee [1] introduced the
concept on interval type-2 fuzzy sets [4] in the rating phase of IT2 FTOPSIS method.
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The concept of IT2FSs [4] with subjective weight [2] were proposed in the weighting
phase. The concept of ranking values was developed as a reduction method before
the aggregating phase. Using the concept of positive-ideal solutions and negative-
ideal solutions, optimal values of ranking was produced in the ranking phase. Unlike
the IT2 FTOPSIS [1], our paper focuses on aggregating phase. We propose a new
ELimination Et Choix Traduisant la REalite (ELimination and Choice Expressing
the REality) (ELECTRE) with IT2FS concept in the aggregating phase.

Several papers have discussed on IT2 FTOPSIS’ aggregating phase. For
example, Chen et al. [5] proposed a new aggregating judgment method for ranking
interval type-2 fuzzy sets. Besides, Chen [6] developed a new linear assignment
method to produce an optimal preference ranking of the alternatives in accordance
with a set of criterion-wise rankings and a set of criterion importance within the
context of interval type-2 trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. Chen and Wang [7] estab-
lished a new interval type-2 fuzzy TOPSIS (IT2 FT) with a new fuzzy ranking
method based on the a-cuts of interval type-2 fuzzy sets. However, some problems
occur in aggregating phase of IT2 FT when it is have a large computational
procedure due to the hardly defined in the second membership function. Therefore,
we propose a new ELECTRE I with IT2FS concept in the aggregating phase.

ELECTRE I was developed by Roy [8] as the first outranking method. Since
that, it has been applied in various types of decision-making situations, including
energy [9], environment management [10], project selection [11], and decision
analysis [12]. Type-1 fuzzy ELECTRE was the extended method of ELECTRE. It
can easily convert the linguistic preferences into the type-1 fuzzy numbers [13].

Various authors have applied type-1 fuzzy ELECTRE to the decision-making
method. For example, Wu and Chen [14] used the ELECTRE method to solve the
decision-making problems with intuitionistic fuzzy information. Botti and Peyp-
och [15] implemented an application of ELECTRE I in decision-making concept
to tourism destinations. Hatami-Marbini and Tavana [16] proposed an alternative
fuzzy outranking method by extending the ELECTRE I method to the Fuzzy
TOPSIS (FT) method.

Our proposed work is to develop a new aggregating phase method for IT2
FTOPSIS [1] using the IT2 ELECTRE I. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 82.2 reviews basic concepts related to ELECTRE I. In Sect. 82.3
we propose a new integrated ELECTRE I with IT2FS in IT2 FTOPSIS approaches.
Section 82.4 illustrates the proposed method by applying it to a numerical
example. Section 82.5 summarizes this study and presents future challenges.

82.2 Background of ELECTRE I

In this section, the basic decision of ELECTRE I [16], is briefly introduced. Then
the proposed new ELECTRE I with IT2FS for IT2 FTOPSIS is presented in
Sect. 82.3.
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Definition 1 Preference in ELECTRE I method is modelled by using binary
outranking relations, S, whose meaning is ‘‘at least as good as’’. Considering two
actions x and y, four situations may arise:

i. x S y and not y S x, i.e., x P y (x is strictly preferred to y),
ii. y S x and not x S y, i.e., y P x (y is strictly preferred to x),

iii. x S y and y S x, i.e., x I y (x is indifferent to y), and
iv. not x S y and not y S x, i.e., x I y (x is incomparable to y).

Note that the incomparability preference is a useful relation to account for
situations in which decision-makers (DMs) are not able to compare two actions.

Definition 2 According to ELECTRE I method, given two actions x and y, an
outranking relation is based on two major concepts; the concordance and the
discordance. The following statements provide insights into these concepts:

• The concordance concept: For an outranking x S y to be validated, a sufficient
majority of the criteria should be in favor of this assertion.

• The discordance concept: When the concordance condition holds, none of the
criteria in the majority should oppose too strongly to the assertion x S y.

These two circumstances must be implemented for validating the assertion x S y.
We offer a new idea of aggregation phase for IT2 FTOPSIS by using the basic

definition of ELECTRE I in Sect. 82.2. Therefore, the development of an IT2
ELECTRE I integrated IT2 FTOPSIS is shown in Sect. 82.3.
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proposed method and the
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82.3 The Proposed Method

The proposed IT2 ELECTRE I integrated IT2 FTOPSIS starts with the constructed
a decision matrix and weighting process using the IT2 linguistic scale as in Step 1
and Step 2. Then, the weighted decision matrix is constructed using the Step 1 and
Step 2. Then the IT2 ELECTRE I is integrated with IT2 FTOPSIS as shown in
Step 3 until Step 8. Full steps of the proposed method is shown as follows,

Assume that there is a set X of alternatives, where X ¼ x1; x2; . . .; xnf g; and
assume that there is a set F attributes, where F ¼ f1; f 2; . . .; fmf g: Assume that
there are k decision-makers D1;D2; . . .; and Dk. The set F of attributes can be
divided into two sets F1 and F2, F1 where denotes the set of benefit attributes, F2

denotes the set of cost attributes. Below are the steps of IT2 ELECTRE I integrated
IT2 FTOPSIS.

Step 1: Establish a decision matrix
Construct the design matrix Yp of the pth decision-maker and construct the

average decision matrix respectively.
Step 2: Calculate the weighting process

Construct the weighting matrix ~~Wp of the attributes of the decision-maker and

construct the pth average weighting matrix
~~�W .

Step 3: Construct the weighted DMs’ matrix.

Construct the weighted decision matrix ~~V :
Step 4 until Step 8 are the development of an ELECTRE I with IT2FS.
Step 4: Calculate the concordance matrix
Next, the concordance and discordance matrices are calculated using the

weighted normalized IT2 fuzzy decision matrix ~~V
� �

and the average decision

matrix by DMs. Considering two actions Ag and Aj, the concordance set can be

defined as ~~Jc ¼ j ~~vgj �~~vfj

��� �
where ~~Jc is the index of all criteria belonging to the

concordance coalition with the outranking relation AgS Aj.

The discordance set can be defined as ~~JD ¼ j ~~vgj �~~vfj

��� �
where ~~JD is the index

of all criteria belonging to the discordance coalition and it is against the assertion
‘‘Ag is at least as good as Af.’’

The concordance matrix is defined as follows,

B ¼

� � � � b1f � � � b1 m�1ð Þ b1m

..

. . .
. ..

. . .
. ..

. ..
.

bg1 � � � bgf � � � bg m�1ð Þ bgm

..

. . .
. ..

. . .
. ..

. ..
.

bm1 � � � bmf � � � bm m�1ð Þ �

2

6666664

3

7777775
ð82:1Þ
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where

~~cgf ¼ ~~cl
gf ;

~~cp
gf ;

~~cq
gf ;

~~cu
gf

� �
¼
X

j2Jc

~~Wj ¼
X

j2Jc

~~wl
j;
X

j2Jc

~~wp
j ;
X

j2Jc

~~wq
j ;
X

j2Jc

~~wu
j

 !

In other words, the elements of concordance matrix are determined as the IT2
fuzzy summation of the IT2 fuzzy weights of all criteria in the concordance set.

Step 5: Calculate the discordance matrix
The discordance matrix is defined as

~~D ¼

� � � � ~~d1f � � � ~~d1 m�1ð Þ
~~d1m

..

. . .
. ..

. . .
. ..

. ..
.

~~dg1 � � � ~~dgf � � � ~~dg m�1ð Þ
~~dgm

..

. . .
. ..

. . .
. ..

. ..
.

~~dm1 � � � ~~dmf � � � ~~dm m�1ð Þ �

2

66666664

3

77777775

ð82:2Þ

where

~~dgf ¼
max
j2JD

~v
...

gj
�~~vfj

����

����

max
j

~~vgj � ~~vfj

�� �� ¼
max
j2JD

~~d max ~~vgj;~~vfj

� �
;~~vfj

� ����
���

max
j

~~d max ~~vgj;~~vfj

� �
;~~vfj

� ����
���

Note that there are prominent differences between the elements of ~~C and ~~D. The

concordance matrix ~~C reflects weights of the concordance criteria and the asym-

metric discordance matrix ~~D reflects most relative differences according to the
discordance criteria. Both concordance and discordance indices have to be cal-

culated for every pair of actions ~~g;~~f
� �

, where ~~g 6¼ ~~f .

Step 6: Calculate the Boolean matrix for concordance
Now, we evaluate the value of the concordance matrix elements according to

the concordance level. The concordance level,
~~�C ¼ ~~cl

gf ;
~~cp

gf ;
~~cq

gf ;
~~cu

gf

� �
, can be

defined as the average of the elements in the concordance matrix, represented by
~~cl ¼

Pm
f¼1

Pm
g¼1

~~cl
gf

.
m m � 1ð Þ; ~~cp ¼

Pm
f¼1

Pm
g¼1

~~cp
gf

.
m m � 1ð Þ; ~~cq ¼

Pm
f¼1

Pm
g¼1

~~cq
gf

.
m m � 1ð Þ; and ~~cu ¼

Pm
f¼1

Pm
g¼1

~~cu
gf

.
m m � 1ð Þ: It is most desirable

that the DMs achieve a consensus on the definition of the concordance level. If
there is a disagreement among the DMs, then, the average value should be used for
the definition.

Next, the Boolean matrix ~~B is formed according to the minimum concordance

level, ~�C, as
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~~B ¼

� � � � ~~b1f � � � ~~b1 m�1ð Þ
~~b1m

..

. . .
. ..

. . .
. ..

. ..
.

~~bg1 � � � ~~bgf � � � ~~bg m�1ð Þ
~~bgm

..

. . .
. ..

. . .
. ..

. ..
.

~~bm1 � � � ~~bmf � � � ~~bm m�1ð Þ �

2
66666664

3
77777775

ð82:3Þ

where

~~cgf �
~~�C , ~~bgf ¼ 1

~~cgf �
~~�C , ~~bgf ¼ 0

(

Step 7: Calculate the Boolean matrix for discordance
Similarly, the elements of the discordance matrix are measured by a discor-

dance level. The discordance level,
~~�D ¼

Pm
f¼1

Pm
g¼1

~~dgf

.
m m � 1ð Þ; can be

defined as the average of the elements in discordance matrix. The Boolean matrix
~~H is measured by a minimum discordance level as

~~H ¼

� � � � ~~h1f � � � ~~h1 m�1ð Þ
~~h1m

..

. . .
. ..

. . .
. ..

. ..
.

~~hg1 � � � ~~hgf � � � ~~hg m�1ð Þ
~~hgm

..

. . .
. ..

. . .
. ..

. ..
.

~~hm1 � � � ~~hmf � � � ~~hm m�1ð Þ �

2

66666664

3

77777775

ð82:4Þ

where

~~dgf �
~~�D , ~~hgf ¼ 1

~~dgf �
~~�D , ~~hgf ¼ 0

(

The elements of this matrix measures the power of the discordant coalition,

meaning that if its element value surpasses a given level,
~~�D; the assertion is no

longer valid. Discordant coalition exerts no power whenever ~~dgf \
~~�D: In other

words, the elements of matrix ~~H with the value of 1 show the dominance relations
among the actions.

Step 8: Construct the global matrix

Next, the global matrix ~~Z is calculated by peer to peer multiplication of the

elements of the matrices ~~B and ~~H as follows:
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~~Z ¼ ~~B � ~~H ð82:5Þ

where each element ~~zgf

� �
of matrix ~~Z is obtained as

~~zgf ¼ ~~bgf
~~f gf ð82:6Þ

The final step of this procedure consists of exploitation of the above outranking

relation (matrix ~~Z) in order to identify as small as possible a subset of actions, from
which the best compromise action could be selected.

This section describes the flow of a new IT2 ELECTRE I method (Step 4 till
Step 8) is implemented to the existed IT2 FTOPSIS (starts from Step 1). With an
attempt to consider the IT2FS framework, it would anticipate that the IT2
ELECTRE I integrated IT2 FTOPSIS makes a more comprehensive look.

82.4 Numerical Illustration

This numerical illustration is adapted from Roghanian et al. [17] is used to
illustrate the procedures and feasibility of the proposed IT2 ELECTRE I integrated
IT2 FTOPSIS framework. A company desired to select a suitable material supplier
to purchase the key components of new products. After preliminary screening, five
candidates (A1; A2; A3; A4, and A5) remain for further evaluation. A committee
of three decision makers: D1, D2 and D3, has been formed to select the most
suitable supplier.

Table 82.1 shows the linguistic terms for the rating of alternatives with seven
scales ‘‘Very Poor (VP)’’, ‘‘Poor (P)’’, ‘‘Medium Poor (MP)’’, ‘‘Fair (F)’’,
‘‘Medium Good (MG)’’, ‘‘Good (G)’’ and ‘‘Very Good (VG)’’.

Moreover, Table 82.2 shows the linguistic terms for the weights of attributes
also with seven scales ‘‘Very Low (VL)’’, ‘‘Low (L)’’, ‘‘Medium Low (ML)’’,
‘‘Medium (M)’’, ‘‘Medium High (MH)’’, ‘‘High (H)’’ and ‘‘Very High (VH)’’.

Table 82.1 Linguistic terms for the ratings and their corresponding interval type-2 fuzzy sets [1]

Linguistic terms Interval type-1 fuzzy sets

Very poor (VP) ((0, 0, 0, 1; 1,1), (0, 0, 0, 1; 1, 1))

Poor (P) ((0, 1, 1, 3; 1,1), (0, 1, 1, 3; 1,1))

Medium poor (MP) ((1, 3, 3, 5; 1,1), (1, 3, 3, 5; 1, 1))

Fair (F) ((3, 5, 5, 7; 1,1), (3, 5, 5, 7; 1, 1))

Medium good (MG) ((5, 7, 7, 9; 1,1), (5, 7, 7, 9; 1, 1))

Good (G) ((7, 9, 0.9, 1; 1,1), (7, 9, 9, 1; 1, 1))

Very good (VG) ((9, 1, 1, 1; 1,1), (9, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1))
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Using the linguistic scales from Tables 82.1 and 82.2, and the eight steps of the
proposed method (in Sect. 82.3), result for Roghanian et al. example is shown in
Table 82.3, as follows:

Result for Roghanian et al. example is graphed in pictorial representation a
shown in Fig. 82.1, as follows:

Based on Roughanian et al. example, the derived Table 82.3 and graphed
pictorial representation (Fig. 82.1) shows that there is a similarity between our
proposed method and the results provided by Rouhghanian et al. [17]. Here, A2
and A3 are categorized in the first rank. Next, A1 is categorized in the second rank.
The last prioritization belongs to A4 and A5.

82.5 Conclusions and Future Research

In this study, a new aggregating phase for IT2 FTOPSIS was developed by using
the ELECTRE 1 method in terms of IT2FS. This proposed method is seen to ease
the computational volume due to its ability to take ordinal scales into account
without converting the original scales into the abstract ones by using the con-
cordance and discordance steps. Besides, it is at the same time maintains the
original verbal meaning of the decision problems [18]. A numerical example was
used in order to test the efficiency of the proposed approach. In summary, the
proposed approach produced some similar results with Roughanian et al. [17]. The
efficiency of using new method was proven with a straight forward computation in

Table 82.3 The results comparison

Rank Proposed method Roghanian et al. [17]

A1 3 3

A2 1 2

A3 1 1

A4 4 5

A5 4 4

Table 82.2 Linguistic terms of weights of the attributes and their corresponding interval type-2
fuzzy sets [1]

Linguistic terms Interval type-1 fuzzy sets

Very low (VL) ((0, 0, 0, 0.1; 1, 1), (0, 0, 0, 0.1; 1, 1))

Low (L) ((0, 0.1, 0.1, 0.3; 1, 1), (0, 0.1, 0.1, 0.3; 1,1))

Medium low (ML) ((0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.5; 1, 1), (0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.5; 1, 1))

Medium (M) ((0.3, 0.5, 0.5, 0.7; 1, 1), (0.3, 0.5, 0.5, 0.7; 1, 1))

Medium high (MH) ((0.5, 0.7, 0.7, 0.9; 1, 1), (0.5, 0.7, 0.7, 0.9; 1, 1))

High (H) ((0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 1; 1, 1), (0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 1; 1, 1))

Very high (VH) ((0.9, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1), (0.9, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1))
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the case study. This approach is seen to provide a new perspective in aggregating
phase of IT2 FTOPSIS. Moreover, they offer a practical, effective and low risk
computation to produce a comprehensive judgment. A stream of future research
can extend our algorithms to other variations of the ELECTRE methods such as
ELECTRE II, III, IV, ELECTRE IS and ELECTRE TRI.
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Chapter 83
The Role of Green IT and IT for Green
Within Green Supply Chain Management:
A Preliminary Finding from ISO14001
Companies in Malaysia

K.S. Savita, P.D.D. Dominic and Kalai Anand Ratnam

Abstract The purpose of this study is to investigate the role of Information
Technology and Information System for Environmental Sustainability in Green
Supply Chain Management within the context of manufacturing firms in Malaysia.
More specifically, the pilot findings reveal that Green IS related activities among
manufacturing firms in Malaysia are present, but measuring the extent of overall
effectiveness of Green IS practices is not being carried out adequately. The data
collection instrument used for the pilot study was distributed to the management
team of 50 organizations and only 32 responses were received. With a response
rate of 64 % for the pilot study, the results of the preliminary analysis indicates
that manufacturing organizations in Malaysia are practicing green in Malaysia, but
have yet to track and audit the exact energy efficiency level.

83.1 Introduction

Organizations today are obliged to respond to an increasing rate of change since
product and technology life cycles are getting shorter with product differentiations
[1]. Countries that are vigorously developing such as Asia is the main contributor
to environmental issues. These developing countries are negatively impacting the
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ecological sustainability as compared to the developed countries [2]. The increased
growth of CO2 and Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions are significantly impacting
the global climate change. This phenomena is in response to higher rates of
economic growth and growing urban populations [3]. Manufacturing sectors is the
key for the modernization of a country that differentiate the developed countries
from the developing one [4]. The phenomena of globalization, industrialization
and urbanization have associated impacts to worldwide ecological crisis. Never-
theless, companies are recognizing that environmental management is a key
strategic movement that has a strong influence in enhancing organizational per-
formance and gaining competitive edge in the industry [5].

Being a country that has emerged with multi-sector economy, Malaysia offers a
cost-competitive location to manufacture advanced technological products for both
regional and international markets. In 2011, The World Competitiveness Yearbook
2011 Report released by the Institute for Management Development (IMD) con-
tinued to rank Malaysia as among the top five most competitive nations in the
Asia-Pacific region [6]. Manufacturing sector still remains a significant contributor
to the growth of the Malaysia’s economy [7]. Malaysia is making considerable
progression in environmental management compared to other countries [6].
Despite that, Malaysia is facing growing challenge on energy consumption, air
pollution from industrial emissions and poor waste management that leads to
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions that significantly impacting Malaysia’s ecology
[6, 8].

The impacts to the environment is largely through a product life cycle which is
the primary source of today’s environmental issues [2]. Manufacturing companies
need an effective shift in its environmental management from end-of-the-pipe
control and treatment of waste [9] to clean up and control at every stage of a
product life cycle [10]. The supply chains of many modern-day firms cut across
country boundaries, whereby the production and upstream of many supply chains
exists in emerging and developing countries but the downstream may be located in
developed countries [3]. Both the environmental management and supply chain
management has its own root that complement each and must not be disregarded
[11]. Therefore, adding the ‘green’ component to supply chain management
focuses on activities that aims at minimizing ecological impacts of a product
throughout its entire life cycle, namely environmental pollutions (air, water and
land), waste of resources (energy, materials and products) as well as final use and
disposal of products [5].

The implementation of Information System (IS) and Information Technology
(IT) in Supply Chain Management (SCM) is becoming apparently important in an
increasingly globalized and competitive economy. The advancement in the tech-
nology with high degree of automation in business processes is offering more
opportunities than previously. IT as an infrastructure and a solution plays a critical
factor in the improvement of SCM in within, downstream and upstream of the
organization [12]. IT has leads to better performance in the supply chain with its
power to provide timely, accurate, and reliable information, in which enabled real-
time integration of SCM activities [12]. IT facilitates SCM by improving
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integration and coordination of physical flow as wells as the various information
flow in the supply chain [13]. These highlight the importance of IT in functioning
supply chain. The use of IT is considered as a prerequisite for an effective control
of today’s complex supply chain [14]. It is concluded that ‘‘IT is not an actual
source of competitiveness but a source of competitive necessity’’, in which
explained as IT implementation has become a necessity, not a choice [12]. The
terms IS and IT are often used exchangeable, but both IT and IS contribute to the
ecological differently and contrarily to an extent [15]. Therefore, in line with prior
literature, this research differentiates ‘‘IT’’ and ‘‘IS’’ as two key elements of
‘environmental sustainability in driving green practices in SCM.

The existing studies are lacking in assessing the role IT and IS in supporting
organization’s actions towards environmental and carbon compliance [16]. This is
due to the general lack of urgency of the impacts of IT and IS have on environ-
mental footprints [16]. Therefore, IT and IS are often not given the right ownership
and ignored by organizations in their assessment on organization’s environmental
footprints [17]. Although, environmental conscious practices play a bigger role
towards worldwide ecological sustainability, yet the role of IT and IS are disre-
garded in such undertakings, and much still remains unexplored [15, 18, 19]. Many
of the research conducted in Malaysia are focusing either on green practices in
SCM or green practices in IT and IS, and very few looks at integrating and
incorporating both fields towards environmental and organizational sustainability.
To the best of our knowledge, the research on IT and IS for environmental sus-
tainability in supply chain in Malaysia is scant. Therefore, this study explores the
role of IT and IS for environmental sustainability in driving the green practices in
supply chain management within ISO 14001 manufacturing firms in Malaysia, and
a preliminary finding from pilot study is presented.

83.2 Literature Review and Hypothesis Development

83.2.1 Green Supply Chain Management (GSCM)

In the early days, companies use typical supply chain to achieve economy of scale,
efficiency, lower operating costs and mass produced products with very little
concern on environmental consequence and ecological impacts [20, 21]. GSCM
evolved significantly in the recent years in responding to the growing concern of
environmental sustainability and compliance. GSCM covers activities such as
‘green design’, ‘green sourcing/procurement’, ‘green operations’ or ‘green manu-
facturing’, ‘green distribution’, ‘logistics/marketing’ and ‘reverse logistics’ [5].
The GSCM is categorized into inbound logistics, production or the internal supply
chain, outbound logistics and reverse logistics that cover all supply chain activities,
from green purchasing to the integration of life cycle management, through the
manufacturer and customer, to closing the loop with reverse logistics [22]. Simi-
larly, GSCM practices reflect the whole system of upstream, within, downstream
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and transformation that focus on environmental operations management, suppliers
collaboration (assessments and education), green procurement and logistics [23].
Other than that, GSCM practices covers internal environmental management, green
purchasing, cooperation with customers, eco design and investment recovery [11].
The previous research that investigated on GSCM implementation in South East
Region (Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Singapore), found that
green practices exist but still at infancy stage [22]. Looking at Malaysia context, the
fully owned Malaysian companies have a lower level of adoption of GSCM as
compared to foreign based companies and Multinational Company (MNC) [24].
Also, [25] discovered that manufacturing industry in Malaysia has shown a strong
awareness of environmental issues. However, very few companies were actually
involved in the implementation plans, whereby, the larger firms, mostly multi-
national companies, are implementing environmental initiatives, although still
limited and at early stage. This indicate the gaps to investigate in-depth the adoption
of GSCM in developing countries, like Malaysia since the current findings is
inconclusive as different sectors in different countries may be facing different
pressure at various level and mode of implementation of GSCM practices [22, 26].
This further support [11] belief that, ‘‘study on Green SCM is timely and necessary
to better aid the organization and have yet to be fully investigated’’.

83.2.2 Green Information Technology

The impacts IT have on the environment are explained into direct or first-order
effect known as Green IT and indirect and second-order effect refers to Green IS
(IT for Green). Green IT is mainly focused on energy efficiency, carbon footprint
and equipment utilization in contrast Green IS refers to the design and imple-
mentation of information systems that contribute to sustainable business processes
[16, 27, 28]. Although, Green IT and Green IS are inter-related, they each have a
different focus and purpose [29]. Green IT is conceptualized in various ways
depending on its context and scope. Elliot and Binney [30] define Green IT in
terms of design, production, operation and disposal of IT and non-IT-enabled
products/services, which is not detrimental and beneficial to the environment
during its entire life cycle. Murugesan [31] refers Green IT as environmentally
sound IT, whereby it is a study and practice of designing, manufacturing, using
and disposing of computers, servers and its associated subsystems with minimal or
no impact on the environment (environmental sustainability), energy efficiency
and total cost of ownership. Therefore, IT is considered as one of the key roles that
transform supply chain management function in manufacturing organization, in
which it has shorten the product life cycle [22]. Moreover, replacement of tradi-
tional technologies with IT will minimize the amount of resources used in man-
ufacturing [28]. We therefore propose to contribute to the literature by exploring
whether there are positive relationships Green IT in driving the Green Supply
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Chain Management (GSCM) within ISO 14001 manufacturing firms in Malaysia.
The following hypotheses are therefore proposed:

Hypotheses 1 (H 1) Green IT positively influences the implementation of green
practices in SCM among ISO 14001 manufacturing firms in Malaysia

83.2.3 Green Information System (IS)

Recently, IS literature also began to realize the importance of sustainability, and
proposed the concept of ‘‘Green IS’’ to better understand the role of IS in dealing
with sustainability [18, 32]. Green IS focused not only on reducing the impact of
IT but on the ways information systems can be used to help firms reduce their
carbon footprint through automating and transforming products, business pro-
cesses, business relationships and practices [19, 32]. Nowadays, companies
increasingly integrate their business processes without realizing that Green IS
initiatives are not be limited within companies, but extended to the externalities
that need collaboration from the companies, partners, and even customers [33].
Green IS plays a significant role in making both business processes and the
products they create environmentally sustainable [34]. Since, environmental sus-
tainability is a supply chain commitment, therefore, Green IS are essential for
creation, maintenance, and survival of environmental conscious practices in supply
chain [35]. The information systems have the ability to enable interconnectedness,
realign and reinvent business processes in support of productivity and efficiency
towards ecological improvements [36]. Green IS encourages the application of
information systems thinking and skills to initiatives across all functions of the
organization, from logistics, to waste management, to communicating consump-
tion information to customers [15]. Green IS is view as an enabler in inducing
changes within and among business processes that decreases the environmental
impacts through integration and coordination of IS throughout the SCM [34, 35].
These design and development of information systems represent the backbone of
environmental management efforts that supports the firm’s environmental man-
agement systems [26]. As emphasized by [32], a much in-depth research is
required to determine to what extent IS might improve sustainability in the realm
of supply chains and logistics. Hence, the proposed hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 (H 2) Green IS (IT for Green) positively influences the imple-
mentation of green practices in SCM among ISO 14001 manufacturing firms in
Malaysia
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83.3 Research Methodology

The chosen samples are from ISO 14001 manufacturing companies in Malaysia as
they have been expected to have embarked on green practices in their operation.
The companies are selected based on purposive sampling method. According to
this method, the elements in the sample are selected for a specific purpose and in
the best position to provide the information required by the researcher since the
subjects has the expertise/knowledge on the topic being investigated [37]. The
information on the companies is obtained from Federation of Malaysia Manu-
facturers Perak Directory of year 2012. The ISO 14001 certification detail is cross
checked from SIRIM QAS website and company’s website to ensure that the
chosen companies are practicing green activities. For this preliminary research, the
researchers’ have chosen Ipoh and Kulim for the pilot testing in obtaining the
initial findings. In both locations, the ISO 14001 manufacturing firms include of
large enterprises and SMEs. The invitation to complete the questionnaire survey
was send out using official email to the Human and Resources Department of the
participating companies. The target respondents were company’s senior manage-
ment whom their scope of work includes managing the company’s operation and
production. After two weeks, 50 companies responded and agreed to participate in
the survey. Subsequent emails were then sent to the identified personnel’s which
includes the link of the survey. The reason for adopting online survey is due to its
potentially quicker response time with wider magnitude of coverage and higher
cost savings compared to mail or direct survey [37]. A period of 2 months was
given for the companies to respond to the survey. During that period, follow-up
reminders via email and telephone calls are utilized in order to increase the par-
ticipation rate of the survey. After 2 months, a total of 37 responses were received,
whereby five of them were incomplete. For the pilot study, the final total of 32
questionnaires was used as the dataset to test the associated hypotheses.

83.4 Analysis

83.4.1 Profile of Respondents

The demographic profile of the participants is shown in Table 83.1, which indi-
cates that the majority of the respondents were large firms, while the remainder
were Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The majority of the companies that
participated in the survey were from Electrical and Electronics as well as Rubber
and Plastics sectors. Most of the respondents are attached to operation department,
where most of them hold top management posts.
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83.4.2 Data Analysis and Discussion

This paper provides a preliminary insight on the role of Green IT and Green IS (IT
for Green) in driving environmental sustainability in Green Supply Chain Man-
agement (GSCM). According to [18], Green IS (IT for Green) has a bigger
influence than Green IT since it tackles a larger scope in making the entire systems
more sustainable. Therefore, this paper choose to categorize the effects of IT into
direct (Green IT) and indirect (Green IS/IT for Green) in order to obtain con-
ceptual and practical understanding in influencing the Green SCM
implementation.

Figure 83.1, illustrates the extent to which factors of Green IT that influences
the Green SCM implementation. The findings obtained are largely consistent with
both hypotheses. The environmentally friendly disposal of electronic wastes car-
ried the highest significant percentage (84.4 %), and followed by procurement of
IT hardware and equipment (56.3 %), print optimization (46.9 %), PC power
management (34.4 %) and rightsizing IT equipment (28.1 %). The results obtained
is consistent with study conducted among 143 organizations from Australia, New
Zealand and the USA that indicated that disposal of IT in an environmentally
friendly manner is the most adopted Green IT practice [38]. In addition, manu-
facturing companies in Malaysia is starting to recognize the importance on
improving energy efficiency since use of virtualization technology is gaining its
popularity. However, in data center, the design and use of energy efficient IT
infrastructures are still lacking because most the large data center are based in the

Table 83.1 Assessments of organizations

Frequency Percentage

Position

Director 3 9.4

Manager 16 50.0

Executive 13 40.6

Sector

Electrical and electronics 8 25.0

Chemicals and chemical Products 3 9.4

Rubber and plastic products 7 21.9

Basic metal and fabricated metal products 5 15.6

Machinery and equipment 4 12.5

Others 5 15.6

Size

Small and medium Enterprise (SME) 9 28.1

Large enterprise 23 71.9
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headquarters which are located in other countries. The use of energy efficient lights
and other technologies in production floor is only considers among large enter-
prises, due to its rising cost and intangible returns. This is because, most these
companies fails to measure the amount of the IT and its energy usage contribute in
the electrical bills as well as actual cost savings from implementing energy effi-
cient practices and technologies. The similar situation is being faced by 54 % of
respondents (60 % Australian, 50 % New Zealand and 38 % US) that were una-
ware on the actual cost and savings from implementing Green IT [38]. As men-
tioned by [39], exact energy consumption and measurement of desktops, monitors,
notebooks, networks, printers and communication equipment can only be esti-
mated, and still remain a huge challenge for many organizations. Therefore, these
preliminary results concluded that technologies that improve the energy efficiency
of IT and ecological footprint from IT are not as widely adopted as expected
among these ISO 14001 manufacturing companies.

As presented in Fig. 83.2, the highest scored Green IS activities is 81.3 %
which is the application of IS in enhancing green practices within downstream,
production and upstream of supply chain in integrating and coordinating physical
and information flows by means of automation of business workflows and appli-
cations development. These enable the internal customers to get access to infor-
mation anytime anywhere in a paperless environment followed by the use of video
conferencing/telecommuting (68.8 %) and use of online groupware/collaboration
tools (59.4 %) that facilitate more effective internal communication, apart from

Fig. 83.1 To what extent do the following factors influence your firm in implementing
environmentally conscious practices in supply chain management?
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promote communication and collaboration seamlessly without having the need to
travel, thus reducing carbon emissions enterprise-wide.

Green IS provide the information needed to coordinate within, and extended
relationships with customers and suppliers that are necessary to make decisions
about eco-design, production, packaging, transportation, reuse, recycling and
recovery of materials [35]. This findings are consistent with [15] that categorized
green IS practice into (1) use of systems for pollution reduction in business pro-
cess; (2) use of system to enhance environmental friendliness at each stage supply
chain management and (3) use of system for learning and innovation, such as
knowledge management systems for sustainable business operations transforma-
tion. This trends suggested that the companies have been, using the applications
from category 1 and 2 since few years ago without realizing is part of environ-
mentally-friendly practice that are ecologically driven. However, the use of soft-
ware to monitor, assess and report environmental indicators such as GHG
emissions, waste, toxic and hazardous materials use is less significant to most of
the companies. The lacks of its importance explained that companies are still
lacking of proper governance and evaluation on overall environmental situation
contributed by information technologies and systems. Butler [40] explained that
between 65–80 % of companies lack an integrated IS infrastructure to track, audit
and manage issues around product and process compliance to environmental cri-
teria, which also mentioned in [39].

For technological context, the respondents were enquired on Green IT which
covers the aspect of core technology followed by IT For Green (Green IS) which
covers the aspect of software and applications. Table 83.1 presents the mean

Fig. 83.2 To what extent do the following factors influence your firm in implementing
environmentally conscious practices in supply chain management?
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values and standard deviation for both Green IT and IT for Green. Based on the 5-
point Likert-type scale, the mean and standard deviation were 3.81 and 0.785
respective for Green IT, followed by IT for Green with 4.39 and 0.452 respec-
tively. Both Mean and standard deviation were higher for IT for Green as com-
pared to Green IT, this inevitably means that manufacturing firms in Malaysia are
inclined towards paying attention towards the green aspect of software systems as
compared to hardware aspect (Table 83.2).

83.5 Conclusion

Most of the previous studies on GSCM, the key drivers that influence its imple-
mentation are organizational and environmental factors, which covers top man-
agement supports, regulations, customer pressures, expected business benefits and
social responsibility. Despite from these drivers, Green Information Technologies
and Systems have huge potential for addressing broader environmental issues in
organizations, including supply chains and logistics. Information Technologies
and systems are embedded in supply chain business processes, in which the effects
of greening will impact many areas and overall sustainability of a business is
remain unclear. The existing Green IT and Green IS research are fragmented and
very little evaluation on the potential of Green IT and Green IS as the enablers for
successful implementation of green practices in supply chains. In this study, the
researchers combine the both Green IT and IT for Green (Green IS) in investi-
gating their influence in driving the implementation of Green SCM within
ISO14001 manufacturing firms in Malaysia. The results presented are at the pre-
liminary stage, whereby it indicates that Green IS has greater influences over
Green IT. This could be understood from the context of investments needed for
such initiatives versus the tangible returns. Nevertheless, the companies showed
receptive response towards the implementation of Green IT and IT for Green in
enabling the green practices in supply chain activities. As such, a full scale study is
been carried to determine to what extent Green IT and Green IS might improve
environmental and business sustainability in the realm of supply chain manage-
ment in Malaysia context.

Table 83.2 Technological context

Dimension Mean Std. Dev. Cronbach’s Alpha

Green IT 3.81 0.785 0.812

IT for Green 4.39 0.452 0.887
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Chapter 84
Integrating e-Learning with Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID)
for Learning Disabilities: A Preliminary
Study
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Nur Fadila Akma Mamat and Mohd Arizal Shamsil Mat Rifin

Abstract Integrating learning styles in adaptive educational systems are a
growing trend in technology enhanced learning. Children have different learning
styles, abilities, preferences that focus on different types of information and pro-
cess new information in different ways. Providing adaptively based on learning
styles can promote interest for learners and make learning easier for them. The
purpose of our research is to adopt an e-Learning approach Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) technology in order to model the Visual, Auditory and
Kinesthetic (VAK) learning style focused on Learning Disabilities (LD) children.
Today’s technology offers great chances to assist students with disabilities to live
freely and learn more easily. Developing the learning environments assisted by
technology is a new way in making their learning processes successful.
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84.1 Introduction

Computers have been applied to develop electronic learning (e-Learning) systems
since 1980. The e-Learning market has developed and grown worldwide as the
new paradigm of modern education. e-Learning can be defined as an activity to
sustenance a learning practice by either developing or applying information and
communication technology (ICT) and also involves the use of a number of tech-
nological tools that can be applied in various contexts [1, 2]. e-Learning is one
important opportunity for supporting greater access for all children. Children have
different learning styles, abilities, preferences that focus on different types of
information and process new information in different ways [3, 4]. The concept of
e-Learning is to provide children with learning disabilities access to great
opportunity to improve the quality of their learning process. These children are a
special minority group in the society. Therefore, setting [3] down the needs of the
students with a learning disability is an important issue to support and it gives
great chances for them to live freely and learn more easily.

Using learning styles in e-Learning environment is quite a new trend in tech-
nology enhanced learning. Providing adaptively based on learning styles can
sustenance learners and make learning easier for children with Learning Disabil-
ities (LD). e-Learning environments taking into learning style are more efficient
than traditional e-Learning environment [5]. There are some problems with e-
Learning materials, they do not strictly fulfill the conventional multi-sensory
approaches to help Learning Disability children [6]. The element of touch, for
example, is usually not available. A technique that has shown potential in creating
the element of touch is by leveraging the state of the art Radio Frequency Iden-
tification (RFID) technology.

84.2 Related Works

84.2.1 Review Stage Conventional Learning Versus
e-Learning

Conventional learning to conventional teaching and learning contrasts with e-
Learning [5]. There is a disagreement that conventional learning is the best way of
sustaining a learning process. However, there is no finding to support this dis-
agreement, and research shows that technology supported models are at least as
good as conventional learning [1]. Conventional learning assumes students to learn
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skills at the same rate. However, one student from another may learn in different
ways from listening, watching, questioning and doing [1]. While both students
have the ability to learn, conventional learning does not recognize this. Students
who are quick learners often becoming uninterested or troublesome. Based on the
result, it shows that both learners are impotent to meet their full potential.
Table 84.1 show the comparison between conventional learning and e-Learning.

With the progress of ICT development, e-Learning is emerging as the paradigm
of modern education. e-Learning means the delivery of information for education,
learning or training program assisted by ICT [7, 8]. e-Learning involves the use of
a number of technological tools that can be applied in various contexts [8]. Content
is delivered via the Internet, intranet/extranet, audio or video tape, satellite TV,
and CD-ROM. It can be self-paced or instructor led and includes media in the form
of text, image, animation, streaming video and audio [1]. A common theme
explored in e-Learning literature is on how technology plays the role in changing
the learning paradigm, which resulted the process of acquiring knowledge
becomes faster and more efficient [9].

Many studies have exposed that technology can play an important role in any
work with specific disadvantaged groups [10–12]. Studies have also explored how
information and communications technologies (ICT) can influence the education
of students with LD and have shown that this technology can play an important
and useful role in the learning process [10, 12, 13]. One particular problem with e-
Learning materials is that it may contain multimedia elements, they do not strictly
comply with conventional multi-sensory approaches to help learning disabilities.
The element of touch, for example, is usually not available [12]. As an alternative,
one of the technologies that have been successful bridging connections between
the physical and virtual environment is RFID [7]. e-Learning can be viewed as a
new style for delivering well designed, learner-centered, interactive, attractive,
flexible, meaningful and facilitated learning environment [14]. One of the most
best and complete comprehensive theoretical e-Learning models is Badrul e-
Learning framework [15]. Figure 84.1 shows the Badrul e-Learning framework

Table 84.1 Comparison between conventional learning and e-Learning

Conventional Learning e-Learning

Assumes students to learn skills at the same rate Provide personalized student need

Book based Use technological tools in learning

Teacher centered Student centered

Passive learning Active learning

Single media Multi-sensory and media/interactive

Time and location constraints Time and location flexibility
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84.2.2 Radio Frequency Identification

RFID describes systems that use radio waves to transmit an object’s identity.
There are several methods of identifying objects by using RFID. The most com-
mon is store an ID or a serial number that identifies a specific product along with
other information, on a tag, which is a small microchip that is attached to an
antenna. The antenna enables the chip transmit whatever identification information
it contains to a reader. The reader converts the radio waves from the RFID tag into
digital information that software systems can use for processing [7]. Figure 84.2
shows the RFID system component. There are tag/transponder, antenna, reader and
application.

Fig. 84.1 Badrul e-Learning framework

Fig. 84.2 RFID system component
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The emerging of the technology will revolutionize the development of learning
process among the LD children. Information and Technology (ICT) and RFID, are
among the examples that will instrument the learning revolution. We emphasize
towards the active learning, where it gives the new experience to the LD children,
to ‘‘actively’’ participate, simulate and interact with the tool and via-versa. The LD
children will interact directly with the tool using more intuitive techniques of
RFID that are attached to the learning items.

The term Learning Disability (LD) is used to refer to neurological disorders that
affect one or more of the basic psychological development involved in the pro-
cesses of speech, language, reading, writing, arithmetic, or other school subjects
[8, 9]. These children may not be the same and shows a different combination and
degree of difficulties. In difference to other disabilities, such as blindness, vision
and motor impairments, a learning disability does not become immediately
apparent in daily life [8]. If provided assistance related to children with learning
disabilities, they can sparkle and they can be successful.

According to The National Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities (NJCLD)
[10], the term ‘learning disability’ is defined as ‘‘A heterogeneous group of dis-
orders manifested by significant difficulties in the acquisition and use of listening,
speaking, reading, writing, reasoning or mathematical abilities. These disorders are
intrinsic to the individual and presumed to be due to Central System Dysfunction.’’

RFID has been used in variety of learning research. Result from the previous
similar research show that the RFID technology can help children learners to have
better learning experiences in terms of experiential learning, constructivist learn-
ing and more effective learning [16–18].

Figure 84.3 shows the number of publication related to RFID in learning,
starting from 2008 to 2012. The analysis is done based on the number publication
restricted in the Scopus, IEEE, Science Direct, ISI Web of Science, and Google
Scholar. Figure 84.3 shows a significant increase number of publications, due to
the features of RFID, it’s ideally suited for learning. Despite a decrease number of
publication in 2009, however it is increased again starting from 2010.
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Fig. 84.3 Growing number
of radio frequency
identification in learning
between years 2008 and 2012
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84.2.3 Learning Disability

In Malaysia, children with learning disabilities are categorised as special needs
children. The Malaysian Ministry of Education categorised special needs into three
categories, those who are visually handicapped, or partially or fully deaf, or suf-
fering from the disability to learn [11].

Traditional computer or web based learning environments offer the same
content and they do not consider the individual differences, preferences and
interests [12]. Modern technology offers great opportunities and continues to offer
novelties that assist students with disabilities to take part in education and life-long
learning. Emerging learning environments blended with technology offers a great
potential to promote and enhance students learning processes to live freely and
learn more easily. Many researches over the last 30 years have shown that tech-
nology can play an important role in specific disadvantaged groups such as the
blind, those with movement disabilities and LD [6, 9, 12].

84.2.4 Learning Style

Learning is the process of gaining knowledge and active process, so it may be
useful in life situations [2]. All people learn in different ways. Different learners
have different cognitive processes, learning style preferences and past experiences
that they apply when they are learning. An individual’s learning style will affect
the way in which information is processed and will effect on the learning effec-
tiveness and efficiency [19].

Many researches showed that knowing learning styles of individuals will assist
their learning process [13]. Learning style can be defined as individual preferences
of learning and differences in students’ learning and considered as one of the
factors influencing a learner’s achievement [13, 5]. Almost 71 different learning
styles models have been stated [5]. Learning styles that are most used in literature
are Felder–Silverman, Kolb, Dunn and Dunn, Honey and Mumford and Visual,
Auditory and Kinesthetic (VAK) learning style [5, 14]. The main purpose for
selecting VAK learning style for our system is the reason that this learning style is
suitable for structural characteristics of topics in creating the content of the system.
It can also apply e-Learning approaches that represent using media for all learning
modalities. For example, visually, there are present words and images. For audi-
tory, there are spoken words and sound explanation. Similarly, in kinesthetic,
interactive animation is presented. For many years, multi-sensory approaches have
been supported in order to help LD children [6].
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84.3 Proposed Approach

The purpose of our research is to combine an e-Learning with RFID technology in
order to model the learning style focused for LD children. Today’s technology
offers great chances to assist students with disabilities to live freely and learn more
easily. Developing the learning environments assisted by technology for these
students is of great importance in improving their learning processes.

In this study, an adaptive e-Learning was proposed based on learning style of a
learner using VAK learning style and RFID technology focused for LD children to
improve their learning performance. Based on the VAK learning style, different
contents will be prepared according to these three styles that are offered to the
student.

This system also connects the digital and physical world by providing a plat-
form for LD children to select tangible object and receive computer-based mul-
timedia instructions. By using RFID technology, the children only needs to
explore, select items, and simply move them over the RFID reader. A different
content which will be automatically launched is prepared according to these three
styles that are offered to the student to achieve greater impact on the learning
process.

General architecture of this system is described. This system will be designed as
an adaptive e-Learning environment where the content will be based on VAK
learning style and is supported with RFID technology. The architecture of this
system is shown in Fig. 84.4.

As a part of the research, scenarios appropriate for constructivist approach were
prepared for the teaching of these subjects. These scenarios will be designed in

Fig. 84.4 Architecture of system
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three different ways according to the sub-areas of VAK learning style. While
transferring the activities into the digital environment according to sub-learning
styles, characteristics of each area were made prominent. For example, by using
RFID technology, the children only needs to explore, select items, and simply
move them over the RFID reader. A different content which will be automatically
launched is prepared according to this three styles that are offered which creates an
activity for auditory learning style, sound lectures and instructions. While making
an activity for visual learning style, more images, flow charts and animations were
used. Similarly, while making an activity for kinesthetic learning style, learners
were mainly presented with interactive animations and embedded with the sto-
rytelling concept.

84.4 Conclusions

This paper proposed a model for an adaptive e-Learning which is able to model the
learning style of learners using the VAK learning style with RFID technology.
Children learn the content that is appropriate to their own learning styles via this
system. It is possible to say that this system provides a fully individualized
environment to learners. In summary, the system offers what learners need. It
creates a promise to significantly improve the learning result. Indeed, it provides a
great opportunity improving the quality for learners to acquire knowledge faster
and flexible, by assist learners to study in ‘‘the best way’’.
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Chapter 85
Palmprint Identification Using Invariant
Moments Algorithm Based on Wavelet
Transform

Inass Shahadha Hussein and M.J. Nordin

Abstract Because of the uniqueness of palmprints found on the palms of humans,
palmprint identification has been used in several applications. It is usually asso-
ciated with criminal identification, and has now become more popular in civilian
applications. Therefore, the aim of the proposed model is to improve personal
identification based on extracting shape feature using moments algorithm based on
wavelet transform and matching algorithm, which is proposed in this model. This
model has shown promising results without affecting rotation, translation and
scaling of objects, because it is associated with the use of a good description of
shape features. This system has been tested using databases from the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CASIA), in Beijing. By using false rejection rate (FRR) and
false acceptance rate (FAR), we calculated the accuracy of identification. The
experiment shows 98 % identification rate in the CASIA database.

85.1 Introduction

A wide variety of systems require reliable personal authentication schemes to
either confirm or determine the identity of individuals requesting their services.
The purpose of such schemes is to ensure that the rendered services are accessed
by a legitimate user, and not anyone else. Traditionally, passwords (knowledge-
based security) and identification cards (token-based security) have been used to
restrict access to systems. However, security can be easily breached in these
systems when a password is divulged to an unauthorized user or a card is stolen by
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an impostor. Furthermore, simple passwords are easy to guess (by an impostor)
and difficult passwords may be hard to recall (by a legitimate user). The emergence
of biometrics has addressed the problems that plague traditional verification [1].
Among all biometric traits, palmprint has one of the highest levels of reliability
and has been extensively used by forensic experts in criminal investigations. A
palmprint is obtained from the central surface of the hand, between the wrist and
the fingers. Figure 85.1 shows the shape and details of a palmprint.

A simple biometric system has four important modules [2], which are the
following:

• The Sensor Module, which captures the biometric data of an individual. An
example is a palmprint sensor that captures palmprint impressions of a user.

• The Feature Extraction Module, in which the acquired data is processed to
extract feature values. For example, extract shape feature by using moments
algorithm.

• The Matching Module, in which the feature values are compared against those
in the template by generating a matching score. For example, in this module,
the number of matching minutiae between the query and the template can be
computed and treated as a matching score.

• The Decision-making Module, in which the user’s claimed identity is either
accepted or rejected based on the matching score generated in the matching
module.

The rest of paper organized as follows: Sect. 85.2 explains in details the
methodology that used in this paper. Section 85.3 introduces the results and dis-
cussion. Finally, Sect. 85.4 concludes the paper.

85.2 Methodology

This study explains and discusses the proposed method in performing palmprint
recognition. The first stage is the acquisition of hand images from the CASIA. The
second stage is pre-processing, which affects two main steps: including the bi-
narizing hand image and extracting the palmprint region from the whole hand.
This stage helps strip images from noise. The final stage includes feature extrac-
tion methods and matching techniques, such as invariant moments, used in com-
puter vision applications. In this stage, the shape descriptor approach is employed
in extracting global features of the palmprint, based on the wavelet transform, by
decomposing each palmprint image into four bands and deriving seven invariant
moments for each band. Finally, matching is carried out to perform identification.
This method can generate more accurate results in less time. Points of interest in
the identification of the palmprint are the features of an image, the change in the
scale and rotation of the image’s features.
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85.2.1 Hand Image Acquisition (Data Set)

The databases were obtained from the CASIA. Images of the hand were obtained
using a flatbed scanner set at 256 grayscale. Grayscale images are mere repre-
sentations of the image using only one color, which is gray, to cover the entire
image. In a grayscale image, the density of the color component is used to rep-
resent the image. This component carries more information about the image. It
also reduces the size of the image dimensions, for example, instead of three bytes,
the image will be reduced gradually to a single byte (which is 0–255 in the decimal
system). The image, when converted to this type of color range, it becomes easier
to explain and promote. This property is also another feature of the grayscale mode
[3]. In this study, we used the CASIA database. The CASIA database contains 800
images of the hands of 50 subjects. All images measure 640 9 480 pixels. Each
user submitted eight pictures of their right hand and eight pictures of their left
hand. The images show 256 gray levels on the flatbed scanner. The scanner is link-
free, and therefore users are free to put their hands anywhere on the scanner as
long as their hands are placed face down. Figure 85.2 shows samples of the left
hand images. To ensure that the reproduction of your illustrations is of a rea-
sonable quality, we advise against the use of shading. The contrast should be as
pronounced as possible.

85.2.2 Image Pre-processing

Image processing is an area described by the need for intensified efforts to create
an experimental feasibility of the proposed solutions to a specific problem. Image
processing is a discipline in computer science. Each image has a value of more

Fig. 85.1 Shape and details
of a palmprint
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than tens of thousands of words and provides a number of meanings. The digital
images can be defined through the various definitions. For example, a digital image
can be formulated as a function of two dimensions, and (X, Y), where x and y are
spatial coordinates [4]. Values F (X, Y) represent the clarity or jamming of the
image at a certain point. All the digital images of different elements, each element
have a location and a value. These elements are referred to as image elements and
pixels. The image processing is the study of the use of a variety of algorithms that
were conducted on the pictures, where all of the input and output of the algorithms
is the picture. First, we binarized hand image from the original image, at this stage
a global threshold used to extract the image from rare hand. Figure 85.3 shows the
original image and binarized image.

After that, extraction of the region from the whole hand will be done [5].
Figure 85.4 shows a sample of the extracted images.

85.2.3 2D Wavelet Transform

After extracting the region from the whole hand, 2D filter banks will apply to these
regions, to get decomposed images into four bands [6], low–low pass filter, low–high
pass filter, high–low pass filter and high-high pass filter (LL, LH, HL, HH) (Fig. 85.5).

85.2.4 Invariant Moments Algorithm

Recognition of objects efficiently can extract feature points of objects (palmprint)
to create a powerful feature descriptor or the representation of objects. Hu [7] has
introduced a technique to extract the shape features form of images, which are

Fig. 85.2 Samples of the left hand images
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called invariant moments. These features are invariance to translation, rotation,
and change in scaling.

The advantage of the moments over other techniques is the implementation of
the previous descriptors is straight forward, and they also carry a ‘‘physical’’
interpretation of boundary shape. Hu was first to set out the mathematical foun-
dation for two-dimensional moment invariant and demonstrated their applications

Fig. 85.3 Binarized hand images of the left and hands

Fig. 85.4 Samples of
extracted left palmprint of
one user from the CASIA
database
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to shape recognition. Invariant moments were first applied to aircraft shapes and
have been proven to be fast and reliable. These values are invariant with respect to
translation, rotation and shape scaling.

Hu defines seven of these shape descriptor values computed from central
moments through order three that are independent to object translation, scale and
rotation.

U1 ¼ g20 þ g02 ð85:1Þ

U2 ¼ g20 � g02ð Þ2 þ 4g211 ð85:2Þ

U3 ¼ g30 � 3g12ð Þ2þ 3g21 � g03ð Þ2 ð85:3Þ

U4 ¼ g30þg12ð Þ2þ g21þg03ð Þ2 ð85:4Þ

U5 ¼ g30 � 3g12ð Þ g30þg12ð Þ ½ g30þg12ð Þ2
� 3 g21þg03ð Þ2� þ 3g21�g03ð Þ g21þg03ð Þ
3 g30þg12ð Þ2� g21þg03ð Þ2½ �

ð85:5Þ

U6 ¼ g20�g02ð Þ g30þg12ð Þ2� g21þg03ð Þ2½ �
þ4g11 g30þg12ð Þ g21þg03ð Þ

ð85:6Þ

U7 ¼ 3g21 � g03ð Þ g30þg12ð Þ½ g30þg12ð Þ2
� 3 g21þg03ð Þ2�þ 3g12 � g30ð Þ g21þg03ð Þ
3 g30þg12ð Þ2 � g21þg03ð Þ2½ �

ð85:7Þ

Fig. 85.5 2D filter bank analysis
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85.2.5 Identification

To obtain the identification accuracy of our palmprint system, each of the palm-
print images was matched with all of the palmprint images in the database. A
matching is noted as a correct matching if two palmprint images are from the same
palm. If we suppose the query image is an X, and images in the database are N, we
must compare X with N.

85.3 Results and Discussion

The main objective of this study is to obtain higher authentication accuracy by
using a proposed algorithm after performing all previous stages. In this stage, 50
users from the CASIA database had features of their palmprints extracted using the
invariant moment algorithm. This stage is considered fundamental in building the
proposed system of recognition. To find out how accurate this algorithm is, we
need to determine the accuracy rate of the identification phase. For determining
accuracy rate, we have used two factors, which were FRR and FAR.

85.3.1 Results Based on Wavelet Transform

After applying wavelet transform (2D filter bank). The output is images that had
been decomposed into four bands (LL, LH, HL, HH). Figure 85.6 shows an
example of decomposed palmprint images.

85.3.2 Results Based on Moments Algorithm

After applying wavelet transform on palmprint images and decomposing these
images into four bands (the output from the previous stage), The invariant
moments algorithm was applied for deriving seven moments from each band.
Table 85.1 shows values of the seven moments of four bands for one palmprint
user (Table 85.2).

85.3.3 Accuracy Rate of Identification Phase

For the purpose of calculating the accuracy rate of the proposed method to perform
the identification phase by matching query palmprint image with each one stored
in the database based on FRR and FAR. To calculate the FRR factor, samples of
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Fig. 85.6 Samples of
decomposed palmprint for
five users

Table 85.1 Values of the seven moments of four bands for one palmprint user

Moments LL LH HL HH

First moment 9.66809E-04 0.72658299392 0.49137043951 34.0659780176

Second moment 6.78459E-12 3.3876777E-03 4.8144644E-04 457.609538309

Third moment 2.08395E-13 8.92198E-03 6.57074E-03 14562.2738551

Fourth moment 1.14094E-13 9.5015245E-03 3.8902797E-03 1665.46619179

Fifth moment –3.1786E-20 7.7039764E-04 2.3161658E-04 –4608230.8966

Sixth moment 2.19293E-19 5.1328263E-04 –4.361702E-05 27447.6711358

Seventh moment –1.1909E-26 –6.772396E-05 –1.531511E-05 6526394.74011

Table 85.2 Final seven moments which were derived from Table 85.1 for one palmprint

Moment Value

First moment 8.82122456503965

Second moment 114.403351858058

Third moment 3640.57233696204

Forth moment 416.369895895987

Fifth moment –1152057.72390458

Sixth moment 6861.91790138718

Seventh moment 1631598.68500723
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five sets were taken, the size of each set was 15 palmprint templates. These
samples belong to the same samples stored in the database. To calculate the FAR,
samples of five sets were taken, the size of each set was 15 palmprint templates.
These samples were of out the stored database. Finally, accuracy rate was cal-
culated based on FRR and FAR as: Accuracy = (100 - (FRR + FAR)/2).

According to the results in Table 85.3, it was observable that the highest
accuracy was at set no. 3, 4 and 5, with a value of 100 %. The results had the
highest FRR, which was 6.66 %, which means, just one palmprint of the fifteen
valid users was rejected, and with the same high rate (6.66 %) of the FAR, means
that one of fifteen invalid palmprints was accepted. The accuracy rate is 98 %
(Fig. 85.7).

85.4 Conclusion

All methods used in this study are based on important steps in the processing and
recognizing of palmprints. The major important steps include preprocessing,
feature extraction, and matching. All of the aforementioned processes were carried
out in a variety of ways and algorithms, which are suitable for the structural
condition of the image itself. The results of the experiment show that the overall
goal of using invariant moments on the basis of the wavelet transform is

Table 85.3 Accuracy type

No. set FRR (%) FAR (%) Accuracy (%)

1 6.66 6.66 93.33

2 6.66 0 96.66

3 0 0 100

4 0 0 100

5 0 0 100

Rate 1.33 2.66 98
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successfully implemented on palmprints. It was found that moments of extracting
palmprint to be invariant to rotation, translation and scaling. Transformation was
applied to decompose palmprint images, that made moments more stable imple-
mented to achieve its goal.
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Chapter 86
Auto Mobile Ad Hoc Mechanism in Delay
Tolerant Network

Muhammad Affandy Azman, Sharifah Hafizah Syed Ariffin,
Norsheila Fisal, Mazlan Abbas, Mohd Husaini Mohd Fauzi
and Sharifah K. Syed-Yusof

Abstract Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) is known as the solution to an Internet
network where connectivity is an issue. There are existing project which uses
smartphone as a physical transport of data between these intermittent networks.
However, each smart phone needs to connect to each other via an infrastructure
which will result in lower successful transfer rate. An automated mechanism is
proposed for Ad Hoc connection between the smart-phones is to ensure connec-
tivity which leads to higher successful transfer rate. This report presents the
automated mechanism called Auto Mobile Ad Hoc Network in Delay Tolerant
Network that is able to provide better reliability for data transmitted through DTN.
This mechanism also allows application of the current Delay Tolerant Network to
be connected to other networks and other nodes automatically using Ad Hoc mode.
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86.1 Introduction

Internet plays an important role to connect people regardless of distance. However,
not everyone has the opportunity to use the Internet, because of the challenging
issues due to delay and disruptions. One of the most challenging issues for a
certain geographical area to have communication infrastructure is the lack of
infrastructural and facilities. Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) architecture for
challenged network are categorized in [1] where DTN can be implemented in four
different challenged networks shown in Fig. 86.1. There are terrestrial mobile
networks where users are mobile and commuting from one network to another,
there is also exotic media networks where near-earth satellite communication that
is prone to latencies. There are two other challenged networks in DTN which are
the military Ad Hoc network where intentional jamming might be the cause of the
disconnection and network need to compete for bandwidth, and sensor/actuators
network where this networks are consist of millions of low powered nodes and
communication within this network often scheduled to conserve power.

There are projects which uses the DTN approaches such as in [2–4] to appre-
hend these challenges. One of the projects is Bytewalla: DTN on Android [5] that
uses mobile devices to transfer data between nodes. This project aims at con-
necting African rural villages using Android phones with delay-tolerant net-
working. The idea is that people carrying their mobile phones and travel from
villages to cities will carry data with them. Once they reach the city, they will
connect to any WiFi access point and upload the data. For the past years, Byte-
walla had evolved from version 1–5, each with new features such as security and
routing protocols. However, there are several issues in Bytewalla that can be
improved. In the current version of Bytewalla both nodes (i.e. transmitter and
receiver) need to be connected manually to an infrastructure or the same network
to allow data to be transferred. If both nodes are not connected in a same network,
the data will not be forwarded, and will be stored in the transmitter node until the
data expires, which affects the reliability of data transfer.

In the present report, we will discuss the implementation of an automatic
mechanism called Auto Mobile Ad Hoc function using Bytewalla. This mecha-
nism is to improve the probability of successful bundle (a protocol data unit of the
DTN bundle protocol) send and receive by enabling all nodes to connect to each
other automatically rather than to wait for an available Access Point (AP). Each
node will act dynamically according to the certain situation. This implementation
is still using the conventional way of transferring data by adding another layer in
the Internet protocol suite which is the Bundle Protocol [6] and will be imple-
mented on a smart-phone. This method is to enhance the existing Bytewalla
software and to increase reliability data transfer as well as reduce transmission
delay. Figure 86.1 shows the challenged network in DTN.

The report is organized as follows: Sect. 86.2 describes the protocols used in
DTN and the transmission routings. Section 86.3 presents the proposed concept of
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Auto Mobile Ad Hoc Mechanism. In Sect. 86.4 development and implementation
in experimental DTN test bed is presented in detail. In Sect. 86.5, results and
discussion are elaborated. Last but not least, Sect. 86.6 concludes the report.

86.2 Data Protocols and Routings in DTN

The DTN is introduced to solve technical issues in networks that may lack of
continuous network connectivity. The DTN is designed to operate effectively over
extreme distances. An example of networks that are facing issue is the space-
network, such as Inter Planetary (IPN) Internet Project [7, 8]. The DTN is used to
tackle problems such as the intermittent connectivity, a long and variable delay,
asymmetric date rates, and high error rates by using the store and forward
switching [9, 10]. In order to implements this method, a device with a persistent
storage is needed to hold the message indefinitely. Example of the device is a
smart-phone. Figure 86.2 shows the store and forward method used.

It is possible for DTN to implement the store and forward method by overlaying
a new protocol layer which is the Bundle Protocol (BP), RFC5050 on top of the
Transport Layer. Basically, a bundle is a packet which contains a source-appli-
cation user’s data, control information and a bundle header. Each node is identified
by Endpoint Identifiers (EID), which can be treated as address. There are several
practical applications in DTN that have been done by other researchers. One of
them is DakNet, which was developed by the MIT media Lab researchers [11].
Their goal was to provide remote villagers with low-cost digital communication by

Fig. 86.1 Challenged
network in delay tolerant
network
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equipping busses with a mobile access point that travels between village kiosk and
city collecting data.

Routing is the main aspect of DTN. It determines the delivery success rate and
the delay of the bundles. Currently there are two routing strategies in DTN. The
first strategy is flooding, where the message is replicated to several nodes in order
for destination EID to be received. Each node acts as a relay to store the bundle
until they are able to contact with another node. One of the routing protocols that
use flooding concept is Epidemic routing [12], where nodes replicate and transmit
messages to newly discovered contacts continuously. The problem with Epidemic
routing is that it may congest the network in clustered areas while wasting network
resource (bandwidth, storage and energy).

The second strategy is forwarding strategy which uses the best path to the
destination by making use of network topology and local or global knowledge to
find the best route path to deliver the message to the destination without replication
which can lead to less bandwidth and consumption, and faster. One of the routing
protocols that use forwarding strategy is the Probabilistic Routing Protocol using
History of Encounters and Transitivity (PRoPHET) [13]. This routing protocol
uses algorithm which maintain the set of probabilities for successful delivery for
known the destination. The downside for this protocol is that the actual value for
the probability is crucial for successful bundle transfer. The routing protocol used
in this project is the Epidemic routing. This is to ensure the successful transfer of
bundle because of the high transfer probability rate in Epidemic routing.

86.3 Auto Mobile Ad Hoc Network

With the current DTN mechanism, all transmission from one mobile device to
another need to be done manually even though there are potential node that can
take the data to be forwarded later. A mechanism is added to solve this connec-
tivity issue where the application will not connected to any network/node, if it is
not initiated manually. This proposed mechanism will scan and connect auto-
matically to another network/node.

The architecture in the experiment consists of three nodes (i.e. Android phones)
which had been rooted (i.e. ability to access to system files and modify). Fig-
ure 86.3 illustrates the overall experiment scenario architecture. Each node will
store and forward received bundle. The bundle will keep on forwarded until it has
reached the destination EID. Each of the nodes is connected with each other
through Ad Hoc network.

Fig. 86.2 Store and forward method
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Figure 86.4 shows the state diagram for Auto Mobile Ad Hoc mechanism in the
DTN, which shows the flow for each node’s network connection. The node will
continuously check for its own network status, if the node is connected to any
network, the node will stay connected and resume the checking phase. If the node
is not connected to any network, the node will then scan and attempt to connect to
any nearby Ad Hoc node. If there are no Ad Hoc nodes nearby, the node will then
create its own Ad Hoc network.

86.4 Experimental DTN Test Bed

The experimental DTN test bed consist of DTN Servers and mobile node that have
been configured and embedded with auto mobile Ad Hoc function.

Android A Android B

Android B Android C 

Android A

Fig. 86.3 Experimental scenario of the auto mobile Ad Hoc network

Start

Check 
Status

Connected to a network

Create / Connect to Ad-Hoc
Network

Connected to another 
network

Not connected to any network

Fig. 86.4 State diagram of the auto mobile Ad Hoc network
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86.4.1 DTN Server

The DTN 2 application uses DHCP server, DTN2 software on Ubuntu Platform. In
order to send a bundle, an EID and a payload (message) is needed. Each node
haves their own unique EID. For the smartphone, the EID is determined by the
MAC address. An EID can be treated as an address for each node. Referring to
Fig. 86.3, The bundle will be send to the mobile node that is in the same network
with the server (i.e. network A), which is Android A.

86.4.2 Mobile Node

For the mobile side, an application is called Bytewalla (Bytewalla is a DTN
application for Android1) is used. Each mobile node is installed with a modified
version of Bytewalla which has the Auto Mobile Ad Hoc functionality. Each
mobile node is also rooted, to enable the use of Ad Hoc in mobile node. Each node
has its own unique EID. For the Android phones, the EID is determined by the
MAC address. An EID can be treated as an address for each node. Referring to
Fig. 86.3, a bundle will be sent to Android C which is the EID, originated from
Android A. All of the nodes are not originally connected to each other. When
Android A is in range with a nearby node (in this case Android B), Android A and
Android B will initiate a connection automatically and the bundle will be send to
the Android B from Android A. The bundle will then store and forwarded to the
next node until it has reached the EID (Fig. 86.5).

Fig. 86.5 Test bed set up

1 Android-A linux based operating system for touch screen phones.
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86.5 Results and Discussions

We investigate the effects of message size and number of nodes to the overall
delay. The overall delay is calculated by calculating the time taken for a bundle to
arrive to an EID from source. The measurement of the overall delay for each
message size and number of nodes is carried out three times.

In the first experiment, we determined the delay based on the message size and
different approaches, Android A and B were used as the nodes. Android A sent the
bundle to Android B and both nodes are originally not in the same network. In this
experiment we compared the delay of data transmission between infrastructure
network and Auto Mobile Ad Hoc network.

Figure 86.6 shows the results of the first experimental setup for the delay of
transmitted data with variable data size. As the data size increased, the delay also
increased. Using the infrastructure setup, the minimum delay for 200 kB of
message size is about 14 s. The delay increased gradually based on the data size to
about 23 s for 1000 kB of message size. For the Ad Hoc setup, the minimum delay
is about 34 s for 200 kB of message size and increased gradually to about 42 s for
1000 kB of message size. The difference in delay between Ad Hoc and Infra-
structure is because of the time needed for an Android phone to create/establish an
Ad Hoc network which takes around 30–32 s.

In the second experiment, we determined the delay based on the number of
nodes and here, Android A, Android B and Android C were used. In this setup, all
of the nodes are originally not in the same network. Android A will be the source
sending the bundle to Android B or Android C which is the EID. In the second
experimental setup, we compared between 2 and 3 nodes of data transmission from
source to destination. In the 2-node setup, Android A and B are used. In the 3-node
setup, Android A, Android B, and Android C are used.

Figure 86.7 shows the results from the second experiment of the delay with
variable number of nodes. For 3 nodes, the minimum delay is about 65 s for
200 kB of message size which increases to about 83 s of delay for 1,000 kB of
message size. As we increased the number of nodes, the overall delay also
increased almost double. The delay increases from 2 to 3 nodes because all of the
nodes are not originally in the same network, thus each nodes creates their own Ad
Hoc which consume time.

Figure 86.8 shows the delay compared between the original Bytewalla and the
Auto Mobile Ad Hoc Network. As shown in Fig. 86.8, the Auto Mobile Ad Hoc,
the delays increased as we increase the message size to a maximum of about 42 s.
However, for the original Bytewalla, because of the nodes originally not in a same
network, the nodes will not be connected to any other node and the bundle will not
be send to the next node, hence, the delay is infinity.
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86.6 Conclusion

This report has presented the implementation of Auto Mobile Ad Hoc function in
the existing DTN application using Bytewalla software embedded in mobile nodes.
The Auto mobile Ad Hoc function is to improve the probability of successful
bundle transfer to the destination by adding the ability to connect to each node
automatically. This network concept can be very fruitful for the current situation
since the bundle will keep on transferring to the next node instead of relayed only
on one node. From the results shown, the Auto Mobile Ad Hoc Network function
is able to connect automatically to other nodes without user prompt which
improved the probability of successful bundle transfer. However, there are delays
involves, which is the time needed for a node to create its own Ad Hoc network
and connects to other Ad Hoc network. The Auto Mobile Ad Hoc Network cer-
tainly has its drawback by having about 32 s of delay for the Ad Hoc network
creation. However, it will ensure higher reliability of data transfer through the
automated connection of nodes through Ad Hoc network.
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Chapter 87
An Exploratory Study on Blind Users’
Mental Model in Computer Accessibility

Manoranjitham Muniandy and Suziah Sulaiman

Abstract The growing needs in the area of HCI has led to many new researches
focusing on user-centric design, investigating the problems faced by a computer
user and ways to produce an effective yet efficient design. Often, designers need to
acquire the knowledge and the experience of the users to produce a good interface
design. This can be referred as a wise exploitation of user’s mental model. The
paper serves as a preliminary study which explores the mental model of blind users
as a contribution in improving the accessibility of computer applications. Based on
the blind user’s perception, imagination and interpretation, the study indicates that
touch sensation plays an important role in improving the representation of a
computer application to them. Associating touch sensation with information
familiar to the blind users enhances the learning process.

87.1 Introduction

The term ‘‘computer accessibility’’ in human-computer interaction spells out
clearly the accessibility of computer system to all people, regardless of disability
or severity of impairment [1]. The user interface of a computer should be acces-
sible by anyone, independent of their physical, perceptual-motor, social and cul-
tural capabilities [2]. In [3], it is stated that blind users usually use software known
as ‘‘screen readers’’ which works with all the programs installed in a computer to
read out the interface and details of an application to them. However, not all can be
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read by the screen readers. Braille devices able to produce the output on the
computer display however, some important information such as application names
and pop-ups are not displayed by the Braille device.

World Health Organization (WHO) recorded the estimated visually impaired
population as 285 million; with the blind holding the record of 39 million and the
rest occupied by the low vision category [4]. Eweek.com did addressed an
important question on why the blind community are being ignored when they are
able to create a big market? [5]. The challenges in life and acquiring a new skill
especially on IT field seem to be an issue to the blind. It is important to allow the
blind to further venture into the IT equipped world by providing an easy learning
platform for them. As a start, this paper presents a study that identifies the usability
problems based on users’ experience when interacting with a computer applica-
tion. The intention is to understand the blind users’ mental model. The study
further investigates the extent in which touch sensation could be used in accessing
the application.

87.2 Literature

Designers tend to address a user’s mental model as a valuable piece of information
due to the ability of these users to formulate the mental model using their expe-
rience and expectations. In order to design a user’s preferred system, one need to
utilize the user’s mental model as this information is found to be greatly con-
tributing during the development stage. Every designer considers a mental model
to be an absolutely necessary element as it helps them to understand a user’s view
on system content [6, 7]. Usually, when a user interacts with an existing or familiar
environment, they tend to use the previously developed mental model and if they
come across an unfamiliar or a new environment then they will create a new
mental model altogether [6].

Familiarity can be achieved when a user’s mental model is analyzed and some
of the important questions are answered such as (1) how a system should look
alike? Or (2) how a system supposedly should behave? Or (3) how a user expects a
system to respond? Mental model of a blind can be in any form, such as a diagram,
an image, a theory, a set of concepts, some guidelines or etc. [8]. This represen-
tation is said to be a great help in enhancing the understanding of usability of any
system [9, 10]. Usually, a system is build according to a designers’ view. In
another word, the developed system is based on a designer’s mental model. In this
study, mental model of blind users refers to the representation formed by the blind
when they use computer application.

According to [2], usability issues highlight the easy use of an interface which is
measured through the interaction between a user and the system. In [11], it was
addressed the need of assistive technology when a blind computer user accesses a
computer application. And that it is important for the designer to design a system
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or an application which is ‘‘software’’ friendly for the screen readers to be able to
read the presented content.

Often the blind users’ mental models are not taken into account and the
developed applications are tested without considering the fact that blind users have
the tendency to navigate through an application instead of listening carefully the
information that is being read [12]. A developed computer application must be
oriented to usability and accessibility for the users from any background. Referring
to Table 87.1, usability or also referred to as accessibility of an application is
defined in terms of five quality components [13]. Usually, an application is
designed by a designer having these five components in their mind as a benchmark
to ensure good applications with great accessibility level is produced for the users.
Current computer applications do not address the issues face by the blind. It can be
due to the fact that, the availability of screen reader is believed to perform its’
duty. And another reason can be due to the lack of awareness among the devel-
opers and also visually impaired are not even considered as a heavy computer user
but research has proven that a large number of blind users are now very inde-
pendent and learning new skills for survival.

87.3 Related Work

87.3.1 Mental Model and Blind Internet Users

In [14], the two-dimensional mental model created by the blind people when they
are using touch screen with audio feedback was discovered. These authors have
agreed that little work has been done on mental model for blind people. Mental
model of blind people created from surfing a two-dimensional web page is
investigated using two ways: firstly, is by using a touch screen display with audio
feedback and the other using a screen-reader only. Users were given 10 to 15 min
training on the each of this web page before the actual test was conducted. Five
users are required to surf the pages twice using screen reader for the first time and
using touch screen with audio feedback for the second time.

And another five did the same but using the touch screen with audio feedback
for the first time and screen reader for the second time. After that, all users are
given a set of foam blocks containing rough and smooth surface to construct the
diagrammatic representation of the pages. Rough surfaced blocks to represent the
headings while smooth surfaced blocks to represent the data. After the analysis of
these diagrammatic representation, it shows that previously (using screen reader)
the mental model of a blind user are in single column structure as quite a number
of the representation stacked up the headings foam blocks in one column or both
headings foam and data foam blocks in one column.

The same users had two dimensional mental model after using the touch screen
with audio feedback which shows that these assistive technology able to deliver
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the content of a layout better than a screen reader. As these users, tend to stack up
the headings foam and data foam blocks in two-dimensional (table) format.
However, their research also shows that the theory is applicable better if the layout
is simple and not much different can be seen if the layout is complex. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the two-dimensional mental model of the blind people is
highly influenced by the complexity of a web page.

In [15], it was highlighted the issues faced by the blind society when navigating
web pages. They assess the web pages based on one important accessibility point
which is ‘‘Ease of navigation’’. They have also highlighted that ‘‘information
scent’’ plays an important role whereby related information are grouped or
arranged together and if a blind user skips their targeted topic, they will know it by
realizing the scent of the current topic which is different from the previous topic.
Though the research used a systematic evaluation process, the final outcome of this
research was merely an identification of the accessibility level among the e-
commerce sites in three different countries.

87.3.2 Difficulties Faced by the Blind Users Involving
the Sighted Individuals

A study by Fernando Alonso et al. focuses on the development of dual graphical
user interfaces for both visually impaired and sighted communities. They con-
centrated on how to come up with a design that will be able to satisfy both types of
users [16]. The main concern of this project was to deliver a set of guidelines that
can be used in the dual interface development in accordance with design for all
principle. Even though these authors did take into consideration for the blind users,
but the crossed checked guidelines had to drop out some issues that exist only in
the visually impaired environment since those issues does not co-exist in the
sighted user environment.

A research on the application of various stimuli to produce an effective pattern
which is believed to increase the effectiveness of represented information to the
user was conducted in [17]. The study suggested a design principle defining the

Table 87.1 The five quality components [13]

Components Description

Learnability How easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the first time they encounter
the design?

Efficiency Once users have learned the design, how quickly can they perform tasks?

Memorability When users return to the design after a period of not using it, how easily can
they reestablish proficiency?

Errors How many errors do users make, how severe are these errors and how easily
can they recover from the errors?

Satisfaction How pleasant is it to use the design?
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stimulus pattern. It was a good study; however, the authors have failed to provide
the same experiment for all the users which are essential in deriving a conclusion.
To eliminate biasness during the evaluation, a change in the sequence of the tactile
pattern should be done instead of not giving certain patterns at all for some users.
Therefore, this shows that it is not right to conclude if the actual test subject is
differs for all the users.

87.3.3 Audio Metaphors for the Blind Users

A conversational metaphor was proposed in [18], in which the metaphor focuses
on the environment of 3D aural to allow the visually impaired for easy access of
information. The proposed hypermedial model contains direct graph nodes and
links which is used to map to certain speakers. Documents are represented by the
nodes and the semantic relationships between the documents are represented using
the links. A speaker is used to explain the detail of the nodes and links to the user.
Many samples of real people were used to generate the 3D voice of speakers using
an off-line way [18]. The authors have developed a metaphor for the visually
impaired, the proposed idea focused only in audio environment and did not address
the problems relating to computer accessibility or other usability issues related to
blind users.

87.3.4 General Improvement of the Surrounding Objects
for the Visually Impaired

A study was focused on improving the interactions between a blind and everyday
technological manmade object such as hand phones, software applications and etc.
In this article, interviews and observations were used to address the obstacles faced
by the blind in using the technological gadgets [19]. In order to improve the
gadgets, it is important to know the obstacles faced by the blind community while
using the surrounding objects. In another review, Gregory Petit et al. has generated
tactile graphics by translating the illustrations in the schoolbook to be accessed by
the visually impaired students. Two types of tactile hardware were used to gen-
erate the three different tactile rendering of an illustration [20]. A significant result
was shown in displaying the tactile illustration by applying a workable method-
ology; however, they did not propose any framework that can be used by others at
the end of the project.
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87.4 Motivation of the Study

Previous researches focuses on the problems faced by the blind in using a screen
reader thus not highlighting the inaccessibility of computer application to them [14,
18]. Some other findings relating to touch sensation were lacking of empirical study,
hence not supporting the contribution of touch sensation in learning computer
application [14, 17, 20]. Our initial investigation reveals that in order for a blind
user to select and to open an application such as Microsoft Word, the user need to
depend on the screen reader to read the file name or the name of the application.
This entire process takes plenty of time as user need to wait and listen to the entire
icon description to be read. Based on our findings, blind users possess rich tactile
sensation in dealing with their daily life. There is a need to conduct an exploratory
study on blind users to address their problems in accessing computer applications
and to evident the presence of the touch sensation as an important factor that
contributes effectively in improving the accessibility of computer applications.

87.5 The Study

The objectives of this study are twofold:

(i) To examine blind user’s experience on computer accessibility.

A thorough study will be conducted to identify the issues faced by the blind in
accessing computer applications.

(ii) To examine how touch feedback may assist in accessing computer
applications.

Touch sensation is known to work well with blind, however, in this study, it
will highlight to what extent touch can contribute in accessing computer
applications.

87.6 Study Methods

A group of blind users with the need to learn IT skills was selected as the study
object. As a good site to study, Malaysian Association of the Blinds (MAB) a
voluntary organization serving the blind was chosen. In here, some basic skills
such as mobility, Braille, English language and computer literacy are taught. The
researchers conducted their field work to study extensively the blind users’
experience and imagination during this entire rehabilitation course for one
semester (duration of five months). The following section discusses on the three
data collection methods used in this study.
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87.6.1 Personal Interviews and in-Depth Interviews

Several informal interviews and four in depth interviews were conducted with
seven blind users. One of them is the chairman, two of them are the instructors and
four of them are the students. The age group of the interviewees is above 18 and
their occupation varies tremendously. Interviews were chosen due to the nature of
this method which has a very high response rate and also the method encourages the
collection of true and correct responses addressing the nature of a problem [21]. The
section below describes some of the questions asked during the interview session:

• Can you easily open a Microsoft word application?
• How do you know that you are opening a word document instead of an excel

sheet?
• Have you ever made a mistake of opening other documents instead of the

intended document?

The questions somehow addressing the same issue which is on the users’
accessibility level when accessing an application during the learning process. The
main objective of the researcher for asking the similar questions is to ensure the
respondent’s response is consistent and correct directing to the main problem of
this research. Four in-depth interviews were also conducted to get the respondents
to further open up about their concern and dissatisfactions when dealing with
computer applications. In-depth interviews are useful when detailed information
about a person’s thoughts and imagination is required [21]. The section below
highlights two of the questions asked during the in-depth interview:

• In your imagination, how flexible do you want/prefer the existing computer
applications to be presented?

• In your opinion, what kind of senses seems appeals the most for a blind user?

These questions are designed to trigger the user to communicate their thoughts
and expectations. When a user describes their thoughts and expectations in detail,
it allows the researcher to identify the issues with the current application which
does not satisfy the user’s need.

87.6.2 Observation

Apart from interviews, observation was also done for the entire period of Braille
class and computer literacy class with the same set of participants from the
interview session except for the chairman. The observation was also video
recorded for multiple reviews. Observation was conducted due to the ability of this
technique recording the actual users’ behavior. Observation eliminates the ten-
dency of a respondent being bias or exaggerates their problems, captures the latest
happenings and only actual behavior is being captured [21]. The facial reactions
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and eagerness or lack of interest and irritations when a user encounters an issue
while working with computer applications is studied to identify the negative
emotions of a user and the factors which cause this negative emotion during their
learning process. By identifying a users’ emotion and factors which cause this
emotion, more accurate information is obtained by the researcher to support the
research questions of this research.

87.6.3 Hands-on Activities

Hands-on activities in the form of two simple games were conducted with four
participants to learn more about a blind person’s habit in applying their existing
experience on discovering knowledge. The experiment was performed with the
intention to explore and to identify the effect of touch sensation to the blind users.
Polystyrene blocks resembling the Braille cells are created and referring to
Table 87.2, blocks were used to represent some of the frequently used applica-
tions. The representations are new patterns and are not represented in Braille code.
The pattern of pop-up blocker and pattern of applications (apps) is a new creation
due to no suitable Braille code is available for the representation while the com-
bination of application (apps) code and alphabets referring to the first word of an
application is used for the complete representation. These inventions are used to
test the touch sensitivity level among the participants to explore the mental model
of the blind users to show that touch sensation able to contribute in improving the
accessibility of computer applications.

87.7 Results and Discussion

87.7.1 Results of Interviews

The information presented in Table 87.3, highlights the views of each key person in
terms of issues faced by the blinds in accessing computer applications. Referring to
the feedback, they have admitted that almost all of their students are unable to open a
simple application such as ms.word. This simple application needed repetitive
actions even with the aid of a screen reader such as listening and clicking repetitively.

87.7.2 Results of Observation

The below analysis was done based on the observation of these selected group of
participants and instructors. The video recorded observations were reviewed few
times in order to ensure that only real issues are captured for analysis purpose.
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The second presented information in Table 87.4, points out the observed nature or
characteristics of the key persons during both interview session and observation
session.

The facial reaction and the body language of the participants were analyzed
carefully to derive the below emotions as stated in the Table 87.4. The observation
reveals that the instructor’s emotion is divided into both positive and negative
while the emotions of the students is mainly negative. This can be due to the
reason that the instructor is an advanced user while the students are just the
beginners. Based on Tables 87.3 and 87.4, the main factors contributing to the
‘‘inaccessible’’ elements for the blinds are identified.

The main factors contributing more to the ‘‘inaccessible’’ elements for the
blinds are arranged to the most frequently encountered to the less frequently
encountered by the users and also according to the most frustrating to the less
frustrating emotion felt by the users:

• Inability to open the right application.
• Blocks by the pop-up blocker.
• Having to listen repetitively the same information when missed out for the first

time.
• Inability to know the actual content of a graphic.
• Inability to understand the foreign accent.

Table 87.2 Patterns of the blocks to represent applications

Applications/description Block pattern Applications/description Block pattern

(1) Pop-up blocker (new) (4) Internet explorer (apps + i)

(2) Ms. Word (apps + w) (5) File (f + e)

(3) Ms. Excel (apps + e) (6) Folder (f + r)

Table 87.3 Issues and views of key person on the blinds

Role Issues and views

Chairman • The difficulty of the participants in following the entire program and some
abandoned half way due to the complex learning process

Instructors General issues faced by the students:

• Totally helpless when a pop up blocker pops out and inability to
understand the displayed graphics as the screen reader reads it out as
‘‘graphics’’. Expressed the need for additional assistive technology

Issues faced by the beginner students

• Inability to open a simple application such as Ms. Word and inability to
understand the words read by the screen reader due to the foreign accent

Participants/
students

• Inability to understand the word read by the screen reader, especially when
a word spelled using local language (Malay language) is read

• Unable to figure out a pop-up blocker and inability to open some simple
applications. Express the need of some other additional technology
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87.7.3 Results of Hands-on Activities

Two types of hands on activities were conducted with four players. Each player
was given about 50 blocks of polystyrene. For the first hands-on activity (arrange
the blocks activity), a list of applications names was read out and the players find
the blocks that represent the particular application and arranged it in front of them.
The second hands-on activity (Guess the blocks activity), blocks representing an
application are presented in front of the players and they feel the blocks and
guessed the application names. All the participants were given only 5–10 min to
learn the representation of blocks pattern for each application.

Referring to Table 87.5, three rounds of arranging the blocks activity were
conducted. At each round, five to six applications’ names were read out and the
players searched through the blocks given to them and arranged the correct rep-
resentation of the apps. Comparison between the arranged blocks by the players
and the actual blocks (as shown in Table 87.5) shows that the players are able to
arrange most of the blocks correctly. Referring to Table 87.6, player 1 and player 3
are presented with blocks of description (a) and player 2 and player 4 is presented
with blocks of description (b). Based on the observed result, all players are able to
correctly guess the presented blocks except for player 2 as player 2 is someone
who has become blind just recently and trying to adapt to blindness. Throughout
this activity, the players expressed their opinion by pointing out that having Braille
blocks to represent applications and pop-up blockers truly facilitates them in
learning computer skills.

Most of the previous research on assistive technologies is focused on the
problems faced by the blind in using a screen reader thus not highlighting the
inaccessibility of computer application to them [14, 18]. Some other findings
relating to touch sensation were lacking of empirical study, hence not supporting
the contribution of touch sensation in learning computer application [14, 17, 20].

Table 87.4 Observed analysis of key person

Role Observed nature

Instructors • Appears calm and confident in moving around the applications and able to
confidently open some computer application and demo the class activities

• Seems a little impatient while waiting for the screen reader to read each
app and seems unhappy when a screen reader reads out a displayed graphic
as ‘‘graphic’’. Appears not happy when a pop up blocker blocks their input

Participants/
students

• Appears nervous and diffident when trying to open an app and appears
frustrated when unable to open the right apps or when there is a pop blocker
block the screen. Appears blank when a screen reader reads out a displayed
graphic as ‘‘graphic’’

• Looks annoyed when unable to understand the word read by the screen
reader and having to listen again the same word in the attempt to understand
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Throughout this activity, the players or better known as the blind participants
seems more confident and excited in using the blocks to represent computer
applications. They have also expressed their opinion by pointing out that having
braille blocks to represent applications and pop-up blockers truly facilitates them
in learning computer skills. Having only screen readers as their assistive tech-
nology in learning computer seems complex for the blinds. Combination of screen
reader and braille blocks will definitely help the blinds in learning the applications
faster and in an easier manner.

Table 87.5 Arrange the blocks activity
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87.8 Conclusion and Future Work

This exploratory research investigated the issues and problems faced by the blinds
society by conducting a series of interviews, recorded observations and hands on
activities. Challenges faced by the blinds in performing a simple task such as
opening an application in the computer has been highlighted. Views from various
key personnel such as chairman, instructors and blind participants from the blind
association has taken into consideration in concluding the problems of the blinds
which shows that the usual representation of computer accessibility is not suitable
for the blind IT users. And the analysis of the collected result has shown that the
touch sensation of a blind can be used in identification of an object. In this case,
braille blocks were used as the object. Thus, representation of a computer appli-
cation using a braille blocks improves the learning process of a blind person. The
hands on activity has also evident that touch sensation is an effective alert
mechanism for the blinds in navigating through computer applications.

Hence, this study discovers the mental model of a blind user as an important
contribution in improving the accessibility of computer applications. As a future
work, the formulation of a usable model representing the mental model of the blind

Table 87.6 Guess the blocks activity

Desc/apps and icon names Player 1 (a) Player 2 (b) Player 3 (c) Player 4 (d)

(a) Internet explorer H H H H
(b) Pop-up blocker

(a) File H H H H
(b) Ms. Word

(a) Pop-up blocker H H H H
(b) File

(a) Ms. Word H H H H
(b) Internet explorer

(a) Folder H X H H
(b) Ms. Excel

(a) Ms. Excel H H H H
(b) Pop-up blocker

(a) Pop-up blocker H X H H
(b) Folder

(a) Internet explorer H H H H
(b) Ms. Word

(a) Ms. Word H X H H
(b) File

(a) File H X H H
(b) Internet explorer

H Able to guess correctly X Unable to guess correctly
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users will be focused onto. This model will be established to overcome the
identified factors which contribute to the ‘‘inaccessible’’ element of an application
for the blind. It is foreseen that a developer may use the model as a system
development guide and as well as a system assessment guide in future.
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Chapter 88
Case-Based Reasoning and Profiling
System for Learning Mathematics
(CBR-PROMATH)

Nur Azlina Mohamed Mokmin and Mona Masood

Abstract This paper discusses the architecture of a case-based reasoning profiling
system for learning mathematics (CBR-PROMATH). The adaptive system has the
ability to suggest suitable learning materials based on previous cases of learner
profiles and individual learning styles. The developed learning materials use a
learning tool which consists of so-called mastery, understanding, interpersonal and
self-expressive styles. Two sets of experiments were carried out to test the sys-
tem’s functionality. The first consisted of 10 sets of learners’ profile cases, stored
previously in the database. The second presented the system with 10 real new
cases. The system compared and calculated similarity values between the new and
stored cases. The learning material that was most similar was presented as a
solution for the new case. The experiment showed that the CBR algorithm was
successfully applied in the development of the CBR-PROMATH.

Keywords Case-based reasoning � Mathematics � Mathematics learning styles

88.1 Introduction

Mathematics is one of the basic pillars of scientific progress. Therefore, mathe-
matical literacy is crucial in building the foundation of a more complex skill [1].
Hodgen and Marks suggest that the ability to benefit from higher education and
then to be able to play a productive role in the workplace depends on the math-
ematical competence of the individual [2]. The lack of mathematical literacy will
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subsequently cause incorrect application or interpretation of mathematics
especially in the science and engineering fields [3, 4].

One reason why mathematic records poor achievement is because of the failure
to differentiate between the learning styles of students [5–8]. A student’s learning
style is the method s/he uses to understand a lesson [9]. Some students prefer
visual diagrams and pictures, whereas others prefer the hands-on approach. Edu-
cators must be able to identify the student’s preferred learning style to ensure the
effectiveness of the teaching and learning process [10].

Hundreds of applications have been created in the field of computer science to
assist students with their lessons. The advancement of technology in education has
led to the development of educational software that applies various learning style
models [11–13]. Alves believes that using case-based reasoning (CBR) can sup-
port educators to design appropriate learning activities to enhance students’
learning experience [14]. Therefore, this paper will first discuss the application of
CBR and related past research as well as the algorithm for developing an intel-
ligent profiling system that can suggest a learning material based on a specific
student profile. The architecture of the CBR profiling system for learning math-
ematics (CBR-PROMATH), students’ profile, and the learning engine are elabo-
rated. In addition, the results of an experiment on the system’s functionality are
also highlighted.

88.1.1 Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the computer’s attempt at imitating human thoughts
and responses. The adoption of AI in education started at the end of the 1980s, in
the form of autonomous agents, intelligent tutoring systems, and educational
theories [14]. Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a problem-solving AI paradigm that
enables utilization of specific knowledge and experience [15, 16]. The field of
CBR is based on cognitive science. It focuses on how humans generate hypotheses
on new situations based on past experiences [17].

According to the CBR theory, an encountered problem (the new case) prompts
the individual to retrieve cases from memory, and reuse the old case, which then
suggests a solution. If the new solution is found to be effective, the knowledge is
then stored in memory for later use. Embedded within each case is a series of
indices which aids memory retrieval. If, however, the attempt to solve the problem
fails, the algorithm will find reasons for the failure and store the result to avoid
repeating similar mistakes [16, 18].

A case indicates a problem situation. Figure 88.1 show the CBR cycle. When a
new case is presented to the system, it will go through a CBR cycle starting from
establishment as a new case and ending when it has been solved by the system.
The problem-solving lifecycle in a CBR system consists of the following four
stages [19];
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• Retrieve: retrieving similar cases from the existing knowledge base whose
problem is identified as similar to a given new case

• Reuse: reusing the solutions from the retrieved cases for the new case
• Revise: revising the solutions retrieved in an attempt to solve the new case
• Retain: retaining the new case once it has been solved.

88.1.2 Previous Studies

Many systems are developed for educational purposes; nonetheless, they com-
monly present the same materials without specifically considering individual
student differences. Conversely, many researchers in the education field have
developed systems that cater for differences in the learning process. These systems
have adopted the different learning styles identified.

Yang and Yen propose a framework for multi-agent CBR (MACBR) for per-
sonalized recommendation of e-learning resources [20]. This system gives per-
sonalized recommendation to the learner by taking account of the learner’s
characteristics. It works by noting students’ learning requirements, retrieving
related cases and submitting the case to the similarity calculator agents. The
system then calculates the degree of similarity between the target case and the
related cases and seeks a case similar to the student’s requirements by identifying
similar values.

Fig. 88.1 The CBR cycle [18]
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An adaptive web-based educational system named Domus was developed in
[21] that applied CBR and fuzzy logic to adapt e-learning contents and contexts
according to student learning styles and individual needs. The Domus system
works by searching in the database for similar cases based on student learning
style, assuming that students with similar profiles have similar difficulties in the
learning process. Domus functions by providing adapted learning, recommending
the accomplishment of certain learning activities, collecting opinions about a
subject, suggesting Web resources, alerting the student to events, and supporting
agenda management.

In [22] a personalized learning system was constructed by means of a genetic
algorithm and a CBR approach. In this personalized e-learning system, CBR
worked by providing a summative assessment for each individual learner after
several units of instruction. The research considered the curriculum’s difficulty
level and the continuity of successive curricula in mastery learning.

Most adaptive applications apply a CBR algorithm developed for e-learning
content but very few applications are developed exclusively for mathematics
learning. An adaptive mathematics learning application must include mathematics
learning styles and mathematics achievements in the learning engine. Therefore,
the current study uses the mathematics learning style recommended by [23] in the
design and development process.

88.1.3 Similarity and Weighting in CBR

The learning engine uses outcomes to analyze similarities of a given problem in
order to re-weight case features. A similarity measure is a critical component in
any CBR system [24, 25]. Similarity measures were described in [26] as a means
to compare two cases. Local similarity measures are similar on the feature level
and global similarity measures are similar on the case or object level.

88.2 Architecture of Case-Based Reasoning
Profiling System for Learning Mathematics
(CBR-PROMATH)

CBR-PROMATH is a web-based system programmed in Hypertext Preprocessor
(PHP), a server-side scripting language designed not only for web development but
also as a general-purpose programming language. The related database manage-
ment system applied in this system is MySQL, which is based on Structured Query
Language (SQL). MySQL and PHP are both free for download and use because
they are open-sourced. The PHP and MySQL combination has become a popular
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choice for database-driven websites. In contrast, the learning materials are
developed from multimedia software.

The main characteristic of CBR-PROMATH is that it can give suggestions on
the appropriate learning materials based on learning styles and student profiles.
The system has three basic components; the student profile database, the learning
engine and the learning material database (Fig. 88.2). These three components
interact to adapt the different cases (problems) submitted by the user to the system.
These submitted data are transformed by the learning engine into variables that are
processed as information before the best learning material is suggested.

88.2.1 Student Profile

The student’s profile consists of information such as their identity card, the
Malaysian Certificate of Education or ‘‘Sijil Pelajaran Malaysis’’ (SPM) mathe-
matics result, learning styles and test results. The student’s profile is where
information on the learner is obtained and processed into variables by the system.
This information is then used by the learning engine to compute similarity values.
Figure 88.3 shows the graphical user interface (GUI) for the student’s profile.
Figure 88.4 shows the set of data that is stored in the system in the form of cases
for consultation by the learning engine.

Fig. 88.2 The CBR-PROMATH architecture
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88.2.2 Learning Engine

The learning engine processes the information keyed in by the user, and converts
the information into variables for calculation by the system. When a new case is
presented to the system, the CBR algorithm calculates the local similarity value
and the global similarity value between each case for comparison with the new
case. The case with the highest similarity value is selected. The learning materials
suggested are used as a reference for the new case. Personalized learning materials
can then be recommended to a student with a similar learning profile.

Fig. 88.3 GUI of the student’s profile

Fig. 88.4 Set of stored cases
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88.2.3 Learning Materials

In [27] it was found that students who learn with adaptive learning materials have
significantly better learning achievement than those who learn with non-adaptive
materials. Providing students with learning materials and personalized recom-
mendations in terms of their preferred learning methods can make learning easier
for them [11]. Researchers involved in the development of personalized and
adaptive learning materials include learning styles as important factors in their
work [25, 28, 29]. It is important to diagnose the student’s learning style because
some students learn more effectively when taught according to their preferred
method. Information about different learning styles can help the system become
more sensitive towards students who use the system. As stated by [30], a student’s
learning style represents the type of learner they become.

In the development of the CBR-PROMATH, the mathematics learning style
that was suggested by [23] was used in the design of the learning materials. The
learning materials have four distinct styles of instruction:

• Mastery learning style (MLS) that emphasizes skill acquisition and retention of
critical mathematical terms.

• Understanding learning style (ULS) that builds student’s capacities to find
patterns and explain mathematical concepts.

• Self-expressive learning style (SLS) that capitalizes on students’ powers of
imagination and creativity

• Interpersonal learning Style (ILS) that invites students to find personal meaning
in mathematics by working together as part of a community of problem-
solvers.

The materials suggested by the system are from the learning engine. At the end of
every learning material presented, marks or grades for every assessment are stored in
the database. A low mark indicates the unsuitability of the learning materials sug-
gested, in which case the student is presented with the second learning material
which has the second-highest similarity value. If the result is a pass, the learning
material suggested will be used as a reference for the next case. Figures 88.5 and
88.6 show an example of the learning material that has been developed.

88.2.4 Experiments

In order to test the system’s functionality, a series of experiments was carried out.
In particular, it was set up to see whether the system is capable of carrying out
effective calculations when given a new case. Table 88.1 shows the set of new
cases submitted, learning materials suggested and the case referred to previously.
The experiments and calculation values given by the system suggest that CBR-
PROMATH successfully referred the cases with the highest similarity value to the
new case.
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The suggested learning materials in Table 88.1 are the result of the similarity
value of each stored case in the database. In the table, Case Id Aida332 has the
highest similarity in terms of value to the New Case Id Nora12; therefore the
learning material for Aida332 is used as a learning material suggestion for New Id
Nora12.

Fig. 88.5 Example of learning material 1

Fig. 88.6 Example of learning material 2
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88.2.5 Conclusion and Future Work

This work shows that the design and development of CBR-PROMATH can sug-
gest suitable learning materials for the user based on the cases submitted to the
system. In case-based reasoning, a reasoning engine remembers a previous situ-
ation similar to the current one and uses that to solve the new problem [15]. The
learning materials that are developed are of value to math educators and
researchers. A useful suggestion for future research is the assessment of all
learning materials suggested by the system in terms of their effectiveness in the
teaching and learning process.
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Chapter 89
What Is the Influence of Users’
Characteristics on Their Ability to Detect
Phishing Emails?

Ibrahim Alseadoon, M.F.I. Othman and Taizan Chan

Abstract Phishing emails cause significant losses for organisations and victims.
To fight back against phishing emails, victims’ detection behaviours must be
identified and improved. Then, the impact of victims’ characteristics on their
detection behaviours must be measured. Three methods, namely experiments,
surveys and semi-structured interviews, were applied in our research to gain a
richer understanding of victims’ behaviours concerning phishing emails. Several
user characteristics were measured using the deception detection model. The
results suggest that users’ characteristics either increase or decrease their suspi-
cions. Characteristics such as user extraversion, trust and submissiveness represent
variables that prevent victims from suspecting phishing emails. In contrast, email
experience increases victims’ suspicion of phishing emails. Furthermore, victims’
personality characteristics and a variable called the susceptibility variable play
important roles in increasing the tendency of victims to execute the actions
requested in phishing emails.

89.1 Introduction

Phishing emails are designed to imitate legitimate entities, causing users to trust in
their validity. Then, users are asked to perform an action included in the phishing
email, which is most likely connected to a fake website, in order to obtain victims’
sensitive information. A phishing attack has two aspects: the first is the way in
which the attacker reaches his or her victims; the second depends on the victims
themselves and whether they choose to respond to these emails [1–3]. Securing
users against phishing emails begins with the use of technology to detect such
emails before they reach users [4–6]. However, the perpetrators of phishing emails
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are always finding new ways to enable these emails to reach users [7, 8]. Undetected
phishing emails make users the last defence line of defence against these emails.

The number of phishing websites detected by the Anti-Phishing Working Group
in April of 2012 was 63,253, which is believed to be the highest number ever
recorded [9]. The financial losses incurred due to phishing attacks are consider-
able. These losses can vary from $61 million to approximately $3 billion per year
[10, 11]. Increased investigation and prevention of phishing attacks must occur to
minimise these losses.

The purpose of our research is to identify users’ detection behaviours,1 as well
as user characteristics that impact their detection behaviours. Several user char-
acteristics have been identified and measured using the deception detection model
proposed by Grazioli in 2004. If victims are found to have individual character-
istics that predisposed them to falling victim to deception, then knowing this will
aid in identifying other individuals who are at risk.

The paper is organised as follows: the next section describes relevant research
on phishing emails. Then, the theoretical framework section introduces the
deception detection model used and user characteristics measured using the model.
The methodology section details the steps taken to conduct our research. The
findings are described in the results section. Finally, the discussion and conclusion
sections conclude this paper.

89.2 Related Work

Education programs have been provided to increase users’ knowledge about
phishing emails. Such programs have increased the rate at which users become
detectors by 40 % [12]. Educating users on the design features of phishing emails
has helped reduce the rate at which users fall victim to phishing emails [13–16].
The main drawback of phishing email education is that some users who received
education programs still became victims [7, 8]. This suggested that we should
attempt to look for weaknesses that predisposed users to becoming victims.

Security tools have been provided to warn users about phishing attempts. In such
studies, the final decision concerning the validity of an email is made by the user,
but this is done with the help of security tools [17, 18]. The drawback of these
approaches is that they are limited to users’ discretion; one study revealed that users
often ignore these kinds of warnings and thus still fall victim to the deceit [19, 20].
To help prevent users from becoming victims, we must understand users’ detection
behaviours and which user characteristics influence their detection behaviours [21].

In other words, the main focus in phishing email studies has been improving users’
knowledge about phishing emails and developing new security tools. Unfortunately,
user characteristics and detection behaviours have not been well-investigated [21].

1 Users’ detection behaviours are the behaviours that users perform to detect phishing emails,
which include susceptibility, confirmation and response.
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89.3 Theoretical Framework

The theory of deception explains the process by which users detect deception [22,
23]. According to this theory, detection is a cognitive process that involves
examining various cues (e.g., words, tone and body language). Detectors look for
cues that lead them to conclude that the received message is a deceptive message.
Grazioli [24] applied this theory in a computer-based environment and found that
the detection process goes through four phases (see Fig. 89.1). Interestingly,
Grazioli found that detectors and victims both go through the four phases of the
deception detection model. However, only detectors were able to detect deception,
whereas victims failed to detect it [24]. In this research project, we aim to discover
the reasons victims failed to successfully detect deceptive messages.

We applied Grazioli’s model in order to understand users’ detection behaviours
when faced with phishing emails. From examining the Grazioli model, we were
able to determine users’ detection behaviours and divide them into three phases:
susceptibility, confirmation and response (see Fig. 89.1). Additionally, our research
is interested in finding the impact of users’ characteristics on their detection
behaviours (see Fig. 89.2), as well as the impact of the confirmation channel.

89.3.1 Variables Related to Users’ Detection Behaviours

These variables can be divided into three main variables, as explained in the
previous section: susceptibility, confirmation and response.

89.3.1.1 Response

Response is the last behavior, and it indicates that users have responded to the
phishing email. Ultimately, users were classified as either detectors or victims.
Victims were those who chose to perform the action in the phishing emails.
Detectors were those users who saw the phishing email and chose to ignore it.

89.3.1.2 Confirmation

Users who become doubtful about a phishing email generate hypotheses and
evaluate them. Hypothesis generation is a mental process that is not measured in
this research. On the other hand, hypothesis evaluation is a process that can be
captured by examining the ways in which users choose to act. For example, when
questioning the legitimacy of an email, some users contact organisations by phone,
while others email their friends. Confirmation was measured by asking users to
self-report the type of confirmation channels they used. Confirmation channels are
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classified based on their richness (face-to-face, telephone, email or self-investi-
gation). Face-to-face is considered to be a highly rich medium [25].

H1. Use of a highly rich confirmation channel decreases user response rates to
phishing emails.

89.3.1.3 Susceptibility

Susceptibility is the first phase in user detection behaviour. Users begin their
detection behaviour by suspecting the phishing email. Based on the level of sus-
ceptibility, users will decide upon their intended behaviour (see Fig. 89.1). To
measure users’ susceptibility, five phishing emails were presented to participants in
the form of a picture. Participants were asked to play the role of someone called John
and were told that John had received these five emails. Participants were asked to
rate the likelihood of responding to each of the five emails, with 1 being ‘definitely

Fig. 89.1 Users’ detection, cognitive and behaviour processes

Fig. 89.2 Research model
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would ignore the email’ and 7 being ‘definitely would respond to the email’. This
variable was measured in the first survey, meaning that the participants had not been
informed about the phishing email experiment or that these five emails were
phishing emails. The aim was to capture users’ normal responses to emails and to
determine whether they were able to determine these emails to be phishing emails.

H2. A high level of susceptibility to phishing emails increases user response
rates to phishing emails.

89.3.2 Related Users’ Characteristics

Our research examines the impact of users’ characteristics on their detection
behaviours. Figure 89.2 illustrates the proposed model used in this research. The
diagram below presents related user characteristics.

89.3.2.1 Big Five Personality Dimensions

The Big Five personality dimensions divide a user’s personality into five main
dimensions: (1) extraversion, which describes a person who is more interactive
with others (2) agreeableness, which describes a person who is more kind and
warm to others (3) consciousness, which describes a person who is more deter-
mined to finish tasks (4) emotional stability, which describes a person who is more
likely to be calm and (5) openness, which describes a person who is more open to
new experiences [26]. These dimensions have been suggested to influence users’
susceptibility to phishing emails [27]. Our research investigates the impact of
extraversion (H3a, H4a), agreeableness (H3b, H4b), consciousness (H3c, H4c),
emotional stability (H3d, H4d) and openness (H3e, H4e) on users’ detection
behaviours. The measures used were developed by Gosling et al. [28], whose work
contained ten items.

H3. Certain big five personality dimensions impact user response to phishing
emails.

H4. Certain big five personality dimensions impact user susceptibility to
phishing emails.

89.3.2.2 Trust

Trust measures users’ tendency to trust others. One drawback of relying on victims
to make decisions regarding phishing emails is their trust that these emails are
legitimate. Our research aims to discover the impact of trust on users’ suscepti-
bility to phishing emails. Trust was measured using three items developed by
McKnight et al. [29].

H5. Trust increases users’ susceptibility to phishing emails.
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89.3.2.3 Submissiveness

Wright et al. [30] performed a study on phishing emails, and based on interviews
they conducted, they suggested that submissiveness has an effect on users
becoming victims of phishing emails. The nature of phishing emails is such that
they cause users to believe that they are in a situation that demands their com-
pliance with the requests of the phishing emails. Wright et al. [30] indicate that
users with a high level of submissiveness are different than others. Submissiveness
is measured using 16 items developed by Allan and Gillbert [31].

H6. Submissiveness increases user susceptibility to phishing emails.

89.3.2.4 Email Experience and Email Richness

The theory of media richness supports the idea that users are more able to detect
deception carried out via media with a high degree of richness as compared to
media with a low degree of richness [25]. Richness is measured by the ability to
reproduce the information carried by the medium. Because email is considered to
have a low degree of richness, deception detection in emails tends to be difficult
for users. However, the theory of channel expansion suggests that the more
experience a user has with a medium, the more he or she will perceive the medium
to be rich [32]. Therefore, our research will measure the impact of email experi-
ence and richness on user ability to detect deception via email. The measures
include six items for email experience and four items for email richness developed
by Carlson and Zmud [32].

H7. Email experience decreases user susceptibility to phishing emails.
H8. Email richness decreases user susceptibility to phishing emails.

89.4 Methodology

A mixed methods approach was applied by using a combination of qualitative and
quantitative methods. The following subsections provide more details.

89.4.1 Subjects

The targeted participants were university undergraduate students. Aiming for this
age group was crucial because it has been reported in the literature that students in
this age group are more susceptible to phishing emails than those of older age
groups [33, 34]. A total of 187 students out of 430 contacted provided complete
answers to all the phases required by our research.
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89.4.2 The Survey

The survey was designed to collect information regarding participants’ charac-
teristics and detection behaviors, which required us to divide the survey into two
parts. The first survey was delivered before sending the phishing email to collect
information regarding the participants’ characteristics. The second survey was
delivered after sending the phishing email to collect information regarding par-
ticipants’ detection behaviours.

89.4.2.1 The First Survey

The first survey, which did not inform participants about the experiment, was
designed to collect information regarding participants’ characteristics, such as the
Big Five personality dimensions, trust, submissiveness, email experience and
email richness. In this survey, participants were informed that the survey was
designed to capture the impact of users’ characteristics on their normal day-to-day
email behaviours.

89.4.2.2 The Second Survey

This survey was designed to collect information regarding users’ detection
behaviors and recorded the type of confirmation channel used. The survey was sent
to participants after a sufficient amount of time had passed (i.e., around two weeks)
since their receipt of the phishing email. In this survey, the real goal of the
experiment was revealed to the participants (i.e., a phishing email study).

89.4.3 The Phishing Email

The aim of sending the phishing email was to classify participants into two groups:
detectors and victims. The phishing email was sent on behalf of the blog main-
tenance team. The body of the phishing email was designed as follows: the
phishing email informed participants about a problem that occurred in a blog,
which resulted in damaging the blog database that held students’ account infor-
mation. The phishing email emphasised that the students who had received this
email were those who had been affected by this recent problem and that they
needed to act quickly to resolve it. After students were given an explanation as to
why they had received the email, they were prompted with a solution that for this
purpose of this research, imitating a real phishing email design. Two solutions
were provided; students were either asked to reply to an email address with the
requested information or to click on a link embedded in the phishing email.
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Both the reply email address and the link were hosted outside the university
domain (on a malicious domain).

89.4.4 Interviews

After collecting information about participants’ responses to the phishing email
and the two surveys, participants were sent an invitation to be interviewed about
their experiences with the phishing email. In these semi-structured interviews,
participants were asked questions regarding their responses when they received the
phishing email. The interviews helped to shed light on certain aspect of users’
detection behaviours that could not be identified in the previous surveys.

89.5 Results

Participants were randomly divided into two main groups: those who received
reply phishing emails and those receiving click phishing emails. The percentage of
victims was 26 % of the whole population. The results suggest that phishing
emails that ask about private information directly are less harmful than those that
ask about private information indirectly. Two-thirds (69.5 %) of the 187 partici-
pants were under 26 years of age, and 77.5 % (N = 145) were male. Some 57.2 %
(N = 107) spoke English as their first language, and 58.3 % (N = 109) identified
their nationality as Australian.

We applied regression analysis to measure the relationships between variables.
There were two dependent variables: susceptibility and response (see Fig. 89.2).
Linear regression was applied to measure the dependent variable, susceptibility,
and logistic regression was applied to measure the dependent variable, response.
The results show that R-square is equal to 0.643 for the linear regression (sus-
ceptibility) and that R-square is equal to 0.492 for the logistic regression
(response).

89.5.1 Susceptibility

The results of multiple regressions show that there are two positive, significant
relationships: one between submissiveness and susceptibility and another between
trust and susceptibility. There is also a negative, significant relationship between
perceived email richness and susceptibility. The results show that submissiveness,
trust and email richness explain 64 % of the variance in susceptibility (see
Table 89.1).
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Extraversion refers to a person who is more interactive. Due to the nature of
extraverted users, they are more susceptible to phishing emails. Those users with
high levels of trust are more likely to trust others. Phishing emails ask their victims
to trust them (i.e., phishing emails impersonate trustworthy entities). Submis-
siveness measures users’ obedience to others. Phishing emails directly ask their
victims to perform an action. High levels of submissiveness will increase the
chances of complying with the direct order received via phishing emails. Email
experience’s impact is opposite that of the previous three variables (extraversion,
trust and submissiveness). High email experience decreases user’s susceptibility to
phishing emails. Email experience may improve the baseline for distinguishing
between legitimate emails and illegitimate ones. Observing inconsistent cues is an
essential aspect of making users suspect phishing emails, which can be a result of
high levels of email experience. Finally, email richness has not been indicated to
have any significant impact on users’ susceptibility.

89.5.2 Response

The results of the linear regressions show that there are four positive, significant
relationships between the Big Five personality dimensions, susceptibility and
confirmation channel. There is also a negative, significant relationship between
confirmation channel and response. The results show that the identified variables
explain 49 % of the variance in responses (see Table 89.2).

As indicated in Table 89.2, susceptibility, openness, extraversion, agreeable-
ness and confirmation channel predicted the response as an outcome at the
p \ 0.05 level. Those with higher susceptibility and openness scores were two and
half times more likely than others (Exp (B)) to respond to the phishing emails.
Those with higher extraversion scores were two times more likely than others (Exp
(B)) to respond to the phishing emails. Those with higher agreeableness scores
were four times more likely than others (Exp (B)) to respond to the phishing
emails. Those with higher confirmation channel scores were one time more likely
than others (Exp (B)) to detect phishing emails.

Phishing emails ask their victims to interact with them and comply with their
requests, which may be the reason that extraversion and agreeableness signifi-
cantly impacting users’ responses to phishing emails. Openness describes users
who are more open to new experience and take more risks. Phishing emails are a
risk for users who comply with their requests. It can be suggested that openness

Table 89.1 Summary of the hypotheses tested regarding susceptibility

Hypotheses Variables Significance Conclusion

Hypothesis 5 + Trust b = 0.475 P = 0.000 Supported

Hypothesis 6 + Submissiveness b = 0.190 P = 0.012 Supported

Hypothesis 8 - Email Richness b = -0.199 P = 0.007 Supported
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increases users’ tendency to take the risks included in phishing emails. High levels
of susceptibility will decrease users’ suspicion levels, which will increase users’
vulnerability. Finally, the type of confirmation channel did not have any significant
effect on users being victims.

89.6 Discussion

From the results above, it can be seen that users’ characteristics play an important
role in influencing users’ detection behaviours. The process of detection includes
various phases, and each phase is influenced by certain user characteristics. The
following paragraphs describe the impact of user characteristics on their detection
behaviours.

The first phase in the deception detection model is activation, which is mea-
sured by susceptibility. There are two variables responsible for increasing users’
susceptibility to phishing emails. These variables prevent users from suspecting
phishing emails. A lack of suspicion means that these victims are not able to tell
the difference between phishing emails and legitimate ones. In contrast, email
richness reduced users’ susceptibility to phishing emails and caused them to
engage in detection behaviour. Engaging in detection behaviour does not guar-
antee that users will be detectors; users must develop an explanation as to why
there are differences between what they observe and what they expected to
observe. This is called inconsistency, which is essential for detection [35].

Hypothesis generation and hypothesis evaluation are the next phases in the
deception detection model. Generating a weak hypothesis and performing weak
hypothesis evaluation inhibits users from detect phishing emails. In this research
project, one victim who responded to the phishing email reported that he suspected
the phishing email to be illegitimate. However, he became a victim because he
generated the following hypothesis: ‘‘If other students received this email, then it
is genuine.’’ After contacting one of his friends, who confirmed having received
the phishing email, he decided to respond to the phishing email simply because
other students had received the email. It can be seen that this victim had a com-
bination of weak hypothesis generation and weak hypothesis evaluation. Phishing
emails can easily fulfill this assumption because they target an enormous number
of users. In contrast, detectors have shown a high level of strong hypothesis

Table 89.2 Summary of hypotheses tested with responses

Hypothesis Variables Significance Conclusion

Hypothesis 3a + Extraversion B = 0.540 P = 0.002 Supported

Hypothesis 3b + Agreeableness B = 1.289 P = 0.000 Supported

Hypothesis 3e + Openness B = 0.859 P = 0.001 Supported

Hypothesis 2 + Susceptibility B = 0.914 P = 0.000 Supported

Hypothesis 1 Confirmation B = -0.432 P = 0.031 Supported
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generation. One detector forwarded the phishing email to the owner of the blog,
asking him whether or not the email was genuine. Confirming the legitimacy of a
suspected email with the legitimate entity that the phishing emails impersonate
will help in detection.

The final phase in the deception detection model is global assessment. In this
phase, users come to a decision regarding whether to respond to the phishing
email. In this research, four variables were found to increase victims’ tendency to
perform the action requested in the phishing emails. Most of these variables are
related to users’ personalities, which leads to the assumption that these victims are
risk takers. One participant acknowledged his knowledge that sending passwords
over emails was a low-security behaviour, but he still chose to send them. In the
interviews, our research found that some victims suspected the phishing email and
commenced the process of detection until they reached the final phase. However,
these victims still chose to respond to the phishing email. It can be seen that
personality characteristics influenced users’ decisions to perform risk-taking
behaviours. This means that these victims were aware of the risk involved in their
low-security behaviour but, due to their personality, chose to take the risk.

89.7 Limitations

Our research examines users who have a relationship with the impersonated entity.
It is assumed that these kinds of phishing email attacks are difficult to detect.
Emails received from impersonated entities that users have no relationship with
are easily rejected.

Our research tested two types of phishing emails. However, in the real world,
phishing emails come in various forms. Therefore, more experiments and time are
needed.

Because the number of participants in our research was limited, the results
cannot be generalized to the wider population of Internet users in Australia. To
generate broader results, similar experiments involving an enormous number of
participants must be conducted.

89.8 Conclusion

Our research aimed to identify user characteristics that cause users to become
victims of phishing emails, as well as their detection behaviour. Several variables
have been measured using the deception detection model to discover the impact of
user characteristics on the process of detecting phishing emails. The findings of the
research revealed that trust and submissiveness increase users’ susceptibility to
phishing emails (activation), which is the first phase in the deception detection
model. The personality dimensions of extraversion, agreeableness and openness, in
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addition to susceptibility, are responsible for increasing users’ tendency to proceed
with the requested actions included in the phishing email, which is the last phase of
the deception detection model. Our research suggests that users’ ability to detect
phishing emails is complicated and should be investigated. Detectors are able to
conclude that they should ignore phishing emails on their own. In contrast, victims
need to be assisted with their decision making to increase their resistance to
phishing emails.

The overall suggestion produced by our research is that user characteristics play
an important role in improving users’ ability to detect phishing emails. Various
user characteristics impact different phases of the process of detecting phishing
emails. To increase user security against phishing emails, the user characteristics
that are important for each phase must be improved. Assisting users in detecting
phishing emails can be done by (1) educating users about phishing emails and their
techniques to decrease their susceptibility and (2) performing re-assistance to
reduce their risk-taking behaviours and thus decrease their tendency to respond to
phishing emails.
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Chapter 90
Adaptive and Dynamic Service
Composition for Cloud-Based Mobile
Application

R. Kanesaraj Ramasamy, Fang-Fang Chua and Su-Cheng Haw

Abstract Adaptive and dynamic service composition are the main research
challenges in Service-oriented Architecture (SOA). We are looking into improving
the efficiency of dynamic composition and the methods on how to improve the
discovery of web services. Currently the approaches which are available do not
compose while checking for errors. In this paper, we will be composing web
services using Multi Agent Methods (MAS) and Petri Net for error checking to
improve the efficiency of the composition. We are implementing the composition
engine using Business Process Model (BPM) to compose web services while MAS
is used to locate web services. Proposed architecture is expected to produce a
dynamic web service composition engine and improve reusability for Cloud-Based
Mobile Application.

90.1 Introduction

Web services are becoming more important and have received great considerations
from the research community. Web services are reachable network interface to
application programs. They are generally created by using the standard Internet
technologies. Web services are also self-describing software applications that can
be advertised, located, and used across the Internet using a set of standards such as
SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI [1]. Web services composition allow application to
communicate on various platform.
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Service-oriented Computing paradigm (SOC), emphasis the web service com-
position, which exploits services as important basics for developing applications.
Web service helps to achieve interoperable Business to Business (B2B) interaction
offered by multiple business partners based on business processes [2]. This
interconnection of web services is called as web service composition. There are
two types of composition which are static and dynamic or automatic composition.
In this paper, we have elaborated on two different web service compositions and its
methods. The web service composition languages such as Business Process Exe-
cution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS), Business Process Modeling
Language (BPML), Web Service Choreography Interface (WSCI), XML language
(XLANG), and Web Services Flow Language (WSFI) are used to specify process
models. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 90.2 intro-
duce service composition methods. Section 90.3 discusses the analysis of web
service composition methods. Section 90.4 describes about cloud service com-
position and Sect. 90.5 presents the proposed solution.

90.2 Service Composition Methods

90.2.1 Multi Agent Method

Intelligent behavior is intended as the ability of processing the input requirements
as introduced by the user, whereas the system is able to analyze the input and
identify the web services. It also carry out an automatic composition of web
services for corresponding business processes [3]. Agents are built with intelligent
behavior based on respective task to be completed. Agents are important to web
service composition because it being context-aware, autonomous and able to
interpret semantic with the help of ontological knowledge representation. Agents
interact with web services by requirement layer which is one of the three layers in
multi agent system [4]. Requirements are set to describe the interaction and roles
whereas contracts are used to describe the responsibilities of the roles in the
requirement layer which have three types of contract as follow:

• Permission shows the permit behavior of roles
• Obligation goals that the roles must accomplished
• Prohibitions describe the forbidden behavior of the roles

Agent layer is the second layer in MAS, which consists of role agent and
manage agent. Role agent will act according to the web service and manage agent
will monitor the agent and system behavior. Besides that, there are two approaches
that can be used to compose web services known as orchestration and
choreography.

Figure 90.1 shows orchestration approach. Orchestration can interact with both
internal and external web services and it occurs at the message level. Orchestration
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also represents control from one party’s perspective which is responsible for
coordinating the whole process of the system and does the composition while the
agent doesn’t need to know whom to contact. In the orchestration approach, agent
coordinator handles the composition. Orchestration is dynamic as the agent
coordinator take full responsibility of the new services instead of each service or
agent aware of it. Multi agent can self-update and self-compose the web services
and each agent knows its role hence it will be beneficial for us to use multi agent
method as it is autonomous and highly reliable. Figure 90.2 shows Choreography
approach. Choreography is collaborative and allows each invoked party to describe
its part in the interaction and track message sequence among multiple parties and
sources. Moreover, in this approach, agent is more independent compared to
orchestration approach where the entire agent is controlled by coordinator. All
service or agents in choreography approach have to be aware of business process,
exchange message, operation and timing of exchange message [4].

90.2.2 Complex Event Processing Method

Complex Event Processing (CEP) helps to control the events while multi events
can compose the complex event. According to David B. Robins, CEP is a part of
Event-Driven Architecture (EDA), which is an architecture dealing generally with
the production, detection, consumption of, and reaction to events [5]. CEP is using
detection of multiple event stream process and heterogeneous event. The events
occur when messages are sent and received Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) messages and CEP adaptation needs the platform to consume incoming
messages, process them and send the results to its destination. Besides that, CEP
has the ability to recognize the complex events. This technology discovers a
relationship between events through the analysis and correlation of the multiple
events. CEP contains simple techniques and use new techniques such as patterns of
events including event relationships. A large part of CEP is pattern matching and it
consists filtering, which is to determine events of interest and extracting properties
from the event [5]. Table 90.1 describes the basic transformation patterns.

The CEP has higher level performances and capacity compared to other
approaches. It is an excellent platform which can carry many events and processes

Fig. 90.1 Orchestration
approach [4]
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(1000 to 100 k messages per second). The CEP plays its role as a great platform in
real time business implication however it has low efficiency in composing large
amount of services.

90.2.3 Petri Net Method

Petri net-based method is used for the data validation of web services composition.
It is developed with BPEL4WS. Petri net is used as validation tool in web service
composition to detect errors, misconceptions and failures. This method is focused
on selecting the best possible path for web services composition based on the user
request. In this method, the movement of token (black dots) from one place to
another caused by firing of transition. The firing represents an occurrence of the
event or an action taken. Petri net is a process modeling technique that has a
formal semantic that has been used to model and analyze several types of pro-
cesses including protocols and business process. Every node is either a place or a
transition and it is connected and directed. When a token occupied in place, it is
able to place at least one token that connected to the transition. The enabled
transition fire one token from every input place and depositing one token from
every output place [6].

Fig. 90.2 Choreography
approach [4]

Table 90.1 Five basic transformation patterns that can reconcile mis-matches

Patterns Description

Match-make It translates one message type to another

Solve the one-to-one transformation

Split The approach for the one-to-many patterns

It separates one message sent by the source into more than one to be received
separately

Merge
operator

The solution for the many-to-many patterns

It combines more than two messages into one message

Aggregate Solution for the one to one transformation

Disaggregate Solutions for the many to many transformations
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The early forms of high level petri net are Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs). CPNs
are used as an underlying formalism and BPEL as inputs and define service
workflow net as a kind of CPNs-as a united formalism to describe services,
composition and mediator [7]. In [7], they separated the control flow with the
message exchange and provide a united formalism to describe services, compo-
sition, and mediator. Then High-level Petri net (HPN) was developed to overcome
the problems in web service, such as the use of complex structured data as tokens
and using algebraic expressions to annotate net elements. Figure 90.3 shows the
process flow of Petri net.

Basically petri net has three steps:

• Input places allowing messages to get into the process
• Output places, to go out from the process
• Internal places allowing for modeling of the process behavior.

Transitions represent the dynamic element (activity of the business process).
Based on the customer requests from the Petri net, once the services are identified
through Petri Net, the corresponding aspects developed are bonded to the join
points in the main code. It also can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of services
composition. The tokens describe the state of the net. Hereby an arc connects a
condition (place) with an event (transition) and vice versa [3].

If an arc goes from a condition to an event, it means that the condition is
necessary for the occurrence of the event. In this case, we have a pre-condition.
Analogously an arc from an event to a condition means, that the occurrence of the
event makes this condition true, and it is called a post-condition. In large number
of places, there are several places with same semantic meaning. Figure 90.4 shows
the normal process in web service that has two web services ‘‘BookInfo’’ Query
and Book Deal. Both the web services require the same input ‘‘BookName’’ from
user. Figure 90.4 is using different places for both the services even it requires the
same semantic. Petri net method will group in one place in which the semantic
have the same meaning with the tokens as shown in Fig. 90.5. If the transition is
not effective then there is no matching between the transitions and inputs or desire
outputs, the service can be deleted because it will not be used.

Petri net graph gives all possible combination of composition available with the
selected web services. By implementing this method in web service composition, it
improves the reliability of web service selection. Petri net also reduce service
selection scope and improve the composition efficiency.

90.2.4 SWORD Method

According to [8], SWORD is a set of tools for the composition of Web services
including ‘‘information-providing’’ services. SWORD used rules to represent a
service that able to produce specific output based on certain input given to the
service. To determine automatically whether a desired composite can be
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Fig. 90.3 Petri net process
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appreciated with the existing services, a rule—based expert system is established.
Additionally, SWORD can compose information by providing services such as
information, email and other services. It also generates a functional composition
plan given the functional requirements. SWORD uses Entity-Relation (ER) model
to specify the Web services. From the inputs and outputs of service, the rule based
expert systems defined whether which outputs can be obtained by the service
which indicates the inputs. Developer needs to specify the inputs and outputs of
the composite service in the world model and submit it to SWORD at the phase of
deployment. It is to create and deploy a new composite service. SWORD generates
a composition plan for the composite service. Moreover, the developer can view
the generated plan and the developer can also request for a persistent represen-
tation of the plan generated if the plan is appropriate [9].

The sequence of services is included in the representation of the plan that need
to be invoked in order to obtain the composite service outputs from its inputs.
According to [9], when actual requests for the composite service is received, the
services specified in the plan are executed, starting with the known inputs, in order
to compute the desired outputs. SWORD has the ability to self-compose when
given certain inputs and it is efficient in responding to its environment. It allows
developers to compose the existing web services efficiently to produce new web
services composition.

90.3 Analysis of Web Service Composition Method

MAS is autonomous because it has two approaches that can control its own agent.
For the first approach, the coordinator will take full responsibility of the services,
whereas the second approach, each agent acts independently. MAS can stay
operational and carry out the task immediately when the user gives an input.
Moreover, the agent will give the output based on what user request and robustness
in response to the environment. MAS will be highly complex if combined with
HPN. Table 90.2 shows the characteristic comparison between methods.

CEP which uses pattern such as aggregate. CEP is autonomous because it is
independent but low in efficiency when composing an input. It keep composing till
receive checkout messages that indicate the input has been sent. Sword and MAS
uses mediator however, Sword is rule based method. It composes based on the
rules that has been set. Petri net is neither autonomous nor independent because
there are no simultaneous images of the flow of parts, resources, information and
control through the system. This method offers the ability to visualize the system
flow, which makes it easy to understand and learn. Petri Net method efficiently
reduces service selection scope by finding the shortest path or critical path to
compose the service but it is highly complex because of its formula and distributed
choice of transition has to be executed [7]. Petri net unable to self-compose
because the flow of web service have different interface or mismatches in the
interface. Based on Table 90.2, the recommended method to be used to compose
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web service is MAS. MAS is autonomy where it can self-update and highly
reliable. It is more efficient compared to other methods because of its robustness in
response to the dynamic environment. Moreover, MAS has lower complexity than
CEP, Sword and Petri net.

90.4 Cloud Service Composition

There are a lot of different definitions available for cloud. We accept the definition
of cloud, in which provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) [10]. The NIST cloud computing definition: Cloud computing is a model
for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool
of configurable computing resources servers, storage, applications, and services)
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential
characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models [10].

Cloud services work with all resources called as participants such as consumers,
brokers and service providers but participants may have incomplete knowledge of
all possible Cloud resources and even to other participants, due to constantly
changing Cloud environments and their distributed nature [4]. An efficient Cloud
service composition method should dynamically select the most appropriate ser-
vices to create the cheapest composition solution. As service providers charge a
fee for providing a service and this service fees may change over the time, based
on supply and demand. Referring to [4], to satisfy incoming client requirements,
there is a collaboration needed between brokers and service providers. Those
requirements can be received via Cloud resources which can be accessed by using
web service in an automated manner. However, constantly changing cloud com-
puting environments, which are deployed as self-contained components, are nor-
mally partial solutions that must be composed to provide a single virtualized
service to Cloud consumers. This composition of services should be carried out in
a dynamic and automated manner to satisfy consumer’s requirements. The idea of
adopting software agents for managing Cloud services was first introduced in [10].
Mell and Grance [10] are the earliest efforts in designing and constructing

Table 90.2 Comparison between methods

Characteristics/methods Multi agent (MAS) CEP/patterns Sword Petri net

Autonomous Yes Yes Yes No

Reliability Yes Yes Yes Yes

Efficiency Yes Low Yes Yes

Complexity Low High High Very High

Self-compose Yes No Yes No
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negotiation agents for supporting the establishment of service-level agreements
among Cloud participants, this present research introduces a self-organizing agent-
based approach for dealing with Cloud service composition.

90.5 Proposed Solution

Based on the analysis from various sources as discussed above, we have proposed
a new architecture for a cloud-based mobile application which have the capability
to compose web services dynamically. Besides that, our focus is also on designing
the architecture that is adaptive for the provided environment. Figure 90.6 shows
the architecture of the proposed idea. Table 90.3 provides the explanation of data
flow based on Fig. 90.6.

Fig. 90.6 Architecture of web service composition method

Table 90.3 Explanation for stages

Data
flow

Description

A User input from mobile phone to cloud (HTML 5 Application)

B User inputs transferred to business process model

C Business process model with embedded rules will decide which role agent to trigger

D Role agent will search for the respective web service to be used

E Selected web service will be sent to business process model to perform operation

F Upon completion of all the processes in business process model, the output will be
replied back to HTML 5 application which is placed in CLOUD

G The output received in HTML 5 application will be reflected on user’s mobile phone
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Referring to Fig. 90.6, the proposed architecture is divided to 3 main areas. The
first area is the user input or end user input for the model. Second area is the
adaptable area finally the dynamic searching area.

Adaptability happens in area 2. We have adapted the orchestration approach as
used in [11] to improve the availability. HPN as proposed by [3], will be used to
reduce errors. We aim to reduce service selection scope and improve on the
composition efficiency. Business Process Execution Language (BPeL) will be used
to execute the designed Business Process Model. Our proposed solution will cover
exceptional behavior handling such as faults, events and compensation.

As shown in area 3 in Fig. 90.7, dynamic composition can be achieved by using
automated tools to analyze a user query, and select and assemble Web service
interfaces to fulfill the user demand. Choreography approach will be used to create
the dynamic environment. Agents will receive requests from BPM and it will
search the correct service and return it back to BPM. Agents will also update the
error log when the requested semantic was not found during the searching process.
The agent will refer to the error log before the searching is started to check on the
availability and the location of the services.

90.6 Conclusion

The proposed system will be tested using a real time mobile application such as
early warning system for natural disasters. Besides that, it will also support various
mobile platform such as Windows Phone, IOS and Android. As for future work,

Area 2
Area 3

Fig. 90.7 Area 2 and area 3 (adaptive and dynamic process)
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we are planning for performance analysis using QoS attributes to test the efficiency
of adaptive service composition strategy. It is expected to provide an improved
search result and reduce composition time.
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Chapter 91
Web Service Composition Using Windows
Workflow for Cloud-Based Mobile
Application

R. Kanesaraj Ramasamy, Fang-Fang Chua and Su-Cheng Haw

Abstract There is a lot of support provided by the mobile OS giants in cloud
services. Besides providing their own services, they encourage developers to
upload services into their cloud environment. However, when more services are
being consumed in their cloud, more charges imposed to the users. Meanwhile,
there exists a large amount of services which are available in public web service
repositories. The cost of mobile development can be reduced by invoking and
composing the services in sequence and upload or use them as a single service. We
have used Windows Workflow for web service composition and the WSDL file
produced can be hosted in our cloud environment and to be used by all. In this
paper, we will be discussing on how to use Windows Workflow for web service
composition for cloud-based mobile application. With the proposed system we will
be able to save battery life time and increase the storage capacity.

91.1 Introduction

Web services are unique as it can be supported by various platforms although it
was developed in one particular platform. Web services which are available in
service repositories can be used in one single system, which is called as web
service composition. In other word, various web services can be composed in one
application [1]. In fact, web service interfaces are like remote procedure call and
the interaction protocols are manually written [2]. Application can be developed
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by invoking a couple of services using the composition method to reduce devel-
opment time. There are plenty of support being provided by various service pro-
viders such as Google and Microsoft since web services can be called remotely.
They have provided a platform with all the prebuilt services to be used for our
daily development whereby they also encourage the developer to add on more
services into their cloud environment. This indicates the widespread of cloud
environment in current mobile development.

Besides that, service composition can be executed by composing elementary or
composite services. When composing web services, the sequence of events that
occur in any business process will be implemented by few services. This will lead
to workflow management, where the logic is comprehended by composing
autonomous applications. These composite services also can be in turn recursively
composed with other services into higher level solutions, and so on [3]. Further-
more, this recursive composition feature allows developing new solution rapidly
based on the existing business services and becoming one of the most significant
features of SOA.

Deadlock, mismatching and availability of web service are the major issues to
be faced by developers in the development process of web service composition for
complex and distributed environment [4]. In order to solve the problems, they
divided the composition process into three parts: constraints before composition,
constraints in composition and constraints after composition. They used finite state
machine to model web services to discuss the constraints in web service compo-
sition. Before the composition occurs, the status of web service should be con-
firmed as active even though it is difficult to be determined.

The paper discusses about the development of web service composition for
Cloud-Based mobile application. We had tested the efficiency of stand-alone
mobile application with cloud-based mobile application. With this implementa-
tion, it is expected to have complex mobile application running on mobile devices
without compromising the resources of the mobile device.

The remainder of this paper is generally organized as follow: Sect. 91.2 will
introduce the related works which have been done by other researchers and ideas
that provide motivation for the proposed solution. Section 91.3 shows the pro-
posed solution on how it’s being implemented. Section 91.4, shows the results of
the implementation and discussion. In Sect. 91.5, analysis of the result will be
discussed to identify the problems which have been fixed with the proposed
method. Finally, a conclusion is drawn and future work is described.

91.2 Related Works

Web service composition provides an opportunity for enterprises to increase the
ability to adapt themselves to frequent changes in users’ requirements by inte-
grating existing services [5]. According to [6], they present a novel algorithm called
HRLPLA (Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning) for composing Web services.
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This algorithm deliberates functional and QoS properties simultaneously. However,
the plans generated by AI planning are not adaptive to running environment [6].
This lead to failure of composition plan when a component service stops func-
tioning. Additionally, it is not suitable for dynamic environment. To solve this
problem, they introduced MAXQ, a HRLPLA method where it provides efficient
service composition and can work with a large scale of services. Since it is using
hierarchical structure, information obtained in designed subtasks can be reused by
super tasks; therefore it accelerates the process of learning. Their approach is
proven through experimental result to achieve higher efficiency and effectiveness
than normal reinforced learning and AI planning.

Though every method provides different level of automation in service com-
position, they are not to prove that the higher automation is the best. This is
because the Web service environment is highly complex and it is not feasible to
generate everything in an automatic way [7]. Jinghai and Xiaomeng [7] presents a
technique to generate composite services from high level declarative description.
This method used composition rules to define whether two services can be com-
posed. This method contains 4 phases; first specification phase where Composite
Service Specification Language (CSSL) language used. Secondly, in matchmaking
phase, it accepts service requester’s specifications by generating compositions plan
using composition rules. Thirdly is the selection phase where service requester
select particular plan generated in selection phase based on quality of composition.
The final phase is the generation phase. In this phase, a detailed description of the
composite service is automatically generated and presented to the service requester
[7]. The composition rules deliberate the syntactic and semantic properties of Web
services and at the same time contribute the Web service’s attributes that could be
used in service composition. These rules can be used as a guideline for other Web
service methods also [7].

Another service composition approach is non-QoS based approaches. Jinghai
et al. [8] presents a mixed initiative framework for semantic web service discovery
and composition which allow user involvement over many key decisions by
suggesting and identifying the inconsistencies. In this approach, users decide the
number of functionalities to be supported. The quality and accuracy of the support
provided by their framework is intended to improve over time, as users learn to
develop richer and more accurate annotations. For this composition engine, it
combines Web Ontology Language (OWL) ontologies where it plans functionality
with Jess based on the GraphPlan algorithm. GraphPlan provides reach-ability
analysis to determine whether a given state can be reached from another state and
disjunctive refinement [8].

In [9], the authors utilize the semantic web service languages with the model
driven methodology to build composite web services. There are four phases and at
the end of first phase, abstract composite model is attained. It contains all the vital
information used for service discovery and selection. On the second phase, dis-
covery process depends on semantic descriptions where appropriate web services
are handled. While on third phase, a concrete composite model is attained to handle
mismatch between output of one service and input or other service. In the last phase,
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different descriptions of the concrete composition model are used for the composed
service [9]. The methodology also deliberates a syntactic and semantic description
about the interfaces of service candidates at the same time processes QoS
requirements from the developer and offerings from the service providers [9]. The
benefit is this methodology provide good documentation of composition in the form
of graphical models. Executable compositions and the ability generate semantically
from a graphical model offers valuable advantage to the service developers, where
they don’t have to write a lot of low-level XML code.

91.3 Proposed Solution

Significantly, stand-alone mobile application responds faster compared to cloud
based application. This is because, a stand-alone mobile application only loads
internally meanwhile a cloud-based mobile application will load from cloud ser-
ver. We would like to test the performance of the applications towards Business
Process which are created by composing a few services. Figure 91.1 shows the
proposed architecture for our Cloud-Based mobile application. Based on Fig. 91.1,
the engine for the mobile application will be placed in cloud environment. We
consider Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) and HTML 5 pages as the engine.
WF is used to compose web services together to provide a complex mobile
application. Table 91.1 shows the description for proposed architecture for cloud-
based mobile application.

WF is a Microsoft technology that provides an API, an in-process workflow
engine, and a rehostable designer to implement long-running processes as work-
flows within .NET applications. The current version of WF was released as part of
the .NET Framework version 4 and is referred to as (WF4) [10]. The term
‘‘Workflow’’ here refers to the root activity that is executed by the host. In
addition, Workflows can use both out-of-box activities and custom activities [10].

For the deployment and testing, we are using Windows Phone (Nokia Lumia
920) and Android Emulator to test the efficiency in completing the composition
and getting the results. The test environment is being set up in a personal computer
which runs on Intel i7 2.66 GHz with 8 GB RAM.

We used BMI calculator as the domain for testing because it’s easy to under-
stand but it has more than one service to be composed. Proposed system uses three
different web services. Table 91.2 shows the description of the services used in
this project.

Proposed workflow will receive four values from the mobile application which
are two values with double data type and two values with the metric used in the
system for the measurements. In the workflow, the system will convert the width to
kilogram and height to centimetres using the service provided in workflow. Then
the converted value will be send to BMI calculator for BMI calculation and return
the BMI value to the user. (91.1) explains the formula being used for this system or
the calculation of BMI in this system. To ensure the values meeting the required
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metrics for the calculation, we have included two separate services from a web
service repository to perform the conversion and provide the value to BMI cal-
culator service.

BMI ¼ Weight kg½ �= Height cm½ �=100ð Þ2
� �

: ð91:1Þ

Figure 91.2 shows the flowchart of the Business Process (BP) where the
composition takes place. Every process in flowchart will be using a web service
from various web service repositories. In Fig. 91.3, we have shown the BP, which

Internet Information Services

Windows 
Workflow

Web Service 
Repository

HTML 5

A

B

C

D

F

E

Fig. 91.1 Proposed architecture for cloud-based mobile application

Table 91.1 Description for proposed architecture for cloud-based mobile application

Stage Description

A User input from mobile device will be sent to HTML 5 page

B HTML 5 will trigger the WSDL produced from WF

C WF will invoke web service related to functions in workflow

D The processed data in the related web service will be returned to WF

E The WSDL will be return the processed data to HTML 5 page

F Based on the processed data HTML 5 will produce the output to mobile device

Table 91.2 Description of services used

Service Description

BMI Calculates BMI but only receives weight in kilogram and height in
centimetres

Width converter Converts all the values received to desired width metric as required by user

Length
converter

Converts all the values received to desired length metric as required by user
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was developed on Windows Workflow based on Fig. 91.2. This BP will be
deployed in a form WSDL. We will have 3 different WSDL which have been
combined as one single WSDL which will call and perform the operation. This
will improve the reusability of the code as developers do not have to call all the
web services manually.

The composition is done using Windows Workflow 4.0 running on.NET
Framework 4.5. We have used Visual Studio 2013 RC to develop the Windows
Workflow project. The design that we have developed is able to handle the error or
exception catching. We have used the try catch blocks to develop the workflow so
that any error will be handled in workflow level and will not interrupt users operation
or generate any system error for the user. Furthermore, to improve the performance
in workflow, we have also included IF ELSE blocks, if user have selected the
required metrics, it doesn’t go through the conversion again. Figure 91.3 shows the
implemented workflow or the composition diagram for this system.

True

True

False

False

Fig. 91.2 BMI BP flowchart
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91.4 Implementation and Testing Results

As shown in Fig. 91.4, a stand-alone Windows Phone Application was developed
and tested. Figures 91.5 and 91.6 shows the Cloud-Based Mobile Application
which was developed for this testing. Using this emulator and Nokia phone we
have collected the data of total response time to receive user input, invoke com-
posed WDSL and finally display the result to user’s screen in milliseconds as
shown in Table 91.3. As for the test data, we have fixed the same 10 sets as we
would like to test in all areas in this system such as converting the value, based on
the metric required by the service. Since we have IF ELSE blocks in our workflow
it is expected that it will provide a shorter response time compared to the flow that
requires metric conversion.

Results in Table 91.3, indicates that Cloud Based application respond faster
compared to a stand-alone application when there is WSDL to be executed from
another server. The set of data used are the same for the entire test. We have fixed

Fig. 91.3 BMI BP in
windows workflow
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Fig. 91.4 WP stand-alone
application

Fig. 91.5 Cloud based
application in WP
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the measurement metrics for test data as the Business Process will convert the
metric if it is not the same as required by the BMI service.

Figure 91.7 was generated based on Table 91.3. We are able to identify the
pattern of total response time needed for every type of application. By average it
shows that Cloud Based Mobile Application takes shorter time compared to stand-
alone mobile application when there is a WSDL to be triggered or invoked.

Fig. 91.6 Cloud based
application in android

Table 91.3 Test result

Weight Height Time (ms)

WPSA WPCBA ACBA

74 (kg) 1.74 (m) 813 91 808

57 (kg) 157 (cm) 678 571 560

59 (kg) 172 (cm) 645 568 568

71 (kg) 175 (cm) 283 565 438

65 (kg) 1.61 (m) 254 87 923

52 (kg) 166.5 (cm) 525 552 300

71 (kg) 156 (cm) 660 647 560

71000 (g) 172 (cm) 420 62 454

69 (kg) 173 (cm) 492 557 563

68 (kg) 1.65 (m) 748 442 142

Average 551.8 414.2 531.6

WPSA windows phone stand-alone application
WPCBA windows phone cloud-based application
ACBA android cloud based application
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The results are also affected by the network load such as number of PC and the
operations in the network. The experiment was not conducted in an empty net-
work, as we were considering the network where usually mobile devices are used.
Most mobile devices are used in 3G network rather than office or home private
WIFI which is much slower compared High Speed Broadband.

91.5 Analysis and Discussion

Based on the result obtained, we are able to have a single process for all the
application in various platforms. This was a problem raised by [11] where pro-
grammers have to develop same process again for multiple platform. Besides that,
using service composition for mobile application will also help the developer to
build any web applications in future using the same Business Process which is
being created for mobile application.

Furthermore, as stated in [4], getting the status of the web service before a
composition happen is very important but it’s impossible to check the status of the
web service every time we would like to use it. It will increase the burden to the
server. For this experiment, we have implemented TRY CATCH blocks in our
Business Process. We will catch the error in workflow level. If the developer will
like to log the errors, they could request it from the return values in the workflow.

We are using the HRLPLA method in our service composition. It’s a hierar-
chical based composition where the data used by parent process will be assigned to
the child process. By using Cloud-Based Mobile application for service compo-
sition, it will increase the battery life time for the mobile device compared to
stand-alone mobile application. This is because all the processing power will be
handled by the cloud servers as compared to the stand-alone application which will
use up the mobile device resources. For storage purpose, stand-alone application
are not able to store a large amount of data compared to Cloud-Based Mobile
Application as it will be using the cloud server storage to place all the data. With
the proposed solution, mobile user can have more applications installed in the
mobile device and have longer battery life time even with complex applications
are loaded in the phone.
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91.6 Conclusion

Based on the experiment that we have completed, we have proved that Cloud-
Based Mobile application responds faster compared to a stand-alone application.
This have been considered as a very important test as mobile application that has
shorter loading time are the stand-alone applications, however when it comes to
processing from cloud servers, Cloud-Based mobile application have shorter
loading time. This application might not load as fast as stand-alone application for
the UI, but its responds faster when it comes to invoking web services from
different servers.

This project will be further improved to have more complex Business Process
where is be able to dynamically select web services based on the mobile appli-
cation requirement. This selection will be done in workflow level using software
agents in multiple levels. There are a couple issues in dynamic service composition
for mobile application such as semantic discovery for web services and avail-
abilities issues. We will be looking into all this issues in our future work and will
be tested using more complex case studies.
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Chapter 92
An Effective Image Retrieval Method
Based on Fractal Dimension Using Kernel
Density Estimation

Zhang Qin, Huang Xiaoqing and Liu Wenbo

Abstract Fractal coding has been proved useful for image compression, and it is
also proved effective for image retrieval. In the paper, we present a statistical
method called variable bandwidth kernel density estimation to analyze fractal
coding parameters. Then retrieve images using the retrieval index constructed with
this method. Experimental results show that the proposed method with a variable
optimized bandwidth performs better than those with a fixed bandwidth and the
histogram method both in retrieval rate and retrieval speed. In this paper, the
Average Retrieval Rate (ARR) can reach 72.40 %, which is more than that
obtained by the existing methods.

Keywords Fractal coding � Kernel density estimation � Variable optimized
bandwidth � Image retrieval

92.1 Introduction

Image retrieval has been an active research area for years, there are various kinds
of image retrieval technique mainly based on text, content and semantic. The
Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) technique [1] is used to retrieve images
with image features directly, so we can find the most similar images from the
database through the comparison between the image features. Fractal coding
parameters can effectively represent essential features of images. Fractal coding, as
a new image compression technique, has been applied into image retrieval. Fractal
features provide geometric information of an image that is irrelevant to the shape
and size of an object in the image, therefore, fractal features are more robust than
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color and texture features. Meanwhile, retrieving images in fractal domain can be
faster and more effective, especially for the compressed images.

Fractal image coding is a block-based scheme that exploits the self-similarity
hiding within an image. Fractal features generated by the block-based scheme are
quantitative measurements of self-similarity, therefore they can be used to con-
struct image features. Fractal image compression was originally developed by
Barnsley and Sloan [2]. Jacquin [3] implemented a block-based fractal compres-
sion, which is popularly known as fractal block coding. And fractal block coding
has been applied into image retrieval. Pi MH proposed to employ the histogram of
range block means and the 2D joint histogram of range block means and contrast
scaling parameters as an image index [4, 5], and this technique greatly improved
the retrieval rate. Some scholars proposed the histogram of collage error as an
image signature and combined fractal parameters with collage error to improve the
retrieval rate [6].

The features of an image can be acquired effectively with the statistical char-
acteristics of fractal coding parameters, and the performance in image retrieval has
already been confirmed. A statistical method called kernel density estimation is
proposed, which can estimate the density of samples more accurately. Compared
with the commonly used histogram method, the kernel density estimation can be
more accurate and smooth. Therefore, we apply this method into image retrieval.
Since the bandwidth of kernel function plays an important role in kernel density
estimation, we propose the method with a variable optimized bandwidth in con-
formity with data [7]. Experimental results show that this method has not only
higher retrieval rate but also less retrieval time than the existing methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The Sect. 92.2 introduces fractal
coding and collage error. Section 92.3 presents the proposed method. Section 92.4
presents the performance evaluation. The Sect. 92.5 presents conclusions and
future work.

92.2 Fractal Coding and Collage Error

92.2.1 Fractal Coding

In this paper, the orthogonalization fractal coding method is adopted [8]. An image
ðM � MÞ is first segmented into non-overlapping blocks of size B 9 B called
range blocks, recorded as R1;R2; . . .Rm. A domain block pool X is a set of domain
blocks of size 2B 9 2B, generated by dividing the ðM � MÞ image into overlapped
blocks. And the domain blocks are recorded as D1;D2; . . .Dn. In general, B ¼ 2t, t
is an integer. After the 4-neighborhood pixel average and compression transform,
the domain blocks are mapped into the images with size B 9 B. To improve the
quality of the images, eight kinds of isometric transform are applied into the
domain blocks. (In Jacquin’s scheme, rotation transformation of 0�, 90�, 180�,
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270�, vertical midline, horizontal midline and diagonal reflection transformation of
45�, 135� are proposed)

According to the Partitioned Iterated Function System (PIFS), we can find out
the domain blocks matched with the range blocks using affine transformation
iterations.

R0 ¼ �rU þ sqðD � �dUÞ ð92:1Þ

For each range block R, orthogonalization fractal block coding is obtained by
minimizing the following equation

EðR;DÞ ¼ R � riU � sjqðD � dUÞ
�
�

�
�2 ð92:2Þ

The above minimization is performed over D 2 X by working with a set of pre-

quantized fractal parameters frigI
i¼1 and fsjgJ

j¼1 (I and J are the quantization levels
for ri and sj, respectively). Note that U is a matrix whose elements are all ones, s is
a contrast scaling parameter, q is the isometric transform, jj � jj is the 2-norm and �r
and �d are the average of range block and domain block respectively. ri is the
average of the ith range block. Since U;D � dU

� �
¼ 0, we define Eq. (92.2) as

orthogonalization fractal block coding. Then range block R can be written as
ð�r; s; xD; yDÞ ¼ arg min

D2X
EðR;DÞ. Where ðxD; yDÞ is the top-left corner coordinate of

the ‘best-matching’ domain block.
When all the domain blocks matched with the range blocks are found, the

fractal coding of the whole image is completed.

92.2.2 Collage Error

We define the collage error as follows:

e ¼ E
_

ðRÞ ¼ min
D2X

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EðR;DÞ
B � B

r

ð92:3Þ

Collage error is a quantitative measure of the similarity between range block
and ‘‘best-matching’’ domain block. It is relatively robust compared with other
fractal parameters which can be quite sensitive to changes in domain block pool. Pi
MH [9] has proved that the proposed indices not only reduce computational
complexities, but also enhance the retrieval rate, compared with the existing
fractal-based retrieval methods.
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92.2.3 Program Code

[imagem imagen]=size(Image1);   
Sr=4;Sd=8;                     
Rnum=(imagem/Sr)*(imagen/Sr);    
Dnum=(imagem/Sd)*(imagen/Sd);    
Image2=zeros(Dnum,Sr,Sr);        
Image2=blkproc(Image1,[Sd/Sr,Sd/Sr],'mean(mean(x))');
RBlocks=zeros(Rnum,Sr,Sr);
DBlocks=zeros(Dnum,Sd,Sd);
DBlocksReduce=zeros(Dnum*8,Sr,Sr);
for i=1:imagem/Sr                

for j=1:imagen/Sr            
k=(i-1)*imagen/Sr+j;    
RBlocks(k,:,:)=Image1((i-1)*Sr+1:i*Sr,(j-1)*Sr+1:j*Sr);

end
end
for i=1:imagem/Sd

for j=1:imagen/Sd
k=(i-1)*imagen/Sd+j;
m=Sr; n=Sr;
DBlocksReduce(k,:,:)=Image2((i-1)*Sr+1:i*Sr,(j-1)*Sr+1:j*Sr);
DBlocksReduce(k+Dnum,:,:)=DBlocksReduce(k,m:-1:1,:);          
DBlocksReduce(k+2*Dnum,:,:)=DBlocksReduce(k,:,n:-1:1);         
DBlocksReduce(k+3*Dnum,:,:)=DBlocksReduce(k,m:-1:1,n:-1:1);     

DBlocksReduce(k+4*Dnum,:,:)=reshape(DBlocksReduce(k,:,:),Sr,Sr)'; 
A=reshape( DBlocksReduce(k+3*Dnum,:,:),Sr,Sr)';
DBlocksReduce(k+5*Dnum,:,:)=A(:,n:-1:1);   

DBlocksReduce(k+6*Dnum,:,:)=
imrotate(reshape(DBlocksReduce(k,:,:),Sr,Sr),90);
DBlocksReduce(k+7*Dnum,:,:)=
imrotate(reshape(DBlocksReduce(k,:,:),Sr,Sr),270);

DBlocks(k,:,:)=Image1((i-1)*Sd+1:i*Sd,(j-1)*Sd+1:j*Sd);
end

end
RandDbest=zeros(Rnum,1)+256^3;
RandDbests=zeros(Rnum,1);
RandDbesto=zeros(Rnum,1);
RandDbestj=zeros(Rnum,1);
for i=1:Rnum

x=reshape(RBlocks(i,:,:),Sr*Sr,1); 
meanx=mean(x);
for j=1:Dnum*8

y=reshape(DBlocksReduce(j,:,:),Sr*Sr,1);
meany=mean(y); 
s=(x-meanx)'*(y-meany)/((y-meany)'*(y-meany));
o=(meanx-s*meany);
e=(x-s*y-o)'*(x-s*y-o);
if (RandDbest(i)>e)

RandDbest(i)=e;
RandDbests(i)=s;
RandDbesto(i)=o;
RandDbestj(i)=j;

end
end

end
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92.3 Proposed Method

Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), as a popular nonparametric density estimation,
is widely used in the field of pattern recognition, classification and image pro-
cessing. The histogram is the simplest non-parametric density estimation method
which is frequently used. It has been demonstrated that histograms of fractal
parameters capture statistical characteristic of texture images effectively [4]. Since
the histograms heavily depends on width of bins and end points of bins, different
bins and end points may result in different histogram distribution, meanwhile,
different distributions lead to different results of image retrieval, and thereby affect
the retrieval rate.

On the condition that the densities of data are unknown, the kernel density
estimation is used, and it has been applied into statistical characteristics of images
in massive literatures [10, 11] and has obtained considerable results. The prop-
erties of kernel density estimation are, as compared to histograms, smooth, no end
points and they depend on bandwidths heavily. This method is more simple and
effective than the histogram method, which reduces the computational complexity
of data in image retrieval.

92.3.1 Kernel Density Estimation of Fractal Parameters

Let x1; x2; . . .xn be an i.i.d (independent and identically distributed) sample drawn
from some distribution with an unknown density p(x). We are interested in esti-
mating the shape of this function p(x). Its kernel density estimation is

p
_

nðxÞ ¼
1

nh

Xn

i¼1

Kðx � xi

h
Þ ð92:4Þ

where Kð�Þ is the kernel—a symmetric but not necessarily positive function that
integrates to one—and h is a smoothing parameter called the bandwidth. Intui-
tively we want to choose h as small as possible, which will lead to instability.
However, we should balance the smoothness and stability of the estimation.
However, it’s the bandwidth not the function of the kernel that exhibits a strong
influence on the estimation results. A bandwidth h of the kernel may alter the
density estimation, and it can accordingly affect the goodness-of-fit of the density
function pnðxÞ to the unknown underlying density pnðxÞ. Generally the most
common optimal criterion used to select bandwidth is the Mean Integrated Squared
Error (MISE) [12]. This principle is applied to select a fixed optimal bandwidth.
The optimal bandwidth is the argument that minimizes the MISE.
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MISEðp̂nðxÞÞ ¼ E

Z

½p̂nðxÞ � pnðxÞ�2dx ð92:5Þ

The integrand of the MISE can be decomposed into three parts:
Ep̂2

n � 2pnEp̂n þ p2
n. Then we will subtract p2

n from the MISE since it is the
underlying density and does not depend on the choice of a kernel, thus the cost
function as a function of the bandwidth is defined as

MISE
0 ¼ MISE �

Z b

a
p2

nðxÞdx ¼
Z b

a
Ep̂2

ndx � 2
Z b

a
pnEp̂ndx ð92:6Þ

Here (a, b) is an interval of interest, and the interval length is H. The minimum
of the cost function Eq. (92.6) is an estimate of the fixed optimal bandwidth, which
is denoted by h�.

After obtaining the fixed bandwidth, we will introduce the proposed method to
obtain a variable bandwidth. First we define a formula:

y ¼ 1
n

XN

i¼1

dðx � xiÞ ð92:7Þ

where n is the number of estimated point. dðtÞ is the Dirac delta function. The
kernel density estimation is obtained by convoluting a Gaussian kernel k(s) to y.

p̂n ¼
Z

yx�skðsÞds ð92:8Þ

The most commonly used kernel is Gaussian kernel function:

kðsÞ ¼ 1
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
h

expð� s2

2h2
Þ ð92:9Þ

As we know, the fixed bandwidth is selected from an entire observation interval
(a, b), however, the estimation may be improved by using a kernel bandwidth
which is adaptively selected in conformity with data. Thus, the kernel density
estimation with the variable bandwidth hx is expressed as

p̂n ¼
Z

yx�skhðsÞds ð92:10Þ

Here, we provide a method for obtaining the variable bandwidth hx that min-
imizes the MISE by optimizing a local interval length among which the variable
bandwidth can be regarded as a fixed one. To conduct the local optimization, we
introduce the local MISE criterion as
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localMISE ¼ E

Z

½p̂nðxÞ � pnðxÞ�2qHdx ð92:11Þ

The weight function qH localizes the integration in the interval H. According to
Eq. (92.6), we introduce the local cost function by subtracting the term irrelevant
for the choice of h as

Cnðh;HÞ ¼ localMISE �
Z

p2
nqHdx ¼ 1

n2

X

i;j

wh;Hðxi; xjÞ�
2
n2

X

i6¼j

khðxi � xjÞqxi�x
H

ð92:12Þ

where

wh;Hðxi; xjÞ ¼
Z

khðu � xiÞkhðu � xjÞqu�x
H du ð92:13Þ

The optimal bandwidth h� varies according to different interval length H. We
suggest selecting an interval length that scales with the optimal bandwidth as
c�1h�, The parameter c is a smoothing parameter for the variable bandwidth, it
regulates the interval length for local optimization. With small c, the variable
bandwidth fluctuates slightly, while with large c, the variable bandwidth fluctuates
significantly.

In order to select a variable kernel bandwidth, firstly, compute the local cost
function wh;Hðxi; xjÞ in Eq. (92.13) and find h� that minimize the Eq. (92.13). Then
repeat the procedure above while changing H. Change H to find H� that satisfies
H ¼ c�1h�. We could obtain the variable bandwidth by computing the cost
function

ĈnðcÞ ¼
Z b

a
p̂2

ndx � 2
n2

X

i6¼j

khcðxi � xjÞ ð92:14Þ

where p̂n ¼
P

i khcðx � xiÞ. At last, we should repeat the procedure above to find c�

that minimizes ĈnðcÞ, then apply it to obtain the variable bandwidth h�
c . The

bandwidth is what we want to calculate kernel density estimation more precisely.
It has been proved that range block mean �R, contrast scaling parameter s and

collage error e [4, 6, 9] are effectively used to retrieve images. In this paper, we
apply these parameters into kernel density estimation directly. The optimal uni-
form quantization for �R is f0; 1; 2; . . .; 63g [13] and to ensure the convergence of
the decoding, the scaling factor s is restricted to the interval ð�Smax; SmaxÞ, where
0\Smax\1, as for collage error e, it is real-valued, hence, before we calculate
kernel density estimation of collage errors, they are rounded into the closest
integer if collage errors are smaller than T � 1, or are set as T � 1 if they exceed
T � 1 (T is a user-specified threshold). In this paper, we set T ¼ 20. Then we
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calculate kernel density estimation with the processed collage errors and fractal
coding parameters.

Figure 92.1 shows four similar and four different texture images from VisTex
texture database [14]. Kernel density estimation of range block mean R, contrast
scaling parameter s and collage error e corresponding to these images are plotted
in Fig. 92.2. In most cases, the curves are close for similar texture images, and
different for the dissimilar texture images.

The left column of Fig. 92.2 shows the kernel density estimation of range block
mean R, contrast scaling parameter s and collage error e respectively according to
the first four similar images (a–d). Obviously the curves are close for the similar
texture images.

The right column of Fig. 92.2 shows the kernel density estimation of range
block mean �R, contrast scaling parameter s and collage error e respectively
according to the other four different images(e–h). We can see that the curves are
different for the dissimilar texture images.

92.3.2 Similarity Measurement

We define that VQð�Þ ¼ fu1; u2; . . .; uHg and VCð�Þ ¼ fv1; v2; . . .; vHg are the
features of the query and candidate images respectively. The vectors of range
block mean �R, contrast scaling parameter s and collage error e of a query image are
expressed as fuR1; uR2; . . .; uRHg, fuS1; uS2; . . .; uSHg and fue1; ue2; . . .; ueHg
respectively. The same with vector VC for candidate images.

In addition, the subscript variable H represents the amount of range block mean
�R, contrast scaling parameter s or collage error e of an image. To measure the

Fig. 92.1 Examples of 128 9 128 images. a–d four similar images; e–h four different images
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similarity between two images, we can calculate the deviation between their
fractal coding parameters instead since these parameters can express images
compactly.

In this paper, we adopt the most commonly used L2 and KLD (Kullback-Leibler
divergence) [15] as the distance criterion to measure the similarity between the
query and the candidate images, the distance between the two images is calculated
as follows:

Fig. 92.2 Comparison of the KDE of fractal coding parameters
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dL2ðQ;CÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

XH

b¼1

ðub � vbÞ2

v
u
u
t ð92:15Þ

KLDðQ;CÞ ¼
XH

b¼1

ub logðub

vb
Þ ð92:16Þ

The distances between similar images are much smaller than those between
dissimilar images. Experiments show that the similarity measurement Eq. (92.7)
performs much better than Eq. (92.8). Thus we only discuss the retrieval rate using
L2 distance. The obtained distances are sorted in an ascending order.

92.4 Performance Evaluation

We have performed experiments on VisTex texture database. The set of VisTex is
the classical selection of 40 classes of texture images that are used by many
literatures for image retrieval [16]. The images are listed as follows: Bark0, Bark6,
Bark8, Bark9, Brick1, Brick4, Brick5, Buildings9, Fabric0, Fabric4, Fabric7,
Fabric9, Fabric11, Fabric14, Fabric15, Fabric17, Fabric18, Flowers5, Food0,
Food5, Food8, Grass1, Leaves8, Leaves10, Leaves11, Leaves12, Leaves16,
Metal0, Metal2, Misc2, Sand0, Stone1, Stone4, Terrain10, Tile1, Tile4, Tile7,
Water5, Wood1, and Wood2. These are real world 512 9 512 images from dif-
ferent natural scenes. Only gray-scale levels of the images are used. As for our
experiments each image is divided into sixteen non-overlapping 128 9 128 sub-
images, thus creating a test database of 640 texture images.

In the retrieval experiments, each sub-image in the database is used once as a
query image. For comparison purpose, retrieved images are the first 16 most
similar images for each query. The relevant images for each query consist of all
the sub-images from the same original texture image. All experiments are con-
ducted on a 2 GHz PC using Matlab7.8.0 as a programming tool.

The retrieval method using feature vectors of range block mean, contrast
scaling and collage error are respectively named as KM (kernel density estimations
of range block mean), KS (kernel density estimations of contrast scaling) and KE
(kernel density estimations of collage error). A large number of texture images in
database are used to do testing, from which we could conclude that the KE method
works much better than the KM and KS. Therefore, we apply the KE method into
images retrieval in this paper.
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Table 92.1 Retrieval rate of three methods (%)

Image HE FKE VKE

Bark0 16.80 21.09 52.34

Bark6 14.84 11.72 37.50

Bark8 22.27 20.31 47.65

Bark9 21.48 22.66 46.87

Brick1 22.27 39.06 64.84

Brick4 34.77 30.86 83.98

Brick5 21.48 24.22 76.56

Buildings9 21.88 26.17 75.39

Fabric0 46.88 41.80 76.56

Fabric4 36.80 41.48 75.00

Fabric7 33.69 38.91 75.78

Fabric9 58.20 59.53 74.21

Fabric11 38.28 42.58 76.56

Fabric14 35.94 40.63 74.60

Fabric15 52.34 46.88 76.56

Fabric17 30.47 38.67 74.60

Fabric18 25.00 46.88 75.39

Flowers5 57.03 58.59 73.82

Food0 67.19 63.44 81.17

Food5 65.40 28.52 73.43

Food8 46.48 51.17 76.17

Grass1 32.03 42.50 73.82

Leaves8 36.72 64.06 76.17

Leaves10 23.83 27.34 75.78

Leaves11 48.44 57.81 75.00

Leaves12 42.58 57.81 76.56

Leaves16 50.47 32.03 71.87

Metal0 38.67 54.53 81.17

Metal2 34.77 48.67 76.09

Misc2 39.45 46.25 77.73

Sand0 37.11 35.16 73.04

Stone1 26.56 33.44 78.12

Stone4 31.25 33.98 75.00

Terrain10 37.97 22.66 77.34
(continued)
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92.4.1 Average Retrieval Rate and Retrieval Speed

We use 40 512 9 512 VisTex texture images. Each image is divided into 16
128 9 128 non-overlapping sub-images. Finally a test database of Z ¼ 640 texture
images is created. Each sub-image is encoded using full search. Let the number of
ideally retrieved images of one class be denoted by F (in this case F ¼ 16) and mz

be the number of correctly retrieved images of one class from the top 16 images at
the z-th test. The performance is measured in Average Retrieval Rate (ARR) that is
defined the same with literature [6], which is then calculated as

ARR ¼
PZ

z¼1 mz

F � Z
ð92:17Þ

Experiments show that KE (kernel density estimation of collage error) method
works better than the others. We can see from Table 92.1 and Table 92.2 that our
method performs better than HE (histogram estimation) method, FKE (fixed
bandwidth kernel density estimation of collage error) method and other methods.

From Table 92.2 we can see that the ARR of the proposed method is 72.40 %,
which is more that the other listed methods. The runtime of the retrieval, which is
completely determined by the performance of the similarity measurement process,
is also a key index to indicate the performance. Compared with literature [16], our
runtime is largely reduced since the basic arithmetic operations are adopted in our
method, while the computationally expensive log; ex and xr operations with more
iterations are applied in literature [16], which leads to an increase in computation
time.

Table 92.1 (continued)

Image HE FKE VKE

Tile1 72.27 63.28 85.82

Tile4 69.92 74.22 88.04

Tile7 63.28 71.41 86.60

Water5 25.00 22.27 70.31

Wood1 22.66 34.27 75.39

Wood2 38.75 38.13 87.10

Table 92.2 Average Retrieval Rate (ARR) compared with other literatures (%)

Method HE FKE literature [3]
GGD + MM

literature [4]
rmm + CT

Proposed method
(VKE)

ARR
(%)

35.42 39.88 67.27 69.52 72.40
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92.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we apply orthogonalization fractal coding algorithm into image
retrieval, which has been verified that the decoding speed is higher than that of the
basic fractal coding. Meanwhile, we propose an image retrieval method based on
fractal coding parameter with a variable optimized bandwidth kernel density
estimation method. The kernel bandwidth can adjust according to the data dis-
tribution. Thus, the statistical characteristics of fractal coding parameters are
employed as retrieval indices. Experiments show the superiority in both retrieval
rate and retrieval speed when compared with the existing methods. In the future,
we will combine some other features of images with fractal parameters to improve
performance of image retrieval.
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Chapter 93
Bio Terapi Solat: 3D Integration in Solat
Technique for Therapeutic Means

Arifah Fasha Rosmani, Noor Azura Zainuddin, Siti Zulaiha Ahmad
and Siti Zubaida Ramli

Abstract Solat has been known for its health benefits, however not many people
are aware of it. Solat involves stretching that is in harmony with the body needs for
health care. Therefore, this research focuses on solat guidance in three dimensional
(3D) ways. The purpose of this research is to show the complete solat techniques
as a therapy to the human body and health using 3D model. This application is
developed using 3D Autodesk Maya software that includes the human model,
movement (rigging) and other multimedia elements that can create interactivity in
this application. The application shows a guideline of learning a perfect Solat
Technique and the benefit of solat in the therapeutic means. Usability test is
performed to observe the usability and learnability aspects of the application.
Respondents were selected among adults to experience this application. It even-
tually guides the users to focus on solat therapy techniques and its benefits.

93.1 Introduction

There are two types of solat: solat fardhu and solat sunat, solat fardhu is the second
Rukun Islam that is compulsory to all Muslims. Solat is mandatory and it must be
performed five times every day. Solat (dhuhr, asr, maghrib, isha’, and fajr) is
important to each Muslim because through solat, Muslims can get closer to Allah
S.W.T and avoid doing bad things. In the Al-Quran it is also stated that solat is
mandatory to be performed as follows:
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Which means: Maintain with care the [obligatory] prayer and [in particular]
the middle solat and stand before Allah, devoutly obedient. (Al-Baqarah, 238)

The benefits from solat can make it an option for medical therapies for those
who perform it. Unfortunately, many people do not realize that solat can be a good
health treatment and they do not know that the solat technique can be a therapy to
relax their mind [1].

Solat has many techniques and since Islam is simple, it does not burden Muslims
in performing the solat. There are many techniques for solat in this world according
to different mazhabs and manners of people. However, people do not know which
one is a better technique for them to follow. As a Muslim, solat has to be carried out
in the manner of solat advocated by the prophet (Nabi Muhammad S.A.W) [2].

Most of the guides for learning the solat technique for solat therapy are
available in written form. The materials, such as books, make the readers bored
and they are not interested to learn solat. An effective way to make it more
interesting and engaging is by illustrating Solat Technique using 3D animation. 3D
model of animation is intended to connect users with the application. There are
many 3D softwares available in the market. However, 3D Autodesk Maya has
been chosen based on the extensive creative features such as 3D computer ani-
mation, character modeling, visual effects, rendering, and compositing process.

Therefore, this study intends to develop an application to show the solat
technique in 3D animation because the existing application uses limited materials
for learning solat such as books, video-based learning, and 2D models. As the 3D
is very popular and interesting in the real world environment, this project utilizes
the technology to develop 3D animation as an alternative to learn solat and
becomes a technique for therapy.

93.2 Research Background

This project provides an alternative way to learn the solat technique for therapeutic
means for all Muslims. It focuses on the 3D animation as a way of learning Solat
Technique. This project is suitable for all users but the main targets of users are
children from 7 years old to teenagers around 18 years old. The Prophet (Nabi
Muhammad S.A.W) said: Order your children to pray at the age of seven. And
beat them (lightly) if they do not do so by the age of ten. From the hadith it tells
that children should start practicing solat from the age of 7. Hence, the develop-
ment of this project enables children to interact and understand how to learn solat.
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Children can learn the correct way or the technique of solat as the correct way of
Solat Technique is good for health.

Besides that, this project can also be used by Muslims to introduce the benefit
from solat technique to the other Muslims who are not aware of it. The devel-
opment of this project is also to illustrate the right movement and the technique of
breathing during solat.

93.2.1 Solat

Solat in the Arabic language is a worshiping act with physical and body move-
ments as well as a silent Quranic recitation though mind and soul. This Muslim
way of worshiping also involves some quranic recitations and as well as suppli-
cations (du’a). These specific recitations and supplications must be verbalized
when the worshipper assumes certain positions and performs movements between
positions [3].

The Messenger of Allah S.W.T, Rasulullah S.A.W, says: There are five solat
that Allah obligated the slaves to perform. Whoever performs them properly
without belittling their obligation, Allah promised to admit him into Paradise.
Whoever leaves them out does not have a promise from Allah to have Paradise
without torture before. If He willed, He tortures him, and if He willed, He forgives
him. (Narrated by Ahmad in his Musnad.)

It is obligatory to perform each of these five solat in its due time. It is better to
perform each solat earlier in its due time. Solat is also physical as well as a
spiritual act which involves total obedience and submission to Allah S.W.T.

93.2.2 Solat Techniques

Each solat has continuous sequences of body movements consisting of bowing,
kneeling, prostrating, and sitting. When performing solat, most of the muscles and
joints are in action. All the movements when performing the solat fardhu 17
raka’at per day, is equal to 119 physical postures per day, 3570 per month, and
43,435 per year. The movements increase went performing the other optional
solat. Through the solat, unique postures are possible which can give significant
reactions to the human body.

93.2.3 Solat as a Therapy

Solat helps to remove all sources of tension due to the constant change of
movements. It is known that such changes lead to an important physiological
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relaxation. Therefore, the Prophet commands that the Muslims, when afflicted with
a state of anger, should resort to prayers. It is proved that prayer has an immediate
effect on the nervous system as it calms agitation and maintains balance. They are
as well a successful treatment for insomnia resulting from nervous dysfunction [4].

In order to visualize the implementation of therapeutic benefit in Solat, 3D
model with animation should be integrated to increase the learnability and
awareness among Muslim.

93.2.4 Dimensional (3D) Model

Three Dimensional is one of a techniques to create or build interactive multimedia
and animation film or cartoon [5]. Multimedia is more interesting when 3D ani-
mation is used rather than 2D animation. According to Yongguang et al. [6], 3D
describes an image that provides the view in depth. When 3D images are made
interactive, the users will feel involved with the scene. Nowadays, 3D has already
developed in the film industry and cartoon production and now is growing in the
field of education, game, and also in advertisement.

93.3 Related Works

A few observations have been done on the previous available solat applications to
find the advantages and disadvantages of each application before developing our
own application. Figure 93.1 shows solatSim application which is a review of each
position in Zuhur obligatory Solat. It also contains male and female respondent’s
image illustration solat position. When the respondents do the technique of solat,
SolatSim also view the blood circulation flow and the muscle condition for each
position of solat [4]. In SolatSim it include five (5) main topics which are ‘‘Male’’,
‘‘Female’’, ‘‘Research’’, ‘‘Credit’’ and ‘‘Solat Info & Demonstration’’.

‘‘The Right Way to Pray’’ is another application that is related with this
research as shown in Fig. 93.2. It includes all the techniques of solat that can guide
users to learn solat and includes information about Islam. This application is
developed by Islamic finder at http://www.islamicfinder.org/prayer/index.html.
This application has provided a user friendly interface to users. It is also interactive
and users can control the page. It includes buttons such as ‘‘back’’, ‘‘repeat’’ and
‘‘next’’. It can be repeated by user if they did not understand on certain topics.
However, the disadvantage of this application is the model is not clear. The
developer used a blur model to describe each of the movements of solat. Users
might not see clearly the right position of solat. Moreover, it also does not include
the Arabic writing of the positions of solat.
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93.4 Methodology

In this research, three phases were involved which are Designing, Developing, and
Testing. The particular activities of all phases are briefly explained as below.

93.4.1 Design Site Map

A site map provides the flow of content of all processes that are included in the
application. Figure 93.3 shows the site map of this project. The site map shows the
contents of the application. This application has 3 menus which are ‘‘Sunnah
Rasulullah S.A.W’’, ‘‘Teknik Solat’’ and ‘‘Glosari’’. ‘‘Teknik Solat’’ is the main
menu of this application. In the site map, each page contains a ‘‘KELUAR’’ button
to ease users to exit this application. When a user clicks the ‘‘KELUAR’’ button, a
message box will be appeared to ask users for confirmation to exit the application.
Besides that, this application includes maximizing and minimize button to ease its
usage.

Fig. 93.1 SolatSim interface

Fig. 93.2 The right way to pray interface
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93.4.2 Design Storyboard

The storyboard is designed to show the flow of the application. Usually it is
sketched on a piece of paper before designing. It is easier to design the interface
and get an idea when it is sketched on paper. When the storyboard has been
completed, the sketch of the interface will be scanned using a scanner to make it in
a digital form.

93.4.3 Development

The storyboard made will be used as a guide to draw the button and the interface.
The button plays an important role to enable users to navigate in an application.
Each element in the application must match the interface. Color and appropriate
font is made to attract users to use this application. The home icon is used to
identify the ‘‘Laman utama’’ application ‘‘Bio Terapi Solat.’’ The book icon is
used to identify a button of ‘‘Sunnah Rasulullah S.A.W’’. ‘‘Solat Teknik’’ icon that
shows a picture of the bow position is used to show the button for ‘‘Solat Teknik’’.
While the icon ‘‘Glosari’’ is used to visualize the search to find a piece of infor-
mation. Figure 93.4 shows the button in the application using icon.

Fig. 93.3 Site map of ‘‘Bio Terapi Solat’’ application
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93.4.3.1 Main Menu

The home page is the first interface for this application. On the homepage, there is
information about this application. It also has 4 buttons including ‘‘Laman Utama’’
(Main Menu), ‘‘Sunnah Rasulullah S.A.W’’, ‘‘Teknik Solat’’ (Solat Technique)
and ‘‘Glosari’’ (Glossary). In addition, there are buttons to exit, minimize and
maximize the application. Figure 93.5 shows the interface of ‘‘Laman Utama’’.

93.4.3.2 Sunnah Rasulullah Page

On this page, there are six buttons of ‘‘Sunnah Rasulullah S.A.W’’, users can click
on each button to access all the available ‘‘Sunnah’’. This application comes with
‘‘Sunnah Rasulullah S.A.W’’ to provide additional information to the users. When
a user clicks the button, the information will be displayed on the ‘‘Sunnah’’.
Figure 93.6 shows an example interface for ‘‘Sunnah’’ information.

93.4.3.3 Terapi Solat Page

Figure 93.7 is the interface to see prayer techniques in 3D animation. Users can
select the desired prayer technique. There are nine techniques provided as
‘‘Takbir’’, ‘‘Qiam’’, ‘‘Tomaninah’’, ‘‘rukuk’’, ‘‘sujud’’, ‘‘duduk di antara dua

Fig. 93.4 Button for ‘‘Bio Terapi Solat’’ application

Fig. 93.5 Interface of
‘‘Laman Utama’’
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sujud’’, ‘‘Tahiyad Awal’’, ‘‘Tahiyad Akhir’’ and ‘‘Salam’’. For every single
movement in ‘‘Solat’’, there are many beneficial elements that can provide the
therapeutic means for Muslims that have been emphasized in the application. For
example as shown in Fig. 93.7, the benefits for solat movements have been
included in ‘‘Terapi’’ and ‘‘Teknik’’ buttons where the correct way of performing
solat and its benefits are highlighted.

93.4.3.4 Glossary Page

The glossary is a page that allows the user to access information contained in this
multimedia application. It contains information such as a dictionary and only
contains jargons such as medical terms that may not be understood by the users.
Users can enter a word in the textbox and if the requested information is in the
database then it will be displayed as shown in Fig. 93.8.

93.5 Usability Testing

After the completion of Development Phase, usability test is carried out to get the
feedback on flaws of the application. Generally, usability testing is the method
used to test prototypes and find out the ease of use level. The participants in

Fig. 93.6 ‘‘Sunnah Rasulullah’’ page

Fig. 93.7 Terapi solat interface
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Usability Test are real users. From the testing, the developer reviews the attitude of
the users towards the project. Participants are required to complete the designed
tasks under simulation scenarios—usually in the laboratory. It can help to find out
the problems and modify the design in the early stages of product design [7].

The usability testing was done by the lecturers of UiTM, Perlis. The application
has been tested on the lecturers in Center of Islamic Teachings and Understanding
(CITU) and Computer Science Department. Besides that, participants of usability
testing are the students of UiTM, Perlis. This usability testing had been done by
determining the navigation, design, sound, graphic, animation, and interactivity
between the user and the application. Participants were asked to perform a ques-
tionnaire after exploring the application; they were also required to complete the
testing. After exploring applications, developer’s has distributed a set of ques-
tionnaires to the participants. They were given 5–10 min to complete the relevant
questionnaire.

93.5.1 Usability Test Result

From the observation, it is found that the participants were confused with the
Glossary interface. They did not know what terms that are provided in the Glos-
sary and it does not provide any direction or instruction to the participants. The
‘‘Terapi’’ and ‘‘Teknik’’ buttons also made the participant uncomfortable with
them. The buttons required the user to hold the mouse click to enable them to read
the information. However, these drawbacks have been refined and suitable
enhancement has been implemented.

Based on the usability test result as shown in Table 93.1, the user is satisfied
with the application. From the observation, the participants obtained information
regarding Solat as a therapy. They are able to use the application as their guidance
to perform solat. Additionally, the therapeutic benefits and the integration of 3D
model have enhanced their learnability.

Fig. 93.8 Glossary page
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93.6 Conclusion and Future Works

Bio Terapi Solat can be used as a guideline for Muslim or others for learning and
gaining knowledge about the benefits of solat. Many people did not realize solat
can be utilized as a therapy and is beneficial for us. Therefore, this application will
guide and show users how to perform the correct way of solat. The application also
provides information on techniques and highlights the therapeutic benefits that can
be achieved from the prayer technique that has been done.

In addition, the 3D model performs solat in 360� view. Each technique of solat,
including the therapy is displayed in this application. This application differs with
other applications because it includes the additional information such as therapy of
solat, Sunnah Rasulullah S.A.W and glossary.

As a conclusion, the objective of this project has been achieved. The suitable
multimedia element has been developed as interactive multimedia for guideline
and learning of solat as a therapy. The model integrates with a 3D animation
human model for making it interesting and more understandable. This application
can be used by Muslims as a guide for them on the right technique to perform
solat. The therapy is a good treatment to us if performed correctly during solat.
This application which provides information about the prayer therapy could guide
and educate users while using this application.

Furthermore, the evaluators recommend a 3D model over virtual reality modes.
Users can control the 3D model where they can select the different part or angle of
the model.

Table 93.1 Usability result

Description Feedback

Task 1 Easy to click on the button Button Most evaluator satisfied with the use of a
button. The icon of a button makes it interesting to
the participant

Task 2 Understand the usage of
each button provided

Task 3 Easily navigates from one
screen to another screen

Navigation The evaluator finds the menu navigation
easily

Task 4 Interface suitable to the
application

Interface The interface includes interactivity with
the user

Task 4 Text clear and readable Text Most participants agree the font suitable to the
application. It’s easy to read and suitable with the
background

Task 5 Suitable text color

Task 6 Easy to understand

Task 7 Sound could assist in the
learning process

Sound Sound is redundant when user clicks the
button (sound button in ‘‘solat teknik’’)

Task 8 Sound is clear

Task 9 Suitable with application Color Satisfied with the color

Task 10 3D model useful in learning
process

3D The participants agree 3D model could easily to
be understood
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Chapter 94
Enhanced Interactive Mathematical
Learning Courseware Using Mental
Arithmetic for Preschool Children

Siti Zulaiha Ahmad, Noor Asmaliyana Ahmad,
Arifah Fasha Rosmani, Umi Hanim Mazlan
and Mohammad Hafiz Ismail

Abstract Interactive Mathematical Learning Courseware 2.0 (iMLc2.0) is an
enhanced version of multimedia application which aims to expose the pre-school
children in mental arithmetic technique with; (i) larger range of numbers, (ii)
implementation of standard written method and, (iii) video support to visualize
both techniques. The application integrates all multimedia elements and mental
arithmetic techniques in interactive and supportive ways which are suitable for
pre-school children. It is divided into three modules, addition, subtraction, and
quizzes. The addition operation has been designed to apply the finger-brain
approach which is a part of mental arithmetic technique while, mental-imagery
approach is adapted for subtraction operation. Experimental test and user accep-
tance test have been conducted to evaluate the application. The implementation of
iMLC2.0 in enriched interactive multimedia environment can be used as additional
teaching and learning tool since it is supportive and attractive. In addition, it can
motivate the preschooler to be prepared for future mathematical learning.

94.1 Introduction

The process of learning mathematics, such as numbers and basic operations like
addition and subtraction, takes a long time to build for new learners, especially for
preschoolers. Some of them found it hard to memorize numbers and mathematical
concepts even though they already knew and understood them. Technology and
computer are main aspirations and they are now integrated in education curricu-
lums [1].
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With the evolution of computer technology, learning of mathematics for
pre-school children can be improved. Generally, childrens’ attention and interest
can be developed if the learning process is assisted by multimedia tools.
Furthermore, children nowadays are already exposed to computer at an early age.

Multimedia is an interactive computer-based environment with the combination
of texts, voices, pictures and animations [2]. Thus the teachers can teach more
consistently and effectively by using it as an alternative teaching tool. It is dif-
ferent from the traditional method, where only the exercise book is used as their
single source in learning mathematics due to lack of tools. This results a boring
environment and causing children to lose their focus.

Mental Arithmetic Technique can help children to build cognitive thinking
when they need to use mental representations and fingers in order to do basic
operation exercises. With the support of multimedia, their imagination of the
mathematical concepts can be at enhanced. This improves their performance and
allows them to be more active and excited due to the utilization of multimedia
combination elements during learning sessions.

Most children in traditional method environment use only exercise books as
their source of information. It is hard to develop their understanding and imagi-
nation using mental arithmetic if this method is used as a single approach in the
classroom. Without an alternative learning tool, children will easily get bored and
lose their interest. As a result, their focus on the mental representations of
mathematical concepts decreases. This may affect their mathematical skills per-
formance in the future, especially when they are in primary school. Therefore, the
purpose of this study is to improve the design of previous iMLc by introducing
mental arithmetic with standard written method using additional interactive ele-
ments for pre-school children.

94.2 Literature Review

94.2.1 Mental Arithmetic Technique

Mental arithmetic can be defined as the action of adding numbers together, mul-
tiplying them and other mathematical operations by using the brain, without the
involvement of writing or the use of calculators [3]. This technique is usually used
in mathematical operations such as simple addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division.

Mental arithmetic is also one of the methods that use the movement of fingers for
counting numerical values [4, 5] as well as the working brain. A previous study
proved that children move their real fingers to start the counting process after they
build their imagination in the brain [6]. In addition, a study on introductory of mental
arithmetic using simple application has shown a significant improvement in basic
mathematic addition operation [7]. Therefore in this study, we would like to apply
mental arithmetic with a large range of numbers using standard written method.
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94.2.2 Children’s Cognitive Thinking

Every child develops their learning preference along mental process simulta-
neously in day-to-day activities. Cognitive or mental processes are the processes of
recognizing, understanding, and learning something [3]. The evolution of tech-
nology become as a catalyst towards development of children’s cognitive thinking
and skill to enable them progresses well in learning process.

Furthermore, cognitive skills in children can be sharpened through interaction
and communication with computers [8]. Based on Piaget’s Theory, children
around five to eight years old are able to obtain the skills regarding objects, events,
people, and use the symbols to imagine and represent real life and some examples
are the symbols of words, numbers, and images. Therefore, children can establish
their cognitive thinking and build mental representations when learning sessions
are supported with multimedia elements such as sound, audio, video, images,
graphics, and animations.

94.2.3 Multimedia

Multimedia is defined as the interactive computer-base, which is included with the
texts, images, audio, video, and animations [2, 7, 9, 10] The use of multimedia is
able to attract the children’s interest and attention towards learning mathematics.

94.2.3.1 Elements in Multimedia

An interactive multimedia is composed of many elements that are important to
deliver attractive prototype to children’s learning. Animation is primarily used to
illustrate the ideas and concepts. At an early age, children usually like to learn
from the moving images because of their characters, which are attractive and
motivating [11]. Animation is essential to improve understanding and brings out
the interests of young learners [11, 12]. Next, video is an alternative element that
could provide better visualization on specific activity. In any instructional
courseware we need to match learning preferences with different types of multi-
media instruction in order to provide easy-manage learning environment [13].

Images or graphics are considered to be part of multimedia where creativity and
imagination are needed in a learning session. Basically, the use of graphics can
help to sharpen memory [11] and stimulate mental model representations [11, 14].

The audio or sound also assists the children to give optimum attention and
provides a way to learn mathematical concepts or terms from the oral speech. The
implementation of sound can improve learning and pronunciation skills after lis-
tening to the spoken explanation [14]. Besides that, text is one of the important
element in providing interaction and information as well as an effective way to
communicate [10].
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94.3 Methodology

The study was conducted by applying research model as depicted in Fig. 94.1. The
activities have been subdivided into three main phases:- Analysis, Design &
Construction and Testing & Evaluation.

94.3.1 Analysis Phase

The first phase was to collect information on three areas of study:- preschoolers’
preferences, multimedia elements principles and mental arithmetic. Interview and
observation technique were applied in order to gain insight of the target users and
the classroom environment. Teachers from two pre-schools in Kedah were selected
in the interview session and preschoolers have been observed during mathematics
classes. The observation was focused on the implementation of mathematic class,
children behavior and their reaction towards learning process.

94.3.2 Design and Construction Phase

The second phase consists of two main activities: design and construction. Design
activity involved storyboard design process by sketching interface design concept
on a paper. It is based on the information gathered from the previous stage. The
following process was designing user interface that incorporated multimedia ele-
ments such as graphics, sounds, texts, animations and videos using Adobe Flash,
Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator software. Those elements were specifically
chosen to stimulate the children’s learning experience and to entertain them. Next,
the design was translated into multimedia application in a construction activity.

Fig. 94.1 Research model
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Scripting and integrating the designed user interface were the main tasks of con-
struction activity using Adobe Flash, Audacity and AVS Video Editor. iMLc2.0
was delivered as a multimedia application prototype.

94.3.3 Testing and Evaluation Phase

The final phase involved a series of testing and evaluation processes. The proto-
type was tested using usability testing and some refinements on the prototype were
done based on the users’ comments. Next, experimental testing was conducted to
measure the children’s performance which consist of Pre-Test and Post-Test
evaluation. In Pre-Test session, the children were tested with mathematic question
using normal learning process while during the Post-Test session, they had to
answer a different set of question by applying mental arithmetic learning process.
In order to assess courseware’s acceptability among the targeted audiences, an
acceptance test was conducted with kindergarten teachers. They were given a set
of acceptance test questionnaires consist of 13 Likert Scale Based questions. The
result was then analyzed to determine the acceptance rate of the application.

94.4 Courseware Architecture

The courseware consists of three main menus: (1) Number, (2) Operation, and (3)
Activity modules. The content has been enhanced in all aspects including the
design, the interaction approach and the range of number. Figure 94.2 shows the
architecture of Interactive Mathematical Courseware application.

Sub MenuMain 
Menu

Applicatio
n

Interactive 
Mathematical 
Courseware

Number
Number 

Introduction

Operations
Addition

Subtraction

Activities
Matching 
Numbers

Quiz Addition

Quiz Subtraction

Fig. 94.2 The architecture of
interactive mathematical
courseware application
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94.4.1 Number

Number menu consists of Number Introduction sub menu as shown in Fig. 94.3.
The children can learn starting from number one until number nine. It is also
provided with the animation object and spelling that represents the numbers. The
interface design includes graphic that familiar to children environment in order to
attract their attention.

94.4.2 Operation

There are two sub menu involved in the operation menu of the application. They
are addition and subtraction operation. Figures 94.4a, b show the addition interface
which applied mental arithmetic technique, provided with the video for addition
process. In order to introduce larger range of number, we include an example as a
tutorial shown in Fig. 94.4c which is blended with standard written method. In
Fig. 94.5, the mental-imagery of subtraction shows the subtraction operation
interface. It implemented object animation with narration to visualize the sub-
straction process in three different range of number examples.

94.4.3 Activity

Activity menu consists of three different sub menus which are matching numbers,
addition quizzes and subtraction quizzes. The concepts that were applied in the
activity menu are drag and drop, perfect choice and writing concept. One of the

Fig. 94.3 Number
introduction interface
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activities is shown in Fig. 94.6, number matching activity, which uses drag and
drop concept. Figure 94.7 shows other activity to strengthen mental arithmetic
skill in order to solve addition operation.

Fig. 94.4 a Addition operation interface with video assistance. b Addition operation interface.
c Addition operation interface in larger range of number to adapt mental arithmetic technique
using standard written method

Fig. 94.5 Subtraction
operation interface
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94.5 Finding and Discussion

Experimental test and User Acceptance test were conducted during testing phase
of the application. Experimental test was done with preschoolers at two schools in
Kedah to measure their understanding level towards mental arithmetic technique
using iMLc2.0 by carrying out pre-test (conventional method) and post-test
(mental arithmetic technique). The level of understanding for both schools were
represented by the mean score of pre-test and post-test as shown in Fig. 94.8. It
shows that children are capable to achieve higher scores after being exposed with
the mental arithmetic technique. Besides that, as depicted in Fig. 94.9, the children
took more than 15 min to solve basic mathematic questions during pre-test session
by using conventional method such as stick bar counting or finger counting.

Fig. 94.6 Drag and drop
interface: number matching

Fig. 94.7 Drag and drop
interface: reinforcement of
mental arithmetic skill
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However, in the post-test session, average time taken for the children to solve the
mathematical problem using mental arithmetic obviously improved as they only
took less than 10 min to complete all questions. Time improvement and higher
score in post-test session proved that participants can think faster and accurate as
they can simplify the calculation for the given questions.

User Acceptance Test was conducted with preschool teachers in order to
determine the confidence level of end users of the application and to ascertain
whether it can be accepted as a teaching tool in preschool. They were given time to
explore the application before answering a set of questionnaires that covers four
criteria. They are Perceived Ease Use (PEU), Perceived Usefulness (PU), Attitude
(ATT), and Intention to Use (BI). Mean score for all criteria were calculated and
plotted into a bar chart as shown in Fig. 94.10. The highest total mean score is BI,
which is 5.00 where all participants strongly agreed to adopt the application in
future as a teaching aid. The total mean score for PEU is 4.63 where most of the
participants agreed that the application was easy to use (user friendly) and
learnable. The total mean for PU is 4.71 which reveals that the application is useful
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to attract children’s interest and attention. The total mean score for ATT is 4.67,
which means that users are more likely to use the application because it uses
multimedia elements.

94.6 Conclusion

The main contribution in this research is more towards enhancing the interaction
design and problem solving technique of the previous application [7] which are the
utilization of multimedia elements (video and text animation) and content
enrichment (larger range of number and standard written method). Based on this
study, it can be summarized that the iMLC2.0 application was successfully
accepted to be used in teaching and learning mathematics in preschool.

The inclusion of video element enable the children to increase understanding in
mental arithmetic technique as they can visualize it better compared to the utili-
zation of animations, text and sound alone. The result proved that learning
mathematics through multimedia application can increase the fun and interest
during the learning session. Yet, it could improve their mathematical skill in
addition and subtraction operations.

The application achieves its target to be a helpful tool in improving users’
performance and sharpening their cognitive thinking. In addition, this technique
could be implemented in different school levels: pre-school, primary school (lower
and higher level) and secondary school. However, the approach might be different
for each level.

In conclusion, this application achieves the objectives of this research, where an
Interactive Mathematical Learning Courseware was designed and developed by
adapting suitable multimedia elements such as text, graphics, animation, sound,
and video. The implementation of mental arithmetic technique and standard
written method were successfully introduced in the application. Our next research
paper will be focusing specifically on instructional design diversity and its
effectiveness in implementing mobile iMLc.
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Chapter 95
Comparative Evaluation of Ensemble
Learning and Supervised Learning
in Android Malwares Using
Network-Based Analysis

Ali Feizollah, Nor Badrul Anuar, Rosli Salleh and Fairuz Amalina

Abstract With the prevalence of mobile devices, the security threats are growing
in number and seriousness. Among the mobile operating systems, Google’s
Android has been attacked more than others have. From April 2013 until June
2013, the number of malwares were doubled for the Android. In this paper, we
evaluate the mobile malwares detection using the ensemble learning and super-
vised learning. Furthermore, we compare the two learning approaches based on the
experimental results. We compared our experimental results with a similar work.
The network traffic generated by mobile malwares are analyzed. We use 600
malware samples from the MalGenome data sample to build the dataset. We use
two versions of random forest algorithm as our evaluating algorithm, ensemble
learning and supervised learning. The empirical results show that the ensemble
learning improves the detection of the Android malwares. The ensemble learning
achieved 99.6 % of true positive rate while the supervised learning attained
99.4 %.

Keywords Mobile malware � Ensemble learning � Supervised learning �
Android � Network-based analysis � Malgenome
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95.1 Introduction

The heavy use of mobile devices is undeniable in today’s world. They have
facilitated life in many aspects. People are able to email, chat, facebook and do
mobile banking on the go from their mobile devices. However, there is a drawback
inherent in such conveniences. Since the mobile devices contain sensitive and
personal information, they are prone to attacks by hackers. Based on Symantec
report that was published in October 2013, in just 2 months, from April 2013 until
June 2013, the volume of Android malwares has doubled [1]. The Fig. 95.1 shows
the growth in the Android malwares between July 2011 and June 2013.

Among the mobile operating systems, the Google’s Android operating system
has been attacked more than other mobile operating systems since it is open source
[2]. F-secure corporation reported that Android operating system comprises of
79 % of malwares in 2012 [3]. It is estimated that the sales of Android based
mobile devices will grow by 12 % in 2014 compare to other operating systems [4].
Such growth in malwares and the sale of Android based mobile devices raise
concerns over the security of mobile devices.

In addition, the official Android market, known as Google Play, contains
malwares. The report from Symantec [1] shows the top ten application categories
with highest percentage of malwares. The Google Play is included in this report as
well. The Fig. 95.2 represents the application categories with percentage of
malwares.

We used MalGenome data sample as our dataset for this study. It is one of the
well-accepted data samples of Android malwares among the research community.
It is a collection of Android malwares collected by the University of North Car-
olina in the period of August 2010 and October 2011 [5]. They published the paper

Fig. 95.1 Android Malware Growth [1]
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along with the data sample in 2012. It is a collection of 1260 malwares in 49
different malware families. In this paper, 600 malware samples were selected from
the MalGenome data sample.

The supervised learning is defined as methods applied on a labelled data set. It
entails two stages: training and testing. In the training stage, the algorithm tries to
find a pattern in data with the same label in order to group them. In the test stage,
the learned algorithm is used with the new set of data to examine how successful
the algorithm is.

The ensemble learning comprises of the individually trained algorithms. In the
testing stage, the prediction is the combination of trained algorithms. In other
words, the selected algorithms are trained separately but the decision on new data
is done together. There are two methods in ensemble learning: bagging and
boosting. In the bagging method, the individual algorithms are trained with the
random distribution of the training sets. The distribution of the training sets is
independent of the previous algorithm’s performance. The Fig. 95.3 shows a
sample of assigning training sets in the bagging algorithm [6].

The boosting method is similar to the bagging method, but the difference is that
the assignment of the training sets for each algorithm is based on the performance
of the previous algorithm. For instance, the Fig. 95.4 depicts a sample of boosting
method in which the set C is repeated in the second algorithm onward. The reason
is that the boosting method keeps track of the incorrectly classified data. When the
first algorithm incorrectly classifies the data in C, the boosting method repeats the
C set in the training set for second algorithm. The boosting method is proved to

Fig. 95.2 Application Category with the percentage of malwares [1]
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produce better results than the bagging method [6]. In this paper, we have selected
the Adaboost algorithm, which uses the boosting method.

In analysis of the Android malwares, there are two methods: behavior-based
and network-based. The behavior-based analysis refers to the internal behavior of
the malwares in the mobile operating system such as system calls. Malwares
represent some specific behavior by which analyzing them makes it easier to detect
the malwares. The network-based analysis, on the other hand, focuses on the
malwares’ behavior in the network traffic. Every mobile application, including
malicious one, has to communicate through the network. The communication of
the malicious applications have some features that differentiate them from normal
network traffic [7].

Thus, there is a vital need in analyzing the malwares and developing effective
methods to confront the mobile malwares. This paper aims at evaluating the
ensemble learning and supervised learning in mobile malware detection using the
network-based analysis. It is imperative to study various types of algorithms in
order to determine the best one to confront the massive growth of the mobile
malwares.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 95.2 discusses some of the related
works done by other researchers. Section 95.3 presents backgrounds of the algo-
rithms used in this paper. The methodology and the flow of the proposed method is
described in the Sect. 95.4. The results of this work is presented in the Sect. 95.5
along with discussions. Section 95.6 discusses the future works that can be done.

Original Training Set A,B,C,D,E

Training Set for 1st Algorithm B,C,A,E,D

Training Set for 2nd Algorithm D,C,E,C,A

Training Set for 3rd Algorithm C,D,C,D,C

Fig. 95.4 Training sets for
boosting method

Original Training Set A,B,C,D,E

Training Set for 1st Algorithm B,C,A,E,D

Training Set for 2nd Algorithm D,C,E,B,A

Training Set for 3rd Algorithm E,D,A,D,B

Fig. 95.3 Training sets for
bagging method
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95.2 Related Works

95.2.1 Supervised Learning Versus Ensemble Learning

In a study [8], researchers applied ensemble learning to the generic algorithm and
feature clustering. They experimented with the ensemble learning. The results
showed an improvement in the detection.

Yang Li et al. [9] published a study in which they employed the ensemble
learning on the KDD CUP 99 dataset. The KDD dataset is the collection of the
DDoS attacks. They reported a significant increase in the detection rate via the
ensemble learning. Thus, the ensemble learning is proven to increase the effec-
tiveness of other algorithms. In this paper, we prove that the same effect of the
ensemble learning is applied to the Android malwares.

A study was published in 2008 [10] in which authors used the ensemble
learning and supervised learning in order to predict breast cancer survivability.
The results show that the ensemble learning was more successful than the
supervised learning.

95.2.2 Behavior-Based Versus Network-Based Analysis

As discussed in the introduction, there are two methods in analyzing the Android
malwares: behavior-based and network-based. The behavior-based analysis
involves analyzing the system calls inside the mobile operating system such as
read, write and open.

The Crowdroid [7] analyzed the system calls by collecting them as a log file and
processing them to discover anomalies. They tested the Crowdroid using self-
written malwares as well as real malwares. The results were as high as 100 %, but
the downside is that they used self-written malwares that are not as realistic as the
real world malwares.

However, the Android operating system is based on Linux kernel [11] and col-
lecting the system calls is a toil [7]. Whereas, in the network-based analysis, collecting
the network traffic is as simple as installing the tPacketCapture application [12].

Sue et al. [13] extracted nine features from the network traffic and used two
algorithms, decision tree and random forest, for the experiments. The features are
the average and standard deviation of the number of sent/received packets, the
average and standard deviation of the number of bytes sent/received and the
average TCP/IP session duration. They achieved 96.70 % of detection rate with
random forest.

Similarly, a study was done by Feizollah et al. [14] in which they analyzed the
network traffic of 100 malwares for malware detection. They chose three network
features namely, packet size, connection duration and number of GET/POST
parameters. The results were as high as 99.94 % of true positive rate. Thus, the
network-based approach was chosen for this paper.
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95.3 Background of Algorithms

We have used adaboost algorithm along with the random forest for the ensemble
learning approach.

95.3.1 Adaboost

It is one the most successful and popular ensemble algorithms. It is a self-rated
algorithm meaning that it scores the reliability of its own prediction. It has a high
flexibility for combining with other methods such as supervised learning. It also
requires less knowledge about the data set in order to improve the accuracy of the
algorithm [15]. In this work, we employed the Adaboost.M1 [16] in our experiment.
As discussed in the introduction section, the boosting algorithm works by assigning
the weight on the training sets. Suppose training set ðx1; y1Þ; . . .. . .; ðxn; ynÞ where
each xi belongs to instance space x and each label yi is in the label set y. The
Adaboost.M1 assigns the weight on the training sets. Initially, the weights are
equal. Based on the performance of each algorithm, the weight of misclassified
training sets are increased in order to focus on the misclassified sets in the next
rounds of training [10].

95.3.2 Random Forest

Random forest algorithm is one of the most popular among the researchers. It has
been proven that it is a popular and powerful algorithm in the pattern matching and
machine learning [17]. The random forest algorithm constructs a collection of
decision trees, which use the classification and regression methods. They are sets
of rule-based methods to generate the decision trees. The trees are developed
independent of each other and they vote for the best class to form the random
forest. The error in the random forest algorithm depends on the robustness of
individual trees and the correlation between them [18].

95.3.3 Adaboost and Random Forest

The combination of Adaboost and random forest was utilized in this paper.
Adaboost is the boosting algorithm that is used to improve the performance of the
random forest algorithm. For instance, researchers used the Adaboost with the
random forest and the final results show improved performance [10].
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95.4 Methodology

The methodology of this study comprises of three phases: building the data set,
feature selection and extraction, and the supervised learning and ensemble
learning. Figure 95.5 shows the architecture of the methodology. The details of
each phase are explained in the following sections.

95.4.1 Building the Data Set

The data set consists of the selected features in the network traffic. The first step is
to collect the network traffic generated by the malwares as well as normal appli-
cations in order to construct the data set. The capturing process of the network
traffic is done by installing the tPacketCapture Pro [12] on a real device and
running the applications for 30 min. The generated network traffic is captured via
the application and the result is prepared in the pcap file format. We then trans-
ferred the file to the computer to extract selected features. We used 600 malware
samples from the MalGenome data sample in this paper ranging from the simplest
malware to the most sophisticated ones like AnserverBot.

95.4.2 Feature Selection and Extraction

Among the massive number of network features, we have selected four of the most
important ones. They are packet size, connection duration, frame length and the
source port.

The packet size is the size of each packet; the packet that leaks user’s data from
a device to the hacker has larger size than normal packets. Most of the time,

Internet

Normal Applications

Malicious Applications

Dataset of

Collected Network Traffic

Feature Selection 

and Extraction

Refined 

Dataset

Supervised

Learning

Ensemble

Learning

Building the Dataset Feature Selection and Extraction
Supervised Learning and 

Ensemble Learning

Fig. 95.5 Methodology architecture
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Android malwares connect to the hacker to check for new commands. Thus, most
connections are in the form of simple handshakes, which is a plausible reason to
choose the connection duration for this study. The frame length is the length of
each frame in bytes. The source port is important in the detection of the malwares.

The selected features were extracted using the tshark [19] program, which is a
command line version of the Wireshark program.

95.4.3 Supervised Learning and Ensemble Learning

The prepared data set is fed to the supervised algorithm as well as ensemble
algorithm. We chose the random forest algorithm for the supervised phase and the
adaboost and random forest for the ensemble phase. The purpose is to compare the
results of two learning methods and to prove that the ensemble learning provides
better results and performance than the supervised learning in the Android mal-
wares detection.

95.5 Results and Discussions

The results of the experiment are expressed in terms of true positive rate (TPR)
and false positive rate (FPR). The random forest algorithm achieved the TPR of
99.4 % while the Adaboost and random forest algorithm resulted in 99.6 % of the
TPR. Table 95.1 shows the results of the study.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is one of the common methods
of analyzing the results of an experiment. It indicates how the true positive rate
changes as the internal thresholds of the algorithm are varied to generate more or
fewer false alarm. It plots true positive rate against false positive probability. ROC
curves show the tradeoff between false positive rate and true positive rate that
means any increase in the true positive rate is accompanied with a decrease in the
false positive rate. The top left corner of the diagram is considered the optimum
solution. The Figs. 95.5 and 95.6 illustrate the ROC curve for our experiment
(Fig. 95.7).

As presented, the ROC curves are very similar. In order to analyze ROC curves,
the area under the curve (AUC) is examined. In this case, the AUC for Adaboost
and random forest is 0.999 and the AUC for the random forest is 0.998. As the

Table 95.1 Results of
the experiment

Algorithm TPR (%) FPR (%)

Adaboost and random forest 99.6 0.4

Random forest 99.4 0.6
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AUC approaches to 1.00, the algorithm has better performance. Thus, the Ada-
boost and random forest has the better performance than the random forest.

In order to authenticate this work, a comparison is done with a similar work. In
2013, a study was conducted [20] on Android malwares for classification purpose.
The authors used ensemble learning approach with the random forest as the chosen
algorithm. They achieved 99 % of detection rate in their experiment. However, in
this work, we attained 99.6 % of detection rate. In addition, we conducted another
experiment with supervised learning to prove that the ensemble learning is more
effective than the supervised learning.

Overall, it is evident that the ensemble learning, adaboost and random forest,
performs better than the supervised learning, random forest, in the Android mal-
ware detection and the ensemble learning has improved the Android malware
detection over the supervised learning.

95.6 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we analyzed the network traffic generated by the Android malwares
using two versions of random forest algorithm, which are supervised learning
approach and ensemble learning approach. The experimental results proved that
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the ensemble learning improved the Android malware detection. In addition, we
compared our work with a similar work done by other researchers and we con-
cluded that our work achieved higher detection rate.

As a future work, the real time experiment on the mobile malwares can be
conducted. It is worth mentioning that experimenting with more data samples is
suggested for future works.
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Chapter 96
Tailored MFCCs for Sound Environment
Classification in Hearing Aids

Roberto Gil-Pita, Beatriz López-Garrido and Manuel Rosa-Zurera

Abstract Hearing aids have to work at low clock rates in order to minimize the
power consumption and maximize battery life. The implementation of signal
processing techniques on hearing aids is strongly constrained by the small number
of instructions per second to implement the algorithms in the digital signal pro-
cessor the hearing aid is based on. In this respect, the objective of this paper is the
proposal of a set of approximations in order to optimize the implementation of
standard Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient based sound environment classifiers
in real hearing aids. After a theoretical analysis of these coefficients and a set of
experiments under different classification schemes, we demonstrate that the sup-
pression of the Discrete Cosine Transform from the feature extraction process is
suitable, since its use does not suppose an improvement in terms of error rate, and
it supposes a high computational load. Furthermore, the use of the most signifi-
cative bit instead of the logarithm also supposes a considerable reduction in the
computational load while obtaining comparable results in terms of error rate.

96.1 Introduction

A hearing aid capable of automatically classifying the acoustic environment that
surrounds his/her user, and selecting the amplification ‘‘program’’ that is best
adapted to such environment (‘‘self-adaptation’’) would improve the user’s
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comfort [1]. The ‘‘manual’’ approach, in which the user has to identify the acoustic
surroundings, and to choose the adequate program, is very uncomfortable and
frequently exceeds the abilities of many hearing aid users [2]. Furthermore, sound
classification is also used in modern hearing aids as a support for the noise
reduction and source separation stages, like, for example, in voice activity
detection [3], in which the objective is to extract information from the sound in
order to improve the performance of these systems.

There is a number of interesting features that could potentially exhibit different
behavior for speech, music and noise and thus may help the system classify the
sound signal. One of the most typical features used for information extraction in
audio analysis are the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), that have
already been used for sound environment classification in hearing aids [4]. The
problem of implementing an MFCC based sound classifier in a hearing aid is that
DSP-based hearing aids have constraints in terms of computational capability and
memory. The hearing aid has to work at very low clock rates in order to minimize
the power consumption and thus maximize the battery life. Additionally, the
restrictions become stronger because a considerable part of the DSP computational
capabilities are already being used for running the algorithms aiming to com-
pensate the hearing losses.

Therefore, the design of any automatic sound classifier is strongly constrained
to the use of the remaining resources of the DSP: roughly speaking, the compu-
tational power does not use to exceed 5 MIPS. This restriction in number of
operations per second enforces us to put special emphasis on signal processing
techniques and algorithms tailored for properly classifying while using a reduced
number of operations.

This paper presents a tailored efficient implementation of MFCC based sound
environment classifier for digital hearing aids. The idea is to propose solutions for
the implementation of these systems, bearing with the finite-precision limitations
and the computational cost, with the aim of establishing a set of tradeoffs between
performance in terms of error rate and number of required assembler instructions
per second.

96.2 Description of the Sound Environment Classifier

Figure 96.1 shows the block diagram of the sound environment classifier, in
relationship with the main loss compensation algorithm of a hearing aid. As we
can appreciate, the sound environment classifier basically consists of a feature
extraction block, and the aforementioned classifier. Each of this block will be
studied in detail in this section.
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96.2.1 Feature Extraction

There is a number of interesting features that could potentially exhibit different
behavior for speech, music, and noise and thus may help the system classify the
sound signal. Classical approaches use tailored specific features such as the
spectral centroid, spectral flux, voice to white or short time energy, which are
computationally efficient and they obtain considerably good results in the problem
at hand [5]. In a different approach, MFCCs render very good results in terms of
error rate, but with a considerably increase of the required computational resources
[6]. In this paper we will focus on the last ones, with the aim of analyzing their
drawbacks in terms of computation complexity, allowing a posterior definition of a
computationally simplified version of the MFCCs.

Obtaining MFCC coefficients [7] has been regarded as one of the techniques of
parameterization most important used in speech processing. They provide a
compact representation of the spectral envelope, so that most of the energy is
concentrated in the first coefficients. Perceptual analysis emulates human ear non-
linear frequency response by creating a set of filters on non-linearly spaced fre-
quency bands. Mel cepstral analysis uses the Mel scale and a cepstral smoothing in
order to get the final smoothed spectrum.

The main stages of MFCC analysis are:

• Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT): MFCCs are evaluated using informa-
tion derived from the STFT. In order to overcome the non-stationary of speech,
it is necessary to analyze the signal in short time periods, in which it can be
considered almost stationary. So, time frames or segments are obtained
dividing the signal in frames, which usually have an overlap factor of 50 %.
Then, DFT is calculated to each windowed time frame, generating Xt[k], a
time-frequency decomposition.

• Mel scale non uniform filter bank: In order to determine the MFCCs, phase
information is discarded, since we work with the energy of STFT, |Xt[k]|2. This
signal |Xt[k]|2 is then multiplied by a triangular filter bank, using Eq. (96.1).

Fig. 96.1 Block diagram of
the proposed system showing
the different stages of the
hearing aid
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Emt ¼
XN=2

k¼0

Xt k½ �j j2Hm k½ �; 1�m�F; ð96:1Þ

where Hm[k] are the triangular filter responses, whose area is unity. These
triangles are spaced according to the Mel frequency scale, matching F the
number of final MFCCs [8].

• Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT): Through the DCT, expressed in Eq. (96.2),
the logarithm of the spectral coefficients are re-transformed, so the mel fre-
quency spectral coefficients are converted to a cepstral domain.

MFCCmt ¼
XF

k¼1

log Emtð Þcos m k � 1=2ð Þp=Nð Þ;m ¼ 1; . . .;F ð96:2Þ

Once MFCCs are evaluated, features are determined from statistics of each
MFCC. Some of the most common used statistics are the mean and the standard
deviation, which have been successfully used in sound environment problems for
hearing aids [5]. So, in this paper we study the implementation of mean and
standard deviation of the MFCCs as features, since we have found that these
values obtain very good results with a considerably low computational complexity.

96.2.2 Classification Algorithms

In order to analyze the performance of the proposals under different classification
scenarios, four different classifiers are studied: the Least Squares Linear Classifier
(LSLC), the Least Squares Diagonal Quadratic Classifier (LSDQC), the Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) and the Quadratic Multilayer Perceptron (QMLP).

Least Square Classifiers are a classifiers that render very good results with a
very fast learning process and low computational complexity after training and
therefore they have been selected for the experiments carried out in this paper. Let
us considerer a set of training patterns x = [x1, x2, …, xL]T (for instance, and as we
described above, the mean and/or standard deviation of the used features), where
each of these patterns is assigned to one of the C possible classes, c = 1,…, C. In a
linear or quadratic classifier, the decision rule can be obtaining looking for the
class that maximizes a combination from a set of C combinations, as shows
Eq. (96.3).

yc ¼ vc0 þ
XL

n¼1

vcnxn þ
XL

n¼1

XL

p¼1

wcnpxnxp; ð96:3Þ
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where vcn are the linear weighting values, and wcnp are the quadratic weighting
values. So, in the LSLC the terms wcnp is zero, giving a linear combination of the
input features.

Another particular case is the LSDQC which is referred to the use of only the
diagonal coefficients of the matrix of quadratic terms ðwcnp ¼ 0; 8n 6¼ pÞ. In the
least squares approach, the weights are adjusted in order to minimize the mean
square error, which leads to the solution of the equations of Wiener-Hopf [9]. So,
the use of the LSDQC allows obtaining more complex solutions with the drawback
of duplicating the effective features of the classifier.

Concerning MLPs, they are feed forward artificial neural network models that
have successfully been implemented in hearing aids as sound environment clas-
sifiers [5]. They consist of multiple layers of nodes in a directed graph, with each
layer fully connected to the next one. Each node is denominated neuron, and it
processes data applying a nonlinear function called activation function to a linear
combination of the inputs of the node [10]. MLPs are typically trained to minimize
the mean squared error of the outputs using back propagation algorithms. In this
paper two-layer MLPS have been trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt opti-
mization algorithm [11]. In the MLP, each neuron of the first layer divides the
input space in two by means of a hyperplane, and the second layer combines these
hyperplanes to generate more complex boundaries. So, the complexity of the
solutions implemented in an MLP can be controlled by the number of available
neurons.

At last, QMLPs, also known as second order neural networks [12], are a variant
of the MLPs inspired in the differences between the LSLC and the LSDQC. It
consists in an MLP whose inputs are doubled adding quadratic terms of the input
pattern. So, in this case each neuron in the first layer can divide the input space in
two by a quadratic function, highly increasing the capability of the classification
system.

It is important to highlight all the four classifiers described in this paper are not
influenced by shifts or scaling of the input patterns, since these kind of changes
will only suppose a corresponding change in the input weights and they will not
alter the performance of the classifier. This property will be exploded in the next
section in order to reduce the computational cost of the implemented solution.

96.3 Description of the Proposals

In this section we will focus on two specific points that highly increase the
computational complexity of the sound environment classifier, and we will pro-
pose possible solutions to overcome each problem.

In order to determine the MFCCs in a hearing aid, we start from the squared
values of the STFT. These values are usually calculated in the main algorithms of
the DSP, since they are used for the multi-band compression-expansion algorithm
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used to adapt sounds to the hearing losses of the patient. In some cases and in order
to optimize the power consumption, specific coprocessors are implemented in
order to determine the values of |Xt[k]|2 [13]. So, the computational complexity of
the evaluation of the terms |Xt[k]|2 will not be considered in the present paper.

The computational cost associated to the evaluation of the Mel scale triangular
filters supposes a number of instructions that must be taken into account. Ideally,
the number of Multiplication/AC cumulation (MAC) instructions required can be
proportional to the product F(N/2 + 1), being F the number of filter-banks and
N the frame length (see Eq. 96.1). Fortunately, since most of the terms of
Hm[k] are zero, the number of operations is drastically reduced. For instance, in the
particular case at hand the proportion of non-zero terms of Hm[k] is around 7.3 %
of the total values.

The next group of operations required to determine the MFCCs consists in the
evaluation of the DCT and the logarithm at the end of the MFCC extraction. These
two parts of the feature extraction process usually consume a high proportion of
the available DSP power, and therefore they will be deeply studied in this section.

96.3.1 Proposal 1: Approximated Evaluation
of the Logarithm

The logarithms are implemented in a typical DSP architecture using 13 assembler
instructions. Taking into account that every time frame we must determine the
logarithm of F terms (see Eq. 96.2), this operation requires a considerable amount
of instructions in the problem at hand. In order to reduce the number of instruc-
tions, in this paper we propose the use of the Most Significative Bit (MSB) (the
position of the first non zero bit in the binary representation of the register) in order
to approximate the logarithm function. This operation only requires one assembler
instruction, and it can be seen as an approach of the logarithm function. So, we can
obtain a very fast way of approximating the log2 by means of the position of the
most significative bit in the accumulator using Eq. (96.4).

log að Þ ¼ log 2ð Þ � log2 að Þ ’ log 2ð Þ msb að Þ þ 0:5ð Þ; ð96:4Þ

where msb(�) represents the MSB operation.
The multiplication by the constant log(2) and the addition of 0.5 can be sup-

pressed, since it only supposes a scale and shift over the features of the classifier,
and its use will only change the values of the trained weights of the classifiers, but
it will not alter the decision rule. So, the proposed replacement of the logarithm
function in Eqs. (96.2) and (96.5) by the MSB function significantly reduces the
number of required assembler instructions.
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96.3.2 Proposal 2: Removal of the DCT Block

The DCT is evaluated by means of a set of $F$ linear combinations of the F filter
banks using Eq. (96.2). This supposes F2 MAC operations for each time frame.

In the particular case of determining the mean value of the MFCCs as features
with a linear classifier, the use of the DCT can be suppressed, since the perfor-
mance of the classifier without the DCT is completely equivalent. The evaluation
of the mean value supposes a linear combination of the DCT, and the classifier
implements linear combinations of these linear combinations. Since the weights of
the linear classifier are determined in order to minimize the mean square error, the
use of the DCT supposes a change in the values of the weights vcn but it will not
alter the values of the linear combination of the classifiers (given by Eq. (96.3)
with wcnp ¼ 0; 8n 6¼ p), since a linear combination of a linear combination is
another linear combination. Therefore, the final error of this particular classifica-
tion scheme (mean of the MFCCs and linear classifier) is completely independent
of the use of the DCT in the feature extraction process.

So, the proposed tailored MFCCs removes the DCT block extraction, so that
Eq. (96.2) is replaced by Eq. (96.5).

MFCC0
mt ¼ log Emtð Þ ð96:5Þ

In the case of a more complex classifier, or in case of the use of the standard
deviation of the features, the error rate might vary with the suppression of the DCT
block, but the changes in terms of error rate could not compensate the drawback of
the added computational complexity.

96.4 Experimental Work

Prior to the description of the different experiments we have carried out, it is worth
having a look at the sound database we have used. It consists of a total of 2343 s of
audio, including both speech in quiet, speech in noise, speech in music, vocal
music, instrumental music and noise. The database was manually labelled,
obtaining a total of 781 s of speech in quiet, speech in music and speech in noise,
781 s of music, and 781 s of noise, so we will work in a three class problem
(C = 3, speech, music and noise). All audio files are monophonic, and were
sampled with a sampling frequency of Fs = 16 kHz and 16 bits per sample.
Speech and music files were provided by D. Ellis, and recorded by E. Scheirer and
M. Slaney [14]. This database has already been used in a number of different
works [15]. Speech was recorded by digitally sampling FM radio stations, using a
variety of stations, content styles and levels, and contains samples from both male
and female speakers. The sound files present different input levels, with a range of
30 dB between the lowest and the highest, which allows us to test the robustness of
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the classification system against different sound input levels. Music includes
samples of jazz, pop, country, salsa, reggae, classical, various non-Western styles,
various sorts of rock, and new age music, both with and without vocals. Finally,
noise files include sounds from the following environments: aircraft, bus, cafe, car,
kindergarten, living room, nature, school, shop, sports, traffic, train, and train
station. These noise sources have been artificially mixed with those of speech files
(with varying degrees of reverberation) at different Signal to Noise Ratios (SNRs)
ranging from 0 to 10 dB. In a number of experiments, these values have been
found to be representative enough regarding the following perceptual criteria:
lower SNRs could be treated by the hearing aid as noise, and higher SNRs could be
considered as clean speech.

For training and testing, it is necessary for the database to be divided into two
different sets. 1414 s (H 60 %) for training, and 930 s (H 40 %) for testing. This
division has been randomly carried out, ensuring that the relative proportion of
files of each category is preserved for each set. The training set is used to deter-
mine the weights of the classifiers in the training process, and the test set is used to
assess the classifier’s quality after training. The test set has remained unaltered for
all the experiments described in this paper.

Each file was processed using the hearing aid simulator described in [16]
without feedback. The features were computed from the output of the Weighted
Overlap-Add (WOLA) filter-bank with N = 128 DFT points and analysis and
synthesis window lengths of 256 samples. So, the time/frequency decomposition is
performed with 65 frequency bands. Concerning the architecture, the simulator has
been configured for a 16-bits word-length Harvard Architecture with a MAC unit
that multiplies 16-bit registers and stores the result in a 40-bit accumulator.

In order to study the effects of the limited precision, the classifiers were con-
figured for taking a decision with time slots of 20 ms. The objective is to study the
effects of the limited computational capability in a classification scenario in which
a small time scale is required like, for example, in noise reduction or sound source
separation applications. The results we have illustrated below show the average
probability of classification error for the test set and the computational complexity
of the considered in percentage of computational load for a 5 MIPS standard
hearing aid DSP. The probability of classification error represents the average
number of time slots that are misclassified in the test set.

It is important to highlight that in a real classification system the classification
evidence can be accumulated across the time for achieving lower error rates. This
fact makes necessary a study of the tradeoff between the selected time scale, the
integration of decision for consecutive time slots, the performance of the final
system and the required computational complexity. This analysis is out of the
scope of this paper, since our aim is not to propose a particular classification
system, that must be tuned for the considered hearing aid application, but to
illustrate a set of tools and strategies that can be used for determining the way an
MFCC based classifiers can efficiently be implemented in real time for sound
environment classification tasks with limited computational capabilities.
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With the aim of carrying out an experimental validation of the two proposals,
several experiments have been carried out under different scenarios. In these
experiments, the objective is to determine the effectiveness of the proposed
approximations over both the error rate and the computational cost. The param-
eters of this second group of experiments are:

• Features: We have carried out experiments with 25 MFCCs using the Proposal
1 (MSB approximation of the logarithmic function) and the Proposal 2
(removal of the DCT block in the MFCC estimation), described in the above
section. Furthermore, we have also carried out experiments combining both
proposals. For comparison purposes, we also run experiments using (1) a set of
four classic features (spectral centroid, spectral flux, voice to white and short
time energy) described in [5], (2) the 25 standard MFCCs, and the first 12
MFCCs, as it was described in [6].

• Statistics: In order to evaluate the importance of the selected statistics of the
features, two different choices have been considered and compared: first, the
use of the mean value of the different features along the 20 ms time slot has
been studied; second, both the mean and the standard deviation of the features
have been used as input vector for the corresponding classifiers.

• Classifiers: Four different classifiers have been evaluated for each feature and
statistic combination: the LSLC, LSDQC, a two layer MLP, and a two layer
QMLP. Both the MLP and the QMLP have been configured with 10 tan-
sigmoidal neurons in the first layer and three linear neurons in the output layer
(corresponding to the three classes considered in the experiments).

Table 96.1 shows the results obtained in the experiments. As we can see, the
use of the 4 classic features supposes the worst results in terms of error rate, but the
associated computational cost is quite low when compared to the use of 25
standard MFCCs. On the other hand, the use of the first 12 MFCCs supposes a
reduction in the DSP load, but in most of the cases with a consequent increment in
the average error rates.

Concerning the approximation of the logarithm by the MSB operator (Proposal 1),
we can see that it supposes a slight increment in the error rate in all the cases when
compared to the standard use of MFCCs (an average relative increase of 1.6 % in
error rate), but a considerable reduction in the computational cost (an average rel-
ative reduction of 24 % in the DSP load). This fact makes the proposed MSB
approximation suitable for most of the real time hearing aid scenarios.

As it was expected, we can check that the results achieved with the mean value
of 25 standard MFCCs and with the Proposal 2 for the LSLC are equal. As we
demonstrated in the last section, in that case the DCT block does not alter the
classifier performance and therefore it can be removed. But, furthermore, in the
case of removing the DCT (Proposal 2) with other classifier or in the case of also
using the standard deviation, the error rate is not only different but even lower than
in the case of the standard use of MFCCs (average relative reduction of 2.66 %).
Moreover, the removal of the DCT block supposes an average reduction of 50 %
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of the DSP load, which is quite important in order to minimize power
consumption.

When both proposals are implemented (MSB approach and DCT removal) we
get the lowest computational costs (74 % lower than the use of standard MFCCs,
and 14 % lower than the use of the classic features), and the error rates are even
lower than those obtained by the standard MFCCs. This choice might be suitable
for those applications in which the computational cost is more constrained.

Concerning the comparison between classifiers, we can se that their use allow to
establish tradeoffs between computational cost and error rate. So, the best result in
terms of computational cost is obtained by the LSLC classifier with the mean value
of the MFCCs under Proposals 1 and 2 (22.63 % of error rate with a computational
load of 0.93 %), and in those cases in which we desire to get the best performance
in terms of error rate, the QMLP achieves the lowest error rates (for instance,
12.35 % with the mean and standard deviation of the same features with only a
2.67 % of the DSP load).

96.5 Conclusions

This paper has been motivated by the fact that the implementation of signal
processing techniques on hearing aids is strongly constrained by the small number
of instructions per second to implement the algorithms on the digital signal pro-
cessor the hearing aid is based on. In this respect, the objective of this paper has
been the proposal of a set of approximations in order to optimize the implemen-
tation of standard MFCC based sound environment classifiers in real hearing aids.
The performance of the proposed solutions show a balance between keeping error
classification probability within low values (in order to not disturb the user’s
comfort) and achieving this by using a small number of instructions per second.
The reason underlying these restrictions is that hearing aids have to work at low
clock rates in order to minimize the power consumption and maximize battery life.

The final, global conclusion is that the suppression of the DCT block from the
MFCC extraction process is suitable, since its use does not suppose an improve-
ment in terms of error rate, and it supposes a high computational load. Further-
more, the use of the MSB operator instead of the logarithm in the MFCC supposes
a considerable reduction in the computational load while obtaining comparable
results in terms of error rate.
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Chapter 97
Metamodelling Architecture
for Modelling Domains with Different
Mathematical Structure

Vitaliy Mezhuyev

Abstract The new metamodelling approach for domain specific modelling is
proposed in the paper. The additional level of the metamodelling architecture is
introduced, which gives the possibility of metamodels development in the different
mathematical semantics. This allows to take into account the mathematical
structure of modelled domains, and to use the mathematical operations for
development of new effective methods for solving domain specific tasks. The
applicability of the approach for development of metamodels for modelling dif-
ferent domains is shown.

Keywords Domain specific modelling � Metamodel � Metamodelling architec-
ture � Mathematical structure � Formal system

97.1 Introduction

The methodology of Domain Specific Modelling (DSM) becomes more and more
popular today, allowing to overcome the known issues of the ‘‘universal’’ mod-
elling approach [1]. The sense of DSM is development of Domain Specific Lan-
guages (DSLs), applicable for modelling properties of particular domains. A DSL
is built inside a so called metamodel, defining the concrete syntax of the language.
The abstract syntax of a DSL is defined in the frame of the meta-metamodel as e.g.
MOF [2], GOPPRR [3], MGA [4] etc.
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Emphasizing the power of the existing DSM approaches, they have a number of
issues, caused by the lack of generalisation and formalisation:

• the metamodel based DSLs are mostly descriptive, i.e. not expressive for the
definition of methods for solving domain specific tasks;

• the applicability of a DSL by the generation of software data and code is
limited;

• while the DSM approach is intended for using by domain experts, the oblig-
atory involvement of IT specialists for development of code generators is
needed;

• for code generation an additional external language should be used, which is
not linked with specifics of a modelled domain;

• the meta-metamodel, used for metamodels development, does not reflect the
mathematical structure of a considered domain and is hardcoded inside a DSM
tool.

Let’s consider the principles of the proposed approach to the metamodels
development, allowing to overcome the specified above issues:

• the formal definition of the object of modelling—the domain, as the set of
entities, linked by the forming mathematical structure and the domain specific
relationships;

• the definition of the meta-metamodel and the metamodel as the formal systems,
allowing to fix correspondingly the structural and domain specific properties;

• the mathematical structure of a domain is defined at the meta-metamodel level
and next is used as the carrier of domain specific properties;

• the additional level of the metamodelling architecture is introduced, which
allows to develop the meta-metamodels, having different mathematical
semantics.

While the existing metamodelling approaches use the predefined mathematical
formalisms (mostly, graphs) for structuring domain properties, here the develop-
ment of meta-metamodels in the different mathematical semantics is possible.
Additional level of the metamodelling architecture allows to express properties of
domains in terms of set theory and to reflect different mathematical structures
(algebraic, topological, differential, geometrical etc.). Corresponding mathemati-
cal operations are integrated in the metamodel and used for solving domain spe-
cific tasks. Generation of software data and code becomes the partial case of the
proposed metamodelling approach.

The paper is organized as follows. First the new metamodelling architecture is
discussed in comparison with existing approaches. Section 97.3 of the paper shows
applicability of the proposed approach for producing the graph based metamodels
for modelling software systems. Section 97.4 expands the practical applications
for requirements engineering, business process modelling and solving tasks of
multidimensional physical domains. The conclusion, plan of future research and
references list finalize the paper.
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97.2 Metamodelling Architectures

The methodology MOF (Meta Object Facility) [2] was used by the OMG (Object
Management Group) consortium for development of the Unified Modelling Lan-
guage (UML). MOF has the four levels of the metamodelling architecture. The top
level is the meta-metamodel (M3), defining the language for development of the
metamodels (having the level M2). The level M2 (here, UML) used for devel-
opment of the domain models of the level M1 (the UML-models). The last is the
level of data (M0), describing the concrete instances of M1. The MOF architecture
is based on the object-oriented methodology of software systems design.

The meta-metamodel GOPPRR (Graph-Object-Property-Port-Role-Relation-
ship) allows to produce metamodels inside the graph based notations, by means of
connection of objects by relationships, definition of domain properties (attributes)
and roles [3]. Each of the GOPPRR concepts a metatype is called. As MOF, the
metamodelling architecture of the GOPPRR in four levels can be shown (see the
Fig. 97.1).

The proposed approach also has the multiple-level metamodelling architecture,
but it semantics differs from the existing methodologies. All of the metamodels are
considered to be formal systems; they contain an alphabet of types, a grammar and
operations. We introduce the additional level of the metamodelling architecture—
the meta-meta-metamodel (M4), as a formal system, that is built on the basis of set
theory. M4 includes the meta-metatype ‘‘element of a set’’, set operations and
grammar rules, which (taken together) allow us to specify a set structure. This
approach allows us to consider a domain as a set of heterogeneous entities, having
domain specific properties and linked by different kinds of mathematical structures.

Formally, we define a domain as a set of entities D, linked by structural S and
domain specific P relationships:

D ¼ fd1; d2. . .dNg; S;P � D � D ð97:1Þ

where N is a power of D. Each element of D can have attributes, which we
consider as unary relationships on D. 0-ary relationships are used to identify
elements of D. Binary and other relationships are used to fix mathematical
structure of D.

All of the levels of the proposed metamodelling architecture contain not only
descriptive elements, such as in MOF or GOPPRR, but also procedural part,
implemented with software functions.

Following our proposal, the architecture for development of the graph based
metamodel on the Fig. 97.2 is shown. Here a node and an edge of a graph serve as
the mathematical metatypes for development of domain specific metamodels types
(an attribute is the inherent part of a node and of an edge). The node and the edge
are produced from the meta-meta-metamodel as the having algebraic structure
subsets of the composing domain entities. Note, while GOPPRR [3] and MGA [4]
also use the graphs for structuring domain specific properties, this is a partial case
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of the proposed approach, where development and using the different mathematical
structures is possible.

The implementation of mathematical operations of the metamodels at all levels
of the proposed architecture, forms the Application Program Interface (API) of the
corresponding software tool. The API of M4 contains the methods for manipu-
lation with the elements of a set of composing domain entities. The API of M3 is
the operations with subsets (e.g., with a node and an edge of a graph, and in the
general case with any model objects of the considered domain). For M2, the API
contains the metamodel processing routines (here, the metatypes of the level M3
become domain-specific types, i.e., to the mathematical subsets the semantics of
the domain is assigned). M1 contains instances of the types and definitions of
domain-specific methods, implemented with the APIs of all the previous levels.
M0 is data values and processes in the computer memory (instances of the
methods, defined at the level M1).

97.3 Development of Graph-Based Metamodels

Let us consider the mathematical method for producing the graph-based meta-
metamodel in the context of proposed approach. Its alphabet includes the meta-
types node N and edge E of the graph Gr = (N, E); the grammar GGr is the set of
rules, defining the possibility {true, false} of the connection of nodes ni, nj by the
edge ek = (ni, nj), n e N, e e E

GGr ¼ ni; nj

� �
jgk � true; falsef g; ni; nj �N; i; j ¼ 1::M; k ¼ 1::K

� �
ð97:2Þ

where M is a power of N. The number of rules K depends on the properties of the
graph Gr (is it directed, are loops possible, etc.).

At the level of metamodel development, to the nodes and the edges of the meta-
metamodel the semantics of domain is assigned. For example, the node N can be
the metatype for definition of the types of software tasks and synchronization

M0 (Data)

M1 (Model)

M2 (Metamodel)

M3 (Meta-metamodel) GOPPRR

Object

Device

TV-Set Electrical 
socket

Property

Power:

100W

Relationship

Connector

Cable

Integer

Fig. 97.1 The GOPPRR metamodelling architecture
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objects, and the edge E can be the metatype for definition of the types of channels
(communication protocols) between tasks and synchronization objects. This
metamodel will include the alphabet, containing typical for parallel programming
synchronisation objects (critical section, mutex, semaphore, resource, FIFO etc.)
and software tasks (driver, application etc.); the grammar rules, specifying the
valid interactions of software tasks via synchronisation objects, and operations,
used for definition of code generation functions.

Table 97.1 shows an example of the definition of the metamodel for modelling
the parallel concurrent software system inside the graph based meta-metamodel.

In this example, a Node and an Edge are the mathematical metatypes of graph
based meta-metamodel M3. Domain specific types are the nodes Task, Sync and
the edges PutData, GetData, which compose the alphabet of M2 metamodel and
are used to create instances at the M1 level. M2 also defines the grammar rules for
combining instances of the types by using predicates PutData(Task, Sync) and
GetData(Sync, Task). These grammar rules correspond to the edges of the graph-
based meta-metamodel and are used for development of code generation methods
(implemented by walking the graph based model M1). The M1 model of software
system includes instances of Task1, Task2 … TaskT and synchronization objects
Sync1, Sync2 … SyncS, linked by the channels of interaction PutData, GetData
(where T, S—are the number of tasks and the number of synchronization objects in
the model respectively).

For the interesting reader, to show the applicability of described graph based
metamodel, we can refer to the metamodel of interacting entities [5], which was
used for development of a real-time operation system [6] and for modelling dis-
tributed parallel real-time software [7].

M0 (Data)

M1 (Model)

M2 (Metamodel )
Interaction Entities

M3 (Meta-
metamodel )

Graph theory

M4 (Meta-meta-
metamodel )
Set theory

Element of a set

Node

Entity

Device

TV-Set
Electrical 

socket

Edge

Interaction

Connector

Cable

Fig. 97.2 The levels of the proposed metamodelling architecture
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The definition of the metamodel alphabet as the set of attributed types and the
domain model as the instances of the types, having the concrete values of attri-
butes, make possible the formal checking a model in its state space. Due to
including mathematical methods in the metamodel the checking properties of
behaviour of a real-time system (e.g. absence of deadlocks) was applied. The
graph based methods (e.g. Dijkstra’s algorithm) for development of the code
generation functions (e.g. routing table of a real time operation system) were used.

97.4 Other Applications of the Metamodelling Approach

Except development of graph-based metamodel for software systems design, the
applicability of the proposed approach was proven for the next domains:

• requirements engineering (RE), where conceptual metamodelling for systems
specification was used. The set of the typical for the RE concepts formed the
alphabet of the metamodel, which symbols were the types for instantiation—
definition of the concrete statements describing a system properties and
behaviour. The methods of the graph based meta-metamodel were used to

Table 97.1 Levels of metamodelling architecture for a software system modelling

Level Alphabet Grammar Operations/
Methods

M4 Math
structures

Elements d of the set D The rules of grammar,
based on the relations
d 2 D, fdg � D

Create /delete
element d,
subset {d}

M3 Node n e Node and edge
e e Edge of graph
G = (Node, Edge),
Node, Edge , D

Connection of nodes by
edges ek (ni, nj), ni, nj e

Node, ek e Edge, i, j = 1..
|Node|, i 6¼ j, k = 1..|Edge|

Add edge
G0 = G + e
Delete edge
G0 = G - e
Add node
G0 = G + n
Delete node
G0 = G - n

M2 Domain
specific
properties

Edge PutData, GetData;
Node Task, Sync;

PutData (Task, Sync);
GetData (Sync, Task)

Add /delete a
type of task
Task /sync
object Sync,
create
communication
channel
PutData,
GetData

M1 Task Task1, Task2;
Sync Sync1;
PutData (Task1, Sync1);
GetData (Sync1, Task1);
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check correspondence of the graph of architectural decomposition to the graph
of initial requirements, generate the document of systems specifications, made
the control of versions etc. The conceptual metamodel was further expanded by
the Finite State Machine formalism [5]. This allows us to build the domain
specific models of processes on the base of the ontology of a domain. To each
concept of ontology the state transition attribute was added. The process
grammar was the set of rules, defining the state transitions of conceptual model
of a system description. e.g. only after capturing requirements user can move to
the specification stage, next to the phase of architectural modelling etc. Such
the approach allows us to manage users activity to achieve the goal of a process
in a given time (up to deadline);

• development of the metamodel, based on the vector algebra and the logic of
syllogisms. Here vectors were used as the metatypes for producing the logical
types of the metamodel alphabet. In the practical implementation [8], the
alphabet of the metamodel on the base of the types of categorical syllogisms
was developed. Due to using vector algebra for the definition of the metamodel,
the operations on syllogisms as operations on vectors in linear vector space
were implemented. This allows us to develop the algorithm for automatic
geometrical theorem proving. The approach was used for development of the
logic for optical computers, where at physical level vectors were implemented
as laser beams;

• development of the metamodel for multidimensional physical domains [9]. The
alphabet of the meta-metamodel was defined as the set of the basic (corre-
sponding to the dimensions of the physical space) geometrical objects, i.e.
point, line, surface and 3D region. For metamodels development we set dis-
tributions of physical properties among the defined with the meta-metamodel
geometrical structures. Due to considering objects as the sets of geometrical
points in the physical space, the grammar of the metamodel in the terms of
Boolean operations on geometrical subsets was defined. This grammar limits
the possible compositions of the geometrical objects in the 3D space. The
mathematical methods of the metamodel correspond to the solutions of mul-
tidimensional tasks of the integral and deferential calculus. As the interesting
application of the metamodelling approach for physical domains the design of
metamaterials (artificial composites with specific optical properties) can be
mentioned [10].

97.5 Plan of Future Research

The plan of research is further exploring the properties of the metamodels,
allowing to fix different mathematical structures:

• the formal definition of the metamodels, the mathematical structure of its types,
grammars and operations at all levels of the metamodelling architecture;
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• learning the linguistic properties of the metamodels, incl. the possibility of
reduction of the grammars into the normal Chomsky form;

• definition of the method for metamodels composition, allowing to combine the
declarative and imperative constructs (alphabet, grammar and operations);

• exploring the textual and the visual forms of expression of metamodels and
development of the method for its combination;

• expansion of the approach on the other types of mathematical structures
(metric, geometrical, differential, topological, etc.).

97.6 Conclusion

The new approach for metamodels development is proposed. The metamodelling
architecture is decomposed into the layers, allowing to fix the structural and the
domain specific properties. This allows to take into account the mathematical
structure of considered domains. The additional set-based level of the metamod-
elling architecture is introduced, which allows to define the meta-metamodels in
the different mathematical semantics.
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Chapter 98
Use Case Based Approach to Analyze
Software Change Impact and Its
Regression Test Effort Estimation

Avinash Gupta, Aprna Tripathi and Dharmendra Singh Kuswaha

Abstract Software needs to be maintained and changed to satisfy the new
requirement and existing faults. Without analyzed changes, change implemented
to software often cause unexpected ripple effects. To avoid this and diminish the
risk of performing undesirable changes, an impact analysis of the change is done.
Software Change Impact Analysis (SCIA) needs to be computed at every change
request for software systems, to access the impact information for several critical
software engineering tasks such as risk analysis, effort estimation, and regression
testing. The use of UML analysis/design models on large projects lead to a large
number of interdependent UML diagrams. Paper proposes a UML model based
approach strictly to use use-case diagram for impact analysis that is applicable in
early decision making and change planning. Later, by using the impact set we
estimate the regression test effort required for the effected change in the software.
The reduction in test effort observed ranges from 47 to 95 %, saving significant
software testing cost.

Keywords Impact analysis � Use-case � Test case � Regression testing � SCIA

98.1 Introduction

Requirement of users are increasing day by day. To fulfil user’s requirements and to
compete in market, software companies need to enhance their product’s perfor-
mance and functionality before let it being obsolete in market. So software change
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management is essential activity to enrich software age. SCIA is an essential activity
before implementing change in software. It allows to measure the effort required
implementing a change and its ripple effects, impact analysis suggests those soft-
ware artefacts which may be changed, and helps to identify test cases which should
be re-executed to ensure that the change was implemented correctly [1].

SCIA has following steps as shown in Fig. 98.1.
Common techniques used to implement change impact analysis are based on

either traceability or dependency relationships between the software artefacts.
Traceability-based impact analysis techniques work on analyzing the relationships
between requirements and other development artefacts (such as design, imple-
mentation and test cases) to determine the scope of the anticipated changes,
dependency-based impact analysis techniques work on a more detailed level by
analyzing the relationships between the artefacts of the same development phase.
Lehnart et al. [2] proposes impact analysis technique’s classification based on
evaluation artifacts as shown in Fig. 98.2.

98.1.1 Model Based Software Change Impact Analysis

Model based analysis provides facility of SCIA for software models to keep their
quality and correctness at early stage. Models, such as UML diagrams, enable the
assessment of architectural changes on a more abstract level than source code.

Fig. 98.1 Software change impact analysis process model

Fig. 98.2 Impact analysis classification be Lehnart
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This enables SCIA in earlier stages of development and in MDD, which has
become more important in recent years. But dependent on the underlying mod-
elling language, even model based analysis provides effective impact analysis
results, for example when analyzing detailed UML class diagrams. Thus, SCIA is
an essential activity of software Maintenance. Proposed approach is concerned
towards the automation of SCIA in MDD environment that provides an automated
SCIA approach for use-case model scheme by using flow of events written in
Visual Paradigm [3] Modelling Tool.

This paper has been organized into the following sections. Section 98.2
describes the related work done in this field. Section 98.3 provides the proposed
approaches and implementation. Section 98.4 presents simulation and comparison
results. Finally, Sect. 98.5 includes the conclusion and future directions (Fig. 98.3).

98.2 State of the Art

There are various strategies for performing SCIA, These strategies are based on
some parameters which is considered during their requirements engineering pro-
cess the execution phase. These strategies can be broadly classified as following:
Automatable and Manual. These strategies require fewer infrastructures, but may
be harder in their impact estimation than the automatable ones.

Fig. 98.3 Use-case diagram designed by visual paradigm tool
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98.2.1 Traceability and Dependency Analysis

Antoniol et al. [4] and Corley et al. [5] proposes that traceability and dependency
analysis both involve examining relationships among entities in the software. They
differ in scope and detail level; traceability analysis is the analysis of relationships
among all types of models, while dependency analysis is the analysis of low-level
dependencies extracted from source code. By extracting dependencies from source
code, it is possible to obtain call graphs, control structures, data graphs and so on
[6]. Since source code is the most exact representation of the system [5], any
analysis based on it can very precisely predict the impact of a change. Dependency
analysis is also the most effective strategy for impact analysis available. The
drawback of using source code is that it is not available until late in the project [7],
which makes dependency analysis narrow in its field of application. The identi-
fication of the primary fundamental point of traceability is based on a predefined
search strategy and a multi-step selection process [8] When requirements trace-
ability exists down to the source, it can, however, be very efficient to use source
code dependencies in order to determine the impact of requirements changes. A
drawback is that very large systems have huge amounts of source code depen-
dencies, which make the dependency relationship difficult to use.

98.2.2 Program Slicing Technique

Slicing [9] attempts to understand dependencies using different independent slices
of the program. The whole program is sliced into a decomposition slice, which
contains the place of the change, and the rest of the program, a complement slice.
Slicing is based on data and control dependencies in the program. Changes made
to the decomposition slice around the variable that the slice is based on are
guaranteed not to affect the complement slice. Slicing technique limits the scope
for propagation of change and makes that scope explicit. Slicing technique is also
used for slicing of documents in order to account for ripple effects as a part of
impact analysis. Slicing techniques can be useful in requirements engineering to
isolate the impact of a requirements change to a specific part of the system. In
order to provide a starting point for the slicing technique, the direct impact of the
change must first be assessed.

98.2.3 Model Driven Development

Model-Driven Development (MDD) is a model-based software development
approach which aims at improving build time and quality of software artifacts by
focusing on UML models as abstract level artifacts rather than code [10].
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UML models can be defined at different levels of abstraction to represent various
aspects of the system. Dependencies between software life cycle objects are
becoming more complex as many software systems grow beyond a million of lines
of code. So, MDD is helpful in such type of systems. The potential benefits of
using models are significantly greater in software than in other engineering dis-
ciplines because of the potential for a seamless link between models and the
systems they represent.

In the context of MDD, models also used for many reasons such as, to handle
immediate errors, to add new functional requirements, to enhance some quality
aspects, or to adapt to a new technological or architectural environment. UML is a
standard for modelling software systems and it is extensively used in the area of
model-driven development [11]. For this reason, our work is restricted to UML
models. There are many UML Models e.g. class diagram, use case diagram,
sequence diagram, activity diagram etc. some author considered the hierarchies
between the models. Use case model is considered at a very abstract level UML
model, and this is very close to main functionality of the software system. Class
diagram and sequence diagram is considered the next level of UML models. So our
research is focused on use case diagram. A measure of distance between a changed
element and potentially impacted elements is proposed by Briand et al. [12] to
prioritize the results of impact analysis according to their likelihood of occurrence.

98.2.4 Informational Retrieval

SCIA approach in this thesis, is based on Information Retrieval discussed in [14],
used to derive the information contained in use-case flow events, with respect to
requested change. Information retrieval processes contains following steps: (1)
Building a corpus, (2) Natural-language processing (NLP), (3) Querying, and (4)
Estimating an impact set.

98.3 Proposed Approach

In the proposed approach, the use-case diagram with descriptions is used in SCIA.
A software system contains one or more use cases. Each use case has its main flow
of event and alternate flow of event, Details of core functionality of use cases in
defined in terms of flow events.

Dependency of use cases are utilized in the proposed approach. In the proposed
approach, flow of events of use cases is written by using the tool Visual Paradigm
Trial version software [3]. The proposed approach includes the steps shown in
Fig. 98.4.

Read SCRF: Users or Developer, who want some change in the developed
system, fill SCRF as per requirement. After getting the filled SCRF, Controller
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Configuration tool (CCT) will analyze the SCRF. The important field of the SCRF
i.e. the change requested field is stored in a new directory.

Parsing and Extraction: In this phase, change requested file is parsed. Parser
parses the stop words like is, are, am, this, that etc., from the stop word file. The
parsed keywords are stored in an output file. Impacted Use Cases: This phase is the
information retrieval phase. After parsing the SCRF, for all extracted keywords,
we search the flow of events directory and gives the impacted use case with
respected to each keyword, this process follows recursively run for all keywords.
For each flow of event file, respected use case name is stored.

Check Similar Use Cases: In this step similar use cases names are checked.
Delete Similar Use Cases: In previous step, it might be possible that, there may be
some redundant use cases. In this phase these redundant use cases are removed to
avoid the ambiguity. Final Impacted Use Cases: The final outcome of this step is
the name of impacted use cases.

Fig. 98.4 Flow chart of
proposed approach
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98.3.1 Implementation and Results

Proposed scheme is illustrated by the ten open source java based and some self
made projects.

The proposed approach has been implemented in three phases. To gather the
change request from the user or developer, SCRF is needed, thus in first phase a
SCRF is designed in java language. This SCRF form contains many fields like
priority, Type of change, Document affected etc.

In second phase, a NLP parser is written in java programming language. This
NLP parses the stop words (i.e. in computing, stop words are words which are
filtered out prior to, or after, processing of natural language data (text) [2]. There is
not one definite list of stop words which all tools used. Stop word list are updates
as per CCT decisions. More than 600 stop words are managed to parse. These stop
words will growing, based on decisions taken by the CCT. After parsing change
request we got some keywords as per desired change requested. To validate our
approach we have taken ten examples, these examples flow of events are written in
visual paradigm trial version software [3].

In third phase i.e. IR part, with the help of parsed keywords, dependent use case
flow of events are filtered with respect to change request. Extracted keywords of
change request are used and retrieve impacted use case names from the flow of
events of the system. For this, a C program is developed. Output of this program is
names of the impacted use cases with respected to the change request.

98.4 Comparison

Proposed approach is compared with Yin Li et al. [13] approach, which is based on
dependences between the system classes. For comparison, Li approach is applied
on the project that is used to evaluate proposed approach. Since, results achieved
through proposed approach are based on the use-case diagram, thus use-cases are
mapped with the classes. Table 98.2 maps the use-cases with classes of project
ATM. Table 98.1 filters the impacted classes with respect to the impacted use-
cases of project ATM for the change request ‘‘Ask for PAN validation if transfer or

Table 98.1 Mapping of classes with use cases

Use-cases Mapped classes

Transaction Log, Logpanel, Receipt, Simreceiptprinter, Transaction, Inquiry, Balances,
MessageInquiry

Session Simcardreader, Simdisplay, Simcarderader, Card, Cardreader, Carddispencer,
Session, Simkeyboard, Accountinformation, Withdrawal, Money, Balance,
Deposit, Transfer

Withdrawal

Transfer

Invalidpin Invalid, Authentication, Status, Checker
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withdrawal is more than 3,000’’. Table 98.2 illustrates the impacted classes found
by proposed approach and Yin Li approach. After analysing the Table 98.3, it is
found that the results from proposed approach are equivalent to Li’s approach.
From this comparison, it is concluded that proposed approach is more efficient in
terms of abstraction.

The next section elaborates a case study to illustrate the reduction in test cases.

98.4.1 Estimation of Regression Testing Effort
from the Impact Set

When a change is made to software, the total effort made is the sum of modifi-
cation effort and testing effort. The testing effort can be reduced if we can identify
those test cases from the test suite that may be impacted due to the modifications
made. Other test cases need not be run again and again. Once we have the impact
set of use cases and hence the classes, when a change is made in any use case,
effort required for regression testing and total effort reduction in testing is com-
puted. Effort Required in Regression Testing (E0) = (Total number of test cases of
impacted classes /Total number of test cases in Test suite) * E

%Reduction in Test Effort¼ E � E0

E
� 100

where E is the effort required to run the existing test suite. In the next section we
will analyze the area of the class diagram impacted because of the change class
and its impact on regression test effort (Table 98.4).

Table 98.2 Impacted use-cases identified through proposed approach and respected classes for
Project ‘‘ATM’’

Impacted use-cases Impacted classes

Transaction Log, Logpanel, Receipt, Simreceiptprinter, Transaction,
Accountinformation, withdrawalWithdrawal

Transfer Money, Balance, Deposit, transfer

Table 98.3 Comparison of proposed approach and Yin Li Existing approach impacted classes
for project ‘‘ATM’’

Proposed approach impacted classes Yin Li impacted classes

Log. Logpanel, Receipt
Simreceiptprinter, Transaction
Accountinformation, Withdrawal, Money,
Balance, Deposit, Transfer

Log. Logpanel, Receipt
Simreceiptprinter, Transaction
Accountinformation, Withdrawal, Money,
Balance, Deposit, Transfer
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98.5 Simulation and Results

We demonstrate the proposed methodology work using a small application
‘‘Computer Operations Tutorial (COT)’’ developed in JAVA that takes a mathe-
matical expression as input, parses it and displays the solution as the output. The
exit condition for the application is to give the input ‘‘exit’’.

For COT, we have following classes whose names are stored in an array A:
A[ ] = {‘‘Additive’’, ‘‘Arithmetic’’, ‘‘Bitwise’’, ‘‘Compute’’, ‘‘Main’’, ‘‘Multi-

plicative’’, ‘‘Prefix’’, ‘‘Shift’’, ‘‘Unary’’, ‘‘Equality’’}.
Now suppose we make a change to the Equality class for implementing the

requested change, then the impact set (S) thus produced would be: Equality,
Bitwise, Compute, Multiplicative and Main. This can be verified by applying
Breadth First Search algorithm to find all connected components with the id of
Equality class as source, on matrix DM shown in Fig. 98.5. The zero value of
DM[i][j] represents the independency between class i and class j while the one
shows that the class j depends on the class i.

The requested change can impact the system in two ways: directly or indirectly,
as has been depicted in the dependency matrix shown above. When the equality
class is considered as the element of change set, the directly impacted class will be
bitwise, while compute, multiplicative and main will be indirectly impacted
classes. This can be easily observed from Fig. 98.5. The brown colored class (row
labelled E in matrix) is the initial class to which the change is requested. The green
colored class (row labelled B in matrix) represent the directly impacted classes.
Blue colored classes (row labelled M and N in matrix) are the indirectly impacted
classes, and the black colored classes are those that are unaffected by the change
that has been requested.

For a change requested in Equality classes, in the existing test suite there are
190 test cases, out of which we require to re-run only 86 test cases, thus required

Table 98.4 Classes and their impact area along with percentage reduction in effort required
during regression testing

Classes Number of use cases/
classes impacted

Number of test cases after
reduction

% reduction of
test cases

Arithmetic 6 99 47

Equality 5 86 54

Bitwise 4 86 54

Additive 4 60 68

Multiplicative 3 47 75

Prefix 3 34 82

Shift 3 34 82

Unary 3 34 82

Compute 2 8 95
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regression testing effort for the change will be 0.46E where E is the effort required
to run the existing test suite and the percent of average reduction in testing effort
will be 54 % of the existing system testing effort.

As the number of impacted classes rises for a class, more the effort is required
for regression testing.

98.6 Conclusion and Future Work

Proposed approach reduces the effort that is unnecessary required in source code
based SCIA. With the help of proposed approach, impacted use cases are found in
an early stage. SCIA is important activity of SCM process. Software system doc-
umentation and coding is increasing in massive rate, it is very difficult to impact
analysis of whole system manually, for small systems manual SCIA might be
useful, but for Large System, SCIA is a tedious job. The approach used in this paper
finds the regression test effort as well as test suite required for regression testing
based on the impact set that is the sub set of the existing test suite of the system.
Obtained results have coarse granularity over the existing approaches. Benefits of
Proposed approach, at the use case level, save time and effort required in later stages
of change management of the system. Thus the proposed approach allows efficient
SCIA of the systems and reduces effort with a significant improvement over the
traditional methods. In the proposed approach we are using use case diagram for
impact analysis. To refine the SCIA, this approach may be applied in other UML
models like in class diagram, sequence diagram, activity diagram. To find the

Fig. 98.5 Dependency
matrix for equality class (E)
of COT
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impact use case, search based information retrieval approach is used. By using
advance approaches like artificial intelligence etc., in information retrieval tech-
niques, SCIA will be more efficient and improved. The reduction in test effort
observed ranges from 47 to 95 %, saving significant software testing cost.
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Chapter 99
A Review of Image Segmentation
Methodologies in Medical Image

Lay Khoon Lee, Siau Chuin Liew and Weng Jie Thong

Abstract A precise segmentation of medical image is an important stage in
contouring throughout radiotherapy preparation. Medical images are mostly used
as radiographic techniques in diagnosis, clinical studies and treatment planning.
This review paper defines the limitation and strength of each methods currently
existing for the segmentation of medical images.

Keywords Advantages � Image segmentation � Medical image

99.1 Introduction

In medical fields nowadays, medical imaging is a crucial component in a many
applications. Such applications take place throughout the clinical track of events;
not only within diagnostic settings, but prominently in the area of preparation,
carrying out and evaluation before surgical operations.

Generally, image segmentation is the procedure of separating an image into
several parts. Instead of considering the whole data presented in an image all at
once, it is better to focus on a certain region-based semantic object in image
segmentation. Image segmentation has been widely implemented in medical
imaging to separate homogeneous area. Studied proposed by Liew et al. in 2012
shows that region of interest (ROI) segmentation plays a crucial role in multilevel
authentication [1]. Thus the goal of image segmentation is to find the regions that
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represent meaningful parts of objects for easier analyzation purpose .In this review
paper, author aims to gather and analyze methods used in image segmentation. So,
in general this paper will summarize suitable image segmentation methods to be
used for each types of medical images scan.

99.2 Method

In this section, several techniques that are being widely used on medical image
segmentation had been briefly described by the author. Segmentations are divided
mainly in four different techniques, which are thresholding-based, region-based,
edge-based, and clustering-based. Additionally there are also other methods for
image segmentations. The Fig. 99.1 below illustrates the types of image seg-
mentation available.

99.2.1 Thresholding-Based

99.2.1.1 Gray-Level Thresholding

The work of Beveridge [2] and his friends offered a decent example of a procedure
that integrates gray level thresholding which is a technique under the thresholding-
based image segmentation. In their paper, an input image can either be a grayscale
or colored image. The image is then divided into sectors of fixed size and fixed
location. An intensity histogram is calculated for each sector (and on colour images,
for each colour channel), and used to produce a local segmentation. For every
sector, information from its neighbors is used to detect clusters for which there may
not be enough local support due to the artificially induced partition of the image.

99.2.1.2 Ostu’s Method

In 1979, Ostu’s [3] research shows that thresholding method is based on a very simple
idea, which is to figure out the threshold that minimizes the weighted within-class
variance. In the experiment, Ostu’s method resulted in an advance in threshold-based
technique by converting a gray scale image into a binary image by automatically.

99.2.1.3 Gaussian Mixture Method

Gaussian mixture approach for image segmentation is a method to estimate the number
of components with their means and covariance sequentially without requiring any
initialization as proposed by Nicole and Alexander in 2012 [4]. The experiment
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procedure starts from a single mixture component covering the whole data set and
sequentially splits incrementally during the expectation maximization steps. This
Gaussian mixture method successfully shows its effectiveness after many experiments.

99.2.2 Region-Based

99.2.2.1 Region Growing

In 2001, Cootes and Taylor proved that region growing method can be accom-
plished by adding an offset and by scaling to transform all gray values to zero-
mean and unit-variance. As an alternative to work with intensities, Cootes and
Taylor suggested a method which is storing the gradients’ direction and strength,
the latter is mapped non-linearly, this method proved to be better than the nor-
malized intensity. In 2002, Boasch et.al described a non-linear procedure in his
paper. The latter method proved especially useful in images with a strongly non-
Gaussian distribution as encountered, e.g. in ultrasound images. Studies continued
by Scott et al. in 2003, used gradient orientation, corner and edge strength for the
detection of vertebrae in dual energy X-ray images [5–7].

Fig. 99.1 Methodologies of
image segmentation
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99.2.2.2 Region Splitting and Merging

Region splitting and merging technique is well known in region-based approach.
This technique is a combination of region splitting and merging. Manousakes et al.
in 1998 had [8] applied splitting and merging technique in trying to overcome the
difficulties occurred when using homogeneity measures. This experiment suc-
cessfully verified that the split-and-merge methods can be implemented in 2D and
3D MRI with a directionally uniform performance. Improvements involving
simulated annealing and boundary elimination can also be applied effectively in
3D or 2D MRI. The execution process is less time consuming.

99.2.3 Edge-Based

99.2.3.1 Edge Detection

In general edge detection methods are the process of identifying and locating sharp
discontinuities in an image. Edge detection is important for the object recognition
of human organs in medical images. In the years of 2006, Y.Q Zhang et al. [9]
introduced basic mathematical morphological theory and operations, the novel
mathematical morphological edge detection is proposed to detect the edge of lungs
CT image with salt -and -pepper noise. The experimental result shows that the
method proposed is more efficient for both medical image de-noising and edge
detection than the existing edge detection method.

99.2.3.2 Prewitt Edge Detection

According to Prewitt and J.M, 1970 [10], the Prewitt edge detector is an appro-
priate way to estimate the magnitude and orientation of an edge. Although dif-
ferential gradient edge detection needs a rather time consuming calculation to
estimate the orientation from the magnitudes in the x and y-directions, the compass
edge detection obtains the orientation directly from the kernel with the maximum
response. The Prewitt operator is limited to eight possible orientations; however
experiments show that most direct orientation estimations are not that accurate.
This gradient based edge detector is estimated in the 3 9 3 neighbourhood for
eight directions. All the eight convolution masks are calculated. One convolution
mask is then selected, namely that with the largest module. In this experiment,
Prewitt detector is able to clearly define the edges.
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99.2.3.3 Laplacian of Gaussian

Laplacian of Gaussian was firstly introduced by Marr and Hildreth in 1980 who
combined Gaussian filtering with the Laplacian technique. This algorithm is not
often used in machine vision. Researchers that continued this method were Berzins
in 1984, Shah, Sood and Jain in 1986, Huertas and Medioni in 1986 [11, 12].

99.2.3.4 Watershed

Watershed is an image segmentation method introduced by S. Beucher and F. Meyer
in 1990 which separates overlapping objects [13]. They proposed using mathe-
matical morphology in image segmentation. The objective of the paper is to avoid
the problem of oversegmentation. This method involved two tools which are
watershed transform and the homotopy modification. The number of experiments
and the positive results were attached in the author’s published paper.

99.2.4 Clustering-Based

99.2.4.1 Fuzzy C-Mean Clustering Method

The fuzzy set theory was introduced by Zadeh, and successfully applied in image
segmentation. The fuzzy c-means algorithm was proposed by Bezdek in 1981
based on the fuzzy theory, it is the most widely studied and used algorithm in
image segmentation for its simplicity and the ability to obtain more information
from images. The studies was extended by many researchers, one of the latest
researchers’ studies was done by Krinidis and Chatzis in 2010. They proposed a
fuzzy local information c-means (FLICM) to overcome the problem of setting
parameters in the FCM-based methods. This algorithm uses both spatial and gray-
level local information, and is fully free of parameter adjustment (except for the
number of clusters) [14–16].

99.2.4.2 K-Means Clustering

According to Kaus et al. in 2004, [17] K-means Clustering Method is a process to
classify a given data set through a certain numbers of K-clusters. After clustering
all features into n classes with the k-means algorithm, each landmark is assigned to
the cluster containing the largest number of training features from that point. In the
research, the features sampled at a certain landmark only need to be compared with
the assigned cluster. Different appearance models for different boundary segments
are thus supported automatically.
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99.2.4.3 Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering is one of the edge based method developed by D. Cordes
et al. in 2002. The author had done a research by using hierarchical clustering to
measure connectivity in functional MRI. This method is able to detect similarities
of low-frequency fluctuations, and the results indicated that the patterns of func-
tional connectivity can be obtained with hierarchical clustering that resembles
known neuronal connections [18].

99.2.4.4 Mean-Shift

In the year of 2002, Comaniciu and Meer described a segmentation method based
on the mean-shift algorithm. The mean-shift algorithm by Cheng in 1995 is
designed to locate points of locally-maximal density in feature space. Feature
vectors containing gray-scale or colour information as well as pixel coordinates are
computed for each pixel [19, 20].

99.2.5 Other Method

99.2.5.1 Level-Set Method

Level-set method were presented by Osher and Sethian in 1988 then extended by
Malladi et al. in 1995. This paper features an implied shape representation and can
be employed with regional or edge-based features. It is slightly different with the
research by Leventon et al. whereby they extended the original energy formulation
by an additional term which deforms the contour towards a previously learned
shape model. A frequent criticism is that the signed distance maps which the shape
model is based on, do not form a linear space, which can lead to invalid shapes if
training samples vary too much. In 2006, Pohl et al. presented a method of
embedding the signed distance maps into the linear Log Odds space, which could
solve the modeling problems. To keep this review at a reasonable length, they had
to ignore level-set theory and techniques: The conceptual differences between the
implicit representation and the discrete models they intend to focus on would have
required a special treatment for all following sections [21–23].

99.2.5.2 Artificial Neural Network

In 2003, Pal and Pal [24] had done a research on ANNs method used for seg-
mentation. As what Pal and Pal have predicted, ANN becomes widely applied in
image processing. Lately the research of this method has been continued by Indira,
S.U., and Ramesh in the years of 2011 [25]. In this paper, an unsupervised method
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Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) form ANN and (Genetic Algorithm) GA
were combined to identify the main featured present in the image. SOM combined
with GA and some of the variants of SOM like the Variable Structure SOM
(VSSOM), Parameterless SOM (PLSOM) are compared and their performance is
evaluated. A new unsupervised, nonparametric method is developed by combining
the advantages of VSSOM and PLSOM. The experiments performed on the
satellite image shows that the modified PLSOM is efficient and the time taken for
the segmentation is less when compared to the other methods.

99.3 Modality

The imaging modalities employed can be divided into two global categories:
anatomical and functional. This paper only covered anatomical modalities. Images
are presented in 2D as well as in 3D domain. In the 2D domain each element is
called pixel, while in 3D domain it is called voxel [26]. Medical imaging is
performed in various modalities and in this paper the author will discuss images
such as CT, MRI, X-Ray and ultrasound.

CT (Computed tomography) is the image of sectional planes (tomography)
which are harder to interpret. CT can visualize small density difference, e.g. grey
matter, white matter and CSF. CT can detect and diagnose disease that cannot be
seen with X-ray. However it is more expensive than X-ray, lower resolution and
lower ionizing radiation [27].

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a sophisticated medical imaging tech-
nique that uses magnetic fields and radiofrequency to visualize the body’s internal
structures. Magnetic field gradients cause signals from different parts of the body
to have different frequencies. Signals collected with multiple gradients are pro-
cessed by computer to produce an image [27]. MR imaging of the body is per-
formed to get the structural details of brain, liver, chest, abdomen and pelvis which
helps in diagnosis or treatment.

In ultrasound imaging, computerized images are produced by sound waves
reflected by organs and other interior body parts in real time. It can be used for
interventional procedures. Ultrasound has no known harmful effects (at levels used
in clinical imaging). Ultrasound equipment is inexpensive, but many anatomical
regions cannot be visualized with ultrasound, for instance, head [28].

X-ray is the oldest non-invasive imaging of internal structures. It is rapid, short
exposure time and cheaper than other modalities. However X-ray is unable to
distinguish between soft tissues in head and abdomen. Real time X-ray imaging is
possible and used during interventional procedures. X-Ray contains ionizing
radiation which is a cause of cancer [29].
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99.4 Discussion

Table 99.1 below summarizes the advantages and limitation of each methodology.

99.5 Analysis

In this section, Table 99.2 is presented as recommendations of methodologies for
CT scan, ultrasound, MRI and X-ray. Analysis is done according to the advantages
and disadvantaged of each methods has mentioned above.

Segmentation of CT scan usually involves three main image related problems;
noise that can alter the intensity of a pixel such that its classification becomes
uncertain, intensity inhomogeneity where the intensity level of single tissue class
varies gradually over the extent of the image, and image that have finite pixel size
and are subject to partial volume averaging where individual pixel volumes con-
tain a mixture of tissue classes so that the intensity pixel in the image may not be
consistent with any one class. For the segmentation of bone via CT scan, it is
recommended to use thresholding-method and region-based, or a combination of
region growing and watershed methodologies. By using these two methods, image
renderings are often used to provide detailed visualization of skeletal structure.

The main goal in brain MR segmentation is to segment gray matter, white
matter and cerebrospinal fluid. Segmentation is also used to find out the regions
corresponding to lesions tumors, cyst, edema, and other pathologies. Thus the
recommended method is clustering-based method. This is because this method is
based on the intensity of information, and a major concern is the presence of
intensity inhomogeneity.

For 3D MRI, it is slightly different with the 2D MRI, it is recommended to use
ANN or level-set method, due to complexity of dimensionality.

Thresholding-based method has been performed mostly in ultrasound for
extracting a variety of structures. The thresholding of intensity and texture sta-
tistics is used to segment ovarian cysts which will result in a good output, since is
simple to use.

Edge-based and watershed method is recommended for X-ray segmentation.
The edge-based methods works well for noise-free image, but the performance
degrades with noisy images or when fake and weak edges are present in the X-ray
imaging. Better result could be obtained when the edge-based method is combined
with watershed method.
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Table 99.1 Advantages and limitation of methodologies

Methodologies Advantages Disadvantages

Thresholding-
based

Gray level
thresholding
-based

Easy to implement and
efficient. No need prior
information or calculation

Noisy and blurred edges.
Lack of sensitivity and
sharpness, hard to define,
complex for
multidimensional

Otsu’s
method

Functions well and stably.
General: no specific
histogram shape assumed.
Able to extend to multilevel
thresholding

False maxima may occur
during optimization function.
The method tends to
artificially enlarge small
classes to obtain ‘better
separation’; small classes
might be merged and missed

Gaussian
mixture
approach

Relatively general histogram
model. When model is
invalid, minimizes
classification error
probability. Applicable to
small-size classes

Many histograms are not
Gaussian. Intensities are
finite and non-negative.
Difficult to detect close and
flat modes. Requires
significant simplification of
model form extension to
multithresholding

Region-based Region
growing

Perform better in noise
image. Easy to compute

Seed point must be specified.
Costly. Images may be
undersegmentated or
oversegmentated

Region
merging and
splitting

The image can be split
progressively according to
demanded resolution. Can
split the image by mean or
variance of segment pixel
value. The merging criteria
can be different to the
splitting criteria

May produce blocky
segments

Edge-based Edge
detection

Enclose large areas.
Applicable to images with
uneven illumination

Only applicable to simple
background. closed contours
are not guaranteed

Prewitt edge
detection

Simplicity and able to detect
edges and their orientations

Sensitivity to noise and
inaccurate

Laplacian of
Gaussian

Able to find the correct
places of edges. Can be used
to test wider area around the
pixel

Malfunctioning at corners,
curves and where the gray
level intensity function
varies. Not finding the
orientation of edge because
of using the Laplcian filter

Watershed Perform better in noise
image. Fast speed and output
reliable

Seed point must be specified
and easily over-segmentated.
Only applied on gradient and
time consuming

(continued)
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Table 99.2 Recommended
methodologies

Modalities Recommended method

CT Scan Thresholding and region-based

Region-growing and watershed

3D MRI ANN

Level set method

MRI Clustering-based

Ultrasound Thresholding-based

X-ray Edge-based and watershed

Table 99.1 (continued)

Methodologies Advantages Disadvantages

Clustering-
based

Fuzzy C-
mean
clustering

Simple and easy to
understand

Undefined optimal solution.
Sensitive initialization
process. Not compatible with
noisy data

Hierarchical
clustering

Simple, output reliable. The
process and relationships can
check the dendrogram. Only
need to compute the
distances between each
pattern, instead of
calculating the centroid of
clusters

Involves in detailed level, the
fatal problem is computation
time. For the reason that
hierarchical clustering
involves in detailed level, the
fatal problem is the
computation time

K-mean
clustering

Fast number of clustering is
fixed. K-means algorithm is
easy to implement. It is faster
than the hierarchical
clustering

User has to select the number
of desired output clusters
before starting to classify
data. The result is sensitive
to the selection of the initial
random centroids. Cannot
show the clustering details

Mean shift An extremely versatile tool
for feature space analysis.
Suitable for arbitrary feature
spaces

The kernel bandwidth is the
only factor that can control
the output. The computation
time is quite long

Other method Level set
method

Versatile, robust, accurate,
and efficient

Require considerable thought
in order to construct
appropriate velocities for
advancing the level set
function

Neural
network
based

Applicable to a variety of
problems. Easy to implement

Lack of profound theoretical
basis for ANNs. Problem in
choosing the best
architecture. Black-box
problem
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99.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper surveys on the existing methods of image segmentation
and recommends image segmentation methods to be applied on CT scan, 3D MRI,
MRI, ultrasound and X-Ray. The scope only includes digital watermarking in
medical image. Each image segmentation method has its own limitations. Hence
this paper can be used as a reference. However, there are certain limitations for
image segmentation in digital watermarking for medical images. The accuracy of
the segmentation remains the most concerned issue in determining critical cases
such as detection of tumor via medical imaging. Recommendation for future works
includes improving the accuracy and the speed of image segmentation for the
digital watermarking in medical imaging.
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Chapter 100
The Utilization of Template Matching
Method for License Plate Recognition:
A Case Study in Malaysia

Norazira A. Jalil, A.S.H. Basari, Sazilah Salam, Nuzulha Khilwani
Ibrahim and Mohd Adili Norasikin

Abstract Automatic License plate detection and recognition system is special
form of optical character recognition and has been an active research domain in
image processing field. However, the accuracy is varied due to different styles of
number plates endorsed. Besides, the characters on Malaysia license plate are in one
or two lines. Thus, the proposed license plate recognition (LPR) technique of this
research is able to achieve the best recognition performance based on Malaysia
license plate vehicle registration number characters. This paper presents a study of
applying the template matching method for character image recognition. The
database of characters and license plate image has been created by collecting
images from various type of car. The initial pre-processing involves image
enhancement, binarization, filtering and segmenting of license plate. There are 100
license plates that contain 693 characters have been tested, and the result shown that
92.78 % of all characters is correctly recognized. Thus, template matching can be
classified as one of the promising algorithm for recognizing Malaysia license plate.
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100.1 Introduction

The advanced of computer application processed more than textual data solving
everyday problems. Image processing techniques has been applied in many real-
life applications with great societal value. It has been applied in numerous domain
applications such as medical, security, engineering, forensic and biometric pur-
poses. The ability to process image or picture and translate it into something
meaningful has made the image processing fields become an active research area
until todays. A picture is worth a thousand words. Thus, with the great demands in
intelligent transportation system, the technology of image processing has adopted
for vehicle and traffic surveillance [1], managing vehicle parking system and
highway electronic toll collection. The fundamental issues in real-time license
plate recognition are the accuracy and the recognition speed in different envi-
ronmental conditions.

A license plate is the unique identification of a vehicle. License plate recognition
system is a complex image processing application which recognizes the characters
on a car plate based on the given conditions and situation. The license plate rec-
ognition system is installed in many places with multiple purposes and even polices
are using this application to detect speeding vehicles and monitoring surveillance
from distance away. These systems are beneficial because it can automate car park
management [2], improve the security of car park operator and the users as well.
Moreover, this system can eliminate the usage of swipe cards and parking tickets
that lead to green technologies [3], improve traffic flow during peak hours, detect
speeding cars on highways, and detect cars which run over red traffic lights. License
plate recognition system has been intensively studied worldwide; however, in
Malaysia cases, the implementation of these systems are less accurate due to the
different styles of car plates applied. The main reason is the developments of image
processing applications are still inadequate where it is unable to reach the 100 %
accuracy in recognition. Due to that, it is recommended that research is still con-
ducted for this application because of the importance of car plate recognition.

The Road Transport Department of Malaysia has endorsed a specification for
car plates that are allowed for use includes the font and size of characters that must
be followed by car owners. In Malaysia, the standard number plate has black color
for the background and white color for the font. All number plate is in the form of
vertical and horizontal with some specified font and size. Figure 100.1 below
shows samples of common and special Malaysian car plates. These various fonts
and sizes of characters will lead to problems during recognition phase.

One of the factors that contribute to the failure in achieving 100 % accuracy in
recognition was unable to recognize similar pattern characters. The common
confused characters such as in the case of recognizing character ‘B’ and ‘8’ or ‘3’,
‘0’ and ‘D’, ‘E’ and ‘F’, ‘G’ and ‘6’ or ‘Q’, ‘A’ as ‘4’, ‘6’ with ‘S’ and ‘7’ with ‘T’
or ‘1’. However, to avoid confusion between the letters and numbers, certain letters
are not used in the Malaysian registration system. The alphabets ‘I’ and ‘O’ are
omitted from the alphabetical sequences due to their similarities with the numbers
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‘1’ and ‘0’. The alphabet ‘Z’ is omitted and reserved for use on Malaysian military
vehicles. Besides, there can be no leading zeroes in the number sequence.

Therefore, the experiments are conducted by using template matching to rec-
ognize the characters of license plate. Both vertical and horizontal Malaysia
license plate is applied as testing images.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the entire recognition processes
are briefly described in Sect. 100.2. Testing and results were discussed in
Sect. 100.3 and finally concluding remarks were given in Sect. 100.4.

100.2 Materials and Methods

Based on the previous studies [4, 5], the overview of image processing technique
in license plate recognition system includes 5 stages: (a) pre-processing, (b) fil-
tering, (c) feature extraction, (d) segmentation and (e) character recognition. The
final output of the sample experiment is to recognize the alphanumeric characters
on the license plate.

100.2.1 Preprocessing

Digital image preprocessing is an initial step to image processing improving the
data image quality for more suitable for visual perception or computational pro-
cessing. Preprocessing is an important step of applying a number of procedures for
smoothing and enhancing the image [6], removing background noise, normalizing
the intensity of individual image particles, image blurring and remove image

Fig. 100.1 Vehicle number plate specification approved by Jabatan Pengangkutan Jalan
Malaysia (JPJ)
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reflections. This phase is used for making a digital image usable by subsequent
algorithm in order to improve their readability for the next phases. Preprocessing
for car license plate number uses three common sub processes [1], which are
geometric operation, gray scaling process and binarization process.

100.2.1.1 Geometric Operation

Geometric operation is a process to locate the car license plate. The purpose of this
operation is to localize the car plate for faster character identification over a small
region. The input image is first cropped manually to minimize the processing time.
Only the lower part of the input image that contains the required information will
be processed [1, 5, 7].

100.2.1.2 Grayscaling Process

Grayscaling is a process to produce shades of gray image from a multi-colour
image. Grayscale is usually the preferred format for image processing. Often, the
grayscale intensity is stored as an 8-bit integer giving 256 possible different shades
of gray from black to white. Basically, grayscale images are entirely sufficient for
many tasks and so there is no need to use more complicated and harder-to-process
colour images.

The method for the conversion of RGB to grayscale, as follows [8, 9]:

Intensity value ¼ 0:299 �R þ 0:587 �G þ 0:114 �B ð100:1Þ

100.2.1.3 Binarization Process

Binarization is a process of converting grayscale image into black and white image
or ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’. In digital image processing, binarization process enable of
removing unwanted information, detect the information of target area and increase
the processing speed [10]. Previously, the grayscale image consists of different
level of gray values; from 0 to 255. To improve the quality and extract some
information from the image, the image needs to be process a few times and thus
make the binary image more useful. Gray threshold value of an image is required
in the binarization process as it is important to determine whether the pixels that
having gray values will be converted to black or white.

The purpose of binarization is to identify the extent of objects and to con-
centrate on the shape analysis, where the shape of a region is more significant than
the intensity of pixels [6]. To avoid from data loss during the binarization process,
as both desired (characters) and undesired image (noise) will appeared; a variable
thresholding technique [11] is applied. This technique helps in determines the local
optimal threshold value for each image pixel in order to avoid problem originating
from non-uniform illumination [12].
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100.2.2 Filtering

In this stage, filtering process is used for blurring and for noise reduction while
preserving the sharpness of the image. Blurring is used in filtering process to
remove and clean-up the small noise and boundaries. In order to reduce the
background noise, softening is applied in low pass filter and thus making the image
blur.

A low-pass filter [13, 14] is also known as blurring or smoothing filter. The
method is used by calculating the average of a pixel and all of its eight immediate
neighbours. The result will replace the original value of the pixel. The process is
repeated for every pixel in the image.

100.2.3 Feature Extraction

In order to obtain an accurate location of the license plate, localization and
extraction of needed area from the vehicle image is necessary. This phase will give
a greatly affects for recognition rate and overall speed of the whole process. After
removing most of the unwanted object in an image, the next step is to search for
regions with high values which are most likely contain a license plate [15]. This is
done by constructing a horizontal and vertical projection profile of the edge image.
Due to the presence of some characters and text, the region containing the number
plate has a higher concentration of edges than the surrounding regions [16]. By
combining both horizontal and vertical projection [17], the location of the number
plate within the region of interest can be detected. The number of white pixels
presence in each row and column is counted. The vertical boundaries of the
number plate manifest as peaks in the graph of the vertical projection. The hori-
zontal boundaries of the number plate manifest as troughs in the graph of the
horizontal projection indicate the regions has strong edged and can be used for
horizontal position of license plate.

100.2.4 Image Segmentation

Segmentation is an important and crucial [15, 18] stage in License Plate Recog-
nition system that influences the accuracy of the whole system. The goal of
character segmentation is to find and segment the isolated characters on the plates,
without losing features of the characters. The correct segmentation process will
ease the process of character recognition. There are many factors that make the
character segmentation task difficult, such as image noise, plate frame, rivet, and
rotation and illumination variance. Thus, preprocessing is very important for
ensuring the good performance of character segmentation.
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For Connected Component Analysis [19], the threshold of the plate image is
calculated and search for the connected components in the image, each connected
component will be assigned a special label in order to distinguish between different
connected components. Then, the character is resized to the standard height and
width in order to be used for recognition system as illustrated in Fig. 100.2.

100.2.5 Character Recognition

Character recognition is the most important task in recognizing the plate number
[6]. The recognition of characters has been a problem that has received much
attention in the fields of image processing, pattern recognition and artificial
intelligence. It is because there is a lot of possibility that the character produced
from the normalization step differ from the database. The same characters may
differ in sizes, shape and style [20] that could result in recognition of false char-
acter, and affect the accuracy and complexity of the whole system. In Malaysian
car plate, there are two groups of character, which is alphabet and numeric. It is
important for the system to differentiate the character correctly as sometimes the
system may confuse due to the similarities in the form of shape.

100.2.5.1 Template Matching

Template matching [1, 21, 22] is one of the most and common and easy classi-
fication methods for recognizing the segmented characters [23]. This technique is
applied by finding the small part of image that match with the template. The size of
each character image is normalized according to the template stored in the data-
base. Each character is compared to its corresponding pixel in the template and the
highest coefficient result is identified as the character of the input [24]. This
method has shown high accuracy but requires efficient searching method and needs
a large storage to save all the numbers and character templates [25].

However, due to processing time, the small size of template is commonly used
and thus may lead to inaccurate detection. Besides, slight deviations in shape, size,

Width = 15 pixels

Height = 24 pixels

Fig. 100.2 Size of segmented character
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and orientation, would prevent template matches from reading even the limited
0–9 numbers and A–Z English alphabets.

The recognition process using template matching is grouped into two main sub-
modules which are template creation and template matching. Template database
contain the characters that may be present in a license plate are from A to Y and
the digits that may also be present in a license plate are from 0 to 9. There are four
set of 33 alphanumeric characters (23 alphabets and 10 digits) is used for template
creation. The alphabets ‘I’, ‘O’ and ‘Z’ are omitted and reserved due to their
similarities with few digits and for Malaysian military vehicles purposes only. The
number of templates can be increased in order to increase the accuracy of the
license plate recognition system. Fitting approach is necessary for template
matching. For matching the characters with the database, input images must be
equal-sized with the database characters. The matching is done on a pixel by pixel
basis. In order to achieve optimum recognition rate, the template characters fit to
15 9 24 pixels is prepared. The segmented number plate region must be at the
same size of the template, although the real number plate region is bigger or
smaller than the template size [1]. The extracted characters segmented from plate
and the characters on database are now equal-sized [26].

The next step is template matching. Template matching is an effective algo-
rithm for recognition of characters. The character image is compared with the ones

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g)

Fig. 100.3 Proposed technique, a Input image, b Cropped input image, c Binary image,
d Filtered number plate, e Extracted number plate, f Segmented character, g Output from
template matching
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in the database and the highest correlation value is selected. Correlation is an
effective technique for image recognition [27]. This method measure the degree of
similarity corresponding pixel values of two images, template and input image. An
image with the highest correlation value means strong relation between input
image and templates that will produces the best match.

This type of comparison does not involve much computation. It is restricted to
the number of samples to be compared and the number of templates available in
the database, proportionate to which the duration of time taken to compare and
throw up a result would vary. Another limitation of the method is that when exact
matches are not found the probability of misinterpreted increases. In this method
the computational time increases as the number of sample increases [28].
Figure 100.3 shows the detail process flow.

100.3 Results and Discussion

In this experiment, 693 characters from 100 license plate images were employed
and the size of each segmented images has been resized to 15 9 24 pixels. For
these images, all of them were taken by digital camera from various scenes and
under different lighting conditions of the real world, varied distances from the
vehicle and weather. The distance between the camera and the vehicle varied from
3 to 7 m. The success rate has been achieved where the accuracy of license plate
recognition using template matching yield up to 92.78 %.

From 693 characters tested, 50 have been wrongly recognized. Out of 33
characters, there are 11 characters that are wrongly recognized which are B, G , M,
Q, U, 0, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9. Out of 50 errors, number 8 and 9 has the highest
misrecognized characters where system tends to recognize as 6 and 0 respectively.
Other common misrecognized characters are M and 0. The failure of this section is
caused by some defectives on input image that lead to failure. Based on the result,
the recognition accuracy and efficiency of the system can be increases with more
number of training samples.

The highest degree of similarity between each character is 1. Thus, based on the
experiment, even though the degree of similarity closes to 1, yet there are errors
detected. The highest degree of misrecognizes character is 0.8157 while the lowest
is 0.4005.

100.4 Conclusion

In this paper, a simple yet efficient method of detecting and recognizing characters
image in Malaysia license plate has been presented. The proposed method utilizes
template matching to perform the recognition. Firstly, pre-processing and filtering
is conducted to remove the unwanted images. Next, extraction is used to locate the
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position of license plate characters, and then segmentation is done to separate the
plate characters individually. Finally, template matching with the use of correla-
tion is applied for recognition of plate characters. The performance of template
matching with Malaysia license plate has been tested and evaluated. The result has
shown that the developed algorithm works well and has gained the high accuracy
value up to 92.78 %.

As future work, it will be interesting to test the method with more number of
English alphabet and numeric samples. Another suggestion is to improve the
performance of template matching by hybridizing with back-propagation neural
network.
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